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Abstract 

This report is a comprehensive document that provides both state-of-the art knowledge 

and state-of practice design guidance for the use of geofoam in roadway embankments and bridge 

approaches. This document presents a design guideline or procedure as well as an appropriate 

material and construction standard, both in AASHTO format. It is anticipated that this document 

will encourage greater and more consistent use of EPS-block geofoam in roadway embankments. 

The ultimate benefit of this is an optimization of both the technical performance as well as cost of 

EPS-block geofoam embankments. It is anticipated that designers will be more willing to 

consider EPS-block geofoam as an alternative for construction of embankments over soft ground 

using the design methodology and construction standard presented herein. The research has  

confirmed that EPS-block geofoam can provide a safe and economical solution to problems with 

construction of roadway embankments on soft soils.  This report is designed to produce a single 

source of information on the present knowledge of geofoam usage in roadway embankments.   
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GUIDELINES FOR GEOFOAM APPLICATIONS IN 

EMBANKMENT PROECTS 

SUMMARY 

Construction of roadway embankments on soft foundation soils, such as peats or soft 

clays, has long been problematic.  The two main approaches for coping with the problem is to 

improve the engineering properties, e.g., shear strength and compressibility, of the foundation 

soils or reduce the weight of the embankment and thus the load applied to the problematic 

foundation soils.  Because of the uncertainty involved in using ground improvement techniques, 

DOTs and other owners have been increasingly using lightweight fills to reduce the weight of the 

embankment. The level of uncertainty involved in ground improvement techniques, e.g., 

quantifying the increase in foundation shear resistance, is high relative to the use of lightweight 

fill because strengthening of the foundation can be difficult to control and the soil strata may not 

be known accurately.  In addition, the improvement in the engineering properties of the 

foundation soils must be verified prior to embankment construction to ensure satisfactory 

performance. Conversely, the properties and geometry of man-made lightweight fills, e.g., 

geofoam, are well defined which provides more confidence and less uncertainty in its use than 

foundation improvement techniques.  The reduced uncertainty is mainly caused by the fill being 

so light that it does not stress the foundation and thus the need to accurately know the soil strata 

and engineering properties is significantly reduced or eliminated.   

There are a large number of potential lightweight fill materials available. However, EPS-

block geofoam usage has been increasing for a number of reasons including it exhibits the lowest 

density/unit weight and thus the smallest impact on the soft foundation soils, exhibits consistent 

material properties because it is manufactured, is easy and fast to construct even in adverse 

weather conditions, results in decreased maintenance costs as a result of less settlement from the 
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 x

low density of EPS-block geofoam, alleviates the need to acquire additional right-of-way to 

construct flatter slopes because of the low density of EPS-block and/or the use of a vertical 

embankment, applies less lateral stress to bridge approach abutments, can be used over existing 

utilities which reduces or eliminates utility relocation, and exhibits excellent durability. EPS-

block geofoam has been used as lightweight fill worldwide since at least 1972, which corresponds 

to a road project in Norway. The use of EPS-block geofoam in the U.S.A. for the lightweight fill 

application dates back to at least the 1980s although at least two conceptual U.S. patents for the 

use of plastic foams as lightweight fill were issued in the U.S.A. in the early 1970s. Since the 

Norwegian roadway project in 1972, the Japanese constructed their first lightweight fill project in 

1985. Approximately ten years later, geofoam usage in Japan comprises approximately 50 percent 

of the worldwide usage. In the U.S. approximately 10 percent of annual sales of block molded 

EPS is now used in the geofoam market versus none approximately ten years ago. 

Objectives of the Report 

Despite the continuing worldwide use of EPS-block geofoam, a specific design guideline 

or design procedure for its use as lightweight fill in roadway embankments was unavailable. 

Therefore, there was a need in the U.S.A. since the mid 1990s to develop a formal and detailed 

design document for use of EPS-block geofoam in routine practice. The purpose of this report is 

to fill this void with a comprehensive document that provides both state-of-the-art knowledge and 

state-of-practice design guidance for engineers. This document presents a design guideline as 

well as an appropriate material and construction standard, both in AASHTO format. It is 

anticipated that this document will encourage greater and more consistent use of EPS-block 

geofoam in roadway embankments. The ultimate benefit of this is an optimization of both the 

technical performance as well as cost of EPS-block geofoam embankments. It is anticipated that 

designers will be more willing to consider EPS-block geofoam as an alternative for construction 

of embankments over soft ground using the design methodology and material and construction 

standard presented herein.  
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Organization of Report 

The report is divided into two parts.  The first part of the report, which consists of 

thirteen chapters, is concerned with the design of EPS-block geofoam roadway embankments.  

Chapter 1 provides an overview and history of the use of EPS-block geofoam for roadway 

embankments and discusses appropriate terminology.  Chapter 2 presents a summary of the 

engineering properties that are necessary to implement the proposed design methodology, such 

as, modulus, elastic limit stress, Poisson’s ratio, and interface shear resistance. Chapter 3 provides 

an overview of the design methodology developed herein for embankments on soft soil 

incorporating EPS-block geofoam. The design methodology consists of the following three main 

parts:  pavement system design (Chapter 4), external stability evaluation (Chapter 5), and internal 

stability evaluation (Chapter 6). All three of these considerations are interconnected and must be 

considered for each geofoam embankment. Chapter 3 also includes the background for the 

“Provisional Design Guideline” that is included in Appendix B. Chapter 4 presents the pavement 

system design module that utilizes both flexible or rigid pavement systems. Chapter 5 presents 

the external stability considerations, e.g., bearing capacity, settlement, static and seismic slope 

stability, hydrostatic uplift, translation due to water and wind, that should be evaluated when 

utilizing an EPS-block geofoam embankment. Finally, Chapter 6 presents the internal stability 

issues, e.g., static and seismic sliding between the EPS blocks, load bearing capacity of the 

blocks, sliding due to water and wind, and EPS durability that should be considered. Chapter 7 

presents design examples that demonstrate the design methodology outlined in Chapter 3 and 

detailed in Chapters 4, 5, and 6 for a traditional trapezoidal embankment that can be used by 

design engineers to facilitate design of their projects. The key feature in Chapters 4, 5, and 6 is 

the inclusion of design charts that can be used to obtain an optimal design for a geofoam 

embankment on soft soil. Chapters 8, 9, and 10 discuss geofoam construction practices, 

MQC/MQA testing, and design details, respectively. These chapters provide the background for 

understanding the “Provisional Standard” included in Appendix C. Chapter 11 provides a 
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 xii

summary of several case histories that have successfully incorporated EPS-block geofoam into 

roadway embankments and slope stabilization applications. Chapter 12 provides cost information 

to allow a cost estimate for the geofoam embankment to be prepared during the design phase so 

that an optimal geofoam design can be selected. The designer can then use this optimal geofoam 

design to perform a cost comparison with other soft ground construction techniques. Finally, 

Chapter 13 presents areas of future research for EPS-block geofoam for roadway embankments. 

The second part of the report is composed of six appendices.  Appendix A describes a 

geofoam usage survey that was developed and distributed during this study and also presents the 

responses to the survey.  Appendix B presents the provisional design guideline for EPS-block 

geofoam embankments that is outlined in Chapter 3.  Appendix C presents the provisional 

standard for the use of EPS-block geofoam, which should facilitate DOTs in specifying, and thus 

contracting for the use of geofoam in roadway embankments.  Appendix D presents an extensive 

bibliography of all references encountered during this study that relate to EPS-block geofoam.  

Finally, Appendix E presents a glossary of the terms used in the report and Appendix F provides 

conversion factors that can be used to convert between Système International d’Unités (SI) and 

inch-pound (I-P) units.  

 The key products of the research are the provisional design guideline in Appendix B and 

the provisional material and construction standard in Appendix C. Designers that desire a quick 

overview of the design process and/or a recommended material and construction standard can 

utilize Appendix B and C. 

Both the Système International d’Unités (SI) and inch-pound (I-P) units have been used 

in this report. SI units are shown first and I-P units are shown in parentheses within text. 

Numerous figures are included for use in design. Therefore, only SI units are provided in some of 

the figures to avoid duplication of figures. Additionally, in some cases figures have been 

reproduced that use either all SI or all I-P units. These figures have not been revised to show both 

sets of units. However, Appendix F presents factors that can be used to convert between SI and I-
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P units. The one exception to the dual SI and I-P unit usage involves the quantities of density and 

unit weight. Density is the mass per unit volume and has units of kg/m3 (slugs/ft3) and unit weight 

is the weight per unit volume and has units of kN/m3 (lbf/ft3). Although density is the preferred 

quantity in SI, unit weight is still the common quantity in geotechnical engineering practice. 

Therefore, the quantity of unit weight will be used herein except when referring to EPS-block 

geofoam. The geofoam manufacturing industry typically uses the quantity of density with the SI 

units of kg/m3 but with the I-P quantity of unit weight with units of lbf/ft3. Therefore, the same 

dual unit system of density in SI and unit weight in I-P units will be used when referring to EPS-

block geofoam.   

Concluding Comments 

The research has amply confirmed that EPS-block geofoam can provide a safe and 

economical solution to problems with construction of roadway embankments on soft soils.  This 

report is designed to produce a single source of information on the present state-of-the-art 

knowledge of geofoam usage in roadway embankments.  It is important to recognize, that 

although much progress has been made in the use of geofoam in roadway embankments since the 

early 1970s, our understanding of all aspects of the behavior and cost/benefits, especially the 

intangible benefits, of EPS-block geofoam for embankment construction is not complete.  For 

example, there are unanswered questions about the creep characteristics of EPS-block geofoam, 

seasoning times required prior to shipment, and appropriate testing to determine the small-strain 

stiffness of EPS blocks for use in the design methodology presented herein.  It is anticipated that 

the information documented herein will serve as a guide to initiate technical advances that will 

lead to even more efficient designs and increased usage of geofoam in roadway embankments.   
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______________________________________________________________________________ 

GENERAL  

Although there are many lightweight fill materials than can be and have been used for 

embankments, geofoam has experienced an increase in usage over the last decade. It is estimated 

by the geofoam industry that approximately 10 percent of annual U. S. sales of block-molded 

EPS is for the geofoam market, i.e., civil engineering applications, while ten years ago the U. S. 

geofoam market was non-existent. Another indication of increased geofoam usage is that 

geofoam usage in Japan started in 1985 and by 1995 the Japanese usage accounted for one-half of 

all geofoam usage worldwide. The Japanese usage suggests that provided proper technical 

support of EPS geofoam is available, the potential for significant growth is high. The main 
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objective of this report is to present the necessary technical information to facilitate usage of 

EPS-block geofoam in roadway embankments. 

Geofoam is any material or product that has a closed-cell structure that was created either 

in a fixed plant or in situ by an expansion process (1). Although most geofoam materials are 

polymeric (plastic) in composition, other materials such as Portland cement concrete (PCC) or 

glass have been and are used. Geofoam is now recognized as a type or category of geosynthetic in 

the same way as geogrids, geomembranes and geotextiles. Despite the fact that there are 

numerous geofoam materials and products, decades of worldwide use have demonstrated that 

block-molded expanded polystyrene (EPS) is the geofoam material of choice in lightweight fill 

applications. Therefore, this report focuses on EPS-block geofoam. 

Benefits of utilizing an EPS-block geofoam embankment include:  (1) ease and speed of 

construction, (2) placement in adverse weather conditions, (3) possible elimination of the need for 

preloading, surcharging, and staged construction, (4) decreased maintenance costs as a result of 

less settlement from the low density of EPS-block geofoam, (5) alleviation of the need to acquire 

additional right-of-way to construct flatter slopes because of the low density of EPS-block and/or 

the use of a vertical embankment because of the block shape of EPS, (6) reduction of lateral stress 

on bridge approach abutments, (7) use over existing utilities which reduces or eliminates utility 

relocation, and (8) excellent durability. In a soil removal and replacement situation without the 

use of surcharging, the use of EPS-block geofoam may result in cost savings compared to other 

types of lightweight fill materials and conventional fill materials because the density of geofoam 

is 1/10th to 1/30th of the density of foamed concrete, 1/55th to 1/145th of the in-place density of 

boiler slag, and 1/100th of the density of conventional granular fill material.  Thus, the lower 

density of EPS-block geofoam may alleviate the costs of soft soil removal (which include the 

attendant disposal problems and costs) and the possible need for an excavation support system, 

excavation widening, and temporary dewatering. 
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EPS-block geofoam is unique as a lightweight fill material, with a density that is only 

about 1 percent of the density of traditional earth fill materials yet sufficiently strong to support 

motor vehicles, trains, airplanes, lightly loaded buildings, and the abutments of small bridges. The 

extraordinarily low density of EPS-block geofoam results in significantly reduced gravity stresses 

on underlying soil foundations as well as reduced inertial forces during seismic shaking. In 

addition, geofoam is extremely easy and quick to place in all types of weather. On many projects, 

the overall immediate and long-term benefits and lower construction cost of using EPS-block 

geofoam more than compensate for the fact that its material unit cost is greater than that of 

traditional earth fill materials. 

This chapter provides an overview of soft ground treatment methods and lightweight fills, 

which includes a history of geofoam development and a summary of the current state of practice 

of designing with geofoam.  

SOFT GROUND TREATMENT METHODS  

If either the allowable bearing capacity of the underlying soft foundation soil is too low 

and/or the estimated settlement of the proposed embankment is too large, the geotechnical 

engineer traditionally must either select a suitable ground treatment or improvement procedure or 

recommend use of an elevated structure supported on deep foundations if an alternative route is 

not possible. Roadway construction techniques over soft ground have a long history. The earliest 

known roads built over organic soils are found in England. These roads consist of planks and are 

estimated to be between 4000 and 4800 years old (2,3). Roads supported on wood piles have 

been discovered in roads constructed over the entire Roman territory during the period of 300 BC 

to AD 400 (3).  

A summary of various soft ground treatment alternatives that have been used for highway 

embankments in the United States can be found in (4). These alternatives are also summarized in 
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Table 1.1 (terminology has been updated in some cases). As indicated in Table 1.1, these 

treatment alternatives can be categorized into the following treatment approaches (4,5): 

• Reducing the applied load, 

• Replacing the problematic materials with more competent materials, 

• Increasing the shear strength and reducing compressibility of the  

problematic materials, 

• Transferring the loads to more competent layers via a deep  

foundation system,  

• Reinforcing the soft soil and/or the embankment, and 

• Providing lateral stability. 

The deep foundation alternative is typically the most expensive alternative so most efforts 

to date have focused on the other alternatives. The strategies for designing with the various soft 

ground treatment methods, except for the use of deep foundations, can be divided into two 

methods, each representing a different philosophical approach. The first method is to utilize 

conventional soil for the embankment and to increase the shear strength and compressibility of 

the soft foundation soil. The second method is to utilize a lightweight fill embankment to reduce 

the load applied by the embankment to the soft ground to prevent overstressing of the soft 

ground, which could lead to a bearing capacity failure or to unacceptable settlement. The basis for 

each method is to satisfy the following equations for the ultimate limit state (ULS) and 

serviceability limit state (SLS) respectively: 

ULS:  resistance of embankment to failure > embankment loads producing failure (1.1a) 

SLS:  estimated deformation of embankment ≤ maximum acceptable deformation (1.1b) 

The first soft ground treatment design method is based on increasing the resistance and 

stiffness of the overall embankment system (embankment material and natural foundation soil) to 

resist the applied loads and limit deformations to an acceptable level as required by Equations 
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(1.1a) and (1.1b). This is traditionally accomplished by employing a ground improvement 

technique that collectively increases the shear strength and reduces the compressibility of the 

overall system but primarily the soft foundation soil. As noted in Table 1.1, improvement 

techniques include preloading, surcharging, staged construction, accelerated consolidation 

through installation of prefabricated vertical (wick) drains, electroosmosis, excavation and 

replacement, use of stone or lime columns or other replacement techniques, and the placement of 

geosynthetic reinforcement within the base of the embankment soil. Geometric methods that 

result in overall improvement of the embankment system, e.g. flattening side slopes of the 

embankment and/or adding toe berms, are also included in this group. The overall use of ground 

improvement techniques is addressed in (4). 

Because ground improvement has been a popular geotechnical design tool for decades, 

there has been significant research into existing and new methods. The subject of ground 

improvement is the topic of a current (as of early 2000) U.S. Federal Highway Administration 

(FHWA) technology transfer initiative titled Demonstration Project 116. The current state of 

ground-improvement technology is well summarized in the manuals (6) prepared for and 

distributed to participants in the workshops held as part of Demonstration Project 116. 

Less prevalent is the alternative soft ground treatment design approach to satisfying 

Equations. (1.1a) and (1.1b) which involves reducing the load applied by the embankment. This 

involves replacing the soil fill material within the embankment with a lighter material and 

accepting the natural resistance (strength and compressibility) of the existing soft foundation soil. 

The use of this concept may yield a more technically effective and more cost efficient 

embankment because expensive ground improvement techniques do not have to be employed for 

the foundation soil. This is important because there is uncertainty involved in using ground 

improvement techniques. For example, the level of uncertainty involved in increasing the 

foundation shear resistance is high relative to the use of lightweight fill because strengthening of 

the foundation can be difficult to control and the soil strata may not be known accurately. In 
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addition, the change in engineering properties should be verified prior to embankment 

construction to ensure satisfactory performance. Conversely, the properties and geometry of man-

made lightweight fills, e.g., geofoam, are well defined which provides more confidence and less 

uncertainty in its use than foundation improvement techniques. The reduced uncertainty is mainly 

caused by the fill being so light that it does not stress the foundation and thus the need to 

accurately know the soil strata is eliminated. By design, lightweight fill materials have unit 

weights (0.1 to 17 kN/m³ (0.8 to 109 lbf/ft3) less than that of soil and rock (20.4 kN/m³ (130 

lbf/ft3)) so the resulting gravity or seismic forces from the lightweight fill materials are 

significantly less than those from normal earth materials. 

Table 1.1.  Soft Ground Treatment Methods (modified from (4)). 

The following factors should be considered in evaluating the different types of soft 

ground foundation treatment alternatives (4,7): 

• The operating criteria for the embankment, e.g., stability requirements,  

allowable total and rate of settlement, level of maintenance, etc. This will 

establish the level of improvement required in terms of soil properties 

such as strength, modulus, compressibility, etc.; 

• The area, depth, and total volume of soil to be treated or improved; 

• Soil type and its initial properties; 

• Availability of construction materials; 

• Availability of equipment and required skills; 

• Environmental factors such as waste disposal, erosion, water pollution, 

and effects on adjacent facilities and structures; 

• Local experience and preference; 

• Time available; and 

• Cost. 
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As indicated in the above factors, the type of soft ground treatment that is selected will 

depend on the tolerable settlement of the embankment or bridge approach system. Post-

construction settlements as much as 0.3 to 0.6 m (1 to 2 ft) during the economic life of a roadway 

are generally considered tolerable provided that the settlements are uniform, occur slowly over a 

period of time, and do not occur next to a pile-supported structure (8). If post-construction 

settlement occurs over a long period of time, any pavement distress caused by settlement can be 

repaired when the pavement is resurfaced. Although rigid pavements have under gone 0.3 to 0.6 

m (1 to 2 ft) of uniform settlement without distress or objectionable riding roughness, flexible 

pavements are usually selected where doubt exists about the uniformity of post-construction 

settlements and some states utilize a flexible pavement when predicted settlements exceed 150 

mm (6 in.) (8). Tolerable settlements of bridge approach embankments depend on the type of 

structure, location, foundation conditions, operational criteria, etc (4). The following references 

are recommended for information on tolerable abutment movements: (9-12). 

TYPES OF LIGHTWEIGHT FILLS 

As summarized in (4) and also discussed in (13), there are a large number of potential 

lightweight fill materials available. The most significant aspect of lightweight fill materials is 

their range in density which can vary from as little as 1 percent to as much as 70 percent of the 

density of soil or rock. There is also a significant range in material costs, engineering properties, 

and construction costs so the technical and economic benefit of using lightweight materials can 

vary widely. Of course, lightweight fill materials can be used in combination with ground 

improvement techniques for the foundation soil. However, experience indicates that on most 

projects it is most cost effective to use either one technology or the other. 

Various categories have been used to classify lightweight fill materials. Categories used 

in (13) include lightweight fill materials with inherent compressive strength (EPS-block geofoam, 

foamed concrete geofoam) and granular lightweight fills (wood fiber, blast furnace slag, fly ash, 
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boiler slag, expanded clay or shale, shredded tires). Lightweight fill categories used in (14) 

include artificial fills (foam plastics and foamed concrete geofoams) and waste materials 

(shredded tires and wood chips). Lightweight fills are categorized in (15) as traditional light 

material (wastes from the timber industry such as sawdust and bark, wastes from the production 

of building blocks of cellular concrete, and expanded clay aggregate) and super-light fill (EPS- 

block geofoam). Table 1.2 provides a summary of the common types of lightweight fills. 

As indicated in Table 1.2, there is a significant range in density/unit weight, specific 

gravity, and costs, so the technical and economic benefit of using lightweight fill materials can 

vary widely. Chapters 11 and 12 herein present additional cost information for EPS-block 

geofoam.  Factors that influence cost of the various types of lightweight fills include quantity 

required for the project, transportation costs, availability of materials, contractor’s experience 

with the product, placement or compaction costs, and specialty items, e.g., anchor plates for EPS-

blocks or separator geosynthetics for wood fibers, that may be required (13,16). Additionally, the 

cost of using some waste materials will be dependent on the availability of federal or state 

government incentive or rebate programs. The lightweight fill types indicated in Table 1.2 are 

arranged by density/unit weight and it can be seen that EPS-block geofoam clearly has the lowest 

density/unit weight and specific gravity. 

Table 1.2.   Summary of Various Lightweight Fill Materials (13). 

EPS-BLOCK GEOFOAM 

Geofoam is any manufactured material created by an internal expansion process that 

results in a material with a texture of numerous, closed, gas-filled cells using either a fixed plant 

or an in situ expansion process (1).  Geofoam materials include polymeric (plastic), glass 

(cellular glass), and cementitious foams (19). Because geofoam encompasses a variety of 

materials and products, it is necessary in practice to state the specific geofoam material and 

product being discussed. This is also consistent with what is required for other types of 
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geosynthetics. For example, when specifying a geotextile it is necessary to state the polymer, 

manufacturing technique (woven or non-woven), and desired weight or mass per unit area of the 

geotextile, and possibly whether it is calendered. 

Most geofoam materials are polymeric with polystyrene foams being the most common. 

The two types of polystyrene foam are expanded polystyrene (EPS) and extruded polystyrene 

(XPS). They are collectively referred to by the American Society for Testing and Materials 

(ASTM) D 578 (20) as "rigid cellular polystyrene" (RCPS). EPS is a polymeric foam that is 

inherently white in color and can be found in some familiar consumer products such as coffee 

cups and cushion packaging.  

EPS and XPS are differentiated based on the manufacturing process. EPS is 

manufactured by a two-stage process. The first stage consists of pre-expansion of the polystyrene 

solid resin beads into a cellular sphere with numerous closed cells by heating with steam. The 

expanded polystyrene beads are referred to as pre-puff. The second stage consists of further 

expansion of the pre-puff by heating with steam within a fixed-wall mold. The pre-puff fuses 

during this additional expansion process. On the other hand, XPS is manufactured by expanding 

the polystyrene solid resin beads and shaping the cellular product in a continuous process using 

an extruder. The final XPS has the appearance of a uniform texture of closed cells whereas the 

EPS product has the appearance of individual, fused particles.  XPS is typically molded as thin 

planks or panels whereas EPS is typically molded as prismatic blocks. Thus, the preferred or 

more representative name for an EPS product is EPS-block geofoam. Further discussion on the 

manufacturing processes is included in Chapter 2 herein and in (1). 

Although the generic use of the term geofoam is relatively new (it was used for a 

proprietary EPS product in Alaska starting in the late 1970s but has been in generic use 

worldwide only since the early 1990s), foam materials have been used in geotechnical 

applications, including in the U.S.A., since the early 1960s.  Thus, there is a published historical 

record of use of the term geofoam that exceeds almost all other type of geosynthetics. Based on 
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this record, the predominant geofoam material used successfully from a technical and cost 

perspective as lightweight fill in road construction is EPS. 

There are two additional terminology issues that need to be clarified before proceeding. 

First, because EPS-block geofoam is and has been the predominant geofoam material and product 

for many years, there is a tendency in current U.S. practice to simply use the term "geofoam" as a 

synonym for "EPS-block geofoam". Because there are so many recognized different geofoam 

materials and products (e.g., there is a brand of foamed portland-cement concrete that uses 

"geofoam" in its registered tradename), this synonymous relationship does not, in fact, exist and 

should be avoided to prevent potential errors, problems, or claims relative to supplying the 

appropriate geofoam material and product on a project. 

Second, it is common in colloquial speech in the U.S.A. to refer to all polymeric foams as 

styrofoam. This is incorrect because Styrofoam is the registered trademark and tradename of a 

line of XPS foam products manufactured by The Dow Chemical Company. Therefore, 

indiscriminate and incorrect use of the word styrofoam should be avoided in practice to prevent 

potential errors, problems, or claims relative to supplying the correct geofoam material and 

product for a project. A simple yet useful rule is to note that Styrofoam is always colored blue. 

Thus, the use of the word styrofoam must be restricted to those times when the blue-colored XPS 

product manufactured by The Dow Chemical Company is specifically intended. This would not 

likely occur when geofoam is used as lightweight fill for a road but might occur when geofoam is 

used as thermal insulation for a road pavement. Thus, Styrofoam usage might occur in road 

construction so diligent use of correct geofoam terminology is important in road construction. 

FUNCTIONS 

Geofoam is a type or category of geosynthetic. Depending on the particular geofoam 

material and product, geofoams can provide a wide variety of geosynthetic functions. Each of 

these functions may have numerous potential applications. With one exception, geofoam 
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functions do not duplicate those provided by other types of geosynthetics. A complete discussion 

of geofoam functions and applications is given in (1). 

As with most types of geosynthetics, geofoams can provide a wide variety of functions 

including thermal insulation, lightweight fill, compressible inclusion, fluid transmission 

(drainage), damping, and structural. Also, as with other geosynthetics, the design by function 

approach is the most effective means of designing with geofoam. Design by function is based on 

initially selecting the function(s) required in a project and then selecting the geofoam product that 

will satisfy the function(s) most cost effectively (19,21).  

Although the focus of the present study is on the geofoam function of lightweight fill and 

the specific application of this function is roadway embankments, the fact that geofoams provide 

other functions, even if not intended or not necessarily desired in a particular project, should be 

considered in design of lightweight fills for roads. These other functions include structural and 

thermal insulation. 

HISTORY OF GEOFOAM 

A comprehensive history of the various applications of geofoam is provided in (1).  

However, a general overview is presented here. Foam materials have been used in geotechnical 

applications since the early 1960s initially for the function of thermal insulation (19). The date 

and location of the first use of geofoam as lightweight fill is not known. EPS-block geofoam has 

been used as lightweight fill worldwide since at least 1972, which corresponds to a road project in 

Norway. The use of EPS-block geofoam in the U.S.A. for lightweight fill dates back to at least 

the 1980s although at least two conceptual patents for the use of plastic foams as lightweight fill 

in earthworks are known to have been issued in the U.S.A. in the early 1970s. Dr. Edward J. 

Monahan, P.E. indicates that he invented the geofoam function of lightweight fill circa 1970 

(1,22) as part of his weight-credit concept (1,23,24) and through his U.S. patents in 1971 and 

1973 (1,25,26).  
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In the early 1970s, XPS was used for a bridge approach fill in Pickford, Michigan. In (1) 

it is suggested that the Norwegian Road Research Laboratory (NRRL) developed the concept of 

using geofoam in general circa 1960 including use as lightweight fill circa 1970. Since a road 

project in 1972, the NRRL has utilized EPS blocks on hundreds of projects (27,28). The first 

lightweight fill project in Japan occurred in 1985. Approximately ten years later, an independent 

assessment found that geofoam usage in Japan comprised approximately 50 percent of the 

worldwide usage. Geofoam usage in Japan has largely been limited to the use of EPS-block 

geofoam. Significant research and development of the use of EPS-block geofoam has been 

performed in Japan for lightweight fill and seismic loading applications (19). Although XPS has 

been used to a limited extent as lightweight fill in the U.S.A., Japan, and the United Kingdom, 

geofoam applications worldwide have shown that XPS is not cost effective for use in lightweight 

fill applications (1), and consequently, the predominant geofoam material used as lightweight fill 

in road construction is EPS-block geofoam. 

EPS-block geofoam is mentioned in (4) (although not identified as a geofoam material as 

the term was not in generic use at that time) and is included in the FHWA Demonstration Project 

116 manuals (13). However, its use for roads in the U.S.A. increased dramatically during the 

1990s, largely as a result of technology transfer initiatives by Prof. John S. Horvath, Ph.D., P.E. 

of Manhattan College in New York City (his first of many publications on the subject appeared in 

1990) as well as marketing and geotechnical-engineering conference displays by EPS molders 

beginning in 1993. To date, EPS-block geofoam has been successfully used as a lightweight 

embankment fill material for roads ranging from Interstate highways to two-lane residential 

streets. It has also been successfully used as a lightweight fill for landslide repairs. 

CURRENT STATE OF PRACTICE  

The use of lightweight fill materials including EPS-block geofoam for roadway 

embankments as an alternative to ground improvement increased during the 1990s due to four 

significant reasons. First, the overall time for construction is typically much shorter and less 
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uncertain when lightweight fills are used rather than a foundation soil or ground improvement 

method. The shorter construction time results from the simplicity of placing the blocks and the 

ability to place the blocks in adverse conditions. Second, lightweight fills produce relatively small 

undrained (initial) and consolidation settlements whereas traditional ground improvement 

methodologies, such as preloading, typically produce relatively large undrained and consolidation 

settlements. While these settlements may not affect the final road, they can negatively affect 

adjacent property, roads, bridges, buildings, utilities, etc. However, it is important to note that the 

use of lightweight fill materials will not reduce the magnitude of secondary (creep) compression 

settlement that will occur without an embankment. The magnitude of secondary consolidation 

settlement is a function of the properties of the underlying soft foundation soil only, and is thus 

independent of the external stresses applied to the foundation soil. Third, lightweight fills 

decrease maintenance costs because of less settlement. Fourth, the durability of EPS-block 

geofoam has been proven by projects completed in the 1970s. 

In consideration of these benefits, the typically higher unit cost of lightweight fill 

materials (a "negative" cited in (4) which was prepared in the late 1980s) is usually more than 

offset by savings when overall project costs are considered. An increase in use of lightweight fill 

materials for road construction is reflected in the fact that they have been emphasized by various 

governmental transportation agencies. The U.S. Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) has 

developed Demonstration Project 116, Ground Improvement Methods, to enhance the acceptance 

and implementation of ground improvement methods by the transportation community. 

Lightweight fills have been incorporated in this FHWA project as a method of ground 

improvement by reducing the applied load (13). This project consists of workshops and seminars. 

On the international level, the Permanent International Association of Road Congresses (PIARC) 

has issued a document (29) describing the use of various lightweight fill materials for different 

applications in road construction. Both the FHWA and PIARC references address material 

properties, design considerations, general standards related to the construction, environmental 
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considerations, if any, and value engineering of lightweight fill material. However, neither 

reference recommends or presents a detailed and comprehensive design procedure or a combined 

material and construction standard.  

Various countries have developed general design guidelines and manuals to aid in the 

design of an embankment on soft soil incorporating EPS-block geofoam. These countries include 

France (30), Germany (31,32), Japan (33), Norway (34-37), and the United Kingdom (38). 

Other national efforts are currently known to be under development, e.g., NNI (the Dutch 

standards organization) through CROW (the Dutch standards organization dealing specifically 

with civil engineering) is currently preparing a document titled "Guideline for Design and 

Installation of EPS as Geofoam". The first monograph dedicated to geofoam discusses the 

concepts for analyzing and designing EPS-block geofoam fills (1). An outline-type manual with a 

general guideline specification has even appeared in the United States (13). However, these 

design guidelines and manuals do not provide a comprehensive design procedure that makes 

selection of a cost-effective design practical and reliable. 

OBJECTIVES OF THE REPORT 

Despite the extensive and continuing worldwide use of EPS-block geofoam, including in 

the U.S.A., specific design guidelines for its use as lightweight fill in roadway embankments is 

currently unavailable. Therefore, there was a need in the U.S.A. since the mid 1990s to develop 

formal and detailed design documents for use of EPS-block geofoam in routine practice. These 

documents would include both design guidelines as well as appropriate material and construction 

standard, both in the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials 

(AASHTO) format. The purpose of these design documents would be to encourage wider as well 

as more consistent use of EPS-block geofoam in roadway embankments. The ultimate benefit of 

these guidelines would be an optimization of both the technical performance as well as cost of 

EPS-block geofoam embankments.  
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The purpose of this report is to provide a comprehensive document that provides both 

state-of-the-art knowledge and state-of-practice design guidance for engineers. It is anticipated 

that designers will be more willing to consider EPS-block geofoam as an alternative for 

construction of embankments over soft ground using the design methodology and standard 

presented herein.  

REPORT ORGANIZATION 

The purpose of this report is to provide those who have primary involvement with 

roadway embankment projects, including the following four groups:  end users, manufacturers, 

contractors, and owners, with both state-of-art knowledge and state-of-practice design guidance 

for use of EPS-block geofoam. The end users include engineers who perform the design and 

develop specifications; EPS block molders who manufacture the product; and construction 

contractors who install the product. To understand the technical basis for the design methodology 

and standard presented in the report, knowledge of the geotechnically relevant properties of 

block-molded EPS, e.g., modulus, compressive strength, Poisson’s ratio, and interface shear 

resistance, is required (Chapter 2). Chapter 3 provides an overview of the design methodology 

developed herein for embankments on soft foundation soil incorporating EPS-block geofoam. 

The design methodology consists of the following three main parts:  pavement system design 

(Chapter 4), external stability evaluation (Chapter 5), and internal stability evaluation (Chapter 6). 

All three of these considerations are interconnected and must be considered for each geofoam 

embankment. Chapter 3 also includes the background for the “Provisional Design Guideline” that 

is included in Appendix B. Chapter 4 presents the pavement system design module that yields 

typical flexible or rigid pavement systems that can be constructed over EPS-block geofoam. 

Chapter 5 presents the external stability considerations, e.g., bearing capacity, settlement, static 

and seismic slope stability, hydrostatic uplift, translation due to water and wind, that should be 

evaluated when utilizing an EPS-block geofoam embankment. Finally, Chapter 6 presents the 

internal stability issues, e.g., seismic sliding between the EPS blocks, sliding due to water and 
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wind, load bearing capacity of the blocks, and durability, that should be considered. Chapter 7 

presents design examples that demonstrate the design methodology outlined in Chapter 3 and 

implemented in Chapters 4, 5, and 6 for a roadway embankment that can be used by design 

engineers to facilitate design of their projects. The key feature in Chapters 4, 5, and 6 are the 

inclusion of design charts that can be used to obtain a technically optimal design for a geofoam 

embankment on soft foundation soil.  

Chapters 8, 9, and 10 discuss geofoam construction practices, MQC/MQA testing, and 

design details, respectively. These chapters provide the background for understanding the basis of 

the “Provisional Standard” included in Appendix C. Chapter 11 provides a summary of several 

case histories that have successfully incorporated EPS-block geofoam into roadway embankments 

and slope stabilization applications. Chapter 12 provides cost information to allow a cost estimate 

to be prepared during the design phase so that an optimal geofoam design can be selected. The 

designer can then use this optimal cost-based design to perform a cost comparison with other soft 

ground construction techniques. Finally, Chapter 13 presents recommended areas of future 

research. 

Both the Système International d’Unités (SI) and inch-pound (I-P) units have been used 

in this report. SI units are shown first and I-P units are shown in parentheses within text. 

Numerous figures are included for use in design. Therefore, only SI units are provided in some of 

the figures to avoid duplication of figures. Additionally, in some cases figures have been 

reproduced that use either all SI or all I-P Units. These figures have not been revised to show both 

sets of units. However, Appendix F presents factors that can be used to convert between SI and I-

P units. The one exception to the dual SI and I-P unit usage involves the quantities of density and 

unit weight. Density is the mass per unit volume and has units of kg/m3 (slugs/ft3) and unit weight 

is the weight per unit volume and has units of kN/m3 (lbf/ft3). Although density is the preferred 

quantity in SI, unit weight is still the common quantity in geotechnical engineering practice (39). 

Therefore, the quantity of unit weight will be used herein except when referring to EPS-block 
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geofoam. The geofoam manufacturing industry typically uses the quantity of density with the SI 

units of kg/m3 but with the I-P quantity of unit weight with units of lbf/ft3. Therefore, the same 

dual unit system of density in SI/unit weight in I-P units will be used when referring to EPS-block 

geofoam. 
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Table1.1 Project 24-11.doc 

 
Category Alternative Variations of Method 

Reducing the load Reduced-stress method Lightweight Fill: bark, sawdust, peat, 
fuel ash, slag, cinders, scrap cellular 
concrete, low-density cellular concrete 
geofoam, expanded clay or shale 
(lightweight aggregate), expanded 
polystyrene geofoam, shells, shredded 
tires. 

Replacing the problem 
materials by more 
competent materials 

Removal of problem 
materials and replacement 
by suitable fill 

Complete excavation, partial 
excavation, displacement of soft 
materials by embankment weight 
assisted by controlled excavation, 
displacement by blasting. 

Increasing the shear 
strength and reducing 
compressibility of the 
problem materials 

Stabilization of soft 
foundation materials by 
consolidation 

By surcharge only, by surcharge 
combined with vertical drains, by 
surcharge combined with pressure 
relief wells or vertical drains along toe 
of fill. 

 Consolidation with paving 
delayed (stage 
construction) 

Before paving, permit consolidation to 
occur under normal embankment 
loading without surcharge, accept post-
construction settlements. 

 Chemical alteration and 
stabilization 

Lime and cement columns, grouting 
and injections, soil mixing, electro-
osmosis, thermal, freezing, organic. 

 Physical alteration and 
stabilization; densification 

Dynamic compaction, blasting, 
vibrocompaction and vibro-
replacement, sand compaction piles, 
stone columns, water. 

Transferring the loads 
to more competent 
layers 

Supported on deep 
foundations 

Drilled shafts, driven piles 

Reinforcing the 
embankment and/or its 
foundation 

Reinforcement Mechanically stabilized earth walls, 
reinforced soil slopes, soil nailing, 
geotextiles and geogrids, fascines, 
Wager short-sheet piles, anchors, root 
piles (minipiles). 

Providing lateral 
stability 

Berms; flatter slopes  
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Table1.2 Project 24-11.doc 

 
 

Lightweight 
Fill Type 

Range in Unit 
Weight, kN/m3 

(lbf/ft3) 

Range in 
Specific 
Gravity 

Approximate 
Cost, $/m3 

($/yd3) 

 
 
Source of Costs 

EPS (expanded 
polystyrene)-

block geofoam 

0.12 to 0.31 
(0.75 to 2.0) 

0.01 to 0.03 35.00 - 65.00 
(26.76 - 49.70)(2) 

Supplier 

Foamed 
portland-cement 

concrete 
geofoam 

3.3 to 7.6 
(21 to 48) 

0.3 to 0.8 65.00 - 95.00 
(49.70 - 72.63)(3) 

Supplier, (16) 

Wood Fiber 5.4 to 9.4 
(34 to 60) 

0.6 to 1.0 12.00 - 20.00 
(9.17 - 15.29)(1) 

(17) 

Shredded tires 5.9 to 8.8 
(38 to 56) 

0.6 to 0.9 20.00 - 30.00 
(15.29 - 22.94)(1) 

(18) 

Expanded shales 
and clays 

5.9 to 10.2 
(38 to 65) 

0.6 to 1.0 40.00 - 55.00 
(30.58 - 42.05)(2) 

Supplier, (16) 

Boiler slag 9.8 to 17.2 
(62 to 109) 

1.0 to 1.8 3.00 - 4.00 
(2.29 - 3.06)(2) 

Supplier 

Air cooled blast 
furnace slag 

10.8 to 14.7 
(69 to 94) 

1.1 to 1.5 7.50 - 9.00 
(5.73 - 6.88)(2) 

Supplier 

Expanded blast 
furnace slag 

Not provided Not provided 15.00 - 20.00 
(11.47 - 15.29)(2) 

Supplier 

Fly ash 11 to 14.1 
(70 to 90) 

1.1 to 1.4 15.00 - 21.00 
(11.47 - 16.06)(2) 

Supplier 

 
Notes:  These prices correspond to projects completed in 1993 - 1994. Current costs may differ 

due to inflation. 

(1) Price includes transportation cost. 

(2) FOB (freight on board) at the manufacturing site. Transportation costs should be           

      added to this price. 

(3) Mixed at job site using pumps to inject foaming agents into concrete grout mix. 
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RELEVANT ENGINEERING PROPERTIES OF BLOCK-MOLDED 
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______________________________________________________________________________ 

BACKGROUND 

Introduction 

This chapter presents an overview of the engineering properties of EPS. A knowledge of 

the physical, mechanical (stress-strain-time-temperature), and thermal properties of block-molded 

EPS is required to understand the basis for past design methodologies as well as to understand the 

recommended design methodology that is summarized in Chapter 3 and incorporated in the 

provisional design guideline in Appendix C.  

The properties of block-molded EPS of interest for the function or application of 

lightweight fill include: 

• physical, 

• mechanical (stress-strain-time-temperature), and 

• thermal. 

These properties are discussed subsequently. However, the EPS block molding process 

can significantly influence the quality and other performance aspects of EPS-block geofoam to 

include the physical, mechanical, and thermal properties. Therefore, a knowledge of the key 

elements of the molding process is useful and is initially discussed. 

Manufacturing (Molding) EPS 
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Overview 

 

There are two distinct steps involved in manufacturing (molding) EPS: 

• A manufacturer called a resin supplier produces the raw material that is formally 

called expandable polystyrene but colloquially referred to as beads or resin. 

Expandable polystyrene consists of fine to medium sand-size spherical particles 

of solid polystyrene with a naturally occurring petroleum hydrocarbon, almost 

always pentane (Japan is the only known country where an alternative, butane, is 

used routinely), mixed in as a blowing agent. The expandable polystyrene may 

also contain other additives that are discussed subsequently. Most resin suppliers 

are large, multi-national chemical companies with a broad range of products. 

• A manufacturer called a molder buys the expandable polystyrene and, in a multi-

stage process, transforms it into expanded polystyrene (EPS). The final EPS 

products are broadly categorized as either being prismatic blocks (block-molded 

EPS) or some type of custom shape (shape-molded EPS). Block molders 

traditionally were relatively small, privately, locally owned businesses serving a 

relatively limited geographical area. This is changing in the U.S.A. to ownership 

by larger corporations with multiple plant locations. Although there are still more 

than approximately 100 block molders, no one molder serves the entire country. 

EPS blocks can be used for a wide variety of purposes and applications, one of which is 

EPS-block geofoam. In the U.S.A. at present, EPS-block geofoam is most often marketed by and 

purchased directly from a local block molder although sale through distributors who handle other 

geosynthetics and/or construction products as well as large retail chains selling construction 

materials is becoming more common. Practices vary widely in this regard at the present time, 

even within a given area where one molder might sell directly to an owner and a competitor will 

only sell through a distributor. End users should be aware of the fact that purchasing EPS-block 
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geofoam through a distributor generally results in a greater unit cost for the product because of 

distributor markup for their overhead and profit. In many cases, there is no value added by a 

distributor. In typical road construction in the U.S.A. at the present time, EPS-block geofoam is 

purchased by the general contractor from a molder or a distributor. 

Block Molding 

Manufacturing EPS-block geofoam is basically a two-step process. The first step is called 

pre-expansion of the expandable polystyrene. The expandable polystyrene (a.k.a. beads, resin) 

raw material is placed into a large container called a pre-expander and then heated with steam. 

The steam causes the blowing agent that is dissolved in each bead of expandable polystyrene to 

phase change into a gas and expand the polystyrene in the process to approximately 50 times its 

initial volume, a diameter increase of the order of three to four times. The expanded spheres of 

polystyrene is colloquially referred to as pre-puff. Each pre-puff particle contains numerous 

closed cells with about 98 percent of the total volume consisting of gas-filled voids. Initially, the 

gas is a mixture of the residual blowing agent and air. The density of the pre-puff can be varied 

within certain limits which will affect the density of the final product. As will be discussed 

subsequently, the density of EPS-block geofoam can be an important and useful index property. 

The pre-puff is then moved to temporary storage in large fabric bags to allow it to 

stabilize thermally and chemically. After several hours of storage (the overall quality of the final 

product is sensitive to storage time), the pre-puff is placed into a mold which is essentially a 

closed steel box that is rectangular parallelepiped in shape. Steam is injected into the sealed mold 

and this simultaneously resoftens the polystyrene and causes some further expansion of the pre-

puff. As a result, the spheres of pre-puff fuse thermally and distort somewhat in shape to more of 

a polyhedral shape to fill most of the void spaces between the originally spheroidal pre-puff 

particles. The block is then released from the mold and allowed to "season", i.e. stabilize 

thermally (dimensional changes of the block occur during cooling) and chemically (residual 

blowing agent remaining in the cells of the EPS outgasses and is replaced by air). The block also 
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dries during this seasoning period as a relatively significant amount of water vapor and liquid 

(which can artificially increase the apparent density of the EPS) that is condensed steam from 

molding remains in the block at the end of molding. The duration of the seasoning can vary 

widely from hours to weeks depending on the desired stability of the final product. A minimum 

seasoning time of three days (72 hours) at ambient room temperature is recommended and will be 

discussed subsequently in the “Flammability” section of this chapter. Seasoning is often 

accelerated by short-term storage in a room with temperatures that are elevated relative to 

ambient conditions within the molding plant.  However, not all EPS molders in the U.S.A. have 

such storage rooms. At the end of the seasoning period, a block can be trimmed, cut, or used as 

desired. 

There has been insufficient study to date to be able to quantify the effects of time and 

temperature on the mechanical and thermal properties of EPS-block geofoam. The primary 

reasons for the lack of data is primarily due to the numerous variables related to seasoning, 

including time and temperature, that affect the mechanical and thermal properties of EPS. For 

example, in (1) it is suggested that resin type and molding technique affect the rate of pentane 

emissions. The issue of pentane emissions is further discussed in the “Flammability” section of 

this chapter. The recommended seasoning requirement of three days (72 hours) is based primarily 

on safety concerns related to the outgassing of residual pentane blowing agent and is based on an 

assessment of the little industry information available on this subject. Thus, the seasoning 

recommendation represents the state of knowledge at this time and no further quantitative 

information can be provided. 

The final EPS product has the visual texture of individual, fused particles (the former pre-

puff particles, each of which is still roughly spherical in shape). Because of this, EPS was, and 

sometimes still is, occasionally referred to in literature as molded expanded polystyrene or 

molded-bead expanded polystyrene although these terms are typically not used in current U.S. 

practice. This macrofabric of EPS is also the reason that it has been and still is sometimes referred 
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to colloquially as beadboard, a term that the EPS industry in the U.S.A. appears to deprecate 

because of an-often negative connotation associated with this term. 

There is a variation of the above manufacturing procedure that is worth mentioning. The 

above process is the typical process when the molder is using 100 percent virgin raw material 

(expandable polystyrene). However, EPS molding always generates some in-plant scrap or waste 

material. Consequently, to reduce their costs for both waste disposal as well as raw material 

purchase, most block molders in the U.S.A. try to reuse at least some of this scrap. This is 

accomplished by grinding it up into pieces that are generally sand-size to produce what is called 

regrind. The regrind is mixed in with virgin pre-puff during the final block molding process. 

Because the regrind has long since lost any residual pentane, it does not react the same way as 

virgin pre-puff during the final molding process. Therefore, block-molded EPS containing regrind 

will, all other variables being equal, have poorer properties (the mechanical properties which are 

the ones of greatest importance in geofoam applications as lightweight road fill are particularly 

affected) than block-molded EPS made with 100 percent virgin prepuff. For example, the 

percentage of regrind, if any, can affect the compressive properties of block-molded EPS, 

especially the design-critical initial tangent Young's modulus, Eti (2,3). The effect of increasing 

regrind content on the small strain stiffness is further discussed in the “Compression” section of 

this chapter. The degradation in mechanical properties occurs gradually as the relative proportion 

of regrind is increased.  

Below are several reasons why regrind negatively affects the quality of the finished EPS-

block geofoam that were provided in (4): 

• The grinding process tears and crushes the original cellular structure of the EPS. 

Torn and crushed cells have much lower stiffness than the intact cells in virgin 

prepuff. 

• Regrind has long since lost all of its hydrocarbon blowing agent. As a result, 

during the final molding process it does not soften and fuse together in the same 
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way that virgin prepuff does so that the overall bead fusion of the finished EPS is 

poorer than if all virgin prepuff were used. The resulting new EPS with regrind 

has a more crumbly texture. 

• All EPS is inherently white regardless of density and flame retardancy. It is thus 

possible that regrind of incorrect density and/or material that is not flame 

retardant may be mixed in and compromise the density and/or flame retardancy 

of the new EPS. 

• If post-consumer regrind is used, plastic foams other than EPS may be mixed in 

and further contaminate the new EPS. 

The final quality (in terms of geotechnical relevant mechanical properties in particular) of 

an EPS block is influenced by numerous factors and procedures at each of the above steps of the 

manufacturing process, including what percentage, if any, of regrind is used. However, an 

appropriate material standard for EPS-block geofoam does not have to explicitly address any of 

the quality issues at intermediate stages of manufacturing, including maximum allowable regrind 

content. Rather, it is sufficient to specify minimum quality parameters for the final product and 

then leave it to the molder to take appropriate measures at each step in the manufacturing process 

to ensure that final quality parameters are met. 

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES AND ISSUES 

Introduction 

The physical properties of EPS-block geofoam can be thought of as being conceptually 

similar to the traditional index properties of soil (description, classification, particle size, 

Atterberg Limits, etc.) and thus useful, within a certain context, during the design process.  Soil 

index properties are those properties that are used to classify or discriminate among the different 

kinds of soil in a given category (5).  A material property is a good index property if the property 

is simple to express, e.g., numerical values, measurement is quick, measurement is simple, 

measurement is reproducible, and property is significant, i.e., property is a measure of or 
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correlates with a significant engineering property of soils (6). Density and fusion are two key 

index properties of EPS-block geofoam. However, other physical properties, such as block 

dimensions, color, flammability, durability, and environmental effects, can also affect cost, 

design, or construction. 

Density 

As noted previously, it is possible to manufacture EPS blocks within a range of densities, 

primarily through controlling the density of the pre-puff created during the first stage of 

manufacturing (the pre-expansion process). The overall range in EPS density possible is between 

approximately 10 to 100 kg/m3 (0.62 to 6.24 lbf/ft3) although for practical purposes the range 

available for lightweight fill applications is much smaller, of the order of 16 to 32 kg/m3 (1.0 to 

2.0 lbf/ft3). 

The relevance of EPS density is that the density of EPS-block geofoam can be a very 

useful index property only if the EPS meets certain minimum quality parameters. Assuming that 

the appropriate quality standards are met, density of EPS-block geofoam has been shown to 

correlate well with both geotechnical relevant mechanical and thermal properties. For example, 

compression behavior in general exhibits a primary dependency on EPS density. Therefore, EPS-

block geofoam density can be used as an index property to estimate some mechanical and thermal 

properties provided the EPS meets a set of minimum standards, such as those specified in the 

provisional American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) 

standard included in Appendix C. 

There are several additional issues regarding the density of EPS-block geofoam. First, a 

given production run of EPS blocks will always exhibit some variability of final product density 

from block to block, even if appropriate manufacturing quality controls are being employed. This 

simply reflects inherent variability in the EPS manufacturing process and can easily be checked 

by weighing each block to determine its nominal (average) density. 
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Second, there will be density variations (called density gradients in the industry) within 

every block, also a result of inherent variability in the EPS manufacturing process. Density 

gradients up to approximately ±10 percent relative to some nominal (average) value are often 

given in the literature as typical. In addition, it is generally assumed that densities are largest at 

the center of a block and smallest at the edges. However, with molding equipment currently in 

use it appears that neither of these statements is universally true any more. Density gradients can, 

in fact, exceed ±10 percent (the range appears to increase with increasing average density of the 

block) and can potentially have complex patterns of variation. Thus the density of a relatively 

small specimen cut from a block can be significantly different than the gross density of the entire 

block. This is significant because the compressive behavior of block-molded EPS is most 

dependent on density (7-11). The density of specimens cut from a block can be determined in 

accordance with ASTM D 1622 (12). The use of a hot-wire cutter may yield more consistent 

density values than the use of a fine-tooth band saw because a hot-wire cutter produces a cleaner 

and smoother surface than a fine-tooth band saw. 

Third, most block molders in the U.S. are set up to manufacture EPS to five standard 

densities specified in the ASTM standard used for this purpose (13). Thus it is always most cost 

effective to develop a design based on these densities whenever possible. It is important to note 

that this ASTM standard is written from the perspective of specifying minimum acceptable values 

of product density and several other parameters. This has apparently led to certain misconceptions 

within the EPS industry regarding product quality.  These misconceptions are discussed in 

Chapter 9. 

Several issues need to be noted with regard to measuring block density which is generally 

viewed as being a trivial measurement: 

• For relatively freshly molded EPS, density is sensitive to time to outgassing of 

both residual pentane blowing agent as well as moisture from condensed steam. 
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Therefore, the date of molding for the block from which a test specimen is 

obtained should always be recorded as part of the test data. 

• Density can be affected by absorbed atmospheric moisture. Therefore, density 

should be determined immediately prior to testing and only after an appropriate 

seasoning protocol (referred to aging and conditioning in the EPS industry). A 

typical protocol essentially requires a minimum of 40 hours under standard 

laboratory conditions (13). 

Fusion 

Another index of overall EPS quality is called fusion. This refers to the thermal fusion 

between pieces of prepuff (and regrind when used) that occurs during the second stage of 

manufacturing (final block molding). Experience and testing indicates that fusion does not so 

much influence the mechanical and thermal properties as it does the overall durability and 

robustness of the finished product. Tensile loading is an indicator of EPS fusion. However, 

flexural strength correlates well with tensile strength and can also provide an indirect indicator of 

EPS fusion. Both tensile and flexural testing are discussed subsequently as part of the 

“Mechanical Properties” section of this chapter. 

Block Dimensions 

The dimensions of an EPS block do not affect its geotechnical engineering properties. 

However, other design issues such as product unit cost (including delivery to a job site) and in 

situ block layout are influenced by block dimensions. 

The dimensions of an EPS block are governed primarily by the mold used during 

manufacturing. There is no standard mold size used worldwide or even within the U.S.A. so some 

variation between molders must be expected. However, there is an overall trend, at least within 

the U.S.A., toward using molds that produce somewhat larger blocks (primarily with respect to 

the smallest (thickness) and largest (length) dimensions) than in the past. Where possible, it is 

generally desirable to try to use EPS blocks in their full as-molded size, assuming that the blocks 
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meet certain dimensional quality criteria for straightness, etc. Although it is possible to factory 

cut a seasoned block into a smaller size, such cutting can add significantly to the unit cost of the 

final EPS-block geofoam product. 

For many years, the typical dimensions of EPS-block geofoam available in the U.S.A. 

were 610 x 1,220 x 2,440 mm (24 x 48 x 96 in.). The first trend that developed during the 1990s 

was toward longer blocks, typically 4,880 mm (192 in.) in length. More recently, the trend has 

been toward thicker blocks, with the thickness dimension increasing from 610 mm (24 in.) to 

between 760 and 1,000 mm (30 and 39 in.) depending on the particular mold used. Thus, many 

EPS blocks currently produced in the U.S.A. are almost square in cross-section. Fortunately, in 

most lightweight fill applications, it is possible to use these larger blocks for at least most of the 

fill. However, some factory and field cutting of blocks is generally necessary on every project. 

There are basically two ways to deal with the variability in dimensions of EPS-block 

geofoam (keep in mind that there are more than 100 EPS block molders in the U.S.A.): 

• Select a supplier (molder or distributor) of the EPS-block geofoam during the 

design phase of a project and determine what is the standard block size available 

from that supplier. The design professional of record for the project then 

develops the explicit block layout for the project and this information is shown 

on the design drawings. 

• The design professional produces design drawings that show the overall 

geometry and dimensions of the desired mass of EPS-block geofoam, as well as 

specifies certain key conceptual elements of the block layout (minimum number 

of layers, overall geometry of each layer, etc.). The construction contractor on the 

project is then required to submit shop drawings depicting the actual block 

dimensions and layout proposed for use. These shop drawings are typically 

prepared by the EPS molder and would be reviewed and approved per the normal 

process used for years in many other aspects of engineered construction. 
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The first alternative is generally not feasible for government projects such as road 

construction. In addition, experience in the latter part of the 1990s has indicated that more and 

more EPS block molders in the U.S.A. are developing the capability to provide shop drawings so 

this alternative is proving to be feasible in practice.  

Color 

EPS is inherently white in color although it is possible, for a cost, to tint it another color 

during the manufacturing process. There is no technical merit or benefit in geofoam applications 

to a color other than white. The only benefit would be for product identification and marketing 

purposes. 

Although EPS-block geofoam of a color other than white is sold in several countries (e.g. 

certain proprietary products are brown in Canada and pink in the United Kingdom), such products 

are not known to be available in the U.S.A. This is perhaps partially due to the fact that the most 

common and obvious colors (blue, green, pink and yellow) have already been used and legally 

identified (through registered trademark) with extruded polystyrene (XPS) products that are 

manufactured in the U.S.A. 

What has seen sporadic use in the U.S.A. is for a molder to stencil or otherwise mark 

some or all blocks of EPS-block geofoam with their name or a logo for product identification or 

marketing purposes. Such markings can also have a technical benefit to identify (by using 

different colors for the markings) EPS blocks of different density shipped to the same project site 

(this is done in the U.K. for example). More common, however, for cost reasons, is the use of 

simple color markings to identify EPS blocks of different density shipped to the same project site. 

Flammability 

Flammability of a polymeric material such as polystyrene is often measured or expressed 

by its oxygen index (OI). The OI is the minimum relative proportion (expressed as a percent) of 

oxygen in some mixture of gases that is required to support continuous combustion. Air at sea 

level contains approximately 21 percent oxygen so if a material has an OI less than 21 percent it 
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will burn freely in air until all the material is consumed provided there is an initial ignition 

source. If the OI of the material is greater than 21 percent, it will not support continuous 

combustion after initial ignition (this is generally referred to as being self extinguishing) although 

it may still melt as well as support combustion if an ignition source is continuously present. 

Polystyrene has an OI of 18 percent which means that normal EPS is inherently 

flammable. However, it is possible to incorporate an inorganic, bromine-based chemical into the 

expandable polystyrene raw material used to manufacture EPS so that final block product is flame 

retardant and self extinguishing. Such raw material is referred to as modified bead or resin. EPS 

made with modified bead can still melt, however, at a temperature between approximately +150 

and +260°C (300° and 500°F) although +95°C (200°F) is generally recommended as a maximum 

working value. In the U.S.A., ASTM specifications (13) for flame-retardant EPS call for a 

minimum OI of 24 percent which is 3 percent greater than the OI of air. It is of interest to note 

that flame-retardant EPS cannot be identified visually nor are any other physical, mechanical or 

thermal properties affected by the bromine additive. 

In general, flame-retardant EPS block reportedly may cost up to 10 percent more than 

EPS block that is not flame retardant because of higher raw-material costs. Therefore, on a global 

basis, use of flame-retardant EPS block for geofoam applications has not been universal and 

should never be assumed. For example, in Norway which pioneered the use of EPS-block 

geofoam as lightweight fill in 1972, flame-retardant EPS-block geofoam is reportedly rarely 

specified. However, in some countries such as the U.S.A., it has become routine to supply only 

flame-retardant EPS-block geofoam. There are at least two reasons for this. First, whenever 

ASTM C 578 is used as a material specification, only flame-retardant material will be supplied. 

Second, if a molder uses normal or regular (non-flame-retardant) raw material, it will contaminate 

the various components of the manufacturing equipment (mold, etc.) and thus potentially 

compromise a subsequent manufacturing run of flame-retardant EPS. Thus, most molders find it 

easier to simply always manufacture flame-retardant EPS block. 
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There is another flammability issue separate from the inherent flammability of the EPS 

block. It is related to the outgassing of the blowing agent used in the manufacturing process. The 

blowing agents used for EPS, primarily pentane but butane in some countries (chiefly Japan), are 

inherently flammable and potentially explosive. In addition, the blowing agents are heavier than 

air and tend to pool or settle around a block as opposed to freely dispersing into the atmosphere. 

After an EPS block is released from the mold during the second and final stage of manufacturing, 

the closed cells within the fused pre-puff will still contain some blowing agent. The remaining 

blowing agent will naturally outgass from the cells and be replaced by air within a relatively short 

period of time. The exact duration of this outgassing process depends on many factors, especially 

temperature, but the duration is usually on the order of days. However, based on available 

published information (14) as well as anecdotal information obtained by personal communication 

with both resin suppliers and block molders in the U.S.A., an interim recommendation of three 

days of seasoning at ambient room temperature is proposed. 

As discussed in (15), there was a lightweight fill project in Japan where the EPS blocks 

were being delivered to the job site and reportedly placed with very little seasoning time after 

molding due to project needs (this is not uncommon and is known to have occurred on several 

projects in the U.S.A.). On this specific project in Japan, the outgassed butane blowing agent 

accumulated in the joints between blocks and was ignited in situ by some on-site ignition source 

(welding or flame cutting of metal that was unrelated to the geofoam usage or even personal 

tobacco smoking).  

Durability 

The overall durability of EPS-block geofoam encompasses a range of issues. 

Flammability was addressed separately in the preceding section as it is primarily a manufacturing 

issue and not directly related to post-manufacturing durability. Considered in this section are the 

external factors related to construction and the in situ environment that may affect the physical, 

mechanical, or thermal properties of EPS-block geofoam after it leaves the molding plant. The 
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effect of EPS-block geofoam on the in situ environment is discussed separately in the following 

section. 

In general, EPS-block geofoam has proven to be a very robust geosynthetic product, 

much more problem-free on the whole compared to many other types of geosynthetics where 

there is a potential for significant physical damage to and detrimental chemical changes within 

the geosynthetic during and after construction. EPS is inherently non-biodegradable and will not 

dissolve, deteriorate, or change chemically in the ground and ground water. Although EPS will 

absorb some ground water over time, the product will not change dimensionally and its 

mechanical properties are unaffected. The EPS will, however, lose some of its thermal efficiency 

which is irrelevant per se to most lightweight fill applications.  

EPS provides no nutritive food source to any living organism or animal. However, certain 

burrowing insects such as termites and carpenter ants have been found to either tunnel through 

EPS or nest in it. This has only been observed for relatively thin (of the order of several tens of 

millimeters thick) geofoam panels used as thermal insulation in residential construction where 

there is an abundance of dead wood. There is no known case in the world where insect damage 

has been detected for EPS-block geofoam used as lightweight fill. There was an active discussion 

of this topic at Session 6 of the International Symposium on EPS Construction Method (EPS 

Tokyo ’96) that was held in Tokyo, Japan in 1996 and reported in the final report (16) for this 

symposium. 

It is worth noting that an inorganic chemical additive with the tradename Timbor was 

developed in the U.S.A. toward the end of the 20th century for EPS. The reported benefit of this 

additive is that it acts as a deterrent to insect infestation of block-molded EPS. The use of this 

additive in EPS block is proprietary and is available only from certain EPS block molders in the 

U.S.A. and Puerto Rico at the present time. EPS block manufactured with this additive is 

marketed under various tradenames including Bug Block-R, Perform Guard, Teps and 

possibly others. Some design professionals have elected to specify EPS-block geofoam treated 
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with Timbor for lightweight fill applications. The additive does not affect any of the geotechnical 

relevant physical, mechanical or thermal properties of the EPS. Specifiers of this additive should, 

however, be aware of the fact that requiring this additive in EPS-block geofoam will, in most 

parts of the U.S., restrict the number of molders who can bid on and supply a project. Because of 

this elimination of competition plus the inherent cost of the additive itself, the unit cost of the 

EPS blocks would be expected to be higher, possibly significantly so, than otherwise. However, it 

is not possible to quantify the likely relative cost increase because there are many intangible 

business issues involved. 

There are relatively few conditions against which EPS-block geofoam needs protection. 

When exposed to ultraviolet (UV) radiation from sunlight, the surface of an EPS block will turn 

yellow in color and become somewhat brittle and chalky. However, this process takes from 

months to years to develop and is limited to the surface (degradation does not progress into the 

block) so it is only necessary to protect EPS-block geofoam from long-term UV radiation. 

Relatively brief exposure such as during construction is not a problem. 

There are relatively few liquids that will dissolve EPS. The only ones likely to be 

encountered in lightweight fill geofoam applications are fuels such as gasoline and diesel fuel. 

The need and design methodology for dealing with this potential exposure is discussed in detail 

as part of separation materials in Chapter 4.  

Environmental Effects 

Environmental effects related to EPS-block geofoam fall into several categories. First, 

regarding the material itself, polystyrene is not inherently harmful or hazardous. Solid 

polystyrene is used for eating utensils and food containers, and EPS is used for beverage 

containers (the ubiquitous white foam coffee cup is a shape-molded EPS product) as well as food 

packaging. The blowing agents used to manufacture EPS are naturally occurring hydrocarbons, 

not a synthetic fluorocarbon-family gas which is used as a blowing agent for most other plastic 

foams. Thus, there are no gases that are potentially harmful to the Earth’s upper-atmosphere 
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ozone layer that are associated with manufacturing EPS. Furthermore, because the cells within 

EPS are completely filled with air within a few days after molding, there is no concern about 

long-term outgassing of potentially toxic and hazardous gases as has been a problem with other 

types of plastic foam. 

EPS will not interact in any way with the ground or ground water, and will not leach any 

chemical into the ground or ground water. If EPS is burned, either accidentally or intentionally as 

part of a waste-to-energy program, the products of combustion are primarily carbon dioxide and 

water. In addition, flame-retardant EPS (as would typically be used for lightweight fill geofoam 

in U.S. practice) will also emit traces of hydrogen bromide. The residual ash from burned EPS 

contains no heavy metals or other substances generally considered to be toxic or hazardous. 

Note that the above comments regarding environmental impact of EPS only apply to 

"normal" EPS. Information concerning the impact(s), if any, associated with EPS treated with the 

insecticide noted above would have to be obtained from the proprietary supplier of such EPS. 

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES 

Introduction 

The mechanical properties of EPS-block geofoam for the use as lightweight fill are 

important during the design because they affect both external and internal stability as well as 

pavement design.  The mechanical properties of block-molded EPS primarily involve its stress-

strain response under various modes and duration of loading. The temperature of the EPS can also 

affect the mechanical behavior but is generally a secondary issue. As noted previously, water 

absorption, if any, has no effect on the mechanical properties of the EPS. In particular, two 

distinct categories of mechanical properties that need to be addressed include: 

• The properties of the EPS itself under vertical stress. This information is used 

during the internal stability assessment phase to determine the appropriate EPS 

density to support the applied dead- and live- loads as well as to provide 

equivalent soil property information for pavement design. 
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• The interface shear properties, both between EPS blocks as well as between EPS 

and dissimilar materials (both soil and non-soil). This information is used during 

external and internal stability assessment, particularly under conditions that 

produce lateral loading during an extreme event involving either wind, an 

unbalanced water head, or seismic loading. 

Therefore, the compression and interface shear properties of EPS will be discussed. 

However, tension and flexure properties of EPS are also briefly discussed because both tensile 

and flexural loading tests can be useful manufacturing quality control and manufacturing quality 

assurance (MQC/MQA) tests. Although the thermal insulation function of EPS-block geofoam is 

not a primary concern for the function of lightweight fill, some knowledge of the geothermal 

properties of EPS is necessary to understand the issues of differential icing and solar heating that 

need to be considered during design of the pavement system. 

Modern analysis and design methods for EPS-block geofoam as lightweight fill are based 

on explicit deformations of the geofoam mass. Therefore, the most important properties of block-

molded EPS to test for are those related to the overall mechanical (stress-strain-time-temperature) 

behavior of an entire EPS block in compression as this is what will be loaded in the final 

embankment. However, given the typical dimensions of EPS blocks, precision testing of an entire 

block is not feasible on a routine basis although some testing of this nature is highly desirable as 

discussed subsequently. Therefore, any testing must be performed on specimens prepared from 

samples cut from blocks. Thus, there is always going to be some approximation or error involved 

in testing of such specimens, simply because what is being tested is not what is being placed in 

the actual fill. This approximation or error is not "fatal" or insurmountable. In fact, for most 

construction materials, whether natural (e.g., soil) or manufactured, only relatively small 

specimens relative to the final product are typically tested.  

Compression  

Introduction 
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Loading in unconfined uniaxial compression has been and remains the primary mode of 

loading for tests performed on EPS-block geofoam for both quality control and research purposes. 

This is because compression is by far the predominant mode of loading for EPS in load-bearing 

applications, including when used as lightweight fill. Thus, as indicated previously, the most 

important properties of block-molded EPS to test for are those related to the overall mechanical 

(stress-strain-time-temperature) behavior of an entire EPS block in compression as this is what 

will be loaded in the final embankment. Also, as indicated previously, blocks of EPS tend to have 

density gradients (variations) that are inherent in the manufacturing process. Therefore, the 

density of a relatively small specimen cut from a block can be significantly different than the 

gross density of the entire block and thus not representative of behavior of the entire block. This 

is significant as fundamental research has shown that the compressive behavior of block-molded 

EPS is most dependent on density (7-11,16). 

Although research has been performed on the relative effect of specimen shape and 

dimensions on test results (17), studies where laboratory tests were performed on both small 

specimens and full-size blocks to evaluate the absolute difference in measured results is lacking. 

Additionally, there is also a lack of comparison between the deformation measurements of full-

scale fills with calculated values. Both of these comparisons are required to better understand and 

predict the behavior of full size blocks. 

Rapid Loading Testing    

The primary variables to consider for rapid-loading tests are: 

• test specimen shape, 

• test specimen dimensions, 

• test specimen age, 

• use of strain versus stress controlled loading, 

• loading rate, 
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• confining stress (if any) on the test specimen, and 

• ambient temperature and relative humidity in the laboratory where the test is 

performed. 

The effect of each of these variables on overall stress-strain behavior has been studied to 

varying degrees over the years. As a result, it is possible to draw some broad conclusions as to the 

relative effect of each of these variables. Although there is variation in practice for each of the 

above variables, there is a combination of variables that are most commonly used and thus can be 

viewed as the de facto standard against which other variations can be compared. The de facto 

standard is: 

• Cube-shaped specimens 50 mm (2 in.) wide. 

• Strain-controlled unconfined axial compression at a strain rate of 10 percent per 

minute. 

• Standard laboratory conditions of approximately +23°C (73° F) and 50 percent 

humidity. 

Using this combination of variables for reference, the observed variations in test variables 

and recommendations for practice are provided.  As will be discussed, standardization currently 

does not exist for testing of EPS- block specimens. Standardization is recommended because test 

data from standardized testing procedures are needed in developing mathematical models for EPS 

behavior (18) and implementing the design methodology presented herein. Overall, there appears 

to be no compelling reason to deviate significantly from past practices until such time as 

fundamental research is performed to compare results between compression testing of full-size 

blocks versus relatively small laboratory test specimens. In an effort to develop guidelines for 

future testing, recommendations are provided for the following test variables to develop future 

standard test protocols. 

• Specimen shape.  
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Observation: There has been a trend since about the 1980s toward occasional use 

of specimens that are right circular cylindrical in shape with dimensions similar 

to soil specimens used in triaxial tests, i.e. approximately 150 mm (5.9 in.) in 

height and 70 mm (2.75 in.) in diameter. Presumably this shape has been used to 

accommodate use of geotechnical laboratory testing equipment. Both the initial 

tangent Young's modulus and elastic limit stress for such specimens reportedly 

decrease compared to values measured using the de facto standard specimens 

(which would appear to be contradictory to the above statement that stiffness 

increases with increasing specimen size) (19). On the other hand, recent testing 

on cylindrical specimens of different dimensions (approximately 25 mm (1 in.) 

high and 60 mm (2.36 in.) in diameter which is similar to soil specimens used for 

oedometer (one-dimensional consolidation) tests showed no practical difference 

from the "standard" 50 mm (2 in.) cubes (20). 

Recommendation: A square as opposed to circular cross-section is desirable to 

simplify trimming of test specimens from EPS samples taken from blocks. Care 

should be taken when preparing a test specimen, regardless of its shape and 

dimension. No surface of the specimen should include any portion of a face of 

the block from which the specimen sample was cut to avoid any localized edge 

effects. Experience indicates that a hot-wire cutter produces the cleanest and 

smoothest surfaces for test specimens so this method of cutting is recommended. 

The alternative using a fine-tooth band saw tends to leave a rougher surface. 

• Specimen dimensions.  

Observation: Specimen thickness (height) appears to have relatively less 

influence than width on the compression test results. In general, as specimen 

dimensions increase so does the initial tangent Young's modulus, Eti. 

Compression test results on 400 mm (16 in.) cubes and the typical 50 mm (2 in.) 
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cubes indicate that the larger specimens are approximately 50 percent stiffer  

compared to the smaller specimens at small strains (17). This suggests that an 

entire block might tend to behave stiffer than any small test specimen would 

indicate. However, this is speculative at this time and needs to be evaluated by 

detailed research. ASTM D 1621 (21) has been specified in the past for 

performing rapid-loading unconfined uniaxial compression tests. This test 

procedure allows the use of square or circular test specimens with a cross-

sectional area ranging between 25.8 cm² (4 in.²) and 232 cm² (36 in.²). The 

specimen height can range from 25.4 mm (1 in.) to a maximum height no greater 

than the width or diameter of the specimen. Therefore, if cube-shaped specimens 

are utilized, specimens ranging in dimensions from 50 mm (2 in.) to 203 mm (8 

in.) can be used per ASTM D 1621. One trend that appears to be developing in 

the EPS industry is to utilize specimens of increasing dimensions within the 

allowable ASTM D 1621 dimensions until the specimens meet the required 

compressive strength parameters. Therefore, it is recommended that 

determination of the uniaxial compression behavior between specimens of 

various sizes to full-size blocks be considered a high priority for future research. 

Recommendation: The width of the specimen should be such that it can be 

accommodated by typical end platens used in geotechnical compression test 

machines. This suggests a 50 mm (2 in.) width which is just accommodated by 

the standard 71 mm (2.8 in.) diameter platen. With regard to specimen thickness 

(height), the thickest specimen possible should be used to increase the vertical 

displacement to achieve an axial strain of 1 percent. This is because the strain 

range of interest for most lightweight fill applications is focused on the region 

from 0 percent to 1 percent axial strain. The thicker the specimen the greater the 

precision in strain measurement for a fixed precision in deformation 
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measurement (as most test apparatus would be expected to have). In addition, any 

end effects are minimized with a thicker specimen. Of course, if the thickness-to-

width ratio is too large inadvertent specimen buckling during testing could be a 

problem. Based on experience with triaxial compression tests on soils, a two-to-

one height to width ratio should be used, which implies a 100 mm (3.9 in.) 

maximum specimen thickness. 

A research project should be initiated to evaluate the possible switch to 

using test specimens that are 50 mm (2 in.) square in cross-section and 100 mm 

(3.9 in.) thick (high) with all other test variables unchanged. The measured 

properties of such specimens should be compared to those from 50 mm (2 in.) 

cubes for a range in EPS densities. In addition, there should be large-scale 

laboratory testing (most likely in a solid mechanics or structural engineering 

laboratory to be able to utilize large compression testing machines in an 

environment with the same temperature as a geotechnical laboratory) involving 

full-size blocks to compare the measured performance to that of both the 50 mm 

(2 in.) and 100 mm (3.9 in.) thick specimens. 

• Specimen age.  

Observation: This variable has not been explored in any systematic or extensive 

research program. Assuming that the specimen is at least several days old so that 

the effects of molding have disappeared, there are indications that specimen age 

has no influence (17). There are some indications based on testing of EPS-block 

geofoam that had been in the ground for approximately 24 years that there was 

no significant difference in material behavior from that measured prior to 

installation (22). This also suggests excellent long-term durability of EPS-block 

geofoam. 
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Recommendation: A minimum specimen age is desirable to ensure that the test 

specimen has undergone at least most of its seasoning and facilitate comparison 

of test results. Based on informal discussions with EPS block molders in the 

U.S.A., it appears that for the pentane blowing agent content and mold sizes in 

common use, a minimum age of three days is sufficient. 

• Strain rate.  

Observation: Not surprisingly for a polymeric material such as EPS, strain rate 

has a profound effect on the measured stress-strain behavior. The de facto 

standard rate of 10 percent per minute appears to be at the high end of the range 

used in past research. Rates one or more orders of magnitudes lower have been 

used at various times and by various researchers. It appears that stress-strain 

behavior under relatively small strains (the range of interest in lightweight fill 

applications) is most affected by strain rate (17), with the initial tangent Young's 

modulus either increasing or decreasing as strain rate is increased or decreased, 

respectively.  

Recommendation: There appears to be no compelling reason not to use a strain 

rate of 10 percent per minute for axial compression tests on EPS geofoam. 

• Specimen confining stress.  

Observation: A relatively few number of researchers (e.g., (23,24)) have tried to 

emulate "true" triaxial compression testing of soils by subjecting right-circular-

cylindrical specimens of EPS to an isotropic confining stress prior to increasing 

the axial stress. There does not appear to be any benefit from doing so as the 

horizontal confining stresses in roadway embankments are generally small in 

magnitude to the point of being negligible in most cases. In addition, there has 

been no systematic study that compares laboratory behavior of EPS and full-scale 

performance in lightweight fills to indicate that testing of EPS specimens that 
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includes a radial confining stress provides a more accurate estimate of EPS 

mechanical behavior. 

Recommendation: There appears to be no compelling reason not to use 

unconfined compression tests to measure the compressive strength and initial 

tangent Young’s modulus. 

• Temperature.  

Observation: The vast majority of testing of EPS has been at the normal ambient 

laboratory temperature of +23°C ± (73°F±). Thus there has been relatively little 

study of the effect of temperature on the mechanical properties of EPS in the 

small-strain range of interest for lightweight fill applications and only slightly 

more testing of the effects at larger strains. However, existing data suggests 

stiffer geofoam behavior with decreasing temperature and softer behavior with 

increasing temperature compared to the de facto standard laboratory conditions. 

For example, data in (25) indicates that the initial tangent Young's modulus is 

either unchanged or slightly larger in magnitude under lower than ambient 

laboratory temperatures. Based on the present knowledge, there is insufficient 

information to incorporate temperature into any analysis or design procedure for 

EPS-block geofoam as lightweight fill. 

Recommendation: There appears to be no compelling reason not to use ambient 

conditions typical of most laboratories (+23°C ±  (73°F±) and 50 percent ± 

humidity). 

Compatibility with MQC/MQA Testing.   If possible without compromising the goals of 

either research or manufacturing quality control and assurance testing, specimen and test 

parameters for the two areas of testing should be the same for both simplicity and comparison of 

results. 
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Monotonic.  The most commonly performed test on EPS specimens involves strain-

controlled compression loading at a relatively rapid rate, typically 10 percent per minute, with the 

load applied in a monotonically increasing fashion until a desired strain level is reached. Figure 

2.1 illustrates the typical stress-strain response from such a test that was performed on a 50 mm (2 

in.) cubic specimen and a strain rate of 10% per minute to an unusually large strain level 

(approximately 90 percent) to illustrate the entire range of EPS compression behavior. The test 

was performed on a block-molded EPS specimen with a density of 21 kg/m3 (1.3 lbf/ft3). 

However, the stress-strain response for other densities are qualitatively similar (18). The primary 

item of note is that the EPS does not fail in the traditional sense of other solid materials used in 

construction (metals, concretes, wood) by a physical rupture of the material. Nor does the EPS 

behave like soil or other particulate materials where inter-particle slippage occurs and a steady 

state or residual strength develops at large strains. Rather, the EPS essentially crushes one 

dimensionally (Poisson's ratio of EPS is discussed in detail subsequently) back to its original 

solid polystyrene state, and the behavior is continuously work (strain) hardening in nature. 

The stress-strain behavior of EPS shown in Figure 2.1 can be divided into the following 

four zones (18):  

• Zone 1: initial linear response.  

• Zone 2: yielding.  

• Zone 3: linear and work hardening in nature.  

• Zone 4: non linear but still work hardening in nature. 

Figure 2.1. Stress-strain behavior of 21 kg/m3 (1.3 lbf/ft3) EPS block under rapid, strain- 

                     controlled, unconfined axial compression (18,26). 

The limit of Zone 1, i.e., the initial linear stress-strain behavior, extends to strains 

between 1 percent and 1.5 percent with the larger strain at the end of the linear region occurring 

with an increase in EPS density (18). An initial slightly curved, concave upward, response has 
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been observed within Zone 1 prior to the linear portion (18). However, it has been suggested that 

this curvature is the result of the testing equipment and procedures and not a fundamental 

characteristic of EPS (18). In particular, errors related to seating of the end platens due to surface 

irregularities of the test specimen introduced during trimming and mechanical slack in the loading 

system will introduce errors in the deformation measurements. These errors can be minimized by 

making deformation measurements directly on the test specimens with the use of extensometers 

(18). It is indicated in (18) that data in (25) suggests that the initial portion of the stress-strain 

curve is slightly curved, concave downward, in the 0 percent to 1 percent strain range even after 

correcting for seating effects. This appears to be similar to the small-strain behavior of soil. 

Research results in (27) suggest that behavior is linear only up to a strain level of about 0.5 

percent.  

In summary, the consensus that has evolved worldwide is that the stress-strain behavior 

of EPS-block geofoam is both linear and elastic up to a compressive strain of 1 percent.  As a 

result, a new material parameter for EPS-block geofoam called the elastic limit stress, σe, has 

been suggested (18). This is defined as the compressive stress at 1 percent strain as measured in a 

standard rapid-loading compression test. Furthermore, the slope of the initial (approximately) 

linear portion of the stress-strain curve (see Zone 1) is defined as the initial tangent Young’s 

modulus, Eti. 

As shown in Figure 2.2, for all practical purposes there is a linear empirical relationship 

between EPS density and Eti assuming that the EPS is of appropriate quality (for the purposes of 

this proposal, material satisfying the provisional AASHTO standard included in Appendix C). 

The data shown in Figure 2.2 was obtained from (17,28-31) Equation (2.1) provides an average 

Eti  based on the data of Figure 2.2: 

Eti = 450 ρ - 3000                                                          (2.1) 

 where Eti has units of kilopascals (kPa) and ρ = EPS density in kg/m3.  
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From Hooke’s law relation, σ = (Eti)∗(ε), where σ is the applied stress and ε is strain after 

stress application, Equation (2.1) can be extended to form an expression for the elastic limit stress 

at an axial strain of 1 percent that is sufficiently accurate for routine analysis and design purposes: 

σe =  (450 ρ – 3000)∗(0.01) = 4.5 (ρ) - 30                                           (2.2) 

where σe has units of kPa and ρ = EPS density in kg/m3. 

The data used to create Figure 2.2 and Equations (2.1) and (2.2) are based on testing 

relatively small specimens prepared from samples cut from full-size blocks of EPS. There is a 

lack of information at the present time concerning the stress-strain behavior of full-size EPS 

blocks although limited unpublished information suggests that full size blocks may be somewhat 

stiffer, i.e. have a larger initial tangent Young's modulus, than either Figure 2.2 or Equation (2.1) 

would imply.  

Figure 2.2. Correlation between density and initial tangent Young’s modulus for block- 

                   molded EPS (18). 

Zone 2 of a typical stress-strain curve (see Figure 2.1) is called yielding. The zone of 

yielding is dependent on density and extends to strains between 3 percent and 5 percent (18). 

After the zone of yielding, the behavior is linear again. The radius of curvature inside the zone of 

yielding is dependent on the density of EPS but in general, the greater the density, the smaller 

(sharper) the radius of curvature and the smaller the strain at which linear post-yield behavior 

resumes (18). 

Even though EPS loaded in compression does not fail in the traditional sense of a 

physical rupture and yielding occurs over a range of stresses, it has been and still is traditional 

nonetheless to define a material parameter called compressive strength of EPS, σc. Compressive 

strength of EPS is defined as the compressive stress at some arbitrary strain level. There is no 

universal agreement as to what this arbitrary strain level is. ASTM and most other standards 

organizations around the world define it as 10 percent so in this report the compressive strength 
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of EPS is given the notation σc10. This point on the stress-strain curve is shown in Figure 2.1. In 

Norway, where much of the early use of EPS-block geofoam occurred, the strain criterion used 

for σc is 5 percent. 

Referring to Figure 2.1, it can be seen that there is nothing particularly noteworthy about 

a strain level of 10 percent (or 5 percent for that matter) other than that it occurs after a zone of 

initial yielding of the EPS. This is an important point because early geofoam design methods 

were based on compressive strength. In many ways, the use of a parameter called "strength" for 

EPS is unfortunate as it implies an ultimate condition (ULS type failure) involving material 

rupture. In fact, neither aspect is exhibited by EPS geofoam. Compressive strength increases 

linearly with increasing EPS density (18) and the following equation has been suggested (18,32): 

        (2.3) 

where σc10 = compressive strength using the 10 percent-strain criterion in kPa and  

              ρ = EPS density in kg/m3. 

As indicated previously, compressive strength occurs after a zone of initial yielding of the 

EPS and is defined at a strain level beyond the yield range. Therefore, a parameter called the 

"plastic stress" (σp) (30) or "yield stress" (σy) (18) has been proposed to define the stress 

corresponding to the onset of yielding. Figure 2.3 shows the definition of yield stress. The yield 

stress can be determined graphically or by the use of empirical equations. Graphically, the yield 

stress can be determined by forward extrapolation of the initial linear portion (Zone 1) and 

backward extrapolation of the post-yield linear portion of the stress-strain curve (Zone 3) as 

shown in Figure 2.3 (18). The stress at the intersection of the two lines is the yield stress. The 

following three empirical equations have also been suggested to estimate the yield stress (18): 

       (2.4)  

 

            (2.5)  

 

c10σ 8.82ρ 61.7= −

y

y

σ 6.41ρ 35.2

σ 6.62ρ 46.3

= −

= −
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yσ 6.83ρ 48.4= −                                                           (2.6) 
where σy = yield stress in kPa and  

ρ = EPS density in kg/m3. 

Figure 2.3. Definition of yield (plastic) stress (18). 

Figure 2.4 shows a comparison of the three empirical equations. Equation (2.4) was 

obtained from (18,30) and Equations (2.5) and (2.6) were obtained from (18). By definition the 

yield stress is less than the compressive strength. This is generally depicted in Figure 2.4 except 

for Equation (2.4) for low-density EPS. Thus, it is possible to estimate the yield stress from the 

recommended compression testing with sufficient accuracy in practice even if project-specific 

testing is not performed (18). In general, the magnitude of yield stress is approximately 75 

percent of the magnitude of the compressive strength and the strain corresponding to the yield 

stress is approximately 1.5 percent, which is slightly greater than 1 percent which corresponds to 

σe, over a wide range of EPS densities (18). 

Figure 2.4. Comparison of empirical relationships between yield stress and density for    

                   block-molded EPS (18). 

As shown in Table 2.1, compressive strength varies with temperature (18,32).  

The percentage (if any) of in-plant regrind and post-consumer recycled material 

and how it is fused into blocks may have varying affects on the compressive strength, 

elastic limit stress, and initial tangent Young's modulus in compression of block-molded 

EPS, especially the initial tangent Young’s modulus (2,3). For example, tests have  

Table 2.1. Compressive Strength Variation with Temperature  (18,32). 

revealed that EPS with an average density on the order of 16 kg/m3 (1.0 lbf/ft3) had virtually the 

same compressive strength with up to 50 percent regrind content yet the initial tangent Young's 

modulus was reduced by a factor of approximately two between samples with no regrind and 50 
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percent regrind (33). Figure 2.5 shows a qualitative description of the effect of regrind content on 

the small-strain region of the stress-strain region of EPS, which is the most critical region for 

load-bearing applications. Both the initial tangent Young’s modulus and elastic limit stress 

decrease with increasing regrind content. However, the compressive strength is affected only 

slightly by regrind content. 

Figure 2.5. Effect of regrind content on the stress-strain behavior of EPS-block geofoam 

                   (4). 

Cyclic.     For the purposes of this report, cyclic loading is defined as loads that are 

applied, removed, and reapplied in a fairly rapid and repetitive manner. Research to date indicates 

that as long as the maximum applied stress has a magnitude not exceeding the elastic limit stress, 

σe, there is: 

• no plastic (permanent) strain upon stress removal and 

• no degradation of the initial tangent Young’s modulus with cyclic loading. 

However, as shown in Figure 2.6, if the stress level goes beyond the elastic range there is 

both plastic deformation as well as a degradation of modulus. The latter can be seen by the 

progressive flattening of the unload-reload curves. Figure 2.6 is based on testing performed on a 

50 mm (2 in.) cubical specimen with a density of 13 kg/m3 (0.81 lbf/ft³) subjected to rapid cycles 

of loading and unloading in the post-yield range, i.e., the applied stress exceeds the elastic limit 

stress (18). As shown in Figure 2.6, the average tangent Young's modulus of each unload-reload 

cycle is smaller than the initial tangent Young's modulus and decreases in magnitude with 

increasing strain. At very large strains, the unload-reload cycles become sharply curved as the 

EPS stiffens.  

Figure 2.6. Cyclic load behavior for 13 kg/m3 (0.81 lbf/ft3) block-molded EPS (18). 

The mechanical properties of EPS, including cyclic loading behavior, are dependent 

primarily on the shape of the polyhedra (18,32). As indicated in the manufacturing (molding) 
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section of this chapter, the pre-puff changes from spherical shape to a more polyhedral shape after 

the pre-puff is further expanded in the second step of the manufacturing process. Each face of a 

polyhedron represents a contact plane with an adjacent polyhedron. However, the contacts are not 

perfect and some void space may exist between polyhedra. Fusion between polyhedra occurs 

from the cooling of the softened polystyrene at these contact planes. Each polyhedron retains the 

numerous closed cells. The deformation of the polyhedra is elastic within the elastic range which 

is defined as axial strains up to approximately 1 percent. It is reported in (18) that research 

performed in (31) indicates that no change in the tangent Young's modulus occurred after 2 x 106 

cycles of loading on a strain-controlled cyclic test between 0 percent and 1 percent strain on a 

specimen with a density of 20 kg/m3 (1.25 lbf/ft³). Beyond the elastic range, the cellular 

polyhedra undergo permanent shape change from polyhedral to ellipsoidal, with the short axis of 

the ellipsoids parallel to the direction of loading (18). This permanent change in shape is 

represented by plastic, non-recoverable, deformation and a lower tangent modulus. 

In summary, cyclic loading, e.g., traffic loading, should not adversely impact the 

geofoam unless the maximum applied stress exceeds the elastic limit stress. These observations 

and conclusions concerning behavior under cyclic loads are based on testing relatively small 

specimens prepared from samples cut from full-size blocks of EPS. There is a lack of information 

at the present time concerning the cyclic loading behavior of full-size EPS blocks. 

Poisson’s Ratio.   The following findings regarding the Poisson’s ratio, ν, of EPS 

block are provided: 

• Within the elastic range, ν is relatively small (of the order of 0.1) and often taken 

to be zero for practical design purposes, e.g. in the French national design manual 

(34). However, if a more accurate estimate of ν is desired, the following 

empirical relationship, which indicates that ν increases slightly with increasing 

EPS density, can be used: 
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ν = 0.0056 ρ + 0.0024                                                         (2.7) 

where ρ = EPS density in kg/m3. This equation is based on research performed in 

Japan (19).  

• If an estimate of the coefficient of lateral earth pressure at rest, Ko, is desired, the 

following equation, which is valid for any elastic material, can be used: 

                                                      0K
1

v
v

=
−

                                                                              (2.8) 

This means that under confined (at-rest) conditions horizontal stresses will be 

approximately one-tenth the vertical stresses, a fact that has been confirmed by 

full-scale case-history observations (35) and highlights a benefit of using EPS-

block geofoam as backfill behind retaining structures. 

• Beyond the elastic range, ν rapidly decreases to zero. For example, testing 

performed on EPS with a density of 20 kg/m3 (1.25 lbf/ft3) shows, ν decreases 

from 0.12 within the elastic range (strains between 0 percent and 1 percent) to 

0.03 at a strain of 5 percent (18,19). In some tests necking of the test specimens 

(which implies a negative Poisson's ratio) has been observed (32). 

The above observations and conclusions concerning Poisson's ratio are also based on 

testing relatively small specimens prepared from samples cut from full-size blocks of EPS. There 

is limited information available at the present time concerning the stress-strain behavior of full-

size EPS blocks although case history observations, primarily in Norway, suggest that Poisson's 

ratio is indeed relatively small in magnitude compared to most other civil engineering materials. 

Time-Dependent Behavior (Creep and Relaxation) 

Introduction   

Another area of research in recent years has been the time-dependent response of EPS-

block geofoam to compressive loads. Five variables that affect the time-dependent behavior of 

EPS include density, stress, strain, time, and temperature (18). Only the time-dependent behavior 
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is discussed here. The temperature dependent behavior is discussed separately. Two time-

dependent behaviors of EPS are: 

• Creep which is the additional strain or deformation that occurs with time under 

an applied stress or load of constant magnitude. 

• Relaxation which is the reduction in applied stress or load with time under a 

constant magnitude of strain or deformation. 

For the function of lightweight fill, creep is the only time-dependent behavior of concern. 

Thus, relaxation will not be addressed here. 

Testing   

A review of published creep test results (27,30,31,36-41) performed for this study reveal 

a lack of a standard creep test method for geofoam. About the only common denominator in creep 

tests performed around the world to date is that they are almost always performed under ambient 

laboratory conditions of approximately +23°C (+73°F) and 50 percent humidity. In addition, 

there has been no direct comparison of creep tests performed using different combinations of test 

variables so an assessment of variable variation is impossible to conduct at the present time. It is 

recommended that a standard test method be developed for performing creep tests on EPS-block 

geofoam so creep models can be developed and reliably evaluated. The best that can be 

accomplished at this time is to discuss the test variations used in practice and make 

recommendations based on judgment and indirect comparative testing. 

The primary variables that need to be considered for creep tests are: 

• test specimen shape, 

• test specimen dimensions, 

• test specimen age, 

• applied stress level, 

• confinement of the test specimen, 
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• test duration, and 

• ambient temperature in the laboratory where the test is performed. 

Using the above list of variables for reference, the observed variations in test variables 

and recommendations for creep testing in practice are as follows: 

• Specimen shape and dimensions.  Specimen shapes that have been reported in the 

literature include a cube, right-circular cylinder, and disc. Cube-shaped 

specimens are typically 50 mm (2 in.) cubes. Right-circular cylinder specimens 

with heights of 38, 50, 200, and 300 mm (1.5, 2, 8, and 12 in.) and diameters of 

76, 50, 100, and 150 mm (3, 2, 4, and 6 in.), respectively, have been utilized. 

Disc-shaped specimens typically replicate the dimensions of soil oedometer (one-

dimensional consolidation) test specimens (i.e., 25 mm ( 1 in.) thick and 65 mm 

(2.5 in.) ± in diameter). Figure 2.7 shows creep test results from three different 

specimen sizes with a density of 20 kg/m³ (1.25 lbf/ft³) tested at a sustained stress 

of 20 kPa (417 lbs/ft²). These results as well as comparisons made from 

specimens tested at stresses of 30 and 50 kPa (625 and 1,045 lbs/ft²) indicate that 

disc shaped specimens may yield higher creep strains than cylindrical specimens. 

• Specimen age. This has not been studied but it is desirable that all specimens in a 

given suite of tests (creep tests tend to be performed in groups or suites of tests 

on EPS of the same density and subjected to different stress levels) have the same 

age and, in fact, be prepared from samples taken from the same EPS block. As an 

absolute standard, it appears that the minimum specimen age of three days as for 

rapid-loading compression tests is appropriate for creep tests as well. 

Figure 2.7. Comparison of laboratory compression creep test data for an EPS density of 20  

   kg/m3  (1.25 lbf/ft3) and applied stress of 20 kPa (417 lbs/ft2) and the creep         

   equations. (42) 
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• Applied stress level.  This will be dependent on the stress that the EPS-block will 

be subjected to in the particular load-bearing application. 

• Specimen confinement. When geotechnical oedometer equipment is used, tests 

have been performed both with and without the metal confinement ring although 

no direct comparison of results has been reported. Given the relatively small 

magnitude of the Poisson ratio of EPS under small strains, the results between the 

two test protocols are expected to be similar. However, the unconfined test is 

arguably more representative of actual conditions; should yield somewhat greater 

deformations (and thus be more conservative); is easier to perform; and removes 

concern over friction between the EPS specimen and ring. Thus, unconfined 

creep tests are recommended. 

• Test duration. This parameter has seen the greatest variation in practice. Many 

early creep tests only lasted several hundred hours. It is now recognized that this 

is inadequate and can produce potentially misleading results as tertiary creep can 

be totally missed (39). As a result, 10,000 hours (approximately 13 months) is 

now considered to be the absolute minimum test duration with 15,000 hours 

(approximately 20 months) or more preferred (tests in excess of 19,000 hours 

(approximately two years) have been performed). The justification for these 

longer duration tests is that it is believed that the creep performance of EPS can 

only be projected for 30 times the creep test duration which is somewhat more 

generous than the factor of 10 suggested for polymeric geosynthetics in general 

(43). This suggests that creep test durations of at least 15,000 hours (20 months) 

is required using the extrapolation factor of 30 for a 50-year design life (which is 

not unreasonable for a geotechnical highway structure). 
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• Temperature. Little creep testing has been conducted at temperatures other than 

de facto standard laboratory conditions. Creep at temperatures greater than 

+23°C± (73°F±) has been found to accelerate with increasing temperature. 

• Specimen Preparation. The same care in specimen preparation discussed 

previously for rapid-loading compression tests is recommended for creep tests. 

The general time-dependent behavior of EPS is similar to other engineering materials and 

exhibits primary, secondary, and tertiary creep as shown in Figure 2.8. Creep tests on EPS-block 

geofoam are typically depicted as shown in Figure 2.9. However, experience indicates that the 

most useful way to portray creep-test data is by constructing a family of isochronous stress-strain 

relations for tests performed on EPS specimens of the same density. An isochronous curve is the 

estimated stress-strain behavior for a range of applied stresses for a specific duration of time. 

Figure 2.10 illustrates a typical family of isochronous stress-strain curves together with a portion 

of the standard rapid-loading compression test for comparison. However, the approximate stress-

strain relation for the standard rapid loading compression test and the isochronous curves are not 

strictly comparable because they represent different loading conditions of sustained versus 

constantly changing load (18,44). Isochronous stress-strain curves for different durations of 

loading are useful in geotechnical applications where sustained loads are typically involved (18). 

Figure 2.8. Regions of behavior in creep (45). 

Figure 2.9. Results of typical unconfined axial compression creep tests on block-molded    

                   EPS (18). 

Figure 2.10. Isochronous stress-strain curves for 23.5 kg/m3 (1.47 lbf/ft³) block-molded EPS 

         based on unconfined axial compression creep tests (18,26). 

Constitutive Modeling of the Stress-Strain-Time Behavior of EPS 

Introduction.  Two time-dependent stress-strain (creep) models that have been suggested 

for predicting the vertical strain or deformation of EPS blocks that occurs under an applied stress 
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include the general power-law equation and the Findley equation (39). An initial overview of the 

theory and application of both equations is presented. The total vertical strain predicted by these 

two equations consist of two components as shown below. 

    

where ε = total strain at some time period t after stress application, 

      εo = immediate strain upon stress application, and 

      εc = time-dependent strain (creep) at some time period t after stress application. 

Based on the assumption that εo is linear-elastic and based on empirical relationships 

established through laboratory creep-test data, the Laboratoire Ponts et Chaussess (LCPC) 

derived the following General Power-Law equation for the total strain of EPS blocks (30,39): 

 

    

where ε = total strain at 

some time period t after stress application (in decimal form, not as a  

      percent), 

σ = applied stress in kPa, 

σp = plastic stress of EPS in kPa, 

Eti = initial tangent modulus in kPa, and 

t = time in hours after stress application. 

The LCPC established the following two empirical relationships based on laboratory 

testing to facilitate use of Equation (2.10):  

σp = 6.41ρ - 35.2                                                                              (2.11) 

Eti = 479ρ - 2875                                                                             (2.12) 

where  σp = plastic stress in kPa, 

      Eti = initial tangent modulus in kPa, and 

o c                                                                                                                        ε=ε +ε (2.9)
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      ρ = EPS-block geofoam density in kg/m3. 

However, it was found in (39) that Equation (2.12) yields values of initial tangent 

modulus that are higher than typically reported in the literature. The consequence of using 

Equation (2.12) to estimate the initial tangent modulus is discussed subsequently. Equation (2.1), 

which is based on averaging other published relationships by (18) can also be used to estimate Eti. 

The Findley equation (46,47) is also used to predict the total time-dependent vertical 

strain of geofoam. The Findley equation has been modified by (39) based on creep test results 

that extend for nearly 19,000 hours (2.2 years) as shown below:  

 

   

 

where  ε = total strain at some time t after a stress application (in percent), 

      σ = applied stress in kPa, and 

      t = time in hours after stress application. 

Equation (2.13) is based on three tests performed on 50 mm (2 in.) cube-shaped EPS 

specimens with a density of 20 kg/m3  (1.25 lbf/ft³) at stresses of 30, 40, and 50 kPa (625, 835, 

and 1,045 lbs/ft²). Therefore, the modified Findley equation, i.e., Equation (2.13), is applicable to 

EPS block with a density of 20 kg/m3 (1.25 lbf/ft³) subjected to stresses between 30 and 50 kPa 

(625 and 1,045 lbs/ft²). The applicability of Equation (2.13) at stress levels not between 30 and 50 

kPa (625 and 1,045 lbs/ft²) is investigated herein to determine the potential benefit of refining 

Equation (2.13) so that it can be used for other stress levels. Both the general power-law and 

modified Findley equations will be compared with laboratory measured results on full-size EPS 

blocks to assess their accuracy.   

Laboratory Creep Tests.  As indicated previously, there is a lack of a standard creep test 

method for geofoam. Therefore, a qualitative, not quantitative, comparison is made between 

σ σ 0.20ε 1.1sinh( ) 0.0305sinh( )(t)                             
54.2 33.0

= + (2.13)
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published laboratory creep test results and the calculated strain values derived from the general 

power-law and modified Findley equations to assess the accuracy of these equations.  

Figures 2.7 and 2.11 provide a qualitative comparison between various size EPS 

specimens with a density of 20 kg/m3  (1.25 lbf/ft³) at stresses of 20 kPa (417 lbs/ft²) and 70 kPa 

(1,460 lbs/ft²) and the calculated results based on the general power-law and the modified Findley 

equations. The laboratory test results shown in these figures are limited to specimens with a 

density of 20 kg/m3 (1.25 lbf/ft3) and to stress levels of 20 kPa (417 lbs/ft²) and 70 kPa (1,460 

lbs/ft²) because this is the density and stress range of EPS blocks that are used in the full-size 

block and full-scale model tests. Laboratory test data utilized in deriving the general power-law 

and modified Findley equations are not shown to provide non-bias comparisons. At the lower 

stress level of 20 kPa (417 lbs/ft²), see Figure 2.7, both equations predict strains that are in 

agreement with the measured values from cylindrical EPS specimens. However, the modified 

Findley equation predicts slightly larger strains than the general power-law equation. Neither 

equation predicts strains near the measured values obtained on a disc-shaped specimen at an 

applied stress of 20 kPa (417 lbs/ft²). A disc-shaped specimen is usually used when creep testing 

is performed with an oedometer, which is typically used to simulate one-dimensional 

compression of soils in the laboratory. At the higher stress level of 70 kPa (1,460 lbs/ft²), see 

Figure 2.11, the power-law equation and the modified Findley equation predict larger and smaller 

total strains, respectively, than the measured values.  It is indicated in (36) that the creep test was 

performed with a standard consolidation test machine. Thus, it can be inferred that a disc-shaped 

specimen typically used in soil oedometer (one-dimensional consolidation) testing, which is 

typically on the order of 25 mm (1 in.) thick and 65 mm (2.5 in.) ± in diameter, was used. 

The general power-law equation indicates a relationship between the time-dependent 

behavior of EPS and the plastic stress and initial tangent modulus, see Equation (2.10). Therefore, 

it is recommended that compressive strength tests be performed on similar specimens that will be 

used for creep testing so values of plastic stress and initial tangent modulus can be obtained from 
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the same test sample. It is also recommended that the elastic-limit stress be determined from 

compressive strength tests because, as will be discussed later, the elastic-limit stress may be a 

useful guide for estimating the onset of significant creep effects (18). It is also recommended that 

axial strain data be obtained immediately upon stress application and frequently for the first hour 

after load application to better estimate the immediate strain, εo,  (39). A good estimate of εo is 

critical to estimating the total strain because εo contributes more to the total strain than the creep-

induced strain, εc. 

Full-Size EPS Block Creep Test.  A full-size block with a density of 20 kg/m3 (1.25 

lbf/ft³) and dimensions of 1.5 m (4.9 ft) by 1 m (3.3 ft) by 0.5 m (1.6 ft) was loaded under a stress 

of 71 kPa (1,480 lbs/ft²) for 61 days (48). A stress of 27 kPa (564 lbs/ft²) was initially applied for 

four days. An additional stress of 19 kPa (397 lbs/ft²)  (total stress equal to 46 kPa (961 lbs/ft²)) 

was applied for seven days and an additional stress of 25 kPa (522 lbs/ft²) (total stress equal to 

71 kPa (1,483 lbs/ft²)) was applied for 50 days. The stress at the bottom of  the block was 

Figure 2.11. Comparison of compression laboratory creep test data for an EPS density of 20 

          kg/m3 ( 1.25 lbf/ft³) and applied stress of 70 kPa (1,460 lbs/ft2) and the creep  

          equations. 

measured using seven pressure cells and an average pressure of 34, 55, and 79 kPa (710, 1,149, 

and 1,650 lbs/ft²) was measured in the pressure cells for days 1 through 5, 5 through 12, and 12 

through 62, respectively. These average stresses are used in calculating the vertical strains using 

the power-law and modified Findley equations. 

Figure 2.12 shows a comparison between the calculated and measured total strains for 

compressive stresses of 34, 55, and 79 kPa (710, 1,149, and 1,650 lbs/ft²). At the initial stress 

levels of 34 and 55 kPa (710 and 1,149 lbs/ft²), both the general power-law and modified Findley 

equations predict total strains that are in agreement with the measured strains. At the largest stress 

of 79 kPa (1,650 lbs/ft²), the power-law equation significantly overestimates the measured strains 
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and the modified Findley equation underestimates the measured strains. However, the modified 

Findley equation provides the best agreement with the measured values especially as the time, t, 

increases.   

Full-Scale Model Creep Test.  A full-scale model creep test was performed at the 

Norwegian Road Research Laboratory (48,49) to investigate the time-dependent performance of 

EPS-block geofoam. The test fill had a height of 2 m (6.6 ft) and measured 4 m (13.1 ft) by 4 m 

(13.1 ft) in plan at the bottom of the fill decreasing in area with height approximately at a ratio of 

2 (horizontal) to 1 (vertical) to about 2 m (6.6 ft) by 2 m (6.6 ft) at the top of the fill.  A load of 

105 kN (23.6 kips) was applied through a 2 m (6.6 ft) by 1 m (3.3 ft) plate at the top of the fill 

resulting in an applied stress of 52.5 kPa (1,096 lbs/ft²). The fill consisted of four layers of full-

size EPS blocks with dimensions 1.5 m (4.9 ft) by 1 m (3.3 ft) by 0.5 m (1.6 ft) and densities of 

20 kg/m3 (1.25 lbf/ft³).  

Figure 2.12. Comparison of full-size EPS block creep test data and the creep equations  

                      for an EPS density of  20 kg/m3 (1.25 lbf/ft³) and an applied stress of 34 kPa  

         (710 lbs/ft2) for days 1-5, 55 kPa (1,149 lbs/ft2) for days 5-12, and 79 kPa (1,650      

          lbs/ft2) for days 12-62.  

The stress at the bottom of the fill was measured using four pressure cells. An average 

pressure of 7.8 kPa (163 lbs/ft²) was measured in the pressure cells during the 1,270 day test. 

Based on this average pressure measured at the bottom of the test fill and the stress of 52.5 kPa 

(1,096 lbs/ft²) applied at the top of the fill, the stress distribution within the EPS fill was 

approximately 1 (horizontal) to 1.8 (vertical). This is in agreement with a stress distribution of 1 

(horizontal) to 2 (vertical), which is typically assumed in design calculations incorporating EPS-

block geofoam structures. The measured stress distribution is slightly wider but still in agreement 

with 1 (horizontal) to 2 (vertical). Thus, the measured stress with depth is slightly less than the 

typically assumed stress distribution, which results in a slightly conservative design when a 1 

(horizontal) to 2 (vertical) stress distribution is assumed. Therefore, it is recommended that a 1 
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(horizontal) to 2 (vertical) stress distribution be utilized in design calculations for EPS-block 

geofoam embankments. 

Figure 2.13 shows a comparison of the total strain measured in the EPS blocks of the full-

scale test fill and the calculated total strains based on the power-law and modified Findley 

equations. In calculating the total strains, the fill was divided into the same number of horizontal 

layers as EPS block layers used, four. The total strain of each layer was determined based on the 

average stress calculated at the middle of each block using the measured 1 (horizontal) to 1.8 

(vertical) stress distribution. Thus, the stress used for each layer from top to bottom was 36.2, 

20.4, 13.1, and 9.1 kPa (756, 426, 274, and 190 lbs/ft²). As indicated in Figure 2.13, both the 

general power-law and modified Findley equations underestimate the strains measured in the full-

scale test fill. The power-law predictions are lower than the modified Findley predictions and thus 

the Findley equation provides the best agreement.  

Figure 2.13. Comparison of full-scale model creep test data and the creep equations for  

                      an EPS density of 20 kg/m3 (1.25 lbf/ft³). 

Full-Scale Field Monitoring.  A field monitoring program was implemented as part of the 

Løkkeberg bridge project built in Norway in 1989 (48,49). EPS blocks were used to construct a 

bridge approach embankment and to support the bridge foundation. Pressure cells were installed 

at various locations within the embankment and settlement monitoring rods were installed at four 

locations to measure the total settlement of the embankment and the vertical strains at various 

depths in the embankment. The height of the embankment is 4.5 m (14.7 ft). EPS blocks with an 

unconfined compressive strength of 240, 180, and 100 kPa (5,012, 3,759, 2,089 lbs/ft²), were 

used in the top 1.2 m (3.9 ft), middle, and bottom 2.1 m (6.9 ft) of the embankment, respectively. 

A 10 cm (3.9 in.) concrete slab was placed between the 180 and 100 kPa (3,759 and 2,089 lbs/ft²) 

blocks to further distribute the stresses within the 100 kPa (2,089 lbs/ft²) blocks. 

Figure 2.14 shows the total vertical strain measured in the lowest block layer. The density 

of the bottom row of EPS blocks is 20 kg/m3 (1.25 lbf/ft³) and the original thickness of the EPS 
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blocks is 0.6 m (2 ft). Three pressure cells were installed below the first row of blocks. An 

average pressure of 67 kPa (1,399 lbs/ft²) was recorded in the three pressure cells during the 

period that the vertical strain was being obtained from the settlement rods. As shown in Figure 

2.14, the power-law and modified Findley equations significantly overestimate and underestimate 

the measured total strains, respectively. However, the total strains predicted by the modified 

Findley equation are again in better agreement with the measured values than the power-law 

equation. 

Figure 2.14. Comparison of total vertical strain measured in the lowest EPS block layer  

                    of the field test fill and the general power-law and modified Findley equations. 

Summary of Comparison of Measured and Calculated Values of Total Strain.  For 

stresses between 10 and 55 kPa (209 and 1,149 lbs/ft²), both the power-law and modified Findley 

equations yield total strain values similar to or less than the measured values obtained on the full-

size block and full-scale creep test fills. In general, the power-law equation predicts total strains 

smaller than the modified Findley equation for compressive stresses between 10 and 55 kPa (209 

and 1,149 lbs/ft²). A similar observation was made in (39). In (39) it is suggested that the power-

law equation predicts smaller total strains than laboratory measured values, especially for short 

time durations, because the test specimens used by the LCPC to derive the power-law equation 

yield larger values of initial tangent modulus than other specimens reported in the literature. This 

is apparent by comparing Equations (2.12) and (2.1). It is also suggested in (39) that the values of 

Eti obtained from the LCPC relationship in Equation (2.12) are approximately 40 percent larger 

than the values from Equation (2.1), which is based on averaging other published relationships. In 

summary, the modified Findley equation is recommended to predict total vertical strains for 

compressive stresses between 10 and 55 kPa (209 and 1,149 lbs/ft²). Further refinement of the 

modified Findley equation for stresses outside the 30 to 50 kPa (627 and 1,044 lbs/ft²) stress 

range that was used in developing the equation may result in better predictions.  
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At larger compressive stresses of 67, 70, and 79 kPa (1,399, 1,462 and 1,650 lbs/ft²), the 

total strains determined by the power-law equation and the modified Findley equation 

significantly overestimate and underestimate, respectively, the measured full-size block and full-

scale test fill values. The modified Findley equation provides better agreement than the power-

law equation, especially as the elapsed time increases. Further refinement of the modified Findley 

equation for stresses outside 30 to 50 kPa (627 to 1,044 lbs/ft²) stress range that was used in 

developing the equation may result in better predictions. As noted in (39), the power-law equation 

may provide unusually high strain values at large compressive stresses, especially at longer 

durations of applied stress, because the power-law equation was developed from creep tests of 

insufficient duration. This results in greater strains because the total strains decrease with 

increasing elapsed time as shown in Figures 2.7 and 2.11 through 2.14. 

The time-dependent behavior obtained on one layer of blocks in the full-scale field test is 

similar to the behavior obtained during the full-size block test. After a time equal to 1,440 hours 

(60 days), the difference in total strain measured was approximately 3.2 percent, with the full-size 

block test producing the larger total strain because the average total stress measured in the full-

size block test was 79 kPa (1,650 lbs/ft²) compared to 67 kPa (1,399 lbs/ft²) for the full-scale field 

test. Therefore, it appears that creep tests based on a full-size EPS block may provide reasonable 

predictions of total vertical strain with time for full-scale projects utilizing EPS-block geofoam as 

lightweight fill. This reduces the need for constructing full-scale model test fills to develop time-

dependent data and validate or modify existing creep models. Therefore, a standard test method 

could be developed either using a full-size block or comparing the results from smaller specimens 

with the results of full-size blocks. 

At present, the general power-law and modified Findley equations do not provide a 

reliable estimate of the time-dependent total strains. Further research is required to either refine 

these expressions or develop new expressions based on other creep models. In particular, the 

power-law equation should be refined to include results from specimens with lower values of Eti 
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and tests of longer duration. The modified Findley equation should be refined to include test 

results from compressive stresses outside the 30 to 50 kPa (627 to 1,044 lbs/ft²) stress range that 

was used to develop the relationship.   

The results of the full-scale model test conducted at the Norwegian Road Research 

Laboratory indicates that the typically assumed 1 (horizontal) to 2 (vertical) distribution of 

compressive stresses through a geofoam embankment is reasonable, albeit slightly conservative 

because the measured stress showed a stress distribution of 1 (horizontal) to 1.8 (vertical), for 

design calculations.  

Temperature – Dependent Behavior 

Introduction.  In general, the stress-strain behavior of polymeric materials, such as EPS-

block geofoam, is temperature dependent (50). Available information suggests that very little 

creep testing of EPS block has been conducted at temperatures other than ambient in a typical 

laboratory environment (+23°C± (+73°F±). The limited testing at elevated (relative to typical 

laboratory) temperatures indicates that the behavior of EPS block is consistent with trends of 

polymeric materials in general, i.e. creep rates increase with increasing temperature. The data 

shown in Table 2.2 and discussed in (18) shows this trend.  

Table 2.2. General Temperature-Dependent Behavior for EPS (18). 

A likely reason for the lack of creep tests at elevated temperatures is the fact that most 

EPS-block geofoam applications were, until the 1990s, in relatively cool Northern Hemisphere 

locations where annual average air temperatures are of the order of +5°C (+41°F) to +15°C 

(+59°F) maximum. Creep at these temperatures would be expected to be somewhat less than at 

ambient laboratory temperatures and long-term case history observations (mostly from Norway) 

confirm that.  

Constitutive Modeling of the Stress-Strain-Time-Temperature Behavior of EPS.   The 

availability of a mathematical model for the stress-strain-time-temperature  behavior for EPS is 
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currently unavailable. Such a model would be useful in practice to estimate creep behavior 

beyond the duration of creep tests. The variables of test duration and temperature are of particular 

interest for future improvements in test protocols. Consideration should be given to using time-

temperature superposition procedures or a combination of both conventional testing procedures 

and time-temperature superposition procedures (stepped isothermal methods) to measure creep 

behavior. These alternate methods have been used to study creep behavior of other geosynthetic 

materials (43) and can accelerate acquisition of meaningful creep data. The resulting creep data 

could be used to develop a stress-strain-time-temperature mathematical model for EPS block. 

Such a model would enable better predictions of creep strains at temperatures other than the 

conventional laboratory ambient conditions.  

Recommended Procedure for Considering Creep Strains 

The current state of practice for considering creep strains in the design of EPS block 

embankments and bridge approaches is to base the design on laboratory creep tests on small 

specimens trimmed from the same EPS block that will be used in construction or to base the 

design on published observations of the creep behavior of EPS such as: 

• If the applied stress produces an immediate strain of 0.5 percent or less, the creep 

strains, εc, will be negligible even when projected for 50 years or more. The 

stress level at 0.5 percent strain corresponds to approximately 25 percent of the 

compressive strength defined at a compressive normal strain of 1 percent or 33 

percent of the yield stress.  

• If the applied stress produces an immediate strain between 0.5 percent and 1 

percent, the geofoam creep strains will be tolerable (less than 1 percent) in 

lightweight fill applications even when projected for 50 years or more. The stress 

level at 1 percent strain corresponds to approximately 50 percent of the 

compressive strength or 67 percent of the yield stress. 
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• If the applied stress produces an immediate strain greater than 1 percent, creep 

strains can rapidly increase and become excessive for lightweight fill geofoam 

applications. The stress level for significant creep strain corresponds to the yield 

stress which is approximately 75 percent of the compressive strength. 

The approximate compressive strengths indicated above are based on empirical 

relationships. Compressive strength, which is dependent on the strain level, e.g., 5 percent or 10 

percent, does not provide fundamental knowledge into the creep behavior of EPS because it is 

determined in a rapid load compression test (18). It should be noted that material stressed at or 

near the compressive strength will exhibit large creep deformations almost immediately (18). 

Therefore, to produce acceptable strain levels in lightweight fill applications, stress levels must be 

kept low relative to compressive strength. This is illustrated in Figure 2.10. Lower density EPS 

tends to creep more than higher density EPS at the same relative stress level defined as the same 

fraction of the yield stress or compressive strength with creep effects increasing significantly for 

EPS with a density equal to or less than 16 kg/m3 (1 lbf/ft3) (18).  

In summary, the compressive stress at a vertical strain of 1 percent, i.e., the elastic-limit 

stress, appears to correspond to a threshold stress level for the development of significant creep 

effects and the field applied stresses should not exceed the elastic-limit stress until more reliable 

creep models are developed (18). Based on these observations, it is concluded that creep strains 

within the EPS mass under sustained loads are expected to be within acceptable limits (0.5 

percent to 1 percent strain over 50 to 100 years) if the applied stress is such that it produces an 

immediate strain between 0.5 percent and 1 percent (18).  

Tension 

Although tensile loading generally does not occur when EPS block is used in geofoam 

applications, tensile loading is an important mode of loading for evaluating EPS fusion, a 

manufacturing quality parameter. Thus, tensile loading can be an important MQC/MQA test. 

However, tensile testing is not typically performed because of the difficulty in fabricating the 
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hourglass-shaped test specimens required for tensile testing per the ASTM C 1623 standard test 

method (51) and the availability of other types of tests (most notably flexure which is discussed 

subsequently) that essentially test for the same behavior and are easier to perform. Laboratory 

tests for tensile loading are performed at a standard speed of testing such that rupture occurs in 3 

to 6 min. Tensile strength is defined as the tensile stress at which physical material rupture 

occurs. 

Figure 2.15 illustrates the linear relationship between tensile strength and EPS density. 

Also shown for comparison is the relationship for compressive strength using the ASTM criterion 

of 10 percent strain. The tensile strength data shown in Figure 2.15 was obtained from (52) which 

did not indicate strain rate, specimen dimensions, or the magnitude of axial strain at which tensile 

failure occurred (18). No test data was located concerning long-term tensile behavior of EPS (18). 

Flexure 

Although tensile strength is the fundamental indicator of EPS fusion and thus a useful 

MQC/MQA parameter, the test itself is somewhat cumbersome as discussed in the previous 

section. As a result, flexural tests on beam-shaped specimens are typically performed for testing 

the tensile strength of EPS. The relevant ASTM standard, ASTM C 203 (53), test setup used is 

such to produce maximum bending moment and, therefore, maximum tension in the extreme 

bottom fiber of the EPS beam. A beam-type specimen on the order of 100 mm (4 in.) wide, and 

300 mm (12 in.) long, and 25 mm (1 in.) thick is subjected to transverse load (18). However, the 

test method also provides recommended test specimen sizes based on the geometric setup of the 

test apparatus. As with other basic tests, the loading rate to failure (physical rupture of the EPS 

beam) is fairly rapid. The ASTM test method allows for some variation in strain rates (18). The 

flexural strength is defined as the calculated maximum-fiber stress at the time of rupture of the 

specimen (18). As can be seen in Figure 2.15, flexural strength correlates well with tensile 

strength which validates the assumption that flexural tests can be used routinely as a measure of 

bead fusion during the manufacture of EPS. No information is available regarding actual 
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specimen dimensions and strain rates used to obtain the data in Figure 2.15. No long-term test 

data is known to exist for the flexure mode of loading (18). 

Figure 2.15. Strength of block-molded EPS in various test modes as a function of density  

 (18). 

Shear 

Introduction 

There are two modes of shear that are of interest: 

• internal shear strength within a specimen of EPS and 

• external shear strength (sliding resistance) between EPS blocks or between an 

EPS block and a dissimilar material (soil, other geosynthetic, etc.). 

These modes of shear are discussed separately. 

Internal 

The internal shear strength of EPS is measured by loading a test specimen fairly rapidly 

until the maximum shear stress is reached, whether or not this stress produces a physical rupture 

of the test specimen. ASTM test method C 273 (54) addresses internal shear strength of geofoam. 

However, this standard test method addresses the testing of cores of structural “sandwiches” or 

composites (18). The correlation between shear strength of EPS block and EPS density is shown 

in Figure 2.15. The test values for shear strength were obtained by (18) from (29). Specimen 

dimensions and testing strain rate are not provided in (18). Because the shear strength of EPS 

block exhibits a correlation with compressive strength, experience indicates that the shear 

strength test is rarely performed in practice for either MQC/MQA or engineering design. 

External 

Introduction to External (Interface) Properties. Interface friction, primarily along 

horizontal surfaces, is an important consideration in external and internal stability assessments 

under horizontal loads such as wind, unbalanced water head, or seismic shaking. Thus, tests to 
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assess interface friction between the surface of EPS blocks and a variety of other materials is of 

interest in projects where significant horizontal design loads or internal sliding can occur. Two 

types of interfaces that are of interest for EPS-block geofoam in lightweight fill applications 

include an EPS/EPS interface and an EPS/dissimilar material interface. 

EPS/EPS Interface. The interface friction between two pieces of EPS has been studied by 

a number of researchers (19). Unfortunately, the lack of a standard test method has meant that a 

range of test variables (specimen size, specimen preparation, smoothness of specimen surface, 

test setup, loading rate, etc.) have been used. In particular, a large effect on the EPS/EPS interface 

strength is the smoothness of the EPS surface. The smoothest surface is obtained from a relatively 

smooth molded face of a full-size block and the roughest from a piece of EPS cut from a block.  

Although there is no standard method for EPS/EPS interface tests, the typical procedures 

that have been used involve placing two pieces of EPS in contact along a single horizontal 

surface; subjecting the contact to a vertical normal stress; then horizontally shearing one piece of 

EPS (typically the upper one) relative to the other while measuring the horizontal displacement 

and force required for movement, which is similar to direct shear testing (ASTM D 5321) in soils 

and geosynthetics testing.  

Based on a review of existing shear strength data between two pieces of EPS (19), the 

shearing resistance can be defined adequately by the classical Coulomb (dry) friction equation: 

 τ = σn ∗ (µ) =σn ∗ (tanδ) (2.14) 

where   τ = interface shear resistance, 

             σn = applied normal stress on interface, 

µ = friction coefficient = tan δ, and 

 δ = EPS/EPS interface friction angle. 

When the interface shear resistance, τ , is plotted against normal stress, a linear 

relationship indicative of a classical Coulomb behavior is obtained. The data does not show a 
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post-peak strength loss and thus a residual interface friction angle is not reported. Previous testing 

also indicates that the value of δ is independent of EPS density because shearing occurs on the 

surface of the specimen, although the normal stress is assumed to be low enough that excessive 

deformation of the EPS did not occur (19).   

Because of variations in specimen dimensions, displacement rate, roughness of the EPS 

surfaces, and other factors, a range in EPS/EPS interface friction angles have been reported. All 

reported values fall within the range between µ = 0.5 to 0.7, with µ = 0.64 the value reported in 

the most extensive and detailed published study to date that was performed in Japan (19). The 

corresponding values of  δ are 27 degrees to 35 degrees with δ = 32 degrees found for the 

Japanese study (19). For routine design, it is recommended that δ = 30 degrees be used. 

As indicated by Equation (2.14), shear stress is dependent on the applied normal stress. 

The normal stress that will act between blocks of EPS for lightweight fill applications will 

typically be small (18). Therefore, the corresponding shear resistance between blocks will also be 

small. Consequently, the use of mechanical connectors are sometimes required to increase the 

shear resistance between blocks. The use of mechanical connectors is discussed in Chapter 6. 

In view of the lack of a standardized test protocol, it is recommended that the standard 

test method for geosynthetic interface friction, D 5321 (55) be adopted for determining the 

EPS/EPS interface friction.  However, ASTM D 5321 allows other direct shear devices (ASTM D 

3080 (56)) to be used for geosynthetic shear testing if the device yields similar results as the 

large-scale direct shear box.  It should be further required that test specimens should be prepared 

so that shearing occurs only along the relatively smooth molded exterior surfaces of the EPS 

block to produce a conservative estimate of the interface friction angle. The surfaces of the EPS 

also should be free of any small indentations or projections that can be created by the walls of the 

steel block mold. 
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EPS/Dissimilar Material Interfaces. A significant gap in the published literature exists 

for interface friction values between EPS block and other materials likely to be encountered in 

lightweight fills such as planar geosynthetics (chiefly geotextiles and geomembranes) as well as 

poured-in-place portland cement concrete (PCC).   

Two locations within the embankment where these dissimilar materials may be utilized 

include as a separation layer between the pavement system and the EPS blocks and as a 

separation layer between the EPS blocks and the natural foundation soil. The use of separation 

materials between the top of the EPS blocks and the overlying pavement system is discussed in 

Chapter 4. Materials that are sometimes utilized between the pavement system and the EPS 

blocks include a geotextile, geomembrane, a PCC slab, geogrid, geocell with soil or PCC fill, soil 

cement, and pozzolanic stabilized materials. Materials that are sometimes utilized between the 

EPS blocks and the natural foundation soil include granular material such as sand and geotextiles. 

The only published data on interface friction with dissimilar materials involves EPS/sand 

interfaces and the results indicate that δ equals the Mohr-Coulomb angle of internal friction (φ) of 

the sand (57,58). Whether this is the peak or constant-volume (critical state) value of φ for the 

sand was not identified. However, it appears reasonable that the choice would depend on the 

relative magnitude of shear strain, with a peak value (which is stress dependent) appropriate for 

small strains and a constant-volume value (which is usually assumed to be stress independent) for 

large strains. For design purposes a peak value of the sand friction angle can be used because it is 

undesirable for the embankment to undergo large strains. A friction coefficient, µ, of 0.5 was 

reported for a sand with similar grain shape and gradation of Ottawa sand (59). This is equivalent 

to a friction angle of 27 degrees. An average friction angle of 33 degrees was obtained from 

interface shear strength tests performed between EPS and bedding sand tested over a stress range 

of 25 kPa (522 lbs/ft2) to 40 kPa (835 lbs/ft2) (58). In summary, the EPS/sand interface friction 

appears to range from 27 degrees to 33 degrees which is typical for the φ of a sand. In (60), it is 
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suggested that the friction coefficient between EPS blocks and soil is approximately 0.5 (δ=27 

degrees). However, the type of soil was not indicated. 

Various sliding situations may need to be evaluated during design depending on the types 

of materials that are placed, if any, between the EPS blocks and the natural foundation soil. For 

example, if a sand layer is placed between the EPS blocks and natural foundation soil, the friction 

between the EPS and sand as well as the sand and foundation soil will need to be considered. The 

interface friction angle between the sand and the underlying natural foundation soil will be 

dependent on the type of natural soil as well as type of sand. However, it is suggested that for 

preliminary design of retaining walls where well compacted sharp-grained sand or sand with 

gravel is placed between the foundation of a retaining wall and a natural silt or clay that a friction 

angle of 20 degrees can be assumed between the sand and the underlying silt or clay (5).  

Because the use of an EPS-block geofoam embankment will typically be used over soft 

soils, the case of sliding occurring within the soft soil must also be considered. It is indicated in 

(5) that if the undrained shear strength, su, of the underlying soil is less than the frictional 

resistance beneath any part of a retaining wall base, sliding will occur by undrained shear within 

the soil at some distance below the base. Additional sliding cases will need to be considered if 

geosynthetics are used between the EPS blocks and the natural soil which can be measured using 

site specific interface shear testing. 

Geosynthetic interface testing was conducted during this study to evaluate the interface 

shear resistance between EPS-block geofoam and a nonwoven geotextile and a gasoline 

containment (GC), i.e., gasoline resistant, geomembrane.  These interfaces are common in EPS-

block geofoam embankments and thus are considered in the internal stability analysis described 

in Chapter 6. Large-scale direct shear and torsional ring shear tests were conducted on EPS-block 

geofoam/nonwoven geotextile and EPS-block geofoam/GC geomembrane interfaces.  The 

geosynthetics used in the interface shear testing are listed below.   
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• Geofoam:  EPS-block geofoam with a unit weight of 20 kg/m3 (1.25 

lbf/ft3).  This geofoam was manufactured by Wisconsin EPS, Inc. in 

Fond Du Lac, Wisconsin. 

• Nonwoven Geotextile: A nonwoven, polypropylene geotextile with a 

mass per unit area of 205 g/m2 (6 oz/yd2).  This geotextile was 

manufactured by Polyfelt Americas of Atlanta, Georgia.   

• Gasoline Containment (GC) Geomembrane: A minimum 0.76 mm (30 

mils) thick, smooth tri-polymer alloy geomembrane that is manufactured 

by Seaman Corporation of Wooster, Ohio.  The geomembrane can 

contain both diesel fuel and gasoline.     

            The shear testing was conducted to simulate the stress conditions in EPS-block geofoam 

embankments and thus three effective normal stresses were used for the testing, 12, 20 or 21, and 

26 kPa (250, 426 or 436, 550 lbs/ft²).  Therefore, at least three interface shear tests were 

conducted for each geotextile and geomembrane interface.   

Interface Shear Testing Procedure 

Large-scale direct shear and torsional ring shear tests were conducted on the geofoam 

interfaces. To facilitate the required testing, it is desirable to use a ring shear device instead of the 

large-scale direct shear box required by ASTM D 5321. ASTM D 5321 allows other shear 

devices to be used for geosynthetic shear testing if they yield similar results as the large-scale 

direct shear box. To investigate this substitution, large-scale direct shear tests were conducted on 

the same geofoam interfaces that were tested in the torsional ring shear device. The direct shear 

tests were performed in accordance with ASTM D 5321 using a 305 mm (12 in.) by 305 mm (12 

in.) upper geosynthetic specimen that was sheared over a 305 mm (12 in.) by 356 mm (14 in.) 

lower geosynthetic specimen. The direct shear normal stresses are applied pneumatically and the 

same shear displacement rate 0.37 mm/min (0.0144 in./min) that was used for the ring shear tests 
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were used for the direct shear tests to avoid displacement rate-related discrepancies in the test 

results.   

The successful use of a torsional ring shear apparatus to measure the shear strength of 

geosynthetic/geosynthetic and geosynthetic/soil interfaces is described in (61-63).  The torsional 

ring shear apparatus is much easier to use than the large-scale direct shear box and allows: (a) 

unlimited continuous shear displacement to occur in one direction, resulting in the development 

of a true residual strength condition; (b) a constant cross-sectional area during shear; (c) minimal 

laboratory supervision; and (d) data acquisition techniques to be readily used. A modified 

Bromhead ring shear apparatus was used to measure the shear strength of the 

geofoam/geosynthetic interfaces. A modified specimen container was used to hold the bottom 

interface component in place. In tests on geosynthetic/geosynthetic interfaces, the knurled porous 

stone in the specimen container is replaced with a plastic insert to secure the appropriate 

geosynthetic. The insert is fastened to the specimen container using four screws. Specifically, an 

annular geofoam specimen with an inside and outside diameter of 40 and 100 mm (1.6 and 3.9 

in.), respectively, is secured to the plastic insert using an adhesive. The other interface component 

is adhered to the top (loading) platen. The normal stress is applied by dead weight to the top 

platen, which sits on top of the specimen container. During shearing, the bottom interface 

component moves with respect to the stationary top interface component. All of the shear 

displacement values and shear displacement rates reported herein were calculated using a 

diameter of 70 mm (2.8 in.), which is the average diameter of the annular specimen. 

Geofoam And Geosynthetic Specimen Preparation Procedure 

The EPS-blocks were cut into square and annular shapes using a hot-wire cutter for the 

direct shear and torsional ring shear testing, respectively. The geofoam was always placed in the 

specimen container and the geomembrane or geotextile was secured to the top platen. The molded 

exterior surface was used as the shearing interface to produce an estimate of the field interface 

shear resistance. 
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The geomembrane specimens were cut from a geomembrane sheet using a hydraulic jack 

and steel die that is the same size and shape as the required specimen. An adhesive was used to 

secure the geomembrane specimen to a plastic insert that fits into the top platen of the direct shear 

box. The geofoam specimen was cut so that it fit into the 305 mm (12 in.) by 356 mm (14 in.) 

lower container. A thin coat of epoxy was used to adhere the geofoam and geomembrane to a 

plastic insert for the bottom specimen container and the top platen, respectively, of the torsional 

ring shear device. The epoxy was allowed to cure for 24 hours under a normal stress of 12 kPa 

(250 lbs/ft2). The curing normal stress did not exceed the normal stress at which the tests were 

conducted and thus the specimens were normally consolidated at the time of testing.  The curing 

normal stress aided bonding of the geosynthetics and minimized vertical displacement caused by 

the epoxy adhering procedure during testing.  The geomembrane and specimen container/top 

platen were marked to ensure that the geomembrane did not slip during shearing. 

The geotextile specimens were cut into square and annular shapes using scissors and/or a 

razor blade knife.  The nonwoven geotextile specimens were secured to the top platen in the 

direct shear or torsional ring shear devices.  To secure the geotextile in the direct shear box, the 

geotextile was wrapped around the edges of the upper platen and secured using a metal bar that is 

screwed into the top platen.   

To secure the geotextile to the top platen in the torsional ring shear device, the geotextile 

was initially glued to a smooth high-density polyethylene (HDPE) geomembrane ring that was 

cut to the same size as the geomembrane specimen.  The geotextile was cut in a circle with a 

diameter of approximately 160 mm (6.3 in.), which is larger than the outside diameter of the ring 

shear specimen (100 mm (3.9 in.)).  A small circular hole (roughly 20 mm (0.8 in.)) was cut in the 

center of the geotextile specimen so that the centering pin of the ring shear apparatus was not 

interfered with.  The HDPE geomembrane ring was then glued to the geotextile using a thin coat 

of epoxy.  A 2-3 kg (4.4-6.6 lb) mass was placed on the geotextile/geomembrane ring to aid 

adhesion.  After about 15 minutes of drying, the geotextile extending beyond the edge of the 
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geomembrane ring was cut so that eight wedges or flaps of geotextile that were equal in size and 

spacing remained.  Epoxy was applied to the back of the smooth geomembrane and the eight 

geotextile wedges were folded over and adhered to the backside of the smooth geomembrane.  

The 2-3 kg (4.4-6.6 lb) mass was reapplied for roughly 45 minutes.  This wrapping of the 

geotextile around the geomembrane ring prevented geotextile fibers from readily pulling out 

during shearing.  This procedure was also used so epoxy did not contaminate the geotextile fibers 

that would be in contact with the geofoam and thus produce dubious values of shear resistance. 

The geotextile/geomembrane ring system was secured to the top platen using a thin coat 

of epoxy. The side with the eight wedges was adhered to the top platen. The top platen with the  

attached geotextile specimen was then placed in the ring shear apparatus on top of the specimen 

container, to which the geofoam specimen was adhered. A sacrificial geotextile cushion was 

placed between the geofoam and geotextile so that there was no contact between the interface 

components before shearing. The epoxy was allowed to cure for 24 hours under a normal stress 

(12 kPa (250 lbs/ft2)) that did not exceed the normal stress at which the test was to be conducted. 

The top platen and geotextile were also marked to ensure that the geotextile did not slip during 

shearing. 

After allowing the epoxy to cure for 24 hours, the sacrificial geotextile was removed and 

the two interface components were placed in contact such that no relative displacement occurred 

between them prior to shearing. The ring shear apparatus was then loaded to the shearing normal 

stress using a load increment ratio of 1.0. Once the desired normal stress was applied, the 

interface system was allowed to equilibrate for about 20 minutes before shearing started.  

Comparison of Large-Scale Direct Shear and Torsional Ring Shear Tests 

Large-scale direct shear tests were conducted at one normal stress for comparison with 

results on the same interfaces tested in the torsional ring shear device.  Figure 2.16 presents a 

comparison between the shear stress-displacement relationships obtained from the large-scale 

direct shear and ring shear tests on the geofoam/GC geomembrane interface at a normal stress of 
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21 kPa (436 lbs/ft²).  It can be seen that both test procedures produce similar shear stress-

displacement relationships up to a shear displacement of about 100 mm (3.9 in.). At this 

displacement, the direct shear test is stopped because the travel of the direct shear box is limited.  

However, this is enough shear displacement to measure the peak shear resistance and the peak 

friction angle.  The direct shear and ring shear tests yielded peak friction angles of 53 and 56 

degrees, respectively, for this normal stress.  These friction angles are in agreement and a similar 

agreement was obtained for the geofoam/nonwoven geotextile interface. This agreement is 

expected because shearing occurred on the surface or outside of the EPS.  As a result, the 

torsional ring shear device was used for the majority of the testing of the two geofoam interfaces.   

The main difference between the ring shear and direct shear test methods is in the values 

obtained for the residual friction angle and shear displacement at the residual strength.  The direct 

shear test terminates at a shear displacement of approximately 100 mm (3.9 in.) and, thus, the 

resulting friction angle does not correspond to a residual friction angle whereas the ring shear test 

was conducted until a constant minimum, i.e., residual, strength was reached. 

In summary, it was assumed that the ring shear device yields similar results to the large-

scale direct shear apparatus for the normal stresses and geomembrane and geotextile interfaces 

considered herein and could be used as a substitute for the direct shear apparatus as suggested in 

ASTM D 5321. The ring shear device was chosen because ring shear tests are easier and more 

cost effective to perform than large-scale direct shear tests. This is mainly due to the fact that a 

much larger specimen is required for the direct shear test.  

Figure 2.16. Comparison of large-scale direct shear and torsional ring shear tests on  

                      geofoam/GC geomembrane interface at a normal stress of 21 kPa (436 lbs/ft2).   

Geofoam/GC Geomembrane Interface Test Results 

Figure 2.17 presents a comparison between the shear stress-displacement relationships 

obtained from the ring shear tests on the geofoam/GC geomembrane interface at a normal stresses 

of 12.0, 21, and 26 kPa (250, 436, 550 lbs/ft²).  It can be seen that the geofoam/geomembrane 
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interface exhibits a peak and residual strength at each of the three normal stresses.  These three 

shear stress-displacement relationships were used to develop the peak and residual failure 

envelopes for this interface that are presented in Figure 2.18.  It can be seen that the failure 

envelopes correspond to peak and residual interface friction angles of approximately 55 and 43 

degrees, respectively.  Therefore, the shear strength of the geofoam/GC geomembrane interface is 

extremely high, which is attributed to the bonding or sticking that was observed between the 

geomembrane and the surface of the EPS specimen.  

Figure 2.17. Shear stress-displacement relationships for the geofoam/GC geomembrane  

         interface at normal stresses of 12, 21, and 26 kPa (250, 436, 550 lbs/ft²).     

Figure 2.18. Peak and residual failure envelopes for the geofoam/GC geomembrane  

                     interface at normal  stresses of 12, 21, and 26 kPa (250, 436, 550 lbs/ft2).     

Geofoam/Nonwoven Geotextile Interface Test Results 

Figure 2.19 presents a comparison between the shear stress-displacement relationships 

obtained from the ring shear tests on the geofoam/nonwoven geotextile interface at a normal 

stresses of 12, 20, and 26 kPa (250, 426, 550 lbs/ft²).  It can be seen that the geofoam/nonwoven 

geotextile interface also exhibited a peak and residual strength at each of the three normal 

stresses.  As shown in Figure 2.20, these three shear stress-displacement relationships correspond 

to peak and residual friction angles of approximately 25 and 18 degrees, respectively.  The shear 

strength of the geofoam/nonwoven geotextile is significantly lower than the geofoam/GC 

geomembrane interface because the geotextile did not stick or bond to the geofoam. As a result, a 

geofoam/nonwoven geotextile interface is more critical than a geofoam/geomembrane interface 

for internal stability analyses. 

Figure 2.19. Shear stress-displacement relationships for the geofoam/geotextile interface at  

                     normal stresses of 12, 20, and 26 kPa (250, 426, 550 lbs/ft2).     

Figure 2.20. Peak and residual failure envelopes for the geofoam/geotextile at  
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                      normal stresses of 12, 20, and 26 kPa (250, 426, 550 lbs/ft2).     

Summary of EPS Interface Strengths 

The following conclusions are based on the data and interpretations of the interface 

friction data presented in this section: 

• It is recommended that an EPS/EPS interface friction angle of 30 degrees 

be used for design 

• It is recommended that an EPS/nonwoven geotextile interface friction 

angle of 25 degrees be used for design if the geotextile is the same or 

substantially similar to the geotextile used in this study. 

• It is recommended that an EPS/GC geomembrane interface friction angle 

of 52 degrees be used for design if the geomembrane is the same or 

substantially similar to the GC geomembrane used in this study. 

• Based on the results reported in (58,59) an interface friction angle of 30 

degrees can be used for an EPS/sand interface for preliminary analysis.  

• Site specific interface testing should be conducted to ensure that 

representative values of interface friction angle are being used for 

external and internal stability calculations.  EPS interface friction tests 

can be conducted using ASTM standard test method D 5321.  If 

preferred, the test results obtained herein suggest that torsional ring shear 

tests can be substituted for the large-scale direct shear tests specified in 

ASTM D 5321. 

THERMAL PROPERTIES 

Although the thermal insulation function of EPS-block geofoam is not a primary concern 

for the function of lightweight fill, some knowledge of the geothermal properties of EPS is 

necessary to understand the potential problems of differential icing and solar heating. These 
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problems are discussed in Chapter 4. The key aspects of the thermal behavior of EPS-block 

geofoam are: 

• The coefficient of thermal conductivity of EPS block in the as-molded (dry) state 

varies with both EPS density and ambient temperature as shown in Figure 2.21. 

Thermal conductivity defines the rate of heat flow through the EPS. The smaller 

the coefficient of thermal conductivity, the more efficient the EPS is as a thermal 

insulator. 

Figure 2.21. Coefficient of thermal conductivity, k, for dry, block-molded EPS (18). 

• EPS block will absorb water with time once placed in the ground. The magnitude 

of absorbed water (which is traditionally expressed on a relative volume basis, 

not relative weight basis as for soil) can vary widely and is a function of many 

variables, with thickness of the piece of geofoam one of the more important 

variables. Therefore, it is not possible to give typical values or even a range of 

values for absorbed water that apply to EPS-block geofoam usage in roadway 

embankments. However, the coefficient of thermal conductivity is expected to 

increase with increasing water content, which means that the EPS loses some of 

its thermal efficiency with increasing water content. 

• Overall, EPS-block geofoam is a very efficient thermal insulator compared to 

soil. A general rule is that dry EPS-block geofoam is 30 to 40 times more 

efficient thermally compared to soil, e.g. 1 mm (0.04 in.) of EPS will have the 

same thermal-insulation effect as 30 to 40 mm (1.2 to 1.6 in.) of soil. 
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Temperature Range Rate of Change Comment 

less than 0°C  (+32°F) 0% Remains approximately 
constant 

+23°C (+73°F)  to 0°C 
(+32°F) 

+7% per 10°C (18°F) Increases linearly with 
decreasing temperature 

+23°C (+73°F)  to +60°C 
(+140°F) 

-7% per 10°C (18°F) Decreases linearly with 
decreasing temperature 

 

Note:  EPS does not become brittle even at -196°C (-321°F). 

 EPS melts between +150°C (+302°F)  and +260°C (+500°F).  
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Density Temperature Stress Duration Strain 
Strain  

Increase 
20 kg/m3 

(1.25 lbs/ft3) 
+23 °C (+73°F) 30 kPa (626 

lbs/ft²) 
2,400 hours 
(approx. 3 
months) 

0.8% 
 

0% 

 +60 °C (+140 
°F) 

  1.5% 88% 

 +23 °C (+73 °F) 40 kPa (835 
lbs/ft²) 

2,400 hours 
(approx. 3 
months) 

1.1% 
 

0% 

 +60 °C (+140 
°F) 

  3.25% 195% 
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______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Despite the worldwide use of EPS-block geofoam, a specific design guideline for its cost-

effective use as lightweight fill in roadway embankments is unavailable. Therefore, the overall 

objective of this research was to develop a consistent design methodology to optimize both the 

technical performance and cost through the development of a comprehensive design guideline 

including design and analysis procedures for the use of EPS-block geofoam in road embankments 

over soft ground. This chapter presents detailed background information on the design 

methodology incorporated in abbreviated form in the provisional design guideline included in 

Appendix B. The recommended design methodology is based on an assessment of existing 

technology and literature as well as findings of the research performed during this study. 

The chain link analogy applied to geotechnical design in Figure 3.1 is used to illustrate 

the general design approach for the design of embankments over problem foundations (1,2). The 

geotechnical design system is compared with each link representing a design stage, e.g., 

sampling, testing, analysis, and application of tolerable criteria, anchored to previous experience 

of similar structures in the project area. The key point of the analogy is that the system is only as 

strong as its weakest link. If any link, or if the anchorage is insufficient, failure may occur. The 

second point of the analogy is that if each design stage or link is performed using usual 

geotechnical engineering practices, designers can "build with confidence or BWC." The 

recommended design methodology and design guideline for the use of EPS - block geofoam in 

roadway embankments focuses on the analysis (design) link in the chain. As a result, if the other 

links are not performed satisfactorily, e.g., sampling or testing, use of the design methodology 

presented herein will not guarantee satisfactory performance. 

Figure 3.1. The geotechnical “system”. BWC = Build With Confidence (1,2). 
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Lightweight fill embankments are typically placed over soft saturated soils that are 

normally or at best slightly overly consolidated. Soft soil ground conditions as defined in the 

provisional design guideline is a soil subgrade that is compressible and has relatively low shear 

strength.  Design and construction of embankments over soft ground is based on avoiding failure 

during construction by providing adequate stability and limiting postconstruction settlement to 

desirable amounts (3). The term “failure” as used in the provisional design guideline is a loss of 

function. Failure or loss of function may occur as either a serviceability failure (the serviceability 

limit state, SLS) or a collapse failure (the ultimate limit state, ULS). An embankment over soft 

soil may experience a serviceability failure due to excessive total or differential settlement that 

develops over time and which produces premature failure of the pavement system. Premature 

failure of the pavement system may include an uneven and often cracked pavement surface that 

may require frequent repaving and possibly other maintenance. An embankment over soft soil 

may experience a collapse failure through either a rotational (slope stability), lateral spreading, or 

bearing capacity failure mechanism. The collapse failure may involve at least partial, if not total, 

collapse. 

The overall design goal is to satisfy the following equations for the ULS and SLS 

respectively: 

 ULS: resistance of embankment to failure > embankment loads producing failure      (3.1) 

 SLS: estimated deformation of embankment ≤ maximum acceptable deformation      (3.2) 

The extent that resistance exceeds loads in Equation (3.1) is interpreted as representing 

the "safety" incorporated into the design. Thus, the "safety" or factor of safety (FS) is defined as  

∑
∑=

failure producing loads embankment

failure  toembankment of sresistance
FS           (3.3) 
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In the traditional Allowable Stress Design (ASD) method, the actual service loads are 

used in the design and safety is incorporated by using a single factor of safety applied to the ULS 

mechanism (e.g. slope stability) being investigated. The more modern Load and Resistance 

Factor Design (LRFD) method, safety is incorporated through the use of separate factors applied 

to simultaneously increase service loads and reduce material strengths or resistances. At the time 

this report was finalized (2002), geotechnical design practice in the U.S.A. was still in the early 

stages of transitioning from ASD to LRFD although road design is on the forefront of this 

transition with LRFD methodologies incorporated into various American Association of State 

Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) design standards. It appears that refinements to 

LRFD methodologies are still required before they will be embraced for geotechnical design (4). 

At the present time, design of earthworks incorporating EPS-block geofoam are only designed 

deterministically using service loads and the traditional Allowable Stress Design (ASD) 

methodology with safety factors. Regardless of whether ASD or LRFD is used, the SLS 

assessment reflected in Equation (3.2) is always performed using service loads. 

The common strategy for selecting a soft ground treatment alternative has been to use the 

traditional approach of satisfying Equations (3.1) and (3.2) by utilizing normal soil for the 

embankment. This means that the resistance and stiffness of the embankment and soft soil 

foundation must be increased artificially to be able to resist the loads with acceptable 

deformations. This is accomplished by employing one or more soft ground treatment techniques 

that collectively increase the strength and reduce the compressibility of the overall system 

(primarily the existing soft foundation soil but also the embankment soil itself to some degree).  

Chapter 1 presents an overview of soft ground treatment methods. 

Less prevalent is the alternative approach to satisfying Equations. (3.1) and (3.2) of 

reducing the embankment loads. This involves accepting the natural resistance (strength and 

compressibility) of the existing soft foundation soil as it exists and employing strategies to 

sufficiently reduce the loads acting on the soft soils to achieve the goals stated in Equations (3.1) 
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and (3.2). This is accomplished by using lightweight fill materials such as EPS-block geofoam. 

The most significant aspect of lightweight fill materials is that lightweight fill materials have 

densities less than that of soil and rock so that the resulting gravity or seismic forces from the fill 

material are less than those from normal earth materials (5). The use of this concept in designing 

embankments over soft soils may yield a more technically effective and cost efficient 

embankment. 

MAJOR COMPONENTS OF AN EPS – BLOCK GEOFOAM EMBANKMENT  

As indicated in Figure 3.2, an EPS – block geofoam embankment consists of three major 

components:  

• The existing foundation soil which may have undergone ground improvement 

prior to placement of the fill mass. 

• The proposed fill mass, which primarily consists of EPS-block geofoam although 

some amount of soil fill is often used between the foundation soil and bottom of 

the EPS blocks for overall economy. In addition, depending on whether the 

embankment has sloped (trapezoidal embankment) or vertical (vertical 

embankment) sides, there is either soil or structural cover over the sides of the 

EPS blocks. 

• The proposed pavement system, which is defined as including all material layers, 

bound and unbound, placed above the EPS blocks. The uppermost pavement 

layer, which serves as the finished road surface, is usually either asphaltic 

concrete (AC) or portland-cement concrete (PCC) to provide a smooth traveling 

surface for motor vehicles.  AC appears to be the most predominant road surface 

type because AC pavements tend to tolerate postconstruction settlements better 

than PCC pavements as well as for economic reasons.  However, in certain 
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applications (e.g., vehicle escape ramps in mountainous regions, logging roads) 

an unbound gravel or crushed-rock surface layer may be utilized. 

Figure 3.2. Major components of an EPS-block geofoam embankment. 

DESIGN PHASES 

To design against failure, the overall design process is divided into three phases: 

• Design for external (global) stability of the overall embankment. This considers 

how the combined fill mass and overlying pavement system interact with the 

existing foundation soil. It includes consideration of serviceability issues (SLS), 

such as global total and differential settlement, and collapse failure issues (ULS), 

such as bearing capacity and slope stability under various load cases, e.g., applied 

gravity, seismic, water and wind loading. These failure considerations together 

with other project-specific design inputs, such as right-of-way constraints, 

limiting impact on underlying and/or adjacent structures, and construction time, 

usually govern the overall cross-sectional geometry of the fill. Because EPS-

block geofoam is typically a more expensive material than soil on a cost-per-unit-

volume basis for the material alone, it is desirable to optimize the design to 

minimize the volume of EPS used yet still satisfy design criteria concerning 

settlement and stability. Therefore, it is not necessary for the EPS blocks to 

extend the full height vertically from the top of the foundation soil to the bottom 

of the pavement system.  

• Design for internal stability within the embankment mass. The primary 

consideration is the proper selection and specification of EPS properties so that 

the geofoam mass can support the overlying pavement system without excessive 

immediate and time-dependent (creep) compression that can lead to excessive 

settlement of the pavement surface (an SLS consideration). 
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• Design of an appropriate pavement system for the subgrade provided by the 

underlying EPS blocks. This design criterion is to prevent premature failure of 

the pavement system, as defined by rutting, cracking, or similar criterion, which 

is an SLS type of failure. Also, when designing the pavement cross-section 

overall consideration should be given to providing sufficient support, either by 

direct embedment or structural anchorage, for any road hardware (guardrails, 

barriers, median dividers, lighting, signage and utilities). 

A summary of the three-phased design procedure is shown in Table 3.1. Each of the three 

primary design phases shown in Table 3.1 has been divided into various failure mechanisms that 

need to be considered for each design phase. Each failure mechanism has also been categorized 

into either an ULS or SLS failure. These three design phases are conceptually similar to those 

used in the design process for other types of geosynthetic structures used in road construction, 

e.g. mechanically stabilized earth walls (MSEWs). 

Table 3.1. Summary of Proposed Design Procedure for EPS-block geofoam roadway 

embankments. 

DESIGN PROCEDURE 

The design of an EPS-block geofoam roadway embankment over soft soil requires 

consideration of the interaction between the three major components of the embankment, i.e., 

foundation soil, fill mass, and pavement system.  Because of this interaction, the three-phased 

design procedure involves interconnected analyses between the three components. For example, 

some issues of pavement system design act opposite to some of the design issues involving 

internal and external stability of a geofoam embankment, i.e., the thickness of the pavement 

system will affect both external and internal stability of the embankment. Additionally, the dead 

load imposed by the pavement system and fill mass may decrease the factor of safety of some 

failure mechanisms, e.g., slope stability, while increasing it in others e.g., uplift. Therefore, some 

compromise is required during design.  
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It is possible in concept to optimize the final design of both the pavement system and the 

overall embankment considering both performance and cost so that a technically effective and 

cost efficient embankment is obtained. However, because of the inherent interaction between 

components, overall design optimization of a roadway embankment incorporating EPS-block 

geofoam requires an iterative analysis to achieve a technically acceptable design at the lowest 

overall cost. In order to minimize the iterative analysis, the solution algorithm shown in Figure 

3.3 was developed to obtain an optimal design. The design procedure considers a pavement 

system with the minimum required thickness, a fill mass with the minimum thickness of EPS-

block geofoam, and the use of an EPS block with the lowest possible density. Therefore, the 

design procedure will produce a cost efficient design. 

The design procedure is similar for both trapezoidal and vertical embankments except 

that overturning of the entire embankment at the interface between the bottom of the assemblage 

of EPS blocks and the underlying foundation soil as a result of horizontal forces should be 

considered for vertical embankments as part of seismic stability, translation due to water, and 

translation due to wind analysis during the external stability design phase. 

The purpose of the first step in the design process, background investigation, is to obtain 

the subsoil conditions at the project site, to obtain estimates of the loads that the embankment 

system will be subjected to, and to obtain the geometrical parameters of the embankment. 

Background investigations will be discussed in detail later in this chapter. 

The second step of the design procedure is to select a preliminary type of EPS-block 

geofoam and to design a preliminary pavement system. Although the pavement system has not 

been designed at this point, the pavement system should be equal to or greater than 610 mm (24 

in.) in thickness to minimize the effects of differential icing and solar heating as will be discussed 

in Chapter 4. The design procedure depicted in Figure 3.3 is based on obtaining a pavement 

system that provides the least amount of stress on top of the EPS-block geofoam embankment to 

satisfy internal and external stability requirements. Therefore, it is recommended that the 
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preliminary pavement system be assumed to be 610 mm (24 in.) thick and the various component 

layers of the pavement system be assumed to have a total (moist) unit weight of 20 kN/m3 (130 

lbf/ft3) for initial design purposes. 

Figure 3.3. Flow chart of design procedure for an EPS-block geofoam roadway 

embankment. 

Figure 3.3.  (continued). 

Figure 3.3.  (continued). 

The third step of the design procedure is to determine a preliminary embankment 

arrangement. Because EPS-block geofoam is typically more expensive than soil on a cost-per-

unit-volume basis for the material alone, it is desirable to optimize the volume of EPS used yet 

still satisfy design criteria concerning settlement and stability. Therefore, to achieve the most 

cost-effective design, a design goal is to use the minimum amount of EPS blocks possible that 

will meet the external and internal stability requirements. The design failure mechanisms that will 

dictate the maximum stress that can be imposed on the soft foundation soil, which dictates the 

minimum thickness of EPS blocks needed, include settlement, bearing capacity, slope stability, 

and seismic stability (external). 

A minimum of two layers of blocks should be used for lightweight fills beneath roads 

because a single layer of blocks can shift under traffic loads and lead to premature failure (6). 

Block thicknesses typically range between 610 mm (24 in.) to 1000 mm (39 in.). Therefore, it is 

recommended that a minimum of two EPS blocks with a thickness of 610 mm (24 in.) each or a 

total initial height of 1.2 m (4 ft) be considered for the EPS block height to determine the 

preliminary embankment arrangement during the design process. The preliminary height of 

conventional soil fill is the total embankment height required based on the background 

investigation less the preliminary pavement system thickness of 600 mm (24 in.) and the 

thickness of two EPS blocks of 1.2 m (4 ft). 
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 After the design loads, subsurface conditions, embankment geometry, preliminary type 

of EPS, preliminary pavement design, and preliminary fill mass arrangement have been obtained, 

the design continues with external (global) stability evaluation (Steps 4 through 10), internal 

stability evaluation (Steps 11 through 14), and final pavement system design (Step 15). Because 

pavement system design aspects must be considered to obtain a preliminary pavement system 

design, it is presented first (see Chapter 4). External (global) stability evaluation and internal 

stability evaluations are presented in Chapters 5 and 6, respectively. 

As with any design in geotechnical engineering practice, the design procedure of 

embankments over soft foundations must incorporate tolerable criteria such as minimum factor of 

safety and maximum allowable settlement. Minimum factor of safety values typically utilized in 

geotechnical design are based on precedence and can be found in local codes, design manuals, 

and geotechnical literature. The recommended factors of safety for each failure mechanism 

calculation that can be considered in preliminary design is summarized in Figure 3.3. However, 

tolerable settlements for highway embankments are not well established in practice nor is 

information concerning tolerable settlements available in the geotechnical literature. 

Postconstruction settlements as much as 0.3 to 0.6 m (1 to 2 ft) during the economic life of a 

roadway are generally considered tolerable provided that the settlements are uniform, occur 

slowly over a period of time, and do not occur next to a pile-supported structure (7). If 

postconstruction settlement occurs over a long period of time, any pavement distress caused by 

settlement can be repaired when the pavement is resurfaced. Although rigid pavements have  

undergone 0.3 to 0.6 m (1 to 2 ft) of uniform settlement without distress or objectionable riding 

roughness, flexible pavements are usually selected where doubt exists about the uniformity of 

postconstruction settlements and some states utilize a flexible pavement when predicted 

settlements exceed 150 mm (6 in.) (7). Tolerable settlements of bridge approach embankments 

depend on the type of structure, location, foundation conditions, operational criteria, etc (1). The 
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following references are recommended for information on abutment movements: (8-11). 

Settlement considerations are further discussed in Chapter 5. 

Design charts were developed as part of this research to aid in obtaining a technically 

optimal design. Therefore, these design aids can be used with the proposed design algorithm to 

assist in developing a cost efficient design. As indicated previously, the design algorithm will 

assist the designer in developing a cost efficient design. 

LIMITATIONS TO THE PROPOSED DESIGN METHODOLOGY AND DESIGN 

GUIDELINES 

The design methodology in Chapters 4, 5, and 6 and the design guideline in Appendix B 

are intended to provide guidance to civil engineers experienced in geotechnical engineering and 

pavement engineering when designing lightweight fills that incorporate EPS-block geofoam. The 

proposed design guideline is limited to embankments that have a transverse (cross-sectional) 

geometry such that the two sides are more or less of equal height as shown conceptually in Figure 

3.4 and are underlain by soft soil defined as relatively compressible and weak.  Applications 

where the fill sides are markedly different and closer to those shown in Figure 3.5 (sometimes 

referred to as side-hill fills) are excluded from this study because they are the subject of a 

separate study (12).  It should be noted from Figure 3.4 (b) that unlike other types of lightweight 

fill embankments, a vertical embankment can be utilized with EPS- block geofoam. The use of a 

vertical-face fill embankment, sometimes referred to as a geofoam wall (see Figure 3.4 (b)), will 

minimize the amount of right-of-way needed and will also minimize the impact of the 

embankment loads on nearby structures. 

The design charts developed as part of this research are based on embankment models 

with various geometric parameters. Embankment side slopes of 0 (horizontal):1 (vertical), 2 

(horizontal):1 (vertical), 3 (horizontal):1 (vertical), and 4 (horizontal):1 (vertical) were 

predominantly evaluated. Widths at the top of the embankment of 11 m (36 ft), 23 m (76 ft), and 

34 m (112 ft) were evaluated. These widths are based on a 2-lane roadway with 1.8 m (6 ft) 
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shoulders, 4-lane roadway with two 3 m (10 ft) exterior shoulders and two 1.2 m (4 ft) interior 

shoulders, and a 6-lane roadway with four 3 m (10 ft) shoulders. Each lane was assumed to be 

3.66 m (12 ft) wide. Embankment heights ranging between 1.5 m (4.9 ft) to 16 m (52 ft) were 

evaluated. For simplicity, the fill mass was assumed to consist entirely of EPS blocks. 

Figure 3.4. Typical EPS-block geofoam applications involving embankments (13). 

Figure 3.5. Typical EPS-block geofoam applications involving side-hill fills (13). 

The design guideline included in Appendix B is expected to be suitable for the 

preliminary design for most typical projects (projects with either critical or noncritical conditions) 

and for final design for projects with predominantly noncritical conditions. Examples of critical 

and noncritical design conditions are provided in Table 3.2. Engineering judgment is required to 

determine if critical or noncritical design procedures exist for a specific project situation. The 

concept of critical and noncritical design and construction conditions was adapted by (1) from 

(14) which applies this concept to filtration and drainage applications using geotextiles. More 

detailed design is required for embankments with critical conditions than with noncritical 

conditions.  

Table 3.2. Examples of critical and noncritical embankment design and construction     

     conditions (1). 

BACKGROUND INVESTIGATIONS 

Introduction 

Prior to beginning design of a proposed embankment on soft soil, certain background 

investigations need to be conducted and the relevant results communicated to the embankment 

designer. Background studies required for typical projects can be categorized into studies related 

to transportation, hydraulic, structural, and geotechnical engineering. An overview of issues that 

should be evaluated during the background investigation phase are presented subsequently. 

Special projects may require modification of these studies and/or additional studies. In addition, 
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various design jurisdictions may find it useful to reallocate responsibilities from those given here 

to better match jurisdictional practice or historical precedent. 

Transportation Engineering 

 Transportation engineering issues that the designer needs to assess include issues related 

to general planning, traffic, and site specific. General transportation items include whether the 

project involves the rehabilitation or widening of an existing road or an entirely new or relocated 

road, general vertical and horizontal road geometry, unusual or non-standard vehicle loading, 

design life of the embankment if not permanent, restrictions on the posted speed limit, and 

restrictions on the number of traffic lanes. Known restraints and considerations for the general 

area where construction will occur should also be assessed. Examples of project restrictions and 

constraints include: 

• Any restrictions on maximum duration of construction time, season of 

construction, days of construction (e.g., no weekends or holidays), times of day 

for construction and access roads prohibited for construction traffic. 

• Any restrictions on physical limits on the right-of-way to be occupied by the 

permanent structure as well as land available for temporary construction purposes 

(areas for temporary storage, etc.). 

• Identification of known surface and subsurface structures (buildings, utility lines, 

etc.), especially those that might be particularly sensitive to settlement (e.g., 

natural gas transmission lines) and thus impact design. 

• Identification of overhead obstructions that could impact design or construction, 

both "hard" (e.g., electrical transmission wires) and "soft" (e.g., glide paths to 

airports). 

 Traffic issues that will impact design of the embankment include: vertical, horizontal and 

cross-sectional geometry of the road surface; posted speed limit; maximum vehicle loading; 
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estimated annual traffic mix and volume; and ancillary road hardware requirements (shoulder 

guardrails or barriers, median barriers, overhead lighting, signage). 

Civil Engineering 

 Site specific items that will impact design include existing topography; minimum desired 

pavement life based on policy of the owning agency; criterion for defining pavement failure (e.g., 

rutting of a certain depth) for pavement-life calculations; owner preferences, if any, for pavement 

type; pavement drainage requirements; and below-ground utility requirements for pavement 

drainage, electrical conduits for overhead lighting and signage, and any others that may cross the 

proposed right-of-way. The use of an EPS-block geofoam embankment may alleviate the need to 

relocate underground utilities that may cross the proposed embankment alignment. The Interstate 

15 project in Utah presented in Chapter 11 is an example of the use of EPS-block geofoam to 

alleviate the need for removing underground utilities that crossed the embankment. The use of an 

EPS-block geofoam with vertical sides will minimize the impact to nearby structures including 

underground utilities. 

Hydraulic Engineering 

Evaluation of hydraulic engineering issues is important if the project site is located 

adjacent or nearby surface-water bodies, particularly rivers and tidal water bodies, that may be 

subject to significant increases in elevation of their water surface at some time during the design 

life of the structure due to extreme events such as floods or storms. The hydraulic specialist 

should estimate the design water elevation for extreme events based on a probability of 

occurrence that is consistent with the design life of the embankment. 

Structural Engineering 

If the project involves use of the EPS-block geofoam as backfill behind the abutment of a 

bridge, the structural engineering specialist designing the bridge should be contacted about 

overall details such as the type of bridge superstructure, nature of the approach slab (if any), any 

special geotechnical requirements regarding settlement of the bridge or approach slab, and the 
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velocity of extreme wind events for which the bridge is being designed. Even if the proposed 

embankment does not involve a bridge, the structural specialist should still be consulted for input 

concerning design wind velocity for the project area. 

Geotechnical Engineering 

Geotechnical engineering issues that the designer needs to assess include issues related to 

site characterization, design criteria and considerations, and assessment of alternatives. The 

geotechnical site characterization program should focus on the following four areas: defining the 

nature and geometry of the relevant soil and rock strata; defining variations with depth of stress 

history, compressibility, and shear strength of the soft-soil strata in the proposed area of 

construction; determining the piezometric profile through all relevant soil strata, including 

potential seasonal and other variations in the ground water table; and assessing relevant seismic 

design issues based on owning-agency policy and/or the methodologies given in (15). The 

geoenvironmental site characterization program should focus on identifying any potential sources 

of ground and ground water contamination within the area of proposed construction. If any 

excavation into or placement of EPS blocks below ground water (including an allowance for 

future rises in ground water) is anticipated, particular attention must be placed on the nature and 

concentration of contaminants in the ground water that may affect disposal during construction 

dewatering or durability of the EPS. 

Geotechnical design criteria and considerations that should be evaluated include relevant 

aspects related to the proposed fill, adjacent structures, and the existing soil conditions. Relevant 

geotechnical design criteria for the proposed embankment must be established with regard to 

maximum allowable total settlement of the completed structure and minimum Allowable Stress 

Design (ASD) safety factor for slope stability of the completed structure. An assessment should 

be made of any adjacent structures, utilities and transportation facilities (roads, railroads), both 

existing or proposed, that may be affected by the loads imposed on the ground by the proposed 

embankment. An assessment should be made of any foundation soil issues over which the use of 
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EPS-block geofoam in the embankment would have little or no benefit. This includes but is not 

limited to issues such as creep of existing soft soils, seismic liquefaction of any coarse-grain 

strata above or below the soft soils, and long-term decomposition and concomitant vertical 

compression of any underlying non-soil waste materials. The need for pre-construction ground 

improvement to correct any potential problems should be identified (15,16). A summary of 

ground improvement methods was presented in Chapter 1. 

Because the use of EPS-block geofoam is a category of ground improvement, i.e., 

lightweight fill, the geotechnical engineer should perform an assessment of alternatives. As 

discussed in Chapter 1, typical alternatives include: 

• an embankment consisting of traditional soil fill plus the use of ground 

improvement (16). The possibility that an all-soil embankment would require a 

different cross-sectional geometry (e.g., flatter side slopes) and thus a larger 

volume of material as well as right-of-way acquisition should be considered.  

Note that the direct and indirect costs of time for ground improvement strategies 

such as preloading and staged construction as well as the cost of necessary 

geotechnical instrumentation to monitor and quantify ground improvement 

should be included in this assessment. A discussion of the necessary 

instrumentation can be found in (17,18); 

• other lightweight fill materials (16). The unique issues associated with alternative 

fill materials (e.g., compressibility, environmental impact, weather restrictions on 

construction) should also be considered; and 

a structure (bridge or viaduct) supported on deep foundations. 

Design alternatives to the use of EPS-block geofoam should be identified, a preliminary 

design for each alternative performed, and a cost estimate for each alternative prepared to provide 

baseline information against which the geofoam alternative will be assessed. 
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DESIGN LOADS 

Introduction 

Loads that need to be considered when designing an EPS-block geofoam embankment on 

soft ground include gravity, traffic, water, seismic, and wind loads. For ultimate limit state 

calculations, the worst expected loadings are typically used while for serviceability limit state 

calculations, the typical or average expected loadings are used. It should be noted that the load 

chosen to represent the worst expected loading in ultimate limit state calculations may differ 

depending on the failure mechanism being analyzed. For example, for design against hydrostatic 

uplift (flotation), translation due to water (hydrostatic sliding), and seismic stability the worst 

expected dead load from the EPS-block geofoam is the dry unit weight. However, for design 

against bearing capacity failure, slope stability, and load bearing of the EPS, the worst expected 

dead load from the EPS-block geofoam is the greatest dead load expected, which may be a higher 

unit weight that considers the potential increase in unit weight of the EPS due to water absorption 

especially if the EPS blocks are permanently submerged. 

Gravity 

Components of the embankment system, which are depicted in Figure 3.6, that contribute 

to gravity loading and need to be considered in external and internal stability analysis include 

• The weight of the overlying pavement system (Item A in Figure 3.6), which 

includes any reinforced PCC slab that might be used at the pavement system and 

geofoam interface. The issue of utilizing a PCC slab at the bottom of the 

pavement system is discussed in Chapters 4 and 6. 

• The weight of soil cover placed on the sides of a sloped-side embankment (Item 

B in Figure 3.6) or the weight of the wall elements of a vertical-side embankment 

(geofoam wall, Figure 3.4(b)). 

• The net effective weight of any earth material placed between the existing ground 

surface and the bottom of the EPS blocks (Item C in Figure 3.6). 
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Figure 3.6. Components contributing to gravity loads. 

Gravity loads can be calculated based on a preliminary assumed cross-section of the 

embankment, including the pavement system, and any cover material over the sides of the 

embankment. Although the pavement system has not been designed at this point, it will typically 

be equal to or greater than 610 mm (24 in.) in thickness to minimize the effects of differential 

icing and solar heating. The design procedure depicted in Figure 3.3 is based on obtaining a 

pavement system that provides the least amount of stress on top of the EPS-block geofoam 

embankment to satisfy internal and external stability requirements. Therefore, it is recommended 

that the preliminary pavement system be assumed to be 610 mm (24 in.) thick and the various 

component layers of the pavement system be assumed to have a total (moist) unit weight of 20 

kN/m3 (130 lbf/ft3) for initial design purposes.  

EPS-block geofoam used for lightweight fill applications has a density of the order of 20 

kg/m3 (1.25 lbf/ft3), which is approximately 1 percent of the density of earth materials. 

Consequently, the effect of gravity on the assemblage of EPS blocks is negligible and can be 

omitted in internal stability calculations although this quantity is easily included in calculations if 

desired. The dry unit weight of the EPS can be taken to be 200 N/m3 (1.25 lbf/ft3). Any portion of 

the EPS blocks that is permanently submerged under normal ground water conditions is assumed 

to have a total unit weight of 1,000 N/m3 (6.37 lbf/ft3) not the dry value of 200 N/m3 (1.25 lbf/ft3) 

for general gravity stress calculations, to conservatively allow for long-term water absorption. 

Supplemental water considerations such as the potential for flotation from unanticipated rises in 

water level and horizontal sliding due to any unbalanced water head across the embankment are 

discussed as part of water loads. 

If any permanent excavation of any existing material is performed such that the 

embankment subgrade level on which the EPS blocks are to be placed is below the existing 

ground surface, the reduction in load should be considered. 
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Traffic 

The effect of vehicle loads on the road surface is generally negligible compared to the 

dead load of the pavement system and thus can be ignored in global settlement and stability 

calculations.  However, vehicle loads can be included if desired by dividing the total assumed 

weight of a vehicle by its footprint area to arrive at an equivalent uniform vertical stress that can 

be included in calculations. The magnitude of the vehicle weight and footprint area of the design 

vehicle can be based on either design policy of the owning agency or information in textbooks 

such as (19). Alternatively, 0.67 m (2 ft) of a 18.9 kN/m3 (120 lbf/ft3) surcharge material can be 

used to model traffic stresses at the top of the embankment. Traffic loading should be considered 

when assessing the internal stability of an embankment containing EPS-block geofoam and for 

design of the pavement system. A more detailed discussion on estimating traffic loads is included 

in Chapter 6. 

Water 

Sites that have soft soil conditions where EPS-block geofoam is usually used will often 

have ground water at or close to the ground surface. In addition, such sites are often close to 

surface water bodies such as rivers that are subject to periodic significant changes in water level 

due to storms and floods (extreme events). Therefore, both normal as well as extreme-event water 

levels must be considered in design. The 100-year flood water level is typically utilized to 

represent the extreme-event water level. However, a suitable extreme-event water level should be 

based on local codes and/or recommendations by a civil engineer. 

Three design issues related to water that need to be addressed include increase in total 

unit weight of the EPS due to long-term water absorption, potential for flotation from 

unanticipated rises in the normal water level, and horizontal sliding due to an unbalanced water 

head across the embankment. 

Any portion of the EPS blocks that is permanently submerged under normal ground water 

conditions is assumed to have a total unit weight of 1,000 N/m3 (6.37 lbf/ft3), not the dry value of 
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200 N/m3 (1.25 lbf/ft3) suggested for general gravity stress calculations, to conservatively allow 

for long-term water absorption.  

EPS is a closed-cell foam that contains approximately 98 percent air per unit volume. 

EPS is different than soil in that its void spaces are essentially sealed against any significant water 

intrusion. Thus, a block of EPS will tend to float if subjected to immersion in water. 

Consequently, ground and surface water intrusion is a particularly important consideration in 

problems involving embankments containing EPS-block geofoam and the effect of buoyancy of 

the EPS must be considered in the net vertical stress calculations. Increases in ground water levels 

due to extreme events such as floods and a hurricane storm surge should be considered. There 

have been a few projects (6) where embankments containing EPS-block geofoam have suffered 

an ULS failure due to flotation from unanticipated rises in ground water. As reported in (20) and 

(6), the first EPS embankment built in Norway in 1972 failed due to hydrostatic uplift (flotation) 

in 1987. Although the embankment was designed against the potential for uplift, the design water 

level used was 0.85 m (2.8 ft) lower than the flood level that occurred in 1987. Thus, the biggest 

uncertainty in design against uplift is the selection of an appropriate flood elevation to utilize in 

the design. It is also important that proper temporary dewatering be maintained during 

construction to prevent hydrostatic uplift due to groundwater rise or surface water intrusion that 

may collect along the embankment during heavy rainfall.  A project in Orland Park, Illinois 

partially failed during construction due to hydrostatic uplift during a heavy rainfall (21). 

Consequently, each project where EPS-block geofoam is being considered for embankment 

construction requires a careful assessment of not only the normal seasonal range of ground water 

levels but also the potential for extreme events due to severe storms that could lead to a 

temporary rise in ground water.  

As an approximate rule of thumb, each meter (3.28 ft) of submergence of a block of EPS 

below water requires approximately 500 mm (20 in.) of normal-weight surcharge fill material 
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(soil, pavement, etc.) on top of the EPS blocks to counteract the effects of buoyancy or for every 

100 millimeters (4 in.) of submergence of an EPS block there must be 50 millimeters (2 in.) of 

soil or pavement on top of the EPS blocks to counteract buoyancy effects. Chapters 5 and 6 

provide procedures for estimating the overburden required on top of the EPS-block to counteract 

the effects of hydrostatic uplift. Therefore, the use of EPS-block geofoam alone may not be 

feasible in areas where there can be significant rises in ground water elevations during the design 

life of the structure because the overburden required to prevent flotation of the EPS blocks during 

an extreme flood event may cause excessive settlement and/or instability. In such cases, other 

design alternatives, including the use of other types of lightweight fill materials that do not have 

the buoyancy potential of EPS blocks, such as a lightweight fill material with an open texture to 

better accommodate inundation, should be considered at least for the lower portion of the 

embankment that may be inundated (22). One possible type of lightweight fill that can be 

considered is ultra light cellular structures (ULCS) now called geocomb because of their 

honeycomb appearance in cross section (22,23). Geocomb blocks have an open-cell structure 

that can flood and drain, and thus will not float. Alternatively, the assemblage of EPS blocks can 

be tied down using passive (initially unstressed) vertical ground anchors. The use of vertical 

ground anchors has been successfully used in Japan (24). The vertical ground anchors can 

penetrate the EPS blocks and be founded in the underlying foundation soil. The heads of the 

anchors could be secured by a reinforced-concrete slab cast over the surface of the EPS blocks. 

The potential for the embankment to act as a de facto levee for surface water intrusion 

during extreme-event water levels also needs to be considered especially in cases where the road 

embankment is adjacent to an open body of water such as a stream, river or lake. An unbalanced 

head of water acting on the embankment would produce an unbalanced lateral force that may 

result in translation (horizontal sliding) of the embankment in addition to uplift (Figure 3.7). 
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Chapters 5 and 6 provide procedures for estimating the overburden required on top of the EPS-

blocks to counteract the effects of translation due to water (hydrostatic sliding). 

Figure 3.7. Unbalanced water force acting on the side of an EPS-block geofoam 

 embankment. 

Seismic 

Seismic loading is a short-term event that must be considered in geotechnical problems 

including road embankments. Seismic loading can affect both external and internal stability of an 

embankment containing EPS-block geofoam. Most of the considerations for static and seismic 

external stability analyses are the same for embankments constructed of EPS-block geofoam or 

earth materials. These considerations include various SLS and ULS mechanisms such as seismic 

settlement and liquefaction that are primarily independent of the nature of the embankment 

material because they depend on the seismic risk at a particular site and the nature and thickness 

of the natural soil overlying the bedrock. A discussion of these topics can be found in (15). 

Mitigation of seismic induced subgrade problems by ground improvement techniques prior to 

embankment construction is beyond the scope of this study. However, a discussion on ground 

improvement to reduce potential seismic-induced subgrade problems can be found in 

(1,15,25,26). 

The state of practice for evaluating the external seismic stability of geofoam embankments 

involves using pseudo-static slope-stability analyses (15) involving the critical failure surface 

obtained from the static stability analyses, e.g., Figure 3.8(a). Several road embankments (27,28) 

incorporating EPS-block geofoam have survived relatively severe earthquakes in Japan without 

any observable damage, which also suggests that this is a conservative analysis and is the basis 

for the design charts presented in Chapters 5 and 6. Terzaghi (29) developed the pseudo-static 

stability analysis to simulate earthquake loads on slopes and the analysis involves modeling the 

earthquake shaking with a horizontal force that acts permanently, not temporarily, and in one 

direction on the slope. Thus, the primary difference between a pseudo-static and static external 
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stability analyses is that a horizontal force is permanently applied to the center of gravity of the 

critical slide mass and in the direction of the exposed slope. If a stability method is used that 

involves dividing the slide mass into vertical slices, the horizontal force is applied to the center of 

gravity of each vertical slice that simulates the inertial forces generated by horizontal shaking. 

This horizontal force (F) equals the slide mass or the mass of the vertical slide (m) multiplied by 

the seismic acceleration (a), i.e., F=m*a. The seismic acceleration is usually derived by 

multiplying a seismic coefficient, k, by gravity.  

In addition to gravity loads of the overlying pavement and soil cover on the sides of the 

embankment (if a sloped-sided embankment design is used) and transient traffic loads, seismic 

forces must be considered in the internal stability analyses. Extensive research in Japan during the 

late 1980s to early 1990s period demonstrated two key aspects with respect to internal seismic 

response of geofoam embankments: 

• The internal seismic response is more complex than the overall external response. 

This is caused by the EPS-block geofoam acting as a flexible, not rigid, structure 

and slippage possibly occurring between the blocks. This slippage may result in 

the mobilization of a post-peak interface strength, which did not have to be 

considered in the external stability analyses because the shear resistance of the 

geofoam was assumed to be negligible. 

• The inherent inter-block friction between EPS blocks is insufficient to prevent 

lateral shifting between blocks during a "significant" seismic event. Therefore, 

the friction must be supplemented by using some mechanical connectors between 

blocks. From a solid-mechanics perspective, these connectors provide a 

component of an apparent pseudo cohesion at the interface that is additive to the 

inherent frictional component provided by the EPS-EPS interface. These 

connectors are typically some type of barbed metal plate. Unfortunately, no 

criteria are currently available to quantify "significant" in terms of any of the 
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magnitude scales (moment, local (Richter), etc.) traditionally used for rating 

earthquakes on an energy basis. Therefore, the present state of knowledge 

suggests that a conservative approach is warranted so any embankment designed 

for seismic loading should incorporate mechanical connectors on all horizontal 

surfaces between blocks and the geofoam interface shear resistance be measured 

using laboratory tests that do not utilize mechanical connectors. 

The main difference between internal and external seismic stability analysis is that sliding 

is assumed to occur only within the geofoam embankment in internal seismic stability analysis.  

Therefore, the interface shear strength data presented in Chapter 2 is used in the internal stability 

analyses to represent the shear resistance mobilized along geofoam interfaces.  

(a) Failure considering the shear strength of embankment materials. 

(b) Failure ignoring the shear strength of embankment materials. 

Figure 3-8. Typical slope modes of failure involving EPS-block geofoam. 

Wind 

EPS-block geofoam used as lightweight fill usually has a density of 20 kg/m3 (1.25 

lbf/ft3), which is approximately 1 percent of the density of earth materials.  Because of this 

extraordinarily low density, the potential for translation (horizontal sliding) of the entire 

embankment at the interface between the bottom of the assemblage of EPS blocks and the 

underlying soil foundation due to wind is a potential failure mechanism. This ULS failure 

mechanism, which is an external stability issue, is unique to embankments containing EPS-block 

geofoam. The short-term tendency of the entire embankment, such as during construction or 

immediately after construction, to slide under wind loading is resisted primarily by the undrained 

shear strength, Su, of the foundation soil if it is a soft clay. However, the long-term tendency of 

the entire embankment to slide under wind loading is resisted primarily by the EPS-foundation 

interface friction angle at the base of the embankment. Although the friction angle, δ, for this 

interface is relatively high (it approaches the Mohr-Coulomb angle of internal friction, φ, of the 
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foundation soil), the resisting force (which equals the dead weight times the tangent of δ) is small 

because the dead weight of the overall embankment is small. Additionally, geosynthetics such as 

geotextiles are sometimes used as a separation layer between the fill mass and the natural 

foundation soil. Consequently, the potential for the entire embankment to slide in a direction 

perpendicular to the proposed road alignment due to wind is a possible failure mechanism, 

however there is no documented sliding failure of a geofoam embankment due to wind. At the 

present time there is no case history data available that provides data on the behavior of an EPS-

block geofoam embankment subjected to extreme wind events such as hurricanes, typhoons, and 

tornados, which might produce a sliding failure. 

To date only the French national design guide for EPS-block geofoam road embankments 

explicitly recognizes the potential for translation of the entire embankment due to wind loading 

(30). The wind driving forces come from applied stresses on both the windward and leeward 

sides of the embankment as shown in Figure 3.9. Note that the downwind (leeward side) stress is 

due to suction. The magnitudes of these horizontal stresses can be derived from fluid mechanics 

theory and are given in (30) as: 

2
U Up 0.75V sinθ=                                                                                                          (3.4) 

2
D Dp 0.75V sinθ=                                                                                                          (3.5) 

with V = the wind speed in meters per second, pU and pD have units of kilopascals and the other 

variables are defined in Figure 3.9.  

Figure 3.9. Definition of parameters for wind-loading analysis (13). 

      As will be shown in Chapter 5, results from analyses performed during this study on 

typical EPS-block geofoam embankment geometries indicate that the wind pressures obtained 

from Equations (3.4) and (3.5) may be too conservative. It is recommended that a more realistic 

procedure for evaluating the potential for basal translation (sliding) due to wind loading 

especially under Atlantic hurricane conditions be developed.  
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DESIGN PHASE Limit 
State* 

Failure 
Mechanism 

Determines Accounts for 

External (global) 
Stability 

SLS Settlement* Need for additional ground 
improvement (See Table 1.1) 

Excessive and/or differential settlement from vertical and 
lateral deformations of the underlying foundation soil. 

 ULS Bearing 
capacity* 

Need for additional ground 
improvement (See Table 1.1) 

Downward vertical movement of the entire embankment 
into the foundation soil due to bearing capacity failure of 
the entire embankment 

 ULS Slope 
stability* 

Need for additional ground 
improvement (See Table 1.1) 

Downward vertical movement of the entire embankment 
into the foundation soil due to deep-seated rotational type 
slope instability 

Need for additional horizontal shear 
resistance between the embankment 
and foundation soil 

Horizontal sliding of entire embankment due to seismic 
loading. 

 ULS Seismic 
stability* 

Need for adjusting the width or 
height of an embankment with 
vertical walls.  

Overturning of a vertical embankment about the toe of the 
embankment at the embankment and foundation soil 
interface 

 ULS Hydrostatic 
Uplift 
(flotation) 

Need for ground anchors Upward vertical movement of the entire embankment due 
to a rise in ground water table 

Need for additional horizontal shear 
resistance between the embankment 
and foundation soil 

Horizontal sliding of entire embankment due to an 
unbalanced water head across the embankment. 

 ULS Translation 
due to water 
(hydrostatic 
sliding) Need for adjusting the width or 

height of an embankment with 
vertical walls. 

Overturning of a vertical embankment about the toe of the 
embankment at the embankment and foundation soil 
interface 

Need for additional horizontal shear 
resistance between the embankment 
and foundation soil 

Horizontal sliding of entire embankment due to an extreme 
wind event. 

 ULS Translation 
due to wind 

Need for adjusting the width or 
height of an embankment with 
vertical walls. 

Overturning of a vertical embankment about the toe of the 
embankment at the embankment and foundation soil 
interface 
 

Internal Stability ULS Seismic 
stability* 

Need for additional horizontal shear 
resistance between blocks and 

Adequate horizontal shear resistance between blocks and 
adequate shear resistance between the pavement system 
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between the pavement system and 
the upper layer of blocks 

and the EPS mass to include the separation material, if any 
used. 

 ULS Translation 
due to water 
(hydrostatic 
sliding) 

Need for additional horizontal shear 
resistance between blocks 

Adequate horizontal shear resistance between blocks due to 
an unbalanced water head across the embankment. 

  
ULS 

 
Translation 
due to wind 

 
Need for additional horizontal shear 
resistance between blocks 

 
Adequate horizontal shear resistance between blocks 

 SLS Load 
bearing* 

EPS properties Excessive vertical deformation 

Pavement System SLS Flexible or 
rigid 
pavement 
design 
procedure 

Most economical arrangement and 
thickness of pavement system 
materials, density of upper EPS 
block, and need for a separation 
layer between the pavement system 
and EPS mass 

Subgrade support provided by the EPS blocks and loads 
from traffic and environment to protect the pavement and 
EPS mass from distress and to minimize the potential for 
differential icing and solar heating effects 

Notes:   SLS = serviceability limit state 

ULS = ultimate limit state 

*An increase in overburden defined as the dead load stress imposed by the pavement system and/or fill mass may 

  decrease the factor of safety of the failure mechanism. 
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TABLE 3.2 PROJ 24-11.doc 

 

 Critical Noncritical 
Large, unexpected, 
catastrophic movements 

Slow, creep movements 

Structures involved No structures involved 

Stability 

No evidence of impending 
instability failure 

 

Large total and differential Small total and differential 
Occur over relatively short 
distances 

Occur over large distances 
Settlements 

Rapid direction of traffic Slow transverse to direction of 
traffic 

Repairs Repair cost much greater than 
original construction cost 

Repair cost less than original 
construction cost 
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______________________________________________________________________________ 

INTRODUCTION 

The objective of pavement system design is to select the most economical arrangement 

and thickness of pavement materials for the subgrade provided by the underlying expanded 
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polystyrene (EPS) blocks. The design criteria are to prevent premature failure of the pavement 

system, as defined by rutting, cracking, or similar criterion, which is a SLS type of failure, as well 

as to minimize the potential for differential icing (a potential safety hazard) in those areas where 

climatic conditions make this a potential problem. Also, when designing the pavement cross-

section overall, consideration must be given to providing sufficient support, either by direct 

embedment or structural anchorage, for any road hardware (guardrails, barriers, median dividers, 

lighting, signage and utilities). However, a unique aspect of pavement design over lightweight fill 

is that the design must also consider the external and internal stability of the embankment. The 

pavement system is defined as including all materials, bound and unbound, placed above the EPS 

blocks. 

Table 4.1 provides a summary of EPS-block geofoam engineering parameters typically 

used in pavement design. Resilient modulus values for typical EPS densities range from 5 to 10 

MPa (725 to 1,450 lbs/in²) and the corresponding California Bearing Ratio (CBR) values range 

between 2 and 4 percent. Therefore, depending on the design traffic loads and desired pavement 

life a relatively thick pavement system, minimum 610 mm (24 in.), will be required for 

embankments containing EPS-block geofoam.  The benefits of using a thicker pavement system 

include increased pavement life,  increased internal stability of the embankment (see Table 3.1), 

reduced potential for differential icing, reduced potential for solar heating, and better 

accommodation of shallow utilities and road hardware. The drawbacks of a thicker pavement 

system include increased weight which will decrease external stability of the embankment (see 

Table 3.1). Thus, some compromise is required to optimize the final design of both the pavement 

system and overall fill. The benefits and drawbacks of utilizing a thicker pavement system are 

further discussed in the subsequent sections. Procedures for design of pavement systems over 

EPS-block geofoam embankments are also summarized and recommendations regarding 
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preliminary pavement system thickness and material unit weights to utilize for preliminary 

external and internal stability analysis are provided.  

Table 4.1.  Equivalent Soil Subgrade Values of EPS-Block Geofoam for Pavement Design. 

This chapter presents detailed information on the pavement design aspect of the EPS-

block geofoam design methodology. An abbreviated form of the pavement design procedure can 

be found in the provisional design guideline included in Appendix B. 

BENEFITS OF A THICKER PAVEMENT SYSTEM 

Increase in the Life of the Pavement 

The objective of “flexible” pavement design using asphaltic-cement concrete (AC) is to 

determine the type, thickness, and arrangement of the various pavement layers to minimize 

critical pavement responses and provide a serviceable pavement for the intended design life (1). 

Pavement responses are the stresses, strains, and deflections that occur in AC pavements from 

traffic loading, daily or seasonal temperature variations, moisture changes, and changes in the 

pavement support conditions. Critical pavement responses are those material responses which, 

through a single or repeated occurrence, will result in structural deterioration of the pavement (1). 

Critical AC pavement responses include the tensile strain at the bottom of the AC or stabilized 

base layer, the vertical stress on the top of any unbound granular layer, and the vertical stress at 

the top of the subgrade (1). Each layer of the pavement system must be designed to prevent 

overstressing of the underlying layers. The load that a pavement layer can carry is related to the 

stiffness of the layer. Stiffness of a material is its ability to resist deformation within the linear 

elastic range of the stress-strain relationship (2). It is the magnitude of force that must be applied 

at some point to produce a unit displacement at that point (3). Stiffness of a pavement layer is 

often measured by E∗D3 where E is the modulus of elasticity of the layer and D is the thickness 

of the layer (1). This relationship indicates that the thickness has more influence than the material 

modulus in the performance of the layer. Thus, the best method of preventing overstressing of the 
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underlying layers is primarily accomplished by increasing the thickness of selected upper 

layer(s). A thicker layer will also reduce the tensile stresses and strains at the bottom of a stiff 

layer that is placed on a less stiff layer as is typically the case in pavement sections. Additionally, 

the most cost effective method of reducing the compressive stresses in the subgrade is to increase 

the thickness of the subbase or the layer that provides the most stiffness for the least cost (1).  

The objective of “rigid” pavement design using portland-cement concrete (PCC) is to 

determine the slab thickness, base type, joint spacing, load transfer, and drainage that will limit 

stresses in the PCC pavement and that will result in the lowest annual cost, as shown by both 

initial construction costs and future maintenance costs. Stresses in PCC slabs result from traffic 

loads and from environmental sources. Environmental sources of stress include thermal gradients, 

moisture gradients, drying shrinkage, thermal expansion and contraction, and foundation 

movements. Critical PCC pavement responses include the maximum bending stress due to load 

and curl along the longitudinal shoulder joint, midway between transverse joints; the combined 

load and curl stress along the transverse joints; the maximum corner deflection; and the maximum 

bending stress between the concrete and dowels (1). Since PCC is stronger in compression than 

tension, tensile stresses that develop from these responses are of primary concern.  Stresses in the 

slab can be reduced by increasing the thickness of the PCC slab and/or subbase. Additionally, 

shorter joint spacing and drainage improvements can also reduce stresses in the slab. 

Increase in Internal Stability 

The thickness of the pavement system affects the internal stability of the embankment by 

two mechanisms. As the thickness of the pavement system increases, the dead-load stress on the 

EPS increases. However, as the thickness of the pavement increases and the corresponding 

distance between the pavement surface and the top of the EPS mass increases, the live-load stress 

on the EPS from vehicle tires decreases. Theoretically, there is an optimum pavement thickness 

for which the combined dead- and live-load stresses are minimized. This optimum pavement 
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thickness depends on the unit weights of the pavement materials and the pressure magnitude and 

footprint area of the vehicle tire.  

Differential Icing 

Lightweight fill materials, especially non-earth type of materials, have thermal properties 

that differ from earth materials. The difference in thermal properties will result in the pavement 

surface overlying lightweight fills to have a temperature different than the pavement surface 

overlying a soil subgrade. The non-earth pavement section will generally be cooler in winter and 

warmer in summer (4). Two consequences of the variance in thermal properties include the 

development of differential icing conditions during cold temperatures and increased solar heating 

of the pavement surface during warm temperatures. The potential safety and maintenance costs 

associated with the thermal properties of non-earth materials is rarely considered in practice at the 

present time (4). 

Differential icing is caused by the formation of ice on the pavement surface that is 

underlain by non-earth material adjacent to pavement underlain by soil that is ice free (4). 

Differential icing is similar to the “bridge deck” problem whereby the bridge deck freezes before 

the adjacent road sections in that they both are considered safety hazards (5). Thus, differential 

icing must be considered in the design of the pavement system. A detailed discussion on 

differential icing, which is included in (5), indicates that based on the detailed studies in Norway 

(6) and Sweden (7), differential icing can be minimized by providing a sufficient thickness of soil 

between the top of the EPS mass and the top of the pavement surface. Differential icing can also 

be minimized by utilizing base and/or subbase materials with sufficient “fines” to hold water, 

which has a relatively high heat capacity, to provide sufficient retained heat to keep the pavement 

surface as close to the temperature of the adjacent pavement sections.  Fine materials are 

materials with particle size less than the No. 200 sieve. However, specific recommendations for 

material particle distributions to include the minimum amount of fines is currently unavailable. 
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Because using base and/or subbase materials with fines affects the structural quality of the base 

and/or subbase and due to the lack of standardized tests to determine thermal properties of non-

earth materials as well as the lack of a thermal design procedure that considers pavement material 

thickness and composition, it is recommended that a sufficient thickness of soil between the top 

of the EPS mass and the top of the pavement surface be used. Based on the minimum 

recommended pavement system thickness from the Norwegian design guidelines (5,8) of 400 mm 

(16 in.) to 800 mm (32 in.) and the Swedish guidelines of 400 mm (16 in.) to 500 mm (20 in.) 

(5,7), it is recommended that a minimum pavement system thickness of 610 mm (24 in.) be used 

with EPS blocks. It should be noted that the type of separation layer if any, used between the EPS 

and pavement system might affect the potential for differential icing. In particular, the use of a 

PCC slab as a separation layer may actually increase the potential for differential icing. 

Solar Heating 

The pavement surface overlying lightweight fills will generally be warmer in the summer 

than a pavement surface overlying a soil subgrade (4).  Solar heating occurs due to solar heat 

becoming trapped within the pavement section due to the thermal-insulative characteristics of 

non-earth lightweight materials (4). It is anticipated that solar heating of AC pavements will be 

greater than that of PCC pavements. This solar heating may accelerate deterioration of the AC 

pavement layer(s) due to the decrease in the Young’s modulus of the AC layer with an increase in 

temperature. As the modulus decreases, the tensile strain that occurs within the AC with each 

application of a vehicle load increases. Fatigue failure of AC is linked to the magnitude of tensile 

strain within the AC under each load application, i.e., the more strain per load cycle the fewer 

load cycles to achieve a given level of permanent pavement distortion (cracking or rutting).  

Although there has not been any explicit study of whether or not AC pavements underlain 

by EPS-block geofoam experience premature failure, based on the differential icing studies, it is 
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anticipated that the greater the distance between the top of the pavement and top of the EPS mass, 

the less of an increase in pavement surface temperature.  

Accommodation of Utilities and Road Hardware 

Shallow utilities and road hardware (barriers and dividers, light poles, signage) can be 

accommodated by providing a sufficient thickness of the pavement system to allow conventional 

burial or embedment within soil or, in the case of appurtenant elements, by anchoring to a PCC 

slab or footing that is constructed within the pavement section. 

DRAWBACKS OF A THICKER PAVEMENT SYSTEM 

A thicker pavement system will yield a heavier pavement system. This increase in weight 

will affect the external stability of the embankment through increased settlement and reduced 

stability.  It is possible to reduce the total thickness of the pavement system and still provide a 

technically efficient pavement system by utilizing an EPS with a higher density for the uppermost 

layer of blocks within the horizontal limits of the paved area and by providing a separation 

material between the EPS and pavement system that will provide reinforcement of an unbound 

pavement layer placed directly above the separation material. The subsequent paragraphs discuss 

these two alternatives for decreasing the thickness of the pavement system. 

UTILIZING GEOFOAM LAYERS WITH VARYING PROPERTIES 

Two possible reasons for utilizing geofoam layers with varying properties in 

embankment construction are provided below. 

• allow a minimum pavement section thickness by utilizing an EPS with a higher 

density, e.g., EPS100, for the uppermost layer of blocks within the horizontal 

limits of the paved area. The resilient modulus of the EPS blocks directly 

underlying the pavement system influences the thickness of the proposed 

pavement system. The use of an EPS with a higher density, and thus higher 

resilient modulus, in the upper most layer of blocks will allow a thinner 
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pavement system thickness. However, the predominant practice in the U.S.A. is 

to utilize a single EPS density for the whole embankment. An investigation into 

the benefits of using a higher density geofoam layer in the uppermost layer of 

blocks is required so that a cost-benefit analysis of providing a higher density 

geofoam versus providing a thicker pavement section can be performed. 

Preliminary indications are that although the use of a higher density EPS for the 

uppermost layer will yield a thinner pavement system, the thinner pavement 

section may not offset the higher cost of using a higher density EPS as shown in 

the cost data in Chapter 12 where the material cost increases at 55 percent for 

increasing density from EPS50 (lowest, recommended directly below paved 

areas) to EPS100 (highest). The impact of using a higher density EPS directly 

below the pavement system is further discussed later in this chapter. 

• allow a more cost effective embankment by using lower density blocks at greater 

depths. Because the total calculated vertical stresses will decrease with depth 

within the EPS mass as well as be less under the side slopes as opposed to 

beneath the paved area, it is possible to use multiple densities of EPS blocks, e.g. 

lower density blocks at greater depths and/or under side slopes. This will reduce 

overall costs of the EPS-block geofoam. However, for constructability it is 

recommended that no more than two different density EPS blocks be used on the 

same project. This use of different densities of EPS blocks affects internal 

stability and is further discussed in Chapter 6. 

SEPARATION MATERIALS 

A separation layer between the top of the EPS blocks and the overlying pavement system 

can have two functions.  
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• To enhance the overall performance and life of the pavement system by 

providing reinforcement, separation, and/or filtration. A separation layer used for 

these purposes is, technically, part of the pavement system. 

• To enhance the durability of the EPS blocks both during and after construction. 

A separation layer provides reinforcement to the unbound pavement layer by providing 

additional horizontal confinement. This additional confinement increases the strength and 

stiffness of the unbound layer because the stress-strain behavior of typical unbound layers, which 

typically consist of coarse-grained soil, is dependent on the effective confining stress. It is 

concluded in (9) that unbound roadbase materials have a lower "effective" stiffness in pavement 

structures without a cement-bound load-spreading layer above the EPS subbase compared to a 

pavement structure with a cement-treated capping layer. It is recommended in (10) that a modulus 

of elasticity value for the unbound material of up to 50 percent lower be assumed in linear-elastic 

design calculations if the unbound material is placed directly over an EPS subbase than typically 

assumed for unbound roadbase materials. A cement-treated capping layer is recommended for 

heavy-duty roads because it neutralizes the effects of open joints between the EPS blocks, 

provides support to overlying unbound base material under high traffic intensity, and eliminates 

any restriction for use of less-expensive, low density EPS types (10).  

The use of a 100 to 150 mm (4 to 6 in.) thick reinforced PCC slab is currently the state of 

practice primarily because it is considered to be a necessity for providing sufficient lateral 

confinement of unbound pavement layers when using EPS-block geofoam and because of 

historical usage of PCC slabs dating back to the earliest EPS-block geofoam lightweight fills in 

Norway in the 1970s. As a rule of thumb, the slab was found equivalent to unbound material on a 

1-to-3 basis, i.e., 1 mm (0.04 in.) of slab replaced 3 mm (0.12 in.) of unbound pavement material 

although this equivalency has been disputed recently in (9). The original function of the PCC slab 

was for pavement reinforcement and the intent was to allow the use of a minimum pavement 
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system thickness. In later designs, the PCC slab was also used for the function of a barrier against 

potential petroleum spills. However, the use of a PCC slab for this function is questionable due 

the long-term development of cracks in PCC slabs. Problems with the use of a PCC slab include 

• The potential for sliding of the slab during an earthquake (the Japanese require L-

shaped reinforcing bar dowels cast into the slab that penetrate down into the EPS 

blocks). 

• The potential for ponding of water within the pavement system. 

• The increased potential for differential icing and solar heating (due to both a 

thinner pavement system as well as the thermal properties of PCC). 

Additionally, PCC slabs generally represent a significant relative cost. It may be the only 

PCC work on a project (a major consideration in remote areas). The results of a cost analysis, 

which is included in Chapter 12, reveal that the cost of a reinforced slab is high and can range 

from 20 to 30 percent of the total project cost. A survey conducted as part of this study (see 

Appendix A) listed the cost of the PCC slab as one of the major cost concerns of U.S. engineers 

in current practice. Alternative separation layers for reinforcement that can be considered in 

pavement design include a geogrid, a reinforced geomembrane that will also resist hydro-carbon 

spills, geocell with soil or PCC fill, and soil cement.  

One application where a PCC slab is typically required is when an embankment with 

vertical sides, i.e., geofoam wall, is used (11). The primary function of the PCC slab is to support 

the upper part of the exterior facing system. A secondary function is to provide anchorage for 

various highway hardware such as safety barriers, signage, and lighting. A PCC slab used for 

these functions will act primarily as a structural member for the benefit of other embankment 

system components and not the EPS. Therefore, the PCC slab should be designed for the intended 

function. 
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The following is an assessment of the various separation layer alternatives that have 

either been used or proposed for use over the approximately 30 years that EPS-block geofoam has 

been used as lightweight fill for road embankments. They are listed in an approximate order of 

increasing complexity of construction (and, therefore, probable increasing cost): 

 

• No separation material. This is acceptable practice in a number of published 

design manuals in other countries (12-14) and therefore is the baseline against 

which all other alternatives are compared. 

• Separation Geotextile. This offers positive protection against soil particles from 

the pavement system migrating downward into any gaps between the EPS blocks. 

A geotextile is known to have been used on a least one road project in Germany 

where the lowest pavement layer was a fine sand. Interface friction angles 

between geotextiles and EPS block are provided in Chapter 2. 

• Geomembrane. This offers positive protection against both petroleum spills 

(assuming a petroleum-compatible polymer is chosen for the geomembrane) and 

soil particle migration. Interface friction angles between geomembranes and EPS 

block are provided in Chapter 2. For seismic considerations, it is proposed that a 

Newmark (15) sliding block analysis be conducted to assess the magnitude of 

seismically induced permanent deformation that could occur along the 

EPS/geomembrane interface. This analysis relates the interface friction to the 

magnitude of permanent deformation. The magnitude of permanent deformation 

should not exceed about 50 mm (2 in.). If it does, a different type of 

geomembrane should be used to increase the frictional resistance. Of course, the 

geomembrane should be installed and welded by a geomembrane installer that 

has experience with geomembranes, e.g., landfill liner experience, to reduce the 
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potential for geomembrane holes. However, the geomembrane surface should not 

be horizontal because liquid (including surface water infiltrating through the 

pavement system) could become trapped which could lead to strength loss of the 

pavement system due to pore-pressure buildup. It is of interest to note that the 

practice in the U.K. (14) is to put a 50 mm (2 in.) (minimum) thick sand bed 

directly on top of the EPS blocks and then put the geomembrane on the sand bed. 

The sand bed is crowned to allow gravity flow of any liquid to the sides of the 

fill. 

• Geogrid. This would only stiffen the unbound layer(s) of the pavement system. 

This alternative has not been researched to date (although the benefit for soil 

subgrades with CBRs similar to that of EPS-block geofoam has been studied) and 

there has been no known use of this to date. The geogrid would probably be 

placed not on top of the EPS blocks but within the lower half of the unbound 

layer(s) as research to date indicates that this is the most effective location. 

• Geocell with soil fill. This would have a primary benefit of stiffening the 

unbound layer(s) of the pavement system as well as providing a reinforced 

working surface as a constructability aid. This alternative has not been researched 

to date  for EPS-block geofoam and there has been no known use of this to date. 

The geocell would be placed directly on top of the EPS blocks. 

• Soil cement. This technique involves mixing a relatively small percentage of 

portland cement with a coarse-grain soil to form what is basically a weak 

concrete. This would have a primary benefit of stiffening the unbound layer(s) of 

the pavement system as well as providing both a reinforced working surface as a 

constructability aid and some protection against petroleum spills (although 

ponding of water within the pavement system would be a concern as it is with a 
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geomembrane). An additional concern would be the potential for exacerbating 

differential icing due to the fact that heat is removed easily from concrete due to 

the minimal water content of the cement. This alternative has received limited 

research in Germany solely for its efficacy of stiffening the pavement system and 

enhancing pavement life. It is not known to have been used for actual fills to 

date. 

• Pozzolanic stabilized materials: These materials consist of flyash, an activator 

(lime, cement, lime-kiln dust, and/or cement-kiln-dust), and aggregate. The pros 

and cons of this alternative would be similar to those of soil cement. This 

alternative is not known to have been used for EPS fills to date. 

• Geocell with PCC fill. The pros and cons of this alternative would be similar to 

those of the soil cement. This alternative is not known to have been used for EPS 

fills to date. 

• Reinforced PCC slab. Although the alternative of no separation layer is the 

baseline case for technical and cost comparisons, use of a 100 to 150 mm (4 to 6 

in.) thick reinforced PCC slab (which is at the opposite end of the design 

spectrum in terms of cost and complexity) is the state of practice even though 

mistakenly considered to be a necessity when using EPS-block geofoam. This is 

due to historical usage of PCC slabs dating back to the earliest EPS-block 

geofoam lightweight fills in Norway in the 1970s. However, contrary to a widely 

held belief, the reason for using a slab in Norway was originally and primarily 

for its pavement reinforcement benefit. As a result, it allowed a minimum 

pavement system thickness but this is now recognized as increasing the potential 

for differential icing. It was only later that its benefit to act as a barrier against 

potential petroleum spills was suggested. However, some have questioned this as 
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the long-term development of cracks in PCC slabs is not uncommon. Additional 

problems with using a PCC slab include sliding of the slab during an earthquake 

(the Japanese require L-shaped reinforcing bar dowels cast into the slab and 

penetrating down into the EPS blocks); ponding of water within the pavement 

system; and increased potential for differential icing (due to both a thinner 

pavement system as well as the thermal properties of PCC). The cost and the fact 

that it often requires the only PCC work on a project (a major consideration in 

remote areas) are construction concerns. In summary, a PCC slab is not required 

and if the cost is excessive one of the alternatives listed above should be used. In 

addition, if the roadway is not heavily loaded, the unbound pavement layer may 

not need additional confinement and thus only a geomembrane can be used to 

protect against hydrocarbon spills. 

The need for stiffening the unbound pavement layer(s) should be investigated on a 

project-specific basis to evaluate whether stiffening or a thicker unbound layer(s) is more cost 

effective. Some of these alternatives such as the use of a geocell will also provide a stiff working 

platform during construction and provide some protection of the EPS blocks during construction. 

The use of a soil-filled geocell is particularly promising because 

• It can be placed with relative ease and speed  

• It makes use of the granular soils that would be used anyway as part of the 

pavement system to fill within its cells. 

• It enhances constructability as it provides a working surface for placement of 

subsequent pavement layers. 

Migration of the finer soil particles from the unbound layer(s) of the pavement system 

into the gaps between the EPS blocks may occur due to gravity and erosion due to infiltration 

(rain or melted snow/ice runoff). Both migration and infiltration could lead to void formation and 
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settlement of the pavement system. A separation layer to prevent migration and filtration of the 

finer soil particles from the unbound layer(s) of the pavement system into the small gaps between 

EPS blocks is only required if the unbound pavement layer(s) contain a relatively large proportion 

of smaller particles (fine sand and smaller). Small gaps between blocks will occur due to 

manufacturing tolerances of the EPS blocks, human error, and sloppiness in block placement at 

the project site. Experience indicates that gaps of the order of 25 mm (1 in.) are acceptable in 

terms of performance of the overall fill.  

A geosynthetic separation layer could be used between the top of the EPS blocks and 

bottom of the unbound pavement layer to provide separation and filtration of the fine soil 

particles. An appropriate geotextile would be able to serve both of these functions.  

The primary durability concern for EPS in road embankments is the fact that liquid 

petroleum hydrocarbons (gasoline, diesel fuel/heating oil) will dissolve EPS if the EPS is 

inundated with the liquid. Therefore, the concern about the potential for a motor vehicle accident 

involving some type of fuel transport truck wherein large volumes of liquid petroleum 

hydrocarbons are released, seep downward into the fill, and dissolve the EPS blocks has been 

expressed in projects that have utilized or considered utilizing EPS. It is suggested that the 

potential for such an accident is relatively small. When such an accident occurs, it is likely that 

most of the petroleum is consumed in the fire that often ensues. The petroleum that does seep 

onto the ground would attack the uppermost pavement layer first (if it is AC as is the more 

common case). Further, any petroleum that seeped into the embankment would generally trigger 

an environmental concern requiring excavation and removal of any contaminated material. 

Therefore, concern over protecting EPS-block geofoam from petroleum spills does not appear 

great nor cost effective. This position is supported by the German national design manual (12,13) 

which is the most recent developed outside the U.S.A. Consideration may be given to performing 
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a risk analysis by obtaining petroleum spill occurrence data from a transportation agency or the 

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). 

If protection of the EPS from vehicle fuel spills is desired, a geomembrane of appropriate 

composition can be used (14). For example, the specifications for the I-15 reconstruction 

specified a minimum 0.7 mm (28 mil) gasoline-resistant geomembrane manufactured from a 

tripolymer consisting of polyvinyl chloride, ethylene interpolymer alloy, and polyurethane or a 

comparable polymer combination.  

In summary a separation material between the EPS blocks and pavement system should 

not be used without a project-specific needs assessment due to the costs involved and the 

technical viability of not using any separation material. This needs assessment should be based 

primarily on two considerations: 

• The need to prevent soil particles from migrating downward between any 

small gaps between the EPS blocks. This will depend solely on the gradation 

of the unbound pavement layer directly on top of the EPS blocks and the care 

taken during construction to minimize the development of gaps along the 

vertical joints between EPS blocks. 

• The desire to stiffen the unbound pavement layer(s). This becomes more 

important as the overall thickness of the pavement system decreases and the 

traffic loads increase. 

PAVEMENT DESIGN PROCEDURES 

Traditional pavement design procedures may be used by considering the EPS to be an 

equivalent soil subgrade. The resilient modulus or equivalent CBR value of the EPS can be used 

in the design procedure. A summary of these design parameters is provided in Table 4.1. These 

CBR values, which range from 2 to 5 percent, were measured as part of the A47 Great Yarmouth 

Western Bypass project in the United Kingdom (14).  
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Results of field studies of flexible pavement systems over EPS-block geofoam are 

available in (9,16-20). The findings of these studies are incorporated in the current Dutch design 

manual for lightweight pavements with expanded polystyrene geofoam (10). A summary of these 

findings is provided below. 

• The horizontal strain at the bottom of an asphalt layer, is approximately 15 

percent higher when an EPS subbase is used below an unbound roadbase 

compared to a sand subbase.  This strain difference results in a two times lower 

allowable number of standard axle load repetitions or a two times shorter 

pavement design life (9). 

• Because of the low modulus of elasticity of EPS, the thickness of the EPS has 

only a marginal influence on the pavement behavior under loading and on the 

pavement design life.  The stress and strain values in the upper pavement layers 

are similar in pavement structures with different thicknesses of the EPS layer (9). 

• The presence of an EPS subbase in a pavement structure has a significant 

influence on stress and strain development in the pavement. Unbound roadbase 

materials have a lower ‘effective’ stiffness in pavement structures without a 

cement-bound separation layer above the EPS subbase compared to the stiffness 

of unbound materials placed over a cement-based separation layer. Although not 

specifically indicated in (10), the most likely reason for these differences in 

stiffness is that better compaction of the unbound material can be achieved over a 

cement-bound separation layer than directly over EPS blocks. Therefore, in 

linear-elastic calculations the assumed modulus of elasticity value for the 

unbound material should be lower when this material is laid directly over an EPS 

subbase than when the material is placed over a cement-bound layer (9). It is 
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recommended that the modulus of elasticity of unbound materials placed directly 

over EPS blocks be reduced by up to 50 percent in design. (10). 

• Implementation of a cement-treated separation layer on top of the EPS subbase 

substantially increases the design life of the pavement structure with an EPS 

subbase.  The application of such a layer is therefore recommended for pavement 

structures subjected to heavy traffic loading (9). As noted earlier, this does not 

mean that a reinforced PCC slab is required in all applications. 

Results of field studies of rigid pavement systems over EPS-block geofoam could not be 

found in the current literature probably because EPS-block geofoam is typically utilized over soft 

soils where flexible pavements are traditionally used. However, the Interstate 15 reconstruction 

project in Salt Lake City, Utah used a rigid pavement system over EPS blocks. Therefore, long-

term rigid pavement performance will be available in the near future. 

Two approaches to pavement system design that can be used for the design of pavements 

over EPS-block geofoam include mechanistic-empirical methods and empirical-regression 

methods. Mechanistic analyses involve the external calculation of stresses and strains in various 

critical regions of a pavement cross-section due to external application of a load, i.e., traffic, 

using appropriate modeling tools such as an elastic layer analysis or finite element analysis (21). 

The calculated stresses and strains are compared with values known from experimental or 

theoretical studies to be the maximum allowable, based on predictions of pavement performance 

(physical distress, such as cracking, rutting, or roughness) (1). The pavement can then be 

designed by adjusting the different layer thicknesses so that the calculated responses are less than 

the allowable maximum values. The Shell pavement design procedure (22) is an example of a 

mechanistic-empirical procedure.  The AASHTO 1993 pavement design procedure (23) is an 

example of an empirical-regression method. The AASHTO pavement design procedure is based 

on data obtained from a series of road tests and equations obtained from regression methods. 
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However, it is anticipated that the revised AASHTO 1993 design procedure will include 

mechanistic-empirical procedures. 

The Dutch pavement design procedure is based on the Shell Pavement design procedure 

(22), which is a mechanistic procedure that is based on limiting the horizontal tensile strains at 

the bottom of the asphalt layer in order to prevent asphalt fatigue cracking and limiting vertical 

compressive strains at the top of the soil subgrade to prevent excessive permanent deformation in 

the subgrade. However, the Shell Pavement design procedure was modified to include an EPS 

subbase. The Dutch pavement design procedure is based on limiting elastic deformation in the 

EPS subbase due to cyclic (traffic) loading to 0.4 percent (10). The Dutch design procedure 

consists of explicitly calculating the horizontal strain at the bottom of the asphalt layer, the 

vertical compressive strain on top of the soil subgrade, and the vertical compressive strain on top 

of the EPS block. The Shell Pavement Design Manual (22) provides maximum allowable strain 

values based on the allowable number of load applications. After the strains of the various layers 

are calculated, the pavement design life can be determined in terms of the allowable number of 

100 kN (22.5 kip) axle load repetitions (10). 

As part of the research reported herein, pavement design catalogs were developed to 

facilitate pavement system design. A design catalog is a means for designers to obtain pavement 

structural designs based on a unique set of assumptions relative to design requirements (23). The 

AASHTO 1993 design procedure was used to develop a flexible and rigid pavement design 

catalog. The AASHTO design procedure was used because most pavement designers in the U.S. 

are familiar with this design procedure. However, as with any pavement design, the limitations of 

the design procedure utilized need to be considered. This is especially true when designing a 

pavement system over EPS because traditional pavement design procedures were developed for 

pavement design over a soil subgrade. Therefore, the design obtained using one procedure should 

be checked by using other design methods, modeling tools, and analytical tools. As more 
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performance data of pavements over geofoam in the U.S. becomes available, the typical design 

methods used in the U.S. can be refined and adapted to an EPS subgrade. For pavement design 

procedures that do not require explicit calculations of stresses and strains within the various 

layers of the pavement system, it is recommended that the vertical stress on top of the EPS blocks 

be estimated to verify that it does not exceed the elastic limit stress of the EPS blocks. This 

checking can be performed utilizing a procedure similar to the one suggested for load bearing 

analysis of the EPS blocks outlined in Chapter 6. 

FLEXIBLE PAVEMENT SYSTEM DESIGN CATALOG 

A design catalog or design chart was developed herein for flexible pavements. A design 

catalog is a means for designers to obtain pavement structural designs based on a unique set of 

assumptions relative to design requirements (23). The flexible pavement design catalog, which is 

shown in Table 4.2 and developed herein, is based on the following assumptions: 

1. All designs are based on the structural requirement for one performance period, regardless of 

the time interval. Performance period is defined as the period of time that an initial (or 

rehabilitated) structure will last before reaching its terminal serviceability (23).  

2. The range of traffic levels for the performance period is limited to between 50,000 and 

1,000,000 80 kN (18 kip) ESAL (equivalent single axle loads) applications. An ESAL is the 

summation of equivalent 80 kN (18 kip) single axle loads used to combine mixed traffic to 

design traffic for the performance period (23). 

3. The designs are based on either a 50- or-75-percent level of reliability, which AASHTO 

considers acceptable for low-volume road design. 

4. The designs are based on the resilient modulus values indicated in Table 4.1 for the three 

typical grades of EPS: EPS50, EPS70, and EPS100.  

5. The designs are based on an initial serviceability index of 4.2 and a terminal serviceability 

index of 2. The average initial serviceability at the AASHO (American Association of State 
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Highway Officials) road test was 4.2 for flexible pavements. AASHTO recommends a 

terminal serviceability index of 2 for highways with lesser traffic than major highways. 

6. The designs are based on a standard deviation of 0.49 to account for variability associated 

with material properties, traffic, and performance. AASHTO recommends a value of 0.49 for 

the case where the variance of projected future traffic is not considered. 

7. The designs do not consider the effects of drainage levels on predicted pavement 

performance. 

Table 4.2 is similar in format to the design catalogs provided in (23). Although the design 

catalog in Table 4.2 is for low-volume roads, the use of EPS-block geofoam is not limited to low-

volume roads and has been used for high-volume traffic roads such as interstate highways. For 

example, in the U.S.A., EPS-block geofoam has been used for portions of the Interstate 15 project 

in Salt Lake City, Utah.  A design catalog is typically provided for low-volume roads to limit the 

number of design variables required in developing pavement structural designs.  

Table 4.2. Flexible Pavement Design Catalog for Low-Volume Roads. 

Once a design structural number (SN) is determined, appropriate flexible pavement layer 

thicknesses can be identified that will yield the required load-carrying capacity indicated by the 

structural number in accordance with the following AASHTO flexible pavement design equation: 

SN = a1D1 + a2D2 + a3D3             (4.1) 

where  a1, a2, and a3 = layer coefficients for surface, base, and subbase course materials,  

respectively, and  

D1, D2, and D3 = thickness (in inches) of surface, base, and subbase course, respectively. 

Layer coefficients can be obtained in (23) or from state department of transportation 

design manuals. However, layer coefficient values for PCC slabs are not provided in (23). If a 

reinforced PCC slab is considered as a separation layer between the top of the EPS blocks and the 

overlying pavement system, it may be possible to incorporate the PCC slab into the AASHTO 
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1993 flexible pavement design procedure by determining a suitable layer coefficient to represent 

the PCC slab. In (24), it is indicated that based on test results performed in Illinois, a PCC base 

with a 7-day strength of 17.2 MPa (2,500 lbs/in²) exhibits a layer coefficient of 0.5.  

It can be seen that for a given set of layer coefficients, Equation (4.1) does not provide a 

unique solution of the surface, base, and subbase thicknesses. Cost effectiveness, construction, 

and maintenance constraints must be considered to produce a practical design (23). However, 

some guidance is available for estimating these thicknesses from AASHTO. For example, 

AASHTO recommends the minimum thickness values indicated in Table 4.3 for asphalt concrete 

and aggregate base to overcome placement impracticalities, ensure adequate performance, and for 

economic reasons. Additionally, these recommended minimum thicknesses consider the 

minimum layer thickness requirements for stability and cohesion under traffic loadings. This 

provides guidance in fixing a value of D1 and D2 so D3 can be estimated in Equation (4.1). In 

addition, it is recommended herein that a minimum pavement system thickness of 610 mm (24 

in.) be used over EPS-block geofoam to minimize the potential for differential icing and solar 

heating. After various layer thickness combinations have been determined and checked against 

construction and maintenance constraints, a cost-effective layer thickness combination is 

typically selected. 

Table 4.3. Minimum Practical Thicknesses for Asphalt Concrete and Aggregate Base (23). 

A sensitivity analysis was performed to demonstrate the effects of varying EPS types at 

the top of the fill mass on the design structural number (SN). The input values for the sensitivity 

analysis are shown in Table 4.4. The sensitivity analysis was performed by varying the resilient 

modulus of the EPS while keeping the remainder of the input variables constant. Although the 

resilient modulus for the highest density EPS type, EPS100, is approximately 10 MPa (1,450 

lbs/in²), higher resilient modulus values were also considered in the sensitivity analysis to analyze 

any potential behavioral trend.  
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Table 4.4. Standard Set of Inputs for Sensitivity Analysis. 

Figure 4.1 illustrates the effect of the EPS block resilient modulus on the design SN. The 

effect on the design SN is greater at lower resilient modulus values within the range of typical 

EPS types. The effect of varying the resilient modulus decreases at higher modulus values 

especially at resilient modulus values greater than 13.8 MPa (2,000 lbs/in²). From Figure 4.1, the 

required SN is 7.5, 6.8, and 6.1 for an EPS50, 70, and 100, respectively. Thus, the change in SN 

between EPS types is 0.7. Therefore, a decrease in structural number may be obtained by using an 

EPS with a higher density. The sensitivity results with respect to changes in resilient modulus is 

of special interest because these results indicate the effects of geofoam density on the structural 

number which can then be used to reduce the cost of the pavement system. This can be 

accomplished by considering the cost impact of using a higher density geofoam as the upper layer 

of the fill mass or increasing the thickness of the pavement structure which would impact internal 

and external stability.  

Figure 4.1. Sensitivity of AASHTO design procedure to resilient modulus. 

In order to further investigate the potential technical and cost benefits of utilizing an EPS 

with a higher density for the uppermost layer of blocks within the horizontal limits of the paved 

area, an example pavement system design was performed based on the design inputs shown in 

Table 4.4. The pavement system was assumed to consist of asphalt concrete and a crushed stone 

base. Based on an assumed asphalt concrete thickness of 102 mm (4 in.) with a layer coefficient 

of 0.44 and a crushed stone base with a layer coefficient of 0.14, the thickness of crushed stone 

base required would be 1,041 mm (41 in.), 914 m (36 in.), and 787 mm (31 in.) if EPS50, 70, and 

100, respectively, was used for the top layer in the embankment directly underlying the pavement 

system. Thus, as shown in Figure 4.2, each increase in EPS grade translates into about a 127 mm 

(5 in.) decrease of crushed stone base.  

Figure 4.2. Effect of EPS density on the required base thickness for design example  
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                    for an asphalt concrete thickness of 102 mm (4 in.). 

Table 4.5 provides a summary of a cost comparison for this example. The use of EPS50 

block is the baseline for comparison against the other two EPS types. Using an EPS70 would 

decrease the required crushed stone thickness by 127 mm (5 in.) and would cost about $6.71 per 

m2 ($5.62 per yd2) more than the EPS50 alternative. However, this cost comparison does not 

include the cost associated with the time savings of placing EPS blocks versus placing and 

compacting crushed stone. Using an EPS100 would decrease the required crushed stone thickness 

by 254 mm (10 in.) and would cost about $19.15 per m2 ($16.01 per yd2) more than the EPS50 

alternative. The final decision as to which EPS type to select will be based on the impact the dead 

load stresses of each alternative will have on external and internal stability. Assuming that all 

three alternatives satisfy external and internal stability requirements EPS50 may be the most 

economical if placement and compaction of the crushed stone base is not considered. This 

example suggests that the use of a higher density EPS type for the uppermost layer of blocks may 

not be cost beneficial for low-volume roads but may be cost beneficial for high-volume roads. 

Table  4.5 . Example cost comparison between using  various EPS grades versus using  

      additional crushed stone base. 

RIGID PAVEMENT SYSTEM DESIGN CATALOG 

Design catalogs for rigid pavements developed herein and based on the AASHTO 1993 

design procedure are presented in Tables 4.6 and 4.7. The rigid pavement design catalogs are 

similar to the rigid pavement design catalogs provided in (23) except that the designs are based on 

the resilient modulus values representative of an EPS subgrade shown in Table 4.1. Tables 4.6 

and 4.7 can be used by design engineers to obtain a concrete thickness with a geofoam 

embankment. As with the design catalogs provided in (23), Tables 4.6 and 4.7 are based on the 

following assumptions: 

• Slab thickness design recommendations apply to all six U.S. climatic regions.  
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• The procedure is based on the use of dowels at transverse joints. 

• The range of traffic loads for the performance period is limited to between 

50,000 and 1,000,000 applications of 80 kN (18 kip) ESALs (equivalent single 

axle loads). An ESAL is the summation of equivalent 80 kN (18 kip) single axle 

loads used to combine mixed traffic to design traffic for the performance period 

(23). 

• The designs are based on either a 50-percent and 75-percent level of reliability, 

which AASHTO considers acceptable for low-volume road design.  

• The designs are based on a minimum thickness of high quality material subbase 

equivalent to 610 mm (24 in.) less the PCC slab thickness used. This provides a 

minimum recommended pavement system thickness over the EPS blocks of 610 

mm (24 in.) to minimize the potential for differential icing and solar heating. 

• The designs are based on the resilient modulus values indicated in Table 4.1 for 

EPS70 and 100. EPS40 is not recommended directly beneath paved areas. EPS50 

was not considered because the design chart for estimating the composite 

modulus of subgrade reaction included in (23) does not consider a roadbed soil 

resilient modulus of less than 6.9 MPa (1,000 lbs/in2).  

• The designs are based on a mean PCC modulus of rupture (S’c) of 4.1 or 4.8 MPa 

(600 or 700 lbs/in2). 

• The designs are based on a mean PCC elastic modulus (Ec) of 34.5 GPa 

(5,000,000 lbs/in2). 

• Drainage (moisture) conditions are fair (Cd = 1.0). 

• The 80 kN (18-kip) ESAL traffic levels are: 

• High  700,000 to 1,000,000 

• Medium 400,000 to 600,000 
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• Low  50,000 to 300,000 

• A factor termed the “loss of support” factor is included in the AASHTO rigid 

pavement design procedure to account for the potential loss of support resulting 

from base and subbase erosion and/or differential vertical soil movements. Loss 

of support factors for typical base and subbase materials range between 0 and 3. 

A loss of support factor of 0 indicates that no loss of pavement support is 

anticipated and is indicated in the design catalog as edge support equal to “yes”. 

A value greater than 0 indicates that some loss of support may occur. In the 

design catalog, a loss of support is indicated as edge support equal to “no” and 

the design is based on a loss of support factor of 3. 

  Tables 4.6 and 4.7 are similar in format to the design catalogs provided in (23). As 

discussed previously, for the flexible pavement design catalog, although the design catalog in 

Tables 4.6 and 4.7 are for low-volume roads, EPS-block geofoam can be and has been used for 

high-volume traffic roads such as interstate highways. A design catalog is typically provided for 

low-volume roads to limit the number of design variables required in developing pavement 

structural designs.  

Table 4.6. Rigid pavement design catalog for low-volume roads for inherent reliability of 50 

percent. 

Table 4.7. Rigid pavement design catalog for low-volume roads for inherent reliability of 75 

percent. 

SUMMARY OF PAVEMENT SYSTEM DATA FROM CASE HISTORIES 

Table  4.8 provides a summary of various pavement system designs that have been utilized in the 

U.S.A. over EPS-block geofoam. Both embankment and bridge approach case histories are 

included in Table 4.8. These case histories are discussed in Chapter 11. Based on the five case 
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histories for which pavement thickness data is available, the total pavement system thicknesses 

range from 508 to 864 mm (20 to 34 in.) and average 660 mm (26 in.).  

Table 4.8. Summary of EPS-block geofoam pavement system data from case histories. 

TYPICAL DEAD LOAD STRESS RANGE IMPOSED BY A PAVEMENT SYSTEM 

The proposed EPS-block geofoam embankment design procedure discussed in Chapter 3 

requires that a preliminary pavement system design be assumed to estimate the gravity loads for 

use in the external and internal stability analyses prior to performing the final pavement design. 

Therefore, it is useful to establish a dead load stress range that a typical pavement system may 

impose on the EPS-blocks for use in preliminary internal and external stability analysis.  

Two approaches were used to investigate the dead load stresses imposed by typical 

pavement systems on an EPS-block geofoam embankment. The first approach was to analyze 

pavement system designs based on the AASHTO 1993 flexible and rigid pavement design 

procedures for low-volume roads. The second approach was to investigate pavement system data 

from EPS-block geofoam case histories.  

Flexible pavement systems were designed herein by assuming the pavement system over 

the EPS blocks consists of an asphalt concrete surface, a crushed stone base, and a sandy gravel 

subbase. The AASHTO minimum recommended thicknesses for asphalt concrete and aggregate 

base, shown in Table 4.3, were used to determine the thickness of subbase required to provide the 

required SN. Table 4.9 provides the pavement material layer coefficients and compacted unit 

weight values that were assumed. The unit weight of the asphalt concrete represents a bulk unit 

weight and not the maximum theoretical unit weight, the later being the unit weight value that 

would be obtained if the bituminous layer was compacted such that no voids would remain in the 

aggregate-bitumen mixture. The unit weight values for the crushed stone base and the sandy 

gravel subbase were estimated from typical values of optimum moisture content and maximum 
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dry unit weights based on the ASTM D 698 laboratory procedure indicated in (26) and a 

compaction effort of 97 percent of the maximum dry unit weight.  

For each traffic range shown in Table 4.3, the subbase thickness required for the SN 

values of 3 to 9 was determined. The minimum SN value was selected based on the minimum 

value of 3.1 obtained for the flexible pavement design catalog for low-volume roads with an EPS 

subgrade (Table 4.2) The maximum value of 9 was selected because this is the maximum value 

provided in the AASHTO nomograph provided in (23) for obtaining the design SN for a flexible 

pavement. 

Table 4.9. Material layer coefficients and density values used in the analyses of 

      flexible pavements.  

For SN values ranging from 3 to 9, an asphalt concrete pavement, and the base 

thicknesses in Table 4.3, the overall pavement system thickness was less than the minimum 

pavement system thickness of 610 mm (24 in.), which is recommended over EPS-block geofoam 

embankments to minimize the potential for differential icing and solar heating. In order to obtain 

the recommended 610 mm (24 in.) pavement system thickness, the thickness of the sandy gravel 

subbase was increased to a thickness that would provide a pavement section thickness of 610 mm 

(24 in.).  

Table 4.10 presents a summary of the dead load stresses and average unit weight values 

of the final flexible pavement systems determined. Stresses ranged from 12.6 to 12.9 kPa (263 to 

269 lbs/ft2) and the average unit weight values ranged from 20.8 to 21.2 kN/m3 (132 to 135 

lbf/ft3) for the case of a flexible pavement system without a PCC separation layer. The additional 

stress imposed by a PCC slab separation layer was also investigated. However, the PCC slab was 

not considered in the design of the pavement system, i.e., the strength contribution of the PCC 

slab was not considered. The additional stress from the PCC slab was determined by replacing a 

thickness of subbase equivalent to the thickness of the PCC slab. Thus, in all cases the minimum 
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recommended pavement system thickness of 610 mm (24 in.) was maintained. Table 4.10 also 

shows the resulting overall stresses and average unit weights for a flexible pavement system with 

a 102 and 152 mm (4 and 6 in.) PCC separation layer. Based on an assumed unit weight for the 

PCC slab of 23.6 kN/m3 (150 lbf/ft3), additional stresses imposed by the PCC slab of 0.3 and 0.5 

kPa (6.7 and 10 lbs/ft2) for a 102 and 152 mm (4 and 6 in.) slab, respectively, were calculated. 

These supplemental stresses yielded average unit weight values for the entire pavement system 

ranging between 21.3 and 22.0 kN/m3 (135 and 140 lbf/ft3).  

Table 4.10. Typical dead load stress range for a low-volume road flexible pavement system. 

Rigid pavement systems were designed by assuming the PCC slab thicknesses to be 

between 127 and 216 mm (5 and 8.5 in.) because these PCC slab thicknesses were obtained in the 

rigid pavement design catalogs (Tables 4.6 and 4.7). A total pavement system thickness of 610 

mm (24 in.) was used in all cases because this is the minimum recommended pavement system 

thickness to minimize the potential for differential icing and solar heating. The thickness of the 

crushed stone base was determined by taking the difference between 610 mm (24 in.) and the 

PCC slab thickness. A material unit weight value of 23.6 and 21.7 kN/m3 (150 and 138 lbf/ft3) 

was assumed for the PCC slab and the subbase, respectively. Table 4.11 presents a summary of 

the dead load stresses and average unit weight values of typical rigid pavement systems.  As 

shown in Table 4.11, stresses obtained ranged from 13.5 to 13.6 kPa (282 to 284 lbs/ft2) and the 

average unit weight values ranged from 22.1 to 22.3 kN/m3 (140 to 142 lbf/ft3). 

Table 4.11. Typical dead load stress range for a low-volume road rigid pavement system. 

The results of the analysis for flexible pavement design for low-volume roads,  revealed 

that the thickness of the pavement system was controlled by the minimum thickness of 610 mm 

(24 in.) recommended to minimize the potential for differential icing and solar heating. The 

analysis of both flexible and rigid pavement systems indicate that overall average pavement 

system material unit weight values ranging from 20.8 to 22.3 kN/m3 (132 to 142 lbf/ft3). These 
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average unit weights are based on a 610 mm (24 in.) overall pavement system thickness and low-

volume traffic, which is defined in (23) as less than 1,000,000 applications of 80 kN (18-kip) 

ESALs. Average dead load stresses calculated ranged from 12.6 to 13.6 kPa (263 to 284 lbs/ft2).  

The case history data shown in Table 4.8 shows total pavement system thicknesses 

ranging from 508 to 864 mm (20 to 34 in.). This is an overall average of 660 mm (26 in.). Case 

history data of EPS-block geofoam projects in Norway reported in (27) indicate an average 

pavement system thickness of 660 mm (26 in.).  

The proposed design procedure outlined in Figure 3.3 is based on obtaining a pavement 

system that provides the least amount of stress on top of the EPS-block geofoam embankment to 

satisfy internal and external stability requirements. Therefore, it is recommended that the various 

component layers of the pavement system be assumed to have a total (wet) unit weight of 20 

kN/m3 (130 lbs/ft3) for initial design purposes, which is the approximate unit weight of typical 

less costly subbase materials. It is also recommended that the pavement system be assumed to 

have a thickness of 610 mm (24 in.) for preliminary external and internal stability analyses. 

Alternatively, the design catalogs (Tables 4.2, 4.6, and 4.7) can be used to obtain a pavement 

system that can be used for the external and internal stability analyses. 

SUMMARY 

The thickness of the pavement system will affect both external and internal stability of 

the embankment.  The benefits of using a thicker pavement system include increased life of the 

pavement and factor of safety of certain failure mechanisms affecting internal stability of the 

embankment (see Table 3.1), reduced potential for differential icing and solar heating, and better 

accommodation of shallow utilities and road hardware. However, a thicker pavement system will 

yield a heavier pavement system. This increase in weight will decrease the factor of safety of 

certain external stability failure modes of the embankment (see Table 3.1). Thus, some 

compromise is required to optimize the final design of both the pavement system and overall fill.  
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Regardless of the design process used, the goal of the pavement design should be to use 

the most economical arrangement and thickness of each material to protect the pavement from 

distress caused by both traffic loads and the environment (1). However, a unique aspect of 

pavement design over lightweight fill is that the design must also consider the external and 

internal stability of the embankment. 

As indicated in Figure 3.3, a preliminary pavement system must be assumed to perform 

external and internal stability analysis. Gravity loads can be calculated based on a preliminary 

assumed cross-section of the embankment, including the pavement system, and any cover over 

the sides of the embankment. Although the pavement system has not been designed at this point, 

it should be greater than 610 mm (24 in.) in thickness to minimize the effects of differential icing 

and solar heating. The design procedure depicted in Figure 3.3 is based on obtaining a pavement 

system that provides the least amount of stress on top of the EPS-block geofoam embankment to 

satisfy external and internal stability requirements. Therefore, it is recommended that the 

preliminary pavement system be assumed to be 610 mm (24 in.) thick and the various component 

layers of the pavement system be assumed to have a total (moist) unit weight of 20 kN/m3 (130 

lbf/ft3) for initial design purposes. Alternatively, the design catalogs (Tables 4.2, 4.6, and 4.7) can 

be used to obtain a pavement system that can be used for external and internal stability analysis. 

Results from preliminary analysis performed during this study indicate that the use of a 

higher density EPS for the uppermost layer of blocks may not be cost beneficial for low-volume 

roads but may be cost beneficial for high-volume roads. 
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FIGURE 4.2 PROJ 24-11.doc 
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TABLE 4.1 PROJ 24-11.doc 

 

Design Values of Engineering Parameters Proposed 
AASHTO 
Material 

Designation 

Minimum Allowable 
Full Block Density, 

kg/m3(lbf/ft3) 

 
 
 

CBR (%) 

Initial Tangent 
Young's 

Modulus, Eti  
MPa(lbs/in2) 

 
Resilient 

Modulus, MR  
MPa(lbs/in2) 

EPS50 20 (1.25) 2 5 (725) 5 (725) 
EPS70 24 (1.5) 3 7 (1015) 7 (1015) 

EPS100 32 (2.0) 4 10 (1450) 10 (1450) 
 
Note: The use of EPS40 directly beneath paved areas is not recommended and thus does not 

appear in this table because of the potential for settlement problems. The minimum allowable 

block density is based on density obtained on a block as whole or full-sized block. The proposed 

AASHTO material type designation system, which is presented in Chapter 9, is based on the 

minimum elastic limit stress of the block as a whole in kilopascals. 
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TABLE 4.2 PROJ 24-11.doc 

 

R 
EPS  
Type Traffic Level 

(%)  Low Medium High 
  50,000 300,000 400,000 600,000 700,000 1,000,000 

50 EPS50 4* 5.1 5.3 5.5 5.7 5.9 
 EPS70 3.5 4.6 4.7 5 5.1 5.3 
 EPS100 3.1 4.1 4.2 4.5 4.6 4.8 
75 EPS50 4.4 5.6 5.8 6.1 6.2 6.5 
 EPS70 3.9 5 5.2 5.5 5.6 5.9 
 EPS100 3.5 4.5 4.7 5 5.1 5.3 
 
Note:  R = Reliability level. 

* design structural number, SN. 
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TABLE 4.3 PROJ 24-11.doc 

 

Minimum Thickness , mm (in.) 
Traffic, ESALs Asphalt Concrete Aggregate Base 
Less than 50,000 25 (1.0) 100 (4.0) 
50,001 – 150,000 50 (2.0) 100 (4.0) 
150,001 – 500,000 64 (2.5) 100 (4.0) 
500,001 – 2,000,000 76 (3.0) 150 (6.0) 
2,000,001 – 7,000,000 90 (3.5) 150 (6.0) 
Greater than 7,000,000 100 (4.0) 150 (6.0) 
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TABLE 4.4 PROJ 24-11.doc 

 

Variable 

Initial or 
Constant Input 

Value 
(18-kip) ESALs Over Initial Performance Period  1,000,000 
Initial Serviceability 4.2 
Terminal Serviceability 2.5 
Reliability Level (%) 90 
Overall Standard Deviation 0.44 
EPS Block Resilient Modulus  Varied 
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TABLE 4.5 PROJ 24-11.doc 

 

EPS  
Type 

Total 
Crushed 
Stone 
Thickness 
mm 
(in.) 

EPS 
Cost  
$/m2 

($/yd2) 

EPS Cost 
Difference 
between 
EPS types  
$/m2 
($/yd2) 

Crushed 
Stone Cost  
$/m2 
($/yd2) 

Crushed 
Stone Cost 
Difference 
between 
EPS types  
$/m2 
($/yd2) 

Cost Difference 
Between Higher 
EPS Grade and 
Crushed Stone  
$/m2 
($/yd2) 

EPS50 1,041 
(41) 

26.21 
(22.42) 

- 27.08 
(22.64) 

- - 

EPS70 914 
(36) 

30.48 
(25.49) 

4.27 
(3.07) 

23.77 
(19.87) 

-3.31 
(-2.77) 

6.71 
(5.62) 

EPS100 787 
(31) 

39.62 
(33.13) 

13.41 
(10.71) 

20.47 
(17.12) 

-6.61 
(-5.52) 

19.15 
(16.01) 

 

Note:  Cost of EPS is based on a cost of $43.00, $50.00, and $65.00 per cubic meter ($32.88,   

             $38.23 $49.70 per cubic yard) for EPS50, 70, and 100, respectively, and on a 0.61m 

             (24 in.) block thickness. See Chapter 12 for EPS cost information. 

              Cost of crushed stone is based on a cost of $26.00 per cubic meter ($19.88 per cubic  

              yard) obtained from (25). 
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TABLE 4.6 PROJ 24-11.doc 

LOAD TRANSFER 
DEVICES No Yes 

EDGE SUPPORT No  Yes  No  Yes  

 

S'c MPa (lbs/in2) 4.1 (600) 4.8 (700) 4.1 (600) 4.8 (700) 4.1 (600) 4.8 (700) 4.1 (600) 4.8 (700) 

INHERENT 
RELIABILITY 

EPS 
TYPE 

EPS 
RESILIENT 
MODULUS Traffic 

        

%  MPa (lbs/in2) ESALs         
50 EPS70 7 (1015) 50,000 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
 EPS100 10 (1450)  5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
 EPS70 7 (1015) 300,000 6.5 6 6 6 6 5.5 5.5 5 
 EPS100 10 (1450)  6.5 6 6 6 6 5.5 5.5 5 
 EPS70 7 (1015) 400,000 7 6.5 6.5 6 6 5.5 6 5.5 
 EPS100 10 (1450)  7 6.5 6.5 6 6 5.5 6 5.5 
 EPS70 7 (1015) 600,000 7.5 7 7 6.5 6.5 6 6 5.5 
 EPS100 10 (1450)  7.5 7 7 6.5 6.5 6 6 5.5 
 EPS70 7 (1015) 700,000 7.5 7 7 6.5 6.5 6 6 6 
 EPS100 10 (1450)  7.5 7 7 6.5 6.5 6 6 6 
 EPS70 7 (1015) 1,000,000 8 7.5 7.5 7 7 6.5 6.5 6 
 EPS100 10 (1450)  8 7.5 7.5 7 7 6.5 6.5 6 
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TABLE 4.7 PROJ 24-11.doc 

LOAD 
TRANSFER 
DEVICES No Yes 

EDGE 
SUPPORT 

No  Yes  No  Yes  

 

S'c MPa 
(lbs/in2) 

4.1 (600) 4.8 (700) 4.1 (600) 4.8 (700) 4.1 (600) 4.8 (700) 4.1 (600) 4.8 (700) 

INHERENT 
RELIABILITY 

EPS 
TYPE 

EPS 
RESILIENT 
MODULUS Traffic 

        

%  MPa (lbs/in2) ESALs         
75 EPS70 7 (1015) 50,000 5.5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
 EPS100 10 (1450)  5.5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
 EPS70 7 (1015) 300,000 7 6.5 6.5 6 6.5 6 6 5.5 
 EPS100 10 (1450)  7 6.5 7 6 6.5 6 6 5.5 
 EPS70 7 (1015) 400,000 7.5 7 7 6.5 6.5 6 6 6 
 EPS100 10 (1450)  7.5 7 7 6.5 6.5 6 6 6 
 EPS70 7 (1015) 600,000 8 7.5 7.5 7 7 6.5 6.5 6 
 EPS100 10 (1450)  8 7.5 7.5 7 7 6.5 6.5 6 
 EPS70 7 (1015) 700,000 8 7.5 7.5 7 7 6.5 7 6 
 EPS100 10 (1450)  8 7.5 7.5 7 7 6.5 7 6 
 EPS70 7 (1015) 1,000,000 8.5 8 8 7.5 7.5 7 7 6.5 
 EPS100 10 (1450)  8.5 8 8 7.5 7.5 7 7 6.5 
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TABLE 4.8 PROJ 24-11.doc 

 

New York: State Route 23A, Town of 
Jewett, Greene County: 
230 mm (9 in.) asphalt pavement                 
381 mm (15 in.) graded crushed-stone subbase  
100 mm (4 in.) reinforced-concrete cap  
Total Pavement System Thickness=711  mm 
(28  in.) 
2.8 m (9 ft) of 20 kg/m3 (1.25 lbf/ft3) EPS 

Utah: I-15 Reconstruction  
Pavement layer thicknesses varied. 
PCCP 
Open graded base 
Dense graded base 
Granular borrow 
Load distribution slab designed for HS 20 
loading 
Total Pavement System Thickness=varies 
Various thicknesses of 18 kg/m3 minimum 
(1.12 lbf/ft3) EPS 

Illinois: 143rd Street, Orland Park: 
44 mm (1.75 in.) bituminous concrete surface 
38 mm (1.5 in.) bituminous concrete binder 
229 mm (9 in.) PCC Base 
165 mm (6.5 in.) over crown Aggregate 
Subgrade but varies to accommodate a 
crowned roadway. 
102 mm (4 in.) PCC Base Special with welded 
wire fabric 
Total Pavement System Thickness=578  mm 
(22.75  in.) 
0.9 - 1.2 m (3 - 4 ft.) of 24 kg/m3 (1.5 lbf/ft3) 
EPS 

Wyoming: Bridge Rehabilitation, N.F. 
Shoshone River  
50 mm (2 in.) plant mix bit. 
255 mm (10 in.) approach reinforced PCC slab 
205 mm (8 in.) min. sand 
Total Pavement System Thickness=510  mm 
(20  in.) 
2.75m (9 ft) of 24kg/m3 (1.5 lbf/ft3) EPS 
 

Indiana: State Route 109, Noble County 
330 mm (13 in.) bituminous pavement 
406 mm (16 in.) #8 Stone 
102 - 127 mm (4 in.-5 in.) reinforced concrete 
slab 
Total Pavement System Thickness=863  mm 
(34  in.) 
0.4 - 1.5 m (1.25 - 5 ft) of 24 kg/m3 (1.5 lbf/ft3) 
EPS 

Wyoming: Moorcraft Bridge, Crook County  
305 mm (12 in.) Asphalt pavement and 
Concrete approach slab 
305 mm (12 in.)  Crushed base  
Impermeable membrane 
Total Pavement System Thickness=610  mm 
(24  in.) 
1.2 m (4 ft) 24 kg/m3 (1.5 lbf/ft3) EPS 

 
Note:  PCC is Portland Cement Concrete and PCCP is Portland Cement Concrete Pavement. 
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TABLE 4.9 PROJ 24-11.doc 

 

 
Material Layer Coefficient (1) 

Unit Weight 
kN/m3 (lbf/ft3) 

Surface Course or 
Base  

Asphalt Concrete-
plant mix 

0.44 23.3 (148) 

Base Crushed Stone 0.14 21.7 (138) 
Subbase  Sandy gravel 0.11 20.4 (130) 
 
 

(1) Layer coefficients obtained from (26). 
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TABLE 4.10 PROJ 24-11.doc 

 

 Crushed Sandy 

No PCC Slab 
Separation 

Layer 

4-In PCC Slab 
Separation 

Layer 

6-In PCC Slab 
Separation 

Layer 
Asphalt Stone Gravel  Avg.  Avg.  Avg. 

Concrete Base Subbase Stress 
Unit 

Weight Stress 
Unit 

Weight Stress 
Unit 

Weight 
mm 
(in.) 

mm 
(in.) 

mm 
(in.) 

kPa 
(lbs/ft2) 

Kg/m3 

(lbf/ft3) 
kPa 

(lbs/ft2) 
kg/m3 

(lbf/ft3) 
kPa 

(lbs/ft2) 
kg/m3 

(lbf/ft3) 
25.4 
(1) 

101.6 
(4) 

482.6 
(19) 

12.6 
(263) 

20.8 
(132) 

12.9 
(269) 

21.3 
(135) 

13.1 
(274) 

21.5 
(136) 

50.8 
(2) 

101.6 
(4) 

457.2 
(18) 

12.7 
(265) 

20.9 
(133) 

13 
(272) 

21.4 
(136) 

13.2 
(276) 

21.7 
(138) 

63.5 
(2.5) 

152.4 
(6) 

444.5 
(17.5) 

12.8 
(267) 

20.9 
(133) 

13.1 
(274) 

21.5 
(136) 

13.3 
(278) 

21.7 
(138) 

76.2 
(3) 

152.4 
(6) 

381 
(15) 

12.9 
(269) 

21.1 
(134) 

13.2 
(276) 

21.6 
(137) 

13.4 
(280) 

21.9 
(139) 

88.9 
(3.5) 

152.4 
(6) 

368.3 
(14.5) 

12.9 
(269) 

21.1 
(134) 

13.2 
(276) 

21.7 
(138) 

13.4 
(280) 

21.9 
(139) 

101.6 
(4) 

152.4 
(6) 

355.6 
(14) 

12.9 
(269) 

21.2 
(135) 

13.2 
(276) 

21.7 
(138) 

13.4 
(280) 

22.0 
(140) 
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PCC Crushed   
Slab Stone  Avg. 

Thickness Subbase Stress Density 
mm 
(in.) 

Mm 
(in.) 

kPa 
(lbs/ft2) 

kg/m3 

(lbf/ft3) 
127 
(5) 

482.6 
(19) 

13.5 
(282) 

22.1 
(140) 

139.7 
(5.5) 

469.9 
(18.5) 

13.5 
(282) 

22.1 
(140) 

152.4 
(6) 

457.2 
(18) 

13.5 
(282) 

22.2 
(141) 

165.1 
(6.5) 

444.5 
(17.5) 

13.5 
(282) 

22.2 
(141) 

177.8 
(7) 

431.8 
(17) 

13.6 
(284) 

22.2 
(141) 

190.5 
(7.5) 

419.1 
(16.5) 

13.6 
(284) 

22.3 
(142) 

203.2 
(8) 

406.4 
(16) 

13.6 
(284) 

22.3 
(142) 

215.9 
(8.5) 

393.7 
(15.5) 

13.6 
(284) 

22.3 
(142) 
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CHAPTER 5 

EXTERNAL (GLOBAL) STABILITY EVALUATION OF GEOFOAM 
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INTRODUCTION 

Design for external (global) stability of the overall EPS-block geofoam embankment 

involves consideration of how the combined fill mass and overlying pavement system interact 

with the foundation soil. External stability consideration in the proposed design procedure 

includes consideration of Serviceability Limit State (SLS) issues, such as total and differential 

settlement caused by the soft foundation soil and Ultimate Limit State (ULS) issues, such as 

bearing capacity, slope stability, seismic stability, hydrostatic uplift (flotation), translation due to 

water (hydrostatic sliding), and translation due to wind (see Table 3.1). All of these external 

stability considerations are described in this chapter and illustrated in design examples in Chapter 

7. These external stability considerations together with other project-specific design inputs, such 

as right-of-way constraints, limiting impact on underlying and/or adjacent structures, and 

construction time, largely govern the overall cross-sectional geometry of the embankment as well 

as the relative amount of geofoam used within the embankment. Because EPS-block geofoam is 

typically a more expensive material than soil on a cost-per-unit-volume basis, it is desirable to 

optimize the design to minimize the volume of EPS used yet still satisfy design criteria 

concerning settlement and stability. Therefore, it is not necessary for the EPS blocks to extend the 

full height vertically from the top of the soil subgrade to the bottom of the pavement system.  

The overburden stress imposed by the pavement system and fill mass on the soft 

foundation soil may decrease the stability of some of the external failure mechanisms, e.g., 

settlement, bearing capacity, slope stability, and seismic stability, while increasing the stability of 

others, e.g., hydrostatic uplift, translation due to water, and translation due to wind. Therefore, 

overall design optimization of an embankment incorporating EPS-block geofoam requires 

iterative analyses to achieve a technically acceptable design at the lowest overall cost. In order to 

minimize iterative analyses, the design flowchart shown in Figure 3.3 was developed to obtain a 

technically optimal design using a trial and error process. The design procedure considers a 

pavement system with the minimum required thickness, a fill mass with a minimum thickness of 
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EPS-block geofoam, and the use of an EPS block with the lowest possible density. Therefore, the 

design procedure starts with the least expensive pavement/embankment system in the anticipation 

that a cost efficient design will be produced. 

Design for external stability begins with the selection of a cross-section geometry of the 

overall embankment in a plane perpendicular to the proposed road alignment. The type of cross-

section selected will dictate the type of cover that will be required, such as facing panels for a 

vertical embankment and usually soil cover for a trapezoidal embankment. The cover system will 

impose vertical stresses directly on the EPS blocks or on the foundation soil. These vertical 

stresses due to the weight of the cover system must be included in calculations for the various 

external stability failure mechanisms. Steps 1 through 3 of the design process involve (1) 

background investigation, (2) selection of preliminary pavement system, and (3) preliminary 

arrangement of the fill mass (see Figure 3.3) and are presented in Chapter 3. In this chapter, the 

external (global) stability failure mechanisms, Steps 4 through 10 of the design process in Figure 

3.3, are discussed.  

This chapter presents detailed background information on the external stability aspect of 

the EPS-Block geofoam design methodology. An abbreviated form of the external stability design 

procedure can be found in the provisional design guideline included in Appendix B. 

EMBANKMENT GEOMETRY 

The cross-sectional geometry in the direction transverse (perpendicular) to the road 

alignment is the critical geometry for performing external stability analysis because conventional 

settlement and two-dimensional limit equilibrium stability analyses utilize the transverse cross-

section. However, the longitudinal geometry of the embankment along the road alignment must 

also be considered for construction and settlement purposes as described subsequently. 

Cross-Sectional Geometry 

The designer must choose the type of embankment, e.g., trapezoidal (sloped-side fill) or 

vertical (vertical-face fill), that will be most feasible for the project. These types of embankments 
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are shown in Figure 3.4. Unlike other types of lightweight and soil fills, EPS is actually a solid 

material with internal strength. Therefore, each block is self-stable and collectively the blocks are 

also inherently self-stable to a certain extent even when the blocks are vertically stacked. 

Consequently, a benefit of EPS-block geofoam compared to other types of lightweight fills and 

traditional soil embankments is that a vertical embankment, also referred to as a geofoam wall 

(1), can be used. 

There are several benefits of using a geofoam wall over a traditional trapezoidal 

embankment. First, the volume of fill material, especially of EPS blocks, is minimized. This 

results in reduction of both material cost and construction time. Second, the footprint of the 

embankment is smaller and consequently the amount of right-of-way required is minimized. This 

can minimize cost as well as have positive environmental benefits. However, there are also some 

disadvantages of using a geofoam wall, which may offset the benefits mentioned above. These 

disadvantages include the need to cover the vertical faces of the exposed EPS blocks with a 

facing material that typically consists of a structural material. Types of facing materials available 

for geofoam walls are subsequently discussed in the “Embankment Cover” section of this chapter. 

The facing panel will place a concentrated vertical stress on the soft foundation soil and must be 

considered in overall stability and settlement analyses. Additionally, a portland cement concrete 

(PCC) slab on top of the EPS may be required in a vertical embankment for the function of 

providing anchorage for the facing panels or road hardware. 

If a trapezoidal embankment is used, a maximum overall slope angle of two horizontal to 

one vertical (2H:1V) should be used to accommodate the maintenance of vegetation typically 

placed for erosion control on the sloped sides of the embankment. Further discussion on the types 

of cover materials typically used to cover the EPS blocks in a trapezoidal embankment is 

provided subsequently in the “Embankment Cover” section of this chapter.  
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Longitudinal Geometry 

Two aspects of the geometry of the embankment in the longitudinal direction (parallel to 

the roadway) that need to be considered during design include orientation of the EPS blocks and 

the transition zone between the geofoam and non-geofoam sections of the roadway.  

The top surface of the assemblage of EPS blocks should always be parallel with the final 

pavement surface (2) to facilitate construction and performance. Thus, any desired change in 

elevation (grade) along the road alignment must be accommodated by sloping the foundation soil 

surface as necessary prior to placement of the first layer of EPS blocks. Additionally, the upper 

surface of the EPS blocks should always be horizontal when viewed in transverse cross-section so 

any crown desired in the final pavement surface should be achieved by varying the thickness of 

the pavement system (2). 

In the longitudinal cross-section, the transition zone between geofoam and soil should be 

gradual to minimize differential settlement. The EPS blocks could be stepped as shown in Figure 

5.1 to ease the transition.  However, the specific pattern should be determined on a project-

specific basis based on calculated differential settlements such as the criteria given in (3) which 

suggests that the calculated gradient within the transition zone should not exceed 1:200 (vertical: 

horizontal).  

Figure 5.1. Typical EPS block transition to a soil subgrade (1). 

EMBANKMENT COVER 

The EPS blocks should be permanently covered to protect against ultraviolet (UV) 

radiation. Although EPS does not suffer UV deterioration to the extent that many other 

geosynthetics do (the surface of the EPS will just yellow and become chalky after some weeks or 

months of exposure), it is still recommended that the surface of the EPS be covered as rapidly as 

possible after block placement. The type of covering system selected will depend on the type of 

embankment cross-sectional geometry that will be used. 
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Trapezoidal Embankments 

For a trapezoidal fill embankment, the covering system typically consists of a thin layer 

of soil placed directly over the stepped edges of the EPS blocks. Vegetation is incorporated on the 

surface of the soil layer for erosion control. The angle of a trapezoidal embankment is governed 

by the stability of the soil cover as well as by maintenance requirements. Typically, the steepest 

slope angle used is two horizontal to one vertical (2H:1V), or 26.6 degrees which is similar to the 

maximum of 25 degrees recommended in the recent PIARC guidelines (2). However, steeper 

slopes may be possible if geosynthetics such as geotextiles, geogrids, geocells, or erosion-control 

geosynthetics are utilized. 

The current Norwegian design standards (4) and the recent PIARC guidelines (2) require 

a minimum thickness of soil cover of 250 mm (10 in.). This minimum thickness has been in use 

for more than 25 years. However, a thicker soil cover of 500 to 1,000 mm (20 to 39 in.) has been 

incorporated in the current United Kingdom design guidelines (5). The recommended thicker soil 

cover amount may be based on the following three reasons: 

• The results from full-scale fire tests in Japan (6) show that 500 mm (20 in.) of 

soil cover is adequate to prevent the EPS blocks from melting even after a one-

hour fire consisting of burning kerosene on the sloped surface of the test 

embankment. However, these tests did not explore if less than 500 mm (20 in.) of 

soil would have also been satisfactory. 

• The desire to provide increased soil depth for surface vegetation roots. 

• The desire to provide greater protection to the EPS against unspecified hazards. 

Selection of the soil cover thickness is important because costs increase with increasing 

soil cover and the vertical stress imposed on the soft foundation soil increases. Based on the 

recommended thickness ranges from existing design standards and guidelines, it is recommended 

that the minimum thickness of the soil cover should be in the range of 300 to 500 mm (12 to 20 

in.). The soil cover on the sides of a trapezoidal embankment can be assumed to be 400 mm (16 
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in.) thick with a total (moist) unit weight of 18.8 kN/m³ (120 lbf/ft³) for preliminary design 

purposes.  

Vertical Embankments 

For vertical geofoam embankment walls, the exposed sides should be covered with a 

facing. The facing does not have to provide any structural capacity to retain the blocks because 

the blocks are self-stable so the primary function is to protect the blocks from environmental 

factors. The selection of the type of facing system to use is based on three general criteria: 

• facing must be self-supporting or physically attached to the EPS blocks, 

• architectural/aesthetic requirements, and 

• cost. 

The following materials have been successfully used for facing geofoam walls: 

• prefabricated metal (steel or aluminum) panels, 

• precast PCC panels, either full height or segmental (such as used in mechanically 

stabilized earth walls, MSEWs), 

• segmental retaining wall (SRW) blocks which are typically precast PCC, 

• shotcrete, and  

• geosynthetic vegetative mats. 

Other materials that might be suitable for facing geofoam walls include: 

• wood panels or planks, 

• the stucco-like finish used for exterior insulation finish systems (EIFS), and 

• EPS-compatible paint for temporary fills 

Regardless of the facing used, the resulting vertical stress on the foundation soil must be 

considered in the calculations for settlement and global stability. The weight of the facing 

elements needs to be obtained from a supplier or estimated because of the various types of 

vertical wall systems. 
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SETTLEMENT OF EMBANKMENT 

Introduction 

Settlement is the amount of vertical deformation that occurs from immediate or elastic 

settlement of the fill mass or foundation soil, consolidation and secondary compression of the 

foundation soil, and long-term creep of the fill mass at the top of a highway embankment. 

Settlement caused by lateral deformation of the foundation soil at the edges of an embankment is 

not considered because (7) presents inclinometer measurements that show the settlements from 

lateral deformation are generally small compared with the five previously mentioned settlement 

mechanisms if the factor of safety against external instability during construction remains greater 

than about 1.4. If the factor of safety remains greater than 1.4, settlement caused by lateral 

deformation is likely to be less than 10 percent of the end-of primary settlement (7). The 

proposed design procedure recommends a factor of safety against bearing capacity failure and 

slope instability greater than 1.5. Therefore, settlement resulting from lateral deformations is not 

considered herein. However, lateral creep deformations should be considered if the proposed 

embankment will be placed near structures such as underground utilities. A discussion on lateral 

creep deformations can be found in (7,8). 

Total settlement of an EPS-block geofoam embankment considered herein, Stotal, consists 

of five components as shown by Equation (5.1): 

Stotal = Sif + Si + Sp + Ss + Scf                                                                                          (5.1) 

where Sif  = immediate or elastic settlement of the fill mass, 

Si  = immediate or elastic settlement of the foundation soil, 

Sp  = end-of-primary (EOP) consolidation of the foundation soil, 

Ss  = secondary consolidation of the foundation soil, and 

Scf  = long-term vertical deformation (creep) of the fill mass. 

Immediate or elastic settlement of both the fill mass and foundation soil occur during 

construction and will not impact the condition of the final pavement system. Therefore, 
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immediate settlements are not typically included in the total settlement estimate and the 

settlement analysis presented herein focuses on primary and secondary consolidation of the 

foundation soil and creep of the fill mass. However, immediate settlement of the foundation soil 

should be considered if the embankment will be placed over existing utilities. Immediate 

settlement can be estimated by elastic theory and is discussed in (9). 

Differential settlements may occur in clays with a desiccated crust even if the clay 

thickness and induced stresses are the same below the embankment because of random variations 

in compressibility and preconsolidation pressure within the clay and the desiccated crust. A 

method for estimating settlement of clay deposits that have a desiccated crust can be found in 

(10). 

Settlement Due to End-of-Primary (EOP) Consolidation 

The EOP consolidation of the foundation soil is the amount of compression that occurs 

during the period of time required for the excess porewater pressure to dissipate for an increase in 

effective stress. Equation (5.2) can be used to estimate the EOP consolidation of the foundation 

soil which allows for overconsolidated and normally consolidated soil deposits (7): 

p c vfr
p o o

o vo o p

σ C σCS L log L log
1 e σ 1 e σ

′ ′
= +

′ ′+ +
                                                                       (5.2) 

where Sp = settlement resulting from one-dimensional EOP consolidation, 

 Cr = recompression index, 

 σ′p = preconsolidation pressure, 

 σ′vo = in situ effective vertical stress, effective overburden pressure, 

 eo = in situ void ratio under effective overburden pressure σ′vo, 

 Cc = compression index, 

 Lo = preconstruction thickness of the compressible layer with void ratio eo, 

 σ′vf = final effective vertical stress = σ′vo  + ∆ σ′Z , and 

 ∆σ′Z = change in effective vertical stress. 
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Soils that have not been subjected to effective vertical stresses higher than the present effective 

overburden pressure are considered normally consolidated and have a value of σ'p/σ'vo of unity. 

For normally consolidated foundation soil, Equation (5.2) can be simplified  

             
c vf

p o
o p

C σS L log
1 e σ

′
=

′+                                                                                                     (5.3) 

If the estimated settlement of the proposed EPS block embankment exceeds the allowable 

settlement, one expedient soft ground treatment method that can be utilized is to partially 

overexcavate the existing soft foundation soil and to place EPS blocks in the overexcavation. This 

treatment method decreases settlement by decreasing the final effective vertical stress. Note that 

Lo to be used in Equation (5.3) is the preconstruction thickness. If an overexcavation procedure is 

performed, Lo will be the thickness of the soft foundation soil prior to the overexcavation 

procedure. If the foundation soil is overconsolidated, i.e., σ′p /σ′v > 1, but the proposed final 

effective vertical stress  will be less than or equal to the preconsolidation pressure, i.e.,  σ′vf  ≤ σ′p, 

Equation (5.2) can be simplified to 

 
vfr

p o
o vo

σCS L log
1+e σ

′
=

′                                                                                                       (5.4) 

Values of Cr, Cc, and σ'p are determined from the results of laboratory consolidation tests as 

described in (11). However, empirical correlations can be used to obtain preliminary estimates of 

the input parameters for an EOP consolidation settlement analysis. Empirical correlations 

between Cc and in situ water content are provided in (7,9,11). Two widely used equations for 

estimating Cc  are: 

c oC 1.15(e 0.35)= −                                                                                                        (5.5) 

cC 0.009(LL-10)=                                                                                                          (5.6) 

where LL = liquid limit of the soil. 
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Equation (5.5) (12) is applicable to all clays and Equation (5.6) (13) is applicable to clays of low-

to-medium sensitivity (sensitivity less than 4) (11). Most values of Cr/Cc are in the range of 0.02 

to 0.2 with the lower values corresponding to highly structured and bonded soft clay and silt 

deposits and the higher values corresponding to micaceous silts and fissured stiff clays and shales 

(7). A widely used approximation Cr/Cc is 0.1. Therefore, Cr can be estimated by multiplying the 

value of Cc  by 0.1. 

Settlement Due to Secondary Consolidation 

Secondary consolidation of the foundation soil is the amount of compression that occurs 

after the dissipation of the excess porewater pressure induced by an increase in effective stress 

occurs and thus secondary consolidation occurs under the final effective vertical stress σ'vf. 

Equation (5.7) can be used to estimate the secondary consolidation of the foundation soil (7). 

c c
s o

o p

[C / C ] C tS L log
1 e t

α ×
=

+
                                                                                           (5.7) 

where Ss = settlement resulting from one-dimensional secondary compression, 

 Cα = secondary compression index, 

 eo = in situ void ratio under effective overburden pressure, σvo, 

 Lo = preconstruction thickness of the compressible layer with void ratio eo, 

 t = time, and 

 tp = duration of primary consolidation. 

Cα is determined from the results of laboratory consolidation tests. However, for 

preliminary settlement analyses, empirical values of  Cα/Cc , such as those provided in Table 5.1,  

can be used to estimate Cα. The validity of the Cα/Cc concept has been verified using field case 

histories (14,15). 

Table 5.1  Values of Cα/Cc for Soils (7). 
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Field values of tp  for layers of soil that do not contain permeable layers and peats can 

range from several months to many years. However, for the typical useful life of a structure, the 

value of the t/ tp rarely exceeds 100 and is often less than 10 (7). 

The determination of secondary settlement is important in high water content materials, 

such as peats, for the following three reasons (16): (1) peat materials exist at high natural water 

contents and void ratios; (2) peat materials have high Cα/Cc values; and (3) the duration of EOP 

consolidation for peat or other highly organic materials is very short because peat materials have 

a high initial permeability. The application of the Cα/Cc  concept for high-water content material 

with and without surcharging can be found in (16). The Cα/Cc concept can also be used to predict 

the behavior of postsurcharge secondary settlement (14).   

Settlement Due to Long-Term Vertical Deformation (Creep) of the Fill Mass 

The creep behavior of EPS-block geofoam is discussed in Chapter 2 and as indicated, 

current creep models do not provide reliable estimates of the time-dependent total vertical strains. 

Further research is required to either refine current creep models or develop a new model. The 

current state of practice for considering creep strains in the design of EPS block embankments 

and bridge approaches is to base the design on laboratory creep tests on small specimens trimmed 

from an EPS block that will be used in construction or to base the design on published 

observations of the creep behavior of EPS, such as: 

• If the applied stress produces an immediate strain of 0.5 percent or less, the creep 

strains, εc, will be negligible even when projected for 50 years or more. The 

stress level at 0.5 percent strain corresponds to approximately 25 percent of the 

compressive strength defined at a compressive normal strain of 1 percent or 33 

percent of the yield stress.  

• If the applied stress produces an immediate strain between 0.5 percent and 1 

percent, the geofoam creep strains will be tolerable (less than 1 percent) in 
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lightweight fill applications even when projected for 50 years or more. The stress 

level at 1 percent strain corresponds to approximately 50 percent of the 

compressive strength or 67 percent of the yield stress. 

• If the applied stress produces an immediate strain greater than 1 percent, creep 

strains can rapidly increase and become excessive for lightweight fill geofoam 

applications. The stress level for significant creep strain corresponds to the yield 

stress which is approximately 75 percent of the compressive strength. 

In summary, the compressive stress at a vertical strain of 1 percent, i.e., the elastic-limit 

stress, appears to correspond to a threshold stress level for the development of significant creep 

effects. As a result, the field applied stresses should not exceed the elastic limit stress until more 

reliable creep models are developed (1). Based on these observations, it is concluded that creep 

strains within the EPS mass under sustained loads are expected to be within acceptable limits (0.5 

percent to 1 percent strain over 50 years) if the applied stress is such that it produces an 

immediate strain between 0.5 percent and 1 percent (1).  The load bearing design recommended 

as part of internal stability in Chapter 6 is based on selecting an EPS block that will provide an 

immediate or elastic vertical strain of less than 1 percent. Therefore, the contribution of 

settlement due to geofoam creep is neglected in Equation (5.1) and Equation (5.1) reduces to the 

following for design purposes because Sif, Si, and Scf  are likely to be negligible: 

total p sS S S= +                                                                                                                  (5.8) 

The initial (immediate) or elastic vertical strain of the EPS-block geofoam can be 

estimated from Equation (5.9) to determine if the vertical strain is between 0.5 percent and 1 

percent which will result in negligible creep effects: 

o
ti

σε =
E

                                                                                                                           (5.9) 

where εo = immediate or elastic vertical strain of the geofoam in decimal format, 

 σ  = applied stress over the EPS, and 
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 Eti = initial tangent Young’s modulus of the EPS. 

Values of Eti can be estimated from Table 4.1 that presents values of Eti for different 

geofoam densities. This procedure only considers the long-term deformation of the EPS-block 

geofoam. If conventional soil fill is placed between the foundation soil and the EPS-blocks, both 

primary and secondary settlement of the soil fill needs to be estimated to obtain the total 

settlement of the fill mass. 

Allowable Settlement 

Tolerable settlements for highway embankments are not well established in practice nor 

is information concerning tolerable settlements readily available in the geotechnical literature. 

Postconstruction settlements of 0.3 to 0.6 m (1 to 2 ft) during the economic life of a roadway are 

generally considered tolerable provided the settlements are uniform, occur slowly over a period of 

time, and do not occur next to a pile-supported structure (17). If postconstruction settlement 

occurs over a long period of time, any pavement distress caused by settlement can be repaired 

when the pavement is resurfaced. Although rigid pavements have performed well after 0.3 to 0.6 

m (1 to 2 ft) of uniform settlement, flexible pavements are usually selected where doubt exists 

about the uniformity of postconstruction settlements and some states utilize a flexible pavement 

when predicted settlements exceed 150 mm (6 in.) (17).  

Tolerable settlements of bridge approach embankments depend on the type of structure, 

location, foundation conditions, operational criteria, etc. (8). The following references are 

recommended for information on tolerable abutment movements: (18-21).  

The transition zone between geofoam and embankment soil should be gradual to 

minimize differential settlement. The EPS blocks should be stepped as shown in Figure 5.1 as the 

embankment transitions from a soft foundation soil that requires geofoam to a stronger 

foundation soil that can support the soil embankment. However, a minimum of two layers of 

blocks is recommended to minimize the potential of the blocks to shift under traffic loads. The 
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only exception to this is the final step of the geofoam embankment, which can consist of one 

block as shown in Figure 5.1. The specific layout of the EPS blocks should be determined on a 

project-specific basis based on calculated differential settlements such as the criteria given in (3) 

which suggests that the calculated settlement gradient within the transition zone should not 

exceed 1:200 (vertical: horizontal). An allowable differential settlement of less than 10 cm (4 in.) 

is recommended by (22) to minimize the potential for detrimental shifting of the EPS blocks. 

However, the distance over which this recommended differential settlement value is based on is 

not provided. 

Stress Distribution for Total Settlement Calculations 

 Based on Equation (5.8), the main contributors to embankment settlement are EOP 

consolidation and secondary consolidation of the foundation soil. Of these two mechanisms, the 

largest component of total settlement is EOP consolidation which occurs from an increase in 

effective vertical stress on the foundation soil. Therefore, reliable estimates of EOP consolidation 

settlement require knowledge of the stress distribution within the embankment and foundation 

soil. Although solutions for the determination of vertical stresses under embankments have been 

developed (23), these solutions were developed for conventional earth fill embankments and are 

based on the assumption that the embankment consists of one type of fill with a single unit 

weight. However, an EPS-block geofoam embankment typically consists of EPS-block geofoam, 

soil or a facing over the sides of the EPS blocks, and the pavement system above the EPS blocks 

(see Figure 3.6). Additionally, some amount of soil fill may also be used between the foundation 

soil and the bottom of the EPS blocks for overall economy and/or leveling purposes. Thus, an 

EPS-block geofoam embankment will consist of more than one type of material with varying unit 

weights.  

The soil cover on the sides of a slope-side embankment can be assumed to be 400 mm 

(16 in.) thick with a total (moist) unit weight of 18.8 kN/m³ (120 lbf/ft³). This is equivalent to a 

surcharge of 7.7 kPa (160 lbs/ft2). No guidance on the weight of the facing elements of a vertical-
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side embankment (geofoam wall) is provided because of the various types of facing systems so 

this weight must be estimated or provided by the supplier. The effect of vehicle loads on the road 

surface is generally negligible compared to the dead load of the pavement system and thus can 

typically be ignored in global settlement calculations. However, traffic loads are occasionally 

considered for embankments of low height that will experience a large volume of traffic (22). 

The critical locations along the embankment cross section for calculating total 

settlements are at the center and edge.  These two locations will typically yield the greatest and 

least settlement magnitudes, respectively, and consequently yield the greatest differential 

settlement. Computation of stresses induced by the overall embankment on the foundation soil 

can be facilitated by dividing the embankment into three zones as shown in Figure 5.2.  

  To calculate the increase in stress at the center and edge of the embankment, a new stress 

distribution procedure was developed herein to allow for a non-homogenous embankment.  The 

next section presents the derivation or the stress distribution method for the center of the 

embankment and the following section describes the stress distribution method for the edge of the 

embankment.  These solutions are based on the assumptions that the embankment is flexible and 

in full contact with the foundation soil. 

Figure 5.2.  Zones of EPS embankment for stress distribution analyses. 

Stress Distribution at Center of Embankment 

  To estimate the increase in vertical stress at the centerline of the geofoam embankment 

the effect of the stresses applied by zones I, II, and III in Figure 5.2 must be evaluated at the 

embankment centerline.  The law of superposition allows the increase in vertical stresses for zone 

II to be considered and then multiplied by 2 to estimate the increase in vertical stress caused by 

zones II and III.  The increase in vertical stress caused by zone I is added to the vertical stress 

increases caused by zones II and III to obtain the increase in vertical stress caused by the entire 

embankment.  The increase in vertical stress caused by zone I is estimated by: 
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  ( )
I

I
Z

qσ      sin       where  is in radians,  α α α
π

∆ = +                                                   (5.10) 

  b  2 * arctan       where  is calculated in radians,  
Z

α α =  
 

                                         (5.11) 

and the variables are defined in Figure 5.3.  The surcharge from the center of embankment, qI, is 

estimated by the following expression: 

  I fill pavementq  q   q= +                                                                                             (5.12) 

where   fill EPS EPSq   * T ,γ=                                                                                                        (5.13) 

            pavement pavement pavementq   * T ,γ=                                                                                       (5.14) 

  Tpavement = thickness of the pavement system in m, 

  TEPS = maximum thickness of EPS block geofoam in embankment in m (see Figure 5.5), 

  γEPS = unit weight of the EPS block geofoam in kN/m3, and 

  γpavement = unit weight of the pavement system in kN/m3. 

If other materials are included in the embankment besides EPS, they can be included in the 

estimate of qI by multiplying the unit weight by the thickness of the material. 

Figure 5.3.  Geometry and variables for the surcharge induced by Zone I at the    

                     embankment center. 

  The increase in vertical stress caused by zones II or III, i.e., the triangular loads of the 

side of the embankment in Figure 5.2, is estimated by: 

  

 

 

 

 
a b   arctan   -     where  and  is calculated in radians,                            

Z
α δ δ α+ =  

 
(5.17)

b  arctan      where  is calculated in radians,                                                  
Z

δ δ =  
 

(5.16)

II

II
Z

q xσ   sin 2       where ,  are in radians,                                    
2 0.5*a

α δ α δ
π

 ∆ = −  
(5.15)
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and the other variables are defined in Figure 5.4.  The surcharge induced at the center of the 

embankment from the triangular loaded areas, i.e., zones II and III, is estimated below for zone II 

because the law of superposition and the symmetry of the embankment allows consideration of 

only one side of the embankment: 

  qII = qfill + qcover                                                             (5.18) 

where 

  qfill  is given by Equation (5.13),    

  cover
cover cover

Tq   = γ  * 
cosθ

 (see Figure 5.5),                                                         (5.19) 

  γcover  = unit weight of cover soil in kN/m3,  

  Tcover = thickness of soil cover over the geofoam in m, and 

             θ= angle embankment slope makes with the horizontal in degrees. 

Figure 5.4.  Geometry and variables for the surcharge induced by Zone II at the  

                     embankment center.  

Figure 5.5.  Components of surcharges that are applied to the foundation soil. 

  For example, if a 0.6 m (2 ft) thick soil cover with a unit weight of 18.8 kN/m3 (120 

lbf/ft³) is used on the sides of an embankment with a slope of 4H: 1V (θ = 14 degrees), the 

vertical thickness of the soil cover is given by TCover/cosθ which is 0.62 m (2 ft) and the value of 

qcover is 11.7 kPa (244 lbs/ft³).  If other materials are included in zones II and III besides EPS, 

these materials can be included in the estimates of qII by multiplying the unit weight by the 

thickness of the material. 

  Therefore, the total increase in vertical stress at the center of a trapezoidal embankment is 

estimated as follows: 

 

 
( )@center I IIZ Z Zσ   σ   2 * σ                                                                                  ∆ = ∆ + ∆ (5.20)
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where 
IIZσ∆ is multiplied by 2 to account for the vertical stress increase caused by zone III. The 

total increase in vertical stress at the center of a vertical embankment is only due to the vertical 

stress increase applied by zone I, i.e., no contributions from zones II and III because of the 

vertical sides of the embankment, and is estimated as follows: 

 
@center IZ Z                                                                                                             σ σ∆ = ∆ (5.21)  

  The thickness of the soil cover, Tcover, is defined herein as the thickness measured from 

the outer edge of the EPS blocks as shown in Figure 5.5 (b). The weight of the soil wedges 

between the inner and outer edges of the EPS blocks will add an additional surcharge to the 

surcharge value determined using Equation (5.19). An effective thickness of the soil cover, T′cover, 

can be determined and used instead of Tcover in Equation (5.19). The surcharge induced by the soil 

wedge will depend on the block thickness and the slope of the embankment. Additionally, note 

that the soil wedges only occupy half the cross-sectional area of the embankment between the 

outer and inner EPS block edges. Therefore, the additional thickness of soil cover that will 

impose a surcharge is approximately ½ of the thickness formed between the outer and inner EPS 

block edges. Therefore, 1
2cover cover block edgesT  T ( *  T )′ = + . For embankment slopes ranging from 

2H:1V to 4H:1V and for a block thickness of 760 mm (30 in.), the additional thickness to be 

added to Tcover to obtain T′cover will range between 340 mm (13 in.) to 370 mm (15 in.). 

Stress Distribution at Edge of Embankment 

The increase in vertical stress at the edge of the embankment is complex because the 

embankment is not symmetric for stress distribution purposes. Therefore, the increase in vertical 

stress for zones I, II, and III in Figure 5.2 must be considered separately. The vertical stress 

increase at the edge of the embankment caused by zone II can be estimated by Figure 5.6 and 

Equations (5.22) and (5.23) provide the solution for determining the increase in vertical stress,  

IIZ∆σ , at the edge of the embankment from a vertical loading increasing linearly. 
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            ( )
II

II
Z

q∆σ sin 2
2π

δ=   where δ is in radians,                                                                   (5.22) 

aarctan
Z

δ  =  
 

       where δ is calculated in radians,                                                    (5.23) 

and the variables are defined in Figure 5.6. The surcharge, qII, is estimated as shown in Equation 

(5.18). 

Figure 5.6.  Geometry and variables for the surcharge induced by Zone II at the edge of the  

                     embankment.  

Figure 5.7 illustrates the solution for determining the increase in vertical stress, 
IIIZ∆σ , at 

the edge of the embankment by zone III, which is located at the opposite end of the embankment. 

            
III

III
Z

q xσ sin 2
2π 0.5 a

α δ ∆ = − ∗ 
     where α, δ are in radians,                                       (5.24) 

            a 2barctan
Z

δ + =  
 

  where δ is calculated in radians,                                                 (5.25) 

            2a 2barctan
Z

α δ+ = − 
 

     where δ and α is calculated in radians,                            (5.26) 

and the variables are defined in Figure 5.7. The value of surcharge induced by zone III, qIII , is 

equal to qII and can be estimated as shown in Equation (5.18).  

Figure 5.7.  Geometry and variables for the surcharge induced by Zone III at the edge of  

                     the embankment.  

Figure 5.8 illustrates the solution for determining the increase in vertical stress, 
IZ∆σ , at 

the edge of the embankment caused by zone I or the center of the embankment.  The value of 

surcharge induced by zone I, qI , is estimated as shown in Equation (5.12). 

( )
I

I
Z

q sin cos 2
π

 ∆σ = α + α α + δ       where α, δ are in radians,                                              (5.27) 

aarctan
Z

δ  =  
 

                                   where δ is calculated in radians,                                    (5.28) 
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a 2barctan
Z

α δ+ = − 
 

                  where δ and α is calculated in radians,                          (5.29) 

and the variables are defined in Figure 5.8. Therefore, the total increase in stress at the edge of a 

trapezoidal embankment is estimated as follows: 

I II IIIZ@edge Z Z Z∆σ =∆σ +∆σ +∆σ .                                                                                     (5.30) 

 The total increase in vertical stress at the edge of a vertical embankment is 

estimated as follows:  

             
IZ@edge Z∆σ =∆σ                                                                                                              (5.31) 

Note comparing Figures 5.8 and 5.9,  the angle δ depicted in Figure 5.8 is set equal to zero in 

Figure 5.9 because of the vertical sides of the embankment. 

Figure 5.8.  Geometry and variables for the surcharge induced by Zone I at the edge of a  

          trapezoidal embankment. 

Figure 5.9.  Geometry and variables for the surcharge induced by Zone I at the edge of a  

                vertical embankment.  

If stresses from traffic loads are to be considered, the procedure for stress distribution  

through the fill mass described in the load bearing section of Chapter 6 can be used. 

Steps in EOP Consolidation Settlement Calculation 

 The steps that can be used to estimate the EOP consolidation settlement are summarized 

below: 

1. Divide soft soil stratum into sublayers using at least two sublayers depending on 

the thickness of the soft layer. For example, a 3 m (10 ft) thick soft layer could be 

subdivided into three 1 m (3.3 ft) thick sublayers. 

2. Determine geostatic effective vertical stress at the mid-height of each sublayer. 

For a normally consolidated clay, this effective vertical stress, σ′vo  equals the 

preconsolidation pressure, σ′p. .  
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3. Determine the final effective vertical stress, σ′vf , at the mid-height of each 

sublayer, which includes the change in effective vertical stress, ∆ σ′Z. Equations 

(5.20) and (5.30) provide ∆ σ′Z at the center and edge of the embankment, 

respectively.  

                           σ′vf  = σ′vo  +∆ σ′Z                                                                                            (5.32) 

4. Calculate the EOP consolidation settlement of each sublayer using Equation 

(5.2), (5.3), or (5.4). 

5. Determine total EOP consolidation settlement of the soft soil stratum by 

summing the EOP consolidation settlement of each sublayer.                 

             
n

p pi                              
1

S S
i−

= ∑                                                                                    (5.33)  

6. Determine total settlement by adding Ss to the value of Sp from Equation (5.33). 

Remedial Procedures for Excessive Total Settlements 

If the estimated total settlement of the proposed embankment is excessive, the 

geotechnical engineer can consider reducing the load of the embankment by replacing any soil fill 

that is being proposed between the EPS blocks and foundation soil or a portion of the foundation 

soil materials with EPS-block geofoam. The replacement height or excavation depth is based on 

the required decrease in effective vertical stress or incremental stress that will yield tolerable 

settlements. If removal of soil fill or foundation soil and replacement with EPS blocks is not 

suitable, a ground improvement technique can be performed in conjunction with the use of EPS-

block geofoam. An overview of ground improvement methods is presented in Chapter 1.  

As indicated above, in order to limit the magnitude of postconstruction settlement, it may 

be beneficial to partially excavate a portion of the soft foundation soil and replace the excavated 

material with EPS-block geofoam to limit the final effective vertical stress, σ′vf, to a tolerable 

level. This removal and replacement procedure is actually a combination of the following initial 
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two categories of soft ground treatment methods indicated in Table 1.1: reducing the load by 

using EPS-block geofoam and replacing the problem materials by more competent materials. 

If the foundation soil is partially excavated, the excavation will typically need to be 

widened from the toe of the embankment so that the excavation side slopes remain stable during 

construction. Typically, the overexcavation should be widened a minimum of 1H:1V as measured 

from the bottom of the excavation to the toe of the embankment (8).  

Several key issues should be considered with a partial excavation procedure. First, 

temporary dewatering and/or adequate overburden may be required above the EPS blocks during 

construction to minimize the potential for hydrostatic uplift of the EPS blocks due to a relatively 

high groundwater level or accumulation of surface runoff within the excavation. Second, partial 

excavation of the foundation soil may not be desirable if a dessicated layer of soil is present at the 

surface of the foundation soil because the dessicated layer may contribute to the bearing capacity 

of the foundation soil and may decrease the magnitude of settlement of the embankment. (8).  

EXTERNAL BEARING CAPACITY OF EMBANKMENT 

Introduction 

  This section presents an evaluation of bearing capacity as a potential external failure 

mode of an EPS-block geofoam embankment.  Bearing capacity failure occurs if the applied 

stress exceeds the bearing capacity of the foundation soil which is related to the shear resistance 

of the soil. Failure is only considered through the foundation soil in this chapter because Chapter 

6 addresses internal stability or load bearing failure through the geofoam embankment.  If an 

external bearing capacity failure occurs, the embankment can undergo excessive vertical 

settlement and impact adjacent property.   

  The general expression for the ultimate bearing capacity of soil, qult, is defined by (24) as: 

  

ult c f q W γq =cN +γD N +γB N           (5.34) 
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where: 

c = Mohr-Coulomb shear strength parameter termed cohesion, kN/m2, 

Nc, Nγ, Nq = Terzaghi shearing resistance bearing capacity factors, 

γ = unit weight of soil, kN/m3, 

BW = bottom width of embankment, m, and 

Df = depth of embedment, m. 

  It is anticipated that most, if not all, EPS-block geofoam embankments will be founded 

on soft, saturated cohesive soils, because traditional fill material cannot be used in this situation 

without pre-treatment.  Narrowing the type of foundation soil to soft, saturated cohesive soils 

allows Equation (5.34) to be simplified.  The Mohr-Coulomb parameter termed undrained angle 

of internal friction, φ, is equal to zero, and the cohesion, c, equals the undrained shear strength, su, 

for a soft, saturated cohesive soil tested under undrained triaxial compression conditions. The 

undrained shear strength, su, of the cohesive soil is defined herein as the average su between the 

bottom of the embankment and a depth below the bottom of the embankment equal to the bottom 

width of the embankment, BW. This procedure is valid if su is fairly uniform with depth. Because 

φ equals zero, Nγ = 0,  Nq = 1, and Equation (5.34) reduces to: 

ult f u cq =γD +s N                        (5.35) 

The EPS embankment is usually placed on the ground surface, which means that Df (depth of 

embedment) equals zero and thus Equation (5.35) simplifies to: 

ult u cq = s N             (5.36) 

The following expression for Nc was developed in (25): 

W f
c

W

B DN =5 (1+0.2 )(1+0.2 )
L B

          (5.37) 

where: 

  L = length of the embankment, m, and 
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because Df equals zero, Equation (5.37) simplifies to: 

W
c

BN =5 (1+0.2 )
L

           (5.38) 

  For design purposes, an EPS-block geofoam embankment is assumed to be modeled as a 

continuous footing; and thus, the length of the embankment can be assumed to be significantly 

larger than the width such that the term BW/L in Equation (5.38) approaches zero.  Upon 

including the BW/L simplification in Equation (5.38), Nc reduces to 5.   

  Typical shallow foundation design requires a factor of safety, FS, of 3 against external 

bearing capacity failure (26), and the same factor of safety is used herein for EPS-block geofoam 

embankment design.  By applying a FS of 3, the allowable soil pressure, qa, is: 

         u
a

s *5q =
3

                        (5.39) 

where: 

su = 0.5 *qu 

qu = undrained unconfined compressive strength, kPa.  

By transposing Equation (5.39), the following expression is obtained: 

n@0m
u

3 σ
s

5
∗

=            (5.40)  

where: 

σn@0m = normal stress applied by the embankment at the ground surface or at a depth of 0  

             metres, kPa  

         = σn, pavement@0m + σn, traffic@0m + σn,geofoam@0m ,                                                       (5.41) 

σn, pavement@0m = normal stress applied by pavement system at the ground surface, kPa, 

σn, traffic@0m = normal stress applied by traffic surcharge at the ground surface, kPa, 

σn,geofoam@0m = normal stress applied by weight of EPS geofoam at the ground 

                        surface, kPa 
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       = γEPS * TEPS ,                                                                                                                                       (5.42) 

            γEPS = unit weight of the EPS-block geofoam, kN/m³, and 

             TEPS = thickness or total height of the EPS-block geofoam, m. 

Stress Distribution Theory 

The following sections detail how the values comprising σn@0m are estimated for the 

design process.  To evaluate the factor of safety against an external bearing capacity failure 

through the underlying soft, saturated cohesive soil, the normal stress applied by the pavement 

system, traffic, and embankment must be evaluated at the ground surface and not at the top of the 

embankment.  This requires stress distribution theory to be used to transfer the pavement and 

traffic stresses from the top of the embankment to the bottom of the embankment.  This stress 

distribution differs from the stress distribution analysis presented for EOP consolidation 

settlement analyses because this stress distribution analysis is estimating the amount of stress 

dissipated by the geofoam to determine the increase in vertical stress at the top of the foundation 

due to the overlying embankment. The stress distribution for the EOP consolidation settlement 

analyses is used to evaluate the increase in stress in the foundation soil due to the overlying 

embankment assuming that the embankment loads are placed directly on the surface of the 

foundation soil and not at the top of the embankment. This is a conservative approach because it 

results in greater increases in vertical stress in the foundation soil and thus greater EOP 

consolidation settlements. 

The transfer of the pavement and traffic stresses from the top of the embankment to the 

top of the foundation soil is accomplished using the 2V:1H stress distribution method (11) as 

follows: 

n, pavement n, traffic W
n, pavement@0m n, traffic@0m

W EPS

( + ) T
+ =

(T +T )
σ σ ∗

σ σ       (5.43) 

where: 
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σn, pavement = normal stress applied by pavement at top of embankment, kPa, 

σn, traffic = normal stress applied by traffic surcharge at top of embankment, kPa, and 

TW = top width of embankment, m. 

The 2V:1H stress distribution method was used because full-scale instrumented geofoam 

embankments in Norway (27,28), which were analyzed during this study, show that the stresses at 

the base of the embankment correspond to a stress distribution pattern of approximately 2V:1H. 

Further discussion on the full-scale tests can be found in Chapter 2.  

Boussinesq (29) stress distribution theory for an embankment-type loading is used herein 

to transfer the stress applied by the geofoam to the top of the foundation soil. The Boussinesq 

analysis reveals that the normal stress at the ground surface (0 m) due to the weight of the 

geofoam embankment, σn,EPS@0m, has a maximum value of ½ (γEPS * TEPS).  This solution for 

embankment-type loading is presented in (11). Incorporating σn,EPS@0m and Equation (5.43) into 

Equation (5.41) yields the following: 

( )
( )

( )n,pavement n,traffic W EPS EPS
n@0m

W EPS

T T
T T 2

σ + σ ∗ γ ∗
σ = +

+
                                                     (5.44) 

Incorporating Equation (5.44) into Equation (5.38), the undrained shear strength required 

to satisfy a factor of safety of 3 for a particular embankment height is as follows: 

n,pavement n,traffic W EPS EPS
u

W EPS

( + ) T (γ T )3s = +
5 (T +T ) 2

 σ σ ∗  ∗ ∗   
   

                            (5.45) 

Pavement systems range in thickness from 610 – 1,500 mm (24 – 59 in.), with 1,000 mm 

(39 in.) being a typical thickness.  The various component layers of the pavement system can be 

assumed to have a total unit weight of 20 kN/m³ (130 lbf/ft³).  Therefore, the stress induced by the 

pavement system, σn, pavement, can range from 12 kPa (250 lbs/ft²) to 30 kPa (626 lbs/ft²), with 20 

kPa (418 lbs/ft²) being typical. However, a more conservative estimate of 21.5 kPa (450 lbs/ft²) 
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was used in the development of the external bearing capacity design chart presented 

subsequently.   

In accordance with (30), 0.67 m (2 ft) of a 18.9 kN/m3 (120 lbf/ft³) surcharge material is 

used to model the design traffic stress, σn,traffic, of 11.5 kPa (240 lbs/ft²) at the top of the 

embankment. As indicated in Chapter 3, γEPS  can be assumed to be 1 kN/m3 (6.37 lbf/ft3) to 

conservatively allow for potential long-term water absorption.  

Substituting the design values of σn,pavement , and σn,traffic, and γEPS into Equation (5.45) 

yields the following expression for the undrained shear stress required to satisfy a factor of safety 

of 3 for a particular embankment height: 

( )
( )

( )3
EPSW

u
W EPS

1 kN/m T21.5 kPa 11.5 kPa T3s
5 T T 2

  + ∗ = ∗ +  +    
                                        (5.46) 

which simplifies to: 

W
u EPS

W EPS

99 Ts = +0.3 T
5 (T +T )

                     (5.47) 

Based on Equation (5.47) and various values of TEPS, Figure 5.10 presents the minimum 

thickness of geofoam required for values of foundation soil undrained shear strength.  The results 

show that if the foundation soil exhibits a value of su greater than or equal to 19.9 kPa (415 

lbs/ft²), external bearing capacity will not control the external stability of the EPS embankment. 

However, if the value of su is less than 19.9 kPa (415 lbs/ft²), the allowable thickness of the EPS-

block geofoam can be estimated from Figure 5.10 to prevent bearing capacity failure.   

Figure 5.10 also shows that as the number of lanes supported by the EPS embankment 

increases, the required height of EPS-block geofoam increases for a given undrained shear 

strength. The pavement widths used in the parametric study correspond to a 2-lane roadway (11 

m or 36 ft) that consists of 2 lanes and with 2-shoulders that are 1.8 m (6 ft) wide, a 4-lane 

roadway (23 m or 76 ft) consists of 2-exterior shoulders that are 3 m (10 ft) wide and 2-interior 
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shoulders that are 1.2 m (4 ft) wide, and a 6-lane roadway (34 m or 112 ft) consists of 4- 

shoulders that are 3 m (10 ft) wide.  Each lane is assumed to be 3.66 m (12 ft) wide.   

  The use of EPS blocks as lightweight fill benefits the external bearing capacity of an 

EPS-block geofoam embankment underlain by soft clay or other low-strength soils in two ways.  

First, the EPS-blocks induce a much smaller stress on the weak foundation than a traditional soil 

fill.  Second, the height of the EPS-block embankment decreases the normal stress applied to the 

top of the foundation soil, because it distributes the pavement and traffic stresses over its height 

via stress distribution.  As a result, the larger the thickness of EPS or higher the embankment, the 

lower the applied pavement and traffic surcharge stresses at the base of the embankment.  

Likewise, the larger the stresses at the base of the embankment or the lower the undrained shear 

strength, the thicker the EPS or higher the embankment must be to maintain a FS of 3.  For 

example, at a su value less than 19.9 kPa (415 lbs/ft²) the thickness of EPS or height of the 

embankment must be greater than zero to distribute the applied stress to maintain a factor of 

safety of 3.  As the value of su decreases the minimum thickness of EPS or embankment height 

required increases to distribute the applied stresses to a low enough level that satisfies a factor of 

safety of 3.  

  Figure 5.10 also illustrates that the benefit of using an EPS-block geofoam embankment 

decreases with increasing road width, TW. An increased road width results in the pavement 

system and the traffic stress of 21.5 kPa (450 lbs/ft²) and 11.5 kPa (240 lbs/ft²), respectively, 

being applied over a larger width or area at the top of the embankment.  This larger area reduces 

the amount of stress that is dissipated via the 2V:1H stress distribution theory because the value 

of TW increases relative to TEPS in Equation (5.43).  As TW increases, the impact of TEPS on the 

normal stress at the base of the embankment is reduced because the TW term in the numerator and 

denominator override the value of TEPS.  Despite reducing the stress-distribution effect of the EPS 

embankment with increasing road width, the EPS-block still provides a better alternative to soil 
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materials that have higher unit weights because the reduction of stress-distribution effects with 

increasing road width will also occur in these materials. 

Figure 5.10  Design chart for obtaining the minimum thickness or height of geofoam, TEPS,  

                     for a factor of safety of 3 against external bearing capacity failure of a geofoam  

                     embankment. 

Interpretation of External Bearing Capacity Design Chart 

  As can be observed from Figure 5.10, the critical external bearing capacity scenario 

involves a 6-lane embankment (34 m or 112 ft).  For the 6-lane embankment, the lowest value of 

su that can accommodate this embankment is approximately 18.3 kPa (382 lbs/ft²) for a minimum 

height of EPS foam equal to 12.2 m (40 ft).  This means that for a 6-lane embankment and an su 

value of 18.3 kPa (382 lbs/ft²), the required TEPS will be 12.2 m (40 ft).  Conversely, if the height 

of the EPS embankment desired is 4.6 m (15 ft), an su of 18.9 kPa (394 lbs/ft²) would be required.  

If the available su of the foundation soil is less than 18.3 kPa (382 lbs/ft²), the height of the 

geofoam embankment would have to exceed 15.3 m (50 ft) to satisfy a factor of safety greater 

than 3.  A geofoam embankment height of 15.3 m (50 ft) is not common and thus foundation 

improvement measures would have to be undertaken to increase the value of su to 18.9 kPa (394 

lbs/ft²).  Another example involves estimating the foundation soil su value required for a 2-lane 

highway and an embankment height of 6.1 m (20 ft).  From Figure 5.10, the required su value is 

15 kPa (304 lbs/ft²) which can also be calculated from Equation (5.45) for the 2-lane embankment 

width of 11 m (36 ft) as shown below: 

  
3

2
u

3 33 kPa 11 m (1.27 kN/m 6.1 m)s = + =15 kPa (304 lbs/ft )
5 (11 m+6.1 m) 2

  ∗ ∗ 
  
   

                   (5.48) 

Remedial Procedures 

 Remedial procedures that can be considered to increase the factor of safety against 

external bearing capacity failure are similar to the remedial procedures for decreasing the 

magnitude of settlement. In addition, the analyses indicate that increasing the thickness of EPS or 
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height of the embankment will also increase the external bearing capacity because the pavement 

and traffic stresses are distributed over a larger height which reduces the increase in vertical stress 

at the top of the foundation soil resulting in an increase in bearing capacity resistance. 

EXTERNAL SLOPE STABILITY OF TRAPEZOIDAL EMBANKMENTS  

Introduction  

This section presents an evaluation of external slope stability as a potential failure mode 

of EPS-block geofoam trapezoidal embankments or embankments with sloped sides. A 

supplemental section of Chapter 5 considers external slope stability of vertical embankments.  A 

slope stability failure occurs if the driving shear stresses equal or exceed the shear resistance of 

material(s) along the failure surface.  If a slope stability failure occurs, the embankment can 

undergo substantial vertical settlement and impact adjacent property.  Serious safety hazards, 

even death, and economic implications are associated with a slope stability failure.  The general 

expression for the limit equilibrium factor of safety, FS, is given as: 

Shear ResistanceFS=
Driving Shear Stresses

          (5.49) 

The driving shear stresses in this case are due to the overlying soil cover, EPS block, and 

the traffic and pavement surcharges.  The shear resistance is primarily attributed to the undrained 

shear strength of the foundation soil and EPS blocks. 

Typical Cross-Section 

A typical cross-section through an EPS embankment with side-slopes of 2H:1V is shown 

in Figure 5.11.  It can be seen that a soil cover is placed over the entire embankment including the 

top to facilitate input of the geometry in the slope stability software and to increase numerical 

stability.  If the soil cover layer was terminated at the top of the embankment, this would cause a 

discontinuity in this soil layer in the slope stability software which caused some numerical 

difficulties.  As a result, the soil cover is extended across the top of the embankment even though 

in a typical embankment it is terminated at the top of the embankment and the pavement system 
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is placed on top of the embankment.  The soil cover is 0.46 m (1.5 ft) thick, which is typical for 

the side slopes, and is assigned a moist unit weight of 18.9 kN/m3 (120 lbf/ft³).  Because the soil 

cover is not usually placed on top of the embankment, the traffic and pavement surcharges were 

simply reduced by the weight of 0.46 m (1.5 ft) of soil cover or 8.7 kPa (181.7 lbs/ft²).  As 

discussed in the section on external bearing capacity of the embankment in this chapter, the 

pavement system is modeled using a surcharge of 21.5 kPa (450 lbs/ft²).  This surcharge is based 

on a typical pavement system thickness of 1,000 mm (39.4 in.) and a total unit weight of 20 

kN/m3 (127.3 lbf/ft³), which yields a typical stress of 20 kPa (418 lbs/ft²) so the use of 21.5 kPa 

(450 lbs/ft²) is slightly conservative.  The traffic surcharge is 11.5 kPa (240 lbs/ft²) based on the 

AASHTO recommendations (30) of using 0.67 m (2 ft) of a 18.9 kN/m3 (120 lbf/ft3) soil to 

represent the traffic surcharge at the top of the embankment.  Therefore, the total surcharge used 

to represent the pavement and traffic surcharges is 21.5 kPa (450 lbs/ft²) plus 11.5 kPa (240 

lbs/ft²) or 33.0 kPa (690 lbs/ft²).  Because the soil cover artificially placed on top of the 

embankment for analysis purposes corresponds to 8.7 kPa (181.7 lbs/ft²), the surcharge placed on 

top of the embankment for the static slope stability analyses is 33.0 kPa (690 lbs/ft²) minus 8.7 

kPa (181.7 lbs/ft²) or 24.3 kPa (508.3 lbs/ft²) as shown in Figure 5.11.   

Figure 5.11.  Typical cross-section used in static external slope stability analyses of  

                       trapezoidal embankments.  

Static Stability Analysis Procedure 

Static slope stability analyses were conducted on a range of embankment geometries to 

investigate the effect of various embankment heights (3.1 m (10 ft) to 15.3 m (50 ft)), slope 

inclinations (2H:1V, 3H:1V, and 4H:1V), and road widths of 11, 23, and 34 m (36, 76, and 112 

ft) on external slope stability.  The results of these analyses were used to develop design charts to 

facilitate design of roadway embankments that utilize geofoam.  The static analysis of each 

geometry or cross-section was conducted in two-steps.  This first step involved locating the 

critical static failure surface and the second step involved calculating the factor of safety for the 
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critical static failure surface. The Simplified Janbu stability method (31) was used to locate the 

critical static failure surface because a rotational failure mode surface was assumed for the 

external stability analyses, versus a translational failure mode for the internal stability analyses, 

and the microcomputer program XSTABL Version 5 (32) only allows searches for the critical 

failure surface using the Simplified Janbu method or Simplified Bishop (33) stability method.  

After locating the critical static failure surface using the Simplified Janbu stability 

method, the critical static factor of safety for this failure surface was calculated using Spencer’s 

(34) two-dimensional stability method because the method satisfies all conditions of equilibrium 

and provides the best estimate of the limit equilibrium factor of safety (35).  Spencer’s method 

could not be used initially to locate the critical static failure surface because XSTABL only 

allows searches for the critical failure surface using the Simplified Janbu and Simplified Bishop 

stability methods. 

Material Properties 

The input parameters, i.e., unit weight and shear strength, used in the external slope 

stability analyses are presented in Table 5.2.  It can be seen that Mohr-Coulomb shear strength 

parameters were used to represent the shear strength of the embankment and foundation 

materials.  The foundation soil is represented using total stress shear strength parameters because 

the soft foundation soil material is assumed to behave in an undrained condition.  Therefore, the 

angle of internal friction, φ, is assumed to be zero and the cohesion is assumed to equal the 

undrained shear strength, su, because the foundation soil is assumed to consist of soft and 

saturated cohesive soil.  At most EPS-block geofoam sites, the phreatic surface is located at or 

near the ground surface and the foundation soil is saturated.  The shear strength and unit weight 

values for the cover soil on the side slopes of the embankment are also shown in Table 5.2 and it 

can be seen that the soil cover is modeled using an effective stress friction angle of 28 degrees 

because it is anticipated that the soil cover will not be saturated at all times nor loaded rapidly and 

thus it will not experience an undrained failure.   
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Selection of the shear strength parameters for the EPS-block geofoam within the 

embankment revealed some uncertainties in the modeling of geofoam in slope stability analyses.  

The lack of field case histories that illustrate the actual failure mode of the geofoam during an 

external slope stability failure resulted in uncertainty in whether during such a failure sliding 

occurs between the EPS blocks or through the EPS blocks.  If sliding occurs between the EPS 

blocks, the applicable shear strength is the EPS/EPS interface friction angle of 30 degrees 

reported in Chapter 2.  If failure occurs through the EPS bocks, the applicable shear strength is 

the strength of an individual block.  The lack of field guidance as to whether sliding occurs 

between the EPS blocks or through the EPS blocks prompted an analysis to determine which 

shear strength produced the desired failure through the foundation soil.  Because the external 

stability analyses focus on the soft, saturated foundation soil versus the internal stability analyses 

in Chapter 6 that focus on the EPS-block geofoam embankment, it was anticipated that circular 

failure surfaces through the foundation soil is the appropriate failure mode for the external 

stability analyses.  As a result, the geofoam shear strength parameters that yielded the best 

approximation of failure through the foundation soil were selected.  Considerable stability 

analyses were conducted to investigate how to represent the geofoam embankment to yield failure 

through the foundation soil.  Some of the scenarios considered involve conservatively modeling 

the  geofoam  embankment  with  a  friction  angle  of  one  degree  and  a  cohesion of zero so the 

Table 5.2. Input parameters for external slope stability analysis with XSTABL. 

embankment did not contribute significantly to the factor of safety because of the uncertainties in 

estimating how much shear resistance the geofoam actually contributes in the field.  Although 

this scenario is commonly used in practice, this scenario resulted in the critical failure surface 

being located in the embankment and not the foundation soil because of the small shear strength 

assigned to the geofoam.  As a result, this approach was not accepted because it did not result in 

failure through the foundation soil.  Another scenario was to apply a surcharge to the surface of 

the foundation soil that approximates the weight of the embankment and the pavement and traffic 
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surcharges so the strength of the geofoam did not have to be considered.  This approach was not 

selected because it could not be used for seismic stability analyses because the seismic force is 

applied at the center of gravity of the slide mass (see following section of this chapter) and if only 

a surcharge is used a seismic force cannot be applied.  The third scenario involved assuming 

failure occurred between the EPS blocks, and thus sliding occurring along EPS/EPS interfaces, 

and using an interface friction angle of 30 degrees.  This approach also resulted in the critical 

failure surface occurring through the embankment and not the foundation soil because the shear 

resistance provided by the geofoam even with a friction angle of 30 degrees is small.  The shear 

resistance is small because the normal stress, σn, applied to any failure surface passing through 

the embankment is low because of the low unit weight of the geofoam and the failure surface is 

nearly vertical through the geofoam, which results in the normal stress on the failure surface 

being similar to the horizontal earth pressure of the geofoam.  The horizontal earth pressure is 

low, which is one of the reasons geofoam is used for bridge abutments and vertical embankments, 

and results in a low normal stress being applied to the failure surface.  If the normal stress on the 

failure surface is low, the shear resistance, τ, is low because of the following expression:  

nτ = c + σ tan φ                       (5.50) 

It can be seen that the shear resistance is directly related to the normal stress and thus a low 

normal stress results in a small shear resistance.  The shear resistance is further impacted because 

the normal stress is multiplied by the tangent of the friction angle.  As a result, the impact of a 

high friction angle is reduced because the tangent of the friction angle is used to estimate the 

shear resistance.  In summary, modeling the geofoam using a friction angle did not result in the 

critical failure surfaces being located in the foundation soil so a scenario in which the geofoam 

was modeled using a cohesion value was sought so the strength would be independent of the 

normal stress and result in failure through the  foundation soil.  A friction angle of 30 degrees can 
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be used to model the geofoam in the internal stability analyses in Chapter 6 because failure is 

assumed to occur between the EPS blocks and thus the EPS/EPS interface strength is applicable.   

  The scenario used to model the geofoam strength for external slope stability analyses 

assumes that failure occurs through the EPS blocks and thus a cohesion value that adequately 

represents the shear strength of a geofoam block was sought.  From Figure 2.15 and an EPS 

density of 20 kg/m3  (1.25 lbf/ft3) the internal shear strength of an individual block of geofoam is 

145.1 kPa (3,030 lbs/ft²).  This shear strength can be represented using a Mohr-Coulomb friction 

angle of zero and a cohesion value of 145.1 kPa (3,030 lbs/ft²).  The geofoam is not continuous 

and thus the effect of joints or discontinuities between the blocks had to be considered to estimate 

a global shear strength of the EPS embankment.  Based on typical block layouts observed in the 

case histories studied herein (see Chapter 11), it was estimated that a failure surface passing 

through the embankment would consist of 25 percent shearing through intact EPS blocks and 75 

percent shearing through joints between the blocks.  Therefore, the representative cohesion value 

for the global shear strength of the geofoam is estimated to be one-quarter of the compressive 

strength of the geofoam, i.e., 145.1 kPa (3,030 lbs/ft²), or 36.3 kPa (758 lbs/ft²) as shown in Table 

5.2.   

  The representative cohesion value needs to be corrected for the strain incompatibility 

between the soft foundation soil and the EPS-block geofoam and thus the potential for 

progressive failure of the embankment.  Figure 5.12 shows a schematic of the stress-strain 

relationships for the geofoam and foundation soil and it can be seen that the failure through the 

geofoam results in a brittle failure and a post-peak strength loss at a small strain while the 

foundation soil exhibits a plastic failure and a peak shear strength at a large strain.  Therefore, if 

the strains mobilized  in the embankment  and foundation  are equal, failure  would occur through 

the  geofoam when  only  a fraction  of the foundation strength  had  been mobilized.  Conversely,  

after the peak strength of the foundation soil had been mobilized, the strength of the geofoam 

would correspond to a post-peak value.  Thus, the peak strength of the geofoam should not be 
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used in conjunction with the peak strength of the foundation soil in order to prevent progressive 

failure of the embankment.  Progressive failure can occur when one material fails, e.g., the 

geofoam, and the stresses that were being resisted by that material are transferred to the another 

material, e.g., the foundation soil, which can result in overstressing of this material especially if it 

does not mobilize its peak strength at the same strain as the failed material.  Therefore, the main 

geofoam issue is the determination of the shear strength of the geofoam and foundation soil that 

can be relied on because the stress-strain behavior for these two materials are not compatible.   

Figure 5.12.  Typical stress-strain behaviors of geofoam and soft foundation soil (36). 

  Chirapuntu and Duncan (36) used nonlinear finite element analyses to develop shear 

strength reduction factors for a compacted soil embankment overlying a soft clay foundation.  

The reduction factor for a compacted soil embankment is presented in Chirapuntu and Duncan 

(36) in graphical form but was converted to the following equation herein:  

E
E

F

SR 0.89 0.089
S

 
= −  

 
         (5.51) 

where  

  RE = embankment strength reduction factor 

  SE = average embankment shear strength, kN/m2 

  SF = average foundation soil shear strength, kN/m2 

For a geofoam embankment, the strength of the geofoam is reduced to account for the strain 

incompatibility with the foundation soil while the peak strength of the foundation soil is used.  The 

value of embankment strength used in this expression is assumed to be as 36.3 kPa (758 lbs/ft²) as 

discussed earlier and shown in Table 5.2.  The ratio of the embankment strength to the foundation 

strength was calculated for the various values of undrained shear strength used to model the 

foundation soil.  After determining this ratio, the embankment strength reduction factor was 

estimated from the above expression.  Typical values of RE for values of foundation soil undrained 

shear  strength  are  shown  in  Table 5.3  and  it  can  be  seen  that  RE   ranges from  0.62  to  0.82. 
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Therefore, consideration of strain incompatibility results in a reduction of the cohesion value used 

to represent the shear strength of the geofoam of approximately 20 to 40 percent.  The value of 

cohesion shown in Table 5.2 was reduced by the appropriate reduction factor and the resulting 

value was used in the external slope stability analyses to model the geofoam.   

Table 5.3. Typical reduction factors for geofoam to account for strain  

                  incompatibility. 

Location of Critical Static Failure Surface 

The first step in the external slope stability analyses was to locate the critical static failure 

surface in the foundation soil.  Because the analysis involves soft, saturated foundation soil, only 

circular failure surfaces were analyzed in the external stability analysis.  Figure 5.13 presents a 

cross-section through a 12.2 m (40 ft) high EPS embankment with side-slopes of 2H:1V and a 

road width of 34 m (112 ft).  The behavior of the critical static failure surface depicted in this 

figure is typical of the other geometries considered and is used to illustrate the effect of the 

foundation soil shear strength on the location of the critical failure surface.  It can be seen that as 

the value of undrained shear strength increases, the depth of the critical failure surface decreases.  

In other words, as the value of su increases, it is more likely that the critical failure will remain in 

the geofoam embankment because the strength of the foundation soil is approaching the strength 

of the embankment.  If the critical failure surface remained in the foundation soil it was termed an 

external failure mode while it was termed an internal failure if the critical surface remained in the 

embankment.  It can be seen when the value of su reaches 36 kPa (752 lbs/ft2), the critical failure 

surface remains in the embankment.  The focus of this section is external stability so the 

subsequent design charts and seismic stability analyses only utilize critical failure surfaces that 

remained completely in the foundation soil because seismic internal stability of the geofoam 

embankment is addressed in Chapter 6.  It can also be seen that as the critical failure surface 

changes from the foundation soil to the embankment, the failure surface exits on the embankment 

slope and the failure surface through the geofoam is no longer near vertical.   
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The transition from the critical failure surface remaining in the foundation soil versus 

remaining in the embankment can be used to identify the value of su for the foundation soil that 

corresponds to internal stability being more critical than external stability.  For example, if the su 

value for the foundation soil at a particular site is equal to or greater than 36 kPa (752 lbs/ft2) and 

the embankment geometry corresponds to Figure 5.13, internal stability will control the design of 

the geofoam embankment.  If the su value for the foundation soil at a particular site is less than 36 

kPa, (752 lbs/ft2) external stability will control the design of the geofoam embankment.  

Therefore, the subsequent design charts for external slope stability terminate at the value of su that 

corresponds to the transition from the critical failure surface remaining in the foundation soil 

versus moving into the embankment.  This results in a different relationship for each embankment 

geometry because the transition point is a function of embankment geometry and su of the 

foundation soil.  The value of su at which each relationship terminates signifies the transition from 

external slope stability being critical to internal stability being critical.   

However, if internal stability is determined to be critical, a static internal slope stability 

analysis does not have to be performed to locate the critical failure surface because there is little 

or no static driving force applied to any of the three potential failure modes described in the 

internal seismic stability section in Chapter 6 and shown in Figure 6.2. The driving force is small 

because the horizontal portion of the internal failure surfaces is assumed to be completely 

horizontal. Therefore, if Figures 5.14 through 5.16 indicate that internal static stability controls, 

i.e., su of the foundation soil exceeds the value of su at which a relationship shown in the figure 

terminates, the factor of safety against a slope stability failure is expected to exceed 1.5. The fact 

that embankments with vertical sides can be constructed demonstrates this conclusion. 

Figure 5.13.  Behavior of critical static failure surface of a trapezoidal embankment as a 

function of the undrained shear strength of the foundation soil. 
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Design Charts 

The results of the stability analyses were used to develop the static external slope stability 

design charts in Figures 5.14 through 5.16 for a 2-lane (road width of 11 m (36 ft)), 4-lane (road 

width of 23 m (76 ft)), and 6-lane (road width of 34 m (112 ft)) roadway embankment, 

respectively.  Figure 5.14 presents the results for a 2-lane geofoam embankment and the three 

graphs correspond to the three slope inclinations considered, i.e., 2H:1V, 3H:1V, and 4H:1V, for 

various values of su for the foundation soil.  It can be seen that for a 2H:1V embankment the 

affect of geofoam thickness or height, TEPS, is small where as geofoam height is an important 

variable for a 4H:1V embankment.  The geofoam height corresponds to only the height of the 

geofoam and thus the total height of the embankment is TEPS plus the thickness of the pavement 

system.  In the graph for the 4H:1V embankment, it can be seen that each relationship terminates 

at a different su value for the foundation soil.  The value of su at which each relationship 

terminates signifies the transition from external slope stability being critical to internal stability 

being critical.  For example, for a geofoam height of 12.2 m (40 ft), external slope stability 

controls for su values less than approximately 40 kPa (825 lbs/ft²).  Therefore, a design engineer 

can enter this figure with an average value of su for the foundation soil and determine whether 

external or internal stability controls the design. If internal stability is determined to be critical, a 

static internal slope stability analysis does not have to be performed as previously discussed 

because the factor of safety against internal slope stability failure is expected to exceed 1.5. If 

external stability controls, the designer can use this figure to estimate the critical static factor of 

safety for the embankment, which must exceed a value of 1.5.   

It can be seen from Figures 5.14 through 5.16 that the critical static factor of safety for 

the embankment for the 2-lane, 4-lane, and 6-lane roadway embankment, respectively, all exceed 

a value of 1.5 for values of su greater than or equal to 12 kPa (250 lbs/ft²).  These results indicate 

that external static slope stability will be satisfied, i.e., factor of safety greater than 1.5, if the 

foundation undrained shear strength exceeds 12 kPa (250 lbs/ft²).  If the undrained shear strength 
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of the foundation soil exceeds the value that corresponds to the maximum value of the 

appropriate relationship in Figures 5.14 through 5.16, internal stability is more critical than 

external stability.   

In summary, external slope stability does not appear to be the controlling external failure 

mechanism, instead it appears that settlement will be the controlling external failure mechanism.  

However, Figures 5.14 through 5.16 can be used to quickly estimate the critical static factor of 

safety for 2-lane, 4-lane, and 6-lane roadway embankments, respectively, to facilitate the design 

process.   

Figures 5.14 through 5.16 can also be used to investigate the behavior of geofoam 

embankments.  It can be seen for 4-lane and 6-lane roadway embankments, Figures 5.15 and 

5.16, respectively, that the critical static factor of safety decrease as the embankment height 

increases.  In addition, as the embankment height decreases the value of su that corresponds to the 

transition between external and internal stability being critical decreases.  Therefore, a higher 

foundation soil shear strength will be required to support higher 4-lane and 6-lane geofoam 

embankments.  The opposite of the behavior was observed for the 2-lane roadway embankment 

(Figure 5.14) because with a narrower roadway a smaller length of the failure surface is being 

subjected to the pavement and traffic surcharges and the greater embankment height results in a 

greater contribution of the cohesion value that is used to represent the shear strength of the 

geofoam.  As a result, the critical static factor of safety increases as the embankment height 

increases instead of decreasing as in Figures 5.15 and 5.16.  It can be seen from Figure 5.14 that 

the 12.2 m (40 ft) high embankment has a higher factor of safety than the 6.1 m (20 ft) and 3.1 m 

(10 ft) high embankments.  In the 4-lane and 6-lane geofoam embankments the critical failure 

surface extends at or near the full width of the roadway (see Figure 5.13) and thus a larger portion 

of the failure surface is subjected to the pavement and traffic surcharges. 
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Interpretation of External Slope Stability Design Chart 

Comparison of the factors of safety in Figures 5.14 through 5.16 also reveals that the 

critical case for external slope stability is a 6-lane embankment (34.1 m or 112 ft) with a 2H:1V 

slope and a height of EPS block equal to 12.2 m (40 ft) because this case yields factors of safety 

of 1.6 to 3.2 for the entire range of su values.  This is important because the static stability 

controls the seismic external stability.  The greater the static external stability the greater the 

seismic external stability.  The results of the seismic stability analyses will be presented in the 

next section.   

Figures 5.14 through 5.16 can be used for the design of a geofoam embankment by 

entering the appropriate graph with a value of su, e.g., 15 kPa (315 lbs/ft²), EPS-block geofoam 

thickness or height, TEPS, of 12.2 m (40 ft), and a required slope inclination of 3H:1V and 

obtaining a critical static factor of safety of approximately 1.9 for a 6-lane roadway embankment 

(see Figure 5.16).   

  Remedial Procedures 

 The main remedy procedure that can be used to increase the factor of safety against 

external slope instability is to increase the undrained shear strength of the foundation soil by 

using a ground improvement method. A discussion on ground improvement is provided in 

Chapter 1.  However, the external slope stability analyses indicate that settlement will control the 

design of a geofoam embankment and not external slope stability, which is in agreement with the 

lack of field case histories involving external slope instability.  

Figure 5.14.  Static external slope stability design chart for trapezoidal embankments with  

                      a 2-lane roadway with a total road width of 11 m (36 ft). 

Figure 5.15.  Static external slope stability design chart for a trapezoidal embankment with  

                       a 4-lane roadway with a total road width of 23 m (76 ft). 

Figure 5.16.  Static external slope stability design chart for a trapezoidal embankment with  

                      a 6-lane roadway with a total road width of 34 m (112 ft). 
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EXTERNAL SEISMIC STABILITY OF TRAPEZOIDAL EMBANKMENTS  

Introduction 

Seismic loading is a short-term event that must be considered in geotechnical problems 

including road embankments. Seismic loading can affect both external and internal stability of an 

embankment containing EPS-block geofoam.  This section of Chapter 5 considers external 

seismic slope stability of EPS-block geofoam trapezoidal embankments or embankments with 

sloped sides while internal seismic stability is addressed in Chapter 6.  A supplemental section of 

Chapter 5 considers external seismic slope stability of EPS block vertical embankments. Most of 

the considerations for static and seismic external stability analyses are the same for embankments 

constructed of geofoam or earth materials. These considerations include various SLS and ULS 

mechanisms such as seismic settlement and liquefaction that are primarily independent of the 

nature of the embankment material because they depend on the seismic risk at a particular site 

and the nature and thickness of the natural soil overlying the bedrock. A discussion of these 

topics can be found in (37). Mitigation of seismic induced subgrade problems by ground 

improvement techniques prior to embankment construction is beyond the scope of this study. 

However, a discussion on ground improvement to reduce potential seismic-induced subgrade 

problems can be found in (8,37-39). 

This section focuses on the effect of seismic forces on the external slope stability of EPS-

block geofoam embankments. This issue is addressed using a pseudo-static slope-stability 

analysis (37) involving circular failure surfaces through the foundation soil. Terzaghi (40) 

developed the pseudo-static stability analysis to simulate earthquake loads on slopes and the 

analysis involves modeling the earthquake shaking with a horizontal force that acts permanently, 

not temporarily, and in one direction on the slope. Thus, the primary difference between a 

pseudo-static and static external stability analyses is that a horizontal force is permanently applied 

to the center of gravity of the critical slide mass and in the direction of the exposed slope. If a 

stability method is used that involves dividing the slide mass into vertical slices, the horizontal 
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force is applied to the center of gravity of each vertical slice that simulates the inertial forces 

generated by horizontal shaking. This horizontal force (F) equals the slide mass or the mass of the 

vertical slide (m) multiplied by the seismic acceleration (a), i.e., F=m*a. The seismic acceleration 

is usually derived by multiplying a seismic coefficient, k, by gravity.  

The pseudo-static horizontal force must be applied to the slide mass that is delineated by 

the critical static failure surface.  Therefore, the steps in a pseudo-static analysis are: 

1. Locate the critical static failure surface, i.e., the static failure surface with the 

lowest factor of safety, that passes through the foundation soil, i.e., external 

failure mechanism, using a slope stability method that satisfies all conditions of 

equilibrium, e.g., Spencer’s (34) stability method.  This value of factor of safety 

should satisfy the required value of static factor of safety of 1.5 before initiating 

the pseudo-static analysis. 

2. Modify the static shear strength values for cohesive or liquefiable soils situated 

along the critical static failure surface to reflect a strength loss due to earthquake 

shaking, which is discussed subsequently. 

3. Determine the appropriate value of horizontal seismic coefficient (discussed 

subsequently) that will be multiplied by gravity to determine the horizontal 

seismic acceleration and applied to the center of gravity of the critical static 

failure surface.  A search for a new critical failure surface should not be 

conducted with a seismic force applied because the search may and usually does 

not converge.  The search may not converge because a failure surface that 

delineates a larger slide mass will result in a larger seismic force being applied to 

the slope and usually a lower factor of safety.  It is reasonable to simply apply the 

horizontal seismic force to the critical static failure because if an earthquake 

occurs, the most vulnerable failure surface is the critical static failure surface. 
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4. Calculate the pseudo-static factor of safety, FS’, for the critical static failure 

surface and ensure it meets the required value. In (41) it is indicated that for 

transient loads, such as earthquakes, safety factors as low as 1.2 or 1.15 may be 

tolerated. It is indicated in (42) that in southern California, a minimum factor of 

safety of 1.1 to 1.15 is considered acceptable for a pseudo-static slope stability 

analysis. A factor of safety between 1.0 and 1.2 is indicated in (37). The safety of 

factor required will most likely vary from state to state. Therefore, local 

Departments of Transporation factor of safety requirements for seismic stability 

should be used. The seismic design charts included in this report are based on a 

factor of safety of 1.2. A factor of safety of 1.2 was used for seismic stability to 

keep the factor of safety uniform for all temporary loading conditions, which 

includes design for hydrostatic uplift and translation (sliding).   

Seismic Shear Strength Parameters 

The static shear strength parameters should not be changed for a pseudo-static stability 

analysis unless a cohesive soil or liquefiable soil is involved. If a cohesive soil is located along 

the critical static failure surface, the peak shear strength of this material can be reduced by as 

much as 20 percent of the static peak undrained shear strength by seismic loading (43). As a 

result, in (43), the use of an undrained shear strength for a cohesive soil that is 80 percent or more 

of the static peak undrained shear strength is recommended. Thus, the value of su used to 

represent the foundation soil under the geofoam embankment should be reduced by not more than 

20 percent. If a cohesionless soil is situated along the critical failure surface and is predicted to 

liquefy due to the earthquake shaking, this material should be assigned a liquefied shear strength 

as proposed in (44). Based on the geofoam interface strength testing described in Chapter 2, the 

value of static EPS shear strength shown in Table 5.2 can be used for the pseudo-static analyses. 

This conclusion is also supported by the results of shake table tests on geosynthetic interfaces 

(45) that showed the seismic interface strength of geosynthetic interfaces exceeds the static 
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interface strength. However, this value of shear strength should be reduced for strain 

incompatibility with the foundation soil as was described for the external slope stability analyses. 

Horizontal Seismic Coefficient 

The horizontal seismic coefficient, kh,, at the center of gravity of the slide mass is 

estimated using the seismic acceleration at the base (subgrade level) and top of the embankment 

and linearly interpolating between these two values to obtain kh, at the center of gravity.  This 

analysis approach is based on the assumption that the horizontal acceleration within the 

embankment can be assumed to vary linearly between the base and top of the embankment 

values. At any level within the embankment, the interpolated value of horizontal acceleration can 

be divided by gravity to determine the horizontal seismic coefficient which can be inputted into 

slope stability software to conduct a pseudo-static analysis. If a circular failure surface is used for 

the static stability analysis, the center of gravity of the sliding mass is usually located near the 

center or mid-height of the sliding mass. This location can be used in the linear interpolation 

process to estimate the seismic acceleration, and thus seismic coefficient, at the center of gravity 

of the critical static slide mass.   

One difficulty with this process is that estimating the seismic acceleration at the base and 

top of the geofoam embankment is difficult because a geofoam embankment is not rigid.  The 

base acceleration must be estimated first and then this acceleration is transferred from the base to 

the top of the embankment to estimate the acceleration at the embankment crest. Because this 

project is focused on geofoam embankments, most, if not all, of the embankments will not be 

founded on bedrock.  Therefore, the bedrock horizontal acceleration must be transmitted from the 

underlying bedrock through the overlying soil deposit at the base of the geofoam embankment. 

The base acceleration can be estimated from the bedrock acceleration in two primary ways: (1) 

conducting a one-dimensional site response analysis in which a representative earthquake record 

is inserted at the bedrock elevation and propagated vertically through the overlying soil to 

estimate the acceleration at the base of the geofoam embankment or (2) using empirical 
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relationships that relate the bedrock acceleration to the ground surface acceleration for different 

soil types.   

If a one-dimensional site response analysis is conducted using a program such as SHAKE 

(46), the acceleration at the base and top of the embankment can be calculated and the horizontal 

seismic coefficient at the center of gravity of the slide mass can be estimated using the following 

expression presented in (47): 

h
h

τ *gk =
γ*z'

         (5-52) 

where: 

z’ = depth from the top of the geofoam embankment at which the seismic coefficient is to   

      be estimated  

γ = average unit weight of the material above depth z 

g = gravity, and  

τh = horizontal shear stress at depth z calculated by a one-dimensional site response 

analysis. 

The main issues encountered in conducting a site response analysis are determining 

representative earthquake records to propagate though the soil deposit overlying the bedrock and 

the seismic properties of the soil layers comprising the soil deposit. An extensive discussion of 

one-dimensional site response analyses for man-made embankments is presented by (48).  If a 

site response analysis is conducted, the values of initial tangent Young’s modulus, Poisson’s 

ratio, and shear modulus indicated in Table 5.4 can be assumed for the EPS-block geofoam. Any 

portion of the EPS blocks that is permanently submerged under normal ground water conditions 

is assumed to have a total unit weight of 1,000 N/m³ (6.37 lbf/ft³), not the dry unit weight value of 

200 N/m³ (1.25 lbf/ft³) suggested for general gravity stress calculations, to conservatively allow 

for long-term water absorption in the geofoam. 

Table 5.4.  Seismic Material Properties for EPS-Block Geofoam for Site Response Analyses. 
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Additional discussion of one-dimensional site response analyses for geofoam 

embankments is beyond the scope of this project.  Thus, the use of existing empirical 

relationships for estimating the base acceleration from the bedrock acceleration is discussed in 

detail.  Empirical site response relationships, developed using one-dimensional site response 

analyses and field observations, are typically used to estimate the ground surface acceleration.  

However, on large projects it may be prudent to conduct a site-specific response analyses to 

accurately estimate the acceleration at the ground surface and top of the embankment 

accelerations. Figure 5.17 presents relationships between bedrock acceleration and ground surface 

acceleration, i.e., acceleration at the base of the embankment, for various soil types.  To utilize 

this chart, the peak horizontal bedrock acceleration needs to be estimated from local information 

or from seismic hazard maps prepared by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) (49). The USGS 

maps presents contours of peak horizontal bedrock acceleration for various probabilities of 

exceedance and return periods.  For example, the maps corresponding to a probability of 

exceedance of 10 percent in 50 years is frequently used for civil engineering design purposes and 

can be used to estimate the bedrock peak horizontal acceleration for a particular location in the 

United States.  This bedrock acceleration and Figure 5.17 can be used to estimate the ground 

surface acceleration, which can be assumed to be equal to the acceleration at the base of the 

geofoam embankment.  This assumption appears valid for geofoam embankments because the 

normal stress applied to the subsurface soils by a geofoam embankment is small and thus 

probably has little, if any, effect on the response of the subsurface soils.  This may not be a valid 

assumption for soil embankments because the applied normal stress can be significant.  

One important note concerning the relationships in Figure 5.17 is that the figure should 

not be used for soft soil sites such as soft clays or peats. Field observations of site response since 

publication of the site response relationships in Figure 5.17 has shown that soft soil sites can 

amplify the bedrock acceleration, especially at bedrock accelerations less than 0.4g. Thus, if the 

majority of the subsurface soils with depth at the EPS-block geofoam embankment site are 
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characterized as a soft clay or peat, the site response relationship in Figure 5.18 should be used to 

estimate the ground surface acceleration from the bedrock acceleration. It can be seen that the 

median relationship at bedrock accelerations less than 0.4g predicts ground surface accelerations 

that are greater than the bedrock accelerations with a maximum amplification factor of 

approximately two.  This amplification of the bedrock acceleration at soft soil sites has been 

verified by case histories such as the 1985 Mexico City and 1989 Loma Prieta earthquakes (see 

Figure 5.18). For example, in the 1985 Mexico City earthquake the ground surface acceleration 

was 1.5 to 2 times greater than the bedrock acceleration (see Figure 5.18). It has been postulated 

that this amplification contributed to the significant damage caused by the earthquake (50).  For 

comparison with geofoam project sites, Mexico City is located on 100 to 200 feet thick soft clay 

deposits that fill an old lakebed (50).   

Figure 5.17.  Relationship between bedrock and ground surface horizontal     

                      acceleration for various soil types (51). 

Figure 5.18.  Relationship between bedrock and ground surface horizontal  

                      acceleration for soft soil sites (52). 

After estimating the base acceleration, the acceleration at the top of the embankment 

must be estimated so the acceleration at the center of gravity of the slide mass be estimated from 

linearly interpolating the accelerations at the base and top of the embankment.  If the geofoam 

embankment was rigid the acceleration at the top would equal the acceleration at the base of the 

embankment. Japanese research (53) demonstrates that the seismic response of a geofoam 

embankment is not rigid but flexible. Therefore, the acceleration at the top generally will not 

equal the base acceleration. The acceleration at the top of the embankment could be greater or 

less than the base acceleration depending on the response of the embankment. However, it is 

anticipated that the top acceleration will be less than the base acceleration because of the potential 

for shear deformation to occur between geofoam blocks as the seismic shear waves propagate 
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vertically through the embankment. Amplification has been observed in soil embankments (37) 

but no published accounts of amplification in EPS-block geofoam embankments were located 

during this study. The acceleration at the top of a geofoam embankment will primarily affect the 

factor of safety against lateral sliding of the pavement system on the top of the EPS mass. 

As with the base acceleration, there are two primary ways for estimating the acceleration 

at the top of the geofoam embankment: (1) conducting a one-dimensional site response analysis 

that models the foundation soils as well as the geofoam embankment and thus directly calculating 

the acceleration at the top of the embankment and at the center of gravity or (2) using empirical 

relationships to relate the base acceleration to the top acceleration.  As mentioned previously, 

empirical site response relationships are frequently used to estimate the ground surface 

acceleration and it is proposed herein that they be used to estimate the top acceleration.  On large 

projects it may be prudent to conduct a site-specific response analyses that models the geofoam 

embankment to accurately estimate acceleration at the center of gravity of the slide mass.  

To utilize empirical site response relationships, it must be determined what soil type 

should be used to approximate the geofoam.  It is proposed herein that the geofoam be assumed to 

behave as the deep cohesionless soil depicted in Figure 5.17. The deep cohesionless soil behavior 

was chosen because the geofoam embankment will probably not behave as rock or a stiff soil 

because of the slippage that can occur between blocks.  This slippage will result in some 

dissipation of shear stress as the seismic waves propagate through the embankment.  The deep 

cohesionless soil relationship will yield accelerations at the top of embankment that are less than 

the base accelerations because the relationship does not indicate amplification (see Figure 5.17). 

A deep cohesionless soil was also selected because the shear resistance is frictional which is in 

agreement with the frictional nature of the EPS/EPS interface strengths reported in Chapter 2. It 

was also decided that modeling the geofoam embankment as a soft soil, and thus assuming 

amplification, probably would be too conservative.  Finally, the stiff clay and sand relationship 
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was disregarded because of the potential for slippage between the blocks and the deep 

cohesionless soil relationship provides a more conservative design.  

In summary, Figure 5.17 can be used with the base acceleration to estimate the 

acceleration at the top of the embankment and linear interpolation can be used to estimate the 

acceleration, and thus horizontal seismic coefficient, at the center of gravity of the critical static 

slide mass. The base acceleration should be used on the horizontal axis in Figure 5.17 and the 

acceleration at the top of the embankment should be estimated from the vertical axis using the 

deep cohesionless soil relationship.  

Seismic Stability Analysis Procedure 

Pseudo-static slope stability analyses were conducted on the range of embankment 

geometries used in the external static stability analyses to investigate the effect of various 

embankment heights (3.1 m (10 ft) to 12.2 m (40 ft)), slope inclinations (2H:1V, 3H:1V, and 

4H:1V), and road widths of 11, 23, and 34 m (36, 76, and 112 ft) on external seismic slope 

stability.  The results of these analyses were used to develop design charts to facilitate seismic 

design of roadway embankments that utilize geofoam.  The seismic analyses utilized the critical 

static failure surfaces identified for each geometry in the external static stability analyses.  A 

pseudo-static analysis was conducted on only the critical failure surfaces that passed through the 

foundation soil because external stability is being evaluated.  As a result, the design charts for 

seismic stability terminate at the su value for the foundation soil that corresponds to the transition 

from a critical failure surface in the foundation soil to the geofoam embankment determined 

during external static stability analysis. This resulted in the seismic stability design charts 

terminating at the same value of su as the static stability charts in Figures 5.14 through 5.16.   

A typical cross-section through an EPS embankment with side-slopes of 2H:1V used in 

the pseudo-static stability analyses is shown in Figure 5.19.  This cross-section differs from the 

cross-section used for the static analyses in Figure 5.11 because the surcharge used to represent 

the pavement and traffic surcharges is replaced by assigning the soil cover layer on top of the 
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embankment a unit weight of 71.8 kN/m3 (460 lbf/ft³). The soil cover is 0.46 m (1.5 ft) thick so 

the stress applied by this soil cover equals 0.46 m times the increased unit weight or 33.0 kPa 

(690 lbs/ft²).  A stress of 33.0 kPa (690 lbs/ft²) corresponds to the sum of the design values of 

pavement surcharge (21.5 kPa (450 lbs/ft²)) and traffic surcharge (11.5 kPa (240 lbs/ft²)) used 

previously for external bearing capacity and slope stability.  The surcharge in Figure 5.11 had to 

be replaced because a seismic coefficient is not applied to a surcharge in limit equilibrium 

stability analyses only material layers because the horizontal force that represents the seismic 

loading must be applied at the center of gravity of the material layer.  

Figure 5.20 illustrates the location and magnitude of the pseudo-static forces used to 

represent earthquake loading for a particular value of horizontal seismic coefficient.  The length 

of the horizontal arrows corresponds to the relative magnitude of the horizontal force for a given 

horizontal seismic coefficient.  It can be seen that the pavement and traffic surcharges yields the 

largest horizontal force because the weight of the soil layer used to model the surcharge results in 

the largest weight.  The soil cover and EPS exhibit a small weight and thus the horizontal seismic 

Figure 5.19.  Typical cross-section used in seismic external slope stability analyses of  

                       trapezoidal embankments.  

Figure 5.20.  Typical cross-section showing location and relative magnitude of pseudo-static 

forces used to represent an earthquake loading in a trapezoidal embankment. 

force is small for both materials. The weight is small for these materials because the thickness of 

the soil cover is small and the unit weight of the EPS is small, respectively.  The foundation soil 

also contributes a significant horizontal seismic force because of the unit weight of the material.   

Design Charts 

The results of the stability analyses were used to develop the seismic external slope 

stability design charts for a 2-lane (road width of 11 m (36 ft)), 4-lane (road width of 23 m (76 

ft)), and 6-lane (road width of 34 m (112 ft)) roadway embankment.  Three seismic coefficients, 

low (0.05), medium (0.10), and high (0.20), were used for each roadway embankment.  Values of 
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seismic coefficient greater 0.20 indicate a severe seismic environment and a site-specific seismic 

analysis, including a site response analysis, should be conducted instead of using simplified 

design charts.   

The pseudo-static factor of safety for the critical static failure surfaces previously 

identified using the Simplified Janbu stability method was calculated for each geometry 

considered for the development of the design charts.  The factor of safety was calculated using 

Spencer’s slope stability method (34) as coded in the microcomputer program XSTABL Version 

5 (32) because it satisfies all conditions of equilibrium. The analyses were conducted without 

reducing the shear strength of the foundation soil 80 percent as discussed above because the 

design charts present the pseudo-static factor of safety for the critical versus undrained shear 

strength (see Figure 5.21) and a design engineer can utilize these charts with an su value that 

reflects any strength loss that might occur during earthquake shaking.   

Figures 5.21 through 5.23 present the seismic external stability results for a 2-lane 

geofoam roadway embankment with a total road width of 11 m (36 ft) and the three values of 

horizontal seismic coefficient, i.e., 0.05, 0.10, and 0.20, respectively.  Comparison of these 

figures results in the following conclusions about the seismic performance of a 2-lane geofoam 

embankment:  

(1) Seismic stability is not a concern for a horizontal seismic coefficient less than or 

equal to 0.05 because all of the computed values of factor of safety exceed the 

required value of 1.2 (see Figure 5.21).  

(2) A horizontal seismic coefficient of 0.10 results in values of FS’ that do not satisfy the 

required value of 1.2 for embankment inclinations of 3H:1V and 4H:1V (see Figure 

5.22). The flatter embankments are more critical than the 2H:1V embankment 

because the weight of the materials above the critical static failure surface is greater 

which results in a greater seismic force being applied in the 3H:1V and 4H:1V 

embankments versus the 2H:1V embankment.  
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(3) A horizontal seismic coefficient of 0.20 results in values of FS’ that do not satisfy the 

required value of 1.2 for all embankment inclinations (see Figure 5.23). Again the 

flatter embankments are more critical and thus a higher undrained shear strength will 

be required to satisfy the required factor of safety of 1.2 especially for the 4H:1V 

embankment. 

Figure 5.21.  Seismic external slope stability design chart for trapezoidal embankments  

                      with a 2-lane roadway with  a total road width of 11 m (36 ft) and a kh of 0.05.  

Figure 5.22.  Seismic external slope stability design chart for trapezoidal embankments with 

a 2-lane roadway with a total road width of 11 m (36 ft) and a kh of 0.10.  

Figure 5.23.  Seismic external slope stability design chart for trapezoidal embankments with 

a 2-lane roadway with a total road width of 11 m (36 ft) and a kh of 0.20.  

Figures 5.24 through 5.26 present the seismic external stability results for a 4-lane 

geofoam roadway embankment with a total road width of 23 m (76 ft) and the three values of 

horizontal seismic coefficient, i.e., 0.05, 0.10, and 0.20, respectively.  Comparison of these 

figures results in the following conclusions about the seismic performance of a 4-lane geofoam 

embankment:  

(1) Seismic stability is a concern even for a horizontal seismic coefficient less than or 

equal to 0.05 because some of the computed values of factor of safety do not satisfy 

the required value of 1.2 (see Figure 5.24) at the lowest value of undrained shear 

strength (12.0 kPa or 250 lbs/ft²). The reason for the decreased seismic stability from 

the 2-lane geofoam embankment is the wider roadway results in a larger critical slide 

mass and thus a larger weight above the critical failure surface.  The larger the weight 

of the slide mass above the critical static failure surface the greater seismic force 

being applied in the analysis. 

(2) The increased roadway width results in large values of undrained shear strength 

being required for the foundation soil to achieve the required value of pseudo-static 
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factor of safety of 1.2.  It can been seen in Figure 5.26 that an su of at least 36 kPa 

(750 lbs/ft²) will be required for a 4H:1V embankment and a horizontal seismic 

coefficient of 0.20. 

Figure 5.24.  Seismic external slope stability design chart for trapezoidal embankments  

           with a 4-lane roadway with a total road width of 23 m (76 ft) and a kh of 0.05.  

Figure 5.25.  Seismic external slope stability design chart for trapezoidal embankments with 

a 4-lane roadway with a total road width of 23 m (76 ft) and a kh of 0.10.  

Figure 5.26.  Seismic external slope stability design chart for trapezoidal embankments with 

a 4-lane roadway with a total road width of 23 m (76 ft) and a kh of 0.20.  

Figures 5.27 through 5.29 present the seismic external stability results for a 6-lane 

geofoam roadway embankment with a total road width of 34 m (112 ft) and the three values of 

horizontal seismic coefficient, i.e., 0.05, 0.10, and 0.20, respectively.  The 6-lane roadway results 

in the most critical seismic stability condition because the widest roadway results in the largest 

critical slide mass and thus the largest horizontal seismic force. This results in seismic stability 

concerns for the smallest horizontal seismic coefficient (see Figure 5.27), the shortest 

embankment height of 3.1 m (10 feet) (see Figure 5.28), and the flattest slope inclination of 

4H:1V (see Figure 5.29).  

Figure 5.27.  Seismic external slope stability design chart for trapezoidal embankments with  

                      a 6-lane roadway with a total road width of 34 m (112 ft) and a kh of 0.05.  

Figure 5.28.  Seismic external slope stability design chart for trapezoidal embankments with 

a 6-lane roadway with a total road width of 34 m (112 ft) and a kh of 0.10.  

Figure 5.29.  Seismic external slope stability design chart for trapezoidal embankments with 

a 6-lane roadway with a total road width of 34 m (112 ft) and a kh of 0.20.  

Interpretation of Seismic Slope Stability Design Chart 

Figures 5.21 through 5.29 can be used for the design of a geofoam embankment by 

entering the appropriate graph, which is determined by the horizontal seismic coefficient and 
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slope inclination, using a value of su that reflects seismic loading and the thickness or height of 

EPS used in the embankment to obtain the pseudo-static factor of safety. For example, a 6-lane 

geofoam roadway embankment is proposed for a soft foundation soil that exhibits an undrained 

shear strength of 20 kPa (418 lbs/ft²).  The height of EPS geofoam height is 6.1 m (20 ft) and the 

required slope inclination is 4H:1V.  The critical pseudo-static factor of safety for this scenario 

with a horizontal seismic coefficient of 0.20 can be obtained from Figure 5.29 and is 

approximately 0.75 for a 6-lane roadway embankment.  If the undrained shear strength of 20 kPa 

(418 lbs/ft²) is reduced by 80 percent to reflect strength loss during seismic loading as proposed 

in (43), the critical pseudo-static factor of safety Figure 5.29 is approximately 0.58.  

In summary, seismic external slope stability can control the design of a geofoam roadway 

embankment depending on the width, or number of roadway lanes, on the embankment and the 

magnitude of the horizontal seismic coefficient.  Most of the geometries considered herein are 

safe for a horizontal seismic coefficient of less than or equal to 0.10.  If the particular 

embankment is expected to experience a horizontal seismic coefficient greater than or equal to 

0.20, seismic external slope stability could control the design of the embankment.  Observations 

of EPS-block geofoam embankments after various earthquakes has revealed little or no series 

damage to the EPS embankments (6,54), which is in agreement with these findings. These 

observations include damage assessments after the 1993 Kushiro-Oki earthquake (Japan 

Meteorological Agency Intensity Scale (JMA)=5), 1993 Noto-Hanto-Oki earthquake (JMA=5), 

and 1995 Hyogo-Ken Nanbu earthquake (JMA= 7). Damage assessments made on nine EPS 

embankments after the 1995 Hyogo-Ken Nanbu earthquake, also known as the Kobe earthquake, 

revealed little or no damage except for one embankment which settled about 10 cm (3.9 in.) due 

to liquefaction of the embankment foundation soils. 

Remedial Procedures 

 The main remedial procedure that can be used to increase the factor of safety against 

external seismic instability is to increase the undrained shear strength of the foundation soil by 
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using a ground improvement method. A discussion on ground improvement is provided in 

Chapter 1. 

EXTERNAL SLOPE STABILITY OF VERTICAL EMBANKMENTS  

Introduction  

As shown by Figure 3.4 (b), an embankment with vertical side walls, sometimes referred 

to as a geofoam wall, can be constructed with EPS-block geofoam. The use of a vertical 

embankment minimizes the amount of right-of-way needed and the impact of embankment loads 

on nearby structures, which is an important advantage over other lightweight fills. This section 

presents an evaluation of external slope stability as a potential failure mode of EPS-block 

geofoam fill embankments with vertical walls. The general expression for the limit equilibrium 

factor of safety, FS, against a slope stability failure is given by Equation 5.49. As indicated by 

this equation, a slope stability failure occurs if the driving shear stresses equal or exceed the shear 

resistance of the material(s) along the failure surface. The driving shear stresses of an EPS-block 

geofoam vertical embankment are due to the weight of the EPS blocks and the overlying 

pavement and the traffic loads. The shear resistance is primarily attributed to the undrained shear 

strength of the foundation soil and/or EPS blocks.  

Typical Cross-Section 

  The typical cross-section through an EPS vertical embankment with vertical walls used in 

the external static stability analyses is shown in Figure 5.30.  This cross-section differs from the 

cross-section used for the static analyses of trapezoidal embankments in Figure 5.11 because the 

surcharge used to represent the pavement and traffic surcharges is replaced by placing a 0.61 m (2 

ft) soil layer on top of the embankment with a unit weight of 54.1 kN/m3 (345 lbf/ft³). The soil 

layer is 0.61 m (2 ft) thick to represent the minimum recommended pavement section thickness 

discussed in Chapter 4. Therefore, the vertical stress applied by this soil layer equals 0.61 m  (2 

ft) times the increased unit weight of 54.1 kN/m3 (345 lbf/ft3) or 33.0 kPa (690 lbs/ft²).  A vertical 

stress of 33.0 kPa (690 lbs/ft²) corresponds to the sum of the design values of pavement surcharge 
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(21.5 kPa (450 lbs/ft²)) and traffic surcharge (11.5 kPa (240 lbs/ft²)) used previously for external 

bearing capacity and slope stability of trapezoidal embankments.  

Figure 5.30.  Typical cross-section used in static and seismic external slope stability analyses  

            of vertical embankments. 

The pavement and traffic surcharge in Figure 5.11 was replaced by an equivalent soil 

layer because a seismic slope stability analysis can only be performed with material layers and 

not surcharge loads as discussed in the next section. In a pseudo-static analysis a seismic 

coefficient cannot be applied to a surcharge in limit equilibrium stability analyses only material 

layers because the horizontal force that represents the seismic loading must be applied at the 

center of gravity of the material layer. The equivalent soil layer, which is equivalent to the 

pavement and traffic surcharge, was also used for the static stability analyses of embankments 

with vertical walls instead of a surcharge to minimize the number of stability analyses that would 

be required if two models were utilized, i.e., an embankment modeled with a surcharge and one 

modeled with a soil layer. A slight difference in the critical factor of safety value and the location 

of the critical failure surface may result between the two different models because surcharge 

forces exert an additional force at the top of each slice in the computer program XSTABL (32) 

while the force exerted by the weight of the soil layer is located at the center of each slice. In 

summary, the surcharge of the pavement system and traffic loads were modeled as a soil layer for 

both static and seismic slope stability analysis of embankments with vertical walls. 

Static Stability Analysis Procedure 

Static slope stability analyses were conducted on a range of embankment geometries to 

investigate the effect of various embankment heights (3.1 m (10 ft) to 12.2 m (40 ft)) and road 

widths of 11, 23, and 34 m (36, 76, and 112 feet) on external slope stability.  The results of these 

analyses were used to develop design charts to facilitate design of roadway embankments that 

utilize geofoam.  The static stability analysis of each geometry or cross-section was conducted in 

two-steps.  This first step involved locating the critical static failure surface and the second step 
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involved calculating the factor of safety for the critical static failure surface. The Simplified 

Janbu stability method (31) was used to locate the critical static failure surface because a 

rotational failure mode surface was assumed for the external stability analyses, versus a 

translational failure mode for the internal stability analyses. In addition, the microcomputer 

program XSTABL Version 5 (32) only allows searches for the critical failure surface using the 

Simplified Janbu method or Simplified Bishop (33) stability method.  

After locating the critical static failure surface using the Simplified Janbu stability 

method, the critical static factor of safety for this failure surface was calculated using Spencer’s 

(34) two-dimensional stability method because the method satisfies all conditions of equilibrium 

and provides the best estimate of the limit equilibrium factor of safety (35).  Spencer’s method 

could not be used initially to locate the critical static failure surface because XSTABL only 

allows searches for the critical failure surface using the Simplified Janbu and Simplified Bishop 

stability methods. However, for the narrow and tall embankment with a width of 11 m (36 ft) and 

height of 12.2 m (40 ft), Spencer’s method yielded an unreasonable location of interslice forces. 

For these embankment geometries, the factor of safety value was determined using Bishop’s 

simplified method because Bishop’s simplified method provides similar values of factor of safety 

as Spencer’s method (35) for circular failure surfaces.  

Material Properties 

The same material input parameters, i.e., unit weight and shear strength, used in the 

external slope stability analyses of embankments with sloped sides, which are presented in Table 

5.2, were used for external stability analysis of vertical embankments. However, since 

embankments with vertical walls do not have a soil cover on the side walls, the soil cover 

material parameters shown in Table 5.2 were not used. A friction angle of 0 degrees was used for 

the soil layer on top of the EPS-block geofoam that was used to model the pavement and traffic 

surcharges. The value of undrained shear strength for the EPS-block geofoam shown in Table 5.2 

was reduced by the appropriate reduction factor shown in Table 5.3 to account for strain 
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incompatibility as discussed previously in the sub-section entitled “Material Properties” and in 

the section entitled “External Slope Stability of Trapezoidal Embankments.” The phreatic surface 

was located at or near the ground surface and the foundation soil was assumed to be saturated as 

is typically the case at most EPS-block geofoam sites. 

Location of Critical Static Failure Surface 

The first step in the external slope stability analyses was to locate the critical static failure 

surface in the foundation soil.  The critical failure surface is the failure surface that yields the 

lowest factor of safety for each foundation soil undrained shear strength investigated. Because the 

analysis involves soft, saturated foundation soil, only circular failure surfaces were analyzed in 

the external stability analysis.  During the search for the critical circular failure surface, it was 

observed that the critical failure surface was located within the EPS-block geofoam for all 

foundation shear strengths analyzed. However, a critical failure surface within the EPS blocks is 

not representative of actual field conditions because stress distribution through the EPS blocks 

from the pavement and traffic loads is not considered. Additionally, analysis of a failure surface 

within only the EPS blocks should not be performed with the reduced shear strength values 

because strain incompatibility between the EPS blocks and the foundation soil is not an issue. 

Additionally, if internal stability is determined to be critical, a static internal slope stability 

analysis does not have to be performed to locate the critical failure surface because there is little 

or no static driving force applied to any of the three potential internal stability failure modes 

shown in Figure 6.7. The driving force is small because the horizontal portion of the internal 

failure surfaces is assumed to be completely horizontal along the surface of a row of blocks. The 

fact that embankments with vertical sides can be constructed demonstrates this conclusion. The 

focus of this section is external stability so the subsequent design charts and seismic stability 

analyses only utilize critical failure surfaces that remain completely in the foundation soil because 

seismic internal stability of the geofoam embankment is addressed in Chapter 6. Therefore, the 
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search for the critical failure surface was limited to critical failure surfaces that extend into the 

foundation soil.  

Figure 5.31(a) and 5.31(b) presents a cross-section through a 12.2 m (40 ft) high EPS 

embankment with a road width of 11 m (36 ft) and 34 m (112 ft), respectively. For the 11 m (36 

ft) wide embankment, as the undrained shear strength (su) of the foundation soil decreases, the 

critical failure surface extends further out from the toe of the embankment and terminates near the 

top outer edge of the embankment as shown in Figure 5.31(a). For the 34 m (112 ft) wide 

embankment, the su of the foundation soil does not have a significant impact on the location of 

the failure surface except at an su of 48 kPa (1,000 lbs/ft3) where the failure surface extends 

further out from the toe of the embankment. 

The behavior of the critical static failure surface depicted in Figure 5.31 is typical of the 

other geometries considered and is used to illustrate the effect of the foundation soil shear 

strength on the location of the critical failure surface within the foundation soil.  It can be seen by 

comparing Figures 5.31(a) and 5.31(b) that no general conclusions can be made about the 

influence of foundation soil undrained shear strength on the location of the critical failure surface. 

As noted previously, the critical failure surface was located within the EPS-block geofoam for all 

foundation shear strengths analyzed. Thus, unlike the behavior of the critical static failure surface 

for trapezoidal embankments depicted in Figure 5.13, the transition from the critical failure 

surface remaining in the foundation soil versus remaining in the embankment cannot be used to 

identify the value of foundation su that corresponds to internal stability being more critical than 

external stability in embankments with vertical walls.  Thus, a value of su cannot be identified at 

which the transition from external slope stability being critical to internal stability being critical 

occurs. 

  Figure 5.32 presents cross-sections through a 12.2 m (40 ft) high EPS embankment with 

vertical walls for the three road widths investigated at an su of the foundation soil of 48 kPa 

(1,000 lbs/ft3). At embankment widths of 23 m (76 ft) and 34 m (112 ft), the factors of safety are 
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similar and the failure surface originates near the toe of the embankment and terminates near the 

center of the embankment. At the smaller embankment width of 11 m (36 ft), the failure surface 

extends further out from the toe of the embankment and terminates near the top outer edge of the 

embankment. The narrower embankment width of 11 m (36 ft) also produces a higher factor of 

safety because the heavier foundation soil below the toe of the embankment provides more of the 

resisting load to the failure surface than the wider embankments for a given height. The failure 

surface extends further out because if the shape of the failure surface is assumed to be circular, 

the failure surface must extend further out for narrow and tall embankments to accommodate the 

circular failure surface. Additionally, a narrower embankment yields a smaller length of the 

failure surface that is subjected to the pavement and traffic driving stresses. 

(a) Road width = 11 m (36 ft) 

 (b) Road width = 34 m (112 ft) 

Figure 5.31.  Behavior of critical static failure surface of a vertical embankment as a  

            function of the undrained shear strength of the foundation soil. 

Figure 5.32.  Behavior of critical static failure surface of a vertical embankment as a  

            function of the width of the embankment.  

Figure 5.33 presents a cross-section through an 11 m (36 ft) wide embankment with 

vertical walls for the three heights investigated at a foundation su of 48 kPa (1,000 lbs/ft3). Note 

that the factor of safety decreases when the embankment height is increased from 3.1m (10 ft) to 

6.1 m (20 ft) but then increases when the embankment height is increased from 6.1 m (20 ft) to 

12.2 m (40 ft). At embankment heights of 3.1 m (10 ft) and 6.1 m (20 ft), the failure surface 

originates near the toe of the embankment and terminates near the center of the embankment 

while for the taller embankment with a height of 12.2 m (40 ft), the failure surface extends further 

out from the toe of the embankment and terminates near the top outer edge of the embankment. 

Although a taller embankment results in a greater contribution of EPS undrained shear strength to 

the shear resistance along the failure surface, the factor of safety is less for an embankment height 
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of 6.1 m (20 ft) than 3.1 m (10 ft) because the length of the failure surface within the 

embankment is larger for the higher embankment and thus a larger percentage of the failure 

surface is subjected to the pavement and traffic loads. However, the taller embankment height of 

12.2 m (40 ft) produces a higher factor of safety because the failure surface extends further out 

from the toe of the embankment and, consequently, the heavier foundation soil below the toe of 

the embankment provides more resisting force to the failure surface than the shorter 

embankments for a given width. The failure surface extends further out because if the failure 

surface is assumed to be circular, the failure surface must extend out for narrow and tall 

embankments to accommodate the circular failure surface. 

In summary, no general conclusions can be made about the influence of foundation  

undrained shear strength on the location of the critical static failure surface because there is little 

affect of s u  on failure surface location. Unlike the behavior of the critical static failure surface for 

trapezoidal embankments, a value of su cannot be identified for vertical embankments at which 

the transition from external stability being critical to internal stability being critical occurs. 

However, narrow and tall embankments with vertical walls will yield larger factors of safety 

because the failure surface will extend further out from the toe of the embankment and, 

consequently, the heavier foundation soil below the toe of the embankment provides more of the 

resisting load to the failure surface. The failure surface extends further out because if the failure 

surface is assumed to be circular, the failure surface must extend further out for narrow and tall 

embankments to accommodate the circular failure surface. 

Figure 5.33.  Behavior of critical static failure surface of a vertical embankment as a  

            function of the height of the embankment.  

Design Charts 

The results of the stability analyses were used to develop the static external slope stability 

design charts in Figures 5.34 and 5.35. Figure 5.34 presents the results for a 2-lane (road width of 

11 m (36 ft)), 4-lane (road width of 23 m (76 ft)), and 6-lane (road width of 34 m (112 ft)) 
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roadway embankment, respectively, and the three graphs correspond to the three embankment 

heights considered, i.e., 3.1 m (10 ft), 6.1 m (20 ft), and 12.2 m (40 ft), for various values of 

foundation soil su.  As shown in Figure 5.34 as the foundation su increases, the overall 

embankment slope stability factor of safety increases. It can be seen that for a 23 m (76 ft) and 34 

m (112 ft) wide embankment, as the geofoam thickness or height, TEPS, increases for a given 

foundation su , the critical factor of safety decreases. The geofoam height corresponds to only the 

height of the geofoam and thus the total height of the embankment is TEPS plus the thickness of 

the pavement system. However, for the narrower embankment of 11 m (36 ft), the geofoam 

height of 12.2 m (40 ft) yielded a larger factor of safety than the shorter embankments of 3.1 m 

(10 ft) and 6.1 m (20 ft). As discussed in the previous section, narrow and tall embankments  

yield larger factors of safety because the failure surface will extend further out from the toe of the 

embankment and, consequently, the heavier foundation soil below the toe of the embankment 

provides more resisting force to the failure surface. The failure surface extends further out 

because if the failure is assumed to be circular, the failure surface must extend further out for 

narrow and tall embankments to accommodate the circular failure surface. 

Figure 5.34.  Effect of embankment height on static external slope stability for vertical  

                     embankments and a road width of 11 m (36 ft), 23 m (76 ft), and 34 m (112 ft). 

Figure 5.35 presents the static external slope stability results for the three embankment 

widths considered, i.e., a 2-lane (road width of 11 m (36 ft)), 4-lane (road width of 23 m (76 ft)), 

and 6-lane (road width of 34 m (112 ft)), and various values of foundation su, for a given 

embankment height.  Figure 5.35 shows that roadway width has little influence on the critical 

factor of safety for short embankments, e.g., at a height of 3.1 m (10 ft), but the influence of 

embankment width increases with increasing embankment height. This conclusion is supported 

by the observation made previously on the behavior of the critical static failure surface that 

narrow and tall embankments with vertical walls will yield larger factors of safety because the 

failure surface will extend further out from the toe of the embankment and, consequently, the 
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heavier foundation soil below the toe of the embankment provides more of the resisting load to 

the failure surface. 

Figure 5.35.  Effect of embankment width on static external slope stability for vertical  

          embankments at heights of 3.1 m (10 ft), 6.1 m (20 ft), and 12.2 m (40 ft).  

  The results of static external slope stability analyses performed for trapezoidal 

embankments, which are shown in Figures 5.14 through 5.16, show that as the slope inclination 

increases, the critical factor of safety decreases for each of the three embankment widths 

considered. A comparison between Figure 5.34 and Figures 5.14 through 5.16 also supports this 

observation because for a given embankment width, an embankment with vertical walls yields 

lower factors of safety values than an embankment with a 2H:1V side slope.  

It can be seen from Figures 5.34 and 5.35 that the critical static factors of safety for an 

embankment with vertical walls and with a width of 11 m (36 ft), 23 m (76 ft), and 34 m (112 ft) 

all exceed a value of 1.5 for su greater than or equal to 12 kPa (250 lbs/ft²).  These results indicate 

that external static slope stability will be satisfied, i.e., factor of safety greater than 1.5, if the 

foundation undrained shear strength exceeds 12 kPa (250 lbs/ft²).  In summary, external slope 

stability does not appear to be the controlling external failure mechanism of geofoam 

embankments with vertical walls, instead it appears that settlement will be the controlling 

external failure mechanism.  However, Figures 5.34 or 5.35 can be used to quickly estimate the 

critical static factor of safety to facilitate the design process.   

Interpretation of External Slope Stability Design Charts 

Comparison of the factors of safety in Figures 5.34 and 5.35 also reveals that the critical 

case for external slope stability for vertical embankments and with widths of 23 m (76 ft) and 34 

m (112 ft) is an embankment with a height of 12.2 m (40 ft) over a foundation soil with an su of 

less than 12 kPa (250 lbs/ft²). This case may yield factors of safety that are less than 1.5. For a 

vertical embankment with a narrow width of 11m (36 ft), the critical case for external slope 

stability is an embankment height of 6.1 m (20 ft) and a foundation su of less than 12 kPa (250 
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lbs/ft²) because this case may yield factors of safety of less than 1.5. Knowledge of these critical 

cases is important because the static stability controls the seismic external stability.  The greater 

the static external stability, the greater the seismic external stability.  The results of the seismic 

stability analyses will be presented in the next section.   

Figure 5.34 can be used for the design of a geofoam embankment by entering the 

appropriate graph with a value of su, e.g., 36 kPa (750 lbs/ft²), geofoam height of 6.1 m (20 ft), 

and obtaining a critical static factor of safety of approximately 2.7 for a roadway embankment 

width of 34 m (112 ft) (see Figure 5.34).   

Remedial Procedures 

 As with trapezoidal embankments, the main remedy procedure that can be used to 

increase the factor of safety against external slope instability of embankments with vertical walls 

is to increase the undrained shear strength of the foundation soil by using a ground improvement 

method. A discussion on ground improvement is provided in Chapter 1.  However, the external 

slope stability analyses indicate that settlement will control the design of a vertical geofoam 

embankment and not external slope stability, which is in agreement with the lack of field case 

histories involving external slope instability.  

EXTERNAL SEISMIC STABILITY OF VERTICAL EMBANKMENTS  

Introduction 

This section focuses on the effect of seismic forces on the external slope stability of 

vertical EPS-block geofoam embankments. This analysis uses the same pseudo-static slope 

stability analysis used for external seismic stability of trapezoidal embankments and circular 

failure surfaces through the foundation soil. The pseudo-static stability analysis is used to 

simulate earthquake loads on slopes and involves modeling the earthquake shaking with a 

horizontal force that acts permanently, not temporarily, and in one direction on the slope. The 

pseudo-static horizontal force is applied to the slide mass that is delineated by the critical static 

failure surface.  
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The same steps outlined in this chapter in the sub-sections entitled “Introduction,” 

“Seismic Shear Strength,” and “Horizontal Seismic Coefficient” of the section entitled “External 

Seismic Stability of Trapezoidal Embankments” are used in an external pseudo-static stability 

analysis of EPS-block geofoam vertical embankments. 

In seismic design of vertical embankments the following two analyses should be 

performed: 1) psuedo-static slope-stability analysis involving circular failure surfaces through the 

foundation soil, and 2) overturning of the entire embankment about one of the bottom corners of 

the embankment at the interface between the bottom of the assemblage of EPS blocks and the 

underlying foundation soil due to pseudo-static horizontal forces acting on the embankment 

especially for tall and narrow vertical embankments. 

Seismic Stability Analysis Procedure 

Pseudo-static slope stability analyses were conducted on the range of vertical 

embankment geometries used for the external static stability analyses to investigate the effect of 

various embankment heights (3.1 m (10 ft) to 12.2 m (40 ft)) and road widths of 11, 23, and 34 m 

(36, 76, and 112 ft) on external seismic slope stability.  The results of these analyses were used to 

develop design charts to facilitate seismic design of vertical roadway embankments that utilize 

geofoam.  The seismic analyses utilize the critical static failure surfaces identified for each 

geometry in the external static stability analyses.  A pseudo-static analysis was conducted on only 

the critical failure surfaces that passed through the foundation soil because external stability is 

being evaluated.   

The same typical cross-section through an EPS embankment used in the static slope 

stability analysis of embankments with vertical walls was also used for the pseudo-static stability 

analyses and is shown in Figure 5.30.   

Figure 5.36 illustrates the location and magnitude of the pseudo-static forces used to 

represent earthquake loading for a particular value of horizontal seismic coefficient.  The length 

of the horizontal arrows corresponds to the relative magnitude of the horizontal force for a given 
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horizontal seismic coefficient.  It can be seen that the pavement and traffic surcharges yield the 

largest horizontal force because the weight of the soil layer used to model the surcharge results in 

the largest weight.  The EPS exhibits a small weight and thus the horizontal seismic force is small 

for the EPS blocks. The foundation soil also contributes a significant horizontal seismic force 

because of the unit weight of the material. 

Figure 5.36.  Typical cross-section showing location and relative magnitude of pseudo-static     

  forces used to represent an earthquake loading in a vertical embankment. 

Design Charts 

The results of the seismic stability analyses were used to develop the seismic external 

slope stability design charts for a 2-lane (road width of 11 m (36 ft)), 4-lane (road width of 23 m 

(76 ft)), and 6-lane (road width of 34 m (112 ft)) roadway embankment in Figures 5.37 to 5.39.  

Three seismic coefficients, low (0.05), medium (0.10), and high (0.20), were used for each 

roadway embankment.  Values of seismic coefficient greater 0.20 indicate a severe seismic 

environment and a site-specific seismic analysis, including a site response analysis, should be 

conducted instead of using the enclosed simplified design charts.   

The pseudo-static factor of safety for the critical static failure surfaces previously 

identified using the Simplified Janbu stability method was calculated for each geometry 

considered to develop the design charts.  The factor of safety was calculated using Spencer’s 

slope stability method (34) as coded in the microcomputer program XSTABL Version 5 (32) 

because it satisfies all conditions of equilibrium. However, for some of the narrow embankment 

widths with large heights such as at an embankment width of 11 m (36 ft) and height of 12.2 m 

(40 ft), Spencer’s method yielded an unreasonable location of interslice forces. For these narrow 

embankments, the factor of safety value was calculated using Bishop’s simplified method 

because for circular failure surfaces it provides similar factors of safety as Spencer’s method (35). 

Additionally, at a seismic coefficient of 0.2, Spencer’s (34) slope stability method did not 
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converge for the vertical wall embankment geometries investigated and Bishop’s simplified 

method was also used for these cases. 

The seismic analyses were conducted without reducing the shear strength of the 

foundation soil to account for strain incompatibility or seismic loading as discussed in this 

chapter in the sub-section entitled “Material Properties” of the section entitled “External Slope 

Stability of Trapezoidal Embankments” because the design charts present the pseudo-static factor 

of safety for the critical versus undrained shear strength (see Figure 5.37) and a design engineer 

can utilize these charts with an su value that reflects any strength loss that might occur during 

earthquake shaking.   

Figures 5.37 through 5.39 present the seismic external stability results for an 11 m (36 ft), 

23 m (76 ft), and 34 m (112 ft) geofoam roadway embankment with vertical walls, respectively. 

Each figure shows the critical factor of safety versus foundation su for the three values of 

horizontal seismic coefficient, i.e., 0.05, 0.10, and 0.20. Comparison of these figures results in the 

following conclusions:   

(1) Seismic stability is not a concern for vertical embankments with the 

geometries considered and horizontal seismic coefficients of 0.05, 0.10, and 

0.20 because all of the computed values of factor of safety exceed the 

required value of 1.2.  The factor of safety values obtained for embankments 

with vertical walls is greater than the embankment with 2H:1V side slopes. 

This conclusion is in agreement with the conclusion made for trapezoidal 

embankments that flatter embankments are more critical than the 2H:1V 

embankment because the weight of the soil cover materials above the critical 

static failure surface increases as the side slope becomes flatter which results 

in a greater seismic force being applied in the 3H:1V and 4H:1V 

embankments versus the 2H:1V embankment. The flatter embankments are 

more critical and thus a higher foundation undrained shear strength will be 
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required to satisfy a factor of safety of 1.2 especially for the 4H:1V 

embankment. 

(2) Unlike the observations made for trapezoidal embankments, a wider roadway 

does not necessarily result in a decrease in seismic stability. Based on the 

static external stability results shown in Figure 5.32,  the factors of safety are 

similar and the failure surface originates near the toe of the embankment and 

terminates near the center of the embankment for embankment widths of 23 

m (76 ft) and 34 m (112 ft). At the smaller embankment width of 11 m (36 

ft), the failure surface extends further out from the toe of the embankment and 

terminates near the top outer edge of the embankment.  

(3) The narrower embankment width of 11 m (36 ft) produces a higher factor of 

safety because the heavier foundation soil below the toe of the embankment 

provides more resisting force to the failure surface than the wider 

embankments for a given height. The failure surface extends further out 

because if the shape of the failure surface is assumed to be circular, the failure 

surface must extend further out for narrow and tall embankments to 

accommodate the circular failure surface. Additionally, a narrower 

embankment yields a smaller length of the failure surface that is subjected to 

the pavement and traffic driving stresses. This same behavior is exhibited in 

the external seismic stability analysis  shown in Figures 5.37 through 5.39. At 

embankment widths of 23 m (76 ft) and 34 m (112 ft), the seismic factors of 

safety are similar. However, the narrower embankment with a width of 11 m 

(36 ft) yields a higher factor of safety. 

Figure 5.37.  Seismic external stability design chart for a 2-lane roadway vertical  

          embankment and a total width of 11 m (36 ft).  

Figure 5.38.  Seismic external stability design chart for a 4-lane roadway vertical  
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          embankment and a total width of 23 m (76 ft).  

Figure 5.39.  Seismic external stability design chart for a 6-lane roadway vertical  

          embankment and a total width of 34 m (112 ft).  

Remedial Procedures 

 As with trapezoidal embankments, the main remedy to increase the external seismic 

factor of safety for vertical embankments is to increase the undrained shear strength of the 

foundation soil by using a ground improvement method. A discussion on ground improvement is 

provided in Chapter 1. 

Overturning 

For tall and narrow vertical embankments the overturning of the entire embankment at 

the interface between the bottom of the assemblage of EPS blocks and the underlying foundation 

soil as a result of pseudo-static horizontal forces should be considered. These horizontal forces 

create an overturning moment about the toe at point O as shown in Figure 5.40.  

Figure 5.40.  Variables for determining the factor of safety against overturning of a vertical  

          embankment due to pseudo-static horizontal forces used to represent an  

          earthquake loading. 

Vertical loads such as the weight of the EPS blocks and the pavement system and traffic 

surcharges will provide a stabilizing moment. A factor of safety against overturning of 1.2 is 

recommended for design purposes because overturning due to earthquake loading is a temporary 

loading condition. The factor of safety against overturning is expressed as follows: 

 

( ) ( )

W EPS pavement & traffic surcharges

h EPS EPS pavement h pavement & traffic surcharges

stabilizing momentsFS
overturning moments

1( T ) (W +W )
2

1 1H k W T + T k W
2 2

∑
=

∑

∗ ∗
=

       ∗ ∗ ∗ + ∗ ∗ ∗             

 (5.54) 
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 The soil pressure under a vertical embankment is a function of the location of the vertical 

and horizontal forces. It is generally desirable that the resultant of the vertical and horizontal 

forces be located within the middle third of the base of the embankment, i.e., eccentricity, e ≤ 

(TW/6), to minimize the potential for overturning. If e = 0, the pressure distribution is rectangular. 

If e < (TW/6), the pressure distribution is trapezoidal, and if e = (TW/6), the pressure distribution is 

triangular. Therefore, as e increases, the potential for overturning of the embankment increases. 

Note that if e > (TW/6), the minimum soil pressure will be negative, i.e., the foundation soil will 

be in tension. Therefore, separation between the vertical embankment and foundation soil may 

occur, which may result in overturning of the embankment, because soil cannot resist tension. 

This is the primary reason for ensuring that e ≤ (TW/6). Equation (5.55) can be used to determine 

the location of the resultant a distance x from the toe of the embankment and Equation (5.56) can 

be used to determine e. Equation (5.57) can be used to estimate the maximum and minimum 

pressures under the embankment. 

             stabilizing moments- overturning momentsx
N

∑ ∑
=

∑
                                                   (5.55) 

where x = location of the resultant of the forces from the toe of the embankment 

           ΣN = summation of normal stresses 

 WTe= x
2

−                                                                                                                       (5.56) 

where e = eccentricity of the resultant of the forces with respect to the centerline of the  

                 embankment 

           TW = top width of the embankment 

            
W W

a
N 6eq= 1 q

T T
 

± ≤ 
 

∑                                                                                                    (5.57)                           

where q = soil pressure under the embankment 

           qa = allowable soil pressure 
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The soil pressures should not exceed the allowable soil pressure, qa, which is given by Equation 

(5.39).  

HYDROSTATIC UPLIFT (FLOTATION) 

Introduction 

EPS-block geofoam used as lightweight fill usually has a density that is approximately 1 

percent of the density of earth materials.  Because of this extraordinarily low density, the 

potential for hydrostatic uplift (flotation) of the entire embankment at the interface between the 

bottom of the assemblage of EPS blocks and the foundation soil must be considered in external 

stability evaluations.  

The factor of safety against upward vertical movement of the entire embankment due to a 

rise in the ground water table is the ratio of the total vertical stress from the embankment applied 

to the foundation soil (the unit weight of EPS is conservatively taken as the dry value, i.e., 0.2 

kN/m³ (1.25 lbs/ft³)) divided by the uplift water pressure under some extreme event as shown in 

Equation (5.58). Figures 5.41 and 5.47 show the two cases of uplift of the embankment, equal 

water and non-equal water on both sides of the embankment, respectively, that were analyzed 

herein. In both cases, it is assumed that the EPS blocks extend down to the foundation soil and 

uplift will occur at the EPS block/foundation soil interface. 

U
NFS

∑
∑

=                                                                                                                       (5.58) 

where ∑ N = summation of normal forces = WWEPS WWW ′++  

                        ∑ U = summation of uplift forces, U, at base of embankment  

                       EPSW = weight of EPS-block geofoam embankment 

                       WW   = vertical component of weight of water on the embankment face above the  

                                   base of the embankment on the accumulated water side. 

               WW′  = vertical component of weight of water on the face of the embankment on             
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                            the tailwater side. 

With postconstruction settlements of 0.3 to 0.6 m (1 to 2 ft) generally considered 

tolerable for highway embankments during the economic life of a roadway as discussed in  

“Settlement of Embankments” in this chapter, the long-term total settlement might have a 

significant effect on the factor of safety against flotation. Therefore, the estimated total settlement 

as defined by Equation (5.1) should be included in the calculation of uplift force, U. The height of 

the embankment will remain the same after settlement occurs. However, the total depth of the 

design water level will increase. Thus, U should be based on the vertical height of accumulated 

water or tailwater, h or h’, respectively, to the bottom of the embankment at the start of 

construction, plus the estimated total settlement, Stotal, as indicated by Equations (5.59) and  

(5.60). The water pressures, P and P’, are derived from the vertical height of accumulated water at 

the start of construction plus the estimated total settlement, h+Stotal, and the vertical height of 

tailwater at the start of construction plus the estimated total settlement, h’+Stotal, and result in 

triangular pressure distributions acting on the sides of the embankment with a magnitude of γW * 

(h+Stotal) or γW * (h’+Stotal). 

For the case of the vertical height of accumulated water to the bottom of the embankment 

at the start of construction, h, equal to the vertical height of tailwater to the bottom of the 

embankment at the start of construction, h’, (see Figure 5.41), Equation (5.58) becomes: 

( )
EPS W W REQ

total W W

W W W O
FS

h S Bγ
′+ + +

=
∗ + ∗

                                                                               (5.59) 

where   = Wγ unit weight of water, 

  Stotal =total settlement as defined by Equation (5.1), 

          BW = bottom embankment width, and 

 =REQO additional overburden force required above the EPS blocks to obtain the desired 

factor of safety.  
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Figure 5.41.  Variables for determining hydrostatic uplift for the case of water equal on 

     both sides of the embankment. 

Figure 5.41 defines the forces and pressures acting on a generic trapezoidal embankment with a 

side-slope inclination of θ, height of H, and top-width of TW.  It can be seen that the water is at 

the same level on each side of the embankment, which represents the worst case scenario because 

the water on each side of the embankment creates a uniform uplift pressure at the base of the 

embankment.  These water pressures create an uplift force, U, on the bottom of the embankment 

that equals: 

U = γW * BW * (h+Stotal) = γW * BW * (h’+Stotal)        (5.60) 

The water pressures represent static water level pressures. Seepage pressures are not considered 

herein.  

The value of OREQ is the additional overburden force required above the EPS blocks to 

obtain the desired factor of safety in Equation (5.59).  The components usually contributing to 

OREQ are the weight of the pavement system and the cover soil on the embankment side slopes.  

The weight of pavement system can be taken to be equal to the pavement surcharge of 21.5 kPa 

(450 lbs/ft²) used previously for external bearing capacity and slope stability or it can be 

calculated by multiplying the unit weight of the pavement system, γpavement, by the pavement 

thickness, Tpavement, and width, TW. The traffic surcharge of 11.5 kN/m2 (240 lbs/ft²) used 

previously is not included in OREQ because it is a live or transient load and may not be present at 

the time of the design hydrostatic uplift condition. The weight of the cover soil imposes 

overburden weight on the EPS blocks on both side slopes of the embankment and can be 

calculated using the variables in Figure 5.42 and the following expressions: 

 ( )cover cover cover coverW 2 L Hγ= ∗ ∗ ∗                                                                                (5.61) 

where    EPS
cover

TL  and
sin

=
θ

                                                                                                        (5.62) 
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 cover
cover

TH .
cos

=
θ

                                                                                                             (5.63) 

Substituting Equations (5.62) and (5.63), Equation (5.61) becomes 

EPS cover
cover cover

T TW =γ  2 * *
sin cos

 
 θ θ 

          (5.64) 

Equation (5.64) utilizes the slope length of the cover soil, TEPS/sinθ, times the vertical thickness 

of the cover soil, Tcover/cosθ, and the unit weight of the cover soil to estimate the weight of the 

cover soil per length of the geofoam embankment. Therefore, to ensure the desired factor of 

safety used in Equation (5.59) is satisfied for hydrostatic uplift, the calculated value of OREQ 

should be less than the sum of the pavement and cover soil weights as shown below: 

OREQ < (γpavement * Tpavement * TW) + Wcover         (5.65) 

Note that the pavement weight is γpavement * Tpavement * TW. If other weights, Wother,  are 

applied to the embankment besides the pavement system and the soil cover, these weights can be 

included in Equation (5.65) and used to increase the applied vertical stress to meet the required 

value of OREQ as shown below: 

OREQ < (γpavement * Tpavement * TW) + Wcover  +Wother        (5.66) 

The design charts, which will be presented subsequently, are based on the assumption 

that the EPS blocks extend for the full height of the embankment, i.e., H = TEPS. Therefore, the 

weight of the EPS equivalent to the height of the pavement system times the unit weight of the 

EPS must be subtracted in the result of OREQ in Equation (5.65) as shown below: 

 ( ) ( )REQ pavement pavement W EPS pavement W coverO T T T T Wγ γ< ∗ ∗ − ∗ ∗ +                                (5.67) 

Figure 5.42.  Variables for the weight induced by the soil cover. 

 If other weights, Wother, are applied to the embankment besides the pavement system and 

soil cover, Equation (5.67) becomes 

 ( ) ( )REQ pavement pavement W EPS pavement W cover otherO T T T T W Wγ γ< ∗ ∗ − ∗ ∗ + +                   (5.68) 
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Equation (5.59) also can be rearranged and used to obtain the value of OREQ required to 

obtain the desired factor of safety of 1.2.  A factor of safety against hydrostatic uplift of 1.2 is 

recommended for design purposes because hydrostatic uplift is a temporary loading condition and 

a factor of safety of 1.2 is being used for other temporary loading conditions in the design 

procedure, such as seismic loading.  Therefore, the value of OREQ corresponding to a factor of 

safety of 1.2 and the various embankment geometries considered during this study was calculated 

to develop design charts for hydrostatic uplift. This rearrangement results in the following 

expression: 

( ) [ ]totalREQ  W W EPS W WO 1.2*( h S B )   (W W W )γ ′ = ∗ + ∗ − + +                                 (5.69) 

Design charts were prepared for each embankment geometry because calculation of 

WEPS, WW, and W’W is cumbersome.  The design charts simplify the process because a design 

engineer can enter a design chart and obtain the value of OREQ corresponding to a factor of safety 

of 1.2. The values of OREQ provided by the design charts are based on the assumption that the EPS 

blocks extend for the full height of the embankment and that the accumulated water level is the 

sum of the vertical accumulated water level to the bottom of the embankment at the start of 

construction and the estimated total settlement, h+Stotal. The design engineer then compares this 

value of OREQ with the weight of the pavement system and cover soil as shown in Equation 

(5.67).  For example, Figure 5.43 presents the hydrostatic uplift design charts for a 4H:1V (14 

degrees) embankment and the tailwater level equal to the upstream water level.  If the proposed 

geofoam embankment has a 4-lane roadway (middle chart), a height of 12 m (40 feet), and a ratio 

of accumulated water level to embankment height of 0.2, which means the total water depth to 

include the estimated total settlement is 20 percent of the embankment height, the required value 

of OREQ is approximately 936 kN/m (64,150 lbs/ft) length of embankment. If the typical pavement 

system with a Tpavement of 1,000 mm (39 in.) used in previous external stability calculations is used 

the pavement weight, Wpavement, equals the surcharge times the pavement width: 
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Wpavement = 21.5 kN/m2 * 23.2 m = 498.8 kN/m of roadway      (5.70) 

Note that Wpavement is the initial part of Equation (5.67), i.e., γpavement * Tpavement. * TW. If the typical 

cover soil thickness of 0.46 m (1.5 feet) and moist unit weight of 18.9 kN/m3 (120 lbf/ft3) (see 

Table 5.2) used in previous external stability calculations is used, the cover soil weight equals: 

      3EPS cover
cover cover

T T 12 m 0.46 mW 2 2 18.9 kN/m 889 kN/m
sin cos sin14 cos14

   = ∗ γ ∗ ∗ = ∗ ∗ ∗ =  θ θ    o o
    (5.71) 

From Equation (5.67) and assuming an EPS40,  

936 kN/m = OREQ = < 498.8 kN/m –(0.16 kN/m³ ∗1 m ∗ 23 m) + 889 kN/m             (5.72) 

             936 kN/m = OREQ < 1,384.1 kN/m of roadway                                                                                 

Thus, the pavement and cover soil will provide sufficient overburden for a factor of safety of 1.2. 

 Equal water level on both sides of the embankment is the worst-case scenario and 

construction measures should be taken to try avoid the situation of equal water level being created 

on both sides of the embankment.  It will be shown in the following paragraphs that limiting the 

accumulation of water to one side of the embankment greatly reduces the value of OREQ for a 

factor of safety of 1.2.  Figures 5.43 through 5.46 present the design charts for all of the 

embankment geometries considered during this study for equal upstream and tailwater levels and 

uplift at the EPS block/foundation soil interface. The values of OREQ shown in Figures 5.43 

through 5.46 is the required weight of material over the EPS blocks in kN per linear meter of 

embankment length. Embankment top widths of 11m (36 ft), 23 m (76 ft), and 34 m (112 ft), side 

slope inclinations of 0H:1V, 2H:1V, 3H:1V, 4H:1V, and six heights between 1.5 m (4.92 ft) and 

16 m (52.49 ft) were used in developing the charts.  The accumulated water level is the total 

water depth to include the estimated total settlement, i.e., h+Stotal. The design charts only extend 

to a maximum ratio of accumulated water level to embankment height of 0.5, which means the 

total water depths to include the estimated total settlement is limited to 50 percent of the 

embankment height, because an embankment with a high accumulated water level is essentially a 
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dam structure that may require unreasonable overburden forces on top of the EPS blocks to obtain 

the desired factor of safety. 

 The design charts were only created for EPS40 and not EPS50, 70, or 100 because the 

results of a sensitivity analysis revealed that the value of OREQ required on top of an EPS-block 

geofoam embankment for a factor of safety of 1.2 is not sensitive to the density of the EPS 

geofoam.  Therefore, the lighter EPS40 (density = 16 kg/m³ (1 lbf/ft³)) was used in determining 

the values of OREQ for the design charts. Because some embankments may utilize various types of 

EPS-blocks, the use of EPS40 for design against hydrostatic uplift will yield a worst-case 

scenario, which is desirable for ULS calculations. Even if a higher density is used, the value of 

OREQ did not change significantly because the density does not change significantly.  For 

example, the density for EPS50 is 20 kg/m³ (1.25 lbf/ft³) versus 16 kg/m³ (1 lbf/ft³) for EPS40.   

Figure 5.43.  Hydrostatic uplift (flotation) design for a factor of safety of 1.2 with tailwater  

          level equal to upstream water level, 4H:1V embankment slope, and three road  

          widths. 

Figure 5.44.  Hydrostatic uplift (flotation) design for a factor of safety of 1.2 with tailwater  

                       level equal to upstream water level, 3H:1V embankment slope, and three road  

                       widths. 

Figure 5.45.  Hydrostatic uplift (flotation) design for a factor of safety of 1.2 with tailwater  

                       level equal to upstream water level, 2H:1V embankment slope, and three road  

                      widths.  

Figure 5.46.  Hydrostatic uplift (flotation) design for a factor of safety of 1.2 with tailwater  

                       level equal to upstream water level, vertical embankment (0H:1V), and three  

                       road widths. 

Figure 5.47.  Variable for determining hydrostatic uplift analysis for the case of water on  

                       one side of the embankment only. 
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For the case of the total vertical height of tailwater, h’+Stotal, equals zero (see Figure 

5.47), Equation (5.59) becomes: 

( )
EPS W REQ

total W W

W W O
FS 1 * h S B

2
γ

+ +
=

∗ + ∗
                                                                                  (5.73) 

It can be seen that the weight of the tailwater is removed from the numerator and the uplift force 

corresponds to the resultant force of the water pressure diagram on the upstream side of the 

embankment. Equation (5.73) also can be rearranged and used to obtain the value of OREQ 

required to obtain the desired factor of safety of 1.2 against hydrostatic uplift.  Therefore, the 

value of OREQ corresponding to a factor of safety of 1.2 and the various embankment geometries 

considered during this study was calculated to develop design charts for hydrostatic uplift with 

zero tailwater as shown below: 

( ) [ ]totalREQ  W W EPS W
1O 1.2*( * h S B ) (W W )
2
γ = ∗ + ∗ − +  

                                        (5.74) 

Figures 5.48 through 5.51 present the design charts for all of the embankment geometries 

considered during this study for a total tailwater depth of zero. These charts can be used to 

estimate the value of OREQ required to obtain the desired factor of safety of 1.2 against hydrostatic 

uplift at the EPS block/foundation soil interface. The same conditions used to generate the design 

charts for the equal upstream and tailwater levels were used to develop the design charts for zero 

tailwater 

Figure 5.48.  Hydrostatic uplift (flotation) design for a factor of safety of 1.2 with no  

          tailwater, 4H:1V embankment slope, and three road widths. 

Figure 5.49.  Hydrostatic uplift (flotation) design for a factor of safety of 1.2 with no  

                      tailwater, 3H:1V embankment slope, and three road widths. 

Figure 5.50.  Hydrostatic uplift (flotation) design for a factor of safety of 1.2 with no  

                      tailwater, 2H:1V embankment slope, and three road widths. 
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Figure 5.51.  Hydrostatic uplift (flotation) design for a factor of safety of 1.2 with no  

                      tailwater, vertical embankment (0H:1V), and three road widths. 

The design charts, i.e., Figures 5.43-5.46 and 5.48-5.51, are based on a factor of safety against 

hydrostatic uplift of 1.2. The Japanese design manual also recommends a minimum factor of 

safety of 1.2 (22) but the Norwegian design manual (4) recommends a minimum factor of safety 

of 1.3 for estimating the values of OREQ. The values of OREQ can be adjusted to other values of 

factor of safety by multiplying OREQ by the ratio of the factors of safety.  For example, if the 

desired of factor of safety is 1.3, the value of OREQ obtained from one of the design charts should 

be multiplied by 1.3/1.2 or 1.08.  However, a better estimate of OREQ can be obtained by using 

Equations (5.59) and (5.73). Because the design guidelines developed herein utilize a factor of 

safety of 1.2 for temporary loading conditions, the design charts utilize a safety factor of 1.2. 

As reported in (55) and (56), in 1987 the first EPS embankment built in Norway in 1972 

failed due to hydrostatic uplift (flotation). Although the embankment was designed against the 

potential for uplift, the design water level used was 0.85 m (2.8 ft) lower than the flood level that 

occurred in 1987. Thus, the largest uncertainty in design against hydrostatic uplift is the selection 

of an appropriate flood elevation to utilize in the calculation and the water level on each side of 

the embankment.  In addition to designing the completed embankment against uplift, it is 

important that proper temporary dewatering be maintained during construction to prevent 

hydrostatic uplift due to groundwater rise or surface water intrusion that may collect along the 

embankment during a heavy rainfall.  A project in Orland Park, Illinois partially failed during 

construction due to hydrostatic uplift during a heavy rainfall (57). 

Remedial Procedures 

 Remedial procedures that can be considered to increase the factor of safety against 

hydrostatic uplift of the entire embankment include: 

• If conventional soil fill is being proposed between the EPS blocks and the natural 

subgrade, a portion of this proposed soil fill can be removed and substituted with 
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pavement system materials on top of the EPS thereby increasing the overburden 

over the EPS blocks. 

• A drainage system can be incorporated to minimize the potential for water to 

accumulate along the embankment. 

• An anchoring system that anchors the EPS blocks to the underlying foundation 

soil can be utilized.  Details of a typical anchoring system that has used to resist 

hydrostatic uplift of an EPS-block geofoam embankment is included in Chapter 

10. 

TRANSLATION AND OVERTURNING DUE TO WATER (HYDROSTATIC SLIDING 

AND OVERTURNING) 

Introduction 

Because of the extraordinarily low density of EPS-block geofoam, the potential for 

translation (horizontal sliding) of the entire embankment at the interface between the bottom of 

the assemblage of EPS blocks and the underlying foundation soil due to an unbalanced water 

pressure must be considered. This scenario is similar to the hydrostatic uplift case with zero 

tailwater but the failure mode is sliding and not uplift. Additionally, for vertical geofoam 

embankments, the potential for overturning of the entire embankment about one of the bottom 

corners of the embankment at the interface between the bottom of the assemblage of EPS blocks 

and the underlying foundation soil due to an unbalanced water pressure must be considered. 

Translation 

The short-term tendency of the entire embankment, such as during construction or 

immediately after construction, to slide under an unbalanced water pressure is resisted primarily 

by the undrained shear strength, su, of the foundation soil if it is a soft clay. However, the long-

term tendency of the entire embankment to slide under an unbalanced water pressure is resisted 

primarily by EPS/foundation soil interface friction. Although the friction angle, δ, for this 

interface is relatively high (it approaches the Mohr-Coulomb angle of internal friction, φ, of the 
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foundation soil), the resisting force (which equals the dead weight times the tangent of δ) is small 

because the dead weight of the overall embankment is small. Consequently, the potential for the 

entire embankment to slide under an unbalanced water pressure loading is a possible failure 

mechanism and the potential for translation (horizontal sliding) of the entire embankment in a 

direction perpendicular to the proposed road alignment should be considered. 

The factor of safety against horizontal sliding of the entire embankment is the ratio of 

shearing resistance along the EPS/foundation soil interface to the total horizontal driving force as 

shown in Equation (5.75). The total horizontal driving force is the net unbalanced water pressure,  

shown in Figure 5.47, which equals the resultant force of the triangular water pressure diagram or 

½ (γW)h2 where h equals the vertical height of accumulated water to bottom of embankment.  

( )c*A+ N- U tanhorizontal resisting forces
FS=                                     

horizontal driving forces HF

δ
=

∑ ∑∑
∑ ∑

(5.75)

 

where c = interface cohesion along the horizontal sliding surface 

 A = area of the horizontal sliding surface being considered 

 ΣN = summation of normal forces = WEPS + WW +OREQ 

 ΣU = summation of uplift forces = ½ * ( Wγ  * h+Stotal) * (BW) 

 δ = interface friction angle along the sliding surface 

 ΣHF = summation of horizontal forces   

Rp=horizontal component of accumulated water on side slope above base of embankment  

      on accumulated water side. The horizontal force, Rp=½*( Wγ  * h²), is located ⅓ * h  

      above the base of the embankment  

 Wγ  = unit weight of water 

  h = vertical height of accumulated water to bottom of embankment at the start of  

                    construction 
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  Stotal=total settlement as defined by Equation (5.1) 

  BW = bottom of embankment width  

As described for the analysis of hydrostatic uplift, OREQ is the additional overburden force 

required above the EPS blocks to obtain the desired factor of safety.  In this case the desired 

factor of safety pertains to horizontal sliding because the resistance to horizontal sliding is 

controlled by the vertical normal force acting on the sliding interface just as uplift is controlled by 

the vertical normal force acting on the base of the embankment.   

For the case of no interface cohesion along the sliding surface, which is typical for 

geosynthetic interfaces (see Chapter 2), the expression for factor of safety against hydrostatic 

sliding simplifies to the following:  

( ) ( )( ) ( )( )
( )( )

1EPS REQ totalW W W2

21 totalW2

W +W O h S γ B tan
FS=                                  

γ h S

δ + − + ∗ ∗ ∗ 
∗ +

(5.76)

 

A factor of safety against hydrostatic sliding of 1.2 is recommended for design purposes 

because hydrostatic sliding is also a temporary loading condition and a factor of safety of 1.2 is 

being used for other temporary loading conditions in the design guidelines, such as seismic 

loading and hydrostatic uplift. For a factor of safety of 1.2 and solving for OREQ, Equation (5.76) 

becomes: 

( )( )
( )( ) ( )( )

21 totalW2 1REQ total EPSW W W2

1.2( ) γ h S
O = h S γ B -W  -  W                 

tanδ

∗ +
+ + ∗ ∗ (5.77)

 

Equation (5.77) can be used to obtain the required value of OREQ for a factor of safety of 

1.2 against hydrostatic sliding. Figures 5.53 through 5.56 present the design charts for all of the 

embankment geometries considered during this study for horizontal sliding caused by 

accumulation of water on one-side of the embankment.  These charts can be used to estimate the 

value of OREQ per linear meter of embankment length required to obtain the desired factor of 
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safety of 1.2 against hydrostatic sliding at the EPS block/foundation soil interface as was 

demonstrated for the hydrostatic uplift design charts. Embankment top widths of 11m (36 ft), 23 

m (76 ft), and 34 m (112 ft), side slope inclinations of 0H:1V, 2H:1V, 3H:1V, 4H:1V, and six 

heights between 1.5 m (4.9 ft) and 16 m (52.5 ft) were used in developing the charts.  For 

example, the design charts in each figure signify a different slope inclination where Figures 5.53 

through 5.56 correspond to slope inclinations of 4H:1V, 3H:1V, 2H:1V, and 0H:1V, respectively.  

As described in the section on hydrostatic uplift, the value of OREQ is the additional 

overburden force required above the EPS blocks to obtain the desired factor of safety of 1.2.  The 

components usually contributing to OREQ are the weight of the pavement system and the cover 

soil on the embankment side slopes.  Therefore, to ensure the desired factor of safety, the 

calculated value of OREQ  should be less than the sum of the pavement and cover soil weight as 

shown in Equation (5.65). If other weights, Wother, are applied to the embankment besides the 

pavement system and the soil cover, Equation (5.66) can be used to ensure that the desired factor 

of safety is obtained. The design charts, which will be presented subsequently, are based on the 

assumption that the EPS blocks extend for the full height of the embankment. Therefore, 

Equations (5.67) or (5.68) should be used to estimate the weight provided by the pavement 

system and soil cover.  

The design charts were only created for EPS40 and not EPS50, 70, or 100 because the 

results of a sensitivity analysis revealed that the value of OREQ required on top of an EPS-block 

geofoam embankment for a factor of safety of 1.2 is not sensitive to the density of the EPS 

geofoam.  Therefore, the lighter EPS40 (density = 16 kg/m³ (1 lbf/ft³)) was used in determining 

the values of OREQ for the design charts. Because some embankments may utilize various types of 

EPS-blocks, the use of EPS40 for design against hydrostatic uplift will yield a worst-case 

scenario. However, even if a higher density is used, the value of OREQ did not change significantly 

because the density does not change significantly. The accumulated water level used in the design 

charts is the sum of the vertical accumulated water level to the bottom of the embankment at the 
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start of construction and the estimated total settlement, i.e., h+Stotal. The design charts only extend 

to a maximum ratio of accumulated water level to embankment height of 0.5, which means the 

total water depth plus the estimated total settlement is limited to 50 percent of the embankment 

height. The maximum ratio is limited to 50 percent of the embankment height because a greater 

percentage may require an unreasonable overburden force on top of the EPS blocks to obtain the 

desired factor of safety. 

A factor of safety against hydrostatic sliding of 1.2 is recommended for design purposes 

because hydrostatic sliding is a temporary loading condition. However, other values of minimum 

factor of safety have been used for horizontal sliding such as 1.5 for mechanically stabilized earth 

(MSE) walls for design against sliding (58). A minimum factor of safety of 1.5 is also 

recommended for retaining walls for design against sliding in (7,59). However, since the potential 

for translation due to an unbalanced water head is an extreme event, a temporary loading 

condition, and the value of OREQ is sensitive to the design factor of safety, it was decided to use a 

minimum factor of safety of 1.2 for design of geofoam embankments against hydrostatic sliding. 

However, the values of OREQ can be adjusted to other values of factor of safety by multiplying 

OREQ by the ratio of the factors of safety.  For example, if the desired of factor of safety is 1.3, the 

value of OREQ obtained from one of the design charts should be multiplied by 1.3/1.2 or 1.08.  

However, a better estimate of OREQ can be obtained by using Equation (5.76). 

Various sliding interfaces may need to be evaluated during design depending on the types 

of materials that are placed, if any, between the EPS blocks and the foundation soil. Chapter 2 

discussed interface friction values between EPS and dissimilar materials as well as between EPS 

and EPS. A representative value of interface friction angle should be measured using laboratory 

direct shear testing, e.g., ASTM D 5321, and used in Figures 5.53 through 5.56 to obtain the 

required value of OREQ to resist horizontal sliding.  The design charts are based on an EPS/other 

material interface friction angle between 20 degrees and 40 degrees, which covers the typical 

range of interface friction angle for geofoam embankments. 
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Overturning 

For vertical embankments, the tendency of the entire embankment to overturn at the 

interface between the bottom of the assemblage of EPS blocks and the underlying foundation soil 

is a result of an unbalanced water pressure acting on the embankment. Overturning may be 

critical for tall and narrow vertical embankments. These horizontal forces create an overturning 

moment about the toe at point O as shown in Figure 5.52. The worst case scenario is for water 

accumulating on only one side of the embankment as shown in Figure 5.52. Vertical loads, such 

as the weight of the EPS blocks, the pavement system, and traffic surcharges, will provide a 

stabilizing moment. As described for the analysis of hydrostatic uplift, OREQ is the additional 

overburden force required above the EPS blocks to obtain the desired factor of safety.  

Figure 5.52.  Variables for determining the factor of safety against overturning due to  

          hydrostatic horizontal forces for the case of water on one side of the  

          embankment. 

 The factor of safety against overturning due to horizontal hydrostatic forces is expressed 

as 

 ( )

W EPS REQ

total p

1( T ) (W +O )stabilizing moments 2FS 1overturning moments h+S R
3

∗ ∗∑
= =

∑ ∗
                                          (5.78) 

  A factor of safety against hydrostatic overturning of 1.2 is recommended for design 

purposes because hydrostatic overturning is a temporary loading condition and a factor of safety 

of 1.2 is being used for other temporary loading conditions, such as hydrostatic uplift and sliding 

and seismic loading. For a factor of safety of 1.2 and solving for OREQ, Equation (5.78) becomes 

 
( ) ( )total p

REQ EPS

W

11.2 h+S R
3O = W

1 T
2

 ∗ ∗ ∗ 
  −

 ∗ 
 

                                                                      (5.79) 
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Equation (5.79) can be used to obtain the required value of OREQ for a factor of safety of 

1.2 to resist hydrostatic overturning. 

 The resultant of the vertical and horizontal forces should be checked to verify that the 

resultant is located within the middle third of the base, i.e., eccentricity, e ≤ (Bw/6), to minimize 

the potential for the wall to overturn. Equations (5.55) and (5.56) can be used to determine e. 

Additionally, the maximum and minimum soil pressures under the embankment should not 

exceed the allowable soil pressure, qa, which is given by Equation (5.39). Equation (5.57) can be 

used to determine the maximum and minimum pressures under the embankment. 

Remedial Procedures 

 Remedial procedures that can be considered to increase the factor of safety against 

hydrostatic sliding and overturning include: 

• Removing any separation material that is being proposed between the EPS blocks 

and the foundation soil and replacing with an alternative separation material that 

will provide a larger interface friction angle. This remedial procedure will reduce 

the potential for sliding. 

• If conventional soil fill is being proposed between the EPS blocks and the 

foundation soil, a portion of this proposed soil fill can be removed and 

substituted with heavier pavement system materials on top of the EPS thereby 

increasing the overburden over the EPS blocks. This remedial procedure will 

reduce the potential for both horizontal sliding and overturning. 

• A drainage system can be incorporated to minimize the potential for water to 

accumulate along a side of the embankment.  This will reduce the potential for 

horizontal sliding and overturning, as well as hydrostatic uplift.   

• If an anchoring system is used to resist hydrostatic uplift, this system will also 

provide resistance against horizontal sliding and overturning. 
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Figure 5.53. Hydrostatic sliding (translation due to water) design for a factor of safety of  

                          1.2 with no tailwater, 4H:1V embankment slope, and three road widths for  

                           various interface friction angles. 

Figure 5.54. Hydrostatic sliding (translation due to water) design for a factor of safety of  

                         1.2 with no tailwater, 3H:1V embankment slope, and three road widths for  

                          various interface friction angles. 

Figure 5.55. Hydrostatic sliding (translation due to water) design for a factor of safety of  

                          1.2 with no tailwater, 2H:1V embankment slope, and three road widths for  

                           various interface friction angles. 

Figure 5.56. Hydrostatic sliding (translation due to water) design for a factor of safety of  

                          1.2 with no tailwater, vertical embankment (0H:1V), and three road widths  

                          for various interface friction angles. 

TRANSLATION AND OVERTURNING DUE TO WIND  

Introduction 

As discussed in Chapter 3, translation due to wind is an external stability ULS failure 

mechanism that is unique to embankments containing EPS-block geofoam because of the 

extremely low density of EPS blocks compared to other types of lightweight fill. Additionally, for 

vertical geofoam embankments, the potential for overturning of the entire embankment about one 

of the bottom corners of the embankment at the interface between the bottom of the assemblage 

of EPS blocks and the underlying foundation soil due to horizontal wind forces must be 

considered. 

Translation 

The factor of safety against translation of the entire embankment due to wind is the ratio 

of the shearing resistance along the EPS/foundation soil interface to the total horizontal driving 

force as shown in Equation (5.75).  Equation (5.75) was presented in the previous section of this 

chapter during the discussion of “Translation Due to Water.” Equation (5.75) is restated below 
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with the variable definitions re-defined for calculating wind forces instead of hydrostatic forces. 

Figure 5.57 defines the forces and pressures acting on a generic trapezoidal embankment with a 

side-slope inclination of θ, height of H, and top-width of TW.   

( )c*A+ N- U tanhorizontal resisting forces
FS=                                   

horizontal driving forces HF

δ
=

∑ ∑∑
∑ ∑

(5.75)  

where c = interface cohesion along the horizontal sliding surface 

 A = area of the horizontal sliding surface being considered 

 ΣN = summation of normal stresses = WEPS + OREQ 

 ΣU = summation of uplift forces  

 δ = interface friction angle along the sliding surface 

 ΣHF = summation of horizontal forces = RU + RD 

 RU = upwind force = pU * H 

 RD = downwind force = pD * H  

 H = height of embankment =  TEPS + TPavement 

Figure 5.57.  Variables for determining wind analysis. 

It can be seen that the wind is acting on the left side of the embankment tending to push 

the embankment to the right and the horizontal resisting force acting along the base of the 

embankment is acting in the opposite direction and counteracting the wind.  The worst-case 

scenario involves the wind acting on only one-side of the embankment as shown in Figure 5.57 

and is considered herein.  The resultant wind forces, RU and RD, are obtained from wind pressure 

diagrams. It can be seen from Figure 5.57 that the wind is modeled with a uniform pressure 

distribution with a magnitude of pU or pD. The expressions used to calculate pU or pD were 

obtained from the French national design guide (60) for EPS-block geofoam road embankments, 

are discussed in Chapter 3, and are re-stated below:   

 2
U Up 0.75V sin= θ       (3.4) 
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 2
D Dp 0.75V sin= θ   (3.5) 

with V = the wind speed in meters per second, pU and pD have units of kilopascals and the other 

variables are defined in Figure 5.57. Both of these equations treat a side-sloped embankment as a 

vertical wall.  Therefore, the wind pressures are conservative in that the wind pressures are 

assumed to be horizontal instead of perpendicular to the side-slope.  The wind driving forces 

come from applied stresses on both the windward and leeward sides of the embankment as shown 

in Figure 5.57. The downwind (leeward side) pressure diagram is due to suction while the 

windward pressure diagram is due to the wind.  

For the case of no interface cohesion along the basal sliding surface, c = 0, which is 

typical for geosynthetic interfaces (see Chapter 2), and no uplift wind forces, U = 0, the 

expression for factor of safety against translation due to wind in Equation (5.75) simplifies to the 

following:  

 

Equation (5.80) can be used to obtain the required value of OREQ for a factor of safety of 

1.2 against translation due to wind.  A factor of safety against sliding of 1.2 is recommended for 

design purposes because sliding due to wind is another temporary loading condition and a factor 

of safety of 1.2 is being used for other temporary loading conditions in the design guidelines, 

such as seismic loading and hydrostatic uplift. In addition, low safety factors (1.0 to 1.2) are 

considered acceptable for this load case because of the low probability of occurrence of the event. 

For a factor of safety of 1.2 and solving for OREQ, Equation (5.80) becomes: 

 

( )
U D

EPS REQW +O tan
FS=                                                                                  

R +R
δ∗

(5.80)

U DREQ EPS
1.2*(R +R )            O = W   

tanδ
−                                                                          (5.81)
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The components usually contributing to OREQ are the weight of the pavement system and 

the cover soil on the embankment side slopes.  Therefore, to ensure the desired factor of safety, 

the calculated value of OREQ should be less than the sum of the pavement and cover soil weights 

as shown in Equation (5.65). If other weights, Wother, are applied to the embankment besides the 

pavement system and the soil cover, Equation (5.66) can be used to ensure that the desired factor 

of safety is obtained. 

Figure 5.58 presents the design charts for the embankment geometries considered during 

this study for translation due to wind.  These charts can be used to estimate the value of OREQ per 

linear meter of embankment length required to obtain the desired factor of safety of 1.2 against 

translation due to wind. Figure 5.58 is based on the assumption that the EPS blocks extend down 

to the EPS/foundation soil interface and thus occurs at the EPS block/foundation soil interface. 

The charts differ from the hydrostatic uplift and sliding charts because the charts only correspond 

to a 2-lane road width (11m (36 ft)) but are applicable to 4-lane (23 m (76 ft)) and 6-lane 

embankments (34 m (112 ft)). This applicability is caused by the interface cohesion being 

assumed equal to zero, embankment width has a small influence on WEPS because of the small 

density of EPS, and the assumption that the wind acts on a vertical wall. The application of the 

design charts in Figure 5.58 to 4-lane and 6-lane roadways was verified with a comparison of the 

three top embankment widths for the 2H:1V case that showed little difference in the value of 

OREQ. Therefore, the slightly more conservative results for the 2-lane (11 m (36 ft)) roadway 

width are presented in Figure 5.58. The charts are a function of embankment heights between 1.5 

m (4.92 ft) and 16 m (52.5 ft), side-slope inclinations of 0H:1V, 2H:1V, 3H:1V, 4H:1V, and two 

wind velocities (40 and 60 m/s (90 and 135 miles/hr)). It can also be seen that the design charts in 

Figure 5.58 utilize an interface friction angle, δ, of 20 degrees to 40 degrees for the 

EPS/foundation soil interface. The design charts correspond to EPS40, which has a density of 16 

kg/m³ (1 lbf/ft³). Other densities were not considered because the value of OREQ for a factor of 
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safety of 1.2 against translation to wind is not sensitive to other values of EPS density as noted 

previously in the hydrostatic uplift and hydrostatic sliding sections of this chapter. 

Figure 5.58.  Design against translation due to wind for factor of safety of 1.2 and a road  

                       width of 11 m (36 ft) and four embankment slopes. 

The value of OREQ obtained from Figure 5.58 is the additional overburden force in kN per linear 

meter of embankment length required above the weight of the EPS blocks to obtain the desired 

factor of safety of 1.2. Figure 5.58 is based on the assumption that the EPS blocks extend for the 

full height of the embankment. Therefore, Equations (5.67) or (5.68) should be used to estimate 

the weight provided by the pavement system and soil cover. 

Various sliding interfaces may need to be evaluated during design depending on the types 

of materials that are placed, if any, between the EPS blocks and the foundation soil. Chapter 2 

discussed interface friction values between EPS and dissimilar materials as well as between EPS 

and EPS. A representative value of interface friction angle should be measured using laboratory 

direct shear testing, e.g., ASTM D 5321, and used in Figure 5.58 to obtain the required value of 

OREQ to resist translation due to wind.  

The design wind speed can be obtained from local building codes or from references such 

as (61). Based on the wind speed contour map included in (61), wind speeds of 40 and 60 m/s (90 

and 135 miles/hour) were used in developing Figure 5.58 because this is the range of wind speeds 

that predominate in the continental U.S. except for some coastal regions. However, as indicated in 

Chapter 3, no guidance is provided in (60) on the proper selection of wind speed. 

 The wind pressures obtained from Equations (3.4) and (3.5) may be too conservative 

because there is no documented sliding failure of an embankment containing EPS-block geofoam 

due to wind loading. As shown in Table 5.5, for a relatively low embankment height of 2 m (6.6 

ft), an overburden on top of the EPS-block geofoam equivalent to a pavement system thickness of 

7.2 m (24 ft) would be required for an embankment with side slopes of 4H:1V, an 

EPS/foundation interface friction angle of 40 degrees, and a cover soil thickness of 0.46 m (1.5 ft) 
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to provide sufficient stability against a 40 m/s (90 mph) wind speed. This pavement system 

thickness is greater than the typical pavement system thickness range of 0.6 to 1.5 m (2 to 4.9 ft). 

Table 5.5 also shows that the required value of OREQ increases dramatically for a vertical 

embankment and a decrease in the interface friction angle from 40 to 20 degrees. 

Table 5.5.  Required overburden force and equivalent pavement system thickness for wind  

                   loading example problems. 

A comparison of Equations (3.4) and (3.5) with the ANSI/ASCE 7-95 wind load 

provisions for buildings revealed the following three potential problems with the use of Equations 

(3.4) and (3.5) for the design of geofoam embankments: 

• A draft version (60) of (61) used the coefficient 0.5, not 0.75 in Equation (3.5). A 

review of the ANSI/ASCE 7-95 (62) wind design parameters for the case of a 

building with a flat roof, which would be comparable to an embankment with 

vertical walls, revealed that the French design guideline pressure coefficients of 

0.75 and 0.5 for the windward and leeward cases, respectively, are the same as 

the ANSI/ASCE 7-95 pressure coefficients for buildings with a length to width 

ratio ranging from 0 to 1 where the width of the building is perpendicular to the 

wind direction. This ratio would be applicable to most roadway embankments. 

However, unlike the ANSI/ASCE 7-95 design procedure, the French design 

guideline does not consider suction pressures on top of the structure. Suction 

pressures will decrease with the horizontal distance from the windward edge and 

will tend to decrease the translational stability of a vertical embankment. 

Therefore, the larger 0.75 downwind pressure coefficient that appeared in the 

later French guideline may compensate for the suction pressures on top of the 

structure. 

• Equations (3.4) and (3.5) treat a side-sloped embankment as a vertical wall. 

Therefore, the wind pressures are conservative in that the wind pressures are 
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assumed to be horizontal instead of perpendicular to the side-sloped surface, 

which would yield both a horizontal and a vertical component to the wind 

pressure. 

• No guidance is provided in (60) or (61) on the selection of wind speed. The 

ANSI/ASCE 7-95 design procedure includes a wind speed contour map of the 

United States that does not include tornado winds because of their rare 

occurrence. However, the ANSI/ASCE building design equations include an 

exposure velocity pressure coefficient which reflects change in wind speed with 

height and terrain roughness, a topographic factor which accounts for wind speed 

up and over hills and escarpments, a gust effect factor, and an importance factor 

which adjusts wind speed to a 50-year mean recurrence interval. 

Based on the results in Table 5.5, the design charts in Figure 5.58, the potential problems 

presented herein with the use of Equations (3.4) and (3.5), and the absence of documented sliding 

failure due to wind loading, it is recommended that the translation due to wind failure mechanism 

not be considered until further research is performed on the applicability of Equations (3.4) and 

(3.5) to EPS-block geofoam embankments. However, the analysis procedure was presented herein 

for completeness and because future research may develop lower coefficients for Equations (3.4) 

and (3.5) that are in better agreement with field observations and the analysis presented above can 

be utilized with the lower coefficients. It is recommended that a more realistic procedure be 

developed for evaluating the potential for basal translation (sliding) due to wind loading 

especially under Atlantic hurricane conditions. An evaluation of the applicability of roof design 

shapes and procedures to side-sloped EPS-block geofoam embankments is recommended. 

Development of new wind pressure coefficients was outside the scope of this project but is listed 

as a topic for future research. 
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Overturning 

For vertical embankments, the entire embankment can overturn at the interface between 

the bottom of the assemblage of EPS blocks and the underlying foundation soil due to horizontal 

wind forces acting on the embankment. These wind forces can create an overturning moment 

about the toe at point O as shown in Figure 5.59. Vertical loads such as the weight of the EPS 

blocks and any overburden material placed on top of the blocks such as the pavement system and 

traffic surcharges will provide a stabilizing moment. As described for the analysis of hydrostatic 

uplift, OREQ is the additional overburden force required above the EPS blocks to obtain the 

desired factor of safety.  

Figure 5.59.  Variables for determining the factor of safety against overturning due to  

          horizontal wind forces.  

 The factor of safety against overturning due to wind is expressed as 

 
( )

W EPS REQ
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1( T ) (W +O )stabilizing moments 2FS
1overturning moments H R +R
2
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                                          (5.82) 

  A factor of safety against hydrostatic overturning of 1.2 is recommended for design 

purposes because overturning due to wind is a temporary loading condition and a factor of safety 

of 1.2 is being used for other temporary loading conditions, such as hydrostatic uplift and sliding 

and seismic loading. For a factor of safety of 1.2 and solving for OREQ, Equation (5.82) becomes 

 
( )U D W EPS

REQ

W

1 11.2 H R +R T W
2 2O =

1 T
2

   ∗ ∗ ∗ − ∗ ∗      
 ∗ 
 

                                                        (5.83) 

Equation (5.83) can be used to obtain the required value of OREQ for a factor of safety of 

1.2 to resist overturning by wind forces. 

 The resultant of the vertical and horizontal forces should be checked to verify that the 

resultant is located within the middle third of the base, i.e., eccentricity, e ≤ (Bw/6), to minimize 
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the potential for the wall to overturn. Equations (5.55) and (5.56) can be used to determine e. 

Additionally, the maximum and minimum soil pressures under the embankment should not 

exceed the allowable soil pressure, qa, which is given by Equation (5.39). Equation (5.57) can be 

used to determine the maximum and minimum pressures under the embankment. 

Remedial Procedures 

 Remedial procedures that can be considered to increase the factor of safety against 

translation due to wind are similar to those for increasing the factor of safety against hydrostatic 

sliding discussed in the previous section except that the use of a drainage system would not apply 

to wind loading.  
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23 m pavement, kh=0.05
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23 m pavement, kh=0.10
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23 m pavement, kh=0.20
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34 m pavement, kh=0.05
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34 m pavement, kh=0.10
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34 m pavement, kh=0.20
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2-Lane Road Width = 11 m
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TABLE 5.1 PROJ 24-11.doc 

 

Material  Cα/Cc 
Inorganic clays and silts 0.04 ± 0.01 
Organic clays and silts 0.05 ± 0.01   
Peat and Muskeg 0.06 ± 0.01 
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TABLE 5.2 PROJ 24-11.doc 

 

 Total Stress Shear 
Strength Parameters 

Effective Stress Shear 
Strength Parameters 

 

 

 

Material 

 

Moist 
Unit 

Weight, 
γmoist 

kN/m3 

(lbf/ft3) 

 

Saturated 
Unit 

Weight, 
γsat  

kN/m3 

(lbf/ft3) 

 

 

Friction 
Angle, φ, 

(ο) 

Undrained 
Shear 

Strength, 
su     

 kPa 

(lbs/ft2) 

 

Friction 
Angle, φ' 

 (ο) 

 

 

Cohesion, c’ 
kPa 

(lbs/ft2) 

Soil cover 
18.9 
(120) 

19.6 
(125) 

N/A N/A 28 0 

EPS-block 
Geofoam  

1 
(6.4) 

1 
(6.4) 

N/A 
36.3 
(758) 

N/A N/A 

Soft 
underlying 

clay 

15.7 
(100) 

15.7 
(100) 

0 

12.0, 23.9,  
35.9, 47.9 
(250, 500, 

750, 1,000) 

N/A N/A 

 
Note: N/A = not applicable 
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TABLE 5.3 PROJ 24-11.doc 

 

Undrained 
Shear 

Strength, su 
kPa (lbs/ft2) 

 

 

SE / SF 

 

 

RE 

12.0 (250) 3.0 0.62 

17.0 (375) 2.0 0.71 

23.9 (500) 1.5 0.75 

35.9 (750) 1.0 0.80 

47.9 (1,000) 0.75 0.82 
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TABLE 5.4 PROJ 24-11.doc 

 

Material 
Designation 

Dry Density/Unit 
Weight for Block as a 
Whole, kg/m3 (lbf/ft3) 

Initial Tangent 
Young's Modulus, 

MPa (lbs/in2) 
Poisson’s  

Ratio 

Shear Modulus 
G 

MPa(lbs/in2) 
EPS40 16 (1.0) 4 (580) 0.09 1.8 (266) 
EPS50 20 (1.25) 5 (725) 0.11 2.3 (327) 
EPS70 24 (1.5) 7 (1015) 0.14 3.1 (445) 

EPS100 32 (2.0) 10 (1450) 0.18 4.2 (614) 
 
  Note: Shear modulus is based on the following equation: 

tiE
G  .

2(1 )ν
=

+
                                                                                                             (5.53) 
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TABLE 5.5 PROJ 24-11.doc 

 

δ 

 
Slope 
(H:V) 

 
TW 
m (ft) 

 
H 
m (ft) 

 
V 
m/s (mi/hr) 

 
OREQ* 
kN/m (kip/ft) 

Equivalent Pavement  
System thickness **   

m (ft) 
20˚ 4:1 11 (36) 2 (6.6) 40 (90) 3,870 (265) 17.2 (56) 
20˚ 0:1 11 (36) 2 (6.6) 40 (90) 15,990 (1,096) 72.3 (237) 
40˚ 4:1 11 (36) 2 (6.6) 40 (90) 1,656 (114) 7.2 (24) 
40˚ 0:1 11 (36) 2 (6.6) 40 (90) 6,852 (470) 30.8 (101) 

 
Note: *OREQ at FS = 1.2 

          ** Based on an equivalent overall pavement system unit weight of 20 kN/m³ (125 lbf/ft3). 
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CHAPTER 6 

INTERNAL STABILITY EVALUATION OF GEOFOAM 

EMBANKMENTS 
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______________________________________________________________________________ 

INTRODUCTION 

Design for internal stability of an EPS-block geofoam embankment involves 

consideration of EPS block behavior under various loadings, which are discussed in this chapter 

and illustrated via the design examples in Chapter 7. Internal stability in the proposed design 

procedure includes consideration of Serviceability Limit State (SLS) issues such as the proper 

selection and specification of EPS properties so the geofoam mass can provide adequate load 

bearing capacity to the overlying pavement system without excessive settlement and Ultimate 

Limit State (ULS) issues such as translation due to water (hydrostatic sliding), translation due to 

wind, and seismic stability (See Table 3.1).  The evaluation of these three internal ULS failure 

mechanisms involves determining whether the geofoam embankment will behave as a single, 

coherent mass when subjected to external loads. This is determined by the shear resistance 

between the pavement system and the upper surface of the EPS mass and the interface friction 

between adjacent EPS blocks. Therefore, a discussion of methods that can be used to insure 

adequate block interlock is presented prior to describing the various internal stability analyses for 

translation due to water and wind and seismic shaking. 

Another internal stability issue involves the long-term durability of EPS blocks. To the 

extent that durability affects the in-situ and long-term mechanical properties of the EPS blocks, it 

must be considered as part of the internal stability assessment of an embankment and is discussed 

in this chapter. Other issues that impact internal stability include site preparation, type of cover 

material placed on the sides of the embankment, and utility placement. 

This Chapter presents detailed background information on the internal stability aspect of 

the EPS-block geofoam design methodology. An abbreviated form of the internal stability design 

procedure can be found in the provisional design guideline included in Appendix B. 
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BLOCK INTERLOCK 

Although a lightweight fill embankment constructed using EPS-block geofoam will 

consist of a large number of individual blocks, current design procedures assume that the 

geofoam acts as a single, coherent mass when subjected to external loads (1,2). An EPS-block 

geofoam embankment will behave as a coherent mass if the individual EPS blocks exhibit vertical 

and horizontal interlock. Sufficient interlock between blocks involves consideration of the overall 

block layout (which primarily controls interlocking in a vertical direction) and inter-block shear 

(which primarily controls interlocking in the horizontal direction), both of which are discussed 

subsequently.  

Block Layout 

Guidelines for an appropriate layout of EPS blocks to obtain adequate interlocking in the 

vertical direction are summarized in Chapter 8. These guidelines include recommended block 

placement patterns for roadway embankments and inter-block resistance as described below.  

 Inter-Block Shear Resistance  

EPS/EPS interface shear resistance and any interlocking along the horizontal interfaces 

between layers of EPS blocks are the primary mechanisms for resisting horizontal loads. 

Although the Mohr-Coulomb interface friction angle, δ, for EPS/EPS interface sliding is 

comparable to that of sand (δ ~ 30 degrees) as shown in Chapter 2, the shear resistance, σ′n * tan 

δ, is generally small in magnitude because the effective vertical normal stress, σ′n , is relatively 

small. This resistance may be insufficient to resist significant driving forces that result from 

horizontal loads such as unbalanced water head, wind, or seismic shaking. Recommended 

analysis procedures to evaluate the potential for horizontal sliding under these loads are described 

later in this chapter. 

If the calculated resistance forces along the horizontal planes between EPS blocks are 

insufficient to resist the horizontal driving forces, additional resistance between EPS blocks is 
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generally provided by adding mechanical inter-block connectors (typically prefabricated barbed 

metal plates) along the horizontal interfaces between the EPS blocks. The use of mechanical 

connectors between layers of EPS blocks can be modeled by considering the horizontal interface 

between blocks follows the classical Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion: 

            a nc tan′τ = + σ δ                                                                                                               (6.1) 

where: ca = pseudo cohesion produced by connectors expressed as an average value  

             per unit area, 

      δ = EPS/EPS interface friction angle which testing conducted herein suggests is 30  

            degrees,  

            σ′n = effective vertical normal stress at the interface, and 

τ = total shear resistance at the interface expressed as an average value per unit area. 

Equation (6.1) is illustrated conceptually in Figure 6.1 where it can be seen that 

mechanical connectors provide a pseudo cohesion to the otherwise frictional interface resistance. 

Experience in the U.K. (2) and elsewhere suggests that mechanical connectors are not required 

for typical gravity and vehicle-braking loads.  However, mechanical connectors may be required 

where seismic or other lateral loads are deemed to be significant (3).  The design chart for internal 

seismic stability discussed subsequently in this chapter shows that the critical interface for 

horizontal sliding is usually the pavement system/EPS interface and mechanical connectors are 

not required for a horizontal seismic coefficient less than or equal to 0.2.  

At the present time, all mechanical connectors available in the U.S. are of proprietary 

designs. Therefore, the resistance provided by such connectors and placement location must be 

obtained from the supplier or via independent testing. The designer should determine if the 

mechanical connector shear strength data provided is based on a rapid loading rate or long-term 

loading rate. Test data from short-term loading is appropriate for evaluating the shear resistance 

under transient or short-term loading such as earthquakes and is not suitable for sustained loads. 
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Long-term shear resistance data should be obtained to evaluate connector shear resistance under 

sustained loads. 

  Because the connector plates are propriety the cost of installing the plates may be 

significant. Therefore, unless the internal stability analyses indicate their necessity, the plates do 

not have to be installed. To overcome the proprietary nature of the common metal connector 

plates, new mechanical connectors such as barbed timber fasteners, special barbed geofoam 

connector plates, and sections of steel reinforcing bars are being developed and is a topic for 

future research.  

In addition to their role in resisting design loads, mechanical connectors have proven 

useful in keeping EPS blocks in place when subjected to wet, icy, or windy working conditions 

during construction (4) and to prevent shifting under traffic loads when only a few layers of 

blocks are used (5). At present, there is no consensus on where mechanical connectors should be 

used.  One recommended practice is to place the connectors across every horizontal joint between 

blocks (3,6). Connectors are also used across horizontal joints on the outside face of the EPS 

block. A minimum of two timber fasteners per block was specified by the Washington 

Department of Transportation for the SR 516 project. In (7), it is recommended that a minimum 

of two plates for each 1.2 m (4 ft) by  2.4 m (8 ft) area of EPS be used. 

 The resistance provided by mechanical connectors will depend on the type of connector 

used. In (7), it is indicated that each 102 mm by 102 mm (4 in by 4 in) plate exhibits a design 

pseudo cohesion of 267 N (60 lbs). This resistance is based on tests performed on EPS block with 

a density of 16 kg/m³ (1 lbf/ft³) in accordance with ASTM C 578 and includes a factor of safety 

of two. However, the effectiveness of mechanical connectors, especially under reverse loading 

conditions has been disputed in (2,8). 

Figure 6.1. Interface shear strength of EPS blocks with mechanical connectors. 
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TRANSLATION DUE TO WATER (HYDROSTATIC SLIDING) 

 Internal stability for translation due to water consists of verifying that adequate shear 

resistance is available between EPS block layers and between the pavement system and the EPS 

blocks to withstand the forces of an unbalanced water head. Equation (5.76) can be used to 

determine the factor of safety against hydrostatic sliding at various heights of the EPS 

embankment. Alternatively, Equation (5.77) can be used to determine the required overburden 

force, OREQ, to achieve a factor of safety of 1.2 against horizontal sliding. As discussed in Chapter 

5, a minimum factor of safety of 1.2 is recommended for design of geofoam embankments 

against hydrostatic sliding. The vertical height of accumulated water to the bottom of the 

embankment at the start of construction, h, should be taken as the height of the accumulated water 

level to the interface that will be analyzed for hydrostatic sliding. As described in the section on 

hydrostatic sliding as part of external stability in Chapter 5, the value of OREQ is the additional 

overburden force required above the EPS blocks to obtain the desired factor of safety of 1.2. The 

components usually contributing to OREQ are the weight of the pavement system and the cover 

soil on the embankment side slopes. Therefore, to ensure the desired factor of safety, the 

calculated value of OREQ should be less than the sum of the pavement and cover soil weights as 

shown in Equation (5.65). If other weights, Wother, are applied to the embankment besides the 

pavement system and the soil cover, Equation (5.66) can be used to ensure that the desired factor 

of safety is obtained. Figures 5.53 through 5.56 can be used to determine the required overburden 

force, OREQ, to achieve a factor of safety of 1.2 against horizontal sliding. The accumulated water 

level used in the design charts is the sum of the height from the top of the accumulated water 

level to the interface that will be analyzed and the estimated total settlement, i.e., h+Stotal. Figures 

5.53 through 5.56 are based on the assumption that the EPS blocks extend the full height of the 

embankment, i.e., H = TEPS. Therefore, the weight of the EPS equivalent to the height of the 

pavement system times the unit weight of the EPS must be subtracted in the result of OREQ as 

shown by Equations (5.67) and (5.68). 
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 The thickness of EPS blocks typically range between 610 mm (24 in.) to 1,000 mm (39 

in.).  Therefore, if the water level to be analyzed is less than about 610 mm (24 in.), an internal 

stability analysis for hydrostatic sliding is not required. 

 

Remedial Procedures 

 Remedial procedures that can be used to increase the factor of safety against hydrostatic 

sliding include: 

• including a drainage system to minimize the potential for water to accumulate 

along the embankment. 

• install mechanical connectors between blocks. 

• if conventional soil fill is being proposed between the EPS blocks and the natural 

subgrade, a portion of this proposed soil fill can be removed and substituted with 

pavement system materials on top of the EPS thereby increasing the overburden 

acting on the EPS blocks. 

TRANSLATION DUE TO WIND  

 Internal stability for translation due to wind consists of verifying that adequate shear 

resistance is available between EPS block layers and between the pavement system and EPS 

blocks to withstand the design wind forces. Equation (5.80) can be used to determine the factor of 

safety against translation due to wind. Alternatively, Equation (5.81) can be used to determine the 

required overburden for a factor of safety of 1.2. The bottom of the embankment should be taken 

as the same level as the interface that will be analyzed for translation due to wind. As described in 

the section on translation due to wind as part of external stability in Chapter 5, the value of OREQ 

is the additional overburden force required above the EPS blocks to obtain the desired factor of 

safety of 1.2. The components usually contributing to OREQ are the weight of the pavement 

system and the cover soil on the embankment sideslopes. Therefore, to ensure the desired factor 

of safety, the calculated value of OREQ should be less than the sum of the pavement and cover soil 
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weights as shown in Equation (5.65). If other weights, Wother, are applied to the embankment 

besides the pavement system and the soil cover, Equation (5.66) can be used to ensure that the 

desired factor of safety is obtained. Figure 5.58 can be used to determine the required overburden 

for a factor of safety of 1.2. The bottom of the embankment should be taken as the same level as 

the interface that will be analyzed for translation due to wind. Figure 5.58 is based on the 

assumption that the EPS blocks extend to the full height of the embankment, i.e., H = TEPS. 

Therefore, the weight of the EPS equivalent to the height of the pavement system times the unit 

weight of the EPS must be subtracted in the result of OREQ as shown by Equations (5.67) and 

(5.68). 

Remedial Procedures 

Remedial procedures that can be used to increase the factor of safety against translation 

due to wind are similar to those for increasing the factor of safety against hydrostatic sliding 

presented in the previous section except the use of a drainage system. 

INTERNAL SEISMIC STABILITY OF TRAPEZOIDAL EMBANKMENTS  

Introduction  

This section focuses on the effect of seismic forces on the internal stability of EPS-block 

geofoam trapezoidal embankments or embankments with sloped sides. The internal seismic 

response of an EPS-block geofoam embankment is discussed in the design loads section of 

Chapter 3. The main difference in this analysis and the external seismic stability analysis in 

Chapter 5 is that sliding is assumed to occur only within the geofoam embankment or along an 

EPS interface. This analysis uses a pseudo-static slope stability analysis, discussed in Chapter 5, 

and non-circular failure surfaces through the EPS or the EPS interface at the top or bottom of the 

embankment. The pseudo-static stability analysis is used to simulate earthquake loads on slopes 

and involves modeling the earthquake shaking with a horizontal force that acts permanently, not 

temporarily, and in one direction on the slope. The pseudo-static horizontal force is applied to the 
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slide mass that is delineated by the critical static failure surface. Therefore, the steps in an internal 

pseudo-static stability analysis are: 

1.  Identify the potential critical static failure surfaces, i.e., the static failure surface 

with the lowest factor of safety, that passes through the EPS embankment or an 

EPS interface at the top or bottom of the EPS.  This is accomplished by 

measuring the interface strength between EPS blocks and the interfaces at the top 

and bottom of the EPS blocks and determining which of the interfaces yield the 

lowest factor of safety. In the analyses presented subsequently, it was found that 

the critical interface varies as the interface friction angle varies. Therefore, the 

factor of safety for all three interfaces should be calculated unless one of the 

interfaces exhibits a significantly lower interface friction angle than the other two 

interfaces and can be assumed to control the internal stability.  

2. Determine the appropriate value of horizontal seismic coefficient (discussed in 

Chapter 5) that will be multiplied by gravity to determine the horizontal seismic 

acceleration and applied to the center of gravity of the slide mass delineated by 

the critical static failure surface.  The horizontal seismic force is obtained by 

multiplying the horizontal seismic acceleration by the slide mass.  As discussed 

in Chapter 5, estimation of the horizontal seismic coefficient can utilize empirical 

site response relationships and the horizontal acceleration within the 

embankment can be assumed to vary linearly between the base and crest values. 

At any level within the embankment, the interpolated value of horizontal 

acceleration can be multiplied by the mass of material (pavement system, EPS, 

etc.) above that level to determine the horizontal driving force due to seismic 

loading.  
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3. Calculate the internal seismic factor of safety, FS’, for the critical internal static 

failure surface and ensure that it meets the required value of 1.2. A minimum 

factor of safety of 1.2 is recommended for internal seismic stability of EPS 

geofoam embankments because earthquake shaking is a temporary loading. The 

seismic factor of safety for the EPS/pavement system interface is calculated 

using a sliding block analysis and a pseudo-static stability analysis is used for the 

EPS/EPS and EPS/foundation soil interfaces.  The pseudo-static factor of safety 

should be calculated using a slope stability method that satisfies all conditions of 

equilibrium, e.g., Spencer’s (9) stability method.  

Typical Cross-Section 

A typical cross-section through a 12.2 m (40 ft) high EPS trapezoidal embankment with 

side-slopes of 2H:1V that was used in the pseudo-static internal stability analyses is shown in 

Figure 6.2.  It can be seen that a soil cover material is placed over the entire embankment.  The 

material layer at the top of the embankment is used to model the pavement and traffic surcharges 

as discussed in Chapter 5. The pavement and traffic surcharges are modeled with a material layer 

on top of the embankment that has a unit weight of 71.8 kN/m3 (460 lbf/ft³). The soil cover is 

0.46 m (1.5 ft) thick so the stress applied by this soil cover equals 0.46 m times the unit weight of 

71.8 kN/m3 (460 lbf/ft³) or 33.0 kPa (690 lbs/ft²).  A stress of 33.0 kPa (690 lbs/ft²) corresponds 

to the sum of the design values of pavement surcharge (21.5 kPa (450 lbs/ft²)) and traffic 

surcharge (11.5 kPa (240 lbs/ft²)) used previously in the external seismic slope stability analyses 

in Chapter 5. The pavement and traffic surcharges had to be modeled with a high unit weight soil 

layer instead of a surcharge. A surcharge could not be used because a seismic coefficient cannot 

be applied to a surcharge in limit equilibrium stability analyses because the horizontal seismic 

force must be applied at the center of gravity of a material layer. In summary, a pseudo-static 

force cannot be applied at the center of gravity of a surcharge because the surcharge does not 

have a center of gravity. The soil cover on the side-slopes of the embankment is also 0.46 m (1.5 
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ft) thick, which is typical for the side slopes, and is assigned a typical moist unit weight of 18.9 

kN/m3 (120 lbf/ft³).   

Figure 6.2 also presents the three failure surfaces or modes considered in the internal 

seismic stability analyses. It can be seen that the first failure mode, i.e., Mode I, corresponds to 

translational sliding at the pavement system/EPS interface at the top of the EPS blocks.  This 

interface could involve a separation material such as a geomembrane placed over the EPS to 

protect the EPS against hydrocarbon spills or a geotextile to provide separation between the 

pavement system and the EPS. If a geosynthetic is not used on the top of the EPS blocks, the 

interface would consist of a pavement system material overlying the EPS blocks or a separation 

layer material that is not a geosynthetic placed between the pavement system and EPS blocks. 

The second failure mode, i.e., Mode II, corresponds to translational sliding between adjacent 

layers of EPS blocks, e.g., at the top of the last layer of EPS blocks, and thus consists of sliding 

along an EPS/EPS interface. The third failure mode, i.e., Mode III, corresponds to translational 

sliding at the EPS/foundation soil surface at the base of the EPS blocks. If a geosynthetic is not 

used at the base of the EPS blocks, the interface would consist of EPS overlying either a leveling 

soil or the in situ foundation soil. All three of these failure modes were assumed to initiate at or 

near the embankment centerline because it is anticipated that a pavement joint or median will 

exist near the embankment centerline in the field and provide a discontinuity that allows part of 

the embankment to displace. In addition, the embankment is symmetric. 

Figure 6.2.  Typical trapezoidal cross-section used in seismic internal slope stability  

        analyses with the three applicable failure modes.  

Stability Analysis Procedure 

Slope stability analyses were conducted on a range of trapezoidal embankment 

geometries to investigate the effect of embankment height (3.1 m (10 ft) to 12.2 m (40 ft)), slope 

inclination (2H:1V, 3H:1V, and 4H:1V), and roadway width  (11 m (36 ft), 23 m (76 ft), and 34 

m (112 ft)) on internal seismic slope stability.  The results of these analyses were used to develop 
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design charts to facilitate internal design of trapezoidal roadway embankments that utilize 

geofoam.   

Failure mode I in Figure 6.2 was modeled using a sliding block analysis in which a block 

slides on a surface with a frictional resistance equal to tan(φ). A similar analysis is used for 

retaining wall design to investigate the potential for sliding at the wall/soil interface. The weight 

of the block cancels out of the numerator and denominator leaving the seismic sliding factor of 

safety equal to: 

( )
h

tan φ
FS'=

k
             (6.2) 

where kh = horizontal seismic coefficient. 

 The seismic factor of safety for Mode I depends only on the shear resistance of the pavement 

system/EPS interface and the magnitude of the horizontal seismic coefficient, i.e., size of the 

earthquake. The small amount of resistance that will be contributed in the field by the passive 

resistance of the soil cover at the edge of the pavement system was assumed to be negligible. This 

passive resistance could be mobilized if the pavement system slides toward the face of the side 

slope. This resistance was neglected in the calculations because it corresponds to approximately 

165 kg (364 lbs) of passive resistance from a soil wedge weighing 102 kg (225 lbs) compared to 

2,625 kg (5,790 lbs) of shear resistance developed along the pavement system interface with an 

interface friction angle of 25 degrees from a pavement weighing 5,634 kg (12,420 lbs). In 

summary, the passive resistance of the soil cover appears to be negligible and was not included in 

the analysis of pavement sliding along the top of the EPS and thus the seismic factor of safety is 

given by Equation (6.2).  

Failure modes II and III involve a failure surface that initiates at or near the centerline of 

the pavement, extends into the EPS embankment to a certain depth, and then travels horizontally 

until it terminates either on the embankment slope face or near the toe of the embankment, 

respectively.  This is caused by the high intact shear strength of the EPS blocks (cohesion of 145 
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kPa (3,030 lbs/ft²) from Chapter 2) and low unit weight of the EPS, which results in failure 

developing between the EPS blocks instead of through the EPS blocks. Therefore, the failure 

surface in Figure 6.2 for failure modes II and III follow pre-existing discontinuities between EPS 

blocks because the internal strength of the blocks is greater than the EPS/EPS interface strength. 

The shear resistance along these discontinuities corresponds to the EPS/EPS interface shear 

strength parameters of φ=30 degrees and c = 0 as shown in Table 6.1 and described in Chapter 2.  

These two failure modes result in a steep failure surface through the EPS blocks (see 

Figure 6.2) and the failure modes model a failure surface descending between adjacent blocks and 

not through EPS blocks. This results in a stair-stepped failure surface through the EPS that was 

modeled in the slope stability program XSTABL (10) by identifying the exact geometry of the 

failure surface through the EPS. A typical EPS block size of 760 mm (30 in.) high and 4,900 mm 

(193 in.) long was used to model the failure surfaces extending through the EPS blocks because 

this size was recently used on the Interstate-15 geofoam projects near Salt Lake City, Utah (8). It 

was assumed that the EPS blocks are offset laterally in the field so a continuous failure surface 

cannot develop through the blocks without generating any horizontal resistance through the EPS. 

The overall stair-stepped angle was assumed to be inclined at 45 degrees + φEPS/EPS/2 from the 

horizontal to simulate an active earth pressure condition where φEPS/EPS is the interface friction 

angle between two blocks of EPS. Thus, for a φEPS/EPS=30 degrees, the stair-stepped inclination 

was assumed to be 60 degrees. This inclination results in a minimum lateral earth pressure 

condition and a minimum shear resistance along the horizontal segments of the EPS blocks 

during failure. For a 0.76 m (2.5 ft) high EPS block and a 60 degrees overall stair-stepped 

inclination, the lateral offset of the failure surface is 0.76 * tan-1 (60˚) or 0.44 m (1.4 ft). 

Thus, it can be seen in Figure 6.2 that as the failure surface extends through the EPS, it 

creates a stair-stepped pattern to reflect the blocks being laterally offset. On the vertical portions 

of the stair-stepped pattern no shear resistance was applied in the stability analyses, however an 
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interface friction angle of 30 degrees was assigned to the horizontal segments to reflect sliding 

between EPS blocks. The stair-stepped failure surface could travel horizontally along a horizontal 

joint between adjacent rows of EPS blocks (mode II) or continue to the base of the EPS and travel 

along the EPS/foundation interface (mode III). 

The factor of safety for failure mode II is a function of the depth at which the failure 

surface travels along a horizontal joint between adjacent rows of EPS blocks. The analyses 

conducted herein show that the seismic factor of safety decreases as the failure mode II extends 

further into the EPS and the critical failure surface was found to be located at the top of the 

bottom row of EPS blocks.  As a result, failure mode II is similar to mode III with the only 

difference being that failure mode III extends to the EPS/foundation soil interface and the 

applicable interface friction angle along the horizontal portion of the failure surface is controlled  

by the EPS/foundation soil interface strength or by the type of geosynthetic or soil used between 

the EPS and the foundation soil instead of simply the EPS/EPS interface strength. 

Material Properties 

The input parameters, i.e., unit weight and shear strength, used in the internal slope 

stability analyses are presented in Table 6.1.  It can be seen that Mohr-Coulomb shear strength 

parameters were used to represent the shear strength of the cover soil and the EPS interfaces. The 

soil cover is modeled using an effective stress friction angle of 28 degrees because it is 

anticipated that the soil cover will not be saturated at all times nor loaded rapidly and thus it will 

not experience an undrained failure. Based on the geofoam shear strength testing described in 

Chapter 2, the value of EPS/EPS interface shear strength of 30 degrees can be used for the 

internal seismic analyses and does not have to be adjusted for seismic loading. This conclusion is 

also supported by the results of shake table tests on geosynthetic interfaces (11) that show the 

seismic strength of geosynthetic interfaces is at least as great as the static interface strength. It can 

be seen from Chapter 2 that the geofoam interface friction angle ranges from 24 degrees 

(geofoam/geotextile interface) to 52 degrees (geofoam/geomembrane interface) for 
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EPS/geosynthetic interfaces and thus the design charts presented subsequently were developed 

for an interface friction angle ranging from 10 to 40 degrees (see Table 6.1). The design charts do 

not extend to an interface friction of 52 degrees because the analyses show that stability is not an 

issue with an interface friction angle greater than 40 degrees because the design chart 

relationships (discussed subsequently) are independent of interface friction angle at angles greater 

than 40 degrees. Sometimes a sand layer is placed between the geotextile and the geofoam at the 

bottom of an embankment and thus the geofoam/geotextile interface may not be present. In this 

case, an EPS/sand interface strength should be used and can be measured using direct shear tests 

(ASTM D 5321) to obtain a representative interface friction angle for use in the design charts.   

In summary, for the internal stability analysis performed for this study, an effective stress 

friction angle of 28 degrees was used for the soil cover and an interface friction angle of 30 

degrees was used for the EPS/EPS interface in all of the analyses. Only the pavement system/EPS 

and EPS/foundation soil interface was varied between 10 and 40 degrees. 

Table 6.1. Input Parameters for Internal Slope Stability Analyses. 

Location of Critical Failure Mode 

Location of the critical failure mode, e.g., I, II, or III, for a particular embankment 

geometry was found to be a function of the three interface friction angles used to model these 

three failure modes. Failure modes I, II, and III depend on the interface friction angle between the 

pavement system and EPS, EPS and EPS, and EPS and the foundation geosynthetic or soil, 

respectively. The effect of the interface friction angle on the location of the critical failure surface 

is illustrated in Figure 6.3, which presents the seismic factor of safety for a 6-lane roadway on a 

12.2 m (40 ft) high embankment for the three values of horizontal seismic coefficient (0.05, 0.10, 

and 0.20) used in Chapter 5. It can be seen for a horizontal seismic coefficient of 0.05,  failure 

mode I, i.e., failure at the EPS/pavement system interface, is critical for an interface friction angle 

equal to or less than 15 to 20 degrees. For interface friction angles between 15 and about 30 

degrees, failure mode III, i.e., failure at the EPS/foundation interface, is critical. For interface 
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friction angles greater than about 30 degrees, failure mode II, i.e., failure within the embankment 

along an EPS/EPS interface, is critical. Therefore, the critical internal failure mode will vary 

depending on the design value of internal friction angle.  A similar change in critical failure 

surface with changes in interface friction angle has been observed by (12) for the design of 

geosynthetic composite liner systems for landfills.  As a result, the seismic factor of safety 

relationships presented subsequently in the design chart for failure modes II and III are combined 

because it can be seen that failure mode III is critical until an interface friction angle of 

approximately 30 degrees is reached.  At interface friction angles greater than approximately 30 

degrees, failure mode II controls because the friction angle for an EPS/EPS interface is 30 

degrees.   

The effect of the interface friction angle on the seismic factor of safety is important 

because if the interface friction angle is increased on one interface, a different interface may 

become critical and might have to be strengthened to achieve the required factor of safety. For 

example, if the interface friction angle for failure mode I is increased from 10 to 15 degrees for a 

horizontal seismic coefficient of 0.2, the seismic factor of safety increases from approximately 

unity to greater than the required value of 1.2 (see Figure 6.3).  However, if the interface friction 

angle for either failure mode II or III is 10 degrees, these interfaces will exhibit a seismic factor 

of safety at or below 1.2 and be critical. This may require the interface friction angle to be 

increased for failure mode III but probably not for failure mode II because the EPS/EPS interface 

friction angle usually exceeds 10 degrees as described in Chapter 2. 

Figure 6.3. Effect of interface friction angle and slope inclination on seismic factor of safety, 

for 12.2 m high EPS-block geofoam trapezoidal embankment with a 6-lane 

roadway with a total road width of 34 m (112 ft). 

Design Charts 

Figure 6.3 also illustrates the sensitivity of the seismic internal factor of safety to the 

inclination of the side slopes of the embankment. For all slope inclinations considered (2H:1V, 
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3H:1V, and 4H:1V), the internal seismic factor of safety for failure mode I is not a function of the 

side slope inclination because the analysis simply involves a sliding block along a horizontal 

plane at the pavement system/EPS interface. For failure modes II and III, the slope inclination 

does not significantly influence the seismic internal factor of safety especially at horizontal 

seismic coefficients of 0.1 and 0.2. In addition, the largest variation of seismic factor of safety 

occurs at large values of factor of safety, i.e., kh = 0.05, with factors of safety of approximately 8 

which is well above the required value of 1.2. As a result, the subsequent design chart is based on 

the most critical slope inclination of 2H:1V and thus the design chart is independent of inclination 

of the embankment side slopes. It can be seen that the sensitivity studies were conducted for a 6-

lane roadway with a total road width of 34 m (112 ft) on top of a 12.2 m (40 ft) high EPS 

embankment in Figure 6.3.  

Figure 6.4 illustrates the sensitivity of the seismic internal factor of safety to the width of 

the embankment for a 12.2 m (40 ft) high EPS embankment with side-slope inclinations of 

2H:1V. It can be seen that the critical failure mode is again a function of the interface friction 

angle with failure mode I controlling at low interface friction angles and mode II controlling at 

high values of interface friction angle. It can also be seen that roadway width does not 

significantly influence the seismic internal factor of safety especially at horizontal seismic 

coefficients of 0.1 and 0.2. At a horizontal seismic coefficient of 0.05, it can be seen that the 

seismic internal factor of safety is influenced by the difference in embankment width for a 2-lane 

(11 m (36 ft) wide) and a 6-lane (34 m (112 ft) wide) roadway with the 2-lane roadway being 

slightly more critical than the 6-lane roadway. However, the seismic factor of safety varies from 

approximately 7 to 8, which is well above the required value of 1.2 and thus will not control the 

embankment design. As a result, the subsequent design chart is based on the most critical slope 

inclination and roadway width of 2H:1V and 11 m (36 ft), 2-lane roadway. 

Figure 6.4. Effect of roadway width on seismic factor of safety for 12.2 m high trapezoidal 

embankment with a side-slope inclination of 2H:1V. 
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Figure 6.5 illustrates the final sensitivity study used to develop the design chart, which 

involves the effect of embankment height on the seismic internal factor of safety. Based on the 

sensitivity studies in Figures 6.3 and 6.4, a 12.2 m (40 ft) high EPS embankment with a side-

slope inclination of 2H:1V and a 2-lane roadway were used for this sensitivity study. It can be 

seen that embankment height does not significantly influence the seismic internal factor of safety 

especially at horizontal seismic coefficients of 0.1 and 0.2. At a horizontal seismic coefficient of 

0.05, it can be seen that the seismic internal factor of safety is influenced by the difference in 

embankment height from 3.1 m (10 ft) to 12.2 m (40 ft). However, the seismic factor of safety 

varies from approximately 7 to about 9.5, which is well above the required value of 1.2 and thus 

will not control the embankment design. As a result, the subsequent design chart is based on the 

most critical slope inclination (2H:1V) and roadway width (11 m (36 ft) or 2-lane roadway).  In 

addition, the relationship for failure modes II and III in the design chart depict the critical 

embankment height which varies from 3.1 m (10 ft) at an interface friction angles less than about 

20 degrees to 12.2 m (40 ft) at an interface friction angles greater than or equal 20 degrees.  The 

difference in the seismic factor of safety for heights of 3.1 m (10 ft) and 12.2 m (40 ft) is small, 

thus the design chart can be used for any embankment height between 3.1 m (10 ft) and 12.2 m 

(40 ft). 

Figure 6.5. Effect of EPS embankment height on seismic factor of safety for a trapezoidal 

embankment with a side-slope inclination of 2H:1V and a 2-lane roadway. 

The internal seismic stability design chart in Figure 6.6 presents the seismic factor of 

safety for each seismic coefficient as a function of interface friction angle. Based on the 

previously described parametric study, this chart can be used for any of the geometries considered 

during this study, i.e., embankment heights of 3.1 m (10 ft) to 12.2 m (40 ft), slope inclinations of 

2H:1V, 3H:1V, and 4H:1V, and roadway widths of 11 m, 23 m, and 34 m (36, 76, and 112 feet), 

even though it is based on a side-slope inclination of 2H:1V, a 2-lane roadway, and an 

embankment height from 3.1 m (10 ft) to 12.2 m (40 ft). It can be seen that an EPS embankment 
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will exhibit a suitable seismic factor of safety if the minimum interface friction angle exceeds 

approximately 15 degrees. However, an important aspect of Figure 6.6 is to develop the most 

cost-effective internal stability design by selecting the lowest interface friction angle for each 

interface that results in a seismic factor of safety of greater than 1.2. For example, a lightweight 

geotextile can be selected for the EPS/foundation interface because the interface only needs to 

exhibit a friction angle greater than 10 degrees.  More importantly, the EPS/EPS interface within 

the EPS also only needs to exhibit a friction angle greater than 10 degrees, which suggests that 

mechanical connectors are not required between EPS blocks for internal seismic stability because 

the interface friction angle for an EPS/EPS interface is approximately 30 degrees (see Chapter 2). 

In summary, it appears that internal seismic stability will be controlled by the shear resistance of 

the pavement system/EPS interface.   

Figure 6.6.  Design chart for internal seismic stability of EPS trapezoidal embankments.  

Remedial Procedures 

Remedial procedures that can be used to increase the factor of safety against internal 

seismic instability are decreasing the pavement system thickness, using pavement system 

materials with a lower unit weight, increasing the interface resistance at the pavement 

system/EPS interface and EPS/geosynthetic or soil interface at the bottom of the EPS blocks, and 

possibly using inter-block mechanical connectors to increase the interface strength between the 

EPS blocks.  

INTERNAL SEISMIC STABILITY OF VERTICAL EMBANKMENTS  

Introduction  

As shown by Figure 3.4 (b), an embankment with vertical sides, sometimes referred to as 

a geofoam wall, can be utilized with EPS- block geofoam. The use of an embankment with 

vertical walls minimizes the amount of right-of-way needed and the impact of embankment loads 

on nearby structures, which is an important advantage over other lightweight fills. This section 

focuses on the effect of seismic forces on the internal stability of EPS-block geofoam 
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embankments with vertical walls. The main difference in this analysis and the analysis for 

external seismic stability of embankments with vertical walls in Chapter 5 is that sliding is 

assumed to occur only within the geofoam embankment or along an EPS interface. This analysis 

uses the same pseudo-static slope stability analysis used for internal seismic stability of 

trapezoidal embankments and non-circular failure surfaces through the EPS or the EPS interface 

at the top or bottom of the embankment. The pseudo-static stability analysis is used to simulate 

earthquake loads on slopes and involves modeling the earthquake shaking with a horizontal force 

that acts permanently, not temporarily, and in one direction on the slope. The pseudo-static 

horizontal force is applied to the center of gravity of the slide mass that is delineated by the 

critical static failure surface. The same steps outlined in the “Introduction” sub-section of the 

“Internal Seismic Stability of Trapezoidal Embankments” section of this chapter can be used to 

conduct an internal pseudo-static stability analysis of vertical geofoam embankments.  

Typical Cross-Section 

A typical cross-section through a vertical EPS embankment used in the internal static 

stability analyses is shown in Figure 6.7.  This cross-section is similar to the cross-section used 

for static analyses of vertical embankments in Figure 5.29 but differs from the cross-section used 

for the static analyses of trapezoidal embankments in Figure 5.10 because the surcharge used to 

represent the pavement and traffic surcharges is replaced by placing a 0.61 m (2 ft) thick soil 

layer on top of the embankment with a unit weight of 54.1 kN/m3 (345 lbs/ft³). The soil layer is 

0.61 m (2 ft) thick to represent the minimum recommended pavement section thickness discussed 

in Chapter 4. Therefore, the vertical stress applied by this soil layer equals 0.61 m times the 

increased unit weight or 33.0 kN/m2 (690 lbs/ft²).  A vertical stress of 33.0 kN/m2 (690 lbs/ft²) 

corresponds to the sum of the design values of pavement surcharge (21.5 kN/m2 (450 lbs/ft²)) and 

traffic surcharge (11.5 kN/m2 (240 lbs/ft²)) used previously for external bearing capacity and 

static slope stability of trapezoidal embankments in Chapter 5.  
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The surcharge in Figure 5.10 had to be replaced by an equivalent soil layer for the 

seismic slope stability analysis because a seismic coefficient cannot be applied to a surcharge in 

limit equilibrium stability analyses. The horizontal force that represents the seismic loading must 

be applied at the center of gravity of a material layer and not on a surcharge because a surcharge 

does not have a center of gravity. As noted in Chapter 5, this soil layer, which is equivalent to the 

pavement and traffic surcharge, was also used for the static stability analyses of vertical 

embankments instead of a surcharge to minimize the number of stability analyses that would be 

required to determine the critical static factor of safety and critical static failure surface for each 

model, i.e., an embankment modeled with a surcharge and one modeled with a soil layer. A slight 

difference in the critical factor of safety value and the location of the critical failure surface may 

result between the two different models because surcharge forces exert an additional force at the 

top of each vertical slice in the limit equilibrium analysis while the force exerted by the weight of 

the soil layer is located at the center of each vertical slice. In summary, a pseudo-static seismic 

force cannot be applied at the center of gravity of a surcharge so the pavement system and traffic 

loads were modeled as an equivalent soil layer and not a surcharge. 

Figure 6.7. Typical cross-section used in seismic internal slope stability analyses for vertical  

         embankments with the three applicable failure modes. 

Figure 6.7 also presents the three failure modes considered in the internal seismic 

stability analyses for vertical geofoam embankments. These failure modes are similar to the three 

failure modes analyzed in seismic internal slope stability analysis of trapezoidal embankments 

and a description of each is included in the “Typical Cross-Section” and “Stability Analysis 

Procedure” sub-sections of the “Internal Seismic Stability of Trapezoidal Embankments” section 

of this chapter. 

Stability Analysis Procedure 

Slope stability analyses were conducted on a range of vertical embankment geometries to 

investigate the effect of embankment height (3.1 m (10 ft) to 12.2 m (40 ft)) and roadway width  
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(11 m (36 ft), 23 m (76 ft), and 34 m (112 ft)) on internal seismic slope stability.  The results of 

these analyses were used to develop design charts to facilitate internal design of roadway 

embankments with vertical walls that utilize geofoam.  The three failure modes shown in Figure 

6.7 are similar to the three failure modes used in the analysis of trapezoidal embankments shown 

in Figure 6.2. Therefore, the analysis procedures used to model the three failure modes are similar 

to the procedures used in seismic internal slope stability analyses of trapezoidal embankments 

and are described in the “Stability Analysis Procedure” sub-section of the “Internal Seismic 

Stability of Trapezoidal Embankments” section of this chapter. However, Spencer’s (9) slope 

stability method did not converge for the vertical wall embankment geometries investigated. 

Therefore, Simplified Janbu’s method (13) was used to perform the internal slope stability 

analyses shown in Figures 6.8 through 6.12. The factor of safety obtained using the Simplified 

Janbu’s method is based on horizontal and vertical force equilibrium. Moment equilibrium is not 

satisfied, which is undesirable, but more importantly horizontal force equilibrium is satisfied 

which allows the seismic force to be directly incorporated into the analysis. Spencer’s (9) stability 

method, which satisfies all conditions of equilibrium, was used to obtain the seismic factor of 

safety, FS’, values for trapezoidal embankments shown in Figures 6.3 through 6.6. Therefore, a 

quantitative comparison cannot be made between the trapezoidal embankment design charts 

shown in Figures 6.3 through 6.6 and the vertical embankment design charts shown in Figures 6.8 

through 6.12 but qualitative comparisons are suitable.  

Material Properties 

The same input parameters, i.e., unit weight and shear strength, used in the internal 

seismic stability analyses of trapezoidal embankments, which are presented in Table 6.1, were 

used for the internal seismic stability analysis of embankments with vertical walls. The basis for 

these input material parameters is presented in the “Material Properties” sub-section of the 

“Internal Seismic Stability of Trapezoidal Embankments” section of this chapter.  However, since 

vertical embankments do not have a soil cover on the side walls, the soil cover material 
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parameters shown in Table 6.1 were not used. A friction angle of 0 degrees was used for the soil 

layer on top of the EPS-block geofoam that was used to model the pavement and traffic 

surcharges. The phreatic surface is located at or near the ground surface and the foundation soil is 

saturated as is typically the case at most EPS-block geofoam sites.  

 

Location of Critical Failure Mode 

Location of the critical failure mode, e.g., either I, II, or III, for a particular embankment 

geometry was found to be a function of the three interface friction angles used to model these 

three failure modes. This behavior is similar to the behavior observed for trapezoidal 

embankments. Failure modes I, II, and III depend on the interface friction angle between the 

pavement system and EPS, EPS and EPS, and EPS and the foundation geosynthetic or soil, 

respectively. The effect of the interface friction angle on the location of the critical failure surface 

is illustrated in Figure 6.8, which presents the seismic factor of safety for a 6-lane roadway with a 

width of 34 m (112 ft) on a 12.2 m (40 ft) high embankment for the three values of horizontal 

seismic coefficient (0.05, 0.1, and 0.2). It can be seen for a horizontal seismic coefficient of 0.05, 

failure mode I or failure at the EPS/pavement system interface, is critical for an interface friction 

angle less than or equal to 11 degrees (see Figure 6.8). For interface friction angles between 10 

and about 30 degrees, failure mode III, i.e., failure at the EPS/foundation interface, is critical. For 

interface friction angles greater than 30 degrees, failure mode II, i.e., failure within the 

embankment along an EPS/EPS interface, is critical. Therefore, the critical internal failure mode 

depends on the design value of internal friction angle.  A similar change in critical failure surface 

with changes in interface friction angle has been observed by (12) for the design of geosynthetic 

composite liner systems for landfills and for trapezoidal embankments as shown in Figure 6.3.  

As a result, the seismic factor of safety relationships presented subsequently in the design chart 

for failure modes II and III are combined because it can be seen that failure mode III is critical 

until an interface friction angle of approximately 30 degrees is reached.  At interface friction 
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angles greater than approximately 30 degrees, failure mode II controls because the friction angle 

for an EPS/EPS interface is 30 degrees.  A similar behavior was observed for seismic coefficients 

of 0.10 and 0.20 with only the transition from failure mode I and failure modes II and III 

occurring at a higher interface friction angle (see Figure 6.8). 

The effect of the interface friction angle on the seismic factor of safety is important 

because an increase in interface friction angle on one interface may result in a different interface 

being critical. The resulting critical interface may have to be strengthened to achieve the required 

factor of safety. For example, if the interface friction angle for failure mode I is increased from 10 

to 15 degrees for a horizontal seismic coefficient of 0.2, the seismic factor of safety increases 

from approximately unity to greater than the required value of 1.2 (see Figure 6.8).   

Design Charts 

Failure mode I in Figure 6.7 was modeled using a sliding block analysis with the same 

procedure utilized for internal seismic stability of trapezoidal embankments. The seismic factor of 

safety, which is given by Equation 6.2, depends only on the shear resistance of the pavement 

system/EPS interface and the magnitude of the horizontal seismic coefficient, i.e. size of the 

earthquake. As was shown by Figure 6.3, the internal seismic factor of safety for failure mode I is 

not a function of the side slope inclination for the case of trapezoidal embankments. Therefore, 

the factor of safety for failure mode I for the case of vertical embankments in Figure 6.8 is similar 

to the factor of safety for the case of trapezoidal embankments in Figure 6.3 because the analysis 

for failure mode I simply involves a sliding block along a horizontal plane at the pavement 

system/EPS interface. 

For failure modes II and III within a trapezoidal embankment, the slope inclination 

influences the seismic internal factor of safety at a horizontal seismic coefficient of 0.05 but this 

influence decreases with increasing value of horizontal seismic coefficient (see Figure 6.3). Slope 

inclination does not significantly influence the seismic internal factor of safety at horizontal 

seismic coefficients of 0.1 and 0.2. Figure 6.3 also shows that for a given horizontal seismic 
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coefficient, the seismic factor of safety decreases as the side slope becomes steeper. Although a 

quantitative comparison cannot be made between the internal seismic stability results of vertical 

embankments and trapezoidal embankments, e.g., between Figures 6.8 and 6.3, respectively, the 

seismic factor of safety values shown by modes III/II for vertical embankments in Figure 6.8 are 

less than the factor of safety values for trapezoidal embankments in Figure 6.3, with the 

difference becoming smaller with increasing horizontal seismic coefficient. The qualitative 

comparison of design charts also shows the difference in seismic factor of safety between a 

vertical wall and a 2H:1V sloped embankment is greater than between a 2H:1V and a 3H:1V 

sloped embankment. This difference is attributed to the difference in the slope stability method 

and the small passive resistance that the soil cover may contribute in a trapezoidal embankment. 

In addition, the traffic and pavement surcharges were modeled using a 0.61 m (2 ft) soil layer for 

the embankment with vertical walls case while the trapezoidal case was modeled using a 0.46 m 

(1.5 ft) soil layer, which is equivalent to the thickness of soil cover. This difference in soil layer 

thickness between the two models would have an impact on the location of the center of gravity 

of the soil layer where the horizontal force that represents the seismic loading is located. Also, for 

the vertical wall model, the soil layer had a shear strength of 0 degrees while for the sloped 

embankment model, the soil layer had a shear strength of 28 degrees, which is the same as the 

soil cover. 

Figure 6.8. Effect of interface friction angle on seismic factor of safety for 12.2 m high  

              vertical embankment and with a 6-lane roadway with a total road  

              width of 34 m (112 ft). 

Figures 6.9 and 6.10 illustrate the sensitivity of the seismic internal factor of safety to the 

width of the vertical embankment for a 3.1 m (10 ft) and 12.2 m (40 ft) high EPS embankment, 

respectively. It can be seen that the critical failure mode is a function of the interface friction 

angle. For a 3.1 m (10 ft) high embankment (Figure 6.9), failure mode III controls at low 

interface friction angles except at a horizontal seismic coefficient of 0.2 where failure mode I is 
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slightly more critical. However, for a 12.2 m (40 ft) high embankment (Figure 6.10), failure mode 

I controls at low interface friction angles. A similar observation was made for trapezoidal 

embankments as shown by Figure 6.4. Mode II controls at high values of interface friction angles 

for both a 3.1 m (10 ft) and 12.2 m (40 ft) high embankment.  

For the 3.1 m (10 ft) high embankment (Figure 6.9), it can be seen that the seismic 

internal factor of safety is influenced by the difference in embankment width for an 11 m (36 ft) 

and 34 m (112 ft) wide roadway with the 11 m (36 ft) wide roadway being more critical than the 

34 m (112 ft) roadway for failure modes II and III. For the 12.2 m (40 ft) high embankment 

(Figure 6.10), an embankment width of 11 m yields similar or lower seismic factors of safety than 

the 11 m (36 ft) wide embankment for failure mode II. Because a 11 m (36 ft) roadway is more 

critical for both embankment heights investigated, the subsequent design chart (Figure 6.12) is 

based on an 11 m (36 ft) wide, 2-lane roadway. 

Figure 6.11 illustrates the final sensitivity study used to develop the design chart, which 

involves the effect of embankment height on the seismic internal factor of safety. An 

embankment width of 11.1 m (36 ft) or a 2-lane roadway was used for this sensitivity study 

because the sensitivity studies in Figures 6.9 and 6.10 indicate that a 2-lane roadway is critical. It 

can be seen that the seismic internal factor of safety is influenced by the difference in 

embankment height from 3.1 m (10 ft) to 12.2 m (40 ft) for the three horizontal seismic 

coefficients investigated with the difference becoming less with an increase in horizontal seismic 

coefficient. Although the seismic factor of safety at interface friction angles of less than 30 

degrees could not be determined for failure mode III for an embankment height of 12.2 m, it is 

anticipated that for a given width, an embankment height 12.2 m (40 ft) will provide larger 

seismic factors of safety  than the shorter embankment of 3.1m (10 ft). Therefore, the subsequent 

design chart is based on the most critical embankment height of 3.1 m (10 ft).  

As indicated by Figure 6.10, no data is shown for failure mode III for the 12.2 m (40 ft) 

high and 11 m (36 ft) wide embankment because the critical failure mode could not be modeled. 
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Based on the assumed stair-stepped internal failure surface used in the analyses with an overall 

inclination of 60 degrees to the horizontal, the internal failure surface will terminate within the 

EPS for tall and narrow embankments and will not extend to the EPS/foundation soil interface. 

Although slope stability analyses could not be performed for failure mode III for the 12.2 m (40 

ft) high and 11 m (36 ft) wide embankment, based on the results shown in Figure 6.9 for the 3.1 

m (10 ft) high embankments, it is anticipated that an embankment width of 11 m (36 ft) will  

provide less shear resistance within the blocks than the 34 m (112 ft) wide embankment and, 

consequently, the 11 m (36 ft) wide embankment will yield lower seismic factor of safety values 

for failure mode III than the 34 m wide (112 ft) embankment. This conclusion is in accordance 

with the previous conclusion made above that the critical embankment width is 11 m (36 ft) for 

both the 3.1 m (10 ft) and 12.2 m (40 ft) high embankments. Additionally, Figure 6.11 indicates 

that the critical embankment height is 3.1 m (10 ft). Therefore, failure mode III for the 12.2 m (40 

ft) high embankment is not critical. 

Figure 6.9. Effect of roadway width on seismic factor of safety for 3.1 m high vertical  

                    embankment. 

Figure 6.10. Effect of roadway width on seismic factor of safety for 12.2 m high  

                 vertical embankment. 

Figure 6.11. Effect of EPS embankment height on seismic factor of safety for a  

         vertical embankment with a 2-lane roadway with a width of 11 m  

         (36 ft).  

The internal seismic stability design chart for vertical embankments in Figure 6.12 

presents the seismic factor of safety for each seismic coefficient as a function of interface friction 

angle. Based on the previously described parametric study, this chart provides estimates of 

seismic internal factor of safety for vertical embankments with any of the geometries considered 

during this study, i.e., embankment heights of 3.1 m (10 ft) to 12.2 m (40 ft) and roadway widths 
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of 11 m, 23 m, and 34 m (36, 76, and 112 feet), even though it is based on a roadway width of 11 

m (36 ft) and an embankment height from 3.1 m (10 ft).  

It can be seen that an EPS embankment will exhibit a suitable seismic factor of safety if 

the minimum interface friction angle exceeds approximately 15 degrees, which is similar for 

trapezoidal embankments (see Figure 6.6). However, an important aspect of Figure 6.12 is that it 

can be used to develop the most cost-effective internal stability design by selecting the lowest 

interface friction angle for each interface that results in a seismic factor of safety of greater than 

1.2. For example, a lightweight geotextile can be selected for the EPS/foundation interface 

because the interface only needs to exhibit a friction angle greater than 15 degrees.  More 

importantly, the EPS/EPS interface within the EPS also only needs to exhibit a friction angle 

greater than 15 degrees, which suggests that mechanical connectors are not required between EPS 

blocks for internal seismic stability because the interface friction angle for an EPS/EPS interface 

is approximately 30 degrees (see Chapter 2). In summary, as with trapezoidal embankments, it 

appears that internal seismic stability will be controlled by the shear resistance of the pavement 

system/EPS interface.   

Remedial Procedures 

Remedial procedures that can be used to increase the factor of safety against internal 

seismic instability are decreasing the pavement system thickness, using pavement system 

materials with a lower unit weight, increasing the interface resistance at the pavement 

system/EPS interface and EPS/geosynthetic or soil interface at the bottom of the EPS blocks, and 

possibly using inter-block mechanical connectors to increase the interface strength between the 

EPS blocks.  

Figure 6.12.  Design chart for internal seismic stability of EPS vertical embankments.  

           

LOAD BEARING  

Introduction 
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The primary internal stability issue for EPS-block geofoam embankments is the load 

bearing of the EPS geofoam mass. A load bearing capacity analysis consists of selecting an EPS 

type with adequate properties to support the overlying pavement system and traffic loads without 

excessive EPS compression that could lead to excessive settlement of the pavement surface. 

Therefore, a knowledge of the mechanical (stress-strain-time-temperature) properties of block-

molded EPS is required to understand the basis for past and current load bearing analysis 

procedures. The mechanical properties at small strains are the most relevant otherwise the 

settlements may become excessive if the large strain properties of the EPS block are mobilized. 

The three design goals for a load bearing analysis to ensure adequate performance of the 

EPS-block geofoam are: 

• The initial (immediate) deformations under dead or gravity loads from the 

overlying pavement system must be within acceptable limits. 

• Long-term (for the design life of the fill) creep deformations under the same 

gravity loads must be within acceptable limits. 

• Non-elastic or irreversible deformations under repetitive traffic loads must be 

within acceptable limits. 

Two load bearing analysis procedures have been used with EPS-block geofoam 

embankments to achieve these design goals. The first approach used in the early use of EPS-block 

geofoam as lightweight fill in the 1970s and 1980s consists of limiting the maximum applied 

vertical stress under any combination of loads to some fraction or percentage of the "compressive 

strength" of the EPS without regard to the level of deformation. This empirical approach is based 

solely on the ULS (collapse failure) design concept with no consideration of SLS design 

(deformations). Although this approach has resulted in EPS-block geofoam fills that have 

performed satisfactorily, it is not the most desired or theoretically sound because it can result in 

smaller deformations than can be tolerated.  
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The current design approach, which is recommended herein, is an explicit deformation-

based design methodology. It is based on the recognition that the compressive strength of EPS 

does not quantify the deformation characteristics of the geofoam. Consequently, the parameter of 

compressive strength is not used for a load bearing analysis but is still used for MQC/MQA 

purposes. The small-strain analysis utilizes the elastic limit stress, σe , and the initial tangent 

Young’s modulus, Eti , both of which are fully defined in Chapter 2, to evaluate the three 

settlement issues presented above.   

As shown in Chapter 2, current creep models for EPS-block geofoam do not provide 

reliable estimates of long-term vertical strain. However, creep strains within the EPS mass under 

sustained loads (primarily due to the overlying pavement system) are within acceptable limits (0.5 

percent to 1 percent strain over 50 years) if the applied vertical stress produces an immediate 

strain between 0.5 percent and 1 percent.  Consequently, if the applied vertical stress produces an 

immediate strain greater than 1 percent in laboratory testing, the EPS creep strains will rapidly 

increase and be considered excessive for lightweight fill applications. The initial (immediate) 

settlement can be estimated by dividing the applied vertical stress by the initial Young’s modulus 

(see Equation (5.9) in Chapter 5).  

Results of uniaxial compression tests (rapid loading, repetitive traffic loading, and creep) 

on specimens of EPS block test specimens indicate that if the maximum applied vertical stress 

under repetitive traffic loading has a magnitude not exceeding the elastic limit stress, the non-

elastic or irreversible deformations will be tolerable and there will be no degradation of the initial 

Young’s modulus of the EPS.  

Table 6.2 provides the minimum recommended values of elastic limit stress for various 

EPS densities. The use of the elastic limit stress values indicated in Table 6.2 is slightly 

conservative because the elastic limit stress of the block as a whole is somewhat greater than 

these minimums, but this conservatism is not unreasonable and would ensure that no part of a 

block (where the density might be somewhat lower than the overall average) would become 
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overstressed. Table 6.2 also contains recommended values of initial tangent Young’s modulus for 

determination of the initial (immediate) deformations. 

 Table 6.2.  Minimum allowable values of elastic limit stress and initial tangent Young’s    

       Modulus for the proposed AASHTO EPS material designations. 

One advantage of a deformation-based design procedure is that the calculation of stresses 

and strains within the EPS mass allows the density of the EPS blocks to be optimized and thus 

specified for various portions of the embankment. In the 1970s and 1980s,  there was a tendency 

to use EPS blocks of a single density for every project. The most commonly used density was 20 

kg/m3 (1.25 lbf/ft3) (sometimes referred to as "EPS20" in European literature). EPS of this density 

was found to produce acceptable results so there was a tendency to simply replicate this on every 

project which resulted in an empirical approach. As a result, there was no rational basis for 

varying from a density that produced acceptable results. However, with a deformation-based 

design it is possible to select an EPS density that provides adequate load-bearing capacity within 

tolerable settlements without requiring an inefficient density. Because the applied vertical stress 

decreases with depth under the pavement and side slopes, it is possible to use multiple densities 

of EPS blocks in an embankment. For example, lower density blocks can be used at greater 

depths and/or under side slopes than higher density blocks that have to be used under the 

pavement system. The reason for not wanting to use an excessively high density of EPS is that the 

manufacturing cost of EPS block is significantly linked to the relative amount of raw material 

(expandable polystyrene) used. For example, an EPS block with an overall average density of 32 

kg/m3 (2.0 lbf/ft3) would use twice as much raw material as an EPS block with an overall average 

density of 16 kg/m3 (1.0 lbf/ft3).  In the U.S., raw material cost accounts for one half or more of 

the manufacturing cost of an EPS block so the impact of EPS density on project costs can be 

significant. Thus, there is an incentive to rationally select one or more EPS densities to use on a 

given project, with blocks of different density placed according to the applied vertical stresses. It 

is now routine in the U.K. to use three or four EPS densities within a given road embankment 
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cross section. However, for constructability it is recommended that no more than two different 

density EPS blocks be used on the same project. As indicated in Chapter 4, the use of EPS40 

directly below the pavement system is not recommended because the elastic limit stress of 40 kPa 

(5.8 lbs/in2) has been found to result in excessive settlements directly under a pavement system. 

Design Procedures 

The procedure for evaluating the load bearing capacity of EPS as part of internal stability 

is outlined in the following thirteen steps: 

1. Estimate traffic loads. 

2. Add impact allowance to traffic loads. 

3. Estimate traffic stresses at top of EPS blocks. 

4. Estimate gravity stresses at top of EPS blocks. 

5. Calculate total stresses at top of EPS blocks. 

6. Determine minimum required elastic limit stress for EPS under pavement system. 

7. Select appropriate EPS block to satisfy the required EPS elastic limit stress for 

underneath the pavement system, e.g., EPS50, EPS70, or EPS100. 

8. Select preliminary pavement system type and determine if a separation layer is 

required. 

9. Estimate traffic stresses at various depths within the EPS blocks. 

10. Estimate gravity stresses at various depths within the EPS blocks. 

11. Calculate total stresses at various depths within the EPS blocks. 

12. Determine minimum required elastic limit stress at various depths. 

13. Select appropriate EPS block to satisfy the required EPS elastic limit stress at 

various depths in the embankment. 

 

The load bearing design procedure can be divided into two parts. Part 1 consists of Steps 

1 through 8 and focuses on the determination of the traffic and gravity load stresses applied by 
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the pavement system to the top of the EPS blocks and selection of the type of EPS that should be 

used directly beneath the pavement system (see steps above). Part 2 consists of Steps 9 through 

13 and focuses on the determination of the traffic and gravity load stresses applied at various 

depths within the EPS blocks and selection of the appropriate EPS for use at these various depths 

within the embankment. Each of the design steps are subsequently described in detail. 

Additionally, in Chapter 7, Tables 7.6 through 7.8 are provided that summarize the load bearing 

design procedure for an example problem. 

In summary, the basic procedure for designing against load bearing failure is to calculate 

the maximum vertical stresses at various levels within the EPS mass (typically the pavement 

system/EPS interface is most critical) and select the EPS that exhibits an elastic limit stress that is 

greater than the calculated or required elastic limit stress at the depth being considered.  

Step 1: Estimate Traffic Loads 

Traffic loads are a major consideration in the load bearing capacity calculations. There 

are three procedures for considering the effects of traffic loading, traffic frequency (number of 

repetitions), and traffic configuration in the load bearing analysis: (1) fixed traffic, (2) fixed 

vehicle, and (3) variable traffic and vehicle (14). In the fixed traffic procedure, the thickness of 

the pavement is based on the heaviest single-wheel load anticipated and the number of load 

repetitions is not considered. Loads from axles with multiple wheels such as dual tires are 

converted to an equivalent single-wheel load (ESWL) (14) in this procedure.  

In the fixed vehicle procedure the pavement design is based on the number of repetitions 

of a standard vehicle or axle load such as the 80-kN (18-kip) single-axle load used in the 

AASHTO design procedure. In the variable traffic and vehicle procedure, loading magnitude, 

configuration, and number of load repetitions are considered by dividing the loads into a number 

of groups and determining the stresses, strains, and deflections under each load group.  

The recommended procedure for use in the geofoam load bearing design procedure 

presented below is the fixed traffic procedure because the design procedure limits static and 
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dynamic loads to less than the elastic limit stress, which should result in tolerable deformations 

and the number of load repetitions do not have to be considered.. 

Figure 6.13 shows the wheel configuration of a typical semitrailer truck with a tandem 

axle with dual tires at the rear. Trucks with a tridem axle, each spaced at 122 to 137 cm (48 to 54 

in.) apart, with dual tires also exists. The largest live or traffic load expected on the roadway 

above the embankment should be used for design. The magnitude and vehicle tire configuration 

that will provide the largest live load is typically not known during the preliminary design phase. 

Therefore, the AASHTO standard classes of highway loading (15) can be used for preliminary 

load bearing analyses. 

Figure 6.13. Wheel configuration of a typical semitrailer truck (14). 

Step 2: Add impact allowance to traffic loads 

Allowance for impact forces from dynamic, vibratory, and impact effects of traffic are 

generally only considered where they act across the width of the embankment or adjacent to a 

bridge abutment. In (1) an impact coefficient of 0.3 is recommended for design of EPS-block 

geofoam.  Equation (6.3) can be used to include the impact allowance to the live loads estimated 

in Step 1 if impact loading is deemed necessary for design: 

Q=LL (1+I)∗ = 1.3 (LL)                                                                                                (6.3) 

where  Q = traffic load with an allowance for impact, 

LL = live load for traffic from AASHTO standard classes of highway loading (15)  

         obtained in Step 1, and 

I = impact coefficient = 0.3. 

Step 3: Estimate traffic load stresses at top of EPS blocks 

The objective of this step is to estimate the dissipation of vertical stress through the 

pavement system so that an estimate of the traffic stresses at the top of the EPS blocks can be 

obtained. The vertical stress at the top of the EPS is used to evaluate the load bearing capacity of 

the blocks directly under the pavement system. Various pavement systems, with and without a 
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separation layer between the pavement system and the EPS blocks, should be evaluated to 

determine which alternative is the most cost effective.  

The three main procedures to determine the vertical stress at the top of the EPS are the 

Boussinesq solution (16), 1 (horizontal): 2 (vertical) stress distribution solution, and Burmister’s 

elastic layered solution (17). In each method the pavement system is assumed to behave as a 

linearly elastic material.  

The Boussinesq stress distribution solution does not accommodate layers with different 

elastic stress-strain properties and thus the stiffer pavement system over the softer EPS-blocks 

cannot be simulated.  As a result, the Boussinesq solution is not recommended for estimating 

dissipation of vertical stress through the pavement system. 

The 1(horizontal): 2(vertical) stress distribution solution assumes that the applied vertical 

stress on the pavement surface is distributed over an area of the same shape as the loaded area on 

the surface, but with dimensions that increase by an amount equal to the depth below the surface 

as shown in Figure 6.14 (18). For example, for a rectangular shaped loaded area with dimensions 

of B x L at the surface, the vertical stress at a depth z is assumed to be distributed over an area (B 

+ z) by (L + z). The vertical stress is assumed to be uniform over the stressed area and is 

determined by dividing the total applied loads at the surface by the stressed area. The load 

distribution through typical pavement system materials (asphalt concrete, Portland Cement 

Concrete, granular materials) will generally exceed the distribution of 1(horizontal): 2(vertical) or 

26.6 degrees. Hunt (19) indicates that (20) suggests an angle of 30 degrees within relatively weak 

soil and 45 degrees for relatively strong soil. Greater load-spreading in the range of 35 to 45 

degrees may be obtained through stiffer materials such as well-compacted granular fill over soft 

clay (21). Therefore, a 1(horizontal): 1(vertical) or 45 degree load distribution can be assumed 

through pavement materials except for concrete. Concrete can be substituted for granular material 

using a 1 concrete to 3 gravel ratio (22,23).  
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 The third and recommended procedure for estimating the stress at the top of the EPS is 

Burmister's elastic layered solution (24). Burmister's elastic layered solution is based on a 

uniform pressure applied to the surface over a circular area on top of an elastic half-space mass. 

Each layer has a finite thickness except for the lowest layer which is assumed to be infinite in 

thickness and each layer is assumed to be homogeneous, isotropic, and linearly elastic.  The 

primary advantage of Burmister’s theory is that it considers the influence of layers with different 

elastic properties within the system being considered. The primary disadvantage is that vertical 

stress calculations are time consuming if not performed by computer. However, design charts are 

presented below that alleviate the use of computer software to utilize Burmister's elastic layered 

solutions. 

Figure 6.14.  Approximate stress distribution by the 1(horizontal): 2 (vertical) method. 

In summary, Burmister’s elastic layered solution (24) is recommended to estimate the 

stress distribution through the pavement system to obtain the applied vertical stress at the top of 

the EPS-block fill due to a load applied to the pavement surface. To facilitate estimation of 

stresses on top of the EPS blocks from traffic and impact loads, stress design charts (see Figures 

6.15 through 6.17) were developed during this study for various vehicle tire loads and pavement 

systems. The computer program KENLAYER (14), which is based on Burmister’s solution, was 

used to calculate vertical stresses through various thicknesses of the following types of pavement 

systems: asphalt concrete, portland cement concrete (PCC), and a composite pavement system. A 

composite pavement system is defined here as an asphalt concrete pavement system with a PCC 

slab separation layer placed between the asphalt concrete pavement system and the EPS-block 

geofoam. The main assumption in the KENLAYER analysis is that the interface of the various 

pavement system layers and the interface between the pavement system and the EPS blocks are 

frictionless. This assumption yields more conservative values of applied vertical stress on top of 

the EPS. The vertical stress charts in Figures 6.15 through 6.17 can be used to estimate the 

applied vertical stress on top of the EPS due to a tire load on top of an asphalt concrete, PCC, and 
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composite pavement system, respectively. For example, the vertical stress applied to the top of 

the EPS blocks under a 178 mm (7 in.) thick asphalt pavement with a total wheel load of 100 kN 

(22,481 lbs) is approximately 55 kPa (8 lbs/in2) (see Figure 6.15). This value of 55 kPa (8 lbs/in2) 

is then used in the load bearing analysis described subsequently. 

Loads Used in Developing Design Vertical Stress Charts 

Axle loads ranging between 89 to 445 kN (20,000 and 100,000 lbs) were analyzed 

because this is the range of axle loads provided in the tables of axle load equivalency factors for 

calculating equivalent single-axle loads (ESALs) for single and tandem axles in the AASHTO 

1993 pavement design guide (25). Based on these axle loads and on a tire pressure of 689 kPa 

(100 lbs/in²), a range of circular contact areas were obtained for both an axle system with two 

single tires and an axle system with two sets of dual tires using the equations shown below. These 

circular areas were used in KENLAYER. Both a single tire and a set of dual tires was modeled as 

a single contact area. Therefore, both a single tire and a set of dual tires can be represented by the 

total load of a single tire or on the dual tires and a contact area. 

The contact pressure is typically assumed to be equal to the tire pressure (14) and the tire 

and pavement surface interface is assumed to be free of shear stress. Typical tire pressures for 

legal highway trucks with single and dual tires range from of 414 to 621 kPa (60 to 90 lbs/in²) 

(26). A tire pressure of 689 kPa (100 lbs/in²) appears to be representative and is recommended for 

preliminary design purposes. This tire pressure is near the high end of typical tire pressures but is 

used for analysis purposes by transportation software such as ILLI-PAVE (27).  

The contact pressure is converted to a traffic load by multiplying by the contact area of 

the tire. For the case of a single axle with a single tire, the contact area is given by Equation (6.4) 

and the radius of the contact area is given by Equation (6.5): 

t
C

QA =
q

                                                                                                                         (6.4) 
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1
2

CAr =
π

 
 
 

                                                                                                                      (6.5) 

where  AC = contact area of one tire, 

 Qt = live load on one tire, 

 q = contact pressure = tire pressure, and  

 r = radius of contact area 

For the case of a single axle with dual tires, the contact area can be estimated by 

converting the set of duals into a singular circular area by assuming that the circle has an area 

equal to the contact area of the duals as indicated by Equation (6.6). The radius of contact is given 

by Equation (6.7). Equation (6.6) yields a conservative value, i.e., smaller area, for the contact 

area because the area between the duals is not included. 

D
CD

QA =
q

                                                                                                                      (6.6) 

 
1
2

CDAr = 
π

 
 
 

                                                                                                                   (6.7) 

where  ACD = contact area of dual tires 

 QD = live load on dual tires 

 q = contact pressure on each tire = tire pressure 

Pavement Systems Used in Developing Design Vertical Stress Charts  

Asphalt Concrete Pavement System. Based on the design catalog for flexible pavements, 

 see Table 4.2, an asphalt thickness ranging from 76 to 178 mm (3 to 7 in.) was utilized with a 

corresponding crushed stone base thickness equal to 610 mm (24 in.) less the thickness of the 

asphalt. This provides the minimum recommended pavement system thickness of 610 mm (24 

in.) to minimize the potential for differential icing and solar heating. For the asphalt concrete, a 

typical unit weight of 23 kN/m³ (148 lbf/ft³), Poisson's ratio of 0.46, and modulus of elasticity of 

689 MPa (100 x 103 lbs/in²) were utilized (14). For the crushed stone base, a unit weight of 22 
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kN/m³ (138 lbf/ft³), Poisson's ratio of 0.35, and modulus of elasticity of 21 MPa (3,000 lbs/in²) 

was utilized in KENLAYER. The unit weight and Poisson's ratio was obtained from average 

values reported in (14). The modulus of elasticity was conservatively based on average values 

reported in (19) for a loose sand and gravel.  

The resulting vertical stress at the top of the EPS, σLL, obtained from Figure 6.15 

increases with the modulus of elasticity of the EPS. To maximize design values of σLL the 

properties of EPS100 geofoam, which is the stiffest EPS considered herein, were used in the 

analysis.  The properties of EPS100 include a unit weight of 0.31 kN/m³ (2.0 lbf/ft³), Poisson's 

ratio of 0.18, and modulus of elasticity of 9,997 kPa (1,450 lbs/in²). Figure 6.15 presents values 

of σLL obtained from the analysis due to a single or dual wheel loads on an asphalt concrete 

pavement system. 

Figure 6.15. Vertical stress on top of the EPS blocks, σLL, due to traffic loads on top of a  

                    610 mm (24 in.) asphalt concrete pavement system. 

Portland Cement Concrete. Based on the design catalog for rigid pavements, see Tables  

4.6 and 4.7, a PCC thickness ranging from 127 to 229 mm (5 to 9 in.) was utilized with a crushed 

stone base thickness equal to 610 mm (24 in.) less the thickness of the PCC. This provides a 

minimum recommended pavement system thickness of 610 mm (24 in.) to minimize the potential 

for differential icing and solar heating. For the PCC, an average unit weight of 23.5 kN/m³ (150 

lbf/ft³), Poisson's ratio of 0.15, and modulus of elasticity of 20,684 MPa (3 x 106 lbs/in²) were 

utilized from (14). The same properties for the crushed stone base and EPS fill used in the 

analysis of an asphalt concrete pavement system were utilized to develop the vertical stress 

applied by a PCC pavement system. Figure 6.16 presents the design vertical stress chart of a 

single or dual wheel acting on a PCC pavement system which can be used to estimate the vertical 

stress due to traffic loads, σLL, at the top of the EPS. 

Figure 6.16.  Vertical stress on top of the EPS blocks, σLL, due to traffic loads on top of a  
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                       610 mm (24 in.) portland cement concrete pavement system. 

Composite Pavement System. The asphalt concrete pavement system used to create the 

design chart in Figure 6.15 was utilized for this scenario except that a 102 mm (4 in.) concrete 

separation layer was added between the crushed stone base and the EPS blocks. A crushed stone 

base thickness equal to 610 mm (24 in.) less the thickness of the asphalt concrete and the 

separation slab was used to complete the remainder of the composite pavement system. This also 

provides a minimum recommended pavement system thickness of 610 mm (24 in.) to minimize 

the potential for differential icing and solar heating. The material properties utilized for the 

analysis of the composite pavement system are the same as those used for the asphalt concrete 

and PCC pavement systems in Figures 6.15 and 6.16, respectively. Figure 6.17 presents the 

design charts for vertical stress, σLL, on top of the EPS block due to a single or dual wheel acting 

on this composite pavement system. 

Figure 6.17.  Vertical stress on top of the EPS blocks, σLL, due to traffic loads on top of a 

610 mm (24 in.) asphalt concrete pavement system with a 102 mm (4 in.) 

concrete separation layer between the pavement system and EPS blocks. 

Conversion of Circular Loaded Areas to Rectangular Loaded Area 

It is more convenient to use a rectangular loaded area at the top of the EPS to calculate 

the vertical stresses acting on the EPS block in Step 9 of the load bearing analysis. This is similar 

to converting single and dual tire loadings to a single loaded circular area to estimate the stress 

through the pavement system. To perform the conversion the tire contact pressure on top of the 

pavement system is distributed over a circular area. The Portland Cement Association 1984 

method as described in (14) can be used to convert the circular loaded area to an equivalent 

rectangular loaded area, as shown in Figure 6.18.  The rectangular area shown is equivalent to a 

circular contact area that corresponds to a single axle with a single tire, AC , or a single axle with 
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dual tires, ACD. The values of  AC and ACD  can be obtained from Equations (6.4) and (6.6), 

respectively, using the following procedure: 

1) Estimate σLL  from Figure 6.15, 6.16, or 6.17 depending on the pavement 

system being considered. 

2) Use σLL in Equation (6.4) or (6.6) as the contact pressure, q, and the 

recommended traffic loads from Step 1 to estimate the live load in Equation 

(6.4) or (6.6) for a single axle with a single tire or a single axle with dual tires, 

respectively, to calculate AC or ACD . 

3) Use the values of AC  or ACD  to calculate the value of L′ in Figure 6.18 by 

equating AC or ACD to 0.5227L′² and solving for L′. After solving for L′, the 

dimensions of the rectangular loaded area in Figure 6.18, i.e., 0.8712L′ and 

0.6L′, can be calculated. 

Figure 6.18. Method for converting a circular contact area into an equivalent rectangular  

                      contact area (14). 

Step 4: Estimate gravity stresses at top of EPS blocks 

Stresses resulting from the gravity load of the pavement system and any road hardware 

placed on top of the roadway must be added to the traffic stresses obtained in Step 3 to conduct a 

load bearing analysis of the EPS. The gravity stress from the weight of the pavement system is 

given by: 

=DL pavement pavementT γσ ∗                                                                                                          (6.8) 

where   σDL = gravity stress due to dead loads 

Tpavement = pavement system thickness, and 

γpavement = average unit weight of the pavement system. 

As discussed in Chapter 4, the various components of the pavement system can be 

assumed to have an average unit weight of 20 kN/m3 (130 lbf/ft3). Because the traffic stresses in 
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Figures 6.15 through 6.17 are based on a pavement system with a total thickness of 610 mm (24 

in.), a value of Tpavement  equal to 610 mm (24 in.) should be used to estimate σDL  to ensure 

consistency. 

Step 5: Calculate total stresses at top of EPS blocks 

The total vertical stress at the top of EPS blocks underlying the pavement system from 

traffic and gravity loads, σtotal, is given by: 

 =  LL DLtotal +σ σ σ                                                                                                                 (6.9) 

Step 6: Determine minimum required elastic limit stress for EPS under pavement system  

The minimum required elastic limit stress of the EPS block under the pavement system 

can be calculated by multiplying the total vertical stress from Step 5 by a factor of safety as 

shown by Equation (6.10).  

e total FSσ ≥ σ ∗                                                                                                              (6.10) 

where  σe = minimum elastic limit stress of EPS 

 FS = factor of safety = 1.2 

The main component of σtotal is the traffic stress and not the gravity stress from the 

pavement. Because traffic is a main component of σtotal and traffic is a transient load like wind 

loading, a factor of 1.2 is recommended for the load bearing analysis. This is the same value of 

factor of safety recommended for other transient or temporary loadings such as wind, hydrostatic 

uplift, and sliding, and seismic used for external stability analyses. 

Step 7: Select appropriate EPS block to satisfy the required EPS elastic limit stress for 

             underneath the pavement system, e.g.,  EPS50, EPS70, or EPS100 

Select an EPS type from Table 6.2 that exhibits an elastic limit stress greater than or 

equal to the required σe determined in Step 6. The EPS designation system in Table 6.2 defines 

the minimum elastic limit stress of the block as a whole in kilopascals. For example, EPS50 will 

have a minimum elastic limit stress of 50 kPa (7.2 lbs/in2). The EPS selected will be the EPS 
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block type that will be used directly beneath the pavement system for a minimum depth of 610 

mm (24 in.) in the EPS fill. This minimum depth is recommended because it is typically the 

critical depth assumed in pavement design for selection of an average resilient modulus for design 

of the pavement system (14). Thus, the 610 mm (24 in.) depth is only an analysis depth and is not 

based on the thickness of the EPS blocks. Of course, if the proposed block thickness is greater 

than 610 mm (24 in.), the block selected in this step will conservatively extend below the 610 mm 

(24 in.) zone. The use of EPS40 is not recommended directly beneath paved areas because an 

elastic limit stress of 40 kPa (5.8 lbs/in2) has resulted in pavement settlement problems. 

Step 8: Select preliminary pavement system type and determine if a separation layer is 

             required 

A cost analysis should be performed in Step 8 to preliminarily select the optimal 

pavement system that will be used over the type of EPS blocks determined in Step 7. The cost 

analysis can focus on one or all three of the pavement systems evaluated in Step 3, i.e., asphalt 

concrete, portland cement concrete, and a composite pavement system. The EPS selected for a 

depth of 610 m (24 in.) below the pavement system is a function of the pavement system selected 

because the vertical stress induced at the top of the EPS varies with the pavement system as 

shown in Figures 6.15 through 6.17. Therefore, several cost scenarios can be analyzed, e.g., a 

PCC versus asphalt concrete pavement system and the accompanying EPS for each pavement 

system, to determine the optimal combination of pavement system and EPS. The cost analysis 

will also determine if a concrete separation layer between the pavement and EPS is cost effective 

by performing a cost analysis on the composite system. The resulting pavement system will be 

used in Steps 9 through 13.  

If a concrete separation slab will be used, the thickness of the concrete slab can be 

estimated by assuming the slab to be a granular material and will dissipate the traffic stresses to a 

desirable level at 1(horizontal): 1(vertical) stress distribution. Concrete can then be substituted for 

granular material using the 1 concrete to 3 gravel ratio previously discussed in Step 3 to estimate 
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the required thickness of granular material. For example, a 102 mm (4 in.) thick concrete 

separation layer can be used to replace 306 mm (12 in.) of granular material. Therefore, a 927 

mm (36.5 in.) thick asphalt concrete pavement system that consists of 127 mm (5 in.) of asphalt 

and 800 mm (31.5 in.) of crushed stone base will be 927 mm (36.5 in.) thick less 306 mm (12 in.) 

of crushed stone base which is replaced by 102 mm (4 in.) thick concrete separation layer. 

However, as discussed in Chapter 4, it is recommended that a minimum pavement system 

thickness of 610 mm (24 in.) be used to minimize the potential for differential icing and solar 

heating. 

Step 9: Estimate traffic stresses at various depths within the EPS blocks 

This step estimates the dissipation of the traffic induced stresses through the EPS blocks 

within the embankment. Utilizing the pavement system and separation layer, if included, from 

Step 8, the vertical stress from the traffic loads at depths greater than 610 mm (24 in.) in the EPS 

is calculated.  The vertical stress is usually calculated at every 1 m (3.3 ft) of depth below a depth 

of 610 mm (24 in.). Block thickness is typically not used as a reference depth because the block 

thickness that will be used on a given project will typically not be known during the design stage 

of the project. The first depth at which the vertical stress will be estimated is 610 mm (24 in.) 

because in Step 7 the EPS selected to support the pavement system will extend to a depth of 610 

mm (24 in.). The traffic vertical stresses should also be determined at any depth within the EPS 

blocks where the theoretical 1(horizontal): 2(vertical) stress zone overlaps as shown in Figure 

6.19. These vertical stress estimates will be used in Step 12 to determine if the EPS type selected 

in Step 8 for directly beneath the pavement system is adequate for a depth of greater than 610 mm 

(24 in.) into the EPS and to determine if an EPS block with a lower elastic limit stress, i.e., lower 

density and lower cost, can be used at a greater depth. 

Based on an analysis performed during this study and the results of a full-scale model 

creep test that was performed at the Norwegian Road Research Laboratory (28,29) to investigate 

the time-dependent performance of EPS-block geofoam, a 1 (horizontal) to 2 (vertical) 
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distribution of vertical stresses through EPS blocks was found to be in agreement with the 

measured vertical stresses, which showed a stress distribution of 1 (horizontal) to 1.8 (vertical). 

The test fill had a height of 2 m (6.6 ft) and measured 4 m (13.1 ft) by 4 m (13.1 ft) in plan at the 

bottom of the fill decreasing in area with height approximately at a ratio of 2 (horizontal) to 1 

(vertical) to about 2 m (6.6 ft) by 2 m (6.6 ft) at the top of the fill.  A load of 105 kN (23.6 kips) 

was applied through a 2 m (6.6 ft) by 1 m (3.3 ft) plate at the top of the fill resulting in an applied 

stress of 52.5 kPa (1,096 lbs/ft2). The fill consisted of four layers of full-size EPS blocks with 

dimensions 1.5 m (4.9 ft) by 1 m (3.3 ft) by 0.5 m (1.6 ft) and densities of 20 kg/m3 (1.25 lbf/ft³). 

The stress at the bottom of the fill was measured using four pressure cells. An average pressure of 

7.8 kPa (163 lbs/ft2) was measured in the pressure cells during the 1,270 day test. Based on this 

average pressure measured at the bottom of the test fill and the stress of 52.5 kPa (1,096 lbs/ft2) 

applied at the top of the fill, the stress distribution within the EPS fill was approximately 1 

(horizontal) to 1.8 (vertical). The measured stress distribution is slightly wider but still in 

agreement with a 1 (horizontal) to 2 (vertical) stress distribution. Thus, the measured stress with 

depth is slightly less than the typically assumed stress distribution, which results in a slightly 

conservative design.  

In summary, Burmister’s layered solution is only applicable to stress distribution through 

the pavement and thus the 1 (horizontal): 2 (vertical) stress distribution theory is used to estimate 

the vertical stress within the EPS. In order to use the 1 (horizontal): 2 (vertical) stress distribution 

method to calculate the vertical stresses applied through the depth of EPS block using hand 

calculations, it is easier to assume a rectangular loaded area at the top of the EPS and to assume 

that the total applied load at the surface of the EPS is distributed over an area of the same shape 

as the loaded area on top of the EPS, but with dimensions that increase by an amount equal to 

1(horizontal): 2(vertical) (see Figure 6.14). As shown in Figure 6.14, at a depth z below the EPS, 

the total load Q applied at the surface of the EPS is assumed to be uniformly distributed over an 

area (B+z) by (L+z). The increase in vertical pressure, σZ, at depth z due to an applied live load 
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such as traffic is given by Equation (6.11). Figure 6.19 demonstrates the use of the 1 (horizontal): 

2(vertical) to estimate overlapping stresses from closely spaced loaded areas such as from 

adjacent sets of single or dual tires.  

Figure 6.19.  Approximate stress distribution of closely spaced loaded areas by the  

                      1 (horizontal): 2(vertical) method. 

Z,LL
Q=

(B+z)(L+z)
σ                                                                                                       (6.11) 

where σZ,LL = increase in vertical stress at depth z caused by traffic loading, 

Q = applied traffic load, 

B = width of the loaded area, 

L = length of the loaded area. 

To use the 1(horizontal): 2(vertical) stress distribution method to calculate the vertical 

stresses through the depth of the EPS block, the assumed circular loaded area below a tire used to 

determine σLL in Figures 6.15, 6.16, or 6.17 should be converted to an equivalent rectangular area 

as discussed previously in Step 3. Alternatively, Equation (6.11) can be modified to determine 

σZ,LL directly from the σLL, which is determined from Figures 6.15, 6.16, or 6.17 as shown below: 

LL rectQ A= σ ∗               (6.12) 

where σLL is obtained from Figures 6.15, 6.16 or 6.17.    

                  

From Figure 6.18, 

1
2rectAL =

0.5227
 ′  
 

                                                                                                             (6.13) 

B=0.6 L′∗                                                                                                                     (6.14) 

L=0.8712 L′∗                                                                                                               (6.15) 

Substituting Equations (6.12) through (6.15) into (6.11), 
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( )( )
LL rect

Z,LL
A

0.6L  + z 0.8712L  + z
σ ∗

σ =
′ ′

                                                                              (6.16) 

where Arect is either AC or ACD determined from Equations (6.4) or (6.6), respectively.  

Step 10: Estimate gravity stresses at various depths within the EPS blocks 

Stresses resulting from the gravity load of the pavement system, any road hardware 

placed on top of the roadway, and the EPS blocks must be added to the traffic stresses to evaluate 

the load bearing capacity of the EPS within the embankment. The procedure described in the 

Stress Distribution at Center of Embankment section of Chapter 5 can be used to obtain an 

estimate of the increase in vertical stress at the centerline of the geofoam embankment at various 

depths due to the increase in gravity stress of the pavement system.  For example, Equations 

(5.10), (5.11), and (5.12) can be modified as shown below to determine the increase in vertical 

stress caused by the gravity load of the pavement system: 

( )t
Z,DL

q sin  where  is in radians∆σ = α + α α
π

                                                            (6.17) 

b2 arctan  where  is calculated in radians
z

α α = ∗  
 

                                                    (6.18) 

t pavement pavement pavementq q  Tγ= = ∗                                                                                 (6.19) 

where    ∆σZ,DL = increase in vertical stress at depth z due to pavement system dead load in m, 

 γpavement = unit weight of the pavement system in kN/m³, 

 Tpavement = thickness of the pavement system in m, and 

 the other variables are defined in Figure 5.3. The total gravity stress from the pavement 

system and the EPS blocks is given by: 

= EPSZ,DL Z,DL( ) + (z γ )σ ∆σ ∗                                                                                            (6.20) 

where   σZ,DL = total vertical stress at depth z due to dead loads in kN/m², 

z = depth from the top of the EPS in m, 

γEPS = unit weight of the EPS blocks in kN/m³. 
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As discussed in Step 5, the various components of the pavement system can be assumed 

to have an average unit weight of 20 kN/m3 (130 lbf/ft3). Because the traffic stresses in Figures 

6.15 through 6.17 are based on a pavement system with a total thickness of 610 mm (24 in.), a 

value of Tpavement equal to 610 mm (24 in.) should be used to estimate qt to ensure consistency. It 

is recommended that the unit weight of the EPS be assumed to be 1,000 N/m3 (6.37 lbf/ft3), to 

conservatively allow for long-term water absorption in the calculation of σZ,DL.   

Step 11: Calculate total stresses at various depths within the EPS blocks 

The total vertical stress induced by traffic and gravity loads at a particular depth within 

the EPS is given by: 

  total Z,LL Z,DL = +σ σ σ                                                                                                      (6.21) 

Step 12: Determine minimum required elastic limit stress for EPS at various  

               depths 

Determine the minimum required elastic limit stress of the EPS block at each depth that 

is being considered using the same equations from Step 6 which is shown below: 

e total  1.2σ ≥ σ ∗                                                                                                             (6.22) 

Step 13: Select appropriate EPS block to satisfy the required EPS elastic limit stress at  

               various depths in the embankment 

Select an EPS type from Table 6.2 that exhibits an elastic limit stress greater than or 

equal to the required σe determined in Step 12. EPS40 is not recommended for directly beneath 

the pavement system (see Step 7) but can be used at depths below 610 mm (24 in.) in the 

embankment if the required elastic limit stress is less than 40 kPa (5.8 lbs/in2). However, for 

constructability reasons, it is recommended that no more than two different EPS block types be 

used  

Remedial Procedures 
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Remedial procedures that can be used to increase the factor of safety against load bearing 

failure includes adding a separation layer, such as a concrete slab, between the pavement system 

and the EPS blocks. If an EPS with an elastic limit stress greater than 100 kPa or 14.5 lbs/in2 

(EPS100) is required, consideration can be given to contacting local molders to determine if EPS-

block geofoam with an elastic limit stress greater than 100 kPa (14.5 lbs/in2) can be molded for 

the project.  

ABUTMENT DESIGN 

Introduction 

In applications where the EPS-block geofoam is used as part of a bridge approach, the 

EPS blocks should be continued up to the drainage layer that is placed along the back of the 

abutment. A geosynthetic sheet drain, not natural aggregate, should be used for this drainage 

layer to minimize the vertical and lateral earth pressure on the subgrade and abutment, 

respectively, as well as facilitate construction. The design requirements for abutments as well as 

design examples can be found in (30). The procedure for design of retaining walls and abutments 

consists of the following steps (30): 

1. Select preliminary proportions of the wall. 

2. Determine loads and earth pressures. 

3. Calculate magnitude of reaction force on base. 

4. Check stability and safety criteria: 

(a) location of normal component of reactions, 

(b) adequacy of bearing pressure, and 

(c) safety against sliding. 

5. Revise proportions of wall and repeat Steps 2 through 4 until stability criteria are 

satisfied; then check: 

(a) settlement within tolerable limits and 

(b) safety against deep-seated foundation failure. 
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6. If proportions become unreasonable, consider a foundation supported on driven 

piles or drilled shafts. 

7. Compare economics of completed design with other wall systems. 

For a bridge approach consisting of EPS-block geofoam backfill, earth pressures, which 

are required for Step 2 of the abutment design process, generated by the following two sources 

should be considered: 

• the gravity load of the pavement system, WP, and EPS blocks WEPS (usually 

small) pressing directly on the back of the abutment (see Figure 6.20) and 

• the active earth pressure from the soil behind the geofoam fill (see Figure 6.20) 

that can be transferred through the geofoam fill to the back of the abutment. 

Figure 6.20. Loads on an EPS-block geofoam bridge approach system. 

The magnitude of these loads vary depending on whether gravity and/or seismic loading is 

evaluated. The procedure for estimating the gravity and seismic loads are discussed in the 

following sections. 

Gravity Loads 

The assumed components of the gravity loads acting on a vertical wall or abutment are 

(see Figure 6.21): 

• the uniform horizontal pressure acting over the entire depth of the geofoam 

caused by the vertical stress applied by the pavement system to the top of the 

EPS, which can be estimated from Figures 6.15 through 6.17,  

• the horizontal pressure generated by the vertical stress imposed by the pavement 

system, which can be assumed to be equal to 1/10 times the vertical stress, 

• the horizontal stress from the EPS blocks is neglected because it is negligible, 

and 
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• the lateral earth pressure, PA, generated by the soil behind the EPS/soil interface, 

which is conservatively assumed to be transmitted without dissipation through 

the geofoam to the back of the abutment. The active earth pressure acting along 

this interface is calculated using a coefficient of active earth pressure, KA  

because it is assumed that enough lateral deformation will occur to mobilize an 

active earth pressure condition in the soil behind the geofoam. The active earth 

pressure coefficient can be determined from the following equation, which is 

based on Coulomb’s classical earth-pressure theory (31). 

Figure 6.21. Gravity load components on a vertical wall. 

 
( )

( ) ( ) ( )
( )

A

2
1sin -φ

sinK =
sin φ+δ sin φ

sin +δ
sin

 
  θ   θ 

 
 θ + θ 

 (6.23) 

where δ is the friction angle of the EPS/soil interface, which is analogous to the soil/wall interface 

in typical retaining wall design. The value of δ can be assumed to be equal to the friction angle of 

the soil, φ. Equation (6.23) is applicable only to horizontally level backfills. The active earth 

pressure force is expressed in Equation (6.24) as: 

2
A Soil A

1P γ H K
2

=                                                                                                          (6.24) 

where γSoil = unit weight of the soil backfill. 

Seismic Loads 

The following seismic loads acting on the back of an abutment must be added to the 

gravity loads in Figure 6.22 to safely design a bridge abutment in a seismic area: 

• inertia forces from seismic excitation of the pavement system and the EPS blocks 

(usually negligible). These inertial forces should be reduced by the horizontal 
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sliding resistance, tan (φ) developed along the pavement system/EPS interface; 

and 

• seismic component of the active earth pressure generated by the soil behind the 

EPS/soil interface, which can be calculated using the solution presented by 

Mononobe-Okabe (32). 

 Figure 6.22. Seismic load components on a wall. 

DURABILITY 

Consideration of durability can be divided into construction damage and long-term 

changes that may occur once the EPS blocks are buried in the ground. Both can affect product 

performance and therefore need to be considered during design. A recent (1999) state-of-art 

assessment of failures of all types of geosynthetics concluded that construction damage is the 

more important of these two durability categories by a significant margin (33). A more-specific 

assessment of geofoam failures came to the same broad conclusion (34). Both of these durability 

factors are discussed in the following paragraphs. 

Construction Damage 

Construction damage is considered to be physical damage to the geofoam product during 

its shipment to the project site; its placement on site; or during subsequent placement of other 

materials above the geofoam.  A summary of recommended procedures to minimize construction 

damage to the EPS blocks is presented in the block shipment, handling, and storage; block 

placement; and pavement construction sections of Chapter 8. 

Long-Term Changes 

Long-term in-situ durability relates to chemical changes to or within the polymer that 

comprises the geofoam. Experience with actual in-ground use of EPS geofoam since the 1960s 

indicates that there is little or no chemical change or deterioration of EPS due to contact with the 

ground or ground water because EPS is relatively inert. Although EPS will absorb water to a 

limited extent once placed in the ground, the absorbed water causes no change in the physical 
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dimensions of the EPS block or changes in any physical properties that are relevant to lightweight 

fill applications. However, there are three issues regarding EPS durability that can affect the long-

term durability of geofoam in roadway embankments and should be considered in design: 

• The surface of EPS must be covered for protection against ultraviolet (UV) 

radiation. Although EPS does not suffer UV deterioration to the extent that many 

other geosynthetics do (the surface of the EPS will just yellow and become 

chalky after some weeks or months of exposure), it is still recommended that the 

surface of the EPS be covered as rapidly as possible after block placement in the 

ground. 

• Liquid petroleum hydrocarbons (gasoline, diesel fuel/heating oil) will dissolve 

EPS if the EPS is inundated with the liquid. This consideration in the design 

process is discussed in the pavement system design section of Chapter 4. 

• Although EPS is not a food source for any known living organism, in below-

grade residential insulation applications, EPS (and other polymeric foams such as 

XPS as well) has been found to be damaged by certain types of insects (termites 

and carpenter ants) tunneling through or nesting in the EPS. There are no known 

occurrences of this with EPS in any lightweight fill applications. However, an 

inorganic, natural mineral additive has been approved by the U.S. Environmental 

Protection Agency for use in EPS that renders the EPS resistant to such insect 

attack. This additive does not affect the engineering properties of the EPS 

although it can affect the cost as well as limit those who can supply the material 

because not all EPS block molders in the U.S. have a license to use this material. 

A license is required because this additive is covered by at least two U.S. patents 

(35). Experience indicates that some U.S. designers of EPS-block geofoam fills 

have opted to specify treated EPS block to be cautious and conservative. 

However, it is recommended that the insect additive be used only after careful 
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evaluation because there is no documented need for the additive and it is 

proprietary which affects cost. 

OTHER INTERNAL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

Site Preparation  

Proper site preparation prior to placing the EPS blocks is important for both internal 

stability as well as overall constructability. This is important because each layer of blocks should 

be placed as level as possible to avoid high spots that will cause stress concentrations and rocking 

of the blocks. If the first block layer is not sufficiently level, block-alignment problems will tend 

to be compounded with each succeeding layer. Recommended site preparation details are 

provided in the site preparation section of Chapter 8. 

Slope Cover 

An assessment of the stability of the slope cover, e.g., a soil or a structural material, must 

be made. For a soil cover, this assessment generally requires a sufficiently flat side slope 

(typically two horizontal to one vertical or flatter) to be used so the soil is inherently stable and 

not easily eroded. For a structural material cover, the material must either be self stable or 

physically attached to the assemblage of EPS blocks. 

Utilities 

Where possible, utilities that are either part of the road structure (e.g. storm drains, 

electrical conduit) or crossed by the road should be buried either within the pavement system or 

below the EPS blocks. If this is not possible, utilities may be buried within the EPS mass by 

creating trenches (either by judicious block placement or cutting out of a trench with a chain saw 

after placement) and placing the utility line within the trench using a conventional soil bed. The 

volume of soil placed under and around the utility line should be minimized to minimize the 

localized stress concentration on the underlying EPS and foundation soil. Normal EPS block 

placement can be continued above the utility line. 
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Whether a utility line is buried beneath or within the EPS mass, a concern is sometimes 

expressed as to how such a utility line will be accessed should service, maintenance, or upgrading 

be required. This cannot be answered definitively because there is no documented knowledge on 

this problem. In the interim, it would seem reasonable to saw-cut (using a chain saw) a vertical 

trench through the overlying EPS blocks as necessary to access the utility line. After the required 

utility work has been performed, the cut pieces of EPS (and not soil or other standard-weight 

material) should be placed within the trench, taking care not to leave voids between the replaced 

pieces. Consideration should be given to using an EPS-compatible glue to physically attach the 

cut pieces to the in-place EPS as well as each other. Alternatively, it might be possible to fill the 

trench with a geofoam material such as polyurethane that is compatible chemically and 

mechanically with the EPS and can be formed in place. 
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   Effective Stress Shear 
Strength Parameters 

 

 

 

Material 

Moist Unit 
Weight,  

γmoist  

kN/m3 
(lbf/ft3) 

Saturated 
Unit 

Weight, γsat 
kN/m3 
(lbf/ft3) 

 

Friction 
Angle, φ' or δ 

 (degrees) 

 

 

Cohesion, c’ 

kPa (lbs/ft2) 

Soil cover 18.9 (120) 19.6 (125) 28 0 

EPS/EPS interface 1 (6.4) 1 (6.4) 30 0 

Pavement 
System/EPS 

and/or 
EPS/Foundation 

Soil Interface 

1 (6.4) 1 (6.4) 10 – 40 0 

Note:  φ'  = friction angle of a natural soil. 
           δ = interface friction angle of a geosynthetic interface to include EPS blocks with another   
                 geosynthetic or natural soil. 
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Material 
Designation 

Dry Density of 
Each Block as a 
Whole, kg/m3 

(lbf/ft3) 

Dry Density of a 
Test Specimen, 
kg/m3 (lbf/ft3) 

Elastic Limit 
Stress, kPa 

(lbs/in²) 
Initial Tangent Young's 
Modulus, MPa (lbs/in²) 

EPS40 16 (1.0) 15 (0.90) 40 (5.8) 4 (580) 
EPS50 20 (1.25) 18 (1.15) 50 (7.2) 5 (725) 
EPS70 24 (1.5) 22 (1.35) 70 (10.1) 7 (1015) 

EPS100 32 (2.0) 29 (1.80) 100 (14.5) 10 (1450) 
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___________________________________________________________________________ 

INTRODUCTION 

This chapter presents two design examples that illustrate the design of an EPS-block 

geofoam embankment. The design principles and methods are discussed in detail in Chapters 3 

through 6 and summarized in the flow chart illustrated in Figure 3.3.  Example 1 presents the 

complete design for a trapezoidal geofoam embankment.  Example 2 shows how to calculate 

earth pressures generated by an EPS-block geofoam bridge approach fill on an abutment. In each 

example, detailed calculations are shown with the appropriate equation and design chart numbers 

that appear in Chapters 3 through 6.  Additionally, tables have been extensively used to 

summarize design calculation input values and results. These tables can serve as the basis for 

developing computer design spreadsheets. Only SI units have been used in the design examples. 

Appendix F includes conversion factors that can be used to convert between SI units and I-P 

units. 

DESIGN EXAMPLE 1 – TRAPEZOIDAL GEOFOAM EMBANKMENT 

STEP 1 – BACKGROUND INVESTIGATION 

• Geometric Requirements: 

 Two lane roadway with each lane 3.7 m wide and two 1.8 m wide shoulders. 

Therefore, the required total width at the top of the embankment is 11 m (TW=11 

m). 

 Side slope of 3 (H) : 1 (V). 

 Height of embankment, H, of 5 m. 

• Site Conditions: 
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 Site is in Urbana, Illinois. 

 Subsurface conditions shown in Figure 7.1. 

 The 100-year flood water level is expected to be 1.12 m. It is anticipated that 

water will only accumulate on one side of the embankment. 

• Design Requirements 

 Maximum allowable settlement is 400 mm during 20 years service life. 

 Use peak horizontal bedrock acceleration for 10 percent probability of 

exceedance in 50 years to evaluate seismic stability. 

 Use AASHTO H 20-44 standard loading to estimate live loads from traffic for 

geofoam load bearing calculations. 

 Local transportation agency prefers a flexible pavement system design based on a 

75 percent level of reliability. 

 The proposed roadway embankment will be located along a low-volume road 

with an estimated traffic level of 300,000 equivalent single axle loads (ESAL). 

STEP 2 – SELECT PRELIMINARY EPS TYPE AND ASSUME A PRELIMINARY 

PAVEMENT SYSTEM DESIGN 

• Preliminary EPS Type: 

 Start with an EPS50. From Table 6.2, EPS50 has a dry density of 20 kg/m3, 

which is equivalent to a dry unit weight of  3
EPS Dry 0.2 kN/mγ = . 

 From the Design Loads section of Chapter 3, assume a saturated unit weight of  

3
EPS Abs 1 kN/mγ =  to account for potential water absorption. 

• Preliminary Pavement System Design: 

 From the Design Loads section of Chapter 3, assume a thickness of pavement of  

pavementT 610 mm= . 
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 From the Design Loads section of Chapter 3, assume an overall unit weight for 

the pavement system of  3
pavementγ 20 kN/m= . 

STEP 3 – DETERMINE A PRELIMINARY FILL MASS ARRANGEMENT 

• Start the design process with fill mass (see Figure 3.2) consisting of only EPS blocks 

and soil cover on the sides of the embankment. This will provide an indication of the 

suitability of using an EPS-block geofoam embankment. 

• Thickness of EPS, TEPS, equals pavementH  T 5 m 0.6 m 4.4 m− = − = . 

• From the Embankment Cover section of Chapter 5, assume a total (moist) unit weight 

for the soil cover, γcover, of 18.8 kN/m³ and a thickness, Tcover, of 400 mm. 

• Figure 7.1 shows the preliminary fill mass arrangement. 

Figure 7.1 Embankment geometry, subsurface conditions, and preliminary pavement  

                   system and fill mass arrangement. 

STEP 4 – FOUNDATION SOIL SETTLEMENT ANALYSIS 

• From Figure 5.2, the proposed embankment will have the following geometric 

dimensions: 

 slope change in the horizontal direction 3a H * 5 m 15 m
slope change in the vertical direction 1

= = ∗ =  

 11 mb 5.5 m
2

= =  

• Divide the soft clay into 10 sublayers.  

 Each layer will be 15 m 1.5 m thick
10 layers

=  

• Determine the magnitude of settlement at the center and edge of the embankment as 

shown in Figure 5.2. Therefore, determine the change in effective vertical stress, Z′∆σ , 

of each soil layer at the center and edge of the embankment as shown in Figure 7.2. To 
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demonstrate the use of the procedure to estimate ∆σ′z and the overall settlement 

described in Chapter 5, a detailed calculation will be performed for Layer 5. 

 

 

Figure 7.2 Subdivision of soft clay layer for settlement analysis. 

• Determine the total increase in vertical stress at the center of the embankment, 

∆σZ@center, at mid-height of Layer 5. 

 Determine ∆σZ  caused by zone I as shown in Figure 5.2. 

 From Equation (5.13), 

3
fill EPS EPSq T 1 kN/m 4.4 m 4.4 kPaγ= ∗ = ∗ =  

Note that γEPS Abs is used for γEPS in settlement calculations. 

 From Equation (5.14), 

3
pavement pavement pavementq γ T 20 kN/m 0.61 m 12.2 kPa= ∗ = ∗ =  

 From Equation (5.12), 

I fill pavementq q q 4.4 kPa + 12.2 kPa = 16.6 kPa= + =  

 From Fig. 5.3 and Equation (5.11), 

b 5.5 m2 arctan 2 arctan 1.3674 radians
z 6.75 m

α    = ∗ = ∗ =   
   

 

 From Equation (5.10), 

( )

( )

I

I
Z

q sin

16.6 kPa         = 1.3674 radians + sin (1.3674 radians)

         = 12.40 kPa

∆σ = α + α
π

π
 

 Determine ∆σZ  caused by zone II as shown in Figure 5.2. 

 From Equation (5.19), 
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3cover
cover cover

T 0.4 mq γ 18.8 kN/m 7.9 kPa
cos cos 18.43

= ∗ = ∗ =
θ o

 

fillq 4.4 kPa as previously determined=  

 From Equation (5.18), 

II fill cover q q q 4.4 kPa + 7.9 kPa = 12.3 kPa= + =  

 From Fig. 5.4 and Equation (5.16), 

5.5 marctan 0.6836 radians
6.75 m

δ  = = 
 

 

 From Equation (5.17), 

a + b 15 m + 5.5 marctan arctan 0.6836 0.5691 radians
z 6.75 m

α δ   = − = − =   
   

 

 From Equation (5.15), 

( )

II

II
Z

q x sin 2
2 0.5 a
12.3 20.5 m       = 0.5691 radians sin 2 0.6836 radians
2 0.5 15 m

       = 1.13 kPa

 σ = α − δ π ∗ 
 − ∗ π ∗ 

 

 Determine the total increase in vertical stress at the center of the embankment, 

∆σZ@center. 

 From Equation (5.20), 

( )
( )

I IIZ@center Z Z2

                12.40 kPa 2 1.13 kPa
                14.66 kPa

∆σ = ∆σ + ∗∆σ

= + ∗

=

 

• Determine the total increase in vertical stress at the edge of the embankment, ∆σZ@edge, 

at the mid-height of Layer 5. 

 Determine ∆σZ caused by zone II as shown in Figure 5.2 

 From Equation (5.23) and Fig. 5.6, 
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a 15 marctan arctan 1.1479 radians
z 6.75 m

δ    = = =   
   

 

 From Equation (5.22), 

( ) ( )( )
II

II
Z

q 12.3 kPasin 2δ sin 2 1.1479 radians
2 2

       1.47 kPa

∆σ = = ∗
π π

=
 

 Determine ∆σZ caused by zone III as shown in Figure 5.2. 

 From Equation (5.25) and Fig. 5.7, 

( )15 m 2 5.5 ma + 2barctan arctan 1.3168 radians
z 6.75 m

δ
 + ∗ = = =       

 

 From Equation (5.26), 

( ) ( )2 15 m 2 5.5 m2a+2barctan arctan 75.45 0.0908 radians
z 6.75 m

α δ
 ∗ + ∗ = − = − =       

o

 

 From Equation (5.24), 

( )

III

III
Z

q x sin 2
2 0.5 a

12.3 41 m        0.0908 radians sin 2 1.3168 radians
2 0.5 15 m

       0.02 kPa

 ∆σ = α − δ π ∗ 
 = − ∗ π ∗ 

=

 

Note that qIII = qII 

 Determine ∆σZ caused by zone I as shown in Figure 5.2. 

 From Equation (5.28) and Fig. 5.8, 

a 15 marctan arctan 1.1479 radians
z 6.75 m

δ    = = =   
   

 

 From Equation (5.29), 

a+2b 15 m (2*5.5 m)arctan arctan 65.77 0.1689 radians
z 6.75 m

α δ +   = − = − =   
   

o
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 From Equation (5.27), 

( )
I

I
Z

q sin  cos 2

16.6         = [0.1689 radians sin 0.1689 radians

                    cos(0.1689 radians + (2*1.1479 radians))]
       0.20 kPa

 ∆σ = α + α α + δ π

+
π

=

 

 Determine the total increase in vertical stress at the edge of the embankment, 

∆σZ@edge. 

 From Equation (5.30), 

I II IIIZ@edge Z Z Z

              0.20 kPa 1.47 kPa 0.02 kPa 1.69 kPa

∆σ = ∆σ + ∆σ + ∆σ

= + + =
 

• Determine geostatic or insitu effective vertical stress at mid-height of each sublayer. 

This is the preconstruction effective vertical stress, σ′vo . For Layer 5, 

( ) ( )3 3
vo sat wγ γ z = 16 kN/m 9.81 kN/m 6.75 m 41.78 kPa′σ = − ∗ − ∗ =  

• Determine the postconstruction effective vertical stress, at mid-height of each sublayer, 

σ′vf . For Layer 5, 

 At the center of the embankment, from Equation (5.32), 

vf vo z vo Z@center 41.78 kPa 14.66 kPa

     56.44 kPa

′ ′ ′ ′σ = σ + ∆σ = ∆σ + ∆σ = +

=
 

 At edge of embankment, from Equation (5.32), 

vf vo Z vo Z@edge 41.78 kPa 1.69 kPa

     43.47 kPa

′ ′ ′ ′σ = σ + σ = σ + ∆σ = +

=
 

Note the use of geofoam results in a small increase in effective vertical stress 

after construction. 

• Determine settlement due to the consolidation of the soft clay, Sp. For Layer 5, 
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 From Figure 7.1, OCR = p

vo
1

′σ
=

′σ
. Therefore, 

p vo1 1 41.78 kPa 41.78 kPa′ ′σ = ∗σ = ∗ =  

 At the center of the embankment OCR = 1, therefore, use Equation (5.3) to 

determine Sp. For Layer 5, 

c vf
5 o

o p

CSp L log
1+e

0.35 56.44 kPa     1.5 m log 0.0254 m
1 1.7 41.78 kPa

       = 25.4 mm

′σ
=

′σ

= ∗ ∗ =
+

 

 At the edge of the embankment, OCR = 1, therefore, use Equation (5.3) to 

determine Sp. For Layer 5, 

5
0.35 43.47 kPaSp 1.5 m log 0.0033 m

1 1.7 41.78 kPa
      3.3 mm

= ∗ ∗ =
+

=
 

• Tables 7.1 and 7.2 provide a summary of Sp values for each layer and total Sp at the 

center and edge of the embankment, respectively. 

• Determine settlement due to secondary compression. 

From Figure 7.1, 

c o p o
c

C 0.04       C 0.35        e 1.7          t =15 years         L 15 m
C
α = = = =  

 For roadway embankments, the critical time for obtaining settlement estimates is 

typically the life of the pavement system. A maximum settlement of 400 mm 

during a 20 year duration is allowed as part of the design requirements for this 

embankment. Therefore, use t = 20 years. 

 From Equation (5.7), 
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( ) ( )c c
s o

o p

C / C C 0.04 0.35t 20 yrsS L log   = 15 m log
1 e t 1 1.7 15 yrs

    0.0097 m
     = 9.7 mm

α ∗ ∗  
= ∗ ∗  + +  
=  

Since secondary compression is a function of time and not on effective stress, the 

magnitude of secondary consolidation will be the same at both the center and 

edge of the embankment. 

Table 7.1 Summary of settlement due to consolidation of the soft clay at the center of the  

                 trapezoidal embankment. 

Table 7.2 Summary of settlement due to consolidation of the soft clay at the edge of the  

                 trapezoidal embankment. 

• Determine the total settlement due to consolidation and secondary compression of the 

soft clay foundation using Equation (5.8), 

 At the center of the embankment, 

Total p sS  =  S  + S  = 369.4 mm + 9.7 mm = 379.1 mm  

 At the edge of the embankment, 

Total p sS = S  + S  = 32.5 mm + 9.7 mm = 42.2 mm  

For an embankment consisting of soil fill instead of EPS blocks with a total 

(moist) unit weight of 19 kN/m3, the total settlement is expected to be 1,113 and 

214 mm at the center and edge of the embankment, respectively. Therefore, in 

order to meet the maximum allowed settlement requirement for this embankment 

of 400 mm, the fill mass can either consist entirely of EPS blocks or a 

combination of EPS blocks and soil fill. For this example, the fill mass is 

assumed to only consist of EPS blocks. 

• Settlement due to long-term vertical deformation (creep) of the fill mass will be 

negligible if the applied vertical stress is such that it produces an immediate geofoam 
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strain of less than 1 percent. The immediate or elastic vertical strain can be estimated 

from Equation (5.9). However, load bearing design, which is performed as part of 

internal stability, is based on selecting an EPS block that will provide an immediate 

vertical strain of less than 1 percent. Therefore, it can be assumed that long-term 

vertical deformation of the EPS blocks will be negligible. 

STEP 5 – BEARING CAPACITY 

• Determine the normal stress applied by the pavement system at the top of the 

embankment, σn,pavement. 

σn,pavement = qpavement determined in Step 4 

                   = 12.2 kPa 

• Determine the normal stress applied by the traffic surcharge at the top of the 

embankment. 

σn,traffic = γsoil fill * 0.61 m per (1) 

If γsoil fill =18.9 kN/m3 as an estimate, 

σn,traffic = 18.9 kN/m3 *0.61 m = 11.5 kN/m2 

• From Equation (5.44), Tw =11 m, and γEPS = 1 kN/m3, the minimum required undrained 

shear strength to satisfy a factor of safety of 3 is: 

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

n, pavement n, traffic W EPS EPS
u

W EPS

3

*T γ *T3s *
5 T +T 2

1 kN/m *4.4 m12.2 kPa 11.5 kPa *11 m3   *
5 11 m 4.4 m 2

   11.48 kPa

  σ +σ = +  
    

 +  = +  +   
=

 

From Figure 7.1, su foundation soil = 15 kPa 

su foundation soil > su REQ so the factor of safety against bearing capacity failure of 3 is 

exceeded.  
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Alternatively, Figure 5.10 can be used. 

For TEPS = 4.4 m and an 11 m roadway width, Figure 5.10 indicates that s u REQ = 15.3 

kPa. Thus, Figure 5.10 indicates that the su foundation soil  of 15 kPa does not meet the 

factor of safety against bearing capacity failure of 3. However, Figure 5.10 is based on 

a Tpavement of 1,000 mm and γpavement of 20 kN/m3 or σn,pavement of 21.5 kPa. In this 

example problem, the preliminary pavement system also has a  γpavement  of 20 kN/m3 

but Tpavement is 610 mm or σn,pavement of 12.2 kPa. Therefore, Figure 5.10 yields a more 

conservative su REQ and Equation 5.44 provides a better estimate su REQ. 

STEP 6 – EXTERNAL SLOPE STABILITY  

• Determine the static external slope stability factor of safety. For the roadway width of 

11 m, Fig. 5.14 can be used. 

For su = 15 kPa, Fig. 5.14 indicates that the factor of safety exceeds 1.5 for both  

TEPS = 3.1 m and TEPS = 6.1 m. Therefore for TEPS = 4.4 m, the factor of safety will 

exceed the required 1.5. 

STEP 7 – EXTERNAL SEISMIC STABILITY  

• As shown in the Design Requirements of Step 1, a 10 percent probability of 

exceedance in 50 years is required for this example. 

• Select a peak horizontal bedrock acceleration, arock, with a 10 percent probability of 

exceedance in 50 years. From the USGS zip code earthquake ground motion hazard on 

the USGS website (www.USGS.gov), 

 arock = 0.04 g for Urbana, Illinois. 

• Estimate the ground surface acceleration. This is the acceleration at the base of the 

embankment, abase. Because the foundation soil consists of soft clay, Figure 5.18 can be 

used. 

 abase = 0.13 g 
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• Estimate the acceleration at the top of the embankment, aemb. As presented in the 

External Seismic Stability of Trapezoidal Embankments section of Chapter 5, the EPS-

block geofoam can be assumed to behave as a deep cohesionless soil. Fig. 5.17 can be 

used to estimate aemb from abase. 

 aemb = 0.09 g 

• Estimate the acceleration at the center of gravity of the slide mass as determined from 

the critical static failure surface. As noted in Chapter 5, if a circular failure surface is 

used for the external static stability analysis, the center of gravity of the sliding mass is 

usually located near the center or mid-height of the slide mass. For preliminary 

analysis, the acceleration at the base of the embankment can be used for external 

seismic stability analysis if the site has soft soil and the bedrock acceleration has been 

corrected for amplification through the soft soil. 

• Estimate the horizontal seismic coefficient, kh, at the center of gravity of the slide 

mass. As indicated previously, the acceleration at the base of the embankment can be 

used to provide a conservative estimate of the horizontal seismic coefficient, kh, for 

preliminary design. 

 base
h

a 0.13 gk  = 0.13
g g

= =  

• Determine the pseudo-static factor of safety, FS′, for the critical static failure surface 

and ensure that it exceeds 1.2. For an embankment with a top width of 11m and a kh = 

0.13, Figures 5.22 and 5.23 can be used to obtain an estimate of FS′. For a 3H:1V 

embankment at su = 15 kPa and TEPS = 4.4 m, Figure 5.22 provides a FS′ = 1.5 for a kh 

= 0.1 and Figure 5.23 provides a FS′ = 1.1 for a kh=0.2. Therefore, by linear 

interpolation, at kh = 0.13, the FS′ will be approximately 1.2, which meets the required 

FS′. 
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STEP 8 – HYDROSTATIC UPLIFT (FLOTATION) 

• Determine the weight of the EPS-block geofoam, WEPS. For simplicity, assume the 

EPS blocks extend for the full height of the embankment, i.e., TEPS = H. The 100-year 

flood water level is expected to be 1.12 m. It is anticipated that water will only 

accumulate on one side of the embankment,  

 
( ) ( )w w 3

EPS EPS Dry
H T B 5 m 11 m + 41 m

W 0.2 kN/m
2 2

          = 26 kN/m of roadway

γ
+

= ∗ = ∗  

• Determine the vertical weight component of water on the embankment face above the 

base of the embankment on the accumulated water side, Ww. 

w total total w
1 shW (h+S ) (h+S )
2 sv

γ = ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ 
 

 

where sh:sv is the horizontal to vertical slope change of the embankment. 

3
w

1 3W (1.12 m + 0.38 m) (1.12 m + 0.38 m) 9.81 kN/m 33.1 kN/m of roadway.
2 1

 = ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ = 
 

 

• Determine the additional overburden force required above the EPS blocks to obtain a 

factor of safety of 1.2, OREQ. From Equation  (5.74), 

( )

( )

REQ w total w EPS w

3

1O 1.2 γ (h+S ) B W W
2

1          = 1.2 9.81 kN/m (1.12 m+0.38 m) 41 m 26 kN/m + 33.1 kN/m
2

          = 302.9 kN/m of roadway

    = ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ − +      
    ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ −      

 

 Alternatively, for a 3H:1V embankment slope with no tailwater, Figure 5.49 can be 

used to estimate OREQ. 

 For a road width = 11 m, H = 5 m, 

 totalh+SAccumulated water level 1.12 m + 0.38 m 1.5 0.3
Embankment height H 5 m 5

= = = =   
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    Figure 5.49 indicates OREQ = 310 kN/m of roadway 

• Determine if the pavement system and soil cover provide an adequate overburden force 

to resist hydrostatic uplift. 

 Determine the weight of the soil cover, Wcover.  From Equation (5.64), 

EPS cover
cover cover

3

T TW 2 γ
sin cos

4.4 m 0.4 m          = 2 18.8 kN/m
sin 18.4 cos 18.4

          = 220.1 kN/m of roadway

 = ∗ ∗ ∗ θ θ 
 ∗ ∗ ∗ 
 o o

 

 Because the calculation of WEPS is based on the assumption that the EPS blocks 

extends the full height of the embankment, the weight of the EPS equivalent to 

the height of the pavement system must be subtracted from the total overburden 

weight. Therefore, use Equation (5.67). 

( ) ( )
( ) ( )

REQ pavement pavement w EPS pavement w cover

3 3

               O T T T T W

  302.9 kN/m 20 kN/m 0.6 m 11 m 0.2 kN/m 0.6 m 11 m  220.1 kN/m

γ γ< ∗ ∗ − ∗ ∗ +

< ∗ ∗ − ∗ ∗ +
 

302.9 kN/m < 350.8 kN/m of roadway. Therefore, the pavement system and soil 

cover provide sufficient overburden force to resist hydrostatic uplift. 

STEP 9 – TRANSLATION DUE TO WATER (EXTERNAL) 

• Determine the lowest interface friction angle, δ, between the EPS/foundation soil or, if 

a separation material is placed between the EPS fill and foundation soil, the lowest 

interface friction between the EPS/separation material and separation 

material/foundation soil. The exact type of separation material, if one is required, will 

typically not be known until construction begins. Four possible interface cases between 

the EPS blocks and the foundation soil, which are summarized in Table 7.3, will be 

considered herein. As shown in Table 7.3, the lowest and most critical interface δ is 20 

degrees. Therefore, δ = 20 degrees will be used in the analysis of translation due to 

water and translation due to wind in Steps 9 and 10, respectively.  
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Table 7.3 Summary of interface friction angles, δ, considered between the EPS blocks and  

    the foundation soil. 

• Determine the additional overburden force required above the EPS blocks to obtain a 

factor of safety against translation due to water of 1.2, OREQ. From Equation (5.77) and 

the values of WEPS = 26 kN/m of roadway and WW = 33.11 kN/m of roadway 

determined in Step 8, 

( )
( )

( )
( ) ( )

2
w total

REQ total w w EPS w

2

3

11.2 γ (h+S )
12O (h+S ) γ B W W

tan 2
11.2 9.81 kN/m (1.12 m+0.38 m)

12         = (1.12 m+0.38 m) 9.81 kN/m 41 m
2tan 20

             26 kN/m  33.11 kN/

 

m

δ

  ∗    = + ∗ ∗ − − 
 

  ∗     + ∗ ∗ 
 

− −

o

        278.9 kN/m of roadway=  

Alternatively, for a 3H:1V embankment slope with no tailwater, Fig. 5.54 can be used 

to estimate OREQ. 

For a road width = 11 m, H = 5 m,  

totalh + SAccumulated water level 1.12 m + 0.38 m 1.5 0.3,  20
Embankment height H 5 m 5

δ= = = = = o  

OREQ = 300 kN/m of roadway. 

• Determine if the pavement system and soil cover will provide an adequate overburden 

force to resist translation due to water. 

 Determine the weight of the soil cover, Wcover. Wcover was determined to be 

220.14 kN/m of roadway in Step 8. 

 Because the calculation of WEPS is based on the assumption that the EPS blocks 

extend the full height of the embankment, the weight of the EPS equivalent to the 

height of the pavement system must be subtracted from the total overburden 
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weight. Therefore, use Equation (5.67). Note that the right side of the equation 

was determined in Step 8 to be 350.82 kN/m of roadway. Therefore, 

( ) ( )REQ pavement pavement w EPS pavement w coverO T T T T Wγ γ< ∗ ∗ − ∗ ∗ +  

( ) ( )3 3278.9 kN/m < 20 kN/m 0.6 m 11 m 0.2 kN/m 0.6 m 11 m

                       220.1 kN/m

∗ ∗ − ∗ ∗

+
 

278.9 kN/m < 350.8 kN/m of roadway. Therefore, the pavement system and soil 

cover will provide sufficient overburden force. 

STEP 10 – TRANSLATION DUE TO WIND (EXTERNAL)  

• As presented in Chapter 5, it is recommended that the translation due to wind failure 

mechanism not be considered until further research is performed on the applicability of 

Equations (3.4) and (3.5) to EPS-block geofoam embankments. However, the wind 

loading failure mechanism will be evaluated herein to demonstrate the use of the 

applicable equations and Figure 5.58. 

• Determine the upwind and downwind pressures, pu and pD, respectively, on the sides of 

the embankment. 

 Obtain the design wind speed, V. 

From ANSI/ASCE 7-95 (8), V = 40 m/s 

 From Equation (3.4), 

pU = 0.75 V2 sin θu  = 0.75 (40 m/s)2 sin 18.4˚ = 378.8 kPa 

 From Equation (3.5), 

pD = 0.75 V2  sinθD = 0.75 (40 m/s)2 sin 18.4˚ = 378.8 kPa 

• Determine the upwind and downwind force, RU and RD, respectively, on the sides of 

the embankment. 

 RU = pU * H = 378.8 kPa * 5 m = 1,894.0 kN/m of roadway 

 RD = pD * H = 378.8 kPa * 5 m = 1,894.0 kN/m of roadway 
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• Determine the additional overburden force required above the EPS blocks to obtain a 

factor of safety against translation due to wind of 1.2, OREQ. From Equation (5.81) and 

the value of WEPS = 26 kN/m of roadway determined in Step 8, 

( ) ( )U D
REQ EPS

1.2 R R 1.2 1,894.0 kN/m + 1,894.0 kN/m
O W 26 kN/m

tan tan 20δ
∗ + ∗

= − = −
o

 

             12,462.9 kN/m of roadway=  

Alternatively, Fig. 5.58 can be used to estimate OREQ. For a 3H:1V, 5 m high 

embankment with V=40 m/s and δ = 20 degrees, 

OREQ = 12,500 kN/m of roadway. 

• Determine if the pavement system and soil cover provide adequate overburden force. 

 Determine the weight of the soil cover, Wcover. Wcover was determined to be 220.1 

kN/m of roadway in Step 8. 

 Because the calculation of WEPS is based on the assumption that the EPS blocks 

extend the full height of the embankment, the weight of the EPS equivalent to the 

height of the pavement system must be subtracted from the total overburden 

weight. Therefore, use Equation (5.67). Note that the right side of the equation 

was determined in Step 8 to be 350.8 kN/m of roadway. Therefore, 

( ) ( )REQ pavement pavement w EPS pavement w coverO T T T T Wγ γ< ∗ ∗ − ∗ ∗ +  

( ) ( )3 312,462.9 kN/m < 20 kN/m 0.6 m 11 m 0.2 kN/m 0.6 m 11 m

                            220.1 kN/m

∗ ∗ − ∗ ∗

+
 

12,462.9 kN/m is not < 350.8 kN/m of roadway.  

Therefore, the pavement system and soil cover will not provide sufficient force. 

However, as indicated previously, it is recommended that the translation due to 

wind failure mechanism not be considered until further research is performed on 

the applicability of Equations (3.4) and (3.5). The wind failure mechanism was 
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evaluated herein to demonstrate the use of these equations. Thus, the wind failure 

mechanism will not be considered in the design of this embankment. 

STEP 11 – TRANSLATION DUE TO WATER (INTERNAL)  

• Determine the levels within the embankment that will be used to analyze the potential 

for translation due to water. The 100-year flood water level is 1.12 m. The thickness of 

EPS blocks typically range between 610 mm to 1,000 mm. Because the 100-year flood 

water level is greater than the typical thickness range of EPS blocks, the translation due 

to water failure mechanism should be evaluated. Check the potential for sliding at 

h=0.37 m above the embankment and foundation soil interface.  

 Accumulated water level = h + Stotal = 0.37 m + 0.38 m = 0.75 m 

 From Fig. 5.47, determine the new geometric parameters. 

Tw = 11m     remains the same 

 H = 5 m – 0.75 m = 4.25 m 

     w w
sh 3         B  = T  + 2  H 11 m + 2 4.25 m
sv 1

                = 36.5 m

      ∗ ∗ = ∗ ∗      
        

• Determine the weight of EPS-block geofoam, WEPS, for the new embankment height to 

be analyzed. For simplicity, assume the EPS blocks extend the full height of the new 

embankment height, i.e., TEPS = H. 

( ) ( )w w 3
EPS EPS Dry

H T B 4.25 m 11 m + 36.5 m
W 0.2 kN/m

2 2
γ

+
= ∗ = ∗  

          = 20.2 kN/m of roadway. 

• Determine the vertical component of water weight on the embankment face above the 

base of the embankment on the accumulated water side, Ww. 

3
w total w

1 sh 1 3W h (h+S ) γ 0.75 m 0.75 m 9.81 kN/m
2 sv 2 1

   = ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ = ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗   
   

 

       = 8.3 kN/m of roadway. 
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• Assume the interface friction angle, δ, between the EPS blocks is 30 degrees (from 

Chapter 2). 

• Determine the additional overburden force required above the EPS blocks to obtain a 

factor of safety against translation due to water of 1.2, OREQ. From Equation (5.77), 

( )
( ) ( )

2
w total

REQ total w w EPS w

11.2 γ (h+S )
12O (h+S ) γ B W W

tan 2δ

  ∗    = + ∗ ∗ − − 
 

 

( )
( ) ( )

3 2

3

11.2 9.81 kN/m (0.75 m)
12 0.75 m 9.81 kN/m 36.5 m 20.2 kN/m
2tan 30

   8.3 kN/m

  ∗    = + ∗ ∗ − 
 

−

o

 = 111.5 kN/m of roadway. 

Alternatively, for a 3H:1V embankment slope with no tailwater, Fig. 5.54 can be used 

to estimate OREQ. 

For a road width = 11m, H = 4.25, 

totalh+SAccumulated water level 0.75 0.18,  30
Embankment height H 4.25

δ= = = = o  

OREQ = 120 kN/m of roadway. 

• Determine if the pavement system and soil cover provide adequate overburden force. 

 Determine the weight of the soil cover, Wcover. 

Thickness of EPS, TEPS = H – Tpavement = 4.25 m – 0.6 m = 3.65 m. 

 From Equation (5.64), 

3EPS cover
cover cover

T T 3.65 m 0.4 mW 2 γ 2 18.8 kN/m
sinθ cosθ sin18.4 cos18.4

   = ∗ ∗ ∗ = ∗ ∗ ∗      o o
 

     = 182.6 kN/m of roadway. 

 Because the calculation of WEPS is based on the assumption that the EPS blocks 

extend the full height of the embankment, the weight of the EPS equivalent to the 
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height of the pavement system must be subtracted from the total overburden 

weight. Therefore, use Equation (5.67). 

( ) ( )REQ pavement pavement w EPS pavement w coverO T T T T Wγ γ= ∗ ∗ − ∗ ∗ +  

111.5 kN/m < (20 kN/m³ * 0.6 m * 11 m) – (0.2 kN/m³ * 0.6 m *11 m) + 182.6 

kN/m 

111.5 kN/m < 313.2 kN/m of roadway. Therefore, the pavement system and soil 

cover will provide sufficient overburden force. 

STEP 12 – TRANSLATION DUE TO WIND (INTERNAL) 

• As presented in Chapter 5, it is recommended that the translation due to wind failure 

mechanism not be considered until further research is performed on the applicability of 

Equations (3.4) and (3.5) to EPS-block geofoam embankments. However, the wind 

loading failure mechanism will be evaluated herein to demonstrate the use of the 

applicable equations and Figure 5.58. 

• Determine the levels within the embankment that will be used to analyze the potential 

for translation due to wind. Determine the potential for sliding at mid-height of the 

embankment.  

 From Figure 5.57, determine new geometric parameters. 

w

w w

1H = 5 m = 2.5 m
2

   T 11 m  (remains the same)

sh 3B T 2 H 11 m + 2 2.5 m
sv 1

        = 26 m

     

  

∗

=

      = + ∗ ∗ = ∗ ∗      
      

 

• Determine the upwind and downwind pressures, pU and pD, respectively, on the sides 

of the embankment. 

 Obtain a design wind speed, V. 

From Step 10, V = 40 m/s 
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 From Equation (3.4), 

pU = 0.75 V² sin θu = 0.75 (40 m/s) ² sin 18.4˚ = 378.8 kPa 

 From Equation (3.5), 

pD = 0.75 V² sin θD = 0.75 (40 m/s) ² sin 18.4˚ = 378.8 kPa 

• Determine the upwind and downwind force, RU and RD, respectively, on the sides of 

the embankment. 

 RU = pU * H = 378.8 kPa * 2.5 m = 947.0 kN/m 

 RD = pD * H = 378.8 kPa * 2.5 m = 947.0 kN/m 

• Determine weight of EPS-block geofoam, WEPS, for the new embankment height to be 

analyzed. For simplicity, assume the EPS blocks extend the full height of the new 

embankment height, i.e., TEPS = H. 

( ) ( )w w 3
EPS EPS Dry

H T B 2.5 m 11 m + 26 m
W 0.2 kN/m

2 2
γ

+
= ∗ = ∗  

= 9.2 kN/m of roadway. 

• From Chapter 2, assume the interface friction angle, δ, between the EPS blocks is 30 

degrees. 

• Determine the additional overburden force required above the EPS blocks to obtain a 

factor of safety of 1.2, OREQ. From Equation (5.81), 

( ) ( )U D
REQ EPS

1.2 R R 1.2 947.0 kN/m + 947.0 kN/m
O W 9.2 kN/m

tan tan 30δ
∗ + ∗

= − = −
o

 

          = 3,927.4 kN/m of roadway. 

Alternatively, Fig. 5.58 can be used to estimate OREQ. For a 3H:1V, 2.5 m high 

embankment with V = 40 m/s and  δ = 30 degrees, 

OREQ = 3,900 kN/m of roadway. 

• Determine if the pavement system and soil cover provide an adequate overburden 

force. 
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 Determine the weight of the soil cover, Wcover. 

Thickness of EPS, TEPS = H – Tpavement = 2.5 m – 0.6 m = 1.9 m 

 From Equation (5.64), 

3EPS cover
cover cover

T T 1.9 m 0.4 mW 2 γ 2 18.8 kN/m
sin cos sin18.4 cos18.4

   = ∗ ∗ ∗ = ∗ ∗ ∗  θ θ    o o
 

           = 94.7 kN/m of roadway. 

• Because the calculation of WEPS is based on the assumption that the EPS blocks extend 

the full height of the embankment, the weight of the EPS equivalent to the height of 

the pavement system must be subtracted from the total overburden weight. Therefore, 

use Equation (5.67). 

        ( ) ( )REQ pavement pavement w EPS pavement w coverO T T T T Wγ γ= ∗ ∗ − ∗ ∗ +   

 3,927.4 kN/m < (20 kN/m3 * 0.6 m * 11 m) – (0.2 kN/m3 * 0.6 m * 11 m) + 94.7 kN/m 

  3,927.4 kN/m is not <  225.4 kN/m.  

Therefore, the pavement system and soil cover will not provide sufficient force. 

However, as presented in Chapter 5, it is recommended that the translation due to wind 

failure mechanism not be considered until further research is performed on the 

applicability of Equations (3.4) and (3.5). The wind failure mechanism was evaluated 

herein to demonstrate the use of these equations. Thus, the wind failure mechanism will 

not be considered in the design of this embankment. 

STEP 13 – SEISMIC STABILITY (INTERNAL) 

• Identify the critical interface friction angle, δ, for each of the three failure modes 

shown in Fig. 6.2 and briefly described below. 

 Mode I: Determine the lowest interface friction angle between the pavement 

system/EPS or, if a separation material is placed between the pavement system 

and EPS blocks, the lowest interface friction between the pavement 
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system/separation material and separation material/EPS. The type of separation 

material, if one is required, will typically not be initially known. Four possible 

interface cases between the pavement system and EPS blocks, which are 

summarized in Table 7.4 will be considered herein. As shown in Table 7.4, the 

critical δ is 25 degrees. 

 Mode II: From testing described in Chapter 2, δ = 30 degrees for sliding along an 

EPS/EPS interface. 

 Mode III: A δ = 20 degrees was determined to be the critical interface friction 

angle between the EPS blocks and the foundation soil in Step 9. 

Table 7.4  Summary of geosynthetic interface friction angles, δ, considered between the  

     pavement system and the EPS blocks. 

• Estimate the horizontal seismic coefficient, kh, at the center of gravity of the slide 

mass of each failure mode. 

 Mode I: The center of gravity along the height of the slide mass corresponds to 

approximately the mid-height of the pavement system, 

Zcenter = ½ * Tpavement = ½ * (0.61 m) = 0.305 m 

By linear interpolation, the acceleration at the center of gravity of the pavement 

system is close to the acceleration at the top of the embankment, aemb, of 0.09 g, 

which was determined in Step 7. Therefore, the horizontal seismic coefficient for 

Mode I is  

emb
h

a 0.09 gk 0.09
g g

= = =  

 Mode II: Based on the assumption that the bottom of the failure surface is located 

near the base of the embankment, the center of gravity along the height of the 

slide mass, Zcenter, is approximately,  
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( ) ( )pavement pavement EPS EPS
center

pavement EPS
Z

Z γ Z γ

γ γ

∗ + ∗
=

+
 

where pavementZ and EPSZ  is the vertical distance from the top of the embankment 

to the center of gravity of the pavement system and EPS fill, respectively. 

( ) ( )3 3

center 3 3

0.305 m 20 kN/m 2.81 m 1 kN/m
Z 0.424 m

20 kN/m 1 kN/m

∗ + ∗
= =

+
 

By linear interpolation, the acceleration at the center of gravity is close to the 

acceleration at the top of the embankment, aemb, of 0.09 g, which was determined 

in Step 7. Therefore, the horizontal seismic coefficient for Mode II is 

approximately the same as for Mode I, i.e., kh = 0.09. 

 Mode III: The horizontal seismic coefficient at the center of gravity will be 

similar to that of Mode II, i.e., kh = 0.09, because the failure surface for Mode III 

is near the base of the embankment as in Mode II. 

 A summary of the critical interface friction angles and horizontal seismic 

coefficients for the three failure modes is presented in Table 7.5.  

Table 7.5 Summary of critical interface friction angles and horizontal  

                 seismic coefficients for the three internal seismic stability  

                 failure modes. 

•  Determine the pseudo-static factor of safety against internal seismic stability, FS′, and 

ensure that it exceeds 1.2. An estimate of FS′ for preliminary design can be obtained 

from Fig. 6.6. 

The FS′ relationship for kh = 0.10 can be used to obtain an estimate of FS′ at kh = 0.09. 

A summary of FS′ values is shown in Table 7.5. Note from Fig. 6.6 that it is only 

necessary to determine FS′ for Mode I and the mode with the critical δ between Mode 

II and III. As shown in Table 7.5, FS′ exceeds 1.2 for all three potential failure modes. 
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STEP 14 – LOAD BEARING  

• Sub-Step 1: Estimate traffic loads. 

For this section of roadway, use AASHTO H 20-44 standard loading. 

Rear axle load = 106.8 kN 

Load per dual set, LLD = 106.8 kN 53.4 kN
2

=  

• Sub-Step 2: Add impact allowance to traffic loads. 

Use impact coefficient, I, of 0.3 and Equation (6.3), 

QD = LLD * (1 + I) = 53.4 kN * (1+0.3) = 69.4 kN 

• Sub-Step 3: Estimate traffic load stresses on top of the EPS blocks. 

 Consider an asphalt concrete pavement with and without a concrete separation 

layer. Also consider an asphalt thickness of 76 and 178 mm for preliminary 

design. The vertical stress due to traffic loads, σLL, at the top of the EPS blocks 

can be obtained from Fig. 6.15 for an asphalt concrete pavement system and from 

Fig. 6.17 for an asphalt concrete pavement system with a 102 mm concrete 

separation layer.  A summary of σLL values per dual tire set, is presented in Table 

7.6. 

 Determine if the applied vertical stresses overlap between the two interior dual 

tire sets shown as No. 2 and 3 in Figure 7.3. These two dual tire sets are the 

closest and thus the stresses exerted by these two dual tires will overlap first. The 

composite pavement system with the 76 mm asphalt layer will be used to 

demonstrate the procedure. 

QD = 69.4 kN from Sub-step 2 and σLL = 19 kPa as determined in Sub- 

step 3 and shown in Table 7.6. 

 Determine circular contact area from Equation (6.6), 
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2D D
CD

LL

Q Q 69.4 kNA 3.65 m
q 19 kPaσ

= = = =  

Figure 7.3  Cross-section of rear axle of two standard H 20-44 trucks on the proposed 11 m  

                   wide roadway embankment. 

 Determine an equivalent rectangular loaded area using Fig. 6.18, 

  
2

CDAArea 3.65 mL = 2.64 m
0.5227 0.5227 0.5227

′ = = =  

 

L = 0.8712 L
    = 0.8712  2.64 m = 2.3 m
B = 0.6 L
    = 0.6 2.64 1.58 m

′∗
∗

′∗
∗ =

 

 From Fig. 7.4, stress overlap occurs if center-to-center wheel spacing ≤ B 

where B is 0.6*L′ or 1.58 m for this example. 

 The actual center-to-center spacing between the two dual tire sets (Set 

No. 2 and 3) is 0.61 m * 2 = 1.22 m. Because the actual center-to-center 

spacing of the two dual tire sets is less than B, i.e., 1.22 < 1.58 m, the 

stresses overlap (see Fig. 7.4). Overlap = 1.58 m – 1.22 m = 0.36 m. 

 The combined rectangular width = (2 * B) – 0.36 m = (2 * 1.58 m) – 

0.36 m = 2.80 m 

The combined rectangular area = 2.8 m * 2.3 m = 6.44 m² 

The combined load of the two dual tire sets = 2 * 69.4 kN = 138.8 kN 

The combined vertical stress = 2
138.8 kN 21.55 kPa
6.44 m

=  

Figure 7.4.  Determination of stress overlap between two sets of dual tires. 

 Determine if stresses overlap between an interior dual tire set and an exterior 

dual tire set, e.g., Set No. 1 and 2 (see Figure 7.3), or, if stresses overlap between 

the two interior dual tires, and an exterior dual tire set, e.g., Set No. 1 and 
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Combined set No. 2 and 3. The composite pavement system with the 76 mm 

asphalt layer and the flexible pavement system with the 178 mm asphalt layer 

will be used to demonstrate the procedure. 

 For the composite pavement system with the 76 mm asphalt layer, the 

center-to-center spacing between the combined interior dual tires 

(Combined Set No. 2 and 3) and the exterior dual tire set  (Set No. 1) is 

2.44 m. The spacing between the two loaded area is  

( ) ( )2.44 m 0.5 2.8 m 0.5 1.58 m 0.25 m. − ∗ + ∗ =   

Because there is spacing between the two loaded areas, no overlap 

occurs. 

 For the flexible pavement system with the 178 mm asphalt layer, the 

stresses from the two interior dual tires (Set No. 2 and 3) do not overlap. 

Therefore, since the actual center-to-center spacing between one interior 

dual tire set and an exterior dual tire set (between Set No. 1 and 2) is 

greater than B, i.e., 1.83 m > 1.58 m, stress overlap does not occur. 

 A summary of combined stresses, if applicable, is presented in Table 7.6.  

• Sub-Step 4: Estimate gravity stresses at top of EPS blocks. 

 Tpavement = 0.61 m, γpavement = 20 kN/m³ 

 From Equation (6.8), 

σDL = Tpavement * γpavement = 0.61 m * 20 kN/m³ = 12.2 kPa 

• Sub-Step 5: Calculate the total vertical stresses at top of EPS blocks. 

 From Equation (6.9), 

σtotal = σLL + σDL  
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A summary of σtotal  for the various pavement systems is presented in Table 7.6. 

If applied stresses were found to overlap between adjacent tire sets in Sub-step 3, 

the largest σLL is used. 

• Sub-Step 6: Determine minimum required elastic limit stress for EPS under 

pavement system. 

 Use factor of safety, FS = 1.2.  

 From Equation (6.10), 

σe ≥ σtotal * FS = σtotal  * 1.2. 

A summary of the required σe for the various pavement systems is presented in 

Table 7.6. 

• Sub-Step 7: Select appropriate EPS block to satisfy the required EPS elastic limit 

stress for placement underneath the pavement system. 

 Use Table 6.2 to select an EPS block that exhibits an elastic limit stress greater 

than or equal to the required σe determined in Sub-step 6. A summary of the 

required EPS block types is presented in Table 7.6. 

• Sub-Step 8: Select preliminary pavement system type and determine if a 

separation layer is required. 

 A summary of a cost analysis for the four pavement systems analyzed is 

presented in Table 7.7. The unit costs for asphalt and granular base were obtained 

from (10). The unit cost for the concrete separation layer was obtained from the 

Indiana State Route 109 and the Utah Interstate-15 case histories presented in 

Chapter 11. The cost of the EPS-block geofoam was obtained from Chapter 12. 

The cost analysis shows the following results: (1) an asphalt concrete pavement 

system without a concrete separation layer is more cost effective than a 

composite pavement system that includes a concrete separation layer, (2) a 
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flexible pavement system consisting of 178 mm thick asphalt concrete and 432 

mm granular base is the most cost effective of the four pavement systems 

considered, and (3) EPS70 is required for the most cost effective flexible 

pavement system. 

• Sub-Step 9: Estimate traffic stresses at various depths within the EPS blocks. 

This sub-step starts the second phase of the load bearing analysis because it focuses on 

the load bearing capacity of the EPS below a depth of 610 mm in the EPS whereas the 

first phase focused on the load bearing capacity of the EPS within the upper 610 mm of 

the EPS mass. 

 Summarize the equivalent rectangular loaded areas on top of the EPS blocks 

from each dual tire set or from combined dual tire sets if the applied stresses 

were found to overlap in Sub-step 3. Because the pavement system with an 

asphalt thickness of 178 mm and a 432 mm thick granular base was determined 

to be the most economical, only this pavement system is analyzed. From Sub-

step 3 and from Table 7.6, no stress overlap occurs within the pavement system 

for this pavement system. The equivalent rectangular loaded areas on top of the 

EPS blocks are shown in Figure 7.5. 

Figure 7.5  Plan view of equivalent rectangular loaded area from live load stresses on top of  

                   the EPS blocks. 

Table 7.6. Summary of applied vertical stresses on top of the EPS blocks, minimum  

                   required elastic limit stress, and required EPS type for the pavement systems  

                   analyzed. 

Table 7.7.  Cost comparison between the pavement systems analyzed. 
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 Determine the depths within the EPS where stress overlap occurs. Using the 

1H:2V assumed stress distribution method, stress overlap between two adjacent 

loaded areas occurs at a depth Z equal to the spacing, S, between the two loaded 

areas. Therefore, stress overlap between the adjacent dual tire sets shown in Fig. 

7.5 will occur at S = Z0 = 0.12 m and 0.73 m. However, stresses will overlap first 

at the smaller Z0 value. At Z0 = 0.12 m stresses between the two sets of interior 

tires (Set No. 2 and 3) overlap. 

 Estimate traffic stresses at any depth where stress overlap occurs. 

If stress overlap occurs at Z0 < 0.61 m, the EPS selected in Sub-step 7 for the 

preliminary pavement system selected in Sub-step 8 must be checked to verify 

that the EPS can support the combined stresses. 

 From Figures 7.5 and 6.19, the combined rectangular loaded area dimensions at  

Z0 = 0.12 m are 

combined 2 3 2 0B B B S Z
              = 1.1 m + 1.1 m + 0.12 m + 0.12 m 
              = 2.44 m        

= + + +
 

 
combined 2 0 1 2 3 4L L Z      (Note that L L L L 1.61 m)

              = 1.61 m + 0.12 m
              = 1.73 m

= + = = = =
 

  combined 2 3Q Q Q 69.4 kN + 69.4 kN = 138.8 kN= + =  

  From Equation (6.11), the vertical stress induced by traffic loading is 

  ( )( ) ( )( )
combined

Z,LL
combined combined

Q 138.8 kN
B L 2.44 m 1.73 m

         = 32.9 kPa

σ = =
 

 From Equation (6.11), the vertical stress caused by traffic loading by the exterior 

dual tire sets (Set No. 1 and 4) is 
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( )( ) ( )( )Z,LL
Q 69.4 kN

B+z L+Z 1.1 m + 0.12 m 1.61 m+0.12 m
         = 32.9 kPa

σ = =
 

 Check to ensure stress overlap does not occur between the new combined 

rectangular loaded area and the adjacent exterior dual tire sets. At Z0 = 0.12 m 

the width of the loaded area from the two exterior dual tire sets is 

B1 = B4 = 1.1 m + Z0 = 1.1 m + 0.12 m = 1.22 m 

Therefore, the spacing between the center combined loaded area and the adjacent 

exterior dual tire sets is 0.61 m as shown in Fig. 7.6. Therefore, stress overlap 

will occur at 0.12 m + 0.61 m = 0.73 m below the top of the EPS blocks. 

Figure 7.6.  Equivalent rectangular loaded areas from live load stresses at 0.12 m  

                      below the top of the EPS blocks. 

 Estimate traffic stresses at Z = 0.61 m. From Equation (6.11), the vertical stress 

caused by the interior combined loaded area from dual tire sets 2 and 3 is 

( )( ) ( )( )
2,3

Z,LL
2,3 2,3

Q
B 0.61 m 0.12 m L 0.61 m 0.12 m

σ =
+ − + −

 

           
( )( )

138.8 kN
2.44 m+0.49 m 1.73 0.49 m

=
+

 

            = 21.3 kPa 

From Equation (6.11), the vertical stress caused by the exterior dual tires, Set 1 

and 4, is 

( )( ) ( )( )Z,LL
Q 69.4 kN 18.28 kPa

B+z L+Z 1.1 m +0.61 m 1.61 m+0.61 m
σ = = =  

 Estimate traffic stresses at Z0 = 0.73 m. At this depth, the vertical stresses 

imposed by the exterior dual tires, Set No. 1 and 4, will overlap with the 

combined interior loaded area of dual tire sets No. 2 and 3. 
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( )combined 1 2,3 4 1 3B B B B S S 0.73 m 0.12 m= + + + + + −  

              1.22 m + 2.44 m + 1.22 m + 0.61 m + 0.61 m + (0.61 m)
= 6.71 m
=  

combined 1 0L L Z 1.61 m +0.73 m = 2.34 m= + =  

combined 1 2,3 4Q Q Q Q 69.4 kN + 138.8 kN + 69.4 kN = 277.6 kN= + + =  

( )( ) ( )( )
combined

Z,LL
combined combined

Q 277.6 kN 17.68 kPa
B L 6.71 m 2.34 m

σ = = =  

 Estimate traffic stresses at 1 m intervals after 0.73 m. Table 7.8 provides a 

summary of traffic stresses, σLL, within the EPS. 

Table 7.8.  Summary of applied vertical stresses, minimum required elastic limit stress, and          

                    required EPS types at  various depths within the EPS blocks. 

• Sub-Step 10: Estimate the gravity stresses at various depths within the EPS 

blocks. 

The procedure for estimating the gravity stresses will be illustrated for Z0 = 0.73 m. 

 Determine the surcharge at the center of the embankment from the pavement 

system and any road hardware placed on top of the roadway, qt. In this example, 

no excessive surcharge loads from road hardware are anticipated. Therefore, use 

Equation (6.19), 

3
t pavement pavement pavementq q T 20 kN/m 0.61 m = 12.2 kPaγ= = ∗ = ∗  

 From Fig. 5.3 and Equation (6.18) determine α, 

b 5.5 m2 arctan 2 arctan 2.8777 radians
Z 0.73 m

α    = ∗ = ∗ =   
   

 

 From Equation (6.17), determine the increase in vertical stress due to the 

pavement system gravity load, σZ,DL. 
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( ) ( )t
Z,DL

q 12.2 kPasin 2.8777 radians+sin (2.8777 radians)∆σ = α + α =
π π

 

  = 12.2 kPa 

 From Equation (6.20), determine the total gravity stress from the pavement 

system and the EPS blocks, 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )3
Z,DL Z,DL EPSZ γ 12.2 kPa 0.73 m 1 kN/mσ = ∆σ + ∗ = + ∗  

          = 12.93 kPa 

  Table 7.8 provides a summary of the total gravity stresses within the EPS. 

• Sub-Step 11: Calculate total stresses at various depths within the EPS blocks. 

The procedure for determining the total stresses will be shown for Z0 = 0.73 m.  

 From Equation (6.21), 

total Z,LL Z,DL 17.68 kPa + 12.93 kPa
         = 30.61 kPa
σ = σ + σ =

 

Table 7.8 provides a summary of the total stresses, σtotal, within the EPS. 

• Sub-Step 12: Determine the minimum required elastic limit stress for EPS at 

various depths within the EPS blocks. 

 The procedure for determining the required elastic limit stress will be shown for 

Z0 = 0.73 m. From Equation (6.22), 

e total 1.2 30.61 kPa 1.2 = 36.73 kPaσ ≥ σ ∗ = ∗  

• Sub-Step 13: Select appropriate EPS block to satisfy the required EPS elastic 

limit stress at various depths within the EPS blocks. 

Table 7.8 provides a summary of EPS block types obtained from Table 6.2 that meet or 

exceed the minimum required elastic limit stress. Since stress overlap occur at Z0 = 

0.12 m, which is less than 0.61 m, the EPS selected in Sub-step 7 for the preliminary 

pavement system selected in Sub-step 8 must be checked to verify that the EPS can 
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support the combined stresses. As shown in Table 7.8, both an EPS70 and EPS50 was 

selected at Z = 0.61 m for the two dual tire load combinations analyzed. Therefore, the 

EPS with the larger elastic limit stress, EPS70, is selected to ensure adequate load 

bearing. This is the same EPS type selected in Sub-step 7 for the preliminary pavement 

system of 178 mm of asphalt concrete and 432 mm of granular base selected in Sub-

step 8. Therefore, an EPS70 can be used directly below the pavement system for a 

depth of 0.61 m.  

 As shown in Table 7.8, an EPS40 can be used below the EPS70 for depths 

greater than 0.61 m. 

STEP 15 – PAVEMENT SYSTEM DESIGN 

• The local transportation agency prefers a flexible pavement system. The proposed 

roadway will be located along a low-volume road with an estimated traffic level of 

300,000 equivalent single axle loads, i.e., ESAL = 300,000. The local transportation 

agency would like the pavement designed based on a 75 percent level of reliability. 

The pavement design is to be based on the AASHTO 1993 design procedure. 

 Determine the design structural number, SN. From Table 4.2 and based on an 

EPS70, which will be used for the initial 0.61 m of the embankment below the 

pavement system, SNREQ = 5. 

 Verify that the preliminary pavement system will meet the required structural 

number. It is assumed that the following material layer coefficients have been 

obtained from the local transportation agency’s design manual. 

Asphalt concrete                       a1 = 0.44 

Crushed stone aggregate base   a2 = 0.14 

The preliminary pavement system consists of 178 mm (7 in.) of asphalt concrete 

and 432 mm (17 in.) of crushed stone base for a total thickness of 610 mm. From 

Equation (4.1), 
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( ) ( )1 1 2 2SN = a D a D 0.44 7 in. 0.14 17 in.
      = 5.46 

+ = ∗ + ∗   

   SN ≥  SNREQ 

  5.46 ≥ 5 

 Therefore, the pavement system consisting of 178 mm of asphalt concrete and 

432 mm of granular base meets the required SN and can be used for the roadway. 

STEP 16 – DETERMINE IF THE FINAL PAVEMENT SYSTEM DESIGN RESULTS IN 

A SIGNIFICANT CHANGE IN OVERBURDEN COMPARED TO THE PRELIMINARY 

PAVEMENT SYSTEM DESIGN DEVELOPED IN STEP 2. 

 The final pavement system determined in Step 15 has the same thickness as the 

preliminary pavement system of 0.61 m. However, as will be shown in Figure 

7.7, if a crown of 2 percent is used for the top of the pavement, the pavement 

system thickness at the center of the roadway will need to be increased by 110 

mm. Therefore, the total pavement system thickness at the center of the roadway 

will be 720 mm. Consideration should be given to re-checking the design 

procedure because of this increase in pavement thickness at the centerline of the 

roadway. However, this re-checking will not be shown here. For this example, 

the increase in stress due to the crown may not be significant because of stress 

distribution with depth. 

STEP 17 –FINAL EMBANKMENT DESIGN. 

 Figure 7.7 provides a cross-section of the proposed design. 

Figure 7.7 Cross-section of the proposed EPS-block geofoam roadway embankment. 

DESIGN EXAMPLE 2 – LATERAL PRESSURES ON AN ABUTMENT 

 The design requirements for abutments as well as design examples can be found in (11). 

The steps of the abutment design procedure are summarized in Chapter 6. The purpose of this 

design example is to demonstrate how to calculate earth pressures generated by an EPS-block 
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geofoam bridge approach fill on an abutment. Determination of earth pressures is required in Step 

2 of the abutment design procedure. 

• Estimate the lateral earth pressures generated by an EPS-block geofoam bridge 

approach fill on the abutment shown in Figure 7.8. The bridge approach detail is the 

one used as part of the bridge approach rehabilitation project for the bridge over the 

N.F. Shoshone river in Wyoming, which was presented in Chapter 11. 

Figure 7.8 Bridge approach configuration. 

The passive pressure of the soil in front of the abutment is ignored because of the large 

displacement required to mobilize the passive resistance. A live load surcharge equal to 

0.61 m of earth acts on the surface of the backfill. The weight of the approach slab and 

sand base is considered as a dead load surcharge. Figure 7.9 provides a summary of 

loadings applied to the abutment. 

Figure 7.9 Summary of loadings applied to the abutment. 

• Determine the horizontal forces generated by the live and dead load surcharges. 

 Horizontal pressure and force due to live load surcharge. 

ωL = 0.61 m * γt = 0.61 m * 18.8 kN/m3 = 11.47 kN/m2 

 2
L L

1 1H H = 11.47 kN/m 2.795 m = 3.21 kN/m of wall
10 10

ω ′= ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗  

Note that it is assumed that the lateral pressure imposed by the live load 

surcharge is equal to 1/10 times the vertical stress (12). 

 Horizontal pressure and force due to the concrete approach slab surcharge. 

ωD,Conc = 0.305 m * γConc = 0.305 m * 23.6 kN/m3 = 7.2 kN/m2 

2
D,Conc D,Conc

1 1H H = 7.2 kN/m 2.795 m=2.01 kN/m of wall
10 10

ω ′= ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗  

 Horizontal pressure and force due to sand base surcharge. 

ωD,Sand = 0.205 m * γt = 0.205 m * 18.8 kN/m3 = 3.85 kN/m2 
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2
D,Sand D,Sand

1 1H H = 3.85 kN/m 2.795 m=1.08 kN/m of wall
10 10

ω ′= ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗  

• Determine the horizontal force generated by the EPS-block geofoam fill. As indicated 

in Chapter 6, the horizontal force from the EPS blocks is neglected because it is 

negligible. 

• Determine the horizontal force generated by the soil backfill behind the EPS/soil 

interface. 

 As indicated in Chapter 6, the lateral earth pressure force, PA, generated by the 

soil behind the EPS/soil interface is conservatively assumed to be transmitted 

without dissipation through the geofoam to the back of the abutment. 

 Determine the coefficient of active earth pressure, KA. From Equation (6.23) and 

based on the friction angle of the EPS/soil interface, δ, equal to the friction angle 

of the soil φ, the following is obtained: 

( )

( ) ( ) ( )
( )

2

A

1sin -φ
sinK

sin φ+δ sin φ
sin +δ

sin

 
  θ   θ =  

 θ + θ 

 

       
( )

( ) ( ) ( )
( )

2

1sin 45 35
sin 45 0.0173 0.02

sin 35 35 sin 35
sin 45 35

sin 45

 
  −  

  = = ≈ + + + 
  

o o

o

o o o

o o

o

 

 Determine the lateral earth pressure force, PA, from Equation (6.24) 

( )22 3
A t a

1 1P H K 18.8 kN/m 2.795 m 0.02
2 2

γ ′= ∗ ∗ ∗ = ∗ ∗ ∗  

      = 1.47 kN/m of wall 
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 It can be seen from Figure 7.9 that the largest horizontal force is applied by the 

live load surcharge. 
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Note: L1 = L2 = L3 = L4 = 1.61 m. These  loaded area lengths are not shown in this figure. 
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TABLE 7.1 PROJ 24-11.doc 

Layer 
No. 

Layer 
Thickness 

(m) 
z 

(m) 
IZ∆σ  

(kPa) 

IIZ∆σ  

(kPa) 

IIIZ∆σ  

(kPa) 

∆σZ@center 

(kPa) 

σ′vo 
(kPa) 

σ′vf 
(kPa) 

σ′p 
(kPa) 

Sp 
(m) 

1 1.5 0.75 16.58 0.01 0.01 16.59 4.64 21.24 4.64 0.1284 
2 1.5 2.25 16.20 0.12 0.12 16.44 13.93 30.37 13.93 0.0658 
3 1.5 3.75 15.19 0.41 0.41 16.02 23.21 39.23 23.21 0.0443 
4 1.5 5.25 13.82 0.78 0.78 15.39 32.50 47.88 32.50 0.0327 
5 1.5 6.75 12.40 1.13 1.13 14.66 41.78 56.44 41.78 0.0254 
6 1.5 8.25 11.09 1.40 1.40 13.90 51.07 64.97 51.07 0.0203 
7 1.5 9.75 9.95 1.61 1.61 13.16 60.35 73.51 60.35 0.0167 
8 1.5 11.25 8.98 1.74 1.74 12.46 69.64 82.10 69.64 0.0139 
9 1.5 12.75 8.15 1.82 1.82 11.8 78.92 90.72 78.92 0.0118 

10 1.5 14.25 7.44 1.87 1.87 11.18 88.21 99.39 88.21 0.0101 
         Total Sp = 0.3694 
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TABLE 7.2 PROJ 24-11.doc 

 

Layer 
No. 

Layer 
Thickness 

(m) 
z 

(m) 
IZ∆σ  

(kPa) 

IIZ∆σ  

(kPa) 

IIIZ∆σ  

(kPa) 

∆σZ@edge 

(kPa) 

σ′vo 
(kPa) 

σ′vf 
(kPa) 

σ′p 
(kPa) 

Sp 
(m) 

1 1.5 0.75 0 0.20 0 0.20 4.64 4.84 4.64 0.0035 
2 1.5 2.25 0.01 0.57 0 0.58 13.93 14.51 13.93 0.0035 
3 1.5 3.75 0.04 0.92 0 0.97 23.21 24.18 23.21 0.0034 
4 1.5 5.25 0.10 1.22 0.01 1.33 32.50 33.83 32.50 0.0034 
5 1.5 6.75 0.20 1.47 0.02 1.69 41.78 43.47 41.78 0.0033 
6 1.5 8.25 0.33 1.65 0.03 2.01 51.07 53.08 51.07 0.0033 
7 1.5 9.75 0.47 1.79 0.05 2.32 60.35 62.67 60.35 0.0032 
8 1.5 11.25 0.63 1.88 0.08 2.59 69.64 72.23 69.64 0.0031 
9 1.5 12.75 0.79 1.93 0.10 2.83 78.92 81.75 78.92 0.0030 

10 1.5 14.25 0.95 1.96 0.14 3.04 88.21 91.25 88.21 0.0029 
         Total Sp = 0.0325 
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TABLE 7.3 PROJ 24-11.doc 

 

Case 
Number Description of Interface 

Potential Type 
of Interface 
Materials 

Estimated 
δ 

(degrees) 
Source of 

δ Notes 
1 EPS-block geofoam placed 

directly on the soil foundation. EPS/clay 27 (2) 
(1) 

EPS/sand  30 (3)  (4)  
 2 Sand placed between the 

EPS blocks and soil 
foundation to serve as both a 
stable construction platform 
and a leveling material. sand/clay 20 (5) 

 

EPS/sand  30  (3)  (4)   
 

sand/ geotextile 26 (6) (2) 

3 Sand over a geotextile placed 
between the EPS blocks and 
soil foundation to serve as 
both a stable construction 
platform and leveling 
material.  geotextile/clay 26 (7) 

(3) 

EPS/geotextile 25 
Ch. 2 of 
this study 

 4 Geotextile placed between 
the EPS blocks and soil 
foundation. geotextile/clay 26 (7) (3) 

Notes:  (1) A δ = 27˚ was provided for EPS and general soil interfaces. The type of soil was not            
                  provided. 
            (2) A δ = 26˚ was provided for a concrete sand with φ = 30˚ and a nonwoven, heat bonded  
                 geotextile. 
            (3) δ based on test results between a Trevira 1155 nonwoven geotextile and a red, sandy  
                  silt with 50 to 60 percent passing the U.S. No. 200 sieve and a liquid limit and  
                  plasticity index of 50 and 10, respectively. 
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TABLE 7.4 PROJ 24-11.doc 

 

Case 
Number Description of Interface 

Potential Type of 
Interface Materials 

Estimated 
δ  

(degrees) 

 
Source 

of δ 

 
 
Notes 

1 Pavement system placed 
directly on the EPS blocks 

Crushed stone or 
sand/EPS 

30 (3)  (4)     (1) 

crushed stone or 
sand/geotextile 

26 (6)   (2) 2 Geotextile placed between 
the pavement system and 
the EPS blocks geotextile/EPS 25 Ch. 2 of 

this study 
 

crushed stone or 
sand/concrete 

29 (9)    (3) 3 Concrete separation layer 
placed between the 
pavement system and 
the EPS blocks 

concrete/EPS 66 (4)  

crushed stone or 
sand/geomembrane 

25 (6)  (4) 4 Geomembrane placed 
between the pavement 
system and EPS blocks geomembrane/EPS 52 Ch. 2 of 

this study 
 

Notes: 
(1)  δ based on sand/EPS interface. See Chapter 2. 
(2) A δ = 26˚ was provided for a concrete sand with φ = 30˚ and a nonwoven, heat bonded  

geotextile. 
(3) A range of δ = 29˚ to 31˚ was provided for mass concrete on clean gravel, gravel-sand          

mixtures, and coarse sand.  
(4) δ based on a concrete sand with φ = 30˚ and a smooth PVC geomembrane. 
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TABLE 7.5 PROJ 24-11.doc 

 

Failure Mode 
δ 

(degrees) kh FS′ 
I 25 0.09 4.7 
II 30 0.09 Not critical 
III 20 0.09 3.6 
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TABLE 7.6 PROJ 24-11.doc 

 
Pavement 

System and 
Thickness of 

Asphalt 
Concrete 

σLL 
(kPa) 

σLL if stress 
overlap occurs 

between interior 
dual tire sets 

(kPa) 

σLL if stress overlap 
occurs between 

interior and exterior 
dual tire sets (kPa) 

Largest 
σLL 

(kPa) 
σDL* 
(kPa) 

σtotal 
(kPa) 

Required Elastic 
Limit Stress, 

σe 
 (kPa) 

EPS 
TYPE 

Needed** 
Flexible, 76 mm 64 No Overlap No Overlap 64 12.2 76.2 91.44 EPS100 
Flexible, 178 
mm 

39 No Overlap No Overlap 39 12.2 51.2 61.44 EPS70 

Composite,  
76 mm 

19 21.55 No Overlap 21.55 12.2 33.75 40.5 EPS50 

Composite,  
178 mm 

16 18.76 No Overlap 18.76 12.2 30.96 37.15 EPS50 

*Based on a 0.610 m pavement system at 20 kN/m3 
**EPS40 not recommended directly beneath paved areas. 
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TABLE 7.7 PROJ 24-11.doc 

 

EPS 
Type 

Needed 

Cost $/m2 
per 610 

mm 
Thickness 

Pavement 
System and 
Thickness 
of Asphalt 
Concrete 

Asphalt 
Thickness 

(mm) 

Cost $/m2 

per mm 
Thicknes

s 
Cost 
$/m2 

Concrete 
Separation 

Layer 
Thickness 

(mm) 

Cost $/m2 
per mm 

Thickness 
Cost 
$/m2 

Granular 
Base 

Thickness 
(mm)*** 

Cost 
$/m3 

Cost 
$/m2 

Total 
Cost 
$/m2 

EPS100 $39.65 Flexible,  
76 mm 

76 $0.10 $7.60 0 $0.36 $0.00 534 $26.00 $13.88 $61.13 

EPS70 $30.50 Flexible,  
 178 mm 

178 $0.10 $17.80 0 $0.36 $0.00 432 $26.00 $11.23 $59.53 

EPS50 $26.23 Composite, 
76 mm 

76 $0.10 $7.60 102 $0.36 $36.72 432 $26.00 $11.23 $81.78 

EPS50 $26.23 Composite, 
178 mm 

178 $0.10 $17.80 102 $0.36 $36.72 330 $26.00 $8.58 $89.33 

***based on 610 mm pavement system 
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TABLE 7.8 PROJ 24-11.doc 

 

Dual Tire Load 
Combination 

Q  
(kN) 

σLL  
(kPa) 

qt 

(kPa)* 

∆σZ,DL 
Pavement 

(kPa) 
Ζ(m) 
 (kPa) 

σZ,DL 
Total 
(kPa) 

σtotal 
(kPa) 

Required 
Elastic Limit 

Stress, σe 
(kPa). 

EPS 
Type 

Needed 
2 and 3 combined 138.8 32.88 12.20 12.20 0.12 12.32 45.20 54.24 EPS70 

1 or 4 single 69.4 32.88 12.20 12.20 0.12 12.32 45.20 54.24 EPS70 

2 and 3 combined 138.8 21.34 12.20 12.19 0.61 12.80 34.14 40.97  EPS50** 
1 or 4 single 69.4 18.28 12.20 12.19 0.61 12.80 31.08 37.30 EPS40 

All combined 277.6 17.68 12.20 12.20 0.73 12.93 30.61 36.73 EPS40 

All combined 277.6 10.78 12.20 12.06 1.73 13.79 24.57 29.48 EPS40 

All combined 277.6 7.34 12.20 11.71 3.73 14.44 21.79 26.15 EPS40 

*Based on a 0.610 m pavement system at 20 kN/m3 

**Indicates that this is the critical EPS type for this depth. 
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______________________________________________________________________________ 

INTRODUCTION 

The focus of this chapter is construction related issues for EPS-block geofoam 

embankments. However, numerous aspects of both design and manufacturing of EPS-block 

geofoam for lightweight fill applications, including manufacturing quality control (MQC) and 

manufacturing quality assurance (MQA), are considered because they interact with and impact 

construction. Therefore, a discussion of certain design and manufacturing aspects is included in 

this chapter. Thus, there is some overlap with other chapters in this report, such as Chapter 3 

(Design Methodology) and Chapter 9 (Geofoam MQC/MQA) but this overlap allows presentation 

of a comprehensive chapter on geofoam construction practices. In addition, post-construction 

activities, including monitoring, are also discussed in this chapter. 

DESIGN 

Two construction issues that directly interact and impact the design of an EPS-block 

geofoam embankment are placement of the blocks and the use of mechanical inter-block 

connectors. Although a lightweight fill embankment constructed using EPS-block geofoam will 

consist of a large number of individual blocks, experience indicates that the fill can be analyzed 

as a single, coherent mass provided the individual EPS blocks are sufficiently interlocked both 

vertically and horizontally so that they collectively respond as a single, coherent mass when 

subjected to external loads. This involves consideration of both the overall block layout (which 

primarily controls interlocking in a vertical direction) and inter-block shear resistance (which 

primarily controls interlocking in the horizontal direction). Both of these considerations are 

discussed subsequently.  

Block Layout  

Based on a review of the literature, overall guidelines for an appropriate layout of EPS 

blocks to obtain adequate interlocking in the vertical direction include: 
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• Blocks should be placed with their smallest (thickness) dimension oriented 

vertically. 

• All blocks should butt tightly against adjacent blocks on all sides. 

• A minimum of two layers of blocks must always be used for lightweight fills 

beneath roads. Experience has indicated that a single layer of blocks can shift 

under traffic loads and lead to premature pavement failure (1). 

• The blocks must be placed in a pattern such that continuity of the vertical joints 

between blocks is minimized. The overall objective is to create a layout of blocks 

that is geometrically interlocked to the greatest extent possible (see Figure 8.1). 

This is typically accomplished by: 

 aligning all the blocks within a given layer with their longitudinal axes 

parallel but offsetting the ends of adjacent lines of blocks, 

 orienting the longitudinal axes of all blocks in a given layer perpendicular to 

the longitudinal axes of the blocks within layers placed above and/or below,  

and 

 aligning the blocks within the uppermost layer transverse to the longitudinal 

axis of the road. 

Figure 8.1. Isometric view of typical EPS block layout for a road embankment. 

Longitudinal Geometry 

Two aspects of the geometry of the embankment in the longitudinal direction that need to 

be considered during design and construction include orientation of the EPS blocks and the 

transition zone of the geofoam and the non-geofoam sections of the roadway.  

The top surface of the assemblage of EPS blocks should always be parallel with the final 

pavement surface (2). Thus, any desired change in elevation (grade) along the road alignment 

must be accommodated by sloping the foundation soil surface as necessary prior to placement of 
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the first layer of EPS blocks. Additionally, the upper surface of the EPS blocks should be 

horizontal when viewed in cross-section so any crown desired in the cross-section of the final 

pavement surface should be achieved by varying the thickness of the pavement system (2). 

The transition zone between geofoam and embankment soil should be gradual to 

minimize differential settlement. The EPS blocks should be stepped as shown in Figure 8.2 as the 

embankment transitions from a soft foundation soil that requires geofoam to a stronger 

foundation soil that can support a soil embankment. However, a minimum of two layers of blocks 

is recommended to minimize the potential of the blocks to shift under traffic loads. The only 

exception to this is the final step, which can consist of one block as shown in Figure 8.2. The 

specific pattern should be determined on a project-specific basis based on calculated differential 

settlements such as the criteria given in (3) which suggests that the calculated settlement gradient 

within the transition zone should not exceed 1:200 (vertical: horizontal).  

Figure 8.2. Typical EPS block transition to a soil foundation (4). 

Block Layout Design 

The block layout design can be performed by either the project design engineer or the 

EPS block molder. Traditionally the block layout design was performed by the design engineer 

for the project. However, this is appropriate only if the designer knows the exact block 

dimensions beforehand. In current U.S. practice, there will generally be more than one EPS block 

molder who could potentially supply a given project. In most cases, block sizes will vary 

somewhat between molders due to different mold sizes. Therefore, the trend in U.S. practice is to 

leave the exact block layout design to the molder. The design engineer simply: 

• shows the desired limits of the EPS mass on the contract drawings, specifying 

zones of different EPS densities as desired; 

• includes the above conceptual guidelines in the contract specifications for use by 

the molder in developing shop drawings; and 

• reviews the submitted shop drawings during construction. 
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Mechanical Connectors  

If the calculated resistance forces along the nominally horizontal planes between EPS 

blocks are insufficient to resist the horizontal driving or imposed forces, additional resistance 

between EPS blocks is required to supplement the inherent inter-block friction. This is generally 

accomplished by adding mechanical inter-block connectors (typically prefabricated barbed metal 

plates) along the horizontal interfaces between the EPS blocks. Such connectors provide a pseudo 

cohesion when viewed from a Mohr-Coulomb strength perspective. At the present time, all such 

plates available in the U.S.A. are of proprietary designs. Therefore, the resistance provided by 

such plates and placement location must be obtained from the supplier or via independent testing. 

Because of the relative costs of these plates, they should only be used where calculations 

indicate their need. In addition, research and experience indicates that their use is mandatory 

whenever seismic loads are to be resisted. However, the indiscriminate routine use of mechanical 

connectors should be avoided because, while not detrimental, they tend to add a significant cost 

to a project. 

In addition to their role in resisting horizontal design loads, mechanical connectors have 

proven useful as a constructability tool to keep EPS blocks in place when subjected to wet, icy, or 

windy working conditions (5) and to prevent shifting under traffic where relatively few layers of 

blocks are used (6). Additional information on the use of mechanical connectors can be found in 

the “Block Interlock” section of Chapter 6. 

MANUFACTURING 

Introduction 

There are three distinct manufacturing issues that impact construction and 

constructability of EPS-block geofoam embankments: 

• flammability of the EPS blocks, 

• dimensional tolerances of the EPS blocks, and 

• the broad aspect of MQC and MQA. 
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Flammability 

The primary manufacturing issue that impacts construction is flammability. Like most 

polymeric materials, polystyrene is inherently flammable as is the blowing agent, pentane  

(butane also has been used but not in the U.S.A.), used in manufacturing EPS. Any residual 

blowing agent left over from molding EPS blocks outgasses within a few days and is replaced by 

air. In addition, experience indicates that this inherent flammability of polystyrene ceases to be an 

issue once EPS is buried in the ground because there is no ignition source and, at least in the long 

term, there is no oxygen to support combustion, even within the vadose zone. Flammability has 

been a problem, albeit very rare, during construction when the EPS blocks are exposed to both 

ample atmospheric oxygen as well as potential ignition sources. As discussed in (1), problems 

have been encountered from two separate and distinct mechanisms: 

• Direct ignition of the EPS blocks due to construction activities such as flame 

cutting or welding that are unrelated to geofoam usage but performed in close 

proximity of the EPS blocks. 

• Ignition of residual blowing agent that outgasses after block placement and 

collects in the joints between blocks (all known EPS blowing agents are heavier 

than air as thus will not readily disperse into the atmosphere absent positive 

ventilation). The ignition source is usually some construction activity unrelated 

to the geofoam. 

These issues are easily addressed to eliminate the potential for their occurrence in practice. 

With regard to the direct combustibility of the EPS blocks, specifications, either directly 

or indirectly, can mandate the use of modified expandable polystyrene as the raw material (a.k.a. 

bead or resin) for the EPS. The modified resin incorporates an inorganic, bromine-based flame 

retardant that has proven effective and has no effect on the visual or physical properties of the 

resulting EPS block. Although the practice in some countries (most notably Norway, the pioneer 

of EPS-block geofoam as lightweight fill) is to use normal or regular (non-flame-retardant) 
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expandable polystyrene raw material for cost reasons (it can be slightly cheaper), the 

recommended practice incorporated in the provisional standard in Appendix C of this report is to 

require the use of flame retardant EPS. As this is already the de facto standard practice in the 

U.S.A., this should present little, if any adjustment issues for the industry. Specification of flame 

retardancy is accomplished using the indirect method incorporated in ASTM Standard C 578 (7) 

by requiring a minimum Oxygen Index (OI) of 24 percent which is above the OI of normal 

atmospheric air (21 percent). 

The second issue dealing with outgassing of post-molding residual blowing agent is 

addressed by requiring an adequate seasoning period prior to delivery of the EPS blocks to the 

project site. This issue has not been formally studied to date for EPS blocks produced in the 

U.S.A. because seasoning time is affected by the exact formulation (pentane content) of the 

expandable polystyrene and block dimensions among other factors. Based on available published 

information (8) as well as anecdotal information obtained by personal communication with both 

resin suppliers and block molders in the U.S.A., an interim recommendation of three days (72 

hours) of seasoning at normal ambient room temperature is proposed and incorporated into the 

provisional standard in Appendix C of this report. The recommended seasoning time can be 

accelerated by temporary storage within a heated room. 

It is worth noting that the minimum seasoning requirement may create problems on 

projects that are relatively large in size and/or have tight delivery schedules. For example, there 

were cases in which lightweight fill projects in the U.S.A. used EPS blocks that were less than 

one day old. Therefore, project-specific decisions might be required that relaxes this seasoning 

requirement. Experience indicates that this may be permissible to expedite construction work. 

However, waiver of this seasoning time should be done only with increased vigilance for fire 

safety as well as worker safety. This may include a prohibition on personal tobacco smoking near 

EPS blocks as well as “round-the-clock” security for any unseasoned EPS blocks exposed at the 

end of a day's construction. Furthermore, unseasoned blocks should never be stored and/or 
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shipped in any type of enclosed vehicle as any accumulated outgassed blowing agent will pose a 

potential explosion hazard when the vehicle is opened. 

Dimensional Tolerances 

The dimensional tolerances of EPS blocks for geofoam applications affects construction 

through the ability of the blocks to fit together with minimal gaps and maintain a planar or 

horizontal surface as subsequent layers of blocks are placed. Thus, the dimensional tolerances of 

block-molded EPS involves the following aspects: 

• the permissible variation, relative to some average value, in dimension in each of 

the three orthogonal linear dimensions (thickness, width and length) of a block, 

• the orthogonality (squareness) of all corners of a block and 

• permissible warp or curvature in any one face of a block. 

To a significant extent, the physical shape and dimensions of EPS blocks are controlled 

by various factors during manufacturing, especially with regard to the age and quality of the mold 

used. Because of the wide range in molding equipment currently in use in the U.S.A., blocks of 

appropriate quality with regard to shape and dimension can neither be assumed nor taken for 

granted. Therefore, these items must be included in specifications. The provisional standard 

included in Appendix C to this report incorporates physical and dimensional tolerances used in 

Norway which are based on decades of experience. 

It is worth noting that requirements for physical and dimensional tolerances are known to 

have been relaxed on a project-specific basis in the U.S.A. for cost reasons. This is caused by 

molders using older molds and performing some post-molding trimming for EPS blocks to meet 

the physical and dimensional tolerances normally required for geofoam applications. This 

trimming adds a cost that can be eliminated by the owner or their representative accepting blocks 

that do not meet normal specifications. There has been no systematic study of how much 

deviation from normally accepted practice is acceptable. Thus, owners who, either directly or 

through their representatives, accept blocks with tolerances that exceed those normally used must 
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accept a greater, but incalculable, uncertainty with regard to overall final performance of the EPS 

embankment. 

Manufacturing Quality 

MQC/MQA is discussed fully in Chapter 9. However, an overview of the MQC/MQA 

procedure incorporated in the provisional standard in Appendix C is presented herein. The 

procedures to be followed once the blocks arrive at the construction site are considered to be part 

of construction quality assurance (CQA) and thus are considered in the following section. 

Construction is also when Phase II of MQA is executed by the owner’s CQA agent. The primary 

components of the provisional standard include the product MQC requirements, product MQA 

requirements, product shipment, and construction quality requirements to include construction 

quality control (CQC) and CQA requirements. The provisional standard includes the proposed 

EPS material designation system shown in Table 9.1 and the minimum allowable values of 

MQC/MQA parameters shown in Table 9.2. A new sampling protocol shown in Figure 9.4 and a 

two-phased MQA procedure were developed in this study. Phase I of the MQA procedure is to be 

performed prior to shipment of EPS blocks to the project site and Phase II is to be performed as 

the EPS blocks are delivered to the project site. Another key aspect of the proposed MQA 

procedure is the implementation of a two-tier MQA system, one for molders with third-party 

certification and the other for those without. Table 9.3 provides a summary of the MQA 

procedure. 

Pre-Construction Meeting 

Once project construction begins, a meeting should be held at the project site prior to the 

delivery and installation of the EPS blocks. This meeting should, as a minimum, involve the 

construction contractor and owner's agent who will perform the quality assurance for both the 

EPS manufacturing (MQA) as well as construction (CQA). Ideally, the design engineer, EPS 

molder, and EPS supplier (if different from the molder) should also be present. The purpose of 

this meeting is to review all details relative to the manufacturing and placement of the EPS-block 
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geofoam. This is important as the use of EPS-block geofoam in road embankments is still a 

relatively new technology in many parts of the U.S.A. and thus it is important that all project 

participants be aware of the key issues for a successful application of this technology. 

CONSTRUCTION 

CQC/CQA 

CQC is a series of internal actions taken by the construction contractor to meet the 

specifications that comprise part of the contract documents. These specifications are prepared by 

the design engineer and frequently establish criteria for acceptance based on reference to 

standards. For traditional earthwork projects, CQC is almost always limited to following a set of 

procedures for compaction that have been established on past projects of a similar nature. It is 

important to recognize that many contractors in the U.S.A. are unfamiliar with EPS-block 

geofoam. Not only must they handle and place it properly, but on most projects they will be the 

purchaser of the geofoam. Thus the construction contractor must be aware of the pre-delivery 

aspects of MQA that are discussed in Chapter 9. This means that specifications must be 

particularly clear and detailed. In addition, a pre-construction conference to review the unique 

issues and aspects of working with EPS-block geofoam (at which a representative of the EPS 

molder should also be present) is highly recommended. 

The contractor shall be directly responsible for all CQC tasks. Items covered by CQC 

include all earthwork and related activities other than manufacturing and shipment of the EPS-

block geofoam. Items of particular relevance include site preparation, block handling and storage, 

block placement, and pavement construction. 

In addition to CQC tasks, CQA tasks must be continuous and particularly vigilant and 

performed by an organization other than the contractor. The CQA agent is either a part of the 

owner's organization (as is the case with many state DOTs) or an independent materials testing 

laboratory or consulting engineer (who may or may not be the original designer) retained by the 

owner. In either case, it is likely for the near future that the CQA agent will also be unfamiliar 
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working with EPS-block geofoam. Therefore, both the designer as well as the CQA agent should 

also be present at the pre-construction conference to review necessary tasks. 

Site Preparation 

Experience indicates that proper site preparation prior to placing the EPS blocks is an 

important factor in both internal stability of the embankment as well as overall constructability. 

The need to adhere closely to the criteria itemized and discussed below tends to increase with 

thickness of the geofoam portion of the fill because site preparation has a greater effect as more 

layers of EPS blocks are placed. If sufficient attention has not been given to site preparation, it 

becomes increasingly difficult to keep subsequent layers of EPS blocks level or horizontal. 

Site preparation details to be included in construction specifications are as follows: 

• Ideally, there should be no standing water or accumulated ice or snow within the 

area where EPS blocks are to be placed. The presence of water inhibits assuring 

that the soil subgrade is sufficiently level and free of material that could damage 

the blocks. However, from a practical perspective EPS-block geofoam is often 

used at sites where the soil conditions are poor and ground water is inherently at 

the surface. Experience indicates that some amount of standing water can be 

accommodated and still have an EPS fill that performs acceptably. It appears 

desirable to develop a specification that calls for no standing water then relax this 

requirement on a project-specific basis based on field decisions. However, the 

potential for hydrostatic uplift of the blocks during construction must be 

considered if the no standing water requirement is relaxed. Adequate drainage 

should be maintained of the site during construction to minimize water 

accumulation along the EPS embankment from heavy rainfall, which can result 

in hydrostatic uplift of the EPS blocks. 

• EPS blocks should not be placed on frozen soil subgrade except in the case of 

intentional construction over continuous or discontinuous permafrost terrain 
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where the consequences of eventual ground thawing beneath the fill have been 

explicitly considered by the designer. 

• There should be no debris on or large pieces of vegetation protruding from the 

subgrade on which the EPS blocks are to be placed. Furthermore, the soil 

particles exposed at the subgrade level should be no larger than coarse sand to 

fine gravel (2 to 19 mm (0.08 to 0.8 in.)). The objective of these requirements is 

to prevent physical damage such as puncturing, gouging, broken corners, etc. to 

the EPS blocks as the first layer is placed on the foundation soil. It is difficult to 

quantify the effects of this damage so it is considered prudent to take all 

reasonable steps to make sure the damage does not occur. In some cases, it may 

be necessary to specify that a bed of sand 12 to 25 millimeters thick 

(approximately 0.5 to 1 in.) be placed over the existing foundation soil surface. 

This serves both to cover the coarser in-situ material as well as allow for the 

necessary leveling of the first layer of blocks (this issue is discussed next). When 

a sand bed is placed it may be desirable if not necessary to first place a geotextile 

over the existing ground surface to function as a separator to prevent intermixing 

of the sand bedding and natural soil (which will be wet and soft in many cases). 

• Regardless of the foundation soil material (natural soils or sand bed), the surface 

must be reasonably planar ("smooth") prior to the placement of the first block 

layer. The required smoothness is a vertical deviation of no more than ±10 mm 

(0.4 in.) over any 3 meters (9.8 ft) distance. This criterion was developed in 

Norway over decades of experience (9). Typically, this cannot be achieved by 

mechanical equipment alone so some manual labor will be required. Note that on 

many projects the required finished subgrade may not necessarily be horizontal 

in the direction parallel to the road alignment. This is because the top of the 
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assemblage of EPS blocks (and, therefore, the bottom as well) should always be 

parallel with the grade of the finished road surface in the longitudinal direction 

(as noted previously, any crown of the road in the transverse direction is, 

however, achieved by varying material thickness within the pavement system). 

Therefore, if the road grade is non-horizontal the subgrade on which the EPS 

blocks will be placed must be non-horizontal along the road alignment as well. 

This is noted here as it will not always be possible to use a large carpenter's level 

to check for subgrade smoothness. 

After the site subgrade has been properly prepared, installation of the EPS blocks can 

commence. 

Block Shipment, Handling, and Storage 

There is one additional issue that straddles the boundary between manufacturing and 

construction quality. It is primarily the responsibility of the molder (hence discussed in Chapter 9 

as an MQC issue) but is enforced by the construction inspection agent (so is also included here as 

part of CQA). This is the issue of damage of EPS blocks during shipping. Construction damage is 

generally considered to be physical damage to a geosynthetic product during its shipment to the 

project site; its placement on site; or during subsequent placement of other materials above it. 

Typically, the selection of trucks used to ship EPS blocks (almost always a tractor-pulled trailer, 

but the trailer may either be flat bed or a closed box), the loading of these trucks and the manner 

in which the load is secured (important when flat-bed trailers are utilized) are all under the control 

of the EPS molder. Thus, responsibility for the as-delivered condition of the EPS blocks is largely 

controlled by the molder. This is an important issue to address and incorporate into 

manufacturing specifications as recent, anecdotal evidence provided by unpublished, confidential 

sources indicates that block damage on EPS-block geofoam projects within the U.S.A. is not 

uncommon and is the source of on-site problems over block acceptance. The reason for the 

damage appears to be the preferred use of flat-bed trucks to transport EPS blocks because the 
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blocks have gotten longer with newer molding equipment placed on line during the 1990s. 

Because the lightweight EPS blocks must be securely strapped to prevent their movement during 

shipment, it is not uncommon for EPS blocks to arrive at the job site with numerous indentations 

of the edges along the sides of the blocks from the strapping as well with breakage at the end 

corners of the blocks. One shipping method that may be considered to minimize damage to the 

blocks is to use structural angles along the top edge of the exterior blocks that would 

accommodate the strapping. 

At all stages of construction the EPS blocks should be handled in a manner so as to 

minimize physical damage to the blocks. Lifting or transporting the blocks in any way that creates 

dents or holes in the block surfaces is strongly discouraged. Careful handling is recommended 

because it is impossible to quantify when block damage starts to impair performance of the final 

EPS mass. Therefore, it is recommended that damage to the blocks be discouraged and avoided. 

Experience indicates that damage during shipping, on-site handling, and temporary on-site 

storage of EPS blocks can be easily avoidable and thus is unnecessary. However, project 

specifications must contain appropriate language to the effect that EPS blocks with indentations 

and pieces broken off will be rejected by the owner's agent on site to encourage careful handling. 

If blocks are to be stockpiled until placement, a secure storage area should be designated 

for this purpose. The blocks should not be trafficked upon, especially by any vehicle or 

equipment. The storage area should be away from any heat source or construction activity that 

produces heat or flame because of block flammability. Tobacco smoking should also be 

prohibited in the storage area. Blocks should be secured with sandbags and similar "soft" weights 

as necessary to prevent their being dislodged by wind. Protection against ultraviolet (UV) damage 

in the relatively short term exposure of temporary storage is generally not required. Overall, it is 

generally unnecessary and, in fact, even undesirable to cover the EPS blocks in any way. There is 

anecdotal project experience from unpublished, confidential sources that EPS that was covered 
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temporarily with a dark-colored geomembrane built up sufficient heat to locally melt and distort 

some of the EPS.  

EPS is not an inherently dangerous or toxic material (other than the flammability issues 

discussed previously) so there are no additional explicit safety issues to be observed other than 

normal construction safety. However, extra caution is required during wet or cold weather. The 

surfaces of the EPS blocks tend to be more slippery wet than dry. When air temperatures 

approach or go below freezing, a thin layer of ice can readily develop on the exposed surfaces of 

EPS blocks if the dewpoint is sufficiently high. Thus, the surfaces of the EPS blocks can pose 

handling difficulties and slip hazards in this condition. The air temperature does not have to go 

below freezing for this phenomenon to occur (it is basically the same phenomenon that can cause 

differential icing of the final pavement surface). In addition to the safety issue, EPS blocks should 

not be placed above blocks in which ice has developed on the surface because of the potential for 

the blocks to slide due to water, wind, or other horizontal loads while the ice is still present 

between the blocks. 

Block Placement 

Blocks should be placed according to the pattern specified in the design drawings or 

approved contractor-submitted shop drawings. Particular care is required if EPS blocks of 

different density are to be used on the project. Blocks should be placed tight against adjacent 

blocks on all sides. Every effort should be made to eliminate gaps at the vertical joints between 

the blocks. 

If the blocks meet the specified dimensional tolerances and are placed carefully starting 

with a planar subgrade as discussed previously, the surface of a given layer of blocks should 

provide a reasonably planar surface for the next layer of blocks. However, in cases where the 

block surface may become irregular, the most common solution is to place a thin layer of 

unreinforced portland cement concrete (PCC) as a "mud slab" or working surface that is leveled 

for placing subsequent block layers. However, such a slab must not be placed without prior 
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review by the project designer because the mud slab will induce an additional permanent vertical 

stress on the foundation soil which needs to be evaluated. 

If necessary to field cut blocks, the most precise cutting can be done with a portable hot-

wire device that the EPS molder can provide or at least provide assistance with assembling. A 

wire saw or chain saw can also be used. In particular, a chain saw appears to be the most 

commonly used cutting tool in U.S. practice when a smooth, precise final surface is not required. 

Hot-wire cutting devices made for cutting EPS typically do not cause the EPS to ignite. However, 

consideration should be given to having a fire extinguisher available during any hot-wire cutting 

of EPS blocks. At all times when the EPS blocks are exposed, extreme care must be exercised to 

keep all sources of heat or open flame away from the blocks. Even tobacco smoking should be 

discouraged for safety reasons. 

The surfaces of the EPS blocks shall not be directly traversed by any vehicle or 

construction equipment during or after placement of the blocks. The final surface of the EPS 

blocks shall be covered as shown on the contract drawings. Care shall be exercised during 

placement of the cover material so as not to cause any damage to the EPS blocks. 

Accommodation of Utilities and Road Hardware  

The alternatives for accommodating shallow utilities and road hardware (barriers and 

dividers, light poles, signage) is to provide a sufficient thickness of the pavement system to allow 

conventional burial or embedment within soil or, in the case of appurtenant elements, provide for 

anchorage to a PCC slab or footing that is constructed within the pavement section. 

Pavement Construction 

The pavement system is defined for the purposes of the standard in Appendix C as all 

material placed above the EPS blocks within the limits of the roadway, including any shoulders. 

Care must be exercised when constructing the pavement system so the separation layer (if one is 

used) and/or EPS blocks are not damaged. If a separation layer is to be placed on the top surface 

of the final layer of EPS blocks, this surface must be reasonably clean and dry prior to placement. 
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In addition, care must be exercised during placement of the separation material so that the EPS 

blocks are not damaged, unleveled, or moved so that gaps occur between the blocks. 

In general, the pavement system can be constructed in the normal manner with only a few 

cautions related to the presence of the EPS blocks. The most critical phase is the placement and 

compaction of the initial lift or layer of soil on the separation layer or EPS blocks. Vehicles and 

construction equipment such as earthmoving equipment must not directly traffic on the EPS 

blocks or separation layer (even if a PCC slab is used as it is still possible to overstress the 

underlying EPS). The only construction guideline that provides maximum construction 

equipment loads is in the United Kingdom guidelines where it is recommended that the maximum 

weight of compaction equipment be limited to 58.8 kN/m width (4 kips/ft) of roll and that 

construction equipment be limited to a maximum applied pressure of 20 kPa (400 lb/ft2) (10). 

However, the type and size of construction equipment should be limited to wheel, track, or roller 

loads that produce maximum applied stresses that do not exceed the elastic limit stress of the 

EPS, i.e., in no case should vehicle loads exceed the elastic limit stress of the EPS.  

One construction procedure that can be used to minimize damage to the EPS blocks is to 

use relatively lightweight equipment to push approximately 300 mm (12 in.) (minimum) of soil or 

aggregate onto the EPS blocks or separation layer before compacting the material. Typically 

placement of the first lift of unbound material is accomplished by pushing the material ahead 

using a relatively small bulldozer or front-end loader. Placement of additional unbound and 

bound layers of the pavement system can then be placed in the normal manner although 

trafficking of the surface by trucks or heavy equipment of all types should be minimized or 

avoided altogether until the pavement is completed. If necessary, temporary mats should be 

provided to distribute vehicle loads. Stockpiling of construction materials on the geofoam must be 

conducted with care to minimize overstressing of the EPS blocks. After completion of the 

pavement system, vehicle loads should not exceed the design vehicle load. 
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The most effective type of compaction equipment to utilize to meet the desired 

compaction requirements will depend on the characteristics of the material to be compacted. For 

example, in (11) it was observed that a plate vibrator was the most suitable equipment for 

compaction of unbound material in a pavement structure over EPS blocks. The static roller was 

found to be less efficient than the plate vibrator and the compaction requirements could not be 

achieved with a vibratory roller. Therefore, consideration can be given to observing and testing a 

test area or strip with the actual materials that will be placed and compacted to determine the 

most suitable type of compaction equipment needed to achieve the required compaction 

requirements. 

When verifying compaction of the unbound pavement material, nuclear moisture-density 

gauges have sometimes yielded incorrect results. This is caused by the water content of the soil 

being inferred from a count of radioactive scattering caused by hydrogen atoms. In normal soil, 

hydrogen atoms only occur in water. However, EPS contains hydrogen and thus spurious water 

content results can be produced from nuclear density gauges. It is suggested that this issue be 

discussed with the manufacturer of the nuclear moisture-density gauges to determine if this is a 

potential problem. It is often desirable to check the initial readings obtained with such gauges 

using a traditional mechanical procedure such as a sand cone apparatus to obtain the total (damp) 

unit weight or density of the unbound material followed by oven or other traditional methods for 

drying of a soil specimen to determine its water content. 

POST CONSTRUCTION 

On routine projects, no instrumentation and post-construction monitoring or testing of 

EPS-block geofoam is required. However, because EPS-block geofoam is still considered a novel 

construction material in some states the owner and designer may elect to instrument and monitor 

various parameters. There is no "standard practice" for this so any instrumentation and 

observation program would have to be developed on a case-by-case basis. Discussions of 

instrumentation for post-construction monitoring can be found in (12,13). 
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SUMMARY 

Various aspects of both design and manufacturing of EPS-block geofoam for lightweight 

fill applications interact with and impact construction. Two construction issues that directly 

impact the design of an EPS-block geofoam embankment is placement of blocks and mechanical 

connectors. Three manufacturing issues that impact construction and constructability include the 

flammability of the EPS blocks, dimensional tolerances of the EPS blocks, and the broad aspect 

of MQC and MQA. Items covered by CQC/CQA include all earthwork and related activities 

other than manufacturing and shipment of the EPS-block geofoam. Items of particular relevance 

include site preparation, block handling and storage, block placement, and pavement construction 

all of which are discussed in this chapter. 
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INTRODUCTION 

One of the overall objectives of NCHRP Project 24-11 was to develop a standard in the 

American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) format to 

optimize usage and performance for expanded polystyrene (EPS) - block geofoam as lightweight 

fill in road embankments. The proposed design methodology incorporated in the design guideline 

is based on the assumption that the EPS-block geofoam meets a set of minimum material and 

construction criteria. Therefore, a complementary provisional standard was developed. The 

provisional standard, which is included in Appendix C, is a combined material, product, and 

construction standard covering block-molded EPS for use as lightweight fill in road embankments 

and related bridge approach fills on soft ground. The standard is intended to be used to create a 

project-specific specification in conjunction with the recommended design guideline included in 

Appendix B. 

The basis for the provisional standard is initially presented followed by a discussion of its 

key features, which include the proposed EPS material designation system, the minimum 

allowable values of manufacturing quality control (MQC) and manufacturing quality assurance 

(MQA) parameters, and the MQC/MQA test requirements. The primary components of the 

provisional standard include the product MQC, MQA, shipment, and the construction quality 

requirements. The product MQC, MQA, and shipment requirements are presented herein. The 

construction quality requirements, e.g. construction quality control (CQC) and construction 

quality assurance (CQA) requirements, are presented in Chapter 8 (Geofoam Construction 

Practices). 

DEFINITIONS 

Quality in both manufactured products and services is an important issue throughout 

society and thus is an issue raised in this report. It is useful to state the definitions of two quality 

concepts and two quality aspects related to engineered construction used in this report. 

There are two general concepts related to manufactured products and services: 
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• Quality control (QC) refers to those actions taken by a product manufacturer or service 

provider to ensure that the final product or service meets certain minimum criteria. For 

engineered construction, these criteria are established by specifications produced by the 

design engineer for a particular project. These specifications may incorporate via reference 

standards established by some recognized organization such as AASHTO, the American 

Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM), or the Geosynthetic Institute (GSI). 

• Quality assurance (QA) refers to actions taken by some agency other than the manufacturer 

or service provider to independently verify the product or service quality. The QA agency 

may be the owner (e.g. a state DOT), the owner's representative (typically a consulting 

engineering firm), or any one of several companies that provide this service for manufactured 

products. QA may be provided on either a project-specific or ongoing basis. 

There are typically two aspects of both QC and QA in engineered construction: 

• Manufacturing quality control (MQC) and manufacturing quality assurance (MQA) which 

apply to manufactured products used on a given project that are delivered to the site more or 

less in a condition for direct use. Therefore, this would apply to the EPS blocks as used for 

geofoam because they are manufactured in a dedicated offsite plant, not at the project site. 

• Construction quality control (CQC) and construction quality assurance (CQA) which apply 

to the manner in which various materials and products are handled, stored, and placed at a 

project site by a construction contractor. Thus, this covers the manner in which the EPS-block 

geofoam is stored, handled, and placed at the project site. 

The distinctions between manufacturing and construction are important not only for the 

obvious division of responsibility but also because MQA and CQA can be handled in different 

ways. CQA must be performed on site at the time of construction. However, with any 

manufactured product there is always the alternative to pre-qualify product quality prior to 
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delivery to a project site as opposed to performing MQA once the material is delivered on site. As 

a simple yet common example to illustrate this, structural steel is generally accepted on site based 

on mill certificates or similar paperwork. Rarely would samples be cut on site from the steel and 

sent to a laboratory where specimens prepared from these samples would be tested for yield 

strength, etc. The importance of MQA for manufactured material is emphasized here because it is 

a significant issue with regard to MQA of EPS-block geofoam.  

BASIS OF THE PROVISIONAL STANDARD 

Overview 

In developing the recommended standards for future practice, problems related to the 

current use of existing standards were evaluated and reviewed herein. Because standards should 

complement the design methodology, the main technical attributes for the use of EPS-block 

geofoam as lightweight fill in road construction are considered so the requirements of the 

recommended standards are understood.  

Problems With Current Standards 

Currently, ASTM Standard C 578 (1) is the primary standard utilized in practice when 

developing a material specification for EPS-block geofoam. The standard was written primarily 

for the use of cellular polystyrene (both EPS and extruded polystyrene (XPS)) in above-ground, 

non-load-bearing thermal insulation applications and not lightweight fill applications. Therefore, 

the overall basis of the ASTM C 578 standard may not be applicable nor sufficient for load-

bearing geofoam applications. The overall quality of block-molded EPS is more critical in 

lightweight fill applications than other applications because no other application has such 

significant load-bearing requirements. Two problems related to the use of ASTM Standard C 578 

have emerged.   

The first problem is the tendency by EPS block molders to use as much regrind 

(recycled) material and to reduce the amount of virgin expandable polystyrene raw material to 

make the EPS-block geofoam blocks less costly and more cost competitive with other soft ground 
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treatment alternatives. The percentage of in-plant regrind and post-consumer recycled material 

and how it is fused into blocks may have varying affects on the mechanical properties (2,3) and 

on the time-dependent (creep) behavior of block-molded EPS. For example, tests have revealed 

that EPS with an average density of the order of 16 kg/m3 (1 lbf/ft3) had virtually the same 

compressive strength with up to 50 percent regrind content yet the initial tangent Young's 

modulus was reduced by a factor of approximately two between samples with no regrind and 50 

percent regrind (4). Therefore, it is recommended that MQC/MQA compression tests also include 

reporting of the elastic limit stress and initial tangent Young's modulus to more accurately 

measure the impact of regrind content on the stress-strain behavior. The elastic limit stress is 

defined as the compressive stress at 1 percent strain as measured in a standard rapid-loading test 

(5).  The slope of the initial (approximately) linear portion of the stress-strain relation is defined 

as the initial tangent Young’s modulus. Additionally, the flexural strength test is a useful 

MQC/MQA test in conjunction with compressive strength tests to evaluate pre-puff and fusion 

quality, especially when regrind material is used (2,3).  

The second problem is the tendency of the EPS industry to misinterpret the ASTM 

Standard C 578 density requirements. The standard only states minimum acceptable material 

properties (including density) of specimens cut from a block for the five standard grades of block-

molded EPS covered by that standard. However, the standard is sometimes misinterpreted by the 

EPS industry to apply to a whole block instead of a specimen cut from a block. For example, if a 

customer specifies EPS with an average density of 20 kg/m3  (1.25 lbf/ft3), ASTM C 578 allows 

any particular specimen cut from a block tested for MQC/MQA purposes to have a density as low 

as 18 kg/m3 (1.15 lbf/ft3) which is approximately 10 percent less. It appears that the logic for this 

is related to the inherent density gradients (variations) that occur within block-molded EPS. It is 

entirely possible for a block of EPS that has an overall density of 20 kg/m3 (1.25 lbf/ft3) to have 

portions within that block of somewhat lower and higher density. Therefore, it appears that 

ASTM Standard C 578 was written to accommodate the inherent material variations that occur 
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within an EPS block. Molders in the U.S. have sometimes misinterpreted ASTM Standard C 578 

so that the lower bound density provided in the ASTM standard is applied to a whole block 

instead of a specimen. Thus, a block with an overall density as low as 18 kg/m3 (1.15 lbf/ft3) is 

sometimes incorrectly considered as complying with ASTM C 578 and thus acceptable. Note that 

a block with an overall density of 18 kg/m3 (1.15 lbf/ft3) would have portions with an even lower 

density. The lesson learned from this emerging problem is that the applicability of lower-bound 

property values for either a given test specimen versus a block as a whole needs to be explicitly 

specified because it has important ramifications in load bearing capacity applications. In 

summary, it is recommended herein that the standard be applied to a specimen cut from a block 

and not the entire block. 

These two emerging problems related to the current use of ASTM Standard C 578 appear 

to originate from a perception or attitude of EPS block molders that EPS blocks placed in the 

ground can be of relatively low quality compared to EPS used in above-ground construction. "It's 

only going be buried in the ground" is a paraphrased sentiment often heard in practice. Of course, 

the exact opposite is true. If the underlying foundation of any structure is substandard the 

probability of failure of the entire structure is increased. Therefore, in many ways the overall 

quality of block-molded EPS is more critical in lightweight fill applications than any other 

because no other application has such significant load-bearing requirements. A contributing factor 

to industry perceptions concerning quality is the fact that EPS block is simply more expensive 

than soil on a volume basis. Thus a frequent sentiment heard in the industry is that "I'm 

competing with dirt." As a result of these attitudes and contributing factors, there is an overall 

tendency to reduce the amount of virgin expandable polystyrene raw material used to make EPS-

block geofoam. Thus, tactics such as trying to use as much regrind (recycled) material and mold 

to as low a density as possible are believed to be pervasive in U.S. industry at the present time. 

Key Technical Attributes of EPS-Block Geofoam Affecting Design 
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Standards must complement the design methodology so the necessary engineering 

properties are present in the geofoam. Therefore, in developing standards for future practice, two 

primary technical attributes included in the design methodology for EPS-block geofoam used as 

lightweight fill in road construction were considered. First, lightweight fills are composed of 

entire blocks of EPS. Thus the overall properties and behavior of an entire block are of primary 

importance. For an engineer to design with confidence, every block of EPS delivered to a project 

site must, as a whole have an average block density that equals or exceeds some value that was 

assumed in design and specified in the design documents. Second, the proposed design 

methodology incorporates in the provisional design guideline the need to stay within the elastic 

range of the EPS (which is governed by the elastic limit stress) to limit both creep and plastic 

deformations and the explicit calculation of initial deformations (which is influenced by the initial 

tangent Young's modulus). Compressive strength and flexural strength are useful MQC/MQA 

tests for evaluating pre-puff and fusion quality. Therefore, for an engineer to design with 

confidence, every block of EPS delivered to a project site must, as a whole, have some minimum 

values of elastic limit stress, initial tangent Young's modulus, compressive strength, and flexural 

strength to ensure overall block quality with regard to material stiffness and prepuff fusion. 

Although the elastic limit stress and initial tangent Young's modulus show approximately linear 

correlation with EPS density, assuming the material is of appropriate quality, experience indicates 

that density alone does not sufficiently define EPS quality especially if regrind is used.  

Philosophy Incorporated in the Provisional Standard 

The basic philosophy adopted in the development of the provisional standard is to utilize 

the standard densities in ASTM Standard C 578 and add provisions related to the properties and 

behavior of EPS block that are necessary for a load bearing capacity application. First, the overall 

properties and behavior of an entire block are of primary importance. Second, EPS-block 

geofoam density can be used as an index property to estimate some mechanical and thermal 

properties provided the EPS meets a set of minimum criteria. Third, the proposed design 
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methodology is based on maintaining the long-term compressive stresses below the elastic-limit 

stress (within the elastic range) to keep long-term compressive strains within acceptable levels to 

limit both creep and plastic deformations. Fourth, because ASTM Standard C 578 does not 

currently contain any requirements for material stiffness (initial tangent Young's modulus) and 

elastic limit stress, recommended values are given in the proposed standard for these parameters 

as well.  

The proposed standard specifies lower-bound properties, i.e., density, compressive 

strength, flexural strength, elastic limit stress, and initial tangent Young’s Modulus, for a given 

MQC/MQA test specimen, not a block as a whole. For example, the average density of an entire 

block must equal or exceed a density that is slightly (approximately 10 percent) greater than the 

minimum allowed for an individual test specimen. These minimum values of initial tangent 

Young's modulus and elastic limit stress are the ones used in analysis and design. Although 

utilizing minimum values of initial tangent Young's modulus and elastic limit stress based on test 

specimens is slightly conservative because the average stiffness and elastic limit stress of the 

block as a whole would be somewhat greater than these minimums, this conservatism is not 

unreasonable because it would ensure that no part of a block (where the density might be 

somewhat lower than the overall average) would become overstressed.  

PROPOSED EPS MATERIAL DESIGNATION AND MINIMUM ALLOWABLE 

VALUES OF MQC/MQA PARAMETERS 

To facilitate and unify future design and specification, a material designation system for 

EPS-block geofoam was developed. The system selected is being used in western Europe wherein 

EPS-block geofoam is called "EPSx" where "x" is either two or three integers defining the 

minimum elastic limit stress of the block as a whole in kilopascals. Thus construction documents 

(plans and specifications) would indicate, for example, "EPS50 geofoam". Note that this compact 

notation identifies both the geofoam material (EPS) as well as the minimum elastic limit stress 

(50 kPa, (1,000 lb/ft2)) which is the design value. Furthermore, a designer would know that initial 
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tangent Young's modulus for use in compression calculations is approximately 100 times this 

value, i.e. 5,000 kPa  (100,000 lbs/ft2)).  

Table 9.1 shows the correlation between the proposed EPS-block geofoam designations 

and ASTM Standard C 578 material types. Also shown are the corresponding minimum allowable 

densities for every block as a whole and for any MQC/MQA test specimen trimmed from a block. 

The density values for each block as a whole are 10 percent greater than the minimum allowed 

for an individual test specimen. For a given material type, the dry density of each EPS block (as 

measured for the overall block as a whole) after a period of seasoning shall equal or exceed that 

shown in Table 9.1. The dry density shall be determined by measuring the mass of the entire 

block by weighing the block on a scale and dividing by the volume of the block. The volume is 

determined by obtaining dimensional measurements of the block in accordance with ASTM test 

method C 303 (6). The length and width should be measured in at least two locations 

approximately along lines A-B and C-D lines in Figure 9.1 for the width and lines A-D and B-C 

for the length. For blocks larger than 1 m2 (10.8 ft2) in area, an additional length or width 

measurement should be made for each additional meter (3.3 ft) increase in length or width over 1 

m (3.3 ft) long. These measurements can be spaced approximately equally within the original 

measurement area defined by A, B, C, D. For blocks larger than 1 m2 (10.8 ft2) in area, there 

should also be an additional two thickness measurements for each additional square meter (10.8 

ft2) in size. These thickness measurements would be spaced approximately equally within the 

original measurement area defined by A, B, C, D such as locations E and F. 

Figure 9.1  Procedure for obtaining dimensional measurements on full-size EPS blocks (6). 

Table 9.1. Correlation between Current ASTM and Proposed AASHTO 

   EPS Material Designations. 

The minimum allowable values of the other design and quality control parameters are 

given in Table 9.2. Note that these are for individual test specimens and not the block as a whole. 

The compressive and flexural strength values were adopted from ASTM Standard C 578. The 
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elastic limit stress and initial tangent Young's modulus were developed from observed 

correlations with the minimum density values from individual test specimens also shown in Table 

9.2. These values of elastic limit stress and initial tangent Young's modulus in Table 9.2 would be 

the values used in analysis and design. The minimum allowable values of the various material 

parameters corresponding to each AASHTO material type shown in Table 9.2 are to be obtained 

by testing specimens prepared from samples taken from actual blocks produced for the project for 

either MQC by the molder or MQA by the owner's agent.  

Table 9.2.  Minimum Allowable Values of MQC/MQA Parameters for Individual Test  

   Specimens. 

There are four main benefits to the proposed designation system. First, it decreases the 

importance of compressive strength and focuses on the most important aspect of block-molded 

EPS for load bearing capacity applications: the initial tangent Young’s modulus or small-strain 

load-carrying capability. The parameter of compressive strength for EPS-block geofoam 

materials is not the key design parameter in practice because the compressive strength of EPS is 

defined arbitrarily, EPS does not fail in the traditional sense of material rupture, and compressive 

strength does not provide any insight into the creep behavior. Second, the proposed standard 

parallels the proposed design methodology that maintains the long-term compressive stress below 

the elastic-limit stress. Third, the proposed designation system also decreases the relevance of 

density which can be a misleading indicator especially if regrind is used. Fourth, this designation 

system will allow manufacturers maximum flexibility because it does not proscribe how much 

regrind material they can use but simply holds them accountable to the small-strain load-carrying 

characteristics of the final material. However, the influence of regrind content on creep behavior 

is not yet well understood because of the lack of test data on EPS with varying quantities of 

regrind and thus the topic is a subject for future study. 
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MQC/MQA TEST REQUIREMENTS 

Overview 

The requirements of MQC/MQA testing are somewhat different from those for testing for 

analysis and design parameters that were discussed in Chapter 2 because explicit testing for 

certain geotechnically relevant parameters, such as creep, are rarely performed for routine 

projects. The basis for this is almost 30 years of experience with EPS-block geofoam as 

lightweight fill for road earthworks has demonstrated that acceptable and cost-effective designs 

can be developed by correlating EPS density with these engineering parameters. However, these 

correlations with density can only be used with confidence if certain minimum qualities, e.g., a 

limited amount of regrind, of the EPS are assured by MQC/MQA. An appropriate analogy is that 

knowledge of only the density or unit weight of a soil conveys limited information as to its 

geotechnically relevant properties. Additional information is required to be able to use even the 

simplest empirical correlations for site characterization. 

Relevant Aspects of EPS-Block Geofoam for MQC/MQA Testing 

Introduction  

MQC/MQA of block molded EPS for lightweight-fill geofoam applications should 

address the following issues: 

• Flammability. 

• Density. 

• Pre-puff quality and fusion during molding. 

• Seasoning. 

The reasons for each of these is discussed in detail in the following sections. 

Flammability 
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As discussed in Chapter 2, it is generally considered good practice in the U.S.A. to 

specify flame-retardant EPS for all geofoam applications. 

Density  

This is probably the single most useful index property of block-molded EPS. Thus, its 

determination is part of all physical testing performed on EPS. 

Pre-Puff Quality and Fusion During Molding 

The overall quality of EPS-block geofoam as a load-bearing material (reflected in its 

elastic limit stress and initial tangent Young's modulus) is strongly dependent on the quality of 

the pre-puff (overall chemistry and age of the original expandable polystyrene raw material); age 

of the pre puff; and percentage (if any) of in-plant regrind and post-consumer recycled material 

and how it is fused into blocks. Although the classical parameters of compressive and flexural 

strength are of no direct use in design, together they are useful MQC/MQA tests for evaluating 

pre-puff and fusion quality, especially when regrind material is used (2,3). MQC/MQA 

compression tests should also include reporting of the elastic limit stress and initial tangent 

Young's modulus in compression which together are the most important mechanical properties 

for design of EPS-block geofoam as lightweight fill. Experience (4) indicates that these design 

parameters can be significantly affected by the overall quality and molding fusion of pre-puff, 

and that the traditional MQC/MQA parameter of compressive strength does not adequately reflect 

these effects.  

Seasoning 

EPS should not be delivered to a project site until the residual blowing agent (which is 

likely to be pentane in the U.S.A.) has outgassed sufficiently so there is no possibility that it can 

collect in joints between blocks and pose a fire or explosion hazard. However, there has been no 

known research on how long is required to sufficiently outgas or season the EPS for raw material 

formulations and block sizes in current U.S. practice. This is also a topic for future study. 

However, based on available published information (7) as well as anecdotal information obtained 
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by personal communication with both resin suppliers and block molders in the U.S.A., the 

tentative recommendation for the seasoning time is a minimum of three days at normal ambient 

room temperature although this time might be shortened by storage at elevated temperatures (not 

all block molders are equipped for this). This three-day minimum is also based on the assumption 

that the EPS blocks will be stored with air space between blocks as well as positive air circulation 

(using fans) and ventilation (using roof vents) within the storage space. This is because EPS 

blowing agents such as pentane are heavier than air and will tend to pool at the ground surface 

unless actively mixed with air and vented. 

Test Protocols 

Record Keeping 

Every block of EPS delivered to a project site should contain markings sufficient for the 

supplier to be able to trace the manufacturing history of the block in addition to other markings 

that may be deemed useful for constructability (density, location for placement relative to some 

job-specific shop drawing, etc.). The use of a self-adhesive label and/or barcode label would seem 

efficient for this purpose. The original molder should maintain and be able to produce detailed 

manufacturing records for every EPS block. 

The recommended record keeping procedure incorporated in the standard is that each 

EPS block shall be labeled to indicate the name of the molder (if there is more than one supplying 

a given project), the date the block was molded, the mass of the entire block (in kilograms or 

pounds) as measured after a satisfactory period of seasoning as previously discussed, the 

dimensions of the block in millimetres or inches and the actual dry density/unit weight in 

kilograms per cubic metre or pounds per cubic foot. Additional markings using alphanumeric 

characters, colors and/or symbols shall be applied as necessary by the supplier to indicate the 

location of placement of each block relative to the shop drawing as well as the density of the 

block if multiple block densities are to be supplied for a given project. If multiple block densities 
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are to be supplied, the use of no marking shall be considered an acceptable marking for one of the 

densities as long as it is used for the lower (lowest) density EPS blocks supplied to the project. 

Sampling 

In-plant sampling of EPS blocks for MQC/MQA testing purposes should be similar to 

that suggested for post-delivery MQA sampling performed during Phase IIc MQA (See “Product 

MQA Requirements” section of this chapter and Table 9.3). Sampling of EPS block is typically 

performed by cutting samples from various locations of an EPS block perpendicular to the 

longitudinal axis of the block. Specimens for testing are then trimmed from these samples. The 

test specimens shall be seasoned and dry density, compressive strength, and flexural strength 

shall be measured as specified in ASTM C 578. The specimens used for compressive testing shall 

be cubic in shape with a 50 mm (2 in.) face width. The specimens used for flexural strength are 

typically rectangular with dimensions varying depending on the length of the support span of the 

loading system. Chapter 2 provides further testing information. 

Basic MQA sampling and testing of production blocks of EPS has traditionally been the 

primary, even only, MQA tool from the earliest use of EPS-block geofoam as lightweight fill for 

roadways. Therefore, most national and international design manuals contain explicit 

recommendations for MQA sampling and testing. However, it appears that all such 

recommendations published to date have evolved from one single source: the Norwegian Road 

Research Laboratory of the Directorate of Public Roads. Figures 9.2 (a) and 9.2 (b) illustrate the 

recommended locations and dimensions of samples and test specimens. Each specimen shown is 

tested for density and compressive strength (keep in mind that in Norway the atypical definition 

of compressive strength is the compressive stress at 5 percent strain, not 10 percent as most 

everywhere else, is used). It appears that the logic for this sampling and testing is based on the 

traditional assumptions that: 

• Compressive strength is the key EPS property for both design and quality, which 

is now known to be incorrect and potentially misleading. 
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• Compressive strength is linked primarily to EPS density, which is correct. 

• Density of block-molded EPS is always the least at the corners, edges, and sides 

of a block, which is now known not to be always correct. 

Therefore, the basic thrust of the Norwegian MQA plan is to sample and test only the presumed 

weakest portions of an EPS block. 

The only notable deviation from Norwegian practice is reflected in the relatively recent 

German national design manual (8,9). Figure 9.3 shows the location of samples and test 

specimens recommended in the German design manual. The significant variation from 

Norwegian practice is the addition of sampling at the center of a block. Specimens prepared from 

center samples are tested for density and flexural strength only. It appears that the overall logic 

for the sampling and testing is based on the same assumptions as outlined above for the 

Norwegian MQA plan plus the following additional assumptions: 

• Prepuff fusion is also an important product-quality parameter, which is correct. 

• Fusion quality is most easily tested by inducing flexural stress in a specimen as 

tensile normal stresses are the best check for fusion and flexure induces such 

stresses in one side of a test specimen, which is correct. 

• Fusion is always poorest at the center of an EPS block as it is the most difficult 

portion of the block for the steam introduced during block molding to reach, 

which is now known to be not always correct. 

(a) Sampling. 

(b) Compression test specimens. 

Figure 9.2. EPS block sampling and compression test specimens per NRRL guidelines (all  

   dimensions in millimetres) (5). 

Figure 9.3. EPS block sampling and test specimens per German national design manual     

                    (8,9). 
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An assessment of the test protocols used to date indicates that current sampling and 

testing protocols are not keeping pace with the current state of knowledge. The specific reasons 

are: 

• The stiffness parameters of elastic limit stress and initial tangent Young's 

modulus must be tested. Compressive strength provides no reliable correlation 

with these design parameters. 

• With modern block molding equipment, the lowest density may not always occur 

at or near the exterior of the block as appears to be presumed in the Norwegian 

(5) and German (8,9) sampling guidelines. Neither will the poorest fusion (and 

flexural strength) always occur near the center as appears to be presumed in the 

German (8,9) sampling guidelines. 

• For the higher EPS densities (up to approximately 32 kg/m3 (2 lbf/ft3)) 

sometimes used in geofoam applications, the lowest density may not always 

occur at or near the exterior of the block. Neither will the poorest fusion (and 

flexural strength) always occur near the center. 

Consequently, an entirely new sampling and testing protocol is recommended herein for 

use in practice. The recommended block sampling procedures are shown in Figure 9.4 and are 

based on the following assumptions: 

• The gradients (variation) in both density and fusion within an EPS block tend to 

be predominantly within planes oriented perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of 

a block. Therefore, sampling and testing should focus on material variations in 

this plane. However, the qualitative distribution of these gradients (as done 

historically and reflected in the Norwegian and German design manuals) cannot 

be reliably assumed in advance. Therefore, test specimens must be prepared and 
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all necessary parameters (listed below) tested at each of the three locations (A. B 

and C) shown in Figure 9.4 to allow for any gradients in both density and fusion. 

• At each of the three locations (A, B and C) shown in Figure 9.4, the following 

parameters should be measured: (1) density, (2) elastic limit stress in 

compression, (3) initial tangent Young's modulus in compression, (4) 

compressive strength, and (5) flexural strength. The elastic limit stress in 

compression and the initial tangent Young's modulus in compression can be 

obtained during compressive strength testing. Thus, at each sampling location, it 

is recommended that one compressive strength test and one flexural strength test 

be performed. 

Note that second through fourth items are all measured in a single test. The actual 

number of specimens that can be cut at each sample location (A, B, and C) will 

depend on the thickness of the EPS block. 

• All test parameters at all locations must equal or exceed the minimum allowable 

values given previously in Table 9.2. 

Testing 

The testing protocols specified in ASTM Standard C 578 should be used with the 

additional requirements that the elastic-limit stress in compression and initial tangent Young's 

modulus in compression be measured, reported, and meet the minimum criteria given in Table 

9.2. An axial strain rate of 10 percent per minute shall be used for the compressive strength tests. 

Both the elastic limit stress and initial tangent Young's modulus shall be determined in the same 

test used to measure compressive strength.  

Figure 9.4. Recommended block sampling and test specimens. 

BASIS OF THE PROPOSED MANUFACTURING QUALITY CONTROL (MQC) AND 

MANUFACTURING QUALITY ASSURANCE (MQA) PROCEDURE 

Overview 
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Manufacturing quality control (MQC) is internal actions taken by the manufacturer of a 

product (EPS block molder in this case). MQC can have two distinct components: 

• As a minimum, MQC consists of a series of policies and procedures that a 

manufacturer must establish beforehand so that the final material or product will 

meet or exceed some definable, measurable criteria. These criteria must, of 

course, be defined in advance by the organization who is ultimately responsible 

for accepting the material (which, for EPS-block geofoam, is generally the civil 

engineer acting on behalf of the project owner). For the sake of efficiency, it is 

generally desirable to use some established standards (AASHTO, ASTM, etc.) as 

the criteria. 

• MQC may also include the manufacturer's performing one or more tests on 

specimens prepared from samples taken from the final product. The purpose of 

these tests is to verify that the expected results have, in fact, been achieved. 

Generally these tests are the same as those used for MQA. 

Manufacturing quality assurance (MQA) must, by definition, be performed by an 

organization other than the manufacturer. This can take several contractual forms: 

• The MQA agent may be an independent organization retained by the 

manufacturer, usually on an ongoing as opposed to a project-specific basis. There 

are a number of business organizations such as Factory Mutual, RADCO, and 

Underwriters Laboratory (this alphabetical listing is intended to be illustrative 

and not necessarily complete) and others whose sole or primary business is 

providing what is generally called third-party certification of a myriad of 

manufactured products. It is important to note that, although these organizations 

are paid by the manufacturer for whom they are providing oversight, the 

presumption is that these organizations must protect their business reputation 

and, therefore, can be expected to remain objective. 
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• The MQA agent may be a company (typically a materials testing laboratory or 

geotechnical consulting firm in the case of EPS-block geofoam) hired by the 

purchaser of the product (generally a construction contractor in the case of EPS-

block geofoam). The owner's engineer (who may or may not be the original 

designer) will generally review the MQA results in this case. 

• The MQA agent may be the owner's engineer (who may or may not be the 

original designer). 

The preferred contractual relationship of the MQA agent is a subject often debated in 

many areas of civil engineering not just geofoam. In any event, the function of the MQA agent is 

to review certain records maintained by the manufacturer and perform various tests on specimens 

prepared from samples taken from the manufactured product. Again, whether this is the product 

manufactured for the specific project in question or simply product judged to be representative is 

subject to debate. 

In summary, there are several aspects regarding manufacturing quality, MQA in 

particular, that are subject to debate. However, with regard to EPS-block geofoam it should be 

kept in mind that it is a product that is always manufactured in a controlled environment in a 

fixed plant dedicated to that purpose. Therefore, the MQC and MQA requirements specified 

should be consistent with those for similar manufactured products which include most other 

geosynthetics. 

Philosophy Incorporated in the MQC/MQA Procedure 

To begin the process of developing a meaningful MQC/MQA procedure, the properties 

of EPS-block geofoam that are critical to its use as lightweight fill in road applications were 

identified. These properties include: (1) The EPS should be flame-retardant; (2) Each block must 

be appropriately seasoned with respect to outgassing of the blowing agent (which will typically 

be pentane in the U.S.); (3) All blocks must meet the criteria for geometric tolerances with regard 

to both dimensional variation, orthogonality, and face warp; (4) The average density of each 
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block delivered for a given project must equal or exceed the specified minimum allowable given 

in Table 9.1; (5) The density of any test specimen prepared from a sample cut from a production 

block for a given project must equal or exceed the specified minimum allowable given in Table 

9.2 (which will generally be approximately 10 percent less than the overall allowable minimum 

for an entire block); (6) The small-strain stiffness parameters used for design (elastic limit stress 

and initial tangent Young's modulus) must equal or exceed the specified minimum allowable 

given in Table 9.2; (7) The traditional quality control parameters of compressive and flexural 

strength must equal or exceed the specified minimum allowable given in Table 9.2.  

It appears that the optimal way to achieve these goals is to utilize a combination of 

quality control mechanisms implemented in two phases, one prior to shipment from the block 

molding plant and the other after delivery of blocks to the project site. In addition, there should be 

a two-tier system of MQA, one for molders with third-party certification and the other for those 

without third-party certification. Although third-party certification is not perfect, it clearly offers 

some level of quality assurance. Therefore, it is reasonable to treat EPS molders who subscribe to 

a recognized third-party certification agent and program differently than those who do not. Table 

9.3 presents an overview of the two-phased system.  

Table 9.3.  Proposed Manufacturing Quality Assurance (MQA) Procedure for EPS- 

                    Block Geofoam Used for the Function of   Lightweight Fill in Road  

                     Embankments. 

The primary components of the provisional specification are the product manufacturing quality 

control (MQC) requirements, product manufacturing quality assurance (MQA) requirements, 

product shipment, and construction quality requirements to include construction quality control 

(CQC) and construction quality assurance (CQA) requirements. An overview of the 

manufacturing components is presented below with the construction quality requirements being 

presented in Chapter 8. 
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PRODUCT MANUFACTURING QUALITY CONTROL (MQC) REQUIREMENTS 

Overview 

There are numerous factors that affect the final quality of block-molded EPS, beginning 

with the source and age of the expandable polystyrene raw material used and ending with 

numerous aspects of the molding process. Because EPS has been manufactured for approximately 

50 years, these various factors appear to be sufficiently documented and known in the industry. 

Therefore, as long as the desired quality of the final product is known (this would be specified by 

the project design engineer) a molder is able to select the required combination of manufacturing 

variables to produce the desired final product. Therefore, a molder's primary MQC plan is really a 

large set of manufacturing variables based on technical guidelines and experience known in the 

industry. 

In general, EPS block molders in the U.S.A. perform relatively little in-plant laboratory 

type testing of small specimens cut from samples taken from production blocks. About the only 

physical testing performed on the finished blocks on a routine basis is to weigh the entire block 

relatively soon after it is molded (some newer molds do this automatically). This allows a 

determination of the overall average density or unit weight of the block as the dimensions of the 

block are consistent and known beforehand. However, this immediate post-molding weight and 

density determination must be viewed with some caution because there will be condensed water 

vapor trapped within the block from the steam used in the molding process. There will also be 

some residual blowing agent gas (which is always denser than air) within the block. Taken 

together, it is not uncommon for the immediate post-molding density to be 10 percent to 20 

percent greater than the true dry density of the EPS but decrease with seasoning time. However, 

the density of blocks made with vacuum cooling molds may increase with seasoning time. 

Therefore, three days of seasoning at normal ambient room temperatures may be required for the 

block density to stabilize (i.e. dry and outgas the residual blowing agent) and even that is 
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dependent on there being adequate air circulation between stored blocks and adequate positive 

exhaust ventilation within the area used to store blocks during post-molding seasoning. 

There is one issue that straddles the boundary between manufacturing and construction 

quality. It is primarily the responsibility of the molder (hence discussed in this section as an MQC 

issue) but is enforced by the construction inspection agent (so is also included under the 

discussion of CQA in Chapter 8). This is the issue of damage to EPS blocks during shipping. 

Typically, the selection of trucks used to ship EPS blocks (almost always a tractor-pulled trailer, 

but the trailer may either be flat bed or a closed box), the loading of these trucks and the manner 

in which the load is secured (important when flat-bed trailers are utilized) are all under the control 

of the EPS molder. Thus, responsibility for the as-delivered condition of the EPS blocks is largely 

controlled by the molder. This is an important issue to address and incorporate into 

manufacturing specifications as recent, anecdotal evidence indicates that block damage on EPS-

block geofoam projects within the U.S.A. is not uncommon and is the source of on-site problems 

with block acceptance. The reason for the damage appears to be the preferred use of flat-bed 

trucks as EPS blocks used for lightweight fill have gotten longer with newer molding equipment 

placed on line during the 1990s. Because the very light EPS blocks must be securely and tightly 

strapped to prevent their movement during shipping, it is not uncommon for EPS blocks to arrive 

at the job site with numerous indentations of the edges along the sides of the blocks from the 

strapping as well with breakage at the end corners of the blocks. One shipping method that may 

be considered to minimize damage to the blocks is to use structural angles along the top edge of 

the exterior blocks that would accommodate the strapping. 

MQC is the primary responsibility of the molder. The MQC parameters are the same 

parameters that will be measured as part of manufacturing quality assurance (MQA) to be 

conducted by the owner's agent. In addition to the parameters to be measured during MQC, 

allowable raw material, flame retardant requirements, seasoning requirements, and EPS block 

dimensional tolerances are also subsequently addressed.  
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MQC Parameters To Be Measured 

Table 9.2 indicates the proposed material designations and the minimum allowable values 

of MQC/MQA parameters for individual test specimens.  

Allowable Raw Material 

The EPS-block geofoam shall consist entirely of expanded polystyrene. At the discretion 

of the molder, the EPS-block geofoam may consist of some mixture of virgin raw material 

(expandable polystyrene a.k.a. bead or resin) and recycled EPS (regrind). If regrind is to be used, 

this shall be identified by the molder as part of the Phase I MQA  pre-certification process 

subsequently discussed. The source of the regrind (block-versus shape-molded EPS, in-plant 

versus post-consumer) should also be identified.  

Flame-Retardant Requirements 

Although the practice in some countries is to use normal or regular (non-flame-retardant) 

expandable polystyrene raw material for cost reasons, the recommended practice in the 

provisional specifications is to require the use of flame retardant EPS, which is currently the 

standard practice in the U.S. Thus, all EPS-block geofoam shall satisfy the product flammability 

requirements specified in ASTM C 578.  

Seasoning Requirements 

A flammability concern is the potential of ignition of residual blowing agent that 

outgasses after block placement and collects in the joints between blocks.  Outgassing of post-

molding residual blowing agent is addressed by requiring an adequate seasoning period prior to 

delivery of the EPS blocks to the project site. This issue has not been formally studied to date for 

blocks produced in the U.S.A. (seasoning time is affected by the exact formulation (pentane 

content) of the expandable polystyrene and block dimensions, among several other factors). 

Based on available published information (7) as well as anecdotal information obtained by 

personal communication with both resin suppliers and block molders in the U.S.A., an interim 

recommendation of three days (72 hours) at ambient room temperature (seasoning can be 
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accelerated by temporary storage within a heated room) is proposed prior to shipment  and 

incorporated into the provisional standards. Seasoning is defined as storage in an area suitable for 

the intended purpose for a minimum of 72 hours after an EPS block is released from the mold. 

The molder may request a shortened seasoning period if the EPS blocks are seasoned within an 

appropriate heated storage space and the molder demonstrates to the satisfaction of the owner's 

agent that the alternative seasoning treatment produces block that equal or exceed the quality of 

the blocks subjected to the normal 72-hour seasoning period. 

Dimensional Tolerances 

Because of the various types of molding equipment currently in use in the U.S., different 

dimensional variations may occur between blocks produced by different molders. The 

dimensional tolerances of EPS blocks used for the function of lightweight fill affects construction 

through the ability of the blocks to fit together with minimal gaps and maintain a planar surface 

as subsequent layers of blocks are placed. The provisional standard incorporates physical and 

dimensional tolerances used in Norway which are based on decades of experience. Dimensional 

tolerances are defined by three geometric variables. (1) Variations in linear dimensions: The 

thickness, width and length dimensions of an EPS block are defined herein as the minimum, 

intermediate and maximum overall dimensions of the block, respectively, as measured along a 

block face. These dimensions of each block shall not deviate from the theoretical dimensions by 

more than ±0.5 percent. (2) Deviation from perpendicularity of block faces: The corner or edge 

formed by any two faces of an EPS block shall be perpendicular, i.e. form an angle of 90 degrees. 

The deviation of any face of the block from a theoretical perpendicular plane shall not exceed 3 

mm (0.12 in.) over a distance of 500 mm (20 in.). (3) Overall warp of block faces: Any one face 

of a block shall not deviate from planarity by more than 5 mm (0.2 in.) when measured using a 

straightedge with a length of 3 m (9.8 ft). 
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PRODUCT MANUFACTURING QUALITY ASSURANCE (MQA) REQUIREMENTS 

Overview 

The traditional approach taken for MQA of EPS-block geofoam in lightweight fill 

applications is to rely solely on post-delivery block sampling and testing by the owner's testing 

laboratory or engineer. It is believed that one significant reason for this is the historical evolution 

of EPS-block geofoam in places where, at the time, pre-delivery MQA alternatives such as third-

party certification were unavailable. Thus, MQA handled in the traditional manner also straddles 

the boundary between manufacturing and construction as the sampling and testing for 

manufactured quality is handled as a construction activity. 

At the present time, MQA for geofoam (pre-delivery, post-delivery or some combination 

of the two) is still evolving in U.S. practice. This is due to several reasons, each of which has 

positive and negative aspects: 

• Many EPS block molders in the U.S.A. now subscribe to third-party certification 

by an inspection organization dedicated to providing that service. However, as it 

exists normally, such certification does not appear to include specific testing of 

products destined for a specific project. Rather, certification is based on an 

assessment of management of the overall manufacturing operation, presumably 

with occasional, random spot checks by physical testing. Thus, civil engineers 

have been reluctant in some cases to accept third-party certification as the sole 

MQA because it is not project specific. 

• Third-party certification is typically set up for compliance with existing 

standards, most notably ASTM Standard C 578. However, as discussed 

previously, geofoam-grade block-molded EPS has requirements for material 

stiffness that are not in ASTM Standard C 578 or any other known standard at 

the present time. Therefore, third-party certification as it typically exists currently 
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for block-molded EPS may not be sufficiently stringent for lightweight fill 

applications. 

• There is recent project experience in the U.S.A. to indicate that third-party 

certification is not foolproof. Specifically, independent post-delivery testing by at 

least two state DOTs suggests that EPS-block geofoam of overall quality not 

meeting specifications has been delivered to projects. While such anecdotal 

information may not constitute conclusive scientific proof, informal sharing and 

transmission of such information among civil engineers has added to the 

wariness of relying solely on third-party certification as it exists now. 

• EPS-block geofoam is still a novel construction material to most civil engineers 

in the U.S.A. Therefore, there is a reluctance to accept this material without at 

least some post-delivery testing, especially in view of the fact that this is the 

historical method for performing MQA for EPS-block geofoam. 

• EPS-block geofoam is still a novel construction material to most state DOTs in 

the U.S.A. In addition, such government agencies, as custodians of the public 

trust and safety, are historically more cautious than the private sector when it 

comes to accepting and using new technology. Therefore, there is a reluctance to 

accept this material without at least some post-delivery testing, especially in view 

of the fact that this is the historical method for performing MQA for EPS-block 

geofoam. 

• Post-delivery testing can be time consuming and delay geofoam placement on 

site. This is an important issue because the EPS blocks are usually placed directly 

from the delivery truck. Thus, it would be time consuming and costly to exhume 

a group of blocks placed days or even weeks earlier if the test results were 

unacceptable. However, this would have to be done if necessary. 
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Resolution of the above issues and problems with both pre- and post-delivery MQA 

practice as they currently exist to develop an MQA strategy that balances both the technical need 

to verify product quality and the associated cost will require an evolutionary process that includes 

input from and dialog between both EPS molders, their customers (usually a construction 

contractor), the design engineer, and the ultimate owner. A goal of this report is to assist in 

initiating such a dialog by clarifying the relevant issues to be addressed by MQA and 

incorporating these into the design guidelines and specification that are part of this report. It is 

expected that the design documents included with this report will see further evolutionary 

modification in the future. 

The purpose of MQA of the EPS-block geofoam product is to verify the molder's MQC 

procedures. The owner's agent will have primary responsibility for all MQA unless the owner 

notifies the contractor otherwise. The proposed MQA program consists of two phases. Phase I 

MQA consists of pre-certification of the molder and shall be conducted prior to shipment of any 

EPS blocks to the project site. Phase II MQA shall be conducted as the EPS blocks are delivered 

to the project site. Phase I and all four subphases of Phase II MQA are performed regardless of 

whether or not the EPS molder has third-party certification. However, there is a difference in 

terms of the extent to which MQA is conducted. It should be noted that procedures to be followed 

once the blocks arrive at the construction site are also considered part of CQA. Thus, the owner’s 

CQA agent will also be performing MQA.  

A truckload of EPS blocks is intended to mean either a full length box- or flat-bed trailer 

of typical dimensions, i.e., approximately 12 metres (40 ft) or more in length, fully loaded with 

EPS blocks. The volume of EPS in such a truckload would typically be on the order of 50 to 100 

m3 (65 to 130 yd3). Each MQA phase is discussed below and as is shown in Table 9.3 a two-tier 

MQA system, one for molders with third-party certification and one for those without, is 

recommended. The following sections provide more detail on the entries in Table 9.3. 
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Phase I 

Phase I consists of pre-certification of the molder and is performed prior to shipment of 

EPS blocks to the project site. The purpose of the pre-certification procedure is to verify that the 

molder has the ability to provide EPS-block geofoam of the desired quality. The proposed Phase I 

MQA steps that are required prior to shipment to the project site are as follows. 

For All Molders 

• If the designer has made the block layout the responsibility of the molder, the 

required shop drawings showing the proposed block layout must be prepared and 

submitted to the designated representative of the owner for approval prior to 

shipping any blocks. The required minimum time for shop drawing submittal and 

acceptance must be specified in the project design documents and be in 

accordance with owner requirements. 

• If the designer has assumed responsibility for the block layout, shop drawings are 

not required unless changes to the block layout shown in the contract documents 

are desired by the block molder and/or construction contractor. This should be 

handled as any other change order request initiated by a contractor. 

• Each block delivered to the project site should be labeled with the following 

minimum information: 

 if multiple plants and/or molders are supplying a given project, the name 

of the molder and plant location; 

 date block was molded; 

 block dimensions; 

 actual block mass/weight (in kilograms or pounds) and density/unit 

weight (in kilograms per cubic metre or pounds per cubic foot), as 

determined by weighing after the required period of seasoning; and 
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 when multiple densities are to be used on the same project, an easily 

visible color marking system should be used to distinguish between 

blocks of different density (no marking can be used as one of the 

requisite "markings" but it must always be for the lower/lowest density). 

It is suggested that molders develop and print a simple self-adhesive label that 

contains blank spaces in which this information can efficiently be entered at the 

molding plant. 

Molders With Third-Party Certification  

• A molder with third-party certification should, prior to shipping any blocks for a 

project, be required to: 

 identify the organization providing this service, 

 provide detailed information as to the procedures and tests used by this 

organization, and 

 provide written certification that all EPS blocks supplied to the project 

will meet the requirements specified in the project specifications. 

Molders Without Third-Party Certification  

• A molder without third-party certification should, prior to shipping any blocks 

for a project, be required to submit a letter stating that all EPS blocks supplied for 

the project are warranteed to meet specifications requirements. They should also 

be requested to describe what MQC measures they employ, e.g. in-plant testing, 

etc. In addition, at the owner's discretion the molder should be required to submit 

a pre-production block to demonstrate that they have the ability to provide 

product of the desired quality. 

Phase II 
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The procedures to be followed once the blocks arrive at the construction site are 

considered part of CQA and thus are considered in Chapter 8. However, construction is also when 

Phase II of MQA is executed by the owner's CQA agent. Phase II MQA has four subphases: 

• The first subphase (Phase IIa) consists of verification of the physical condition of 

the EPS blocks and index properties (age and density) of the EPS. The CQA 

agent should inventory and inspect each and every block as it arrives on site to 

check for physical damage during shipment and to verify age and density 

requirements based on the required factory applied labeling. Any block with 

significant physical damage or density not meeting the minimum specified in 

Table 9.1 should be rejected. 

• The second subphase (Phase IIb) consists of confirming key physical and index 

properties of the overall block and EPS respectively. Suggested guidelines for 

how many blocks to check are given subsequently. At the CQA agent's 

discretion, additional blocks should be checked, especially at the beginning of a 

project and/or if the EPS molder does not have third-party certification. 

Additionally, at the CQA agent’s discretion, representative blocks from each 

manufacturing day can be checked. The dimensions and warp of blocks should 

be checked on site by the CQA agent and compared to specified requirements. 

The weight indicated on the label should be checked using a commercial scale, 

recently certified with regard to its calibration, provided by the construction 

contractor for this purpose. It should be possible to make these measurements in 

a relatively short period of time so as not to delay on-site handling and use of the 

blocks. 

• The third subphase (Phase IIc) consists of confirming the EPS engineering design 

parameters related to stiffness as well as the quality control strength parameters. 

Specifically, the CQA agent should sample and test the EPS for compliance with 
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specified requirements with respect to the elastic limit stress, initial tangent 

Young's modulus, compressive strength, and flexural strength. Figure 9.4 

provides a basic plan for sampling location. At the present time the only reliable 

testing is conventional laboratory testing in accordance with ASTM Standard C 

578 which, at best, will take a few days to accomplish. However, ASTM 

Standard C 578 should be augmented to include measurement of the elastic-limit 

stress and initial tangent Young’s modulus in compression using an axial strain 

rate of 10 percent per minute. The elastic limit stress in compression and the 

initial tangent Young's modulus in compression can be obtained during 

compressive strength testing. Thus, at each sampling location, it is recommended 

that one compressive strength test and one flexural strength test be performed. As 

shown in Figure 9.4, three sampling locations are recommended. Therefore, for 

each block to be tested, a minimum of three compressive strength tests and three 

flexural strength tests are recommended. A high priority for the future should be 

research and development of some type of device for testing the stiffness of EPS 

blocks at the project site (this is discussed further in Chapter 13 of this report). 

• The fourth and final subphase (Phase IId) consists of recording where blocks are 

placed to the greatest extent possible by marking copies of the drawings that 

show the block layout (either shop drawings or design drawings as appropriate). 

The purpose of this is to assist in locating blocks that may need to be exhumed at 

a later date if some question as to manufacturing quality should arise. 

All four subphases of Phase II MQA are conducted regardless of whether or not the EPS 

molder has third-party certification. However, there is a difference in terms of the extent to which 

Phase II MQA is conducted. 

Molders With Third-Party Certification  
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For molders with previously approved third-party certification, the following process is 

recommended for the subphases of Phase II MQA: 

• Phase IIa should be applied to each truckload. 

• Phase IIb should be applied to each truckload. Initially, only one block per load 

should be selected and checked by the CQA agent. If the selected block meets 

specification with respect to its size and shape, and the mass agrees with that 

marked on the block, no further checking of the load for these parameters is 

required and the shipment is approved conditionally until the Phase IIc test 

results verify that the blocks meet specifications. If the block does not meet 

specification, with respect to its size, shape, and mass, then other blocks in the 

truckload should be checked and none used until the additional checking has 

determined what blocks are unsatisfactory. The number of additional blocks to be 

tested is to be determined by the CQA agent. At the completion of this subphase, 

the construction contractor should be conditionally allowed to proceed with 

installing blocks. However, this should be done with the understanding that EPS 

blocks may have to be exhumed and removed at a later date if Phase IIc testing 

indicates problems. 

• Phase IIc sampling and testing should be done on an ongoing basis during the 

course of the project. However, the owner and the owner's CQA agent can 

exercise considerable judgement here. For example, they may choose to do 

testing only at the beginning of a project to verify that the EPS molder's MQC 

and third-party certification is achieving the desired goals or even omit testing 

entirely on a small project. 

• Phase IId as-built record keeping should always be performed. 
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Molders Without Third-Party Certification  

For EPS molders without third-party certification, the on-site (Phase II) MQA is more 

critical than for those molders with third-party certification: 

• Phase IIa should be applied to each truckload. 

• Phase IIb should be applied to each truckload. For the first load delivered to a 

project, each block on that load should be checked by the CQA agent. For 

subsequent loads, at least one block per load should be selected and checked. 

• Phase IIc sampling and testing should be applied to all projects, regardless of 

size, and throughout the entire duration of the project. It is suggested that no 

blocks be placed until the first truckload for the project has been sampled and 

tested. For each density of EPS used on a project, at least one block will be 

selected for sampling from the first truckload of EPS blocks of that density 

delivered to the job site. Additional blocks may be selected for sampling during 

the course of the project at the discretion of the owner's agent at a rate of 

sampling not to exceed one sample for every 250 m3 (325 yd3) of EPS delivered. 

Portions of sampled blocks that are otherwise acceptable can be used as desired 

by the contractor. For subsequent truckloads, the construction contractor should 

be allowed to place blocks while sampling and testing is going on with the 

understanding that it may be necessary to exhume and remove blocks not 

meeting specifications. The owner's agent will make every reasonable effort to 

conduct the laboratory testing expeditiously. If unsatisfactory test results are 

obtained, the contractor may be directed to remove potentially defective EPS 

blocks and replace them with blocks of acceptable quality at no additional 

expense to the owner.  

• Phase IId as-built record keeping should always be done. 
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PRODUCT SHIPMENT  

Prior to delivery of any EPS-block geofoam to the project site, a meeting shall be held 

between, as a minimum, the owner's agent and contractor. The supplier and/or molder of the EPS-

block geofoam may also attend at the contractor's discretion to facilitate answering any questions. 

The purpose of this meeting shall be to review the Phase I MQA results and discuss Phase II 

MQA as well as other aspects of construction to ensure that all parties are familiar with the 

requirements of the specification. After this meeting, the contractor can begin on-site receipt, 

storage (if desired), and placement of the EPS-block geofoam. 

The molder should label each block delivered to the project site with the following 

minimum information: if multiple plants and/or molders are supplying a given project, the name 

of the molder and plant location; the date that the block was molded; the mass/weight of the 

entire block (in kilograms or pounds) as measured after a satisfactory period of seasoning; the 

actual dry density/unit weight (in kilograms per cubic metre or pounds per cubic foot); the 

dimensions of the blocks (in millimetres or inches); and when multiple densities are to be used on 

the same project, an adequate marking system should be used to identify blocks of different 

density. If the EPS blocks are to be stockpiled at the project site until placement, a secure storage 

area shall be designated for this purpose. Additional block handling and storage requirements are 

provided as part of CQC/CQA in Chapter 8. 

SUMMARY 

The provisional standard, which is included in Appendix C, is a combined material, 

product, and construction standard covering block-molded expanded polystyrene (EPS) for use as 

lightweight fill in road embankments and related bridge approach fills on soft ground. The 

provisional standard is intended to be used in conjunction with the design guideline included in 

Appendix B.   

The primary components of the provisional standard include the product manufacturing 

quality control (MQC) requirements, product manufacturing quality assurance (MQA) 
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requirements, product shipment, and construction quality requirements to include construction 

quality control (CQC) and construction quality assurance (CQA) requirements. The key features 

of the provisional standard include the proposed EPS material designation system shown in Table 

9.1 and the minimum allowable values of MQC/MQA parameters for individual specimens and 

not the entire block shown in Table 9.2. The parameters are to be measured using ASTM 

Standard C 578 and an axial strain rate of 10 percent. A new sampling protocol is shown in 

Figure 9.4 and a new two-phased MQA procedure is presented in Table 9.3. Phase I of the MQA 

procedure is to be performed prior to shipment of EPS blocks to the project site and Phase II is to 

be performed as the EPS blocks are delivered to the project site. Another key aspect of the 

proposed MQA procedure is the implementation of a two-tier MQA system, one for molders with 

third-party certification and the other for those without.  

Standards always require review and possible modification when developing project-

specific specifications. For example, the recommended minimum seasoning requirement of 72 

hours may create problems on projects that are relatively large in size and/or have tight delivery 

schedules. Therefore, project-specific decisions might be necessary to relax this seasoning 

requirement. Experience indicates that this may be permissible to expedite construction work 

provided that appropriate safety precautions for fire safety and worker safety are implemented. 

The requirements for physical and dimensional tolerances are known to have been relaxed on a 

project-specific basis in the U.S. for cost reasons. There has been no systematic study of how 

much deviation from normally accepted practice is acceptable. Thus owners who, either directly 

or through their representatives, accept blocks with tolerances that exceed those normally used 

must accept a greater, but incalculable, uncertainty with regard to overall final performance of the 

fill. 

The standard presented in this chapter and included in Appendix C should facilitate the 

use of EPS-block geofoam in civil engineering projects by providing engineers with a combined 

material, product, and construction standard for use in developing a project-specific specification. 
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However, there are issues and problems, both real and perceived, with both pre- and post-delivery 

MQA practice as they currently exist. Resolution of these issues and problems will require an 

evolutionary process that includes input from and dialog between both EPS molders, their 

customers (usually a construction contractor), the design engineer, and the ultimate owner. A goal 

of this report is to assist in initiating such a dialog by presenting relevant issues to be addressed 

by MQA and incorporating these into the provisional design guideline and standard that are part 

of the report. It is expected that the provisional standard will see further evolutionary 

modification in the future. 
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FIGURE 9.1 PROJ 24-11.doc 
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FIGURE 9.2A PROJ 24-11.doc 
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FIGURE 9.2B PROJ 24-11.doc 
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FIGURE 9.3 PROJ 24-11.doc 
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FIGURE 9.4 PROJ 24-11.doc 
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TABLE 9.1 PROJ 24-11.doc 

 

Material Designation Minimum Allowable Density, kg/m3 (lbf/ft3) 
AASHTO 
(proposed) ASTM C 578 Each Block as a Whole 

Any Test MQC/MQA 
Specimen 

EPS40 I 16 (1.0) 15 (0.90) 
EPS50 VIII 20 (1.25) 18 (1.15) 
EPS70 II 24 (1.5) 22 (1.35) 

EPS100 IX 32 (2.0) 29 (1.80) 
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TABLE 9.2 PROJ 24-11.doc 

 

Material 
Designation 

Dry 
Density, 
kg/m3 

(lbf/ft3) 

Compressive 
Strength, 

kPa (lbs/in²) 

Flexural 
Strength, kPa 

(lbs/in²) 

Elastic Limit 
Stress, kPa 

(lbs/in²) 

Initial Tangent 
Young's Modulus, 

MPa (lbs/in²) 
EPS40 15 (0.90) 69 (10) 173 (25) 40 (5.8) 4 (580) 
EPS50 18 (1.15) 90 (13) 208 (30) 50 (7.2) 5 (725) 
EPS70 22 (1.35) 104 (15) 276 (40) 70 (10.1) 7 (1015) 

EPS100 29 (1.80) 173 (25) 345 (50) 100 (14.5) 10 (1450) 
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TABLE 9.3 PROJ 24-11.doc 

Phase Sub-
phase 

Start of 
Phase 

Description Requirements Possible Actions 

I None Prior to 
shipment to the 
project site 

Pre-
certification 
of the 
molder 
 

Approved third-party certification: 
Molder  will 
• Identify the organization providing 

this service. 
• Provide detailed information as to the 

procedure and tests used by this 
organization to verify the molder’s 
compliance with the specific 
requirements of this specification. 

• Provide written certification that all 
EPS blocks supplied to the project 
will meet the requirements specified 
in the project specifications. 

 
No approved third-party certification: 
• Contractor shall deliver a minimum 

of three full-size EPS blocks for each 
AASHTO EPS-block geofoam type 
to be used on the project to a location 
specified by the owner's agent. 

• Owner's agent will weigh, measure, 
sample and test a random number of 
blocks. Sampling and testing protocol 
will be the same as for Phase IIc 
MQA. 

• Molder should submit a letter stating 
that all EPS blocks supplied for the 
project are warranted to meet 
specification requirements and what 
MQC measures they employ. 

• Acceptance of the molder’s third-
party certification by the owner’s 
agent will waive the need for pre-
construction product submittal and 
testing. 

• No EPS blocks shall be shipped to 
the project until such time as all 
parts of Phase I MQA have been 
completed. 
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TABLE 9.3 PROJ 24-11.doc 

II IIa As the EPS 
blocks are 
delivered to the 
project site 

On-site 
visual 
inspection 
of each 
block 
delivered to 
the project 
site to check 
for damage 
as well as 
visually 
verify the 
labeled 
information 
on each 
block 
 

Approved third-party certification:  
• Each truckload. Owner’s agent 

should inventory each and every 
block. 

 
No approved third-party certification:  
• Each truckload. Owner’s agent 

should inventory each and every 
block. 

 

• Any blocks with significant physical 
damage or not meeting 
specifications will be rejected on the 
spot and placed in an area separate 
from those blocks that are accepted 
or marked “unacceptable” and 
returned to the supplier. 
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TABLE 9.3 PROJ 24-11.doc 

II IIb As the EPS 
blocks are 
delivered to the 
project site 

On-site 
verification 
that the 
minimum 
block dry 
density as 
well as the 
physical 
tolerances 
meet 
specificatio
ns 
 

Approved third-party certification:  
• Each truckload. Initially, only one 

block per load. 
 
No approved third-party certification:  
• Each truckload. Each block for the 

first load then at least one block per 
load for subsequent truckloads. 

 

• If the selected block meets 
specifications with respect to its size 
and shape, and the mass agrees with 
that marked on the block, no further 
checking of the load for these 
parameters is required and the 
shipment is approved conditionally 
until the Phase IIc test results verify 
that the blocks meet specifications. 

• If the selected block does not meet 
specification, then other blocks in 
the truckload should be checked and 
none used until the additional 
checking has determined what 
blocks are unsatisfactory. 

• At the completion of this subphase, 
the construction contractor should be 
conditionally (until the Phase IIc test 
results verify that the blocks meet 
specifications) allowed to proceed 
with installing blocks. 
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TABLE 9.3 PROJ 24-11.doc 

II IIc As the EPS 
blocks are 
delivered to the 
project site 

Confirming 
the EPS 
engineering 
design 
parameters 
related to 
stiffness  as 
well as the 
quality 
control 
strength 
parameters 

Approved third-party certification:  
• Discretion of owner’s CQA agent. 

For example, can be omitted entirely 
on a small project, can perform 
testing only at the beginning of a 
project, or can be done on an ongoing 
basis. 

 
No approved third-party certification:  
• Performed on all projects throughout 

the entire duration of the project 
• For each AASHTO EPS-block 

geofoam type at least one block will 
be selected for sampling from the 
first truckload. 

• Additional blocks may be selected at 
a rate of sampling  not exceeding  one 
sample for every 250 cubic metres 
(325 cubic yards) 

• Sampling to be performed per the 
locations indicated in Figure 9.4. 

• Lab. tests should be performed to 
check for compliance with the 
parameters shown in Table 9.2  to 
include the elastic-limit stress, initial 
tangent Young’s modulus, 
compressive strength, and flexural 
strength. 

• Portions of sampled blocks that are 
not damaged or otherwise 
compromised by the sampling can 
be used as desired by the contractor. 

• If unsatisfactory test results are 
obtained, the contractor may be 
directed to remove potentially 
defective EPS blocks and replace 
them with blocks of acceptable 
quality at no additional expense to 
the owner. 
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TABLE 9.3 PROJ 24-11.doc 

II IId As the EPS 
blocks are 
placed 

As-built 
drawing(s)  

• Owner’s agent with the cooperation 
of the contractor will prepare as-built 
drawing(s) as well as perform 
additional record keeping to 
document the location of all EPS 
blocks placed for the project. 

 

 
Note: A truckload of EPS blocks is intended to mean either a full length box- or flat-bed trailer of typical dimensions, i.e., approximately 
12 m (40 ft) or more in length, fully loaded with EPS blocks. The volume of EPS in such a truckload would typically be on the order of 50 
to 100 m3   (65 to 130 yd3). 
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CHAPTER 10 

TYPICAL DESIGN DETAILS FOR EPS-BLOCK EMBANKMENTS  
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______________________________________________________________________________________ 

INTRODUCTION 

The main objective of this report is to facilitate the use of EPS-block geofoam in roadway 

applications.  To accomplish this objective a provisional design guideline for roadway 

embankments is presented in Appendix B of this report.  However, to complete this objective a 

material and construction standard as well as construction drawings need to be presented so the 

design engineer can distribute the EPS-block geofoam design for bidding and construction.  An 

appropriate material and construction standard for geofoam embankments is included in 

Appendix C.  As a result, the remaining aspect to facilitate the use of geofoam in roadway 

embankments is to provide designers with typical construction drawings and details to aid 

preparation of bid and construction documents.  This chapter presents typical construction details 

for traditional, i.e., trapezoidal (see Figure 3.4(a)) geofoam roadway embankments and vertical 

EPS embankments or walls (see Figure 3.4(b)).  The construction details presented in this chapter 
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were obtained from actual geofoam construction drawings from projects throughout the United 

States and can be used as a guide for developing site-specific drawings or details.  The details 

presented relate to a variety of geofoam issues, such as, configuration of the EPS blocks, 

inclusion of utilities and roadway hardware, construction of a load distribution slab over the EPS, 

and anchoring of the EPS blocks to resist hydrostatic uplift. In some cases the figures that have 

been reproduced use either all Système International d’Unités (SI) or all inch-pound (I-P) units. 

Those figures have not been revised to show both sets of units. However, Appendix F presents 

factors that can be used to convert between SI and I-P units. 

An important aspect of constructing a geofoam embankment is preparation of the 

foundation soil prior to block placement.  No detail illustrating this important point was located 

so it is described before presenting the details. Before placement of the EPS blocks, the 

foundation soil should be prepared to facilitate placement and alignment of the blocks.  This is 

sometimes difficult with soft foundation soil because the soil can displace as construction 

personnel traverse the site.  Therefore, the alignment of the blocks should be identified prior to 

placement and a working platform consisting of soil or a geosynthetic may be required.  This 

preparation is also required for earthen embankments and should not increase the cost of the 

geofoam embankment.  

DESIGN DETAILS FOR TRAPEZOIDAL EPS EMBANKMENTS 

Figure 10.1 presents a typical design cross-section for a roadway embankment consisting 

of only EPS-block geofoam construction over peat.  This cross-section was obtained from the 

reconstruction of Indiana State Route 109 in Noble County (1), which is described in detail in 

Chapter 11.  It can be seen that the blocks are overlain by an aggregate subbase and a flexible 

pavement system.  Figure 10.2 presents a design cross-section for a roadway embankment that 

utilized both EPS-block geofoam and on-site earth material.  This cross-section was obtained 

from the construction of an emergency escape ramp for Highway H-3 on the Island of Oahu in 

Hawaii (2).  This case history is also described in more detail in Chapter 11.  This cross-section 
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illustrates that use of EPS-block geofoam above on-site basalt tunnel mine spoil that is 

geosynthetically reinforced to increase stability.  This cross-section shows that geofoam can be 

used with on-site material to produce a cost-effective design for roadway embankments. 

Figure 10.1.  Trapezoidal geofoam embankment detail (1). 

Figure 10.2.  Trapezoidal embankment using geofoam and on-site material (2). 

DESIGN DETAILS FOR VERTICAL EPS WALLS 

Figure 10.3 presents a typical design detail for a vertical roadway embankment consisting 

of only EPS-block geofoam.  This detail was obtained from the Interstate-15 Corridor 

Reconstruction in Salt Lake City, Utah and was prepared by the Utah Department of 

Transportation (3).  The detail shows a number of important aspects for construction of vertical 

EPS walls including the excavation of the existing ground to form a base for the geofoam wall 

and prevent frost heave, installation of a drainage blanket under the geofoam blocks, and 

placement of the geofoam blocks against a precast wall panel.  This detail also illustrates the use 

of a geomembrane to protect the geofoam from hydrocarbon spills and a concrete pavement 

system above the granular subbase.  Other important details in Figure 10.3 include a storm drain 

and flowable backfill to seal around the storm drain pipe, the inclusion of a traffic barrier (see 

Figure 10.4) and a concrete load distribution slab over the geofoam (see Figure 10.4).  Figure 

10.4 presents a detail for the anchoring of the traffic barrier to the precast wall panels and 

construction of a concrete load distribution slab over the EPS.  It can be seen that the load 

distribution slab consists of No. 19 steel reinforcing bars at a spacing of 254 mm (10 in.).  Figure 

10.5 presents typical details for fabrication of the precast concrete wall panels for the vertical EPS 

wall with options for reinforced concrete and prestressed concrete panels.  Figure 10.5 also 

presents a typical detail for the joints of the wall panels. 

Figure 10.3.  Construction detail for a vertical EPS wall (3). 

Figure 10.4.  Detail for traffic barrier and load distribution slab(4). 

Figure 10.5.  Detail for precast concrete wall panels for a vertical EPS wall (5). 
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DESIGN DETAILS FOR BRIDGE ABUTMENTS 

This section of Chapter 10 presents construction details for the use of geofoam in bridge 

abutments.  This is an important application of geofoam and involves drawings for both the 

embankment/abutment interface and the pavement system overlying the geofoam.  Figure 10.6 

presents a typical design detail for a pile supported bridge abutment from the Interstate-15 

Corridor Reconstruction in Salt Lake City, Utah (6).  It can be seen that the geofoam is trimmed 

and placed around the cylindrical piles after pile driving so a small void is left between the pile 

and geofoam.  This also illustrates the inclusion of a geomembrane and concrete load distribution 

slab over the geofoam.  Figure 10.7 presents a typical design detail for a geofoam supported 

bridge abutment from the bridge rehabilitation project over the Shoshone River near Yellowstone 

Park in Wyoming.  This detail was prepared by the Wyoming Department of Transportation (7) 

and is discussed in more detail in Chapter 11. Detail A in Figure 10.7 illustrates the joint system 

between the approach slab and bridge abutment.  Figure 10.8 illustrates the design of the bridge 

approach pavement system for the Shoshone River project.  Cross-section C-C illustrates the 

pavement system at the bridge/abutment interface, which consists of a concrete pavement at the 

bridge/abutment interface.  Cross-section B-B illustrates the pavement system at a distance of 

approximately 610 mm (24 in.) behind the abutment, which includes an asphalt overlay on the 

concrete pavement.  Figure 10.8 also includes a cross-section of the geofoam embankment 

parallel to the abutment whereas Figure 10.7 presents a cross-section of the embankment 

perpendicular to the abutment.   

Figure 10. 6.  Detail for geofoam embankment with a pile-supported bridge abutment (6). 

Figure 10.7.  Detail for geofoam backfill behind a bridge abutment (7). 

Figure 10.8.  Detail of bridge approach pavement system over geofoam (8). 

UTILITY AND ROADWAY HARDWARE DETAILS 

A major consideration in roadway embankments is the inclusion of utilities in a geofoam 

embankment and the installation of roadway hardware, such as guardrails, on top of a geofoam 
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embankment.  These features are illustrated using a four-lane state roadway (143rd Street) in 

Orland Park, Illinois and the drawings were prepared by the Illinois Department of Transportation 

(9-11).  Figure 10.9 presents a cross-section through the Orland Park geofoam embankment, 

which illustrates the location of a storm drain and a guardrail system on the right side of the 

roadway.  The storm drain is located near the centerline of the roadway and consists of a 

discontinuity in the geofoam for placement of the pipe and trench backfill.  Figure 10.10 presents 

a detail of the drainage pipe installation and it can be seen that the pipe is underlain by one EPS-

block.  This block was inserted into the native soil to counter balance or offset the weight of the 

trench backfill material placed around the drainage pipe to reduce differential settlement of the 

embankment.  After placement of the pipe above the EPS block, the discontinuity  in the geofoam 

was backfilled with a granular material.  Figure 10.11 presents a detail for the installation of the 

guardrail system on top of the Orland Park geofoam embankment.  It can be seen that the 

guardrail post is inserted into a concrete foundation that was constructed above the geofoam to 

provide the necessary impact resistance.  Figure 10.12 presents a photograph that depicts the 

placement of geofoam around a manhole in a different Orland Park geofoam project (131st 

Street).  The EPS blocks where cut in the field to fit around the manhole pipe and some of the 

trimmings of EPS are visible near the manhole.  Finally, Figure 10.13 illustrates the use of 

geofoam to support a sidewalk that was undergoing large settlement due to subsidence of a peat 

layer underlying the soil embankment and displacement of the peat into the lake on the right hand 

side of the photograph.  The sidewalk is adjacent to Washington State Route 516 and the case 

history is referred to as the Lake Meridian settlement repair in Chapter 11. 

Figure 10.9.  Cross-section through geofoam embankment containing a storm drain and 

guardrail (9). 

Figure 10.10.  Detail of storm drain pipe in geofoam embankment (10). 

Figure 10.11.  Detail for guardrail on top of geofoam embankment (11). 

Figure 10.12.  Photograph of geofoam placement around a manhole. 
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Figure 10.13.  Photograph of geofoam used to support a sidewalk on top of an earthen 

embankment (Washington State Dept. of Transportation). 

DESIGN DETAILS FOR PROTECTIVE LOAD DISTRIBUTION SLAB 

The uncertainties that are usually associated with inclusion of a load distribution slab 

warrant a separate section for this topic even though it is mentioned above.  Figure 10.4 presents 

a detail for the construction of a concrete load distribution slab over and EPS embankment for the 

Interstate 15 project near Salt Lake City (4).  It can be seen that the load distribution slab consists 

of No. 19 steel reinforcing bars at a spacing of 254 mm (10 in.) and the slab is placed directly 

over the EPS blocks.   

A load distribution slab is only required if Step 14 (load bearing analysis) and Step 15 

(pavement system design) of the EPS-block geofoam design procedure shown in Figure 3.3 

indicates that a slab is required to distribute vehicle stresses to suitable levels or to reduce the 

thickness and cost of the pavement. As indicated in Chapter 4, a load distribution slab represents 

a significant cost on a project and can range from 20 to 30 percent of the total project cost. 

Additional concerns with a load distribution slab include the potential for sliding of the slab 

during an earthquake, potential for ponding of water within the pavement system, and the 

increased potential for differential icing and solar heating. However, a load distribution slab will 

typically be required to support heavy traffic loads or high-volume traffic such as encountered on 

interstate highways. A slab is also typically required when a vertical embankment is used to 

support the upper part of the exterior facing system and to provide anchorage for various highway 

hardware such as safety barriers, signage, and lighting. Alternate separation layers that can be 

considered include a geogrid, geocell with soil or PCC fill, and soil cement. 

ANCHORING DETAILS FOR HYDROSTATIC UPLIFT 

Figure 10.14 presents a cross-section for a pile-supported pavement in Japan that utilized 

an anchoring system to prevent hydrostatic uplift of the EPS-block geofoam (12).  An anchoring 

system was required because the overburden applied to the EPS was insufficient to prevent uplift 
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of the blocks if they were subjected to the design water level acting on a side of the embankment.  

Also shown in Figure 10.14 is a detail of the anchor extending through the load distribution slab 

overlying the geofoam.   

Figure 10.14.  Anchoring system used to prevent hydrostatic uplift (flotation) of EPS-block   

                        geofoam (12). 

INSTALLATION OF EPS-BLOCK GEOFOAM 

Figure 10.15 presents an overview of installation of EPS-block geofoam for the 131st 

Street project in Orland Park, Illinois.  The project involves a residential street and the geofoam 

was used to construct a roadway embankment over a soft clay deposit.  Figure 10.16 presents a 

close-up photograph of the geofoam placement.  This photograph illustrates the use of metal 

connectors between the EPS blocks and the close contact of the individual blocks after placement.   

Figure 10.15.  Photograph of geofoam placement for a residential street. 

Figure 10.16.  Photograph of metal connectors between geofoam blocks. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The following case histories are presented to provide examples of cost-effective and 

successful EPS-block geofoam projects completed in the United States (U.S.). Although the focus 

of this report is limited to stand-alone embankments that have a transverse (cross-sectional) 

geometry such that the two sides are more or less of equal height (see Figure 3.4), several case 

histories involving hillside (side-hill) fills (see Figure 3.5) are also presented because these case 

histories provide useful cost or construction data that are applicable to traditional embankment 

geometries. In addition, in practice there is usually little or no separation made in the discussion 

of lightweight fills that utilize EPS-block geofoam. Chapter 12 presents an analysis of the cost 

data presented in these case histories and a comparison with other soft soil construction 

techniques. The summary at the end of this chapter summarizes the benefits of geofoam and the 

placement rates observed in these case histories. These placement rates are important because 

they can be compared with soil fill placement rates to estimate the decrease in construction time 

with the use of geofoam and facilitate bidding by contractors that are not familiar with geofoam 

placement.  Finally, the case histories presented in this chapter are intentionally limited to the 

United States to reflect U.S. construction pricing and practices. Of course, there are many 

international geofoam case histories that are referred to throughout the report. In some cases the 

figures that have been reproduced use either all Système International d’Unités (SI) or all inch-

pound (I-P) units. These figures have not been revised to show both sets of units. However, 

Appendix F presents factors that can be used to convert between SI and I-P units.  

HAWAII: HIGHWAY H-3 (LIKELIKE HIGHWAY) EMERGENCY ESCAPE RAMP 

FOR THE KANEOHE INTERCHANGE, ISLAND OF OAHU 

This case history involves the construction of a 12 to 21 m (39 to 69 ft) high vehicle 

emergency escape ramp for the Likelike Highway on the island of Oahu, Hawaii. Project 

information for this case history was obtained from (1). The purpose of the vehicle emergency 

escape ramp is to provide an escape route in the event that vehicles experience brake failure as 
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they descend from the tunnel exit at an elevation of about 213.4 m (700 ft) to an elevation of 39.6 

m (130 ft) at the intersection with the Kahekili Highway. The downslope grade of the Likelike 

Highway is six percent. 

The lower elevation portions of the ramp are underlain by approximately 6.1 m (20 ft) of 

very soft organic silt with natural water contents ranging from 80 to 120 percent. Undrained shear 

strengths ranged from 9.6 to 19.2 kPa (200 to 400 lbs/ft2). The upper elevation portions of the site 

consist of soft to medium stiff clayey silt with natural water contents ranging from 60 to 80 

percent and standard penetration values ranging from 2 to 8 blows per 0.30 metre (2 to 8 blows 

per foot). Undrained shear strengths obtained from unconsolidated undrained triaxial compression 

tests ranged from 38.3 to 105.3 kPa (800 to 2,200 lbs/ft2). The water level was at the ground 

surface.  

The original embankment was to be constructed of geotextile reinforced tunnel spoil 

material or select granular material. However, due to the presence of very soft organic silt in the 

lower portion of the ramp, this embankment design would have required time for consolidation to 

occur and to prevent a slope failure. Alternatives for construction of the ramp included relocation, 

concrete supported structure on deep foundations, in-situ stabilization of the existing soils, and 

lightweight fill. Lightweight fill was selected because the contractor could continue to construct 

the embankment thereby preventing delays to the project. The types of lightweight fills that the 

project team considered included volcanic cinder (unit weight of 11.8 kN/m3 or 75 lbf/ft3), 

lightweight concrete geofoam (unit weight of 3.9 to 4.7 kN/m3 or 25 to 30 lbf/ft3), and EPS-block 

geofoam (unit weight of 0.2 to 0.3 kN/m3 or 1.25 to 2 lbf/ft3). Although all three lightweight fill 

materials had similar costs, the volcanic cinder option was not used because it was heavier than 

EPS and lightweight concrete. The project team selected EPS based on discussions with suppliers 

of both products, availability of materials, and available construction methods. 

EPS-block geofoam with a minimum specified density of 20 kg/m3 (1.25 lbf/ft3 ) was 

utilized for only a portion of the embankment. The bottom of the embankment below the geofoam 
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consisted of 0.6 to 1.5 m (2 to 5 ft) of clean gravel which served as a stabilizing layer for 

construction activities and as a drainage blanket for surface water and water discharged by the 

vertical strip drains installed to accelerate consolidation of the foundation soils. An approximate 

4.6 m (15 ft) layer of geotextile reinforced basalt tunnel spoil was placed above the stabilization 

layer between June and November 1993. A 0.3 m (1 ft) thick gravel drainage blanket layer was 

placed above the reinforced basalt rock and underlying the first layer of geofoam blocks. Figure 

11.1 presents a design cross-section of the roadway embankment. 

Approximately 13,470 m3 (17,618 yd3) of EPS (6,450 blocks, each 700 by 1,200 by 2,400 

mm or 28 by 47 by 94 in.) were placed from early December 1993 to mid February 1994. If it is 

assumed that EPS block placement started on December 1, 1993 and was completed on February 

14, 1994, the number of work days is 54 days if weekends are not included and 76 days if 

weekend days are included. Based on this assumption, the production rate for EPS block 

placement can be estimated to be between 175 and 250 m3 (229 to 327 yd3) per day or 85 to 120 

blocks per day. The placement of EPS fill was not greatly affected by rainy weather.  At Sta. 

9+55 the geofoam thickness was approximately 6.7 m (22 ft). 

 A 410 g/m2 (12 oz/yd2) non-woven polypropylene geotextile overlying a 60 mil thick 

textured high density polyethylene geomembrane was placed after every three layers of geofoam 

blocks. The purpose of the geomembrane was to protect the EPS blocks from any potential 

damage from a petroleum spill and the purpose of the geotextile was to reduce EPS damage from 

construction operations including the placement of 2.1 to 2.7 m (6.9 to 8.9 ft) of select granular 

fill over the geofoam. Placement of the select granular fill was completed by March 1994. 

Construction of the entire embankment was completed within 14 months. 

Sixteen settlement gauges were installed as part of the embankment monitoring system 

following placement of the initial stabilization layer. Settlement measurements obtained during 

construction ranged from 305 to 1,650 mm (12 to 65 in.) for embankment heights ranging from 

4.6 to 12.2 m (15 to 40 ft), respectively. Most of this settlement occurred during the placement of 
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the granular stabilization layer, reinforced basalt rock, and gravel drainage blanket layer that were 

placed below the geofoam. These granular layers contributed to approximately 1.2 m (3.9 ft) of 

the 1.4 m (4.6 ft) of settlement that occurred at Sta. 9+55 during construction. The entire 

embankment height at Sta. 9+55 was 12.3 m (40 ft).   

The use of geofoam in the revised embankment design was successful because the 

embankment was completed ahead of the anticipated completion date and the use of geofoam 

significantly reduced ground settlement to tolerable levels and increased stability of the 

embankment (1).  

Figure 11.1. Trapezoidal embankment using geofoam and on-site material (1). 

INDIANA: STATE ROUTE 109, NOBLE COUNTY 

 The Indiana Department of Transportation (DOT) reconstructed 335.3 m (1,100 ft) of 

Route 109 using EPS blocks with a density of 24 kg/m3 (1.5 lbf/ft3) (2).  The roadway consists of 

two 3.7 m (12 ft) lanes with two 0.9 m (3 ft) shoulders for a total width of 9.1 m (30 ft). The 

foundation soil along the roadway consists of peat that extends to a maximum depth of 11.6 m 

(38 ft). Prior to reconstruction, continuous maintenance of the roadway had been required due to 

settlement of the embankment that was resulting in horizontal movement of the roadway and 

associated shear cracking of the pavement. In 1994, the side slopes were flattened but additional 

pavement cracking occurred and the Indiana DOT had to close the roadway to traffic. Remedial 

treatment procedures that the Indiana DOT considered included total removal and replacement of 

the peat with conventional fill material, soil modification, and partial removal and replacement 

with a lightweight fill material. The Indiana DOT decided to partially remove the peat to a 

maximum depth of 2.1 m (6.8 ft) and replace it and the embankment with EPS-block geofoam.   

 The EPS embankment section consisted of a 102 mm (4 in.) maximum layer of sand, 

380 to 1,520 mm (15 to 60 in.) layer of EPS blocks, 100 to 125 mm (4 to 5 in) thick reinforced 

concrete slab, 406 mm (16 in.) layer of No. 8 stone, and a 330 mm (13 in.) layer of an asphalt 

cement  wearing surface. A 150 mm (6 in.) drain, wrapped in a geotextile, was placed at a depth 
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of 1.22 m (4 ft) below the pavement surface on both sides of the embankment. The pavement 

section design included sufficient dead weight to offset the hydrostatic uplift pressures from the 

100 year flood. EPS block dimensions of 1.2 by 1.0 by 4.9 m (4 by 3.3 by 16 ft) were used. 

Figure 11.2 presents a design cross-section for the roadway embankment. 

 Table 11.1 presents the construction schedule summary of the project. The total roadway 

reconstruction lasted 48 working days. The placement of the required 4,708 m3 (6,157 yd3) of 

EPS blocks was completed in only 11 days. This is a placement rate of about 428 m3 (560 yd3) 

per day.  New Holland Model No. 553 skid-steer loaders were used to transport the EPS blocks to 

the edge of the fill and a dolly was then used to carry the blocks to the required location.  

Figure 11.2. Trapezoidal geofoam embankment detail (2). 

Table 11.1. Construction Schedule Summary for State Route 109, Noble County,  

                    Indiana (2). 

 A cost comparison between the EPS embankment option that was used and the total 

removal and replacement of the peat is included in Table 11.2. As shown in Table 11.2, the 

estimated cost of the removal and replacement option would have been $339,617 (about 28 

percent) more than the EPS embankment option. Additional benefits of using EPS over a total 

removal and replacement (TRR) option that are not included in the cost comparison include: a 

shorter construction time than that required for the TRR procedure, no dewatering which was 

probably necessary for the TRR procedure, less pavement maintenance than that required with the 

TRR procedure due to settlement that may have occurred within the proposed 11.6 m (38 ft) thick 

soil fill, no cost of sheet piles or additional right of way that would have been required for the 

TRR procedure, and completion before winter so no construction stoppages which might have 

occurred  with the TRR option because EPS can be placed in most weather conditions. Neglecting 

these benefits results in a volumetric cost of the EPS ($86/m³ or $66/yd³) exceeding the cost of 

TRR ($12/m³ or $9/yd³) as shown in Table 11.2. However, it is clear that DOTS are recognizing 
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these tangible benefits, e.g., reduced construction time, because EPS was selected over TRR and 

the total cost is 28 percent less than the TRR option. 

 Settlements measured forty-three months after pavement placement were between 0.05 

and 0.09 m (0.18 and 0.29 ft). Pavement performance parameters were also measured. A 

Pavement Condition Rating of 94.5 indicated that the pavement was in the excellent range. The 

International Roughness Index of 89 also indicated that the pavement was in the excellent range. 

Rutting measured was approximately 1 mm (0.04 in.) which is minor. In summary, the closed 

roadway was able to open quicker, for less cost, and will probably remain open longer than a soil 

embankment because geofoam was used. 

Table 11.2.  Cost Comparison Between EPS and Removal/ Replacement Alternatives for  

      State Route 109, Noble County, Indiana (2). 

NEW YORK: STATE ROUTE 23A, TOWN OF JEWETT, GREENE COUNTY 

This case history involves the use of EPS-block geofoam to stabilize a roadway 

embankment on an unstable slope and is presented because cost information is available from 

(3,4). The site is located in a mountain valley and slopes downwards from north to south. Based 

on the results of two borings performed on both sides of the roadway, the subsurface soils at the 

centerline of the roadway consist of about 1.5 m (5 ft) of gravelly silt fill. The underlying native 

soils consist of approximately 4.3 m (14 ft) of layered clayey silt and silty clay overlying 10.7 m 

(35 ft) of  clayey silt. The water table was located at a depth of 2.44 m (8 ft) in the clayey silt and 

silty clay or approximately 4.0 m (13 ft) below the pavement surface. Figure 11.3 presents a 

profile of the all soil embankment and subsurface soils 

A 91.4 m (300 ft) section of Route 23A became unstable after the roadway was 

reconstructed in 1966. These movements resulted in a continuous maintenance problem and 

traffic hazard. In 1979, horizontal drains were installed to lower the groundwater table. However, 

slope movements continued. Lateral movements measured over a period of 14 years after the 

drains were installed totaled 203.2 mm (8 in.). Inclinometer data indicated that the failure surface 
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was about 11 to 12.2 m (36 to 40 ft) below the roadway surface which corresponds to the clayey 

silt layer. Figures 11.4 and 11.5 present a plan and profile view of the scarp, respectively. 

Consequently, in 1994, the New York State DOT (NYSDOT) evaluated the following remedial 

measures: soil removal and replacement with EPS blocks (weight reduction) and installing 

drainage, placement of a berm at the toe of the slope, use of a shear key, relocation of the 

roadway uphill away from the failure zone, lowering the grade and installing stone columns, and 

soil nailing. The NYSDOT selected the weight reduction and drainage option because it 

considered the other alternatives impractical due to limitations imposed by the site and its 

environment and/or considered the other alternatives too costly. 

Figure 11.3. Profile of all soil embankment and subsurface soils (3).  

Figure 11.4. Plan view of scarp (3). 

Figure 11.5. Profile of failure surface (3). 

Figure 11.6 presents a cross-section of the EPS-block geofoam embankment. Sheeting 

was required to support the excavation during soil removal and replacement due to the depth of 

soil removal required and the need to maintain one lane of traffic opened at all times adjacent to 

the excavation. The EPS-block geofoam fill system was designed against hydrostatic uplift 

because Schoharie Creek is located on the south side of the slope. Based on the 100-year flood, 

the depth of geofoam that could be used was limited to 4.6 m (15 ft). A subsurface drainage 

system was placed below the geofoam to lower the groundwater table and to maintain a positive 

drainage path. The drainage system consisted of a 0.61 m (2 ft) thick layer of graded crushed 

stone with a network of 152.4 mm (6 in.) diameter perforated polyethylene drainage pipes 

embedded in the stone. Both the stone and pipes are exposed on the embankment-slope face. The 

crushed stone also provided a working platform and a level surface for the placement of the 

geofoam blocks. 

Figure 11.6. Profile of EPS-block geofoam embankment (3). 
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The EPS blocks were placed in mid-November 1995 and all construction was completed 

in January 1996. The blocks, which had dimensions of 0.61 by 1.22 by 2.44 m (2 by 4 by 8 ft), 

were delivered to the site on flatbed trailers. About 76.5 m3 (100 yd3) of blocks arrived per 

truckload. Blocks were unloaded by two laborers and carried and placed by four persons. The 

average placement rate was 1 hr to unload and place a trailer load of 40 blocks. This is a 

placement rate of 76.5 m3 (100 yd3) per hour or about 382.5 m³ (500 yd³) per day. Two metal 

barbed inter-block connector plates were placed on each block. One plate was placed in the center 

and the second plate was placed near an edge to approximate a 1.22 m (4 ft) grid pattern. A 101.6 

mm (4 in.) thick reinforced concrete slab was placed over the geofoam. A minimum of 0.61 m (2 

ft) of subbase material consisting of graded crushed-stone subbase was placed over the concrete 

cap. This minimum thickness of subbase material was based on the Norwegian experience to 

minimize potential problems of differential pavement icing. A supplemental measure utilized by 

the NYSDOT to minimize differential icing included the use of a subbase material with 25 to 60 

percent passing the 6.35 mm (1/4-in.) sieve to provide a high heat-sink capacity. The pavement 

consisted of 228.6 mm (9 in.) of asphalt concrete. 

The quantity of EPS fill that was initially estimated was 3,115.7 m3 (4,075 yd3). The bid 

price for the EPS block was $85.01 per m3 ($65 per yd3). However, only 2,817.6 m3 (3,685 yd3) 

of geofoam was used because the sheeting was driven 0.61 m (2 ft) off-line toward the 

excavation. In order to compensate for the reduced amount of soil removed, additional soil fill 

was placed along the toe of the slope. The removal of 2,817.6 m3 (3,685 yd3) of soil and 

replacement with geofoam resulted in a net reduction of driving weight of about 5,352.5 Mg 

(5,900 tons) and an increase in factor of safety of 1.0 to over 1.5.  

No significant movements have been recorded in slope inclinometers between the end of 

construction and December 1998. Piezometers installed within the crushed stone drainage blanket 

below the geofoam have indicated no pore pressure buildup since installation in November 1995. 

The NYSDOT is obtaining readings twice a year during wet periods of the year to monitor pore 
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pressure buildup that may indicate that the drainage blanket is clogged and thus serve as an early 

warning of rising water table which may cause uplift of the geofoam.  No differential icing during 

the winter nor pavement deterioration, due to slight temperature increases that have been recorded 

by thermistors in the subbase during the summers, have been observed between the end of 

construction and December 1998.  

UTAH: I-15 RECONSTRUCTION 

 The design-build contractor utilized various soil improvement techniques as part of the 

I-15 reconstruction in Salt Lake County, Utah. These techniques included prefabricated vertical 

drains (PVD), lime-cement columns (LCC), EPS-block geofoam, embankment surcharging, 

geotextile reinforced slopes, and mechanically stabilized earth (MSE) walls (5). The I-15 

construction, includes a total of 27 km (17 mi) of highway reconstruction and 142 rebuilt or new 

bridge structures at a cost of $1.59 billion and was scheduled to be completed by July 15, 2001 

(6). The project involves replacing the existing six- lane highway with a 12-lane highway. The 

use of a design-build contractor has allowed the use of these soil improvement techniques, which 

had not been used by the Utah DOT (6). 

 The subsurface soils along the I-15 construction consist of soft clays with low undrained 

shear strength and high compressibility (7). Settlements of up to 1.5 m (5 ft) were estimated in 

certain embankment sections with the use of conventional borrow material (7). Staged 

construction using MSE walls are being utilized in areas of large settlement. However, geofoam 

is being used as an alternative to MSE walls in certain locations to minimize settlement damage 

to buried utility lines that underlie the proposed embankment (5). Where geofoam is used, 

settlement of less than a few centimeters (1 in.) is expected (5). The benefits of using geofoam in 

utility corridors include the cost and time savings associated with utility replacement and service 

interruption if damage occurs due to settlement and cost of not having to relocate the utility (5). 

 The secondary use of geofoam has been as an alternative to granular backfill for MSE 

walls that are 10 to 14 m (33 to 46 ft) high due to stability concerns, scheduling problems, and/or 
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geometry constraints (5). A typical MSE wall requires about 6 months of construction and 

observation time before the rigid pavement can be placed (5). This time includes foundation 

preparation, prefabricated vertical drain installation, wall construction, and surcharging. A 

vertical "geofoam wall" system with an exterior tilt-up panel facing can be constructed in 1 

month.  This time includes minor foundation preparation, geofoam placement, tilt-up panel wall 

placement, and a reinforced concrete slab placement on top of the geofoam. Approximately 

100,000 m3 (130,795 yd3) of EPS-block geofoam will be used as part of the I-15 reconstruction 

(8). Figures 11.7 through 11.9 present typical construction details for the geofoam walls. 

Because the I-15 project is a design-build project, a cost breakdown was not reported to 

the Utah DOT. However, based on discussions with the contractor, the Utah DOT provided the 

following approximate cost information (9). The cost of EPS block is about $65 per m3 ($50 per 

yd3) and $75 per m3 ($57 per yd3) for a system without and with a facia wall, respectively. Thus, 

the facia wall system can be estimated at $10 per m3 ($7 per yd3). The reinforced concrete slab 

being utilized above the EPS blocks is about $55 per m2 ($5 per ft2) for a typical 150 mm (6 in.) 

slab. Placement rates ranged from approximately 200 blocks per day for one crew for one shift to 

350 blocks per day for two shifts (9). This corresponds to a placement rate of 470 m³ (615 yd³) 

for one shift and 940 m³ (1,230 yd³) for two shifts per day based on a block size of 0.8 m × 1.2 m 

× 4.9 m (2.6 ft × 4 ft × 16 ft). A crew is defined as four laborers and a foreman. Various soil 

improvement techniques in addition to the use of EPS-block geofoam were utilized as part of the 

I-15 reconstruction. Cost information on these alternate methods is presented in Chapter 12.   

In (9), it is reported that the cost of the tilt-up-panel-facia wall is approximately $200 per 

m2 ($19 per yd2). The cost for non-geofoam MSE walls are about $335 per m2 ($31 per ft2) of 

wall face (10). This includes a cost for the prefabricated vertical drains of about $35 per m2 ($3 

per ft2) of wall face. The cost of the prefabricated vertical drains is based on an average width of 

embankment treatment of 16 m per m (52.5 ft per 3.3 ft) of wall, prefabricated vertical drain 
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installation depth of 25 m (82 ft), rectangular drain spacing of 2 m (6.6 ft) or 4.5 drains per lineal 

m of wall (1.4 drains per ft), a typical 8 m (26 ft) high MSE wall, and a cost of $2.50 per lineal m 

($0.76 per lineal ft) of drain installed. 

Figure 11.7. Construction detail for a vertical EPS wall (11). 

Figure 11.8. Detail for traffic barrier and load distribution slab (12). 

Figure 11.9 Detail for precast concrete wall panels for a vertical EPS wall (13) 

 Lime-cement columns (LCCs) were utilized to support an MSE wall Number SS-01. 

LCCs were utilized because of concerns about a potential slope failure into an adjacent 

commercial property due to the extreme height of the fill, accelerated construction schedule, and 

the close proximity of the Utah DOT right-of-way to the face of the wall (5). Wall heights ranged 

from 10  to 12.5 m (32 to 41 ft). A surcharge of 3 m (9.8 ft) was placed above the top of the 

finished wall to pre-compress the soils beneath the tips of the columns so the differential 

settlement criteria established for the roadway could be satisfied (14). Columns of about 22 m (72 

ft) in length and 600 to 800 mm (24 to 32 in.) in diameter were used. The wall face is supported 

by LCC panels that consist of overlapping 800 mm (32in.) columns spaced at 2 m (6.6 ft) center-

to-center spacings. These panels extend 2 m (6.6 ft) in front and 2 m (6.6 ft) behind the wall (14). 

The fill behind the walls are supported on 600 mm (24 in.) individual columns placed in a 

rectangular spacing of between 1 m (3.3 ft) and 1.2 m (3.9 ft). As the I-15 project progressed, the 

contractor decided not to utilize LCC because of concerns about adequate installation production 

rates (5). 

 The reported cost of the LCC support system is $30 per m ($9 per ft) and that on average 

this would suggest a cost of $60 per m3 ($46 per yd3) (15). It is indicated in (14) that LCC costs 

ranged from $45 to $65 per m3 ($34 to 50 per yd3) of column. The cost of LCC depends on the 

spacing of the columns needed for stabilization. The LCC process did not result in spoils being 

brought up to the ground surface so no costs associated with spoil disposal were incurred. 

Settlement on the order of 100 mm (3.9 in.), which is about one-tenth of the normal settlement 
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experienced for MSE walls placed on untreated soil, has been reported for the LLC support 

system (5).  

WASHINGTON: STATE ROUTE 516 - LAKE MERIDIAN SETTLEMENT REPAIR, 

KING COUNTY 

This project utilized a vertical EPS-block embankment with a treated wood face to 

reconstruct a portion of an embankment that was experiencing settlement problems. Project 

information was obtained from the Washington State DOT (WSDOT). In 1993, the WSDOT 

performed a widening program of SR 516 from 132nd Ave. SE to 160th Ave. SE. The project is 

located approximately 40 miles southeast of the city of Seattle. The initial design consisted of 

raising the north shoulder by about 305 to 457 mm (12 to 18 in.) and placing 457 to 914 mm (18 

to 36 in.) of new fill on the existing slope. In order to accommodate the eastbound (north side of 

the embankment) traffic during bridge construction on the westbound side (south side of the 

embankment), the WSDOT widened the existing north shoulder by about 0.6 to 1.2 m (2 to 4 ft) 

with quarry spalls. This shoulder widening changed the existing embankment slopes from an 

existing 1.5H:1V to 2H:1V. Movement was observed in the westbound lane soon after placement 

of the new rip-rap fill on the existing slope. The WSDOT estimated that settlement on the order 

of 76 to 102 mm (3 to 4 in.) occurred from the time the rip-rap was placed in April 1993 to mid 

June 1993 when a monitoring program was initiated. Vertical and horizontal movements of 33 

mm and 25 mm (1.3 and 1 in.), respectively, were measured between June and September 1993. 

The geotechnical report dated November 12, 1993 (16) indicates that the movements 

were likely caused by embankment settlement and lateral displacement into the underlying and 

adjacent peat and possibly from vibrations induced by pile driving and traffic. The WSDOT 

considered five alternatives for stabilizing the embankment. These options included continued 

monitoring, removing some of the rip-rap and constructing a reinforced fill embankment, 

retaining the fill embankment with sheet piles or soldier piles along the north edge of the slope, 
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constructing a structural boardwalk for the sidewalk, and constructing a half bridge on the north 

side of the roadway.  

The monitoring approach was selected in the anticipation that movements would decrease 

to acceptable levels with time. A concrete sidewalk was constructed along the north side of the 

embankment. However, up to 0.10 m (0.33 ft) of vertical and 0.11 m (0.36 ft) of lateral 

movement was measured from July 1994 to February 1995 in the sidewalls.  A memorandum 

dated May 3, 1995 (17) indicates that vertical and lateral displacements of 0.21 m (0.68 ft) and 

0.25 m (0.82 ft), respectively, had occurred between Sta. 152+00 to 153+50 and vertical and 

lateral displacements of 30 mm (0.1 ft) and 46 mm (0.15 ft) had occurred in the remainder of the 

sidewalk between Sta. 149+50 and 154+00. There was concern that the sidewalk would become 

unsafe and if future movements occurred at the same rate, the roadway pavement and the 

underlying water lines would become distressed.  

The WSDOT decided to replace a portion of the earth embankment with EPS blocks. 

Figure 11.10 shows the typical elevation and plan view of the EPS block repairs. Block sizes of 

0.76 by 1.22 by 2.44 m (2.5 by 4 by 8 ft) were utilized. Two types of EPS embankment sections 

were used. Repairs from Sta. 152+00 to 154+00 consist of the first layer of EPS blocks extending 

1.83 m (6 ft) horizontally from the facing system and Sta. 149+50 to 152+00 consist of the first 

layer of EPS blocks extending 1.22 m (4 ft) horizontally from the facing system. The second layer 

of EPS in both sections extends 2.44 m (8 ft) horizontally from the wall face. A 510 mm (2 in.) 

layer of sand was placed below the EPS blocks as a leveling layer in all locations. A 0.15 m (6 

in.) concrete cap was placed on top of the EPS. A minimum of 2 timber fasteners per block was 

specified between blocks.  

The facing system for the vertical wall consists of  92 by 92 mm (4 by 4 in.) treated wood 

posts spaced at 1.8 m (6 ft) center-to-center and extending 0.76m (2.5 ft) below the proposed 

subgrade level. Treated wood lagging (40 by 143 mm or 2 by 6 in.) was placed horizontally 

between the vertical posts. Figure 11.11 presents a photograph of the treated wood facing system. 
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The wood facing was placed before the EPS blocks and the EPS blocks were subsequently placed 

against the wood facing. Pea gravel meeting the gradation requirements of AASHTO No. 8 

coarse aggregate was used to backfill the void between the wall of the cut and the EPS blocks. 

The lowest bid price for the 410.6 m3 (537 yd3) of EPS blocks was $105.94 per m3 ($81 per yd3). 

Although some lateral and vertical movement occurred during the February 28, 2001 Nisqually 

earthquake, the EPS embankment did not sustain any damage. Figures 11.12 and 11.13 present 

photographs of the embankment during construction and after the completion of construction, 

respectively. 

Figure 11.10. Details of EPS-block vertical-faced fill used for the S.R. 516 repair in King  

          County, Washington (Washington State Department of Transportation). 

Figure 11.11. Photograph of treated wood facing system (Washington State Department of  

            Transportation). 

Figure 11.12. Photograph of geofoam used to support a sidewalk on top of an earthen  

            embankment (Washington State Dept. of Transportation). 

Figure 11.13. Photograph of completed EPS-block geofoam fill (Washington State         

           Department of Transportation). 

WISCONSIN: BAYFIELD COUNTY TRUNK HIGHWAY A  

This case history involves the use of EPS-block geofoam as a hillside fill to repair a slow-

moving landslide that had persisted for over 20 years (18). The Bayfield County Trunk Highway 

A in northern Wisconsin was 45 m (148 ft) wide and had a slope of approximately 14 degrees in 

the landslide area. The height of the embankment was 5 m (16 ft). The glaciolacustrine soils 

below the embankment consist of very soft, highly plastic clays and silts. The failure surface 

identified by an inclinometer is 6.1 m (20 ft) below grade and sliding was occurring in the soft,  

highly plastic clays and silts. The roadway was frequently patched due to the occurrence of 

tension and lateral shear cracks that developed within the asphalt pavement. 
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In addition to the lightweight fill alternative, excavation of the soils within the slide mass 

and replacement with granular fill was also considered. However, the total excavation alternative 

was not selected because it would require excavation below the groundwater level and 

temporarily closing the highway. Soil from the head of the slide was removed and replaced with 

EPS-block geofoam. The geofoam had a density of 24 kg/m3 (1.5 lbf/ft3) and dimensions of 0.81 

by 1.22  by 2.44 m (2.7 by 4 by 8 ft). Three layers of EPS blocks were used. A drainage blanket 

consisting of 0.3 m (1 ft) of free-draining sand conforming to Wisconsin Department of 

Transportation Section 209, Grade 1 and a system of 200 mm (8 in.) diameter slotted plastic pipe 

was placed below the EPS blocks. The drain pipes were placed parallel to the road at the back of 

the excavation as well as transverse to the road at 15 m (50 ft) intervals. The transverse pipes 

extended from the parallel pipe at the back of the excavation to the embankment face. An 

impermeable membrane was placed on top of the geofoam as protection against petroleum spills. 

The top of the geofoam was kept at a depth of 1.5 m (4.9 ft) below the final pavement surface to 

minimize the potential for differential icing conditions. The fill placed over the EPS blocks and  

the sides of the embankment consists of free-draining sand. The installed cost of the EPS block 

was $61.50 per m3 ($47.00 per yd3). EPS-block geofoam was also used to remediate two other 

landslides along Bayfield County Trunk Highway A but cost information is not available for 

these applications. 

WYOMING: MOORCRAFT BRIDGE, CROOK COUNTY 

 EPS-block geofoam was used as fill for both approaches for the Moorcraft bridge 

located along I-90 in Crook County, Wyoming in the summer of 1993. Project information was 

supplied by the Wyoming DOT and also obtained from (19). Two layers of EPS blocks with a 

density of 24 kg/m3 (1.5 lbf/ft3) were placed overlying a thin layer of 25 to 50 mm (1 to 2 in.) of 

crushed rock and pea gravel on the east and west abutments, respectively (19). Figure 11.14 

presents a photograph of the EPS-block geofoam blocks used. The bottom EPS layer extended 

10.4 m (34 ft) horizontally from the abutment and the upper EPS layer extended 10.7 m (35 ft) 
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from the abutment, about 3 m (10 ft) beyond the approach slab. A polyethylene geomembrane 

was placed on top of the geofoam to protect against petroleum spills. A 305 mm (12 in.) layer of 

sand was placed between the concrete approach slab and the geomembrane. The approach slab 

extended 7.6 m (25 ft) from the abutment and had a thickness of 3 m (1 ft) and a width of 12.5 m 

(41 ft).  An asphalt cement pavement was placed on top of the concrete slab. Rings of barbed wire 

100 mm (4 in.) in diameter were used as inter-block fasteners because the timber fasteners did not 

arrive on time (19). 

Figure 11.14. Photograph of EPS-block geofoam used for the Moorcraft bridge approach   

          (Wyoming Department of Transportation). 

The main objective of the project was to reduce the differential settlement occurring at 

the abutment/embankment interface which had to be annually leveled. The initial project design 

consisted of a MSE wall approach fill. The approach design was subsequently changed to EPS 

block geofoam for the purpose of providing a full scale instrumental field test to obtain technical 

data on the use of EPS as bridge approach fill and facilitate future use by the DOT (19). The 

Wyoming DOT estimated the cost for the MSE wall approach fill design to be $58,696 while the 

cost of the EPS block approach fill option was $79,732, or $21,036 (28 percent) more than the 

original MSE wall option. This cost includes $37,000 for material and labor for the EPS blocks, 

geomembrane, sand base, as well as labor to drill holes in the abutment for monitoring 

instrumentation. Because this was one of the first EPS-block bridge approach projects in 

Wyoming, the higher cost of the EPS-block alternative could be attributed to the lack of 

familiarity by local contractors and probably did not consider the full benefits of the ease and 

speed of EPS-block placement and the possible placement of EPS blocks in adverse weather 

conditions.  A cost comparison between the EPS-block and MSE systems is included in Table 

11.3. A total of 377 m3 (493 yd3) of EPS blocks were utilized of which 65 m3 (85 yd3) were 

donated by the supplier. MSE walls had been utilized by the Wyoming DOT for over five years. 

The estimated volumetric costs for the EPS and MSE walls are $17.30 and $9.60 per m³ of wall. 
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Table 11.3.  Cost Comparison Between EPS and MSE Approaches for the Moorcraft Bridge  

        Structure. 

WYOMING: BRIDGE REHABILITATION, N.F. SHOSHONE RIVER 

This project involved the rehabilitation of approaches to a bridge over the N.F. Shoshone 

River in Wyoming. Project information was provided by the Wyoming DOT (Wyoming DOT 

Project No. 031-1[68]) . The actual date of construction was estimated to be between 1997 and 

1999. Two types of bridge approach fills were used below the approach slabs. One approach fill 

consists of EPS block geofoam and the other consists of an MSE wall (20). The bridge abutments 

are skewed approximately 55 degrees from the centerline of the bridge roadway. Both approach 

slabs have a surface area of 88 m2 (947 ft2) and a corresponding width of 6.24 m (20 ft) as 

measured normal to the abutment or 55 degrees from the roadway centerline. Both approach slabs 

consist of a 255 mm (10 in.) thick concrete slab and an overlying 50 mm (2 in.) thick bituminous 

pavement layer. 

 The depth of the EPS block approach fill system is 3 m (9.8 ft) at the centerline of the 

bridge roadway and includes 50 mm (2 in.) of sand below the EPS blocks, 2.7 m (9 ft) of EPS 

blocks and 205 mm (8 in.) of sand at the top of the blocks. The fill extends 2.5 m (8 ft) 

horizontally from the abutment and then slopes at 1(H):1(V). The density of EPS blocks used is 

24 kg/m3 (1.5 lbf/ft3). The depth of the MSE wall approach system is 2.65 m (8.7 ft) at the 

centerline of the bridge roadway. The fill extends 3 m (9.8 ft) horizontally from the abutment then   

slopes at 1.8(H): 1(V) for a horizontal distance of 3.24 m (10.6 ft) as measured from the bottom 

of the fill and 1(H):1(V) for the remaining horizontal distance of 750 mm (30 in.). Figures 11.15 

and 11.16 present details of the EPS-block geofoam bridge approach. 

Figure 11.15. Detail for geofoam backfill behind the bridge abutment (23). 

Figure 11.16. Detail of bridge approach pavement system over geofoam (24). 

 Table 11.4 provides a summary of the bridge approach costs for the EPS and MSE 

alternatives. The estimated volumetric costs for the EPS and MSE walls are $202 and $100 per 
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m³ ($154 and $76 per yd3) of wall. Although the cost of using an EPS approach fill is $9,330 (32 

percent) higher than the MSE wall, the EPS block approach fill system was used on one side 

because of its speed of construction and because of its lightweight properties (21). The higher 

cost of the EPS approach alternative may have been due to unfamiliarity of the EPS construction 

procedure by local contractors (22). 

OTHER CASES AND STATE DOT EXPERIENCES 

Connecticut 

The Connecticut DOT recently awarded a contract to construct an embankment that 

involves placing expanded-shale aggregate over EPS-block geofoam. The cost of the EPS-block 

geofoam will be $98.09 per m3 ($75 per yd3) and the cost of the expanded shale aggregate will be 

$13.08 per m3 ($10 per yd3) . These unit prices include placement.  

Table 11.4. Cost Comparison Between EPS and FRS Approaches for the N.F. Shoshone  

                  Bridge Structure. 

Illinois 

Based on information obtained from the Illinois DOT several problems occurred during 

construction on an embankment that utilized EPS-block geofoam as lightweight fill. The 

embankment is a four-lane state roadway (143rd Street) in Orland Park, Illinois. The embankment 

consists of about 1.22 m (4 ft) of geofoam in the inner lanes (part of the roadway that was 

reconstructed) and 1.52 m (5 ft) of geofoam in the outer lanes (new widened area). The project 

began in 1999 and was to be completed in 2000. A total of approximately 15,291 m3 (20,000 yd3) 

of EPS blocks were to be used in the embankment. The placement rate for the first phase of the 

project was approximately 313 m3 per day (410 yd3 per day). The first problem encountered 

involved the initial shipment of EPS blocks not meeting the specified density of 24 kg/m3 (1.5 

lbf/ft3). The second problem involved hydrostatic uplift of part of the geofoam embankment 

during a heavy rainfall. A crack developed in the concrete cap, which was already in-place when 

uplift occurred, along the 1.22 to 1.52 m (4 to 5 ft) geofoam thickness transition line. Pumping 
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costs associated with providing temporary dewatering during construction to minimize the 

potential for uplift re-occurring was greater than anticipated. Figure 11.17 presents a cross-section 

of the EPS-block geofoam roadway and Figures 11.18 and 11.19 present details of the storm 

drain pipe and guardrail used with the EPS-block geofoam roadway embankment. 

Figure 11.17. Cross-section through geofoam embankment containing a storm drain and 

           guardrail (25). 

Figure 11.18. Detail of storm drain pipe in geofoam embankment (26). 

Figure 11.19. Detail for guardrail on top of geofoam embankment (27). 

Maine 

Based on a personal communication with the Maine DOT in 1999, the cost provided by a 

manufacturer for only geofoam blocks that were proposed for an embankment project was $57.21 

per m3 ($43.74 per yd3) (28). This unit cost is a freight-on-board (FOB) site unit price and does 

not include placement. 

Michigan 

Table 11.5 below is a summary of the bids obtained from the Michigan DOT in 1999 for 

two embankment projects. No further project information was supplied. These projects involve 

the use of EPS-block geofoam for both bridge approaches and embankments. This data indicates 

a volumetric cost for the EPS embankment of $220 per m³ ($168 per yd³) in Project 1 and $1,160 

per m³ ($887 per yd³) in Project 2. This large difference in volumetric cost in the same state 

illustrates the importance of obtaining site specific cost estimates. 

Table 11.5.  Unit Bid Prices for EPS Projects in Michigan. 

City of Issaquah, Washington  

Approximately, 1,835 m3 (2,400 yd3) of EPS-block geofoam was used for an approach 

fill on a bridge replacement project in 1995. The city of Issaquah is approximately 15 miles 

southeast of the city of Seattle. EPS was used instead of a surcharge procedure with prefabricated 

vertical drains because the use of EPS was cost competitive and the bridge approaches could be 
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constructed within one construction season as opposed two construction seasons for the surcharge 

option. The cost of the EPS block was $59 per m3 ($45 per yd3) and $72 per m3 ($55 per yd3) 

installed. Thus, the EPS installation cost was about $13 per m3 ($10 per yd3). Figures 11.20 

through 11.22 provide photographs showing the placement of the EPS-blocks, concrete 

separation layer, and utilities. Although the bridge approach embankments settled approximately 

50 mm (2 in.) because of liquefaction of the foundation soils, the bridge approaches did not 

experience damage due to any shifting of the blocks during the February 28, 2001 Nisqually 

earthquake. Nearby roadways that did not include EPS experienced more damage. 

Figure 11.20. Placement of EPS blocks (City of Issaquah, WA). 

Figure 11.21. Placement of concrete separation layer over the EPS blocks (City of Issaquah, 

WA). 

Figure 11.22 Placement of utilities on top of sand base overlying the EPS blocks (City of 

Issaquah, WA) 

SUMMARY 

This chapter of the report presents case histories of geofoam usage in transportation 

applications that can be utilized to assess whether or not the proposed use is similar to prior uses. 

These case histories illustrate the many intangible or non-quantifiable benefits of geofoam that 

result in DOTs selecting geofoam over less costly and more traditional techniques. Some of these 

benefits include reduced placement time which is illustrated in Table 11.6 that presents observed 

geofoam placement rates, placement in adverse weather conditions, decreased maintenance costs 

because of smaller differential settlements, reduced lateral stress on bridge approach abutments, 

use of a vertical embankment which reduces right-of-way requirements, negligible impact on 

underlying utility corridors, excellent seismic behavior, elimination of surcharging and/or staged 

construction, excellent durability. 
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Table 11.6.  Summary of Placement Rates of EPS-Block Geofoam in Embankment and  

                     Slope Repair Projects. 
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(a) Elevation view. 
 

(b) Plan view 
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TABLE 11.1 PROJ 24-11m.doc 

Activities Dates 
Excavation 10/11/95 to 10/26/95 
EPS Placement 10/11/95 to 10/26/95 
Concrete Slab Placement 10/23/95 to 10/27/95 
No. 8 Aggregate Placement 11/2/95 to 11/8/95 
Asphalt Base, Binder & 
Surface 

11/22/95 to 11/29/95 

Road Opened to Traffic 12/15/95 
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TABLE 11.2 PROJ 24-11m.doc 

 

Items EPS Embankment (Plan) 
Total Removal & Replacement 

(Option) 
 

Quantity Unit 

Unit Cost 
in U.S. 
Dollars 

 
Cost in 

U.S. 
Dollars Quantity Unit 

Unit 
Cost in 

U.S. 
Dollars 

 
Cost in 

U.S. 
Dollars 

Common 
Excavation 

 2,318.9 
(3,033) 

 

m³ 
(yd³) 

 

$5.23 
($4.00) 

 

$12,132 2,318.9 
(3,033) 

m³ 
(yd³) 

 

$5.23 
($4.00) 

$12,132 

Peat 
Excavation 

7,703.7 
(10,076) 

m³ 
(yd³)  

 

$5.23 
($4.00) 

$40,304 77,256.7 
(101,048) 

m³ 
(yd³) 

 

$5.23 
($4.00) 

$404,192 

Borrow Fill 0 0 $0 $0 81,119.3 
(106,100*)

m³ 
(yd³) 

$6.54 
($5.00) 

$530,500 

Concrete 
Slab 

3,066.1 
(3,667) 

m2 
(yd2) 

$40.66 
($34.00) 

$124,678 0 0 $0 $0 

EPS Block 4,708 
(6,157) 

m³ 
(yd3) 

$86.58 
($66.20) 

$407,593 0 0 $0 $0 

Compacted 
Crushed 

Aggregate 
No. 8 Stone 

1,360.8 
(1,500) 

Mg 
(ton) 

$16.53 
($15.00) 

$22,500 0 0 $0 $0 

Total Cost    $607,207    $946,824 
Notes:  -The unit cost of peat excavation does not include cost for wet excavation, excavation  

   using  dredge line, peat disposal, etc. However, if this cost is added to the peat  
   excavation then the cost of total removal and replacement option will be higher. 

 -* To estimate the fill volume, 5% is added to the volume of cut. 
 - Borrow fill is sand fill. 
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TABLE 11.3 PROJ 24-11m.doc 

ITEM UNIT 
UNIT 
COST 

QUANTITIES 
for MSE Wall 

QUANTITIES 
for EPS Wall 

MSE 
COST 

EPS 
COST 

Misc.Force
Account 

Work 

- - - - $15,000 $37,000 

Dry 
Excavation 

m³ 
 (yd³) 

15.70 
(12.00) 

1,192.7 
(1,560) 

1,529.1  
(2,000) 

$18,720 $24,000 

Bridge 
Approach 
Backfill 

m³  
(yd³) 

20.93 
(16.00) 

856.3  
(1,120) 

642.2  
(840) 

$17,920 $13,440 

Bridge 
Approach 

Fill 
Reinforcing 

Fabric 

m2  
(yd2) 

1.67 
(1.40) 

4,214.1  
(5,040) 

3,160.6 
(3,780) 

$7,056 $5,292 

TOTAL     $58,696 $79,732 
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 EPS Block Approach Costs MSE Approach Costs 
       

Item Quantity Unit Cost Cost Quantity Unit Cost Cost 
Dry Excavation 210 m³ 

(275 yd3) 
$18.00 

($13.76) 
$3,780 230 m³ 

(300 yd3)
$18.00 

($13.76) 
$4,140 

Bridge Approach 
Backfill Material 

20 m³ 
(26 yd3) 

$30.00 
($22.94) 

$600 210 m³ 
(275 yd3)

$30.00 
($22.94) 

$6,300 

Geotextile for 
Foundation Separation 

110 m² 
(132 yd2) 

$6.75 
($5.64) 

$742 0 0 $0 

Geotextile for 
MSE 

0 0 $0 850 m³ 
(1112 
yd3) 

$1.75 
($1.34) 

$1,487 

Expanded Polystyrene 
Blocks 

146 m³ 
(191 yd3) 

$104.00 
($79.52) 

$15,184 0 0 $0 

HDPE Geomembrane 200 m² 
(239 yd2) 

$4.50 
($3.76) 

$900 0 0 $0 

Reinforced Concrete 
Approach Slab 

88 m² 
(105 yd2) 

$96.00 
($80.27) 

$8,448 88 m² 
(105 yd2)

$96.00 
($80.27) 

$8,448 

Underdrain Pipe 
(Perforated) 150 mm 

6 m 
(20 ft) 

$34.50 
($10.52) 

$207 4.5 m 
(15 ft) 

$34.50 
($10.52) 

$155 

Underdrain Pipe (Non-
Perforated) 150 mm 

15 m 
(49 ft) 

$31.00 
($9.45) 

$465 15 m 
(49 ft) 

$31.00 
($9.45) 

$465 

       
  Total Cost = $30,326  Total Cost = $20,995 
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TABLE 11.5 PROJ 24-11m.doc 

Project 

Quantity of 
EPS 

m3(yd3) 

Bid A Unit 
Price 

$/m3($/yd3) 

Bid A Total 
Bid 

$ 

Bid B Unit 
Price 

$/m3($/yd3) 

Bid B Total 
Price 

$ 
1 1,052 

(1,376) 
52.50 

(40.14) 
1,960,244 43.00 

(32.88) 
2,202,666 

2 4,919 
(6,434) 

58.50 
(44.73) 

5,696,731 50.00 
(38.23) 

5,970,269 
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TABLE 11.6 PROJ 24-11m.doc 

Project Application Placement Rate of EPS-Block 
Geofoam per Day 

Hawaii Embankment 175 – 250 m³ 
(229 – 327 yd³) 

Indiana Embankment 428 m³ 
(560 yd³) 

New York Slope Repair 382 – 383 m³ 
(500 yd³) 

Utah I-15 Embankment 470 m³ 
(615 yd³) 

Illinois Embankment 313 m³ 
(410 yd³) 
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______________________________________________________________________________ 

INTRODUCTION 

The goal of design and construction of highway embankments over soft ground is to 

provide an adequate transportation facility at the lowest overall life-cycle cost (1). Life-cycle 
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costs include design costs, construction costs, right-of-way costs, routine maintenance costs, 

periodic maintenance and rehabilitation costs, operating costs, accident costs, and users' cost (1). 

Additionally, performance and safety (e.g., pavement smoothness, foundation stability during 

construction, tolerable postconstruction total and differential settlements, hazards caused by 

maintenance operations and potential failures), inconvenience (e.g., costs to the public resulting 

from closing a roadway or traffic lanes for maintenance), environmental aspects, and aesthetic 

aspects should also be included in a life-cycle cost analysis (1). When all of these factors are 

evaluated, an alternative with a higher initial material or total cost, e.g. geofoam, may prove to be 

the best alternative. 

Benefits of utilizing an EPS-block geofoam embankment or wall include: (1) ease and 

speed of construction, (2) placement in adverse weather conditions, (3) possible elimination of 

the need for surcharging and staged construction, (4) decreased maintenance costs as a result of 

less settlement from the low density of EPS-block geofoam, (5) alleviation of the need to acquire 

additional right-of-way to construct flatter embankment slopes because of the low density of 

EPS-block and/or the use of a vertical embankment, (6) reduction of lateral stress on bridge 

approach abutments, (7) excellent durability, (8) construction without utility relocation, and (9) 

excellent seismic behavior. 

In a removal and replacement situation without surcharging, the use of geofoam may 

result in cost savings compared to other types of lightweight fill materials and conventional fill 

materials because the density of geofoam is 1/10th to 1/30th of the density of foamed concrete, 

1/55th to 1/145th of the in-place density of boiler slag, and 1/100th  of the density of conventional 

granular fill material. The lower density of geofoam will have advantages over other types of  

lightweight fills in certain applications such as in embankment construction over existing utility 

corridors as occurred in the I-15 project in Utah (2). The low density of geofoam is also beneficial 

because seismic inertial force is proportional to the mass of the embankment. Thus, the lower 
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density of geofoam may alleviate the costs of soft soil removal and the possible need for an 

excavation support system, excavation widening, and temporary dewatering. 

There is a limited amount of published information related to economic assessments 

made explicitly for EPS-block geofoam versus other design alternatives in road embankments on 

soft ground. Therefore, to address the issue of economic analysis, this chapter presents the 

available information for EPS-block geofoam projects and compares it to cost information for 

other design alternatives. 

BACKGROUND 

Comparison of various design alternatives requires that an economic analysis such as a 

life-cycle or cost-benefit analysis be performed. A cost-benefit analysis considers the intangible 

consequences or impacts of an alternative in addition to the tangible costs and benefits. These 

intangible consequences may be required to perform an adequate cost comparison. An overview 

of a cost-benefit analysis is presented in (3). 

An approach for incorporating the intangible benefits into a life-cycle or cost-benefit 

analysis involves trying to quantify these benefits. For example, the benefit of reduced 

construction time can be quantified by estimating the value that travelers place on travel-time 

savings during periods of heavy congestion and incorporating the benefit into a life-cycle or cost-

benefit analysis as discussed in (4). Based on traveler input from a survey performed for the State 

Route (S.R.) 91 corridor in Orange and Riverside Counties in Southern California, it was 

determined that the value that travelers place on total travel time varied from $2.64/hour for a 

household annual income of $15,000 to $8.05/hour for a household annual income of $95,000 (4). 

Reduced construction time is also important if soft ground treatment is unanticipated 

during the construction phase or if the section of roadway or bridge approach that is to be treated 

affects the critical path of the construction schedule. Remedial treatment procedures such as 

stabilization by preloading may require several months to more than a year to complete. 

Maintenance and construction costs often increase as the time available for construction decreases 
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(5). Therefore, some of the least costly but more-time consuming techniques have become less 

attractive in recent years because of shorter project times, tighter schedules, and the need to 

maintain traffic (5). Consequently, soft ground treatment technologies such as the use of 

lightweight fills have taken on an increasing role in the construction of roadway embankments. 

The typically higher unit cost of some types of lightweight fill materials (a "negative" cited in (5) 

which was prepared in the late 1980s) is usually offset by savings when all of the project costs are 

considered. This greater use of lightweight fills in recent years is reflected in their inclusion in the 

FHWA Demonstration Project 116 (6). 

This chapter summarizes cost data related to projects that have utilized or considered 

EPS-block geofoam versus other lightweight fill materials and ground improvement methods for 

roadway embankments on soft ground. This cost data summary along with the placement rates 

observed on geofoam projects in Table 11.6 are useful for performing an economic analysis of 

various alternatives.  These placement rates can be used by contractors with little or no geofoam 

experience to develop reasonable bid packages instead of speculating on production rates, which 

usually result in an overestimate. 
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SCOPE 

An important aspect of the research was to quantify the economic advantages of using 

EPS-block geofoam as a design alternative compared to other lightweight fill materials and 

traditional alternatives such as soil fill with ground improvement techniques (prefabricated 

vertical drains, geosynthetic reinforcement) or a structurally supported roadway. A brief summary 

of soft ground treatment alternatives available for the construction of embankments and bridge 

approaches and the results of a questionnaire distributed during this study relating to cost issues 

are presented. Cost-benefit data are tabulated for geofoam and alternative designs, where 

available, for each case history. Additionally, cost aspects of reinforced concrete caps over the 

geofoam are presented.  

RESEARCH APPROACH 

Because of limited published cost data for geofoam embankments, various strategies 

were employed to obtain cost comparison data: 

• Cost information was solicited via a geofoam usage questionnaire (see Appendix 

A). 

• Several Midwestern DOTs (Illinois, Indiana and Michigan) were contacted in an 

effort to obtain cost data. These states were chosen both for their proximity to the 

University of Illinois and their use of EPS-block geofoam technology for road 

construction.  

• Personal contacts were made with individuals suggested in the usage 

questionnaire replies that indicated a knowledge of cost data. 

• DOTs, companies, and individuals referenced in relevant geofoam technical 

literature were contacted. 
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• Cost data presented in the draft manual for the FHWA Demonstration Project 

No. 116 (6) and the National Cooperative Highway Research Program 

(N.C.H.R.P.) Synthesis No. 147 (5) were utilized. 

SOFT GROUND TREATMENT ALTERNATIVES 

A summary of various alternatives for  treatment of problem foundations for highway 

embankments that have been used in the United States can be found in (5). These alternatives are 

also summarized in Table 12.1. 

Various categories have been used to classify lightweight fills. Categories used in (6) 

include lightweight fill materials with compressive strength (geofoam, foamed concrete) and 

granular lightweight fills (wood fiber, blast furnace slag, fly ash, boiler slag, expanded clay or 

shale, shredded tires). Lightweight fill categories used in (7) include artificial fills (foam plastics 

and foamed concrete) and waste materials (shredded tires and wood chips). Lightweight fills are 

separated in (8) as traditional light material (wastes from the timber industry such as sawdust and 

bark, wastes from the production of building blocks of cellular concrete, and expanded clay 

aggregate) and superlight fill (EPS-expanded polystyrene block). 

Table 12.1.  Problem Foundation Treatment Alternatives (5). 

Characteristics and Limitations of Lightweight Fill Materials 

There is a significant range in material costs, engineering properties, and construction 

costs for various lightweight fills. The use of lightweight fill materials for embankments as an 

alternative to ground improvement increased during the 1990s. Although there are many reasons 

for this, two that appear to be among the more significant are: 

• overall time for construction is typically much shorter when lightweight fills are 

used and 

• the fact that lightweight fills produce relatively small undrained (initial) and 

consolidation settlements. Large undrained (initial) and consolidation settlements 

during construction may negatively affect adjacent existing roads, bridges, 
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buildings, utilities, etc. However, the use of lightweight fill materials will have 

no affect on the magnitude and time-dependent behavior of creep ("secondary 

consolidation") settlements but these settlements are significantly smaller than 

undrained (initial) and consolidation settlements. Creep is a function of the 

geometry and properties of the underlying soft soil subgrade only, and is thus 

independent of the external stresses applied to the subgrade. Of course, soil fill 

will also induce creep settlements. 

Cost comparisons between different types of lightweight fills should be made on the price 

per cubic meter ($/yd3) because of the wide variation of densities between the various lightweight 

fill materials (6). Equation (12.1) below is recommended in (6) for converting costs in dollars per 

ton to dollars per cubic meter: 

                      dollars per ton  x  density in kg/m3  x  ( 1 ton/910 kg) = dollars per m3.           (12.1) 

Geofoam blocks may also be priced in dollars per board foot (1 ft by 1 ft by 1 in) so conversion to 

dollars per cubic meter can be achieved using Equation (12.2) below:  

 

 dollars per board feet  x  (1 foot/ 0.305 m)  x  ( 1 inch/ 2.54 cm)(100 cm/1 m) =   

 dollars  per m3.                                                                                                            (12.2)   

 Table 12.2 provides a general summary of lightweight fill material costs. As indicated in 

Table 12.2, lightweight fill material costs vary considerably. Factors that influence costs of 

utilizing the various types of lightweight fills include quantity required for the project, 

transportation costs, availability of materials, contractor’s experience with the product, placement 

or compaction costs, and specialty items that may be required (6,9). Additionally the cost of using 

some waste fills will be dependent on the availability of state rebate programs. 

Although some waste materials such as sawdust, bark, shells, cinders, slag, flyash, and 

bottom ash may be almost free at the source, transportation costs alone have made the use of 

some waste lightweight fill material uneconomical (5). The quantity required of a specified 
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lightweight fill type may not be available from just one vendor or source. In a project that used 

approximately 6,400 Mg (7,050 ton) of shredded tires as lightweight fill, four different vendors 

were required because no single vendor could provide the full quantity needed (10). The vendors 

were located about 240 to 440 km (150 to 275 mi) from the site, which resulted in a range of 

transportation costs. 

A summary of the responses to the geofoam usage questionnaire are included in 

Appendix A. Questions B1, B2, and B3 of the questionnaire yielded information on costs 

associated with geofoam projects. Bid prices provided in the questionnaire replies varied widely 

and ranged from $39.00 to $98.00 per m3 ($30.00 to $75.00 per yd3) (see Table A.2 in Appendix 

A). These bid prices include material, transportation, placement, and contractor profit. The 

questionnaire responses show that the placement costs range from 35 to 45 percent of the unit bid 

price for geofoam. For example, if the unit bid price for geofoam, which includes material and 

labor, is $70.00 per m3 ($53.52 per yd3), the placement costs will range from $24.50 to $31.50 per 

m3 ($18.75 to $24.10 per yd3). However, another respondent indicates that placement costs range 

from about $13.00 to $20.00 per m3  ($10.00 to $15.00 per yd3) not including contractor profit. 

In summary, the placement cost of EPS-block geofoam in roadway embankments can be 

assumed to range from $13.00 to $31.50 per m3 ($10.00 to $24.10 per yd3).  This large range is 

probably caused by a large range in site conditions and contractor experience with geofoam. 

Items that were identified by the replies to have a significant impact on the overall cost of an 

EPS-block geofoam embankment or bridge approach are a reinforced-concrete capping slab, a 

facing system in the case of vertical geofoam fills, the cost of providing temporary dewatering 

during construction to prevent buoyancy of the geofoam from runoff that may accumulate in the 

excavation, the potential for a permanent drainage system, and the cost of lack of familiarity by 

local contractors with constructing a geofoam embankment which can result in over pricing of the 

geofoam alternative in the bid phase. 

Table 12.2.   Costs for Various Lightweight Fill Materials(6). 
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 Placement and compaction costs can be higher for some types of lightweight fills than 

for conventional soil fill. For example, flyash and boiler slag are moisture sensitive and  

therefore, moisture control is critical for proper compaction of flyash and boiler slag. Proper 

compaction of shredded tires may require a greater number of compactor passes than for 

conventional soil fill (6). Of course, geofoam does not require moisture and compaction control, 

which allows placement in adverse conditions. Additionally, adverse weather conditions typically 

do not affect placement rates of geofoam. Therefore, the higher material cost of EPS-block 

geofoam may be offset by lower installation costs. The difference between loose and compacted 

density of some lightweight fill materials should be considered in the transportation and 

placement costs. 

The wire strands exposed from tire shreds may puncture tires on construction equipment 

and prevent haul trucks from being routed over the fill (10). Thus the placement procedure for tire 

shreds may require additional measures to minimize the puncture hazard to construction 

equipment. These measures can result in extra placement costs. In addition, the thickness of 

shredded tires should be limited to 3 m (10 feet) to prevent spontaneous combustion fires.  

The placement rate of foamed concrete may be slower than for EPS-block geofoam. 

Foamed concrete placement lifts are limited to depths of 0.6 m (2 ft) to minimize the presence of 

voids next to structures or formwork and to minimize the development of excessive heat of 

hydration which can negatively affect the foamed concrete air void content (9). Additionally, a 

12-hr waiting period is required prior to the placement of subsequent foamed concrete lifts (9). 

The placement rates for geofoam embankments projects vary from 175m3 (229 yd3) to 428 m3 

(560 yd3) per day as shown in Table 11.6. 

 The use of some types of lightweight fills may require the use of specialty items such as 

geotextiles, geomembranes, drainage blankets, and soil cover (6). The costs associated with the 

use of specialty items will depend on the specific lightweight fill embankment or bridge approach 
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design and these costs are not included in Table 12.2. For example, a geomembrane has been 

used to protect EPS-block geofoam from hydrocarbon spills. 

An example of a project in which an item that could not be easily quantified but had an 

impact on the selection of a construction alternative is demonstrated by the new Charter Oak 

Bridge project in Hartford, CT. The bridge opened to traffic in August 1991 (12). Although an 

earthen embankment with a toe berm placed in the river was the most economical solution of the 

stabilization alternatives considered, it was rejected because of the delays associated with the time 

required to obtain environmental permits (12). The lightweight fill alternative consisting of 

expanded-shale aggregate, which cost an additional $2 million in construction compared with the 

conventional earth fill/berm/surcharge design, was used to construct the east approach. A total of 

62,730 m3 (82,050 yd3) of lightweight fill was utilized. As indicated in Chapter 11, the cost of the 

EPS-block geofoam on one bridge approach for the N.F. Shoshone River Bridge Rehabilitation 

project was higher than the mechanically stabilized earth wall alternative, but the Wyoming DOT 

utilized geofoam because of its greater speed of construction and placement in adverse 

conditions. EPS-block geofoam was placed in utility corridors as part of the I-15 reconstruction 

project in Utah because of the potential cost and time savings associated with not having to re-

locate utilities or repair utilities that were left in place and damaged by foundation settlement and 

the accompanying service interruption (13). In summary, geofoam provides a number of 

intangible benefits such as not requiring an environmental permit, greater speed of construction, 

placement in adverse conditions, long-term durability, consistent material properties, and no 

utility replacement that should be considered in the design and selection process. 

Comparison of Lightweight Fill Material Properties 

Most lightweight fills have favorable Mohr-Coulomb shear strength properties (i.e., 

cohesion and angle of internal friction) which may increase the internal stability of an 

embankment and increase the overall global stability of the embankment (6). Additionally, EPS-

block geofoam and foamed concrete have low Poisson’s ratio and low density resulting in 
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reduced lateral stresses applied to walls compared to conventional soils. Manufactured materials 

such as EPS-block geofoam and foamed concrete also have more uniform and consistent material 

properties than waste materials.  

EPS-block geofoam, foamed concrete, expanded shale and clay, flyash, boiler slag, and 

air cooled slag have a compressibility and elasticity similar to natural soil and consequently these 

materials will behave under static and dynamic loads similar to conventional earth materials (14). 

However, shredded tires and wood fiber fills have a higher compressibility than conventional 

compacted soils (6). Thus, this higher compressibility must be considered in the pavement design. 

Settlements on the order of 10 to 15 percent have been observed in various shredded tire 

embankment projects (15). In the U.S. Route 42 project near Roseburg, Oregon, the shredded tire 

embankment (10) compressed 15 percent of its initial height between January and September 

1991. This compression included compression due to the soil cap, aggregate base, and pavement 

surcharges as well as 3 months of traffic (15). The results of the settlement plate data indicate that 

a correlation existed between the thickness of shredded tire fill and compression measured. 

Although the use of shredded tires and wood fiber as lightweight fill may not result in intolerable 

settlement due to consolidation of the underlying soft foundation soil, a staged construction 

procedure, consisting of placing the pavement at a later date, may be required to allow for some 

settlement of the tire shreds or wood fibers to occur. 

Shredded tires and wood fiber fills have a larger resiliency than geofoam and 

conventional compacted soils. Thus, this higher resiliency must be considered in the design and 

an appropriate soil cover must be placed over these materials to reduce the resiliency. A soil 

cover of at least 1m (3.3 ft) thick is typically placed over these materials (6). A 15.2 m (50 ft) 

section of embankment constructed as part of a landslide repair project on U.S. Route 42 near 

Roseburg, Oregon experienced cracking and rutting because the soil cap was only 0.5 to 0.6 m 

(1.5 to 2 ft) thick instead of the required 1.0 m (3.3 ft) (10). Thus, a thick soil cap is typically 

required over tire fills in order to increase the confining pressure and should be included in the 
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cost estimate. This resiliency also may limit the type of pavement used over shredded tires and 

wood fiber fills to a flexible pavement type. Falling weight deflectometer (FWD) tests were 

performed as part of the U.S. Route 42 project near Roseburg, Oregon after the aggregate base 

was placed, after the first lift of asphalt pavement was placed, and after the final asphalt pavement 

lift was placed (10). The results of the deflectometer tests performed after the first lift of asphalt 

pavement was placed resulted in the addition of 5.1 cm (2 in.) of asphalt pavement as part of the 

second lift. Thus, the total thickness of pavement is 25.4 cm (10 in.). Based on the results of the 

deflectometer tests, it was concluded that the shredded tire fill represented a softer subgrade than 

the in-situ subgrade.  

Favorable construction aspects of EPS-block geofoam embankments include possible 

placement in adverse weather conditions and the ease and speed of construction. Placement of 

EPS fill is not greatly affected by rainy weather (16) nor by cool temperatures as was 

demonstrated by the Route 23A case history in Greene County, New York (17). The use of 

conventional earth fill as well as some types of lightweight fills such as fly ash and boiler slag 

require favorable weather conditions to achieve proper compaction because these materials are 

moisture sensitive. 

Limitations to the use of some lightweight materials include difficulty in placing and 

handling such as fly ash when it is too dry or wet (6). Shredded tires may also be difficult to place 

because of their resiliency under compaction equipment. Sawdust and bark are difficult to 

compact (15). Other limitations of some lightweight fill materials include the need to incorporate 

protective measures to maintain good durability, to minimize leachate into the surrounding 

environment, and to maintain suitable geothermal properties.  

Lightweight fill materials need to be protected to maintain good durability (6). The 

surface of EPS-block geofoam must be covered for protection against long-term ultraviolet 

radiation. If desired measures can also be taken to protect the EPS blocks from potential liquid 

petroleum hydrocarbon (gasoline, diesel fuel/heating oil) spills and damage from insect 
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infestation. Sufficient cover must be maintained over fly ash embankments to minimize erosion 

of the side slopes. A potential problem associated with sawdust and bark are that they are 

biodegradable and need to be encapsulated by a soil cover to minimize deterioration of the outer 

part of the wood fiber embankment with time (15). 

Some lightweight fill materials must incorporate measures to minimize leachate that 

some lightweight fill materials may produce (6). Sawdust and bark require treatment to prevent 

groundwater pollution (15). Slags, cinders, and fly ash leachates may adversely affect 

groundwater quality or the structures in the vicinity of the waste material fill (15). Leachate of 

metals and hydrocarbons is a possible concern with using tire shreds. However, field study 

reports have shown that shredded automobile tires are not a hazardous material because the 

parameters of concern do not generally exceed the EP toxicity and Toxicity Characteristic 

Leaching Procedure (TCLP) criteria (15). 

Most lightweight fill materials have geothermal properties that are different from soil (6). 

Problems with accelerated deterioration of flexible pavements or differential icing may occur if 

adequate design methods are not used. Potential combustible nature of tires is a concern with the 

use of shredded tires in roadway embankments and caution is required during construction to 

avoid any fire in tires that are stockpiled or already placed in the embankment (15). In general, 

the thickness of shredded tires should be limited to 3 m (10 ft) to prevent fires. A suitable 

thickness of protective earth cover is typically required on the top and side slopes of tire 

embankments.  As with any plastic material, geofoam is flammable (14). Fire concerns with EPS-

block geofoam can be alleviated by the addition of flame-retardant during the production of the 

geofoam blocks and adequate seasoning times as described in Chapter 9.  

SUMMARY OF EPS-BLOCK GEOFOAM COST DATA 

Table 12.3 summarizes cost data from the geofoam case histories in Chapter 11 and the 

usage questionnaire replies.  
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It can be seen from Table 12.3 that the unit cost for EPS-block geofoam varies widely 

and ranges from $39.00 to $104.00 per m3 ($30.00 to $80.00 per yd3) including transportation and 

placement costs. In (6) it is indicated that the cost ranges from $35.00 to $65.00 per m3 ($26.00 to 

$50.00 per yd3) FOB (freight on board) at the plant. The EPS Molders Association provided the 

cost data shown in Table 12.4 in a letter dated 10 April 2001. The material cost is a function of 

geofoam density but ordering more than one density should not affect the price significantly 

beyond the cost of the higher density material. The results of the usage questionnaire indicate that 

placement costs range from 35 to 45 percent of the unit bid price for geofoam. Based on the I-15 

project in Utah, the cost of a fascia wall system is about $10.00 per m3 ($7.00 per yd3) (2).  

A summary of costs associated with utilizing a reinforced concrete cap slab as a 

separation material between the pavement system and the EPS blocks is included in Table 12.5. 

As indicated in this table, the cost of a reinforced cap is relatively high and can range from 20 to 

30 percent of the total project cost.  

Table 12.3. Summary of EPS-Block Geofoam Embankment Costs. 

 
Table 12.4.  Geofoam material costs from EPS Molders Association based on 2000 business  

                     conditions. 

Table 12.5.  Summary of Reinforced PCC Separation Slab Costs. 

Table 12.6 presents a list of all of the costs that could be incurred on a geofoam 

embankment project. This list is comprehensive and thus not all items will be required on a 

project. However, the large number of costs provides some insight to why the cost of EPS-block 

geofoam embankments ranges from $39.00 to $104.00 per m3 ($30.00 to $79.52 per yd3) 

including transportation and placement. Many of the costs in Table 12.6 are also incurred on 

embankment projects that do not utilize geofoam. It can be seen that Table 12.6 subdivides the 

costs into manufacturing costs, design detail costs, and construction costs. 
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Table 12.6.  Potential Costs Associated with an EPS-Block Geofoam Project. 

Cost data does not exist in published literature that allows a cost breakdown to account 

for all of the items listed in Table 12.6. Additionally, cost information that the various DOTs 

provided during this study are based on unit prices that include both material and installation. 

Thus, a cost breakdown of separate items such as manufacturing, transportation, placement, flame 

and insect retardant, and connection plates could not be performed during this study. However, 

based on the literature search, some general conclusions can be made regarding several geofoam 

cost issues. 

• Design optimization requires an iterative analysis that considers the interaction between the 

three major components of the embankment or bridge approach (foundation soil, fill mass, 

and pavement system) to achieve a technically acceptable design at the lowest overall cost. 

An example of this interaction is the pavement system thickness which affects both the 

internal and external embankment stability by affecting the applied surcharge at the top of the 

embankment.  

• The selection of an appropriate cross-sectional geometry as well as selection of the volume 

and density of EPS block should be carefully considered during the design process. For 

example, the use of a fill geometry with vertical sides as opposed to the more-traditional 

sloped-side geometry will provide the following advantages and disadvantages: 

 The volume of fill material, especially of the EPS blocks, is minimized, which reduces 

both material cost and construction time.  

 The footprint of the embankment and concomitant right-of-way acquisition is minimized, 

which can have cost, environmental potential, and other benefits. 

 The cost of covering the vertical faces of the EPS blocks with some type of structural 

material (which can impart a significant concentrated vertical force on the soft subgrade) 

as well as the need for a PCC slab on top of the EPS blocks (for anchorage of road 

hardware) may offset some of the savings of using vertical sides. Shotcrete is often the 
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least expensive facing alternative when architectural concerns are minimal or non-

existent. When a more-attractive finish is desired, full-height precast PCC panels are used 

most often and can impart a significant cost. 

 Because EPS-block geofoam is typically more expensive than soil on a cost-per-unit-

volume basis for the material alone, it is desirable to optimize the design to minimize the 

volume of EPS used yet still satisfy settlement and stability criteria. The selection of an 

appropriate EPS block density must also be optimized because the cost of EPS block 

increases with increasing density. For example, an EPS block with an overall average 

density of 32 kg/m3 (2.0 lbf/ft3) would use twice as much raw material as an EPS block 

with an overall average density of 16 kg/m3 (1.0 lbf/ft3) . In the U.S., raw material cost 

accounts for one half or more of the manufacturing cost of an EPS block so the impact of 

EPS density on project costs can be significant as shown in Table 12.4. 

• End users should be aware of the fact that purchasing EPS-block geofoam through a 

distributor, as opposed to purchasing directly from a local block molder, generally results in a 

greater unit cost for the product because of distributor markup for overhead and profit. In 

many cases, there is no value added by a distributor.  

• Specification of an insect deterrent will, in most parts of the U.S., restrict the number of 

molders that can supply a project. Because of this lack of competition and the inherent cost of 

the additive, the unit cost of the EPS blocks can be significantly higher. 

• The routine use of mechanical connectors should be avoided because, while not technically 

detrimental, the connectors add a significant cost to a project.  

• Typically, site preparation cannot be achieved by mechanical equipment alone so some 

manual labor will be required to achieve a reasonably planar ("smooth") subgrade surface 

prior to the placement of the first block layer.  
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• Where possible, it is desirable to try to use EPS blocks in their full as-molded size, assuming 

that the blocks meet certain dimensional quality criteria for straightness, etc. Although it is 

possible to factory cut a seasoned block into a smaller size, such cutting can add significantly 

to the unit cost of the final EPS-block geofoam product. 

Summary of Foundation Improvement Cost Data 

A lack of cost comparison data between EPS-block geofoam and various ground 

improvement techniques exists in the published literature. However, foundation improvement 

techniques are generally more expensive and more uncertain than the use of geofoam or another 

lightweight fill. Cost data on foundation improvement techniques are included here to provide a 

convenient means of performing a general cost comparison between the use of geofoam and 

various ground improvement techniques. The cost information for ground improvement 

techniques was obtained from (6).  

Prefabricated Vertical Drains 

Prefabricated vertical drains (PVDs), also referred to as wick drains, are used to 

accelerate consolidation of soft saturated compressible soils under load (preloading and/or 

surcharging). The main benefit of using PVDs with a surcharge compared to only using a 

surcharge include decreasing the time required for completion of settlement and final 

construction, which increases the rate of strength gain and associated increase in stability of the 

underlying soft soils (6).  Limitations of using PVDs include the time required for consolidation 

to occur even with PVDs and the magnitude of secondary compression settlements are not 

reduced by the use of PVDs. Table 12.7 provides typical price ranges for PVDs. A mobilization 

and demobilization charge of $8,000 to $10,000 is typically added to these prices.  

Table 12.7.  Typical Prefabricated Vertical Drain Unit Prices (6). 

Vibro-Compaction 

The typical price per linear meter of vibro-compaction is approximately $15/m 

($13.72/yd) when no backfill is placed around the probe and $25/m ($7.62/ft) when granular 
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backfill is added (6). The cost of the backfill will vary depending on the location of the project. A 

mobilization and demobilization cost of $15,000 per piece of installation equipment should also 

be added to the project cost. 

Soil Nailing 

Based on review of historical bid data compiled under FHWA-SA-96-069, the average 

bid price determined in (6) is approximately $380/m2 ($318/yd2) of wall. This is the average price 

for a soil nailed wall with a cast-in-place wall facing without a complicated architectural 

treatment. Architectural finishes on the facing augment the cost by $30/m2  ($25/yd2) of wall.  

Precast panel or timber faced walls average $600/ m2  ($502/yd2). 

Stone Columns 

 The minimum cost of vibro-replacement stone column installation with readily available 

backfill material is $45 per linear metre ($13.72 per linear feet) and a dry vibro-displacement 

stone column starts at $60 per linear metre ($18.29 per linear feet) (6). Vibro-concrete columns 

raise the minimum cost of the column to $75 per metre ($22.87 per linear feet). Mobilization and 

demobilization costs approximately $15,000 per piece of installation equipment. The material 

cost of the stone backfill is a major component of the project and can account for over 40 percent 

of the estimated cost of stone column installation. 

Soil Mixing 

Based on deep soil mixing cost data from over a dozen projects completed in the last 

decade in the United States, soil mixing costs range from  $100 to $150 per cubic metre ($76.50 

to $115 per cubic yard) of volume treated (6). Mobilization and demobilization costs are about 

$100,000.  

The cost of the first lime-cement column project in the U.S. for the I-15 project in Salt 

Lake City is $30 per linear metre ($9.00 per linear feet). On average this is about $60 per cubic 

metre ($45.00 per cubic yard) or about one-half the cost of deep soil mixing construction. 
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However, this project was implemented under a design-build contract and therefore detailed cost 

information is not readily available. 

Mechanically Stabilized Earth (MSE) Walls 

The typical total cost for MSE walls range from $160 to $300 per m2  ($134 to $251 per 

yd2) of face. The cost of the system is a function of wall height and the cost of the select fill. Bid 

prices for the I-94 project constructed in the City of St. Paul, MN indicates that the bid cost was 

$270 per square metre ($226 per square yard) installed for an MSE wall with dry cast segmental 

blocks facing units and a bid price of $409 per square metre ($342 per square yard) for cast-in-

place concrete walls. In general, the use of MSE walls results in savings on the order of 25 to 50 

percent and possibly more in comparison with a conventional reinforced concrete retaining 

structure, especially when the latter is supported on a deep foundation system.  The low bid price 

for an MSE wall with precast concrete facing units for the US 23 (I-18 Extension) Unicoi County 

Tennessee was $313/m2 ($262/yd2). This price included the placement and compaction of the 

select fill within the reinforced soil zone. The average erection rate was 60 square meters per day 

(646 square feet per day).  

For segmental pre-cast concrete faced MSE wall structures, the cost of the wall in terms 

of its principal components can be estimated as 20 to 30 percent of the total cost for erection of 

panels and contractors profit, 20 to 30 percent of total cost for reinforcing materials, 25 to 30 

percent of total cost for facing system, and 35 to 40 percent of total cost for backfill materials 

including placement where the fill is a select granular fill from an off-site borrow source. The 

cost of excavation which may be somewhat greater than for other wall systems also needs to be 

considered. An approximate cost comparison between MSE walls and EPS-block geofoam is 

provided in the Utah I-15 reconstruction case history in Chapter 11. 

SUMMARY 

The case histories presented in Chapter 11 and summarized in this chapter reveal that 

EPS-block geofoam is cost competitive with other options for embankment and wall applications 
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even though the blocks have a higher material cost than soil fill material. The case histories show 

a cost of geofoam and MSE walls of $39 to $104 per m3 ($30.00 to $80.00 per yd3) and $100 to 

$300 per m3 ($76.00 to $230.00 per yd3) of wall face, respectively. The case histories show a cost 

of a trapezoidal geofoam embankment and a removal and replacement soil embankment of $13 to 

$220 per m3 ($10 to $169 per yd3) and $9 to $13 per m3 ($7 to $10 per yd3), respectively. The 

typical range of a trapezoidal geofoam embankment is $13 to $31.50 per m3 ($10 to $24 per yd3). 

In summary, vertical geofoam embankments are extremely cost-effective because they are more 

cost-effective than MSE walls, which are usually 25 to 50 percent more cost-effective than 

conventional reinforced concrete retaining structures. By comparison, trapezoidal embankments 

made of geofoam versus soil appear to be less favorable on a cost basis because the intangible 

benefits of using geofoam are not adequately reflected. These intangible benefits include shorter 

construction time because of faster placement rates, reduced utility relocation, or reduced 

maintenance costs.  However, the low end of the cost of geofoam is in agreement with a soil 

embankment ($13 per m3 ($10 per yd3)), which suggests that if a knowledgeable contractor is 

available, geofoam is a cost-effective alternative to soil fill. The wide range of EPS-block walls 

and embankments that have been constructed indicate that a number of factors contribute to the 

cost of geofoam structures including material, site preparation, and contractor familiarity with 

geofoam. Thus, site specific cost estimates should be developed before comparing EPS-block 

solutions to more traditional solutions. 
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TABLE 12.1 PROJ 24-11.doc 

 
Method Variations of Method 
Berms; flatter slopes  
Reduced-stress method Lightweight Fill: bark, sawdust, peat, fuel ash, slag, 

cinders, scrap cellular concrete, low-density cellular 
concrete, expanded clay or shale (lightweight 
aggregate), expanded polystyrene, shells. 

Pile-supported roadway  
Removal of problem materials and 
replacement by suitable fill 

Complete excavation, partial excavation, 
displacement of soft materials by embankment 
weight assisted by controlled excavation, 
displacement by blasting. 

Stabilization of soft-foundation materials 
by consolidation 

By surcharge only, by surcharge combined with 
vertical drains, by surcharge combined with 
pressure relief wells or vertical drains along toe of 
fill. 

Consolidation with paving delayed (stage 
construction) 

Before paving, permit consolidation to occur under 
normal embankment loading without surcharge, 
accept postconstruction settlements. 

Chemical alteration and stabilization Lime and cement columns, grouting and injections, 
electro-osmosis, thermal, freezing, organic. 

Physical alteration and stabilization; 
densification 

Dynamic compaction, blasting, vibrocompaction 
and vibroreplacement, sand compaction piles, stone 
columns, water. 

Reinforcement Geotextiles and geogrids, fascines, Wager short-
sheet piles, anchors, root piles. 
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TABLE 12.2 PROJ 24-11.doc 

 
 

Lightweight 
Fill Type 

Range in 
Density/Unit 

Weight, kg/m3 
(lbf/ft3)(4) 

Range in 
Specific 
Gravity 

Approximate 
Cost, $/m3 

($/yd3) 

 
 
Source of Costs 

EPS (expanded 
polystyrene)-

block geofoam 

12 to 32 
(0.75 to 2.0) 

0.01 to 0.03 35.00 - 65.00 
(26.76 - 49.70)(2) 

Supplier 

Foamed 
portland-cement 

concrete 
geofoam 

335 to 770 
(21 to 48) 

0.3 to 0.8 65.00 - 95.00 
(49.70 - 72.63)(3) 

Supplier, (9) 

Wood Fiber 550 to 960 
(34 to 60) 

0.6 to 1.0 12.00 - 20.00 
(9.17 - 15.29)(1) 

(11) 

Shredded tires 600 to 900 
(38 to 56) 

0.6 to 0.9 20.00 - 30.00 
(15.29 - 22.94)(1) 

(10) 

Expanded shales 
and clays 

600 to 1,040 
(38 to 65) 

0.6 to 1.0 40.00 - 55.00 
(30.58 - 42.05)(2) 

Supplier, (9) 

Boiler slag 1,000 to 1,750 
(62 to 109) 

1.0 to 1.8 3.00 - 4.00 
(2.29 - 3.06)(2) 

Supplier 

Air cooled blast 
furnace slag 

1,100 to 1,500 
(69 to 94) 

1.1 to 1.5 7.50 - 9.00 
(5.73 - 6.88)(2) 

Supplier 

Expanded blast 
furnace slag 

Not provided Not provided 15.00 - 20.00 
(11.47 - 15.29)(2) 

Supplier 

Fly ash 1,120 to 1,440 
(70 to 90) 

1.1 to 1.4 15.00 - 21.00 
(11.47 - 16.06)(2) 

Supplier 

 
Notes:  These prices correspond to projects completed in 1993 - 1994. Current costs may differ 

due to inflation. 
(1) Price includes transportation cost. 
(2) FOB (freight on board) at the manufacturing site. Transportation costs should be           
      added to this price. 
(3) Mixed at job site using pumps to inject foaming agents into concrete grout mix. 
(4) Lightweight fill materials typically are characterized in the U.S.A. using the quantity  
     of unit weight with I-P units. Therefore, the dual unit system of density in SI units of  
     kg/m3 and unit weight in I-P units of lbf/ft3 is used in this table. 
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TABLE 12.3 PROJ 24-11.doc 

 
 
 
 
 

Date 

 
 
 

Location of 
Project 

 
 

 
 
Project Type 

 
Quantity 
of EPS-

Block m3 
(yd3) 

 
Unit Cost of 
EPS-Block  
$/m3 ($/yd3) 

(1) 

Approximate 
Placement 

Rate 
m3/day 

(yd3/day) 

 
 

Contract 
Value 

$ 
1993 Wyoming Bridge 

Approach 
377 

(493) 
39.00 - 72.00 
(30.00-55.00) 

(2) 

- 79,732 

1993-
1994 

Hawaii Embankment 13,470 
(17,618) 

- 175-250  
(229-327) 

- 

1995 Indiana Embankment 4,708 
(6,157) 

86.58 
(66.20) 

428  
(560) 

607,207 

1995 New York Slope 3,116 
(4,075) 

85.01 
(65.00) 

382  
(500) 

- 

1995 Washington Bridge 
Approach 

1,835 
(2,400) 

72.00 
(55.00) 

- - 

1995
± 

Washington Embankment 411 
(537) 

105.94 
(81.00) 

- - 

1997-
1999

± 

Wyoming Bridge 
Approach 

146 
(191) 

104.00 
(79.52)  

- 30,326 

1999
± 
 

Connecticut Embankment 321 
(420) 

98.00 
(75.00) 

- - 

1999
± 

Maine Embankment - 57.21 
(43.74)  

FOB Site 

  

1999
± 

Michigan Embankment 1,052 
(1,376) 

52.50/ 43.00  
(40.14/32.88) 

(3) 

- 1,960,245/ 
2,202,667 

1999
± 

Michigan Embankment 4,919 
(6,434) 

58.50/  50.00  
(44.73/38.23) 

(3) 

- 5,696,732/ 
5,970,269 

1999
± 

Utah Vertical 
Embankment 

- 65.00 (50.00) 
(w/o facing 
wall) 75.00 

(57.00)  (with 
facing wall) 

470  
(615) 

- 

1999 Illinois Embankment 15,291 
(20,000) 

- 313 
(410) 

- 

1999 Wisconsin Slope - 61.50 
(47.00) 

- - 

Notes: 
  - Data not available. 
(1) Unit cost of EPS blocks includes transportation and placement unless indicated otherwise. 
(2)From usage questionnaire reply. 
(3)The lowest two bid values are reported. 
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TABLE 12.4 PROJ 24-11.doc 

 
Density, kg/m³ (lbf/ft³)  

16 (1.0) 20 (1.25) 24 (1.50) 32 (2.00) 
Typical price range for 
flame retardant foam 
(Based on 2000 business 
conditions) 

$35.31-$49.70 
per m3 

($27-$38 per 
yd3) 

$51.01-$54.93 
per m3 

($39-$42 per 
yd3) 

$60.17-$74.55 
per m3 

($46-$57 per 
yd3) 

$77.17-$88.94 
per m3 

($59-$68 per 
yd3) 

Impact of volume Generally a reduction of 10-25%, volume not quantified 
Cutting or trimming blocks 
to size 

Up to 10% depending upon extent required 

Third party certification, if 
required 

0-10% depending upon level of certification 
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TABLE 12.5 PROJ 24-11.doc 

 
 
 
 

Date 

 
 

Location 
of Project 

 
 

Thickness 
cm (in.) 

 
 

Area 
m2 

(yd2) 

 
Unit Cost 

$/ m2 
($/yd2) 

 
Total Cost 
of Concrete 

Cap 

Total Cost of 
Concrete Cap as 
a Percentage of 
Total Contract 

Value 
1997-
1999

± 

Wyoming 25.5 
(10) 

88 
(105) 

96.00 
(80.27) 

 

$8,448.00 28% 

1999
± 

Utah 15.24 
(6) 

- 55.00 
(46.00) 

- - 

1995 Indiana 10.2 - 12.7 
(4-5) 

3,066 
(3,667) 

40.66 
(34.00) 

$124,678.00 21% 
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TABLE 12.6 PROJ 24-11.doc 

 
MANUFACTURING COSTS:  
1. Raw material price 

1.1 Flame retardant chemicals 
1.2 Use of low-VOC expandable polystyrene 
1.3 Shipping from raw material supplier to molder 
1.4 Subjective marketing factors 

2.    Density 
2.1 Cost of blocks with increasing density. 
2.2 Use of only one density versus using different product densities on the 

same project. 
3.   Manufacturer’s cost  

3.1 Direct purchase from molder 
3.2 Purchase from a distributor 

4. Shop drawings 
5. Complexity of factory cut of blocks 
6. Insecticide 
7. Transportation from molder to job site 
8. Overall project volume 
9. Project schedule 
DESIGN DETAIL COSTS: 
1. Use of connector plates 
2. Geometeric complexities of block layout 
3. Wall facing system for vertical-faced embankment or soil cover for slope-sided   

embankment 
4. Pavement system 

     4.1 Separation/stiffening material 
5. Permanent drainage system 
6. Other specialty items such as geotextiles and geomembranes 
CONSTRUCTION COSTS: 
1. On-site handling and storage 
2. Subgrade preparation 

     2.1  Smooth, free of large objects, reasonably dry, leveling layer (if required) 
3. Use of connector plates 
4. Field cutting and block placement 
5. Number of different density blocks 
6. Season of year construction takes place 
7. Misc. project constraints 

7.1 Hours allowed 
7.2 Days allowed 
7.3 Relationship of geofoam work to other components 

8. Temporary dewatering 
9. Wall facing system for vertical-faced embankment or soil cover for sloped-sided 

embankment 
10. Pavement system 

10.1 Separation/stiffening material 
11. Permanent drainage system 
12. Other specialty items such as geotextiles and geomembranes 
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TABLE 12.7 PROJ 24-11.doc 

 
Site Category Size Range m (ft) Unit Price Range 
Small 3,000 to 10,000 

(9,843 to 32,808) 
$2.25 to $4.00 per m 
($0.69 to $1.22 per ft) 

Medium 10,000 to 50,000 
(32,808 to 164,042) 

$1.60 to $2.50 per m 
($0.49 to $0.76 per ft) 

Large 50,000 and greater 
(164,042 and greater) 

$1.20 to $2.00 per m 
($0.37 to $0.61 per ft) 
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CHAPTER 13 

FUTURE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

Contents 
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Conceptual Issues...................................................................................................................................... 13-5 

References ................................................................................................................................................. 13-5 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 GENERAL  

Although this report presents a comprehensive design methodology for geofoam and 

EPS-block geofoam has been successfully used as lightweight fill, this NCHRP study did identify 

three main areas where further research would enhance the current state of knowledge of 

geofoam. These areas can be divided into material properties, analyses, and general conceptual 

issues. The recommendations included herein are primarily based on literature reviewed prior to 

April 2000. 

 MATERIAL PROPERTIES 

Issues related to geofoam material properties that require further study are: 

• Determining the minimum time required for seasoning EPS blocks to outgas the 

blowing agent to an acceptable level. 

• Quantifying interface friction angles for EPS/EPS interfaces at large 

displacements and displacement reversals for use in static and seismic internal 

stability analyses. 

• Quantifying interface friction angles for EPS/dissimilar materials, such as a 

variety of widely used geotextiles and geomembranes.  
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• Comparison of the stress-strain behavior of full-size EPS blocks versus small test 

specimens routinely used in practice for engineering property and quality 

control/assurance testing. 

• Development of a laboratory test procedure to define the small-strain stiffness of 

EPS blocks. 

• Development of an accurate small-strain creep model so creep strains can be 

reliably estimated for lightweight fills. This should include correlations between 

laboratory and in-situ creep data. 

• Development of a non-invasive testing device such as a sonic-wave device for 

routine on-site evaluation of the average density, initial tangent Young's modulus 

of an EPS block, and, if possible, average elastic-limit stress. 

• Development of a standardized manufacturing quality assurance (MQA) 

procedure for EPS blocks to provide greater guidance to end users. Additionally, 

development and passage of an ASTM standard that is specific to the use of 

geofoam in geotechnical applications. The provisional AASHTO specification 

presented herein can serve as the framework for development of the ASTM 

standard.   

• Development of reliable correlations between Young’s modulus as measured in 

small laboratory test specimens and the behavior of full-size EPS blocks in situ. 

 ANALYTICAL ISSUES 

Analytical issues requiring further research using numerical modeling, physical testing, 

and/or observation of full-scale structures are: 

• Determine whether an external slope stability failure induces failure through 

individual EPS blocks or whether the blocks remain intact and displace as 
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individual elements as a result of the slope instability. This is important for the 

modeling of geofoam embankments in slope stability analyses.  This would also 

include a consideration of how an EPS-block geofoam embankment behaves 

under large and rapid settlements such as associated with seismic liquefaction. 

• Develop a more realistic procedure for evaluating the potential for basal 

translation (sliding) due to wind loading especially under Atlantic hurricane 

conditions that can affect the east coast of the U.S. This is required because the 

current procedure is conservative because it treats a trapezoidal embankment as a 

vertical embankment and thus the wind is assumed to act on a vertical face 

instead of a sloped embankment. An evaluation of the applicability of roof design 

shapes and procedures to side-sloped EPS-block geofoam embankments is 

recommended.  This assessment would also consider whether the current 

AASHTO or ANSI/ASCE 7-95 code values for wind loading are appropriate for 

use in routine design practice. 

• Determining the effectiveness of using geogrid or geocell reinforcement in the 

unbound layer(s) of a pavement system above a geofoam fill. 

• Quantifying the effects of significant changes in ground water level, and the 

concomitant buoyancy of EPS blocks. In particular, development of strategies for 

securing the EPS blocks that do not rely on gravity loads, such as vertical ground 

anchors. Alternatively, evaluating the effectiveness of open-cell geosynthetic 

lightweight fills (termed geocombs) in synergistic combination with EPS 

geofoam to resist buoyancy. 

• Development of a procedure to determine the types of pavement materials and 

thicknesses of such materials that are required over the EPS blocks to minimize 

the potential for differential icing of the pavement surface over the EPS. Such a 
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procedure may require the development of a rational method for quantifying the 

amount of heat energy (BTUs or joules) required from a pavement system to 

prevent differential icing. This would replace the current empirical methodology 

that is difficult to implement in routine design practice. 

• A more detailed assessment of the potential for flexible pavement deterioration 

over the EPS due to solar heating and development of a procedure to determine 

the types of pavement materials and thicknesses of such materials that are 

required to minimize the potential for solar heating deterioration. 

• Develop a better understanding of the seismic behavior of EPS-block geofoam 

fills, particularly their interaction with bridge abutments.  

• A detailed assessment of the interaction between the thermally stable geofoam 

mass and integral-abutment bridges (also known as jointless bridges, integral 

bridge abutments, and U-frame bridges) that undergo complex combined rotation 

and translation due to seasonal thermal changes.  

• Develop a rational methodology for determining when mechanical connectors, 

e.g., barbed plates, are required between EPS blocks, as well as a methodology 

for selecting the number and placement location. In addition, development of a 

new connector that can be copied and reproduced inexpensively to reduce the 

cost of using mechanical connectors instead of the proprietary designs currently 

available.  Recent Japanese research indicates that the effectiveness of barbed-

plate connectors is limited especially under seismic loading because it involves 

strain reversals and accumulated cyclic strains.  

• Investigation of the seismic behavior of relatively tall and slender EPS-block 

geofoam fills is needed to assess the rocking mode of behavior.  This mode of 
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behavior has been observed in recent full-scale shake-table tests performed in 

Japan.  

 CONCEPTUAL ISSUES 

Two conceptual issues that require further consideration are: 

• Revise the design methodology presented herein for EPS-block geofoam in 

roadway embankments to utilize Load and Resistance Factor Design (LFRD) 

instead of Allowable Stress Design (ASD). This may be desirable given the use 

of LFRD in other AASHTO codes.  However, a review of (1) suggests that there 

are still some difficulties in using LFRD for non-foundation geotechnical 

elements, such as earth retaining structures and earthworks, and thus the 

provisional design guidelines included herein are based on the traditional ASD 

methodology.  

• Develop standardized design details for facing systems (shotcrete, precast panels 

or blocks, EIFS coating, etc.) for geofoam walls. 

 REFERENCES 

1. Goble, G., “Geotechnical Related Development and Implementation of Load and 
Resistance Factor (LRFD) Methods, NCHRP Synthesis of Highway Practice 276.”  
Transportation Research Board, Washington, D.C. (1999)  69 pp. 
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APPENDIX A 

GEOFOAM USAGE SURVEY: QUESTIONNAIRE 
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______________________________________________________________________________________ 

A.1. INTRODUCTION 

A geofoam usage survey was conducted via a questionnaire developed by the project 

team to obtain case history information, cost data, design details and other geofoam related 

information. The final draft version of the questionnaire was submitted to NCHRP via postal mail 

on September 11, 1999 for the required review and approval. Notice of approval of the submitted 

draft version was received from NCHRP on October 1, 1999.  

Distribution of the questionnaire began in early October 1999. Questionnaires were 

mailed to the designated TRB representative in of each of the 50 states as well as the District of 

Columbia and Commonwealth of Puerto Rico for distribution to the appropriate local Department 

of Transportation (DOT) representative. Questionnaires were also sent to the EPS Molders 

Association (EPSMA) in Crofton, Maryland for distribution to their members as well as to 

attendees at the American Society of Civil Engineers continuing education seminar titled 

"Designing with Geofoam Geosynthetic" that was held in Randolph, Massachusetts on October 

14-15, 1999. The questionnaire was mentioned on the Internet via the now defunct Geofoam 

WWW Site (<www.geofoam.org>). 

Because recipients of the questionnaire were encouraged to copy and distribute it further 

to interested colleagues, clients, and customers, a 3.5" computer diskette containing the 

questionnaire document file in Microsoft Word 97 format was included with each paper copy of 
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the questionnaire that was distributed.  As a result, it is not possible to state exactly how many 

copies were actually distributed. 

The official deadline date for responses was November 30, 1999. A copy of the 

questionnaire is included in this appendix. A summary and synthesis of the survey replies follows 

the copy of the questionnaire in the appendix.  

A.2. COPY OF SURVEY 

Geofoam Usage Survey 

National Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP) Contract No. HR 24-11 

"Guidelines for Geofoam Applications in Embankment Projects" 

Introduction 

Geofoam is the generic term for any closed-cell foam material used in a geotechnical 

application. Geofoam is now recognized as a category of geosynthetic materials and related 

products in the same way as geotextiles, geomembranes and geogrids. 

Many different types of foams have been used in geofoam applications over the years, with the 

first documented applications dating back to the mid 1960s. While several materials have 

performed satisfactorily in geofoam applications, block-molded expanded polystyrene (EPS 

block) emerged long ago as the material of choice in most applications for both technical and cost 

reasons. 

EPS-block geofoam can be used for several geosynthetic functions or roles. One of the most 

widely used to date is as lightweight fill material beneath roads. The first documented project for 

this was the reconstruction of the Flom Bridge approach embankment in Norway in 1972. Thus 

the use of EPS-block geofoam as a lightweight fill for road construction represents a mature, not 

experimental, technology with almost 30 years of proven, successful use. This includes numerous 

projects in the U.S.A. for all types of roads, including those built to Interstate standards. 

Although EPS-block geofoam for road construction is a well-established technology, it is 

currently underutilized in U.S. practice. To increase usage in the future, the National Research 
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Council through its Transportation Research Board has recently funded a research team (John S. 

Horvath, Ph.D., P.E. and Dov Leshchinsky, Ph.D.) led by Timothy D. Stark, Ph.D., P.E. at the 

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign to conduct a two-year project. The primary goal of 

this project is to develop practical and practice-oriented design guidelines and specifications in 

AASHTO format to facilitate the use of EPS-block geofoam as a lightweight fill in road 

embankments and bridge approach fills over soft ground. It is anticipated that these documents 

will encourage engineers to consider design alternatives incorporating EPS-block geofoam more 

in the future than they have in the past. 

In keeping with the practice-oriented nature of this project, outside input is being solicited 

from, and peer review of the project documents will be undertaken by, all three groups that have a 

major influence on projects involving the use of EPS-block geofoam for road construction: 

• design engineers acting on behalf of an agency having jurisdiction over roads, 

• molders (manufacturers) and distributors of EPS-block geofoam, and 

• construction contractors who build roads. 

An important part of this outreach is a survey on geofoam usage to obtain input from members 

of each of these three groups. The attached two-part questionnaire is the primary component of 

this survey. Thus your completion of this questionnaire is crucial to helping us produce 

deliverables that are as responsive as possible to the needs of all concerned. Please complete only 

one questionnaire per organization or company and return your completed questionnaire no later 

than November 30, 1999 so your input can be included in the final report. A disk of the 

questionnaire in Word 97 format is also provided for your convenience. Thank you in advance for 

your cooperation and assistance in completing this questionnaire. Please note that all replies will 

be held in confidence to the maximum extent allowed by law. Only anonymous summarized 

results will appear in project reports. 

Agency or Company Information 
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Date:   

Agency or Company:   

Name of Person Preparing Questionnaire:    

Title of Person Preparing Questionnaire:    

Postal Mail Address:   

            

                        

            

City:      

State:    

Zip Code:   

Telephone Number:    

Telefax Number:    

E-mail address:       

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Please return the completed questionnaire no later than November 30, 1999 to Mr. David 

Arellano, P.E., Graduate Research Assistant: 

• by postal mail: David Arellano 

University of Illinois 

   Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering 

Newmark Civil Engineering Laboratory  

205 North Mathews Avenue 

Urbana, IL 61801-2352 

• by telefax:  (217) 333-9464 

Any questions concerning this questionnaire should be directed to Mr. David Arellano, P.E.: 

• by e-mail:  darellan@students.uiuc.edu 
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• by telephone: (217) 333-6940 

Part A 

The purpose of this part is to help us identify extreme opinions, i.e. the perceived best and 

worst, of EPS-block geofoam technology from the viewpoint of those in practice. If you require 

additional space for any answer, please use a separate sheet or the back of the sheet. 

Question A1: Which category best describes the agency or company you represent: 

 design engineer [  ] 

  EPS molder [  ] 

 geofoam distributor [  ] 

  construction contractor [  ] 

Question A2:  Has the agency or company that you represent ever specified, supplied or 

installed EPS-block geofoam in a lightweight fill for any type of road?    

  No  [  ] >>> Please go to Question A3a below. 

  Yes [  ] >>> Please go to Question A3b below. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Question A3a: If the answer to Question A2 was “No”, what is the primary reason why not? 

 

 

 

End of survey. Thank you for participating. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Question A3b: If the answer to Question A2 was “Yes”, please proceed with the remainder of 

the questionnaire. 

A3bi: To help us understand what is the primary benefit of using EPS-block geofoam so that we 

can develop this aspect to the fullest, what is the primary positive reason for using this material in 

road applications? 
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A3bii: To help us understand what aspect(s) of EPS-block geofoam most need improvement, 

what is the primary negative aspect or issue that you can state about this material in road 

applications? (Note: Exclude cost of the geofoam material itself.) 

 

 

 

Please proceed to Part B on following page. 

Part B 

The purpose of this part is to provide us with information that is useful to some of the specific 

goals of this project. 

Question B1: When developing a cost estimate for a design alternative involving EPS-block 

geofoam for road construction, what one aspect or factor related to the geofoam do you feel the 

most uncertain or unsure about? This will help us identify those issues requiring the greatest 

study to help reduce this uncertainty in the future. 

 

 

 

 

 

Question B2: Other than the cost of the geofoam material itself, what item(s) that are related to 

geofoam (e.g. a reinforced-concrete capping slab, metal inter-block connectors, special site 

preparation)  has your agency or company found to have significant impact on the overall cost of 
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a design alternative involving EPS-block geofoam in road construction? This will help us identify 

those items that need to be closely evaluated for the purpose of optimization or possibly even 

elimination in design in order to minimize overall project cost. 

 

 

 

 

 

Question B3: Given that there are many factors that influence productivity for placing EPS blocks 

on a job site, from your experience what is the range of placement costs in dollars-per-cubic-yard 

or -cubic- meter basis? 

 

 

 

 

 

Question B4: Concerning the geofoam specification used on your most recent project: 

B4i: What was the source (e.g. State or County Department of Transportation 

Standard/Provisional Specification, in-house specification, provided by EPS molder or 

distributor)? 

 

 

 

B4ii: What one item in, or aspect of, the specification were you least satisfied or comfortable 

with and would like to have more information on or knowledge about to improve? 
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Question B5: If you ever used EPS-block geofoam from a supplier, or if you are a supplier, 

who offers third-party certification for the manufactured quality of EPS block: 

B5i: Do you rely solely on this or do you still do supplemental random sampling and testing of 

the EPS after it is delivered to the job site? 

 

 

B5ii: Have you ever had a problem (such as, but not limited to, material not conforming) with 

third-party certification? If you did experience a problem, describe the problem and offer 

suggestions to prevent this problem in the future. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Question B6: Overall, what one item would you like us to consider or include in the NCHRP 

project documents that would be of greatest use to you in designing, supplying or installing EPS-

block geofoam for road construction? 
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Question B7: Do you have any of the following supporting documentation that you think may 

be helpful to us in achieving the research objectives and that you would be willing to provide (we 

will contact you for follow up)? Please check all those items that apply: 

Plans [  ], Specifications [  ], Design reports [  ], Cost estimates and comparisons [  ], Field 

instrumentation/Performance data [   ], Photographs [    ]. 

End of survey. Please feel free to provide any additional comments on a separate sheet.  

Thank you for participating. 

A.3. SUMMARY OF RESULTS 

The questionnaire is divided into two parts: Parts A and B. The purpose of Part A was to 

identify extreme opinions, i.e. the perceived best and worst, of EPS-block geofoam technology 

from the viewpoint of those in practice. The purpose of Part B was to provide us with information 

that would be useful to some of the specific goals of this project. A total of thirty-four 

questionnaire replies were received by November 30, 1999. One survey was received after the 

November 30, 1999 deadline and also reviewed. Seven questionnaires were received via e-mail, 

eight by telefax, and the remaining twenty were received via postal mail. The format for the 

summary of replies consists of restatement of the question, a summary of replies provided by 

each respondent, and a synopsis of all the responses except for Questions A1 and A2. The replies 

to these two questions are presented in a slightly different format. 

PART A 
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Question A1: Which category best describes the agency or company you represent: 

design engineer [  ] 

  EPS molder [  ] 

  geofoam distributor [  ] 

  construction contractor [  ]. 

Replies to A1: 

Twenty-six responses were received from state DOTs, seven replies were obtained from 

EPS molders, one reply was received from a contractor, and one from an engineering consultant. 

Table A.1 provides a summary of state DOTs that responded to the questionnaire. The term 

agency is used in this summary to include all types of respondents.  

Table A.1.  Summary of State DOTs that Responded to the Questionnaire 

Question A2:  Has the agency or company that you represent ever specified, supplied or 

installed EPS-block geofoam in a lightweight fill for any type of road?    

  No  [  ] >>> Please go to Question A3a below. 

  Yes [  ] >>> Please go to Question A3b below. 

Synopsis of Replies to A2: 

Twelve of the thirty-five agencies that replied indicated their agency had specified, 

supplied, or installed EPS-block geofoam as a lightweight fill for road applications. 

Question A3a: If the answer to Question A2 was “No”, what is the primary reason why not? 

Replies to A3a: 

1. On a few occasions, we have used similar material for insulating, cushioning, etc. purposes , 

but not yet for lightweight fill. Primary reason is lack of familiarity until few years ago, and 

since then not having a good project match which we also felt justified the high cost of 

geofoam as we understand it. (IA DOT) 
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2. Although Delaware does have soft soil conditions in certain areas, the potential problems 

associated with these soils are mitigated by more conventional methods such as prefabricated 

vertical drains, surcharging, etc. (DE DOT) 

3. Our focus is primarily packaging applications. Have not pursued geofoam market. (molder) 

4. It has been considered but the cost has been greater than viable alternatives. (MT DOT) 

5. Lack of opportunity. We have lightweight fill applications but we use wood chips where they 

have been less costly than foam. (OR DOT) 

6. In areas of very soft soils, DOTD (Department of Transportation and Development) extends 

the bridge as to reduce the fill height of the approach embankment as much as possible. The 

settlement is mitigated by long (80+ ft) pile supported approach slabs are then built with 

decreasing pile lengths from the bridge abutment. In areas where higher fills are acceptable, 

wick drains are used to accelerate the settlement. To date, geofoam has not been used on a 

DOTD project-other lightweight aggregates have been used in the past. The technology has 

not yet been explored mainly due to the conservative approach of government agencies to 

trying something new compared to the traditional methods of addressing the problem. (LA 

DOT) 

7. Unfamiliarity. Have used in compressible inclusion applications. (consultant) 

8. Never heard of geofoam. (SCDOT) 

9. There have not been any block geofoam jobs in our immediate trading area. (molder) 

10. Not knowing how the cost compares to soil embankment fill. Not knowing how to design. 

Not knowing what the specifications need to be. Not knowing about the past performance and 

history. (NV DOT) 

11. Not a current market emphasis. (molder) 

12. No job was available at our cost. We were too high priced. (molder) 
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13. We have placed geofoam on the pre-approved materials list for a lightweight fill. However, 

the Geotechnical Branch does not specify the type of lightweight fill to be used on a project. 

(KY DOT) 

14. In the situation where we utilized lightweight embankment, the site was a tidal area and there 

was a good potential for floods which would totally submerge the lightweight embankment. 

This would have resulted in buoyancy problems if we would have used Geofoam in the 

embankment. We will be considering geofoam on future projects if lightweight material is 

needed and if it is cost competitive with other solutions. (GA DOT) 

15. As a supplier we have not yet had a job for road construction. (molder) 

16. Not familiar with the product. High cost. (ID DOT) 

17. Have not had a project in recent past that is applicable. (OH DOT) 

18. This is a relatively new technology for us and for our state DOT We are planning to devote 

additional resources in 2000 toward educating the Texas DOT on this system. While we have 

not participated in any road embankment projects, we have provided EPS for lightweight fill 

in under-slab applications. (molder) 

19. We have looked/analyzed applications but did not specify due to high cost and lack of 

geotechnical strength properties of the material. There appears to be no easy way to 

determine Phi-angle of product, and no values have been published. (WI DOT) 

20. Limited knowledge of EPS-block geofoam and limited areas where application of this 

technology would be beneficial. We believe other options are less expensive but no product 

representative has ever visited the state. (NE DOT) 

21. Expensive-other alternatives cheaper. Pending contract with Colorado DOT includes 

geofoam. (construction contractor) 

Synopsis of Replies to A3a: 

The primary reasons that agencies have not specified, supplied, or installed EPS-block 

geofoam as a lightweight fill for any road type are perceived high cost and lack of familiarity 
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with using EPS-blocks. More conventional treatment methods such as surcharging with 

prefabricated vertical drains and  use of a bridge structure are preferred by some agencies over 

EPS-block geofoam. Other types of lightweight fills such as wood chips and lightweight 

aggregates have been used by several of the agencies that responded. Some agencies have not 

used EPS-block because of concerns with buoyancy. Molders’ primary reasons for not supplying 

EPS-block is the lack of EPS-block projects in their vicinity, the EPS-block market is not a 

primary emphasis, or they have not actively pursued this market. 

The purpose of this report is to provide a comprehensive document that provides both 

state-of-the-art knowledge and state-of-practice design guidance for engineers. The availability of 

this report will encourage wider as well as more consistent use of EPS-block geofoam in road 

embankments. In order to alleviate the high cost perception associated with the use of EPS-block 

goefoam, Chapter 12 provides an economic analysis of EPS-block geofoam embankments. 

Question A3b: If the answer to Question A2 was “Yes”, please proceed with the remainder of 

the questionnaire. 

A3bi: To help us understand what is the primary benefit of using EPS-block geofoam so that we 

can develop this aspect to the fullest, what is the primary positive reason for using this material in 

road applications? 

Replies to A3bi: 

1. To reduce net load of fill/embankment over soft compressible materials. (CT DOT) 

2. To lessen the added weight on existing soils or reduce pressure behind existing abutments. 

(MI DOT) 

3. Quick, it works, solves problem. (molder) 

4. Lightweight combined with high strength. (WA DOT) 

5. Reduce embankment load on weak basement material or slide susceptible soils. (CO DOT) 

6. Speed of construction = cost savings, rigid nature. (WY DOT) 

7. Lightweight fill and compressible inclusion to reduce lateral earth pressures. (KS DOT) 
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8. Reduction in load applied to weak subgrade soils (lightweight fill). (IN DOT) 

9. As a superlight weight fill used to reduce settlement and undercut in soft soil deposit. (IL 

DOT) 

10. Weight credit. (MN DOT) 

11. Settlement mitigation for buried utilities. (UT DOT) 

12. Lightweight fill. (construction contractor) 

13. Use as a lightweight fill in landslide treatment, improving stability and eliminating settlement 

problems of roadway embankments placed over soft soils. (NY DOT)  

Synopsis of Replies to A3bi: 

The primary positive reasons for using EPS-block geofoam in road applications indicated 

by the respondents are (1) its low density minimizes settlement and slope instability, (2) reduced 

lateral stress behind abutments, (3) fast placement rate which reduces construction time, and (4) 

reduced stress and consequently settlement over existing utilities. These benefits were included in 

the economic analysis chapter, Chapter 12. 

A3bii: To help us understand what aspect(s) of EPS-block geofoam most need improvement, 

what is the primary negative aspect or issue that you can state about this material in road 

applications? (Note: Exclude cost of the geofoam material itself.) 

Replies to A3bii: 

1. EPS’s low density makes its use difficult below the water table. Specific dewatering 

requirements may be needed in such situations. (CT DOT) 

2. A good test method for determining compressive strength at 1% strain and examples showing 

applied loads that are less than that strain. (MI DOT) 

3. Lack of knowledge, technical info., lack of experience. (molder) 

4. (1) Surface capping requirements (i.e. reinforced concrete), (2) buoyancy-if used in areas 

with high ground water/flooding, and (3) facing requirements if blocks are placed vertically. 

(WA DOT) 
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5. No other problem but cost. (CO DOT) 

6. Cost and availability. Cost/cu. yd. or Cost/cu. m. (WY DOT) 

7. Geofoam distributor does not necessarily provide unequivocal data about their product in 

design phase. (KS DOT) 

8. Uniform density and protection from dissolution in gasoline. (IN DOT) 

9. Uncertainty regarding long-term durability, performance, flotation, and fire hazard. 

Placement of EPS blocks requires no standing water in excavation which mandates 

dewatering. (IL DOT) 

10. I was going to say cost and the engineering means nothing without making the costs come out 

ok. Next I would say insulation or R value contributing to differential icing. Third, the 

minimum amount of cover needed to eliminate rutting when a concrete cap is not used with 

respect to both paved and unpaved cases. (MN DOT) 

11. Susceptibility to chemical attack by petroleum and petroleum based fuels. (UT DOT) 

12. Hydrocarbon attack, durability. (construction contractor) 

13. Differential icing on roadway surface and overheating the asphalt concrete pavement section 

in winter and summer season, respectively, resulting from the insulating nature of  geofoam 

blocks. (NY DOT) 

Synopsis of Replies to A3bii: 

In addition to providing a synopsis of the replies, the appropriate chapter number within 

the report that adresses these negative aspects is provided in parenthesis. The primary negative 

aspect that the respondents mentioned was susceptibility to hydrocarbon attack (Chapter 2 and 4). 

The next frequent reply was buoyancy below the water table (Chapter 3, 5, and 6, The 

respondents also mentioned the following additional negative aspects: difficulty in determining 

temporary dewatering requirements during construction to prevent buoyancy problems, general 

lack of knowledge with using EPS-block geofoam, lack of information regarding capping 

requirements such as the need for a reinforced concrete cap (Chapter 6), lack of information to 
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design against differential icing (Chapter 4), lack of information about facing requirements if a 

vertical embankment is used, density uniformity on blocks obtained at the site (Chapter 9), fire 

susceptibility (Chapter 2, 8, and 9), material may not be readily available, and lack of a good test 

method for determining compressive strength (Chapter 2).  

PART B 

Question B1: When developing a cost estimate for a design alternative involving EPS-block 

geofoam for road construction, what one aspect or factor related to the geofoam do you feel the 

most uncertain or unsure about? This will help us identify those issues requiring the greatest 

study to help reduce this uncertainty in the future. 

Replies to B1: 

1. Labor cost. (CT DOT) 

2. Manufacturing cost (MI DOT) 

3. Cost of placement. (molder) 

4. Added value as a result of opening the highway to traffic earlier. The use of geofoam over 

very soft compressible soils may not require the need of pre-fabricated wick 

drains/surcharges/stage construction/time delays. Using geofoam may result completing the 

project in significantly less time. What value can we assign to this time savings? (WA DOT) 

5. None (CO DOT) 

6. Stability (solvents) and flame resistance. (WY DOT) 

7. Testing frequency and product quality control (KS DOT) 

8. Transportation costs, Installation costs. (consultant) 

9. Cost of installation.  The contractor over-bids the cost of placing EPS blocks because he 

doesn’t know how easy it is. (IN DOT) 

10. Specific engineering concerns such as compressive strength requirements and block size 

requirements (molder) 

11. Uncertainty regarding the need for dewatering during construction. (IL DOT) 
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12. Same response as A3Bii second and third items. I would say insulation or R value 

contributing to differential icing. The minimum amount of cover needed to eliminate rutting 

when a concrete cap is not used with respect to both paved and unpaved cases. (MN DOT) 

13. The thickness and reinforcing requirements for the reinforced-concrete capping slab. (UT 

DOT) 

14. Long-term settlement in-place. (construction contractor) 

15. In treating unstable slopes with geofoam blocks, a proper modeling of EPS blocks in slope 

stability analyses is currently not available. Other issues include design thickness of subbase 

material over the geofoam for different climate regions and alternatives to the use of concrete 

slab for traffic load distribution or petroleum spill protection. (NY DOT) 

Synopsis of Replies to B1: 

In addition to providing a synopsis of the replies, the appropriate chapter number within 

the report that addresses these uncertainties is provided in parentheses. The responses to this 

question are diverse. Some of the direct cost issues that the respondents indicated include 

manufacturing cost, transportation cost, and placement cost (Chapter 12). Some construction 

related items include the uncertainty in predicting temporary dewatering requirements during 

construction, the value of opening a highway to traffic quicker by using EPS-blocks versus 

traditional soft ground treatment methods such as surcharging or staged construction, and the 

uncertainty in the recommended requirements as part of a construction quality control (CQC) and 

construction quality assurance (CQA) program (Chapter 8 and 9). Some durability issues that 

were raised include the need for flame-retardant (Chapter 2, 8, and 9) and protection requirements 

against petroleum hydrocarbons (Chapter 2 and 4). A performance issue that was raised includes 

prediction of long-term settlement (Chapter 5). Design issues include the minimum amount of 

cover required to prevent pavement distress and to protect against differential icing if a reinforced 

concrete cap is not used (Chapter 4). Thickness and reinforcement requirements of a reinforced 
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concrete slab if a concrete cap is used (Chapter 6). The issue of block size requirements was also 

raised (Chapter 2). 

Question B2: Other than the cost of the geofoam material itself, what item(s) that are related to 

geofoam (e.g., a reinforced-concrete capping slab, metal inter-block connectors, special site 

preparation)  has your agency or company found to have significant impact on the overall cost of 

a design alternative involving EPS-block geofoam in road construction? This will help us identify 

those items that need to be closely evaluated for the purpose of optimization or possibly even 

elimination in design in order to minimize overall project cost. 

Replies to B2: 

1. Special site preparation. (CT DOT) 

2. Concrete cap. (molder) 

3. Horizontal capping slab and vertical facing requirements. Seismic requirements (is there a 

concern for anchoring the geofoam) when placed in a very seismically active area. (WA 

DOT). 

4. Capping and drainage. (CO DOT) 

5. Speed of construction, user familiarity. (WY DOT) 

6. Uncertainty on part of contractors. (KS DOT) 

7. Longevity. (HNTB Corp.) 

8. (1) Reinforced concrete cap slab. (2) The contractor over-bids the cost of placing the EPS 

blocks because he doesn’t know how easy it is. (3) Site preparation for the first lift. (IN DOT) 

9. Dewatering the excavation was the most unexpected added cost to the project, since the EPS 

blocks required no standing water. (IL DOT) 

10. The reinforced and or unreinforced concrete cap. (MN DOT) 

11. Reinforced concrete slab, fascia wall. (UT DOT) 

12. Cost of ground nails to stabilize excavation and eliminate horizontal loading on geofoam 

wall. (construction contractor) 
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13. Special site preparation, especially in areas with a high water table. (NY DOT) 

Synopsis of Replies to B2: 

Items found to have a significant impact on the overall cost include reinforced-concrete 

capping slab, unfamiliarity by construction contractors resulting in over pricing, special site 

preparation such as temporary dewatering, and facing systems in the case of vertical-faced fills. 

Other items mentioned include the cost of a permanent drainage system, seismic design, and earth 

retention to prevent horizontal loading on the EPS-block fill system when used in a side-hill fill 

application. One aspect that was indicated as reducing cost is the speed of construction when 

using an EPS-block fill system. These cost issues were included in the economic analysis chapter, 

Chapter 12. 

Question B3: Given that there are many factors that influence productivity for placing EPS 

blocks on a job site, from your experience what is the range of placement costs in dollars-per-

cubic-yard or -cubic- metre basis? 

Replies to B3: 

1. Our only experience with EPS has been on a small job (420 CY), below the water table, 

requiring special site preparation. The unit price given by the contractor (installed) was 

$75/CY. This price was much higher than for lightweight fill (5,810 CY) at ($10/CY). The 

lightweight fill was placed over the EPS. (CT DOT) 

2. $52.50 - $58.50 per cubic meter. (MI DOT) 

3. No idea (molder) 

4. I believe placement costs are between 35% and 45% of the unit bid cost. For example-$60 

cubic yard unit bid-(knowing the manufacturer’s costs)-$21 to $27 would be the placement 

costs. 

5. No experience (CO DOT) 

6. $30-$55/ cu yd (WY DOT) 

7. This information is isolated from us. (KS DOT) 
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8. Don’t know. (consultant) 

9. One contractor bid a job at $66 per cubic yard (material + labor), and another contractor bid 

at $50/per cubic yard (big variation). (IN DOT) 

10. $10-$15, not including mark-up (profit). (IL DOT) 

11. Our bid item is for furnished and installed so I do not have a breakdown on this cost. It 

should be easily under $1.00/cu. Yd. (MN DOT) 

12. $65.00/cu m (geofoam without fascia wall), $75.00/cu m (geofoam with fascia wall). (UT 

DOT) 

13. Not sure yet. (construction contractor) 

14. Bid price on the only NYSDOT project was $65/cy in 1996. (NY DOT) 

Synopsis of Replies to B3: 

A summary of the responses to question B3 is included in Table A.2. Additional cost 

information is presented in Chapter 12.  

Table A.2.  Summary of EPS-Block Geofoam Prices 

As shown above, placement prices range from $39.00 to $98.00 per m3. These costs 

include material, transportation, placement, and contractor profit. The use of a fascia wall adds 

about $10.00 per m3.  

One respondent indicated that placement costs are approximately 35% to 45% of the unit 

bid cost and another respondent indicated that placement costs range from about $13.00 to $20.00 

per m3 not including contractor profit. 

Question B4: Concerning the geofoam specification used on your most recent project: 

B4i: What was the source (e.g., State or County Department of Transportation 

Standard/Provisional Specification, in-house specification, provided by EPS molder or 

distributor)? 

Replies to B4i: 

1. Specification provided by consultant. (CT DOT) 
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2. Ours. (MI DOT)  

3. DOT(State), manufacturer, engineer. (molder) 

4. I adopted a specification developed by the Colorado DOT. (WA DOT) 

5. Other DOTs. (CO DOT) 

6. WY DOT Geology/Bridge Program. (WY DOT) 

7. Specification developed by us. (KSDOT) 

8. We developed the specification in-house. (IN DOT) 

9. Provided by the geotechnical consultant. (IL DOT). 

10. Combination of sources: Dr. Horvath’s book, industry, visiting Norwegian Engineers, other 

states, and in-house. (MN DOT) 

11. Design-build team with consultation with EPS molder and his technical representative. (UT 

DOT) 

12. Colorado DOT Special Provisions. (construction contractor) 

13. State DOT, technical papers published by Norwegian researchers, in-house development, and 

EPS molder. (NY DOT) 

Synopsis of Replies to B4i: 

The primary source of a geofoam specification is other state DOT’s specification or an 

in-house developed specification. However, some of the responses also included consultants and 

EPS molders. Based on the responses received, some of the state DOTs that have 

standard/provisional specifications include CO, IN, KS, MI, NY, WA, and WY. A provisional 

combined material, product, and constructin standard covering EPS-block geofoam in road 

applications is provided in Appendix C. 

B4ii: What one item in, or aspect of, the specification were you least satisfied or comfortable 

with and would like to have more information on or knowledge about to improve? 

Replies to B4ii: 
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1. The construction contract that included the specification was recently awarded and 

construction activity has not taken place. We have no comment at this time. (CT DOT) 

2. Relationship between stress-strain and density. Need more background material. (MI DOT) 

3. Recycle content in EPS Block. (molder) 

4. Quality control-our specification relied upon manufacturers quality control. Should we 

require 3rd party lab testing. How may tests for a given volume of geofoam-what to test 

for/physical sample size used in tests etc. (WA DOT) 

5. Density, strength, and creep. (CO DOT) 

6. Relied only on supplier certification. (WY DOT) 

7. Sampling frequency (KS DOT) 

8. Use of polyethylene sheets underneath the EPS. (IN DOT) 

9. Specifications should clearly define the method of anti-floatation procedure, in the event 

water enters the excavation. Also, a minimum amount of dewatering should be specified as 

incidental, beyond and above which the contractor would be compensated on a cost-plus 

basis. (IL DOT) 

10. Long-term creep performance. (UT DOT) 

11. Chemical barrier-an “impermeable geomembrane. (construction contractor) 

12. Physical Properties  - Water Absorption. (NY DOT) 

Synopsis of Replies to B4ii: 

Four items were mentioned more than once in the replies. One concern is relying only on 

supplier certification for material acceptance. Should third-party certification be required? Third-

party certification is addressed in Chapter 9. Another concern is not knowing what types of tests 

to perform as part of a construction quality control (CQC) and construction quality assurance 

(CQA) program as well as the frequency of these tests. Test requirements are presented in 

Chapter 9. The other two concerns mentioned more than once involve the lack of understanding 
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between the relationship of density and compressive strength and the long term creep 

performance of EPS. These two concerns are addressed in Chapter 2 and 9. 

The following items are indicated once in the replies: physical properties such as water 

absorption, the need for polyethylene sheets underneath the EPS, chemical barrier requirements 

over the EPS, and the amount of recycled EPS allowable.  

Several concerns related to protection of the blocks during construction were also 

indicated. One concern is not specifying in the specifications the method of antiflotation 

procedure(s) to use in the event that water enters the excavation. One respondent suggested that a 

minimum amount of temporary dewatering should be specified as incidental. 

Question B5: If you ever used EPS-block geofoam from a supplier, or if you are a supplier, 

who offers third-party certification for the manufactured quality of EPS block: 

B5i: Do you rely solely on this or do you still do supplemental random sampling and testing of 

the EPS after it is delivered to the job site? 

Replies to B5i: 

1. Approval of the product may be by certification accepted by the Engineer, written approval of 

the Engineer, or prior test and or inspection by the Department. (CT DOT) 

2. We do random sampling at job site. Density and 1% strain compression tests. (MI DOT) 

3. Rely solely on 3rd party certification. (molder) 

4. Our specification allowed owner testing-we would only test material delivered to the project, 

if based on visual inspection (shape/weight appearance), the material appears it would/may 

not meet specifications. (WA DOT) 

5. On-site testing is still done. (CO DOT) 

6. Rely on supplier certification. (WY DOT) 

7. We do supplemental sampling and testing. (KS DOT) 

8. We require manufacturer to submit samples to our laboratory in Materials and Tests Division. 

Additional on-site sampling and testing at the discretion of the project engineer. (IN DOT) 
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9. No third party was involved. The resident engineer conducted random sampling. (IL DOT) 

10. We do random supplemental QA testing. (MN DOT) 

11. Minimal random sampling. (UT DOT) 

12. We would still perform on-site density check. (NY DOT) 

Synopsis of Replies to B5i: 

Nine of the twelve responses indicated that random sampling and testing is performed 

after the EPS is delivered to the job site. Of these, one response indicated that the manufacturer 

was required to submit samples to the state DOT laboratory. Sampling and testing procedures for 

EPS blocks are presented in Chapter 9. 

B5ii: Have you ever had a problem (such as, but not limited to, material not conforming) with 

third-party certification? If you did experience a problem, describe the problem and offer 

suggestions to prevent this problem in the future. 

Replies to B5ii: 

1. No experience to date. (CT DOT) 

2. Third party reports do not include 1% strain test. We use our own results. (MI DOT) 

3. No. (molder) 

4. No. (WA DOT) 

5. Not to my knowledge. (CO DOT) 

6. No. (WY DOT) 

7. No. (KS DOT) 

8. No. (IN DOT) 

9. Not applicable (no third-party). However, there was the problem of the EPS blocks not 

meeting the weight requirement, but was corrected later. (IL DOT) 

10. No problems. (MN DOT) 

11. No. (UT DOT) 
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12. Yes, density of blocks varied considerably in one particular tractor trailer load with some 

blocks not meeting density criterion. Contractor had to weigh each block in order to salvage 

the load. This situation was brought to the attention of the manufacturer. Tighter quality 

control at the manufacturing plant was exercised. (NY DOT) 

Synopsis of Replies to B5ii: 

Nine of the twelve responses indicate that no problems with third-party certification have 

been experienced. Two of the respondents indicate that problems with third-party certification 

include the EPS blocks not meeting the density requirements. One response mentioned that the 

problem with third-party certification is that the compressive stress at 1% strain test results were 

not provided with the certifications. Third-party certification is addressed in Chapter 9. 

Question B6: Overall, what one item would you like us to consider or include in the NCHRP 

project documents that would be of greatest use to you in designing, supplying or installing EPS-

block geofoam for road construction? 

Replies to B6: 

1. No comment. (CT DOT) 

2. A general design layout drawing for EPS under a roadway built on an Embankment. (MI 

DOT) 

3. Cost factors vs. conventional methods.  (molder) 

4. Capping and facing requirements. Also look at overall stability modeling 

(block/rotational???), geofoam strength used in this analyses. (WA DOT) 

5. Installation secrets. (WY DOT) 

6. Suggested specification, next a design guide approved by FHWA. (KS DOT) 

7. Is there a way to eliminate the concrete cap on EPS blocks so as to minimize the overall 

installation cost? (IN DOT) 

8. Cross-sections should be checked for short-term (during construction) and long-term 

buoyancy of the entire system. (IL DOT) 
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9. Amount of cover for the different geofoam densities. (MN DOT) 

10. Typical design details and specifications. (UT DOT) 

11. Required thickness of subbase material overlying the geofoam to eliminate the phenomena of 

both differential icing of the roadway pavement surface in the cold season and overheating 

the pavement section in the warm season. (NY DOT) 

Synopsis of Replies to B6: 

In addition to providing a synopsis of the replies, the appropriate chapter number within 

the report that addresses these items is provided in parenthesis. The predominant item indicated 

that should be included in the NCHRP report is capping requirements to support stresses 

generated by traffic loads (Chapter 6), to prevent differential icing and overheating for the various 

geofoam densities (Chapter 4), and to include alternatives to a reinforced concrete slab (Chapter 

4). Other suggested items include general design drawing details (Chapter 10), a design guide that 

includes slope stability analyses with recommended strength for the EPS (Chapter 5 and 6), 

facing requirements (Chapter 5), recommended specification (Chapter 9 and Appendix C), 

installation procedures to include addressing the potential short-term buoyancy problem (Chapter 

8), and cost comparisons of the EPS alternative with other soft ground treatment procedures 

(Chapter 12). 

Question B7: Do you have any of the following supporting documentation that you think may 

be helpful to us in achieving the research objectives and that you would be willing to provide (we 

will contact you for follow up)? Please check all those items that apply: 

Plans [  ], Specifications [  ], Design reports [  ], Cost estimates and comparisons [  ], Field 

instrumentation/Performance data [   ], Photographs [    ]. 

Replies to B7: 

A summary of the responses  to B7 is included in Table A.3. 

Table A.3. Summary of Replies to Question B7 

Synopsis of Replies to B7: 
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Ten respondents indicate that they have construction plans, specifications, design reports, 

cost information, field instrumentation data, or photographs.  
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TABLE A.2 PROJ 24-11.doc 

 
STATE YEAR QUANTITY m3 (yd3) Bid Price in U.S. $/ m3 ($/yd3) 

CT 1999 321.1 (420) 98.00                            (75.00) 
IN 1995 4,707.6 (6,157) 65.00 – 87.00      (50.00-66.00) 
MI - - 52.50 – 58.50      (40.15-44.73) 
NY 1996 3,115.7 (4,075) 85.00                            (65.00) 
UT - - 65.00 (Note 1)             (50.00) 
UT - - 75.00 (Note 2)             (57.00) 
WY - - 39.00 – 72.00     (30.00-55.00) 

Note 1: Without fascia wall. 
Note 2: With fascia wall. 
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TABLE A.3 PROJ 24-11.doc 

 

Agency or 
Company Plans Specifications 

Design 
Reports 

Cost  
Estimates 
 and 
Comparisons 

Field  
Instrumentation
/Performance  
Data Photographs 

CTDOT  X     
MIDOT  X  X   
MOLDER    X  X X 
WADOT X X X X  X 
WYDOT X X  X X X 
KSDOT X X     
INDOT X X  X X X 
ILDOT X X X X  X 
UTDOT X X X X X X 
NYDOT X X X  X X 
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APPENDIX B 
PROVISIONAL DESIGN GUIDELINE 

 
Appendix B is not published here in.  However, it is being published separately as NCHRP 
Report 529.  To view this report online, go to http://www4.trb.org/trb/onlinepubs.nsf/web/crp and 
click on “National Cooperative Highway Research Program” under “Project Reports.” 
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APPENDIX C  
RECOMMENDED EPS-BLOCK GEOFORM STANDARD FOR 

LIGHTWEIGHT FILL IN ROAD EMBANKMENTS AND BRIDGE 
APPROACH FILLS ON SOFT GROUND 

Appendix C is not published here in.  However, it is being published separately as NCHRP 
Report 529.  To view this report online, go to http://www4.trb.org/trb/onlinepubs.nsf/web/crp and 
click on “National Cooperative Highway Research Program” under “Project Reports.” 
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______________________________________________________________________________ 

D.1 INTRODUCTION 

 

A bibliography of publications deemed relevant to the specific goals of the overall project 

that were obtained and reviewed are contained in this Appendix. This bibliography is based 

primarily on literature reviewed prior to April 2000. It is intended that this bibliography serve not 

only as documentation for this project but as a resource for future related research by others. Note 

that the entries in this bibliography are divided into three broad categories: 

• Publications of an overall general and descriptive nature. 

• Publications that focus on the engineering properties of block-molded EPS, whether in 

general or explicitly for geofoam applications. 

• Publications that focus on the use of EPS-block geofoam for applications that involve the 

function of lightweight fill. Because of the size of this category and the specific needs of this 

project, this section was further subdivided into: 

 publications of a general nature (typically case histories), 
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 publications that contain design manuals or guidelines developed previously by others, 

and  

 known U.S. patents (both expired and active). 

In addition, a wide variety of manufacturer's literature from around the world was 

obtained and reviewed as general background information for this study. However, this literature 

is neither listed herein nor cited in this report as it was collectively judged to have little 

permanent scientific value. 

In addition to the geofoam-related publications documented in this Appendix, a number 

of miscellaneous publications were found. These publications are cited where appropriate 

throughout this report.  

D.2 GENERAL 

Baker, A., editorial. Geosynthetics World, Geosynthetics Publications, Ltd., U.K., Vol. 5, No. 2 

(1995) p. 3. 

 

Baker, A., "Feature: EPS Geofoam Geosynthetic". Geosynthetics World, Vol. 5, No. 2 (1995), p. 

5. 

 

Baker, A., "Foam Foundations: Why On Earth Not?". Shell Chemicals Europe Magazine, No. 4 

(1995) pp. 9-12.  

 

Bergstrom, T., editorial letter. Civil Engineering, American Society of Civil Engineers, Reston, 

Va., U.S.A., Vol. 68, No. 11 (1998) p. 8. 

 

Beinbrech, G. and Hohwiller, F., “Polstergründungen Hartschaum aus Styropor Als 

Deformations- und Polsterschicht”. Tiefbau, Germany (1998). 
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Bhatia, S. K., "From the Editor’s Corner". Geotechnical News, BiTech Publishers Ltd., 

Richmond, B.C., Canada, Vol. 14, No. 2 (1996) p. 24. 

 

“Construyen Puentes con Bases de Espuma”. El Llanquihue, No. 34088, Puerto Montt, Chile 

(1997), p. A9. 

 

"EPS". Expanded Polystyrol Construction Method Development Organization, Tokyo, Japan 

(1993) 310 pp. (in Japanese). 

 

“EDO - The 10th Anniversary”. EPS Construction Method Development Organization, Tokyo, 

Japan (1996) 50 pp. (in Japanese). 

 

“EPS in de GWW; Voor Zettingsvrije Onderhoudsarme Toepassingen”. Stybenex, Zaltbommel, 

The Netherlands (undated) 32 pp. 

 

“Geofoam Building Wide Acceptance”. Newsline, EPS Molders Association, Crofton, Md., 

U.S.A., Vol. 1, No. 1 (1998) pp. 1 and 4. 

 

Horvath, J. S., "The Case for an Additional Function". IGS News, International Geotextile 

Society, Vol. 7, No. 3 (1991) pp. 17-18. 

 

Horvath, J. S., "'Lite' Products Come of Age; New Developments in Geosynthetics". 
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APPENDIX E 

GLOSSARY OF TERMS 

Block Molding is the second step in the two-step manufacturing process of EPS-block geofoam 

whereby the pre-puff is placed into a mold which is essentially a closed steel box that is 

rectangular in shape and steam is injected into the sealed mold to resoften the polystyrene 

and further expand the pre-puff causing the pre-puff to fuse thermally. 

Blowing Agent  is the naturally occurring petroleum hydrocarbon, almost always pentane (Japan 

is the only known country where an alternative, butane, is used routinely) mixed in the 

raw material of expandable polystyrene. 

Compressive Strength is a traditional material parameter of EPS that is defined as the 

compressive stress at some arbitrary strain level. There is no universal agreement as to 

what this arbitrary strain level is. However, it is typically defined at 10 percent strain.  

Creep is the additional strain or deformation that occurs with time under an applied stress or load 

of constant magnitude. 

Density Gradients are variations in density within an EPS block caused by the inherent 

variability in the EPS manufacturing process.  

Differential icing is a condition that develops during cold temperatures whereby ice forms on the  

 pavement surface overlying lightweight fills while the adjacent pavement underlain by 

natural soil is ice free. 

Elastic Limit Stress is the compressive stress at 1 percent strain as measured in a standard rapid-

loading compression test.  

Expandable Polystyrene (EPS) is the raw material that is used to manufacture EPS-block 

geofoam. Expandable polystyrene consists of fine to medium sand-size spherical particles 

of solid polystyrene with a naturally occurring petroleum hydrocarbon, almost always 
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pentane (Japan is the only known country where an alternative, butane, is used routinely), 

mixed in as a blowing agent. EPS is sometimes referred to as beads or resin. 

External (global) stability is one of the three primary design phases where consideration is given 

to how the overall embankment, which consists of the combined fill mass and overlying 

pavement system, interacts with the existing foundation soil. 

Failure is the loss of function of an embankment due to the embankment loads exceeding the 

resistance of the embankment and foundation and/or postconstruction settlement 

exceeding the maximum acceptable deformation. 

Fill mass is the portion of the embankment that primarily consists of EPS-block geofoam, 

although some amount of soil fill may also be used between the foundation soil and 

bottom of the EPS blocks, and the soil or structural cover placed on the sides of the EPS 

blocks. It is one of the three major components of an EPS-block geofoam embankment. 

Foundation soil is the existing natural soil that will support the embankment and is one of the 

three major components of an EPS-block geofoam embankment. Also referred to as soil 

subgrade. 

Fusion refers to the thermal fusion between pieces of prepuff (and regrind when used) that occurs 

during the second stage of manufacturing, which is known as final block molding. 

Initial Tangent Young’s Modulus is the slope of the initial (approximately) linear portion of the 

stress-strain curve in a standard rapid-loading compression test.  

Mechanical inter-block connectors are typically prefabricated barbed metal plates placed along 

the horizontal interfaces between EPS blocks, when required, to supplement the inter-

block friction and provide additional resistance against horizontal driving or imposed 

forces. 

Modified expandable polystyrene is a type of modified resin that contains an inorganic, 

bromine-based flame retardant that is sometimes used in the manufacture of flame-

retardant EPS blocks. 
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Molder is the manufacturer of expanded polystyrene blocks that buys the expandable polystyrene 

and, in a multi-stage process, transforms it into expanded polystyrene block.  

Oxygen Index (OI) is the minimum relative proportion (expressed as a percent) of oxygen in 

some mixture of gases that is required to support continuous combustion. Flammability 

of a polymeric material such as polystyrene is often measured or expressed by its OI.  

Pavement system includes all materials, bound and unbound, placed above the EPS blocks and is 

one of the three major components of an EPS-block geofoam embankment. Design of the 

pavement system is one of the three primary design phases. 

Pre-Expansion is the first step in the two-step manufacturing process of EPS-block geofoam 

whereby the expandable polystyrene raw material is placed into a large container called a 

pre-expander and then heated with steam. The expanded spheres of polystyrene are 

sometimes referred to as pre-puff. 

Pre-Puff is the expanded spheres of polystyrene that are formed by the pre-expansion 

manufacturing process of EPS-block geofoam.  

Regrind  is recycled in-plant scrap or post-consumer recycled expanded polystyrene material that 

is  reused by grinding it up into pieces that are generally sand-size. A small percentage of 

regrind is sometimes mixed in with virgin pre-puff during the final block molding 

process. 

Relaxation  is the reduction in applied stress or load with time under a constant magnitude of 

strain or deformation. 

Seasoning is the process of allowing the EPS block to stabilize thermally (dimensional changes 

of the block occur during cooling) and chemically (residual blowing agent remaining in 

the cells of the EPS outgasses and is replaced by air) after the block is released from the 

mold. The block also dries during this seasoning period as a relatively significant amount 

of water vapor and liquid (which can artificially increase the apparent density of the EPS) 
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that is condensed steam from molding remains in the block at the end of molding. 

Seasoning is also referred to as aging and conditioning in the EPS industry. 

Separation layer is a material placed between the EPS blocks and the overlying pavement 

system or between the embankment fill mass and the foundation soil. 

Serviceability limit state (SLS) is the state at which the deformation of the embankment exceeds 

the maximum acceptable deformation.  

Solar heating is a condition that develops during warm temperatures whereby  the pavement 

surface overlying lightweight fills is warmer than the adjacent pavement underlain by 

natural soil.  

Ultimate limit state (ULS) is the state at which the resistance of the embankment to failure is 

less than or equal to the embankment loads producing failure. 

Ultra light cellular structures (ULCS) are a type of lightweight fill, sometimes called geocomb, 

because of their honeycomb appearance in cross section, that is similar to geofoam but 

with an open-cell structure that can flood and drain, and thus will not float. 

Yield Stress is the stress corresponding to the onset of yielding  in a standard rapid-loading test. 

Sometimes referred to as "plastic stress" . 
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APPENDIX F 

CONVERSION FACTORS 

Contents 

F.1 INTRODUCTION ............................................................................................................... F-2 

F.2 CONVERSION FACTORS FROM INCH-POUND UNITS (I-P UNITS) TO THE LE 

SYSTÈME INTERNATIONAL d’UNITÉS (SI UNITS) ................................................... F-3 

F.3 CONVERSION FACTORS FROM THE LE SYSTÈME INTERNATIONAL d’UNITÉS (SI 

UNITS)  TO INCH-POUND UNITS (I-P UNITS)............................................................. F-5 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

F.1 INTRODUCTION 

Both the Système International d’Unités (SI) and inch-pound (I-P) units have been used in 

this report. SI units are shown first and I-P units are shown in parentheses within text. Numerous 

figures are included for use in design. Therefore, only SI units are provided in some of the figures 

to avoid duplication of figures. Additionally, in some cases figures have been reproduced that use 

either all SI or all I-P Units. These figures have not been revised to show both sets of units. The 

one exception to the dual SI and I-P unit usage involves the quantities of density and unit weight. 

Density is the mass per unit volume and has units of kg/m3 (slugs/ft3) and unit weight is the 

weight per unit volume and has units of kN/m3 (lbf/ft3). Although density is the preferred quantity 

in SI, unit weight is still the common quantity in geotechnical engineering practice. Therefore, the 

quantity of unit weight will be used herein except when referring to EPS-block geofoam. The 

geofoam manufacturing industry typically uses the quantity of density with the SI units of kg/m3 

but with the I-P quantity of unit weight with units of lbf/ft3. Therefore, the same dual unit system 

of density in SI and unit weight in I-P units will be used when referring to EPS-block geofoam. 
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F.2 CONVERSION FACTORS FROM INCH-POUND UNITS (I-P UNITS) TO THE LE 

SYSTÈME INTERNATIONAL d’UNITÉS (SI UNITS) 

Length:  1 ft  = 0.3048 m  

  1 ft  = 30.48 cm 

  1 ft  = 304.8 mm 

  1 in.  = 0.0254 m 

  1 in.  = 2.54 cm 

  1 in.  = 25.4 mm 

  1 yd  = 0.9144 m 

  1 yd  = 91.44 cm 

  1 yd  = 914.4 mm 

  1 mi  = 1.61 km 

Area:   1 ft2  = 929.03 × 10-4 m2  

  1 ft2  = 929.03 cm2 

  1 ft2  = 929.03 × 102 mm2 

  1 in2  = 6.452 × 10-4 m2 

  1 in2  = 6.452 cm2 

  1 in2  = 645.16 mm2 

  1 yd2  = 836.1 × 10-3 m2 

  1 yd2  = 8361 cm2 

  1 yd2  = 8.361× 105  mm2 

Volume: 1 ft3  = 28.317 × 10-3 m3  

  1 ft3  = 28.317 cm3 

  1 in3  = 16.387 × 10-6 m3  

  1 in3  = 16.387 cm3 
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  1 yd3  = 0.7646 m3 

  1 yd3  =  7.646  × 105 cm3 

Force:  1 lb  = 4.448 N  

  1 lb  = 4.448 × 10-3 kN 

  1 lb  = 0.4536 kgf 

  1 kip  = 4.448 kN  

  1 U.S. ton = 8.896 kN 

1 lb  = 0.4536 × 10-3 metric ton 

  1 lb/ft  = 14.593 N/m 

Stress, Pressure, Modulus of  

    Elasticity: 1 lb/ft2  = 47.88 Pa  

  1 lb/ft2  = 0.04788 kPa 

  1 U.S. ton/ft2 = 95.76 kPa 

  1 kip/ft2  = 47.88 kPa  

  1 lb/in2  = 6.895 kPa 

Density: 1 slug/ft3 = 16.018 kg/m3  

Unit Weight: 1 lbf/ft3  = 0.1572 kN/m3 

  1 lbf/in3  = 271.43 kN/m3  

Moment: 1 lb-ft  = 1.3558 N • m 

  1 lb-in.  = 0.11298 N • m  

Temperature: 1° F  = use 5 9  (°F –32) to obtain °C  

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

General Note: 1 mil  = 10-3 in. 
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F.3 CONVERSION FACTORS FROM THE LE SYSTÈME INTERNATIONAL 

d’UNITÉS (SI UNITS)  TO INCH-POUND UNITS (I-P UNITS)  

Length:  1 m  = 3.281 ft  

  1 cm  = 3.281 × 10-2 ft 

  1 mm  = 3.281 × 10-3 ft 

  1 m  = 39.37 in. 

  1 cm  = 0.3937 in. 

  1 mm  = 0.03937 in. 

  1 m  = 1.094 yd 

  1 cm  = 0.01094 yd 

  1 mm  = 1.094 × 10-3 yd 

1 km  = 0.621 mi 

Area:   1 m2  = 10.764 ft2  

  1 cm2  = 10.764 × 10-4 ft2 

  1 mm2  = 10.764 × 10-6 ft2 

  1 m2  = 1550 in2 

  1 cm2  = 0.155 in2 

  1 mm2  = 0.155 × 10-2 in2 

  1 m2  = 1.196 yd2  

  1 cm2  = 1.196 × 10-4 yd2 

  1 mm2  = 1.196 × 10-6 yd2 

Volume: 1 m3  = 35.32 ft3  

  1 cm3  = 35.32 × 10-4 ft3 

  1 m3  = 61,023.4 in3 

  1 cm3  = 0.061023 in3  
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  1 m3  = 1.308 yd3  

  1 cm3  = 1.308 × 10-6 yd3 

Force:  1 N  = 0.2248 lb  

  1 kN  = 224.8 lb 

  1 kgf  = 2.2046 lb 

1 kN  = 0.2248 kip  

1 kN  = 0.1124 U.S. ton  

1 metric ton = 2204.6 lb 

  1 N/m  = 0.0685 lb/ft 

Stress, Pressure, Modulus of  

    Elasticity:  

1 Pa  = 20.885 × 10-3  lb/ft2 

  1 kPa  = 20.885 lb/ft2 

  1 kPa  = 0.01044 U.S. ton/ft2 

  1 kPa  = 20.885 × 10-3   kip/ft2  

  1 kPa  = 0.145 lb/in2  

Density: 1 kg/m3  = 0.0624 slugs/ft3 

Unit Weight: 1 kN/m3 = 6.361 lbf/ft3 

  1 kN/m3 = 0.003682 lbf/in3 

Moment: 1 N • m  = 0.7375 lb-ft  

  1 N • m  = 8.851 lb-in.  

Temperature: 1° C  = use 9 5 (°C) + 32 to obtain °F  

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

General Note:   1 Pa  = 1 N/m2 
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